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Citywide Records Program 

Public Records Request #4262  
The following materials have been gathered in response to public records request #4262. These 
materials include: 

• Public Record Requests 2015-2020 

This information was provided as a response to a public records request on 11/18/20 and is current to 
that date.  There is a possibility of more current information and/or documents related to the stated 
subject matter. 

Further Information 
For further information about this request or the Citywide Records Program, please contact:  

Cheyenne Flotree  
Citywide Records Program Manager  
City of Charlotte/City Clerk’s Office  
600 East 4th Street, 7th Floor  
Charlotte, NC 28202 
Cheyenne.Flotree@charlottenc.gov 
 
Amelia Knight 
Public Records Specialist 
City of Charlotte/City Clerk’s Office 
600 East 4th Street, 7th Floor  
Charlotte, NC 28202 
Amelia.Knight@charlottenc.gov 



ID Date of Request Date Fulfilled Requestor Name Requestor Agency/Company Records Requested Process Stage Request Status Assigned Department Media Request

4405 11/18/2020 9:44 11/18/2020 Mike Stolp WSOC TV
Requesting 311 reports for Request #s 8032645, 8019248, and 8008099.
 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services Yes

4404 11/18/2020 9:30 Donald Arricivita

Hi, My name is Don and I am with North Carolina Bid Network. I would like to formally request for the Bid 
Tabulation/Bid Results of this project: Owner: Charlotte, City of Project Title/Name: RFP - Chemical Grouting and 
Pipe Lining Bid Date: 02/26/20 Bid number: 2020-454 I have browsed through your agency's website but I could 
not find the said information hence, I hope you can help me with my request. I greatly appreciate your time and 
assistance and I look forward to your response. Best regards, Donald “Don” Arricivita Jr. North America 
Procurement Councildonald@napc.me Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4403 11/18/2020 9:15 Robin Spears Requesting copy of video of accident involving bus #2132 on 11/9/20. Bus driver was James Meadows. Submitted to Departments Open CATS No

4402 11/18/2020 9:04 Andrew Williams NBC

Hello, My name is Andrew Williams and I m a data reporter at NBC News. I d like to submit two public records 
requests for the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department’s arrest and use of force data. Arrests FOIA We are 
requesting raw data — in a machine-readable database or spreadsheet formats such as SQL, CSV, XML, JSON, 
Excel, or Access files — on the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department’s arrests. The time period of the data 
should cover from January 1, 2015, through the date on which this request is fulfilled. The data should include all 
arrests by the CMPD. The data should include all disclosable fields, including but not limited to fields containing 
the following types of information: Arrest Primary Key Arrest Date Arrest Time 24hh Arrest Location Arrest X 
Coordinate Arrest Y Coordinate Zip Council District Census Tract Arrest County Desc Race Sex We are also 
requesting any data dictionaries, code tables, or other types of manuals that define, in plain English, the meaning 
of the column headers in the data, and any codes, acronyms, abbreviations or other shorthand terms used for 
entries in the data. We are asking for an export of raw data, to the extent maintained in CMPD’s databases. We 
do not expect the City to manually input or alter any information into the data for the purposes of fulfilling this 
request. Location of the Data: We are not familiar with CMPD databases that contain arrest information. We 
request these records in a machine-readable database or spreadsheet format — such as SQL, CSV, XML, JSON, 
Excel, or Access files — and not printed out, or converted to PDF files, or otherwise processed in a manner that 
would decrease the quality, quantity, or accessibility of the original information the records represent. We realize 
the information may be contained in multiple tables. We are not asking CMPD to join tables together for us, or to 
conduct any type of analysis on the data. We are merely asking for the department to export the raw data, as it 
exists in the department's database, which should minimize the amount of programming necessary to fulfill our 
request. We can do the joining on our own, so long as each table contains the unique identifiers and primary keys 
necessary to join the tables together, and so long as we are provided the necessary documentation to ensure that 
we are accurately joining and analyzing the data. We are comfortable working with very large databases in many 
standard data formats. Upon request, we would be happy to provide a USB thumb drive or external hard drive to 
facilitate the release of these records. Since this information is being sought for journalistic purposes, we request 
that any fees be waived because disclosure of the responsive records is squarely in the public interest, and will 
make a significant contribution to the public's understanding of critical issues related to law enforcement. I ask for 
a determination on this request within 10 days of your receipt of it. If you deny any portion of this request, please 
cite the specific statute that you feel justifies each exemption. We request that communication regarding this 
request be conducted via email, and that the request be filled via email if possible, as we are entitled to under the Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

4401 11/18/2020 8:23 Alpkan  Cakici

Hello there! I am requesting a list of all residential property addresses in your city that have been flagged with 
code violations within the dates of (July 1st through October 30th). Please remove any case that has been 
classified as completed or compliant. Please send the list in excel format. Please email 
tobmch@homesellercashoffer.com Thank you, Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

4400 11/17/2020 13:47 Justin Lafrancois

I am making a request to see if there are any public gathering or parade permit requests either pending or 
approved for Latrobe Drive in east Charlotte by either Love Life NC or Justin Reeder for November 21 between 9 
am - 1 pm Submitted to Departments Open Transportation No

4399 11/17/2020 13:30 Keisha Vicks

Copy of any Comments and Opinions made by Solid Waste Services regarding Petition 2006-031 for rezoning of 
parcel 080-056-01 which resulted in the denial of the level 1 retail unit at the premise to be denied use of the 
dumpsters and recycling bins as depicted on the schematic plans provided with the application. Any copy of Solid 
Waste Services later denial of the retail units use which became binding on the property after the city approved 
the application and schematic plans. Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

4398 11/17/2020 13:05 Kimberly Baker

MS2 requests copies of all cost and technical proposals, scoring sheets, and evaluation notes regarding City of 
Charlotte RFP 269-2020-132 Crash Reporting and Traffic Data Software Services. Shannon Wilson is the Senior 
Procurement Officer for this RFP. Thank you Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4396 11/16/2020 15:20 Shikha Sharma

I am writing to request the electronic/softcopy of the below items for Solicitation Number – 269-2015-060, IT 
Contract Professional Services 1. Winning Proposals 2. Bid-tabulation with evaluation notes 3. The total amount 
paid to each awarded vendor for providing services under the contract issued against the stated RFP from the 
start of the contract till the date of the issue of this request. 4. Temporary personnel placed under the contract 
with their job title, vendor name, start and end date of their assignment. Please let me know in advance if the 
processing fee exceeds $25.00. Feel free to call me for any clarification! Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4395 11/16/2020 15:07 Shikha Sharma

I am writing to request the electronic/softcopy of the below items for Solicitation - Temporary Staffing Services 1. 
Winning Proposals 2. Bid-tabulation with evaluation notes 3. The total amount paid to each awarded vendor for 
providing services under the contract issued against the stated RFP from the start of the contract till the date of 
the issue of this request. 4. Temporary personnel placed under the contract with their job title, vendor name, 
start and end date of their assignment. Please let me know in advance if the processing fee exceeds $25.00. Feel 
free to call me for any clarification! Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4397 11/16/2020 12:36 11/16/2020 Mike Stolp
Can you please provide any of the available paperwork for the 311 complaint below from over the weekend? 
OBJECT IDs: 1381850, 1381730, 1381728, 381625, 1381582, 1381455, 1381372, 1380990, 1380632 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services Yes

4394 11/16/2020 12:35 Aaron Honeycutt

I request the following information : Body cam footage of the following CMPD Officers : Tubbs (badge #5693). 
Helms (Badge #4414) Date of incident requested : 11/10/2020 Address of incident : 3501 Performance Rd, 
Charlotte, NC 28214 I also request the complete incident report typed up by the reporting officer . I request the 
"narrative" of the incident. Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

4393 11/16/2020 12:29 Aaron Honeycutt

I request the following information : Complete Personnel Files for the following CMPD Officers : Helms (badge # 
4414) , Tubbs (badge #5693). All personnel files that are openly and accessible to the public is what i am 
requesting . Please forward these records to my email address provided Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

4392 11/16/2020 12:12 Jessenia Vazquez

SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte for any and all purchasing records 
from Nov 29, 2018 to current. The request is limited to readily available records without physically copying, 
scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic document is acceptable. The specific information 
requested from your record keeping system is: 1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a 
comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, encumbrance, or check number 2. Purchase date 3. Line item 
details (Detailed description of the purchase) 4. Line item quantity 5. Line item price 6. Vendor ID number, name, 
address, contact person and their email address Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4390 11/16/2020 12:08 Allison McBride We are requesting the FY17 Adopted values of each sub-department under the Community Relations Committee. Submitted to Departments Open Community Relations Committee No



4389 11/16/2020 11:48 11/18/2020 Shaconda Ford All records concerning Elishevia Graham 7/29/1971 Fulfilled Closed Police;#Neighborhood Services No

4388 11/16/2020 11:44 Ryan Quinn
Three separate request items: 1. All CDOT emails related first ward parking petition, 2) All CDOT emails related to 
first ward parking rezoning, 3) All internally sent emails with my email and/or name in body Submitted to Departments Open Transportation No

4387 11/16/2020 11:27 Shari Howey

Per the FOIA and NC FOIA please send all would you kindly send all fire reports, eMedic Reports, 911 Incident 
Recall Sheets, all EMS reports, Calls For Service Reports, all Incident Reports, all 911 audio (digital) calls, all log 
book entries, dispatch logs and everything in the file pertaining to 421 N. Wendover Street and 3220 Latrobe Dr. 
and 700 South Torrence Street and 700 E. Hebron St. from Oct. 25, 2020 to Nov. 11, 2020. A digital response is 
preferable. Thank you very much. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4386 11/16/2020 11:15 Rene Petrin Jr. AAA  Carolinas REPORT CONCERNING DOG BITE INCIDENT B20-038904 Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4385 11/16/2020 10:37 Anthony Bazemore
Code Enforcement violations for Fairmarket Square Apartments. Charlotte, NC 28215 Ranging from 01/01/2014 
to 11/10/2020 Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

4383 11/16/2020 8:32 Lauren Goodwin

I'm in need of information on an incident that happened November 15th 2017. I need the bite mark results and 
any information on that incident.
________________________________________________________________________________
Hi yes, 
I'm in need of information that has in detail about a bite mark. 
My dog carter, was accused of biting a woman 3 years ago in November on the 15th and I was told by her they 
took information from her to fit the mark on her and my dogs teeth I guess and her dogs teeth. 
I'm in need of the results of this. 
If there is any. 
I was told to go to the charmeck website a request it. 
I'm not sure I did it correctly.
 
 
Thank you for your time,
Lauren Goodwin Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4382 11/12/2020 16:58 James Evers

Public Records Requests to Ms. Askew:
 
Please provide the following records per NCGS 132:
All requests, in any form, for the IT department to 'pull' information for public records requests.

To clarify, I'm looking for requests that IT resources be used to pull public records from any database of records 
by the city.
 
I'd also like the output that was produced as a result of each of those searches.
 
Please send these electronic records to my email address here.
 
Please provide per NCGS 132 all records showing hours billed by City of Charlotte Attorneys and how those hours 
were used (on what project/case/work).
 
Please also provide all contracts and billing information for legal work performed by non-City attorneys on behalf 
of the City.
 
I am making this request for 2019 & 2020 Jan 1. through date the records are provided.
 
Thank you. Assigned to Individuals Open City Attorney;#Innovation & Technology No

4381 11/12/2020 16:38 11/13/2020 Jennifer Lela

Hazmat Response Records from the Fire Department
 
Hazmat Response Records from the Fire Department for a parcel located at 3026 Stewart Creek Blvd, Charlotte, 
NC 28216. Assigned to Individuals Withdrawn Fire No

4380 11/12/2020 16:04 11/13/2020 Kent  Toliver Police report #2020110121200. Trying to get to the report. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4379 11/12/2020 15:39 Tessa Brennan

Edge Point hereby request the following electronic accounting records: An accounting of all outstanding and 
returned checks which remain stale and/or remain oustanding. -Field Values requested: Payee name, date and/or 
year, amount, check number and address if possible. Our office is prepared to pay for the reproduction costs up 
to $50.00. In the event its more than $50.00 please send us an invoice. Submitted to Departments Open Finance No

4378 11/12/2020 15:34 Joe Risi

Hello, I'd like to request reviewing the proposals of the following companies for Vehicle Cleaning, Detailing, and 
Decontamination Services RFP#269-2020-14. -Doctor Detail of Matthews, LLC Moore Cars, LLC Mr. Refurbisher, 
Inc. Williams Detailing Services Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4377 11/12/2020 15:27 Cindy Moore

Good Morning, We are currently conducting a classification and compensation study for Mooresville and your 
current annual salaries have been requested to be included in the study. For their study we are requesting the 
following information for each of your regular full-time employees: Position Title Department Employment Date 
Pay Grade Annual Base Salary Also, a copy of your current pay plan showing pay grades, with ranges, and listing 
each position assigned to each grade. If available, can you send the requested information in Excel spreadsheet 
format? Please let me know if you have any questions regarding our request.  Please send data by 10/24/2020.  
Thanks so much helping us. Cindy H. Moore Database Technician PTRC 336904.0300. 36904.0360 Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources No

4376 11/12/2020 15:06 Ellen Cappello

Good Morning, I would like to inquire to see if you could provide a] ROW and acquisition date start and b] PDF 
and DGN plans for the following City of Charlotte projects: TA-6724 - I-77 & Hambright Rd. Park & Ride 
Construction MABS - Matheson Avenue Bridge Streetscape I can be reached atecappello@farrin.com or 919-287-
8092. I hope you are well and look forward to your reply. Thank you for your assistance, Ellen Cappello Law 
Offices of James Scott Farrin Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4375 11/12/2020 14:58 Ellen Blalock

Two complaints have been filed with Code Enforcement (Case #s: 20200013467 and 20200040163). I would like 
to find out all the details of the complaints including why the complaints were filed and who filed them. Any 
information you can provide on the complaints would be very helpful. Thank you! Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

4374 11/12/2020 12:18 11/17/2020 Leslie Sammis

Pursuant to Section 132-6 of the North Carolina Public Records Law I am requesting the following records: any and 
all video showing Mr. Dominic Nickerson’s detention, as well as the search and seizure of his property at or near 
Gate B5 of the Charlotte Douglas International Airport on 10/29/2020, at approximately 9:15 a.m. At that time 
and place, we expect the video would show Mr. Dominic Nickerson being approached by officers or agents 
associated with Homeland Security Investigations as Mr. Nickerson was waiting to board an American Airlines 
flight from CLT to LAX at gate B5 from approximately before 9:15 a.m. until around 10:45 a.m. Mr. Nickerson was 
wearing a black and purple Toronto Rafters jacket, black pants, and black shoes. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No



4373 11/12/2020 12:10 11/12/2020 Thomas Weber
I am requesting any of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department's policies or procedures concerning the 
retention of complaints of excessive force, specifically including schedules for retention or destruction. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

4372 11/12/2020 12:03 Olivia Capizzi

I need copies of all complaints issued regarding the address noted above since 2017. I have pulled the excel file but 
if I could get copies of the complaints issued that would be amazing! My phone number is 7047782642 if you 
need to reach out. Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

4371 11/12/2020 11:48 11/13/2020 Ahmet Cetin This is a request for my son's dog bite report. His name is Berkay Cetin. Ref # B20-038850. Fulfilled Closed Police No
4370 11/12/2020 10:54 Andrea Bailey Copy of the current contract for CMPD uniforms Submitted to Departments Open Police No
4369 11/12/2020 10:46 11/13/2020 Andrea Bailey Requesting a copy of the current collective bargaining agreement between CMPD and the city Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

4368 11/12/2020 9:47 11/12/2020 Shyrley Peraza


Hello,
 
On behalf of Douglas Walker, We would like to submit a Public Records Request for all Nuisance and Housing 
Code Cases for the period November, 02, 2020 – November, 06, 2020 . Would like both the Nuisance Cases as 
well as the Housing Code Cases for all property zoning types. If you require any more information from us, please 
do not hesitate to reach out. The export needs to include the following columns/fields:
 
Created On
Case Type
Case Origin
Case Status
Case Number
Parcel ID
Full Street Address
LandUseCode
City
Postal Code
Inspection Notes
Date Case Closed
Conclusion
Violation Description
 
Thanks,
Shyrley Peraza
pshyrley@gmail.com Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

4367 11/9/2020 9:51 Nicole Bigman

Dear Records Custodian: My law firm represents the family of Mr. Yazeed Alsawalha in regards to the shooting on 
October 5, 2020 at Arcadia Student Living located at 707 Sanctuary Place, Charlotte, North Carolina. We are 
requesting copies of any and all documents pertaining to the above referenced incident, including, but not limited 
to: 1) Incident Report; 2) Dash and body cam video(s); 3) Microphone recordings of officers; 4) Audio recordings 
obtained at the scene or during investigation; 5) Video(s) obtained at the scene or during investigation; 6) 
Photographs; 7) Witness statements (written or recorded); 8) Indictments; 9) 911 Calls; 10) Supplemental reports 
and addendums; and/or 11) Investigative findings, notes and other reports. We are also requesting a Crime Grid 
for all crimes that occurred at or near Arcadia Student Living located at 707 Sanctuary Place, Charlotte, North 
Carolina from November 1, 2015 through the present date. We are also requesting a record of all calls for service 
made to this address for the same dates. We are willing to pay all reasonable costs necessary to respond to this 
request. Please contact me if you have any questions. If possible, please e-mail any responsive records 
tonbigman@ssmklaw.com. Thank you for your assistance. Best, Nicole Bigman Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4384 11/9/2020 9:35 11/9/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer
[Communications & Marketing - fulfilled on 11/9/2020] Requesting the Speakers List for the November 9, 2020 
City Council meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

4366 11/6/2020 12:31 Tara Rice Holland & Knight LLP

Dear CityClerk:

PursuanttotheNorthCarolinaPublicRecordsLaw,N.C.Gen.Stat.Chapter132,Irequestcopies of the following public 
recordsthat arein your custody or in the custody of officers, employees, or agents of the City ofCharlotte:
 
1.    Copies of any and all amendments, change orders, or other modifications 
madeorproposedtoanyexecutedcontractbetween(i)VectorMediaand/or any of its affiliates and related parties 
(including, but not limited to, parent companies, direct and indirect subsidiaries, entities under commoncontrol, 
and entities that it controls) (collectively, “Vector”), and (ii) the City of Charlotte or the Charlotte Area Transit 
System (collectively, “Charlotte Transit”). Each such made or proposed amendment, change order, or other 
modification is referred to herein as an“Amendment.”
 
2.    Copies of each proposal and all other materials submitted by Vector to Charlotte Transit in connection with 
eachAmendment.
 
3.    Copies of all records reflecting all communications (including, but not limited to, email communications, 
memoranda, letters, and text messages) between Charlotte Transit (including any of its officers, employees, or 
agents) and Vector (including any of its officers, employees, or agents) referring or relating to each Amendment, 
including anynegotiations.
 
4.    Copies of all records relating to the financial terms proposed by Vector in response to eachAmendment.
  
 
5.    Copies of the minutes of any meeting at which any Amendment was discussed.
 
6.    Copies of all records relating to the parties’ performance of any financial and reporting obligations under 
each contract including, but not limited to, records reflecting: (i) amounts paid by Vector pursuant to the contract; 
(ii) pending sales; (iii) confirmed sales; (iv) projected future sales; and (v) all other sales projection reports, 
including advertising revenuesales. Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4365 11/5/2020 11:39 11/5/2020 Lindsay Castiglioni

INTERSECTION CAMERA FOOTAGE of an accident that occurred at 7235 E Independence Blvd from Village Lake 
Drive on 10-14-2020. Police report says 5:10 pm, claimant driver said around 5:00 pm, so somewhere in that time 
frame. There appears to be a camera at the southwest corner of E. Independence and Village Lake Drive 
intersection. StreetDelivery obo Builders Mutual Insurance Claim Number:PCA001069831 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No



4364 11/5/2020 11:32 11/18/2020 Laura Cooley
I would like a copy of the 911 call placed to cmpd on August 27,2020 at 1622 from phone number 704-965-8755 . 
I am the daughter of the caller and the deceased. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4363 11/5/2020 11:21 Dr. Willie Keaton
Please provide all communications between Louis DeJoy (business man) and the Mayor of Charlotte or any City 
Council persons. From 1/1/17 to the Present. Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services No

4362 11/5/2020 11:16 Xperanza Uviedo

To Whom It May Concern: I write on behalf of Professor Zachary D. Kaufman (Associate Professor of Law and 
Political Science, University of Houston Law Center), for whom I work as a Research Assistant and who is cc’d on 
this email. Pursuant to the NC General Statute Chapter 132, Professor Kaufman hereby requests the following 
records: 1. All current policies maintained by the department regarding police use of force, police duties to report 
misuse of force by fellow officers, and police duties to intervene in misuse of force by fellow officers. 1. All 
current records maintained by the department regarding enforcement actions or punishment imposed for 
violations of the Duty to Intervene and Duty to Report policies listed in CMPD Directive 600-019. 2. All current 
records maintained by the department regarding reports of excessive force made by witnessing and/or fellow 
officers. In the event that fees cannot be waived, Professor Kaufman would be grateful if you would inform us of 
the total charges in advance of fulfilling this request. We would prefer the request be filled electronically, by e-
mail attachment if available, or by postal mail. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this 
matter. We look forward to receiving your response to this request within [insert #] business days, as the statute 
requires. Sincerely, Xperanza Uviedo 2607 Easton Springs Ct., Pearland, Texas 77584xpuviedo@gmail.com 210-
900-9149 Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4361 11/5/2020 11:08 Greg Anderson

What Is Your Public Records Request? Description of the Request “Please let this e-mail serve as a formal public 
records request pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1, et. seq. for: 1) the anticipated ROW date 2) PDF and DGN 
plans for the following projects: -Charlotte - Shamrock Drive Complete Street - City of Charlotte -Sandy Porter 
Road/South Tryon Street intersection improvements -Backlot Trail Phase 1 Requester 
emailganderson@farrin.com Requester Name (Optional) Greg Anderson Name of the Organization (Optional) Law 
Offices of James Scott Farrin Requester Phone Number (Optional) 8002207321 Date Requested: 11/4/2020 Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4360 11/5/2020 8:21 Rachael Buchanan I need to request the bite report A19-569932 Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4359 11/4/2020 14:24 Greg Anderson

“Please let this e-mail serve as a formal public records request pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1, et. seq. for: 1) 
the anticipated ROW date 2) project plans in PDF and DGN format for the projects below: -Charlotte - DeArmon 
Road Improvements Project - City of Charlotte -Charlotte - Cross Charlotte Trail Seg. #6 - City of Charlotte -
Charlotte - Cross Charlotte Trail Seg. #5 - City of Charlotte -Charlotte - Brown-Grier Road Upgrades - City of 
Charlotte Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4358 11/4/2020 14:14 11/4/2020 Daisy Sanders

I would like to request the video for an accident that happened on 09/02/2020 at 05:26 pm. I would like the video 
to show at least 10 minutes prior to the accident and 10 minutes after the accident.. CATS bus and client collided 
in the intersection of West 4th Street and Church Street. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

4357 11/4/2020 12:25 Robert Grady

Please provide all below-requested information on the following 311 Service Requests: EW1139531; EW1147018; 
EW1147236; EW1149641; EW1149958; EW1149959; EW1150436; EW1150944; EW1151096; EW1151102; 
EW1154543; EW1154548; EW1154554; EW1158990; EW1159892; EW1168621; EW1170176; EW1174658; 
EW1175547; EW1176022; EW1176203; EW1183412; EW1186116; EW1186343; EW1187095; EW1187098; 
EW1187617; EW1187628. Information on each should included, at a minimum: (a) Request type, (b) department 
directed to, (c) location, (d) request comments, (e) employee(s) responsible, (f) employee(s)'s action(s) (e.g. call, 
site visit) and date(s) of action(s), (g) status of request (e.g. open, closed, in progress, sent to committee) and date 
of closure, if applicable (h) resolution of request, (i) CMPD Division, if applicable, (j) neighborhood profile area, (k) 
council district, and (l) request date. Include additional information available on any/all above-listed service 
requested. Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

4355 11/4/2020 10:52 11/6/2020 Teresa Riley

I would like to request a copy of animal control report on Tuesday, October 27, 2020 8703 Gray Willow Rd 
Charlotte, nc 28227 4 pitt bull dogs tried to attack me . I called 311 ( call # u10271104000), I need a copy of that 
report. Thank You Fulfilled Closed Police No

4354 11/4/2020 10:47 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer

[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting copies of recent documents/presentations made during 
Legacy Commission meetings. From the Oct. 28 meeting, it looks like the main document was named "Legacy 
Commission 2nd Draft Framework Highlighted." Submitted to Departments Open Strategy & Budget Yes

4351 11/3/2020 10:43 James Evers

       Please provide a copy of the tracker for open claims and open torts against the City.
 
Please provide past data of open claims for five years (probably easier to start Jan 1 2015 through current).
 
Please provide a copy of all litigation hold data for Jan 1 2015 through current.
 
Please provide copies of all settlement agreement contracts for the same period (Jan 1 2015 through current)
 
Thank you Assigned to Individuals Open City Attorney No

4350 11/3/2020 8:30 Dr. Willie J. Keaton
Seeking all communication in all legal forms from Mayor or as a City Council person from Jesse Cureton or any 
other high ranking employees of Novant Health. Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services No



4349 11/2/2020 10:51 11/2/2020 Shyrley Peraza


Hello,
 
On behalf of Douglas Walker, We would like to submit a Public Records Request for all Nuisance and Housing 
Code Cases for the period October, 26, 2020 – October, 30, 2020. Would like both the Nuisance Cases as well as 
the Housing Code Cases for all property zoning types. If you require any more information from us, please do not 
hesitate to reach out. The export needs to include the following columns/fields:
 
Created On
Case Type
Case Origin
Case Status
Case Number
Parcel ID
Full Street Address
LandUseCode
City
Postal Code
Inspection Notes
Date Case Closed
Conclusion
Violation Description
 
Thanks,
Shyrley Peraza
pshyrley@gmail.com Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

4348 10/30/2020 9:13 Dr. Willie J. Keaton

1. All Public Record, emails, letters faxes, text messages etc. of Mayor Vi Lyles between Regional Manager of Ernst 
Young Malcolmb Coley from 2017- October 29, 2020. 2. Also, all public records connected to or related to that 
mention Restorative Justice CLT from 2/1/20- the Present. 3. All public records between the Mayor Lyles, 
Malcolmb Coley Michael and employees of the Foundation of the Carolina's. 4. Any public records pertianing to 
Meetings with Restorative Justice CLT. 5. Any public records of Mayor Lyles that discuss Dr. Willie J. Keaton Jr., 
Rabbi Judith Schindler as it pertains to Mayor Public apology August 2020, pertaining Redlining etc. 6. All emails 
from August 1, 2020 to October 1st, 2020 from Mayor Lyles and City Council employees that mention or make 
reference to the Mayors public apology regarding Brooklyn, 2nd Ward, Restorative Justice CLT. 7. All emails of 
Malcolmb Coley, Councilperson Dimple, Council Person James Mitchel in conducting City Business of the 
Community Recovery Task Force appointment. 8. Any information pertaining to Campaign Contributions from 
Malcolmb Coley, Mayor Vi Lyles and Council Persons Mitchell and Dimple. 9. All public records from City Council 
members that mention Restorative Justice CLT, from January 1, 2020 to the present. 10. All public records 
between Mayor Lyles and Malcolmb Coley from 2017 to October 29th 2020. Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services No

4347 10/29/2020 16:51 Julie Kaye
Hi, I am making a request for the current list of stale dated vendor checks of $10,000+ from accounts payable 
from 1/1/2015-7/1/2020. Submitted to Departments Open Finance No

4346 10/29/2020 16:44 Ruthy Portnoy
hello, I need the CIP (Capital Improvement Program (CIP)) for 2015/2016 (projects list which was approved in 
2015/2016). thanks and kind regards, Ruthy Assigned to Individuals Open Planning No

4345 10/29/2020 16:39 Jason Idilbi

Dear Sir or Madam: Please provide me electronic copies of all electronic communications between any employee 
or representative of the City of Charlotte and any employee or representative of Tech Talent South, as well as any 
logs, records, or reports revealing any verbal conversations (such as phone calls or in-person meetings). Please 
provide a copy of any contracts, including any draft contracts, between the City of Charlotte and Tech Talent 
South. Thank you for your attention to this request. Submitted to Departments Open Innovation & Technology No

4344 10/29/2020 16:34 11/13/2020 Madison Rieke Zoning conditions, civil plans, and hydrology/stormwater reports related to Parcel ID 16301305 &16301306. Fulfilled Closed Storm Water Services No

4343 10/29/2020 16:32 David Hodges
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting a copy of the Eastland Power Point presentation from the 
Oct. 26, 2020 City Council meeting. Submitted to Departments Open Communications & Marketing No

4356 10/29/2020 11:53 11/13/2020 Susan Clark Requested information on a previous project completed at 3317 Green Meadow Dr. Fulfilled Closed Storm Water Services No

4336 10/29/2020 6:57 Christopher Ng
Pursuant to NC GS 132 and FOIA, please provide all emails sent TO or FROM City of Charlotte contractor Alisa 
Kennedy. All emails. Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4335 10/28/2020 6:45 11/9/2020 Keisha Vicks
Request for re zoning application, with attachments, pre and post analysis, Video of hearings and decisions for 
petition 2006-031 for parcel 08005603. Fulfilled Closed Planning No

4342 10/27/2020 16:24 10/27/2020 David Boraks [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the Executive Summary of the 2020 Comprehensive Plan. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

4341 10/27/2020 16:22 Ashley Fahey [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the Executive Summary of the 2020 Comprehensive Plan. Submitted to Departments Open Communications & Marketing No



4334 10/27/2020 14:51 Glen H. Garrett

Dear Reader:
 
I am writing pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law to request all documents and recordings of any 
and all citizen requests made in 2019 and 2020 for inspection or maintenance of a curbside tree located at 2115 
Dartmouth Place, Charlotte, NC 28207.
 
The documents I am requesting include, but are not limited to, emails, internet service requests, call logs, call 
recordings, call transcripts, call notes, and all data related to each citizen request to the City of Charlotte 
regarding the curbside tree located at 2115 Dartmouth Place.
 
To assist in your search for these records, but without limiting the scope of this request, a witness (Rafael 
Secundo) submitted a request around October 2019 for inspection/trimming of a tree located on the tree lawn at 
2115 Dartmouth Place.
 
I am also requesting all documents and recordings related to the inspection, maintenance, or removal of any and 
all trees on Dartmouth Place during 2019 and 2020. The requested documents include, but are not limited to, all 
correspondence including emails, inspection reports, inspection logs, photographs, video recordings, work orders, 
invoices, change orders, payment receipts, memoranda, and all other data generated in connection with the 
inspection, maintenance, or removal of curbside trees on Dartmouth Place during 2019 and2020.
 
Please accept this letter as my consent for any fees related to this request up to $50.00. Please contact me for 
consent if the fees will exceed $50.00, or if you have any questions about this request.
 

Very truly yours,
Glen H. Garrett
 
 Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services;#Planning;#General Servi No

4333 10/27/2020 14:25 Terry Matthews

Crowder Construction Company is requesting electronic copy of the SOQ for both Blythe Construction and Blythe 
Development in response to the RFQ 2020-516 Progressive Design Build Services for the Bryant Farms Road 
Extension Project. Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4332 10/27/2020 13:55 11/2/2020 Elizabeth Smithers

All releasablepersonnel file information for former employeesTeresa Bennett -to be fufilled by Corprate 
HR/uptownLog Sheets – January 1, 2017 – February 1, 2017Smith Systems Training January 28, 2016 – January 
27, 2017Any other Training Documentation January 28, 2016- January 27, 2017Shift Schedule January 26th and 
January 27th 2017 – or if we don’t have that, a recent shift scheduleBlank PRD used for Shuttle Bus 
DriversMileage Logs, if they existed or are still available, for January 26th and January 27th 2017The safety 
committee report/findings for this incident? Or would Risk Management have that as well? Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#Human Resources No

4331 10/27/2020 12:17 Tyler Dukes

Pursuant to state public records law, I request access to and copies of all reports of actual transactions or 
expenditures by the City of Charlotte, or those reported to the City of Charlotte by any subrecipients, for CARES 
Act-related spending to date. I’d like copies of these records in electronic format, preferably in spreadsheet 
format. If you are unable to provide the records in this format for any reason, please let me know. If applicable, 
please provide these records as they are processed. Please notify me in advance of any fees associated with this 
request, and if my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions and redactions by 
reference to specific exemptions in the state open records act. If you need any additional information to fulfill this 
request, please let me know. -- Tyler Dukes Reporter, The News & Observermtdukes@newsobserver.com 
919.696.1935 @mtdukes Submitted to Departments Open Finance Yes

4330 10/27/2020 11:12

Council, Mayor
As I am waiting for a response, I see on #CLTCC that another member of Council has again blocked someone on 
Twitter. I copied the text below so you can find the account. Why continue to block this public information? It is 
obvious that Council has altered status of accounts, is still blocking accounts, probably muting accounts, and 
evading exposure by failing to provide a truthful account of records (with two exceptions noted).
Also, I requested all communication about this request.  This has not been provided.
Also, I have not received any explanation for why Patrick Baker stated there are no records, but was next sent the 
partial records I have described. This doesn't seem honest.
I have asked for the regular process Mr. Flotree stated was used, but was sent a public records policy instead.
I made these requests for public information from Mr. Mills and received no information:
Are there guidelines/policy to timeframe to respond to a PRR?
And … is there a policy re: elected officials' accounts (or a general policy or training or instruction that would 
cover this specific issue of blocked/muted twitter accounts) as part of larger topic training on PRR’s and use of 
social media?
Also, does your office track and obtain answers from elected officials for public records requests? 
Who is the Official Custodian of Records per N.C.G.S. for the City of Charlotte for information other than 
documents sealed by the Clerk?
Therefore, this request may not be "considered closed" as Mr. Flotree states.
Per the Public Records Policy sent by Mr. Flotree, there are Public Records Liaisons in each department. Please 
provide a record or records identifying those people and any training they have had in public records law.
Is there any policy that addresses the responsibilities of City Council and the Mayor to respond to public records? 
If yes, please provide it.
This seems like a ton of trouble to hide the results of who you blocked/muted on Twitter. Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk;#Office of Constituent Services No

4329 10/26/2020 16:58 S. Howey

Per the FOIA and NC FOIA please send all would you kindly send all fire reports, eMedic Reports, 911 Incident 
Recall Sheets, all EMS reports, Calls For Service Reports, all Incident Reports, all 911 audio (digital) calls, all log 
book entries, dispatch logs and everything in the file pertaining to 700 South Torrence Street and 700 E. Hebron 
St. from Jan. 1, 2020 to Oct. 24, 2020. A digital response is preferable. Thank you very much. Submitted to Departments Open Fire;#Neighborhood Services No

4328 10/26/2020 16:48 Shari Howey

Per the FOIA and NC FOIA please send all would you kindly send all fire reports, eMedic Reports, 911 Incident 
Recall Sheets, all EMS reports, Calls For Service Reports, all Incident Reports, all 911 audio (digital) calls, all log 
book entries, dispatch logs and everything in the file pertaining to 421 N. Wendover Street and 3220 Latrobe Dr. 
from June 29, 2020 to Oct. 24, 2020. A digital response is preferable. Thank you very much. Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services;#Fire No



4327 10/26/2020 16:39 10/26/2020 Nick Ochsner WBTV

I request copies of the following public records pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Act, G.S. §132-1, et 
seq.: 1) Any draft non-discrimination ordinance or similar ordinance prepared since June 1, 2020. 2) Any 
communication—including but not limited to emails, text messages, instant messages, letters, and memos—sent 
and/or received by Vi Lyles and/or Patrick Baker regarding a non-discrimination ordinance since September 1, 
2020. 3) Any communication—including but not limited to emails, text messages, instant messages, letters, and 
memos—sent and/or received by Vi Lyles and/or Patrick Baker with the following individuals since September 1, 
2020: Lydia Lavelle and/or Beau Mills. 4) Any communication—including but not limited to emails, text messages, 
instant messages, letters, and memos—sent and/or received by Vi Lyles and/or Patrick Baker regarding a 
telephone call on Friday, October 16, 2020 to discuss a non-discrimination ordinance with mayors across North 
Carolina Please treat each numbered item above as a separate request and produce records on a rolling basis, as 
they are available. Do not wait until all responsive records are available to make a first production. The law, 
specifically G.S. 132-6(c), requires non-public information contained in an otherwise public document to be 
redacted; the presence of non-public information does not exempt an entire document from disclosure. If you do 
redact any information or deny this request, in whole or in part, please cite each specific exemption you feel 
justifies the refusal to release the information. If possible, please provide the request records in the most practical 
electronic format (by e-mail, thumb drive, CD, etc.) on a rolling basis, as documents responsive to this request 
become available for production. I would like to request a waiver of all fees since the disclosure of the requested 
information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of an important 
topic in our community. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. In the event there will be 
fees associated with fulfilling my request, please notify me in advance. The law requires that you respond to and 
fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." G.S. 132-6(a). Given the limited scope of this request, I request 
production of responsive records begin no later than Monday, October 26, 2020. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services;#City Attorney;#Cit  Yes

4340 10/26/2020 16:19 10/26/2020 Katie Peralta
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the Power Point presentation on Eastland delivered by Tracy 
Dodson at the October 26, 2020 City Council meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

4339 10/26/2020 16:16 10/26/2020 Alison Kuznitz
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the Speakers List for the October 26, 2020 City Council 
meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

4326 10/26/2020 10:53 Brigette Melchin
Requesting an activity card for our dog bite client, Dirk Rusthoven. Incident was on 8/26/16 B16-029741. Owner 
was Tamara Peters. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4337 10/23/2020 15:51 10/23/2020 David Hodges
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the most updated version of the Speakers List for the 
October 26, 2020 City Council meeting Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

4352 10/23/2020 13:44 10/26/2020 Frank Henry Requested information related to the Ridgewood Avenue Storm Drainage Improvement Project. Fulfilled Closed Storm Water Services No

4320 10/23/2020 10:01 Tyler Dukes

Pursuant to state public records law, I request access to: • Any estimates prepared by the City of 
Charlotte concerning the costs associated with the rally held by the Biden/Harris campaign on Oct. 21, including, 
but not limited to, costs for security or traffic control. • Copies of any bills and/or financial requests issued by the 
City of Charlotte to the Biden/Harris campaign for the rally held on Oct. 21, including, but not limited to, costs for 
security or traffic control. • Any correspondence from campaign officials responding to these bills and/or financial 
requests. I’d like copies of these records in electronic format. If you are unable to provide the records in this 
format for any reason, please let me know. If applicable, please provide these records as they are processed. 
Please notify me in advance of any fees associated with this request, and if my request is denied in whole or part, 
I ask that you justify all deletions and redactions by reference to specific exemptions in the state open records act. 
If you need any additional information to fulfill this request, please let me know. -- Tyler Dukes Reporter, The 
News & Observermtdukes@newsobserver.com 919.696.1935 @mtdukes Submitted to Departments Open Finance Yes

4319 10/23/2020 9:44 10/23/2020 Mark Paschal
I am requesting a copy of the bus video from bus number 1045 on 10/2/2020. Specifically involving an accident 
around 11:00 am. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

4318 10/22/2020 13:23 11/5/2020 David Hodges
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the September 23, 2020 email from Marcus Jones to the 
Mayor/City Council with the subject line "Expanded Role for Brent Cagle" Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

4314 10/22/2020 10:07 Katie Peralta Charlotte Agenda

Hi- I'd like to request all written records from the city of Charlotte — such as emails, closed-door meeting minutes, 
letters, text messages, minutes from teleconferences, etc. — between city officials — such as council members, 
Tracy Dodson, Vi Lyles, Marcus Jones, etc. — and officials/representatives of London-based regarding Arrival 
about the company's interest in/plans to open a corporate office in Charlotte, specifically in South End. I'm 
especially interested in records that discuss incentives involved in the deal. Looking for records from October 
2019-present. Thank you! Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Economic Development;#    Yes

4313 10/22/2020 9:57 Agnes Annen CityBase

CityBase is a government technology firm and would like to be able to submit a proposal to do business with the 
City of Phoenix when its contract with your current vendor for online digital payments/kiosks has expired. Per the 
Freedom of Information Act, please provide the current contract including pricing with your vendor for digital 
online payments and/or kiosks. Sincerely, Agnes Agnes Annen | Executive Assistant C I T Y B A S E m: 
708.979.4626 e:agnes@thecitybase.com w:www.thecitybase.com Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4312 10/22/2020 9:42 Liz Dawson

Pursuant to N.C.S. 132-6, I would like to request a copy of all maps, plans, and documents related to the LYNX 
Silver Line, the project timeline, right-of-way acquisition plans/maps, parcel & owners to be affected, funding 
status all other such related information I am can come to view these in person if that is an option. Please feel 
free to contact me if you have any questions. Thank you. Assigned to Individuals Open CATS No

4311 10/21/2020 12:51 10/21/2020 Andrew Downer Bus accident video - Bus # 2144 - Accident Date 02/11/2020 Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

4310 10/21/2020 12:40 James Evers

Hello, please provide per NCGS 132:
A copy of all current contracts between the City of Charlotte and any vendor related to data storage, whether 
hard copy or computer-based storage. 
 
Thank You Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4309 10/21/2020 9:53 Tyler Dukes

Good morning, Pursuant to state public records law, I request access to: • Any estimates prepared by the City of 
Charlotte concerning the costs associated with the rally held by the Biden/Harris campaign on Sept. 23, including, 
but not limited to, costs for security or traffic control. • Copies of any bills and/or financial requests issued by the 
City of Charlotte to the Biden/Harris campaign for the rally held on Sept. 23, including, but not limited to, costs 
for security or traffic control. • Any correspondence from campaign officials responding to these bills and/or 
financial requests. I’d like copies of these records in electronic format. If you are unable to provide the records in 
this format for any reason, please let me know. If applicable, please provide these records as they are processed. 
Please notify me in advance of any fees associated with this request, and if my request is denied in whole or part, 
I ask that you justify all deletions and redactions by reference to specific exemptions in the state open records act. 
If you need any additional information to fulfill this request, please let me know. -- Tyler Dukes Reporter, The 
News & Observermtdukes@newsobserver.com 919.696.1935 @mtdukes Submitted to Departments Open Finance Yes



4308 10/21/2020 9:03 10/23/2020 Sanath Pasumarthy

We from Ajaraa Corp. Submitted our proposals for project# 269-2020-023 last year. We would like to see any 
public documentation on the winning proposal for us to refine our documentation for any future projects. Thanks 
Sanath. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

4307 10/21/2020 8:56 Ashley Fahey
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the Speakers List for the October 19, 2020 City Council 
meeting. Submitted to Departments Open Communications & Marketing Yes

4306 10/20/2020 16:03 10/20/2020 Lindsay Castiglioni

REQUESTING FOOTAGE FROM STREET CAMERAS (OF ACCIDENT). Date/Time of Loss: 10-06-2020 16:08 Loss 
Location: PVA 8850 Monroe Rd. toward Covedale Dr. Vehicle Info; 2008 Honda plate YWF9899; bicycle involved. 
StreetDelivery obo Erie Insurance Claim Number:A00002913230 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

4305 10/20/2020 13:54
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the Speakers List for the City Council Meeting on October 19, 
2020. Submitted to Departments Open Communications & Marketing No

4304 10/20/2020 13:44 10/21/2020 Melissa Blake
I would like to request the video of an accident that occurred for bus number 2142 around 5:20pm 09/02/20. 
thank you Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

4303 10/20/2020 13:39 10/21/2020 Daisy Sanders
I'm requesting a copy of the video from an incident that involved city bus number 2134 on 10/04/2020. The driver 
slammed on brakes and our client suffered injuries from the incident. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

4302 10/20/2020 12:00 10/26/2020 Conor Hanlon 

October 19, 2020 Charlotte Douglas International Airport Public Records Request Pursuant to North Carolina 
Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1, I request listings with the number of employee badges currently issued to each 
private employer operating at Charlotte Douglas International Airport (CLT). I would appreciate inclusion of 
additional database fields, but requested listings should include at minimum: • Name of company / employer or 
subset designation used for similar purpose in the airport badge data system • Number of active badges Please 
provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. In the interest of preserving time and resources, 
and to the extent that this information is available in a readily-accessible digital format such as a Microsoft Excel, 
tab-separated data or Word document, I request that it be emailed to me in the first format listed that is possible. 
Alternatively, a PDF format is preferable to paper documents. I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage 
fees. However, if the cost will exceed $50 please notify me in advance so I can make arrangements for payment 
or modify my request. This request is not being made for a commercial purpose. If for any reason the requested 
information is deemed to be exempt from public disclosure under the cited laws, please provide a description of 
the information and reason for its exemption. Please feel free to contact me by email atconor.hanlon@seiu.org 
or by phone at 267-252-3890 if you have any questions regarding this request. I appreciate your time in this 
matter. Sincerely, Conor Hanlon Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4301 10/20/2020 11:27 10/21/2020 Cynthia Justice

I am requesting the bus footage and any other city camera footage that may be available in the below referenced 
matter. I am an attorney representing the driver of the CATS bus in this collision with a car, Emma Dixon. Collision 
report number is 20201002111100 Date of Collision: 10/02/2020 Time of Collisoin: 11:11 am. Location of 
Collision: S. College Street at W. Trade STreet and W 4th Street. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

4300 10/20/2020 10:55 Miguel Andrini

Hello Caridad, We are representing Ms. Jennifer Gerber who was a victim of a dog bite on 9/27/20. We have a 
copy of the relevant CMPD AC&C report (Bite Information 820-038691) and have attached said report for your 
reference. We are trying to obtain information on any previous bite incidents the dog owner may have had. 
(Owner Info: P0886129/Animal Info A1167181). We understand that there may have been one that was 
reported. Can we request your assistance with a copy of said report? We are unsure of the date of incident. 
Please let us know if there is anything else needed on our part to obtain. Thank you in advance . Regards, COVID-
19 UPDATE: 0eMayo Law Offices, LLP is open and continues to provide the exceptional customer service c service 
that our clients expect, without compromising the health and well-being of our team. With that in mind, our m 
continue to operate uninterrupted, with some of our team working onsite while most of our team will continue to 
work secure DLAW network. We simply ask that you be patient and understanding with our entire team of 
dedicated legal Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4299 10/20/2020 10:39 11/11/2020 Crystal Cooper

I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records for the contract- Citywide Temporary 
Staffing Services #269-2017-029-1. The details I am requesting are given below: • Proposals of the awarded 
vendors. • Spending on this contract till now. If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please 
inform me before filling my request. Should you deny my request, or any part of the request, please state in 
writing the basis for the denial. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

4298 10/20/2020 10:30 Tracy Jones
I need statistics on the number of noise complaints that have been reported in Charlotte during the pandemic or 
March 13, when President Trump declared COVID-19 a national emergency Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

4297 10/20/2020 9:24 10/22/2020 Paris Jackson
Requesting documentation for incident on 8/03/2019. I was bite by a dog on that day and had animal control 
come out and file a report. Please email me documentation. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Police No

4296 10/20/2020 9:18 10/30/2020 Matt Ferlisi walsh group
Archer Western is requesting copies of the 11 other bid submissions for the CLT Airport Center Phase 12 project 
which bid on October 15th Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4338 10/19/2020 16:02 10/19/2020 Ashley Fahey
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the Speakers List for the October 26, 2020 City Council 
meeting Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

4294 10/16/2020 12:04 Lucas Sellem

Lucas Sellem 411 E 18th St Bloomington, IN 47408 10/15/20 City of Charlotte 600 East Fourth Street, Charlotte, 
NC 28202, US Dear Records Custodian: In accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I 
am requesting the following records be made available: 1) A copy of the most recent or active lease/contract 
agreement with the Carolina Panthers. 2) A copy of the most recent or active lease/contract agreement with the 
Charlotte Hornets. 3) Electronic copies (emailed) of the last two comprehensive annual financial reports. Under 
the aforementioned state public records act, we are requesting the following: 1) Make the requested records 
immediately available if they are not in active use. 2) An electronic copy of the most recent or active 
lease/contract agreement emailed tolusellem@iu.edu 3) If the records are in active use, please set a day and hour 
that the records will be made available as promptly as possible. 4) If the records are not in your custody, please 
immediately state that in writing, and state in detail why the records are absent, where they are, and the name of 
the person who has custody. 5) If there is a question of whether these are public records, please provide a written 
reason for the denial as promptly as possible. 6) We are a member of the media and request a fee waiver. 7) If 
you plan to charge a fee for the documents, please state the amount and reason for the fee before making 
records available. If your office has any questions concerning this request, please do not hesitate to have 
someone contact me atlusellem@iu.edu Thank you, Lucas Sellem Arnolt Center for Investigative Journalism at 
Indiana University Submitted to Departments Open Finance;#Economic Development No

4293 10/16/2020 11:45 10/21/2020 Stephen Rivers
Greetings!   I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full addresses for the month 
of September please. A copy through email is just fine. Thank you in advance! Stephen Rivers 817-229-5155 Fulfilled Closed Fire No

4292 10/16/2020 11:36 10/19/2020 Cynthia Justice

I am a NC Licensed attorney representing driver in the below referenced collision, Kayla Shoffner. I am requesting 
the intersection camera footage described below: Location: Westinghouse Boulevard and Crump Road/China 
Grove Church Road Time: 20:33 Accident Report #: 20201006203302 DATE: 10/06/2020 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

4291 10/14/2020 13:21 10/21/2020 Aminia Francis Dog incident report. Naima Gardner (RP# B20-038738) Aminia Francis (RP #B20-038737) Fulfilled Closed Police No

4290 10/14/2020 13:09 10/20/2020 Mark Pollard
Documents pertaining to RFP #269-2020-150 for Collection Agency Services. Specifically, I request a copy of the 
winning proposal, as well as any available evaluator notes and scoring rubric(s) Fulfilled Closed General Services No



4289 10/14/2020 12:59 Chloe Allen

I am working on a project for a city planning course at UNC. I am looking to map the gentrification of Charlotte in 
relation to areas with access to public transportation. Is there any way I could havedata specifically about where 
the public transportation stops (both bus and lightrail) were in 1990 as well as in 2000 and 2010? Thank you! Followed Up with Requestor Open CATS No

4288 10/14/2020 12:54 10/21/2020 Kenneth Martin Requesting any citations, complaints or other reports about a Rottweiler dog named Roxy ID# A1172522 Fulfilled Closed Police;#Neighborhood Services No

4287 10/14/2020 10:43 Emma Rubin

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 
copies of public records that demonstrate how much the city of Charlotte has spent on products or services from 
Correction Enterprises and the Federal Correctional Industries (UNICOR) during the 2020 fiscal year. Additionally, 
if any receipts or itemizations are available demonstrating what was purchased from Correction Enterprises or 
UNICOR I would appreciate access to those records. If possible, electronic copies are preferred.  If there are any 
fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me of the cost before fulfilling the request. The law 
requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in 
responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or 
the ability to inspect the requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific 
exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures 
available to me under the law. Thank you for your collaboration, and please let me know if I can provide 
additional information. Submitted to Departments Open Finance No

4286 10/14/2020 8:45 10/16/2020 Glendon Fetterolf
Please send me access to our competitor’s CAP proposal files for solicitation FY21-RFQ-02 Hydraulic Modeling and 
Baseline Capacity Analysis Updates for the CAP. Fulfilled Closed Water No

4353 10/14/2020 8:23 10/21/2020 Chris Fleck Requested previous project information following an easement violation at 4207 Water Oak Rd. Fulfilled Closed Storm Water Services No
4285 10/13/2020 10:01 Forest Austin Dates I worked on charlotte Fire Department. How full name was spelled or listed during employment Submitted to Departments Open Fire No
4284 10/12/2020 18:23 10/14/2020 Stacey Byrd Request for itemized bids for the following projects: PMES181571 PMES171509 PMES181564512-16-069 Fulfilled Closed General Services No

4283 10/12/2020 18:13 10/21/2020 Cynthia Justice

Video from bus on board cameras from CATS Bus Collision on 7/13/2020 Bus #2131. It occured on E Independence 
Boulevard. The bus driver was Elevetta Graham. Note I am an attorney and I have already sent a representation 
letter with request to Risk Management for the City of Charlotte. Thank you, Cynthia Justice Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

4295 10/12/2020 12:16 10/12/2020
[Close out as unfulfilled - no speakers tonight] Requesting the speakers list for the October 12, 2020 City Council 
meeting. Closed Unfulfilled No Response Communications & Marketing Yes

4282 10/12/2020 11:10 Tyler Dell

Hello, We are submitting a commercial FOIA request to your organization for any and all purchasing records from 
September 1, 2019 to the present. The request is limited to readily available records without physically copying, 
scanning, or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic format is acceptable, especially Excel or CSV. The 
specific information requested from your record keeping system is: 1) Purchase date 2) A description of the 
product purchases 3) The product number, and any “cross references” or matching part numbers used by other 
manufacturers 4) Quantity of the product purchased 5) Price of the product purchased 6) Vendor name and 
address. Please email the information to us at the following address:tyler@transitdatasupport.com. For this 
request we are willing to pay up to $15.00. If you believe that our request will cost more than this, please let us 
know so we can authorize the additional expense. If this request was misrouted, please forward to the correct 
contact person and reply to this communication with the appropriate contact information. If you have any 
questions, please feel free to respond to this email or we can be reached attyler@transitdatasupport.com. 
Thanks, Tyler Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4281 10/12/2020 10:07 10/21/2020 Miguel Andrini

Hello, in order to appropriately represent our client in a legal matter, we request the following CMPD Animal Care 
& Control bite reports: Report called in on 9-27-20 report number U0927154600 Report called in on 9-28-20 
report number U0928073703 Pleaes email a copy Fulfilled Closed Police No

4280 10/12/2020 9:23 10/12/2020 Glendon Fetterolf

 
From: Fetterolf, Glendon J. <fetterolfgj@cdmsmith.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 11, 2020 3:30 PM
To: Osborne, Katherine <Katherine.Osborne@ci.charlotte.nc.us>
Subject: RE: Proposal Received: FY21-RFQ-02 Hydraulic Modeling and Baseline Capacity Analysis Updates for the 
CAP
 
EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from the Internet. Do not click any images, links or open any attachments 
unless you recognize and trust the sender and know the content is safe. Please click the Phish Alert button to 
forward the email to Bad.Mail.
 
Thanks very much, Katherine.  If you could grant me access to our competitor’s CAP proposal files, I would really 
appreciate it.  
 
Thanks and hope you are having a nice weekend - Glendon
 
From: Osborne, Katherine <Katherine.Osborne@ci.charlotte.nc.us>
Sent: Friday, October 9, 2020 10:19 AM
To: Fetterolf, Glendon J. <fetterolfgj@cdmsmith.com>
Subject: RE: Proposal Received: FY21-RFQ-02 Hydraulic Modeling and Baseline Capacity Analysis Updates for the 
CAP
 
Hello Glendon,
 
I hope this email finds you well!
Please find the selection committees notes attached to this email. 
 
Thank you. 
 Fulfilled Closed Water No

4279 10/9/2020 9:37 Olena Lerwick The Claims Center

I am working on behalf of AT&T to obtain a copy of any permits for the location of 756 Newfound Hollow Dr in 
Charlotte and a copy of the certificate of liability insurance if required for these permits. Please search between 
the dates of 2/1/2019 - 2/1/2020 for project 397968 TRUE HOMES / NEW RES / PLAN REV. Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4278 10/9/2020 9:22 10/16/2020 Carlos Thornton
Dog bites report U0924105600 Can you email this report or send it to my home 4236 Hay Meadow Dr Mint hill 
NC 28227 Fulfilled Closed Police No

4277 10/9/2020 9:19 Nate Morabito Requesting the salary data document that was provided in Request #3994. Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources Yes



4276 10/9/2020 8:39 James Evers


Public Records Request to Kelley Flannery:
 
Hello, please provide per NCGS 132:
A copy of all current contracts between the City of Charlotte and any vendor related to data storage, whether 
hard copy or computer-based storage. 
 
Thank You Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4274 10/8/2020 14:05 10/12/2020 Marta Jones
Can you please send me the airport trips # for all the taxi cab operators for the month of August and the month of 
September? Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4273 10/8/2020 13:57 10/9/2020 Victoria Alvarez

Beginning May 4, 2012 to present, please provide crime data or statistics, such as investigations, reports, and 
arrests, which occurred within an approximate one mile radius of 900 N. Tryon Street. Please include the date of 
the incident, report, or arrest, the nature of the incident, and brief details. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4272 10/8/2020 13:50 Allan Blustein Emails sent by the Mayor since October 2, 2020 that mention or refer to U.S. Senate candidate Cal Cunningham. Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services No

4271 10/8/2020 13:44 Greg Anderson

“Please let this e-mail serve as a formal public records request pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1, et. seq. for: 1) 
the anticipated ROW date 2) project plans in PDF and DGN format for the project below: • Charlotte - North 
Bridge Over I-85 (Research Dr.-J.W. Clay Blvd) - City of Charlotte Assigned to Individuals Open Transportation;#Planning No

4315 10/8/2020 13:03 10/8/2020 David Hodges

[Assign to Marketing & Communications] We're working on a story for our 7:30 show about the economic impact 
of COVID-19. There was a presentation during the meeting on the 5th showing revenue projections. One of the 
slides is attached I took a screen shot of. Can you send that to me or direct me to where it is online? Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

4270 10/7/2020 23:27 10/8/2020 Nathan Schleiden

To Whom This May Concern, My name is Nathan Schleiden and I am the executive director of Chi-Town GVP 
Summit. We are a nonprofit project dedicated to evidence based solutions to end gun violence. I am reaching out 
on behalf of our research department to request your department's most recent fiscal year budget and five years 
of data on your department's police involved shootings and murders in your city. If possible we would like a 
breakdown of the police involved shootings and murders by the following; 1. Gender of Person Shot, 2. Age Range 
of Person Shot, 3. Race of Person Shot, 4. If the person survived or was killed. Please note that the breakdown is 
not a requirement so if you don't have it broken-down by that data please just submit whatever you have. Feel 
free to reach out to me with any questions. - Nathan J. Schleiden Fulfilled Closed Police No

4269 10/7/2020 23:23 10/16/2020 Georgianna Palm
Request for copies of the proposals submitted for two RFQs: 1. CLT Request for Qualifications for Architectural 
Services (3/2/2020) 2. CLT Request for Qualifications for Civil Engineering Consultant (2/28/2020) Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4268 10/7/2020 23:19 Nate Morabito WCNC An electronic copy of the city's check register data from February 11, 2020.through October 6, 2020 Submitted to Departments Open Finance Yes

4267 10/7/2020 23:14 Anakin Skywalker

Complete list of questions submitted by Charlotte Firefighters assosication to the HR Task Force. Also, all 
correspondence between February 1 and date of fulfillment from all Charlotte firefighters association 
representatives and all City Council members as well as the Mayor. This would include: Tom Brewer, Marty 
Puckett, Shane Nantz, and Tripp fincher Submitted to Departments Open Fire;#Human Resources;#Office of Constituent SeNo

4266 10/6/2020 22:41 10/7/2020 Jack Bell
Request is to obtain CMPD written reports and video of incident that involved victim Devon Vantepoolwho 
jumped from the Epicentre 3rd floor on June 18 or 19, 2020. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4264 10/6/2020 22:28 10/16/2020 Meghann Blackburn
I need to pull records from animal control and the police department for July 12, 2020. This pertains to myself and 
my two dogs being attacked in my backyard. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4263 10/6/2020 22:23 10/16/2020 Robert Kauffman
I was the victim in an incident. Please email me the bite reports for B20-03-8665 B20-03-8666 B20-03-8667 B20-
03-8668 Thank you Fulfilled Closed Police No

4262 10/6/2020 8:57

This is a request under the North Carolina Public Records Law. We hereby request the following records of Open 
Records requests made from 2010 to 2020: 1. The log or file number 2. The date the request was received 3. The 
name of the person or organization making the request 4. A description of the information sought 5. The date the 
response was sent 6. The type of response sent (granted, denied or partial release) In order to help to determine 
my status to assess fees, you should know that we are affiliated with educational institutions, and this request is 
made for scholarly purposes (not for commercial use). Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

4260 10/6/2020 8:52 Michael Mintz

Good morning. I am requesting a copy of August 2019, February 2020, Sept 2020 merchant account statements 
from the following Charlotte NC parking operations (a total of 6 statements). A merchant account is required to 
accept credit / debit cards from customers at your Parking Pay Stations. 1) merchant account that is used for the 
parking pay stations throughout the City. Each month the merchant services provider sends the City a month end 
statement that contains bank deposit information and transaction fee information from the prior months 
transactions. Please contact if any clarity is required. Submitted to Departments Open Finance No

4317 10/5/2020 13:19 10/5/2020 David Hodges

[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting a copy of the Power Point presentation that contains the 
CARES Act funding recommendations by City Manager Marcus Jones that was presented at the October 5, 2020 
Strategy Session. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

4316 10/5/2020 13:15 10/5/2020 Alison Kuznitz

[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting a copy of the Power Point presentation that contains the 
CARES Act funding recommendations by City Manager Marcus Jones that was presented at the October 5, 2020 
Strategy Session. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

4322 10/5/2020 10:29 10/5/2020 David Hodges WBTV [Assign to Marketing & Communications] Requesting the agenda for the October 5, 2020 Strategy Session. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes
4321 10/5/2020 10:27 10/5/2020 Joe Bruno [Assign to Marketing & Communications] Requesting the agenda for the October 5, 2020 Strategy Session. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

4259 10/2/2020 16:38 Amber Jensen

I am requesting a copy of the insurance certificate for Atlantic Coast Contractors. They were contracted by the 
City of Charlotte to do a project on Coolbrook Ct around May 13, 2020. Unfortunately they damaged a Piedmont 
Gas buried service line and we are seeking the insurance certificate to be reimbursed for the damages caused by 
Atlantic Coast Assigned to Individuals Open General Services No

4258 10/2/2020 16:27 Alison Kuznitz 
[Assign to Office of Constituent Services] Requesting the agenda for the City Council strategy session scheduled to 
take place on Monday, October 5. Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services Yes

4257 10/2/2020 14:50 10/16/2020 Frank Micbobby

       Hello: per N.C.G.S. 132 public records, please provide the following electronic document:
 
Please provide the settlement documents for the following 2015 case, settled in 2016:
 
NIGEL HUTCHINSON,
Plaintiff,
v.
CITY. OF CHARLOTTE,
Defendant.
 
Thanks Fulfilled Closed City Attorney No



4256 10/2/2020 12:32 Mike Stolp WSOC-TV

Requesting a PDF of tort/liability claims the city as paid out since January 23, 2020. [City Clerk's note - a previous 
version of this document will be emailed to Cheyenne & Amelia on 10/1 by Cory so that they know what exactly it 
is the requestor wants.] Submitted to Departments Open Finance Yes

4255 10/2/2020 12:28 Lisa Markus This is a request to access all bids submitted on the Foxhole Landfill Phase 2 Cell 2 Expansion project. Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

4254 10/2/2020 12:10 10/27/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer
[Assign to Planning]Requesting all of the responses received through September 30 from the City survey posted 
athttps://publicinput.com/tryonstreet. Fulfilled Closed Planning No

4253 10/2/2020 12:06 10/2/2020 Crystal Price CBS News

I'm working on a story about ShotSpotter technology because Durham PD is considering implementing it. I had 
read an article that Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police had decided not to renew their contract with ShotSpotter back 
in 2016 because the technology didn't help them make arrests or identify suspects. The article said there was a 
City Council-Manager memo that was released about the decision on February 10, 2016. I am requesting that 
memo. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

4252 10/2/2020 10:03 Veronica Lasater

September 30, 2020 Boston University College of Communication 640 Commonwealth Avenue Boston, 
Massachusetts 02215 Stephanie C. Kelly, City Clerk Office of the City Clerk 600 East Fourth Street, 7th Floor 
Charlotte, NC 28202 704-336-4515 Dear Stephanie C. Kelly: Pursuant to the state public records law, G.S. § 132 
and any other applicable state or federal laws or regulations, Boston University requests access to the following: 
All records of earning and compensation for the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department from Jan. 1, 2015 to 
present including but not limited to full employee name, including middle initial, current rank, date of hire, regular 
salary, overtime pay, detail pay, reimbursement for any vacation, personal or sick time not used, injury pay, 
retroactive pay, educational benefits or any other information or records that would fulfill this request. We 
request this information in electronic format. If any fields or records are deleted or redacted, please provide a 
detailed explanation of the exemption under the laws your office relies on to justify the deletion or redaction. 
Also please provide all documentation necessary to load and analyze this data, including the record layout for 
each table, field descriptions and electronic copies of the codes. As you are aware, the state Public Records Law 
does not allow a blanket exemption for public records but instead requires the custodian of the records to justify 
withholding any or all parts of a record by the application of narrowly-defined exemptions. When exempt 
information is intertwined with non-exempt information, the non-exempt portions are subject to disclosure once 
the exempt portions are deleted. If all or any part of this request is denied, please cite the specific statutory 
exemption(s) which you believe justifies your refusal to release the information and inform me of your agency's 
administrative appeals procedures available to BU under the statute(s). I request an expedited response to this 
request and a waiver of all fees, as allowed for by the state statute. The public's right to access to records 
maintained by public agencies such as yours may be enforced by court order of mandamus. The records I request 
are very specific and narrowly defined and memorialize the kind of routine business for which the public has an 
interest. If you have any questions regarding this request, please don't hesitate to contact me at 512-230-3702. 
Thank you in advance for your help. Best, Nica Lasater Student Journalist at Boston University (512)230-
3702vlasater@bu.edu Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources No

4251 10/2/2020 9:42 Nora Cameron

I am a former employee of the City of Charlotte and I am requesting copies of my HR file, including all documents 
related to my termination and my eligibility for rehire status. I may be reached directly via 910-824-2762 
orFranCameron82@gmail.com Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources No

4250 10/1/2020 16:35 10/16/2020 Scott Little

Re: Bid-Taxiway F Extension,Deicing Pad and South Crossfield Taxiway and Yorkmont Package 1 - Airport Bid I 
would like to see all of the forms submitted by Thalle mainly all of the subs that they listed on the DBE forms. And 
the same information from Blythe Development and Blythe Construction thank you Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4249 10/1/2020 16:06 Kermell Hernandez- Rivera

Any proposals and/or offers received by CATS in response to the Request for Proposals # 269- 2019-776, for 
Siemens S-70 Railcar Truck Overhaul Services released on or about December 19, 2019 with a proposal due date 
of December 31, 2019. Assigned to Individuals Open General Services No

4248 10/1/2020 16:00 10/7/2020 Sarah Chester CAD (911 call log) request for the following address from 2018-2019 6202 Ohaus Ct, Charlotte, NC, 28216 Fulfilled Closed Police No

4244 10/1/2020 15:51 Rachel White

Dear Sir/Madam: Please be advised, our office represents Jerica Dickerson, with respect to the 09/09/2020 
automobile accident. She was a passenger in a shuttle vehicle leaving the Charlotte International Airport, heading 
to the Wyndham Garden Hotel. In order to proceed in our client’s best interest, we ask that you please forward a 
copy of your Police Report made in connection with this matter. In addition, please include copies of any and all 
investigation materials including but not limited to photos, statements, diagrams, OH2, OH3 and OH4 in your 
possession regarding this matter. If there is a fee for the processing of this request, kindly fax an invoice to (216) 
289-4743. Please contact me at any time with questions or concerns. My client and I thank you for your time and 
attention to this matter. Very truly yours, Rachel N. White Paralegal to Christina A. Strubbe Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4243 10/1/2020 15:30 Refugio Maza

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting the full investigation report from the 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg police department pertaining to the fatal accident involving Kendrick Hudson on August 
11, 2019. Mr. Hudson was an airline employee at the Charlotte North Carolina Airport at the time of the accident. 
Please include all reports inlcuding photos, videos, EMS personnel notes, witness statements, GPS data pertaining 
to the accident site, etc., The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If 
you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information 
about when I might expect copies of the requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each 
specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures 
available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my request. Refugio Maza Investigator Hilliard Martinez 
Gonzales LLP Corpus Christi, Texas 78401 Cell: 361-834-9377 Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4242 9/30/2020 17:26 10/5/2020 Caitlin Bailey
Hi there, I was wondering if it was possible to have my Charlotte Animal Control dog attack report emailed to me 
that I filed back on April 13th? I believe the reference number was #UO413130002. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4275 9/30/2020 14:14 9/30/2020 Alison Kuznitz
[Assign to Office of Constituent Services] Requesting the agenda for the City Council strategy session scheduled to 
take place on Monday, October 5. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

4241 9/30/2020 10:37 Rob Grady

Please provide data (date, time, intersection/street, extent of injury/death, etc.) on the number of pedestrians 
and bicyclists hit by motorists in Charlotte in the years 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020 (through November, if 
possible). Please provide data (date, time, intersection/street, extent of injury/death, etc.) on the number of 
citations and/or charges to drivers for hitting pedestrians or bicyclists in Charlotte in the years 2016, 2017, 2018, 
2019, and 2020 (through November, if possible). This information can be provided in a singular data set or broken 
up into separate. Submitted to Departments Open Police No



4240 9/29/2020 15:01 David Bauerlein Florida Times


 
Good morning:
 
I am a reporter with the Florida Times-Union in Jacksonville.
 
Cory Burkarth referred me to you with my questions about the $50 million federal grant that Charlotte received 
for the convention, which now has largely moved to Jacksonville.
 
Can you tell me how much the city of Charlotte has spent to date for items that would be covered by the security 
grant?
 
Can you tell me how much of that $50 million security grant the city believes it is entitled to receive?
 
Thank you
David

 
-- 
David Bauerlein
Florida Times-Union metro reporter
(904) 359-4581
Email: dbauerlein@jacksonville.com
Twitter: @DavidBauerlein Submitted to Departments Open Finance Yes

4239 9/29/2020 13:24 9/29/2020 Junalyn Joy Guancia

Good Day, We are currently conducting research on a property located in CITY OF CHARLOTTE, specifically for the 
property address 11515 QUIET PINE CT. If you could please assist us in obtaining the following information 
regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it. 1. What services do you provide to this 
property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)? 2. What is the account status (i.e. Open, closed, 
Inactive) 3. Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days? 4. Can you 
provide an account history? 5. Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder? Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further 
from my end. Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter. Best Regards, Junalyn Guancia First 
American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

4238 9/29/2020 13:19 David Hodges [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the agenda for the September 29, 2020 meeting. Submitted to Departments Open Communications & Marketing Yes

4237 9/29/2020 13:15 11/18/2020 Erik Spanberg Biz Journal
Requesting a list of businesses who have received CARES Act funding grants from the City of Charlotte's Access to 
Capital and Open for Business programs through September 28, 2020. Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes

4236 9/29/2020 13:05 10/1/2020 Heidi Echterling
Animal Control was called by a resident, we need to verify address of resident whose animal caused the attack. 
Victim/Caller: Elizabeth Rankin, 9225 Glenwater Drive Apt 602, Charlotte NC 28262. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4235 9/29/2020 13:00 10/16/2020 Lisa Markus
This is a request to have access to view all Seven (7) bid packages regarding the - CDIA - Taxiway F Extension, 
Deicing Pad, South Crossfield Taxiway and Yorkmont Road Realignment Project quoted 9/24/2020. Thanks Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4233 9/28/2020 13:14 10/2/2020 David Hodges WBTV Can I please get a copy of the most recent annual “Bicycling in the Queen City” report? Submitted to Departments Open Transportation Yes

4232 9/28/2020 12:21 Amanda Zhou Charlotte Observer

[Assign to Fire Department] Please provide any and all public documents relating to hours worked and pay from 
March 1, 2020, through Sept. 24, 2020, for Deputy Chief Samuel Jones, Deputy Chief Cynthia Bonham, and 
Deputy Chief Jerry Winkles. This includes, but is not limited to salary and overtime pay. Please provide personnel 
records open to public inspection for Jones, Bonham, and Winkles.This includes, but is not limited to their hire 
dates, salaries, promotions, demotions, and disciplinary actions taken against them. Please provide a listing of any 
records responsive to each of the above requests that are being withheld, and the specific basis for each such 
record being withheld. Submitted to Departments Open Fire Yes

4231 9/25/2020 16:08 10/16/2020 Jarred Fuller

Please provide a copy of all submitted bidding documents by all bidders associated with theTaxiway F Extension, 
Deicing Pad & South Crossfield Taxiway & Yorkmont Road Realignment Project Package 1 for which bids were 
received at 2:00 pm on 9/24/2020. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4226 9/25/2020 16:01 10/5/2020 Patrick Kraper

There was an incident on 9/23/2020 at Charlotte International Airport requiring law enforcement response for 
American Airlines Flight 2226. I am looking to obtaining a copy of the police report or incident report. Thank you 
in advance. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4225 9/25/2020 15:51 Conor Henley

Good afternoon: I hereby request the following records: Records regarding the acquisition, maintenance, upgrade 
and subscription costs of any products or services related to mobility analysis and data platform software (for 
example for the analysis and oversight of shared scooter services), including but not limited to the following 
vendors: Passport. Records requested include proposals, invoices, purchase orders, contracts, procurement 
documents (but not limited to solicitation documents or notices of proposed contracts, proposed bids, unsolicited 
proposals, and/or documents justifying contracting without full and open competition for free or paid services), 
agreements for data-sharing, and similar documents under which these companies may be a sub vendor from 
June 1, 2016 to the date of this request. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform 
me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filed electronically, by e-
mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this 
matter. I look forward to receiving your response. Submitted to Departments Open Finance No

4234 9/25/2020 8:54 9/29/2020 Duane Wingo Stanley County
 We would like to requestCharlotte Pipe and Foundry flow and monitoring data for pollutants going back 
for 5 years.  If you do have records back to 5 years, then 3 years would be acceptable.  Fulfilled Closed Water No

4224 9/24/2020 15:59 9/25/2020 Paul Dunlop

In reference to our prosecution of cyberstalking, death-threats, and breach of protective orders, [CMPD Case # 
5902019220430] please provide any records held by Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department for Paul Dunlop, 
Alexis Bell, and Cheyanna Bell. We are that between April 2018 to the present date that officers from CPMD and 
Charlotte Protective Services received voice and email threats directly against our lives, together with false and 
defamatory allegations of kidnapping from an Amir Khayyat. We are willing to provide additional identifiers 
directly upon your request given that this involves an active criminal investigation in NC and Florida. Your 
assistance is appreciated to support legal proceedings with the State Attorney's Office in this state. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4223 9/24/2020 15:42 9/25/2020 Auri Moreno

I need 2 police records that I have both happens in April 2017 , one was bc domestic Violence , and the other one 
bc somebody cut my car brakes , this is for legal purposes, I went at the office 3 weeks ago! But that day you have 
no sistem
 
Hi I’m asking for 2 reports that I made in April 2017 in 1114 Sharon Rd West Charlotte NC 28210 , one was bc 
domestic violence, the other one bc somebody cut the brake hose on my car , I need it for legal purposes, I went 
to the office like 3 or 4 weeks ago , but that day you haved no sisstem Fulfilled Closed Police No



4222 9/24/2020 15:24 David Hodges WBTV

During the July 13th City Council meeting Councilmember Victoria Watlington described an email which listed 
possible nuisance/abatement properties. I would like a copy of that email and any current list that is being kept 
on these properties. Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services;#Neighborhood Se Yes

4221 9/24/2020 15:13 9/25/2020 Julie Hollar

Please send me the report that Officer Yates followed up on my report of an incident on June 26th, where I 
contacted animal control about a dog that was without provocation and inflicted severe injury on my elderly 
mother's cat when not on the dog's property. My mom had fallen off her deck and was laying there yelling for 
help, and the teenage owner of the dog was walking by and saw my mom's cat who was sitting in her driveway, 
on her property, waiting for help. The teenager lost control of the dog and it ran down my mother's driveway and 
into hear backyard (over her body lying on the ground immobile) and tried to kill her cat. It took 3 neighbors to 
finally get the dog off of her cat, at which that point the cat was motionless and unconscious. A neighbor who was 
helping my mom while waiting on a 911 call for an ambulance to come pick her up, went back and found my 
mother's cat lying unconscious and drove it to the emergency hospital. Officer Yates has been a big help and fully 
willing to talk to me and help me. The owners of the Cane Corso dog have not taken any responsibility in this 
situation and never even checked on my mother or her cat after the attack. My mother is elderly and so my 
brother and I have been trying to help her recoup her $6800 in vet bills to save the cat's life, as well as represent 
her throughout this awful time. A report was submitted by Officer Yates and perhaps another report after he and 
I had a long conversation on 7/4/20 as to him giving a Leash 1 citation and entering a containment order. I would 
like a copy of any of the reports regarding this incident as we are trying to pursue reimbursement for this awful 
accident. Thank you so much Fulfilled Closed Police No

4220 9/24/2020 10:18 10/13/2020 Lucas Pattan Looking for a kml file of the current city limits/boundary. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Planning No

4219 9/24/2020 9:50 11/18/2020 David Hodges WBTV

I'm seeking electronic records of the following. - Copies of all applications for Open for Business Grant. - Copies of 
disbursements made for all OFB grants. I'm not sure how these records are kept so if you have any helpful insight 
on how to provide me what I'm looking for I would appreciate it! Fulfilled Closed Finance;#Economic Development Yes

4218 9/24/2020 9:27 Nicolette Campisano

I am looking to obtain a record for an incident I reported under “Nicolette Campisano” on 10/04/2019. I 
unfortunately no longer have any identification number for this report. The incident occurred at The Village at 
Brierfield Apartment Complex at 11609 Windy Creek Dr Charlotte, NC 28262. The address may be listed under my 
address at the time 1931 Twin Creek Drive Apt S Charlotte, NC 28262. I am needing documentation of this report 
in order to write a dispute to a collection agency against Harrisburg Animal Hospital. I no longer live in Charlotte, 
NC and am requesting that this document if possible be emailed to me. Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4217 9/24/2020 9:17 Rachel Peirce
All noise and trash complaints filed against 505 E. 6th Street, Commercial Unit, Charlotte, NC 28202 for the past 
three years. Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

4216 9/23/2020 10:49 10/23/2020 Lakisha Rankin

Johnson Bros Corp 228 W 23rd St Charlotte NC 28206 7043223068 RE: Damaged Facilities: PIEDMONT NATURAL 
GAS Site Location: Berkeley Ave & Euclid Ave Charlotte NC 28203 Damage Date: 8/25/2020 PRG Claim # DK-
447451 To Whom It May Concern: Project Resources Group has been retained by PIEDMONT NATURAL GAS to 
assist in recovering costs associated with repairing and replacing PIEDMONT NATURAL GAS facilities damaged by 
third parties. It is our primary responsibility to investigate damages and recover the costs of repairing and 
replacing the compromised facilities. It has been determined that Johnson Bros Corp is responsible for the 
damage to PIEDMONT NATURAL GAS facilities referenced above that occurred on 8/25/2020. We understand 
that while excavating at the above-referenced address, Johnson Bros Corp hit, and damaged gas lines owned and 
operated by PIEDMONT NATURAL GAS. We would ask that you provide us with the Certificate of Insurance (COI) 
applicable to this time frame so that we may file a claim directly with the carrier for consideration. Thank you Closed Unfulfilled Referred General Services No

4215 9/23/2020 10:39 Shawn Kirkland

I am requesting a list of properties that were issued a code enforcement violation during the time frame of 
1/1/2020 to the present date. I need the property address, and if possible the violation date, reason for violation 
and and the owner name. Please email list to:theothersideps@gmail.com in excel or csv format is preferred. Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

4214 9/23/2020 10:33 Amanda Zhou

This is a request under the North Carolina Public Records Act, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1, by The Charlotte Observer. 
Please provide personnel records open to public inspection for CMPD officers Brentley Vinson, Michael Benfield, 
Michael Joseph, Shon Sheffield and Sarg. Nicolas Vincent. This includes, but is not limited to their hire dates, 
salaries, promotions, demotions, and disciplinary actions taken against them. Please provide a listing of any 
records responsive to each of the above requests that are being withheld, and the specific basis for each such 
record being withheld. Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources Yes

4212 9/23/2020 10:21 William Harrison

I would like to request information regarding all complaints to 311 involving tattoo, microblading, and permanent 
makeup in the last year that were referred to a department other than Environmental Health. An example of such 
a complaint would be City of Charlotte Zoning complaint 20200014340. Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

4211 9/23/2020 10:16 9/25/2020 Charles Cooley

I would like a copy of the following contracts: 1. Lincoln Heights Storm Drainage Improvements ( Contract # 
2020000252 ) 2. Bryant Farms Road Sidewalk ( Contract # 2020000364 ) 3.Ashley Road Sidewalk ( Contract # 
2020000695 ) Fulfilled Closed General Services No

4210 9/23/2020 10:05 Ruilin Wang

This is a request under the North Carolina Public Records Law. We are requesting information about web traffic on 
the financial reporting section of Finance Department website 
(https://charlottenc.gov/finance/Pages/publications.aspx). We hereby request the following records pertaining to 
this section of the site from 2010 to 2020: 1. The date and time of an anonymized web-click. We ask for the clicks 
to be anonymized because we do not need personally identifying information such as IP addresses. 2. The specific 
file requested/downloaded. We are affiliated with educational institutions, and this request is made for scholarly 
purposes (not for commercial use). The intent behind the request is to understand when and how the financial 
information presented on the state’s web site is used. This request is for academic research purposes and the web 
logs themselves will not be published or disclosed. Submitted to Departments Open Finance No



4209 9/22/2020 12:15 Hillery Gralino


Hi Ms. Mason, 
 
I appreciate your help!  I have contactedMecklenburg County to request open building code violations for 5410 
Prosperity Ridge Rd. 
 
Please see the following additional questions that I am hoping you could help me with:
 
1)  Can you please confirm if the response from the City of Charlotte stating that there are no code violations 
for 5410 Prosperity Ridge Rd. includes the lack of any known            open zoning code violations?
 
2. Additionally, I have just been informed that the subject property is comprised of several addresses.  I would be 
grateful if you could please let me know if there are any   
     open or active zoning code violations that pertain to the following related addresses for the subject 
property:5410 Prosperity Ridge Rd. 2015410 Prosperity Ridge Rd 2025410 Prosperity Ridge Rd 2035410 
Prosperity Ridge Rd 204
 
Thank you again for your time!
 
 
- Hillery
 
 
HilleryGralino
CBRE Inc.,  Zoning Compliance Project Coordinator
hillerygralino@gmail.com
T: 817.300.3905\ Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

4208 9/22/2020 10:01 10/1/2020 Kaitlin Knauf

My dog Charlie was attacked in our neighborhood on August 13th and Animal Control came out that following 
Friday, August 14th to speak with us. We live at 5436 Cambridge Bay Drive Charlotte, NC 28269. The other dog's 
owner who had attacked our dog lives at 5575 Cambridge Bay Drive Charlotte, NC 28269. I need to obtain 
records of animal control coming out to provide to our Lawyers as soon as possible. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Police No

4206 9/22/2020 9:52 Allison Latos WSOC-TV
Of the CMPD officers cited for termination in the past 3 years, How many of those officers appealed their 
termination to the civil service board? How many of those appeals were successful? Thank you, Allison Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

4205 9/22/2020 9:27 9/24/2020 Steven Cohn
Please forward a complete copy of the Master Retail Concessionaire for Charlotte Douglas International airport. 
Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4204 9/22/2020 9:23 Gary Watts III need a copy of code enforcement case # 20200034875 mailed to the address above please. Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No
4207 9/22/2020 8:30 Mrs. Deborah “Debbie” Smith The property owner is requesting pipe video from an inspection on their property. Legal Review Open General Services No

4325 9/21/2020 10:44 9/21/2020 Danielle Chemtob Charlotte Observer
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the speakers list for the September 21, 2020 zoning 
committee meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing No

4324 9/21/2020 10:41 9/21/2020 afahey@bizjournals.com 
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the speakers list for the September 21, 2020 zoning 
committee meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing No

4201 9/21/2020 8:41 9/23/2020 Roysie Hill
Arrest Report: Suspect, Richard Hagins..Victim, Sheri Harrison. Date of incident 8/7/20...Non Aggravated Assault. 
Incident # 20200807-0123-00 Fulfilled Closed Police No

4200 9/21/2020 8:36 Frederick Kelly Charlotte Observer

Please provide personnel records open to public inspection for CMPD officers Maj. Rob Dance, Lt. Chris Rorie, and 
Sgt. Scott Sherwood.This includes, but is not limited to their hire dates, salaries, promotions, demotions, and 
disciplinary actions taken against them. Please provide a listing of any records responsive to each of the above 
requests that are being withheld, and the specific basis for each such record being withheld. Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources Yes

4199 9/21/2020 8:29 9/21/2020 Junalyn Joy Guancia

Good Day, We are currently conducting research on a property located in CITY OF CHARLOTTE, specifically for the 
propertyaddress 9149 Spyglass Place, Account No. 05545178. If you could please assist us in obtaining the 
following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it. 1. What services do 
you provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)? 2. What is the account status (i.e. 
Open, closed, Inactive) 3. Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 
days? 4. Can you provide an account history? 5. Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow 
the account holder? Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything 
further from my end. Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter. Best Regards, Junalyn Guancia First 
American Title Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

4198 9/18/2020 9:12 9/30/2020 Makayla Caliri

.Requesting any and all records from animal control relating to a dog bite incident with report number 
U0703213001. The unit number that responded to the incident was number 60-4060-OP5815McManus. Thank 
you! Fulfilled Closed Police No

4197 9/18/2020 9:07 Ray Ellis Crown Castle records with small cell technology. Submitted to Departments Open Innovation & Technology No

4196 9/18/2020 9:01 9/21/2020 LaDonna Carter
Request electronic copy ofdescription of Code Enforcement Violation for property located at 5100 Fair Wind Lane, 
Charlotte, NC 28212 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

4195 9/18/2020 8:52 Adriana Merino
I am requesting any policies, rules, regulations or guidelines regarding: 1. Media Relations and release of 
information to the public 2. Staff’s use of Social Media Submitted to Departments Open Communications & Marketing No

4194 9/17/2020 22:38 Tim Bell
Can I please have a recording or link to recording to the Civil Service Board meeting that occurred on July 7, 2020. 
Thanks. Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

4193 9/17/2020 22:23 10/19/2020 Mary Frances Parker

My client was shot and injured at an apartment complex in November, 2019. I need the following analysis/data: 
Address: 9023 E W.T. Harris Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28227 Data: - All Calls for Service for the site, for the previous 3-5 
years - All LE Incident Reports for the site, for the previous 3-5 years - All Part I Calls for Service for a 1⁄2 or 1⁄4 
mile radius of the site - All Part I LE Incident Reports for a 1⁄2 or 1⁄4 mile radius of the site - Copy of the 
Document(s) used to Request Crime Data - Internal Incident Reports from Property Management and/or Security - 
 Other internal documents memorializing incidents at/near property - Key for translating 10-Codes and Radio 
Signals Fulfilled Closed Police No

4203 9/17/2020 16:06 9/21/2020 Bo Delp

Rent paid by the prime concession tenant. Any summaries available and the primary invoices
Please perform the search for the date range as follows: March 1, 2020 to the date your perform the search. 
Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4202 9/17/2020 15:10 9/21/2020 Wallace and Graham,

Anyand all documents, of whatever nature, including but not limited to reports,studies, emails,letters, 
memoranda, pictures, videos, and purchase orders regarding issues withpigeons atany facility primarily operated 
for or on behalf of US Airways Inc. or AmericanAirlines, Inc. includingbut not limited to the catering 
warehouse from 1999 until the present.
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



4192 9/16/2020 15:38 9/20/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC-TV

May I have a copy of all of the handouts presented to the budget and effectiveness committee today? 
(https://charlottenc.gov/CityCouncil/Committees/Well%20Managed%20budget%20doc/9-15-
2020_Budget_Committee_Slide_Information.pdf) Fulfilled Closed Strategy & Budget Yes

4191 9/16/2020 15:33 Amanda Zhou

Can I get a copy of the documents from the Safe Communities meeting today? Also hearing that two more 
documents are being released today: -25 page doc comparing Charlotte to peer cities when it comes to police 
oversight -information on CMPD's budget and equipment purchases (i think this is going to the budget 
committee?) Submitted to Departments Open Community Relations Committee Yes

4190 9/16/2020 15:26 9/16/2020 Crystal Plyer
Previous pest control contract for Charlotte Douglas airport and/or Charlotte water for the contract period Feb. 1, 
2018 - Jan. 31st 2021 Fulfilled Closed Water;#Aviation No

4189 9/16/2020 15:20 Eddie Lee Code violations for 910 Cantwell st. 28208. Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

4188 9/16/2020 14:15 9/17/2020 Paul Kinny
Please deliver a copy of all Charlotte Code Enforcement records, including all notices, orders, and reports, 
respecting case # 08114106 regarding 914 Parkwood Avenue, Charlotte, NC 28205. Delivery by email is preferred. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

4187 9/16/2020 14:05 9/16/2020 Drew Hollingsworth

We are requesting the previous awarded contract amounts for pest control services at all the Charlotte Water 
Department Facilities. We don't know when the contracts would have been awarded, and request is because the 
RFP for Chrarlotte Douglass Airport now includes the Charlotte Water Department locations. Thanks for your 
time... Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

4186 9/16/2020 13:43 11/18/2020 Nate Morabito WCNC
Electronic breakdown of all grants/loans awarded through the COVID-19 recovery program, including names of 
recipients, dollar amounts, type of assistance, dates, locations and any other publicly releasable information. Fulfilled Closed Economic Development Yes

4185 9/16/2020 13:35 9/17/2020 Lisa Markus
This is a request to view all bid packages submitted on the Sanitary_Sewer_Improvements_Stevens_Creek_Trunk 
quoted on 9/15/2020. Fulfilled Closed Water No

4184 9/16/2020 13:29 9/21/2020 Stephen Rivers
Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full addresses for the month 
of August 2020 please. A copy through email is just fine. Thank you in advance! Stephen Rivers 817-229-5155 Fulfilled Closed Fire No

4183 9/16/2020 13:24 9/21/2020 Jake Ward

I am requesting all documents, emails, maps, correspondence, communications, and other related but 
uncategorized materials for the "Briar Creek Relief Sewer Phase IV" project that is proposed for 2220 Founders 
Circle. I further request any correspondence by Ben Alison Right-of-Way Agent Carolina Right of Way 704-448-
3886ben@carolinarightofway.com with the City of Charlotte. Fulfilled Closed Water No

4182 9/16/2020 13:20 9/17/2020 Michael Dixon

The purpose of this communication is to request records maintained by the City of Charlotte Tree Management 
Office regarding any request for inspection for a city tree for the property located at 6302 Red Maple Drive, 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28277 within the past seven years. Closed Unfulfilled Denied General Services No

4181 9/16/2020 10:46 9/17/2020 Lisa Markus
his request is to view access all bid packages submitted for the Stevens Creek Lift Station, Force Main & Gravity 
Sewer project number 300-14-516 with Charlotte Water. Thanks Fulfilled Closed Water No

4180 9/15/2020 17:20 9/17/2020 Steven Cohn, Esq.
Please provide copies of all existing duty free Contracts for Charlotte Douglas International Airport, North 
Carolina, all Terminals. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4179 9/15/2020 17:12 9/16/2020 Allison Latos WSOC TV
Manager regarding a CFD firefighter not allowed to have the Black Lives Matter logo and names of African 
Americans who have been killed posted on his helmet. Could you please provide me with a copy of that letter? Fulfilled Closed Fire Yes

4178 9/15/2020 17:01 David Oliver I would like to obtain a copy of a storm sewer easement agreement as recorded at MB28 P451 Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4177 9/15/2020 9:00 9/24/2020 Worth Brown

Attempting to locate an animal control report (dog bite) from January 2019, Officers responded to 5901 Torrence 
St, Charlotte, NC 28269 on the report of a pit bull attack. The resident of that address was an Alicia S. Gillespie. 
The pit bull belonged to her boyfriend George H. Streeter. Our client, who was bitten, is Ms. Kaniya D. Brown. The 
pit bull was surrendered and euthanized by animal control. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4176 9/15/2020 8:54 10/5/2020 Mark Grzybowski Fox 46
Video from CATS LYNX train showing collision with Toyota truck near Sweden Road crossing in south Charlotte on 
9/10/20 Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS Yes

4175 9/15/2020 8:46 Greg Anderson

Please let this e-mail serve as a formal public records request pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1, et. seq. for: 1) a 
copy of all project plans for the Charlotte -Matheson Avenue Bridge Streetscape - City of Charlotte project in both 
.PDF and .DGN format. 2) the current expected start date for right of way acquisition for the Charlotte -Matheson 
Avenue Bridge Streetscape - City of Charlotte Submitted to Departments Open Transportation No

4174 9/15/2020 8:18


Hello, 
Please accept this request under Public Records for all communications to or from the anyone at the City of 
Charlotte to or from any major news outlet. Please include:Any national newspaper or television news network 
and Muckrack and also WBTV, WSOC, WCNC, WFAE, Charlotte Observer, Charlotte Magazine, Queen City Nerve, 
and Charlotte Business Journal locally.
 
This request is for communications described above during June 1, 2020 through fulfillment  
 
Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open Communications & Marketing No



4173 9/14/2020 13:08 Steven Rich Washington Post

To whom it may  concern:
This is a request under Norh Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. 132-1.. I hereby request disclosure of all risk 
management claim information maintained in the department's computerized claims tracking system. the data 
sought should cover the period from the time it has first electronically gathered (if possible) to the present, and 
should include information on closed claims and on pending claims. The request is for an electronic copy or 
extract of data in a standard, machine-readable data format.
 
The data shoudl include all information considered public and maintained within the computer system. If possible, 
this should include the following:
-Full name of person who filed claim
-Date of claim and type of claim
-Agency named in claim
-Injury description
-Whether claim was granted or denied and reason, if available
-Payment, if any, made on claim and amount
-Any cause of loss, accident or injury information that might be available
-Attorney information and attorney fees
-Claim summary
-Any other data gathered pursuant to a claim
I also request any alphanumeric coding or tables employed in the creation of the dataset.
If you regard any of the requested records as subject to exemption from required disclosure under the law, I 
hereby request that you exercise your discretion and disclose them nonetheless.
If the reason your are unable to disclose information is that there is an ongoing investigation, please notify me 
and wait to fulfill the request until such time as the investigation closes. If you decide to withhold any requested 
records, please do not deny the entire request and release information available under the law. If you cannot 
fulfill certain parts of this request or certain portions must be redacting those portions claimed to be exempt, 
explain in writing the justification for redacting the record, indicate the extent of any redactions on the portion of 
the record which is made available or published and where technically feasible indicate on the redacted portion 
itself the specific exemption(S) claimed. Submitted to Departments Open Finance Yes

4172 9/11/2020 15:39 9/18/2020 Donna Pollack

On July 24, 2020 at my request Charlotte Mecklenburg Storm Water Services inspectors Ron Eubanks, Chanell 
Hatch and Eugene Hudson went to Davidson Bay Phase 2 in Davidson, NC and their inspection resulted in a 
Corrective Action Request for buffer disturbance at 708 Amalfi Avenue. It is my understanding that a Water 
Quality Buffer Revegetation Plan was to be submitted to Ron Eubanks within 30 days. This time has now passed. I 
would like a copy of this plan so that as a private citizen advocate I can monitor whether any vegetation has been 
replaced. I can clearly see this property both from the road and from kayaking on the lake as can many others. I 
have followed up with Ron Eubanks via email and phone and have also emailed the town planner responsible for 
this development in Davidson, David Cole, but to date (Sept 11,2020) have not gotten a response. Please consider 
this a freedom of information act request for the Water Quality Revegetation Plan at 708 Amalfi Avenue in 
Davidson. Thank you Closed Unfulfilled No Response City Clerk No

4171 9/11/2020 15:24 9/14/2020 Jone Nate Washington Post

Hello I was wondering if you could provide me with any information on past evictions in my name. I was told by 
an apartment complex that I would be able to get this information from you.An electronic database of sustained 
and unstained complaints against police officers from January 1, 2015 until the date this request is processed. The 
request is for an electronic copy or extract of data in a standard, machine-readable data format. The data should 
include all information considered public and maintained within the computer system. If possible, this should 
include the following: Name of officer Shield/Badge Number Rank Gender Age of officer Race/ethnicity of officer 
Name of complainant Race/ethnicity of complainant Gender of complainant Age of complainant Phone number of 
complainant Email of complainant Type of complaint Date of incident Summary or Description of incident 
Disposition (i.e. sustained, not sustained, exonerated, etc) Discipline I also request any alphanumeric coding or 
tables employed in the creation of the dataset. If you cannot fulfill certain parts of this request or certain portions 
must be redacted please provide any reasonable segregable portion of a requested record after removing or 
redacting those portions claimed to be exempt, explain in writing the justification for redacting the record, 
indicate the extent of any redactions on the portion of the record which is made available or published and where 
technically feasible indicate on the redacted portion itself the specific exemption(s) claimed. If you regard these 
documents as potentially exempt from the public record act’s disclosure requirements, I request that you 
nonetheless exercise your discretion to disclose them. As required, please release all segregable, non-exempt 
portions of documents, preferably via email tonate.jones@washpost.com . While I am aware that you may be 
entitled to charge some reasonable fees to process this request, I hereby request that you waive all such fees. 
Waiver of fees is in the public interest because the furnishing of the information sought by this request will 
primarily benefit the public and is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations or 
activities of the government. If, however, you decide not to waive fees and expect them to exceed $100, please 
advise me as to the estimated cost of fulfilling the request (including copying charges). I look forward to hearing 
your prompt response to my request, as required by law. Sincerely, /S/ Nate Jones Partial Fulfillment Denied Police Yes

4170 9/11/2020 15:02 9/14/2020 Brittany Rizo

I would like to make a public records request for the Proposal Submittals and the subsequent Written Materials 
for Shortlisted Firms submitted for Charlotte Water’s FY20-DB-05: Progressive Design-Build Services for the Irwin 
Basin Sewer Capacity Upgrades Project. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Water No

4169 9/10/2020 12:59 9/14/2020 Fred Wingate II
What is the current pest control service annual price for pest control service at the Charlotte Douglas airport? I 
would like to see the entire contract please. Thank you for your help! Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4168 9/10/2020 12:44 9/16/2020 Jason Burton

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act and applicable North Carolina law, Burton Law Firm, PLLC hereby 
requests copies of all publicly available information, documents, materials and reports in CMPD's possession, 
which relate to a drowning incident that occurred on or about August 22, 2020, on Mountain Island Lake, at or 
near the property located at 2903 Mount Isle Harbor Drive, Charlotte, North Carolina 28214, which resulted in 
the drowning deaths of Seth Kango (a minor) and Olalekan Adeoye (hereafter "Drowning Incident"). This request 
includes, but is not limited to, the following: All reports related to the Drowning Incident; All photographic or 
video evidence related to the Drowning Incident; All witness statements related to the Drowning Incident; All field 
sketches and/or visual depictions related to the Drowning Incident, in any medium whatsoever; All investigative 
materials related to the Drowning Incident; and Any and all other publicly available documents, materials, or 
information related to the Drowning Incident in the possession of CMPD. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4167 9/10/2020 12:31 9/16/2020 Gary Marion I would like the records of all my 311 calls pertaining to DOT and W. Craighead Road. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

4166 9/10/2020 10:16 9/14/2020 John Zelenka
I am requesting the bid tabulation for: PROJECT NAME:Concourse “A” West Ramp Expansion Phase 2 Site 
Preparation and Paving PROJECT NUMBER: AF14-018 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4165 9/10/2020 10:12 9/14/2020 Charles Taylor
Please provide all bids submitted for ITB #AVIA21-01 Fuel Products. This was the fuel bid for the Airport. Thank 
you! Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



4164 9/10/2020 10:06 Mike Stolp

Hello – This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation. I request that digital copies of the following documents be 
provided to me: All emails sent to and from Chief Robert Graham from 8/24/2020 that include the terms: 
"vaccine", "distribution", "sites", "tour", "visit" All texts sent to and from Chief Robert Graham from 8/24/2020 
that include the terms: "vaccine", "distribution", "sites", "tour", "visit" In order to help to determine my status to 
assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this 
request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this 
request. Mike Submitted to Departments Open Fire Yes

4163 9/10/2020 10:02 9/10/2020 Laren Winslow
Requesting a copy of incident report#: 20200905230401, DOI: 9/5/2020. Please send any prepayment invoices to 
the email above. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4162 9/9/2020 13:35 9/14/2020 Drew Hollingsworth
Charlotte Douglas Airport RFP 2015-09-003 Issue Date 09-18-2015
please provide Contract and all amendment for RFP above Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4161 9/9/2020 11:44 10/2/2020 Frank Micbobby


Hello: please provide all public records documenting employment of CMPD section employee Gerald Smith. I 
believe you keep or automatically prepare a standard report of salaries, dates of promotions and demotions, 
reasons for those promotions and demotions, etc...  
 
Please supply only that standard item plus any letters noting reason for dismissal, if they exist . 
 
Thanks. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No

4160 9/8/2020 13:13 Krisit Baker


Dear To Whom It May Concern,
 
I am writing to follow-up on my recent public records request. 
 
I am requesting a copy of the postage equipment lease for the mailing equipment used at your facility listed 
below:
 
City of Charlotte
600 East Fourth Street, 7th Floor
Charlotte, NC 28202 
 
As previously mentioned, I believe it may be Pitney Bowes equipment. If so, the lease agreement would be with 
Pitney Bowes Global Financial.
 
If your equipment was purchased, please send a copy of the purchase agreement for the owned equipment.
 
Thank you in advance for helping me with this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Kristi Baker
k.baker@quadient.com
800-259-2782 Ext 67115
Quadient 
478 Wheelers Farms Road
Milford, CT 06461 Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4157 9/8/2020 12:57 9/28/2020 Alan Johnson

I am working on getting comparable data for Charlotte police and fire. I'm looking for any documents you can 
provide for pay and benefits (contracts, MOUs, wage scales, etc.) that cover the positions of: Police officer 
Detective Sergeant Lieutenant Captain Fire fighter Fire captain I need this for 2015-2021 Thank you for the 
assistance Fulfilled Closed Fire No

4156 9/8/2020 12:44 11/10/2020 Hadiya Presswood hadiya.presswood@gmail.com

What were the expenditures for the 2020 RNC? Charlotte received a federal grant and Kerr Putney announced 
that the records would be released post-RNC. The records have not been released since the one day convention 
passed. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4155 9/8/2020 10:15 9/9/2020 Lisa Markus
This email serves as a request to view all bid packages submitted for the Mallard Creek WRF Reuse Line Extension 
to UNCC (Charlotte Water Project) bid date of 09/01/2020. Fulfilled Closed Water No



4154 9/8/2020 8:53 Kyle McKinley

To Whom It May Concern: Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request an export of raw data, 
to the extent maintained in the City’s databases, in machine-readable spreadsheet format such as Excel file, on 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department use of force incidents. The time period of the data should cover 
January 1, 2008 through the date on which this request is fulfilled. The data should include all disclosable fields, 
including but not limited to fields containing the following types of information: ● Incident number/case ID ● 
Incident location (street block if not the street address, city, state, zip code, beat, district) ● Incident date, and 
time ● Specific type(s) of force used (e.g. “strike with foot,” “restrain with arms,” “firearm discharge,” etc.) ● 
Reason for initiating contact ● Reason for use of force ● Whether the citizen was armed, and if so, then what 
weapon ● Number of officers and bystanders present ● Disposition of any relevant reviews or officer misconduct 
complaints ● Citizen age ● Citizen gender ● Citizen race/ethnicity ● Citizen injuries ● Officer first, middle, and last 
name ● Officer badge number, employee ID, or unique system ID ● Officer injuries ● Type of medical treatment 
provided, if any, and/or if transported for additional medical evaluation I am asking for an export of raw data, to 
the extent maintained in the City’s or Police Department’s databases. I do not expect the City or Police 
Department to create new data that does not already exist, or manually aggregate, analyze, or alter any data for 
the purposes of fulfilling this request. I realize the information may be contained in multiple tables. I am not 
asking the City or Police Department to join tables together for me, or to conduct any type of analysis on the 
data. I am merely asking for the City to export the raw data, as it exists in the City’s database, which should 
minimize the amount of programming necessary to fulfill my request. I can do the joining on my own, so long as 
each table contains the unique identifiers necessary to join the tables together. Please ensure that all tables 
contain a unique identifier for each use of force incident. I am comfortable working with very large databases in 
many standard data formats. Upon request, I would be happy to provide a USB thumb drive or external hard 
drive to facilitate the release of these records. I would prefer the request fulfilled in Excel format, and not printed 
out, converted to PDF files, or otherwise processed in a manner that would decrease the quality or accessibility of 
the original information the records represent. I also request the following records in PDF format: ● A blank copy 
of the use of force report that a Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Officer would be expected to complete following a 
use of force incident ● All policies and written directives on the use of force that were in effect during the 
requested period as above ● Any data dictionaries, code tables, or other types of manuals that defines, in plain 
English, the meaning of the column headers in the data, and any codes, acronyms, abbreviations, or other 
shorthand terms used for entries in the data The requested documents will be made available to the general Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4153 9/4/2020 17:11 Bo Delp

Dear Open Records Administrator: Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I request the 
following public records from May 1, 2020 to the date the open records administrator performs its search: All 
Food and Beverage DBE Statement of Sales submitted by HMSHost to the City of Charlotte; and All DBE 
Compliance Reports submitted by HMSHost to the City of Charlotte; and Subtenant concession leases for the 
following companies: -Denard -Diversity Food Brands -Ewing Dunn (or Ewing-Dunn) -F.D.Y. (or FDY) -Kind 
Hospitality -Lee Wesley Group -SB&J If this information is maintained or available electronically, I request that the 
information be provided electronically. I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not more than 
$50. If the cost would be greater than this amount, please notify me. If you believe this information is not public, I 
ask that you notify me immediately. If you choose to deny this request, please provide a written explanation for 
the denial including a reference to specific statutory exemptions.  Sincerely, Bo Delp Submitted to Departments Open Finance No

4152 9/4/2020 17:05 9/14/2020 Bo Delp

Dear Open Records Administrator: Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I request the 
following public records: Total rent paid the following CLT subtenants between June 1, 2020 and the date the 
open records administrator performs its search: Denard Diversity Food Brands Ewing Dunn (or Ewing-Dunn) F.D.Y. 
(or FDY) Kind Hospitality Lee Wesley Group SB&J If this information is maintained or available electronically, I 
request that the information be provided electronically. I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees 
of not more than $50. If the cost would be greater than this amount, please notify me. If you believe this 
information is not public, I ask that you notify me immediately. If you choose to deny this request, please provide 
a written explanation for the denial including a reference to specific statutory exemptions.  Sincerely, Bo Delp Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4151 9/4/2020 16:59 9/10/2020 Ayub Ahmed Sabah

Hello, We are interested in providing security guard services & janitorial services to Charlotte/Douglas 
International Airport. So, I would like to request the following information/files 1) The list of security/janitorial 
services (contracts) open or awarded 2) When the contracts will expire 3) The company that has been awarded 
the contract Any sort of files related to these will be helpful. Look forward to hearing your kind response. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4150 9/4/2020 16:53 9/9/2020 Danick Baron

SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to Charlotte Douglas International Airport for any and all 
purchasing records from 12/03/2019 (mm/dd/yyyy) to current. The request is limited to readily available records 
without physically copying, scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic document is 
acceptable. The specific information requested from your record keeping system is: 1. Purchase order number. If 
purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, encumbrance, or check number 
2. Purchase date 3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase) 4. Line item quantity 5. Line item price 
6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email address. If you would like to let me know 
what type of financial software you use, I may have report samples that help to determine how, or if, you are 
able to respond. Please email or use the link below to upload the information. There is no file size 
limitation:http://upload.smartprocure.com/?st=NC&org=CharlotteDouglasInternationalAirport Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4149 9/4/2020 13:37 Alex Shabad WCNC

I'm requesting all addresses for properties that are on a list for scheduled building inspections by the city of 
Charlotte as of the present day (September 2nd, 2020). I'm also requesting the number of days each property has 
been waiting for an inspection. If you could also provide any information about the impacts/delays for inspections 
due to COVID 19, I would appreciate it. Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services Yes

4148 9/4/2020 13:21 Mike Hill

Project Name: CMGC Rework Project Number: TK21150261 Bid Number: 2020-2058 Bid Day/Time: 9/1/20 at 2:00 
PM Regarding the subject bid, please provide us copies of the bid forms, and all supplementary forms, from all 
bidders. Thank you Submitted to Departments Open General Services No



4147 9/3/2020 13:02 Kimberly D. Strong FAU Police Department



August 17, 2020
 
Records Department
Charlotte Police Department
Charlotte, North Carolina
 
Dear Records Department:
 
Under the Jeanne  Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act (Clery Act) , all 
postsecondary institutions participating in Higher Education Act’s (HEA) Title IV student financial assistance 
programs are required to disclose crime statistics and security information for certain crimes that occurred (1) On-
campus; (2) On public property within and immediately adjacent to University owned buildings and property, and 
(3) in or on non-campus buildings or property that the University owns or controls. In the statistics we are 
required to include crimes that were reported to our department as well as crimes reported to local and state law 
enforcement agencies.
 
I am requesting that your department provide me with the crime statistics for 2019 for the following offenses:
  

·                 Murder                                                           
·                 Manslaughter
·                 Rape
·                 Fondling
·                 Incest
·                 Statutory Rape
·                 Robbery Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4145 9/3/2020 8:37 Bo Delp

Dear Open Records Administrator: Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I request the 
following public records from April 1, 2020 to the date the open records performs its search: Any and all 
electronic or written correspondence, including emails, text messages, presentations, attachments, proposals, or 
memorandums, sent to or from Renee’ Johnson (including cc: and bcc:) that include any of the following terms: - 
HMSHost - Host - Denard - Diversity Food Brands - Ewing Dunn - Ewing-Dunn - F.D.Y. - FDY - Kind Hospitality - Lee 
Wesley Group - SB&J If this information is maintained or available electronically, I request that the information be 
provided electronically. I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not more than $50. If the cost 
would be greater than this amount, please notify me. If you believe this information is not public, I ask that you 
notify me immediately. If you choose to deny this request, please provide a written explanation for the denial 
including a reference to specific statutory exemptions.  Sincerely, Bo Delp Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services No

4144 9/3/2020 8:31 Bo Delp

Dear Open Records Administrator: Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I request the 
following public records from April 1, 2020 to the date the open records performs its search: Any and all 
electronic or written correspondence, including emails, text messages, presentations, attachments, proposals, or 
memorandums, sent to or from Vi Alexander Lyles (including cc: and bcc:) that include any of the following terms: 
- HMSHost - Host - Denard - Diversity Food Brands - Ewing Dunn - Ewing-Dunn - F.D.Y. - FDY - Kind Hospitality - 
Lee Wesley Group - SB&J If this information is maintained or available electronically, I request that the 
information be provided electronically. I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not more than 
$50. If the cost would be greater than this amount, please notify me. If you believe this information is not public, I 
ask that you notify me immediately. If you choose to deny this request, please provide a written explanation for 
the denial including a reference to specific statutory exemptions.  Sincerely, Bo Delp Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services No

4143 9/2/2020 16:15 Nate Morabito WCNC

Electronic copies of notice of claims filed with the risk management from May 29, 2020 through September 2, 
2020, including the date filed, the name of the person filing, the circumstances that the claim is related to. and the 
responsible city department plus additional publicly releasable information. Submitted to Departments Open Finance Yes

4142 9/2/2020 14:01 11/10/2020 Joel Odom

Now that we have survived through the RNC. I am now more compelled to make the following request to the city 
of Charlotte. As a United States citizen and citizen of Charlotte, I am requesting accounting of all monies spent as 
a result of the federal grant distributed to the Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department. Please note I am not 
asking for detailed security coordination of the CMPD and other federal agencies. With the concluding of the RNC 
in Charlotte the disclosure of grant spending is no longer a security threat to the safety of the President of the 
United States and administration. Therefore, safety of the President and infrastructure of city is no longer an 
adherent argument to justify the nondisclosure of taxpayer dollars. I would also like to refer to legislations passed 
to keep the American people informed on the government spending. • H.R.150 - Grant Reporting Efficiency and 
Agreements Transparency Act of 2019 • S.2590 – Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act of 2006 
NC Chapter 132. Public Records. • § 132-1. "Public records" defined. • (a) "Public record" or "public records" shall 
mean all documents, papers, letters, maps, books, photographs, films, sound recordings, magnetic or other tapes, 
electronic data-processing records, artifacts, or other documentary material, regardless of physical form or 
characteristics, made or received pursuant to law or ordinance in connection with the transaction of public 
business by any agency of North Carolina government or its subdivisions. Agency of North Carolina government 
or its subdivisions shall mean and include every public office, public officer or official (State or local, elected or 
appointed), institution, board, commission, bureau, council, department, authority or other unit of government 
of the State or of any county, unit, special district or other political subdivision of government. • (b) The public 
records and public information compiled by the agencies of North Carolina government or its subdivisions are the 
property of the people. Therefore, it is the policy of this State that the people may obtain copies of their public 
records and public information free or at minimal cost unless otherwise specifically provided by law. As used 
herein, "minimal cost" shall mean the actual cost of reproducing the public record or public information. (1935, c. 
265, s. 1; 1975, c. 787, s. 1; 1995, c. 388, s. 1.) Fulfilled Closed Police;#Finance No

4141 9/2/2020 13:56 9/28/2020 Lena Wadlington
I would like to request a list of all police calls for service made to our theatre, Cinemark Movie Bistro Charlotte, 
locatd at 9630 Monroe Rd from 03/17/2019 thru 03/17/2020. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4140 9/2/2020 12:58 9/2/2020 Jarred Fuller
Please provide a copy of all submitted bid documents from all bidders on the Mallard Creek WRF Reuse Line to 
UNCC project for Charlotte Water which bid 9/1/2020 at 2:00 pm. Fulfilled Closed Water No

4136 9/2/2020 11:36 David Hodges WBTV
Can I add to this that I would like a copy of the minutes from closed session of that meeting as soon as they are 
publicly available? Thank you. Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes



4121 9/1/2020 17:17 9/15/2020 Olena Lerwick

I am working on behalf of AT&T to obtain a copy of the certificate of liability insurance for the contractor Jeffery 
Michael Dellinger (License # 76119) that covers the date 11/23/2019. They were working on a water line at 11704 
Buckstone Ln when they damaged a buried cable Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

4122 9/1/2020 13:54 9/1/2020 Ryan Cochran Southwest Engineers

Hope this message finds you well during this unusual time.  The reason for this correspondence is to requests 
information to assist both the Charlotte waste treatment operation and industrial customers in the Charlotte 
region.  Southwest Engineers is looking to grow in our industrial clientele in this area and would like to streamline 
our efforts to those whom would appreciate our assistance.  To that end, could you please steer me in the right 
direction to attain a list of recent (previous calendar year) fines levied due to exceeding discharge permit 
requirements? Fulfilled Closed Water No

4120 9/1/2020 11:46 Allison Latos WSOC TV

Please provide all communication to and/or from all council members, Mayor Vi Lyles and City Manager Marcus 
Jones regarding Marvin Wilson, Charlotte Fire Department pension fund, firefighters retirement from July 1-
present. Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services;#City Manager’s OfYes

4119 9/1/2020 11:33 9/23/2020 Robert Mason
Any/All Records or reports related to James E Croland DOB 6-16-1966. He has had a previous address of 12011 
Copper Mountian Blvd, Charlotte NC Closed Unfulfilled Denied Neighborhood Services;#Police No

4118 9/1/2020 11:14 9/1/2020 Mike Stolp WSOC TV Requesting the 311 complaint for Object ID 1307761/Request number 7966056, and 1307607/7965901. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services Yes

4117 9/1/2020 9:11 9/4/2020 Bejamin Hedda

Hello, Under the Freedom of Information Act and North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting 
an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records that pertain to the active shooter incident that 
occurred at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte (9201 University City Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28223) on April 
30th, 2019. Specifically I am seeking to obtain the incident report, scene/evidence photos, and bodycam footage 
(redacted if necessary). If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost 
will exceed $75. However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested 
information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of this tragedy. 
This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. Optimally I would like to request these materials 
be provided electronically either via public records portal or email. However by mail is also acceptable if 
necessary. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a 
significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I 
might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please 
cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal 
procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my request. Sincerely, Benjamin Hedda Fulfilled Closed Police No

4116 8/31/2020 13:52 David Hodges WBTV Please provide electronic copies of all CMPD radio transmissions from June 2, 2020 between 8 pm and 11 pm. Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

4114 8/28/2020 15:38 Fred Clasen-Kelly The Charlotte Observer


Ms. Kelly,
 
I am writing to request meeting minutes for the closed session meeting of the Charlotte City Council that took 
place on June 3, 2020.
 
If you have questions about this request, please feel free to contact me. My phone number is 704 219-2667.
 
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
 
Best regards,
 
Fred Clasen-Kelly
Reporter
The Charlotte Observer
704 219-2667 Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes

4113 8/28/2020 15:29 Mike Stolp WSOC TV

Hello – This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation. I request that digital copies of the following documents be 
provided to me: All city Incident Action reports from 5/29/20 - 6/5/20 In order to help to determine my status to 
assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this 
request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this 
request. Mike Submitted to Departments Open Fire Yes

4112 8/28/2020 15:21 Allison Latos

From August 2019-present, how many CMPD officers have faced discipline for turning off body warn cameras and 
what was the discipline associated with each incident? Also, how many officers have faced discipline for not 
turning on body warn cameras and what was the discipline associated with each incident? Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

4111 8/28/2020 13:44 8/28/2020 Hillery Gralino

CBRE, Inc. has been engaged to obtain copies of open violations of the building department for the property 
located at 5410 Prosperity Ridge Road, Charlotte NC 28269. Please send responses and documentation 
tohillerygralino@gmail.com. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

4110 8/28/2020 12:45 Allison Latos WSOC TV

Regarding ridership on CATS buses and the light rail, can you provide stats on ridership numbers for both from 
March 2020-present and how this compares to the same time period last year? What is the difference in revenue 
between those time periods? Also, please provide copies of all communication regarding any possible request for 
additional funding as a result of decreased ridership from March 2020-present. Submitted to Departments Open CATS Yes

4115 8/28/2020 12:00 8/31/2020 Ethan Gill Deltek

Deltek is submitting a public records request to City of Charlotte/Mecklenburg County. Can you please provide the 
information regarding the following solicitation in the blank cells below? Please also provide the awarded 
contract document and bid tabulation if available. If your policy does not allow the filling of the table or the 
creation of a new document, please disregard and only provide the requested documents. Please note that this 
request is for commercial purposes. Fulfilled Closed Water No

4109 8/28/2020 11:07 9/10/2020 Susan Praisler

Hello, I am writing to request records, pertaining to Baggage Handling System (BHS) Operation & Maintenance 
Services contract at Charlotte Douglas International Airport. Details of request: Airport: Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport (CLT) Time Frame: 2015-2020 Documentation Needed: 1) Baggage Handling System (BHS) 
Operations & Maintenance Services • Current vendor contracts • Current addendum(s) 2) Applicable Request for 
Proposal/Solicitation released for the Baggage Handling System Operation & Maintenance Services 3) Applicable 
Proposals submitted by all vendors for current BHS Operation & Maintenance Services contract Preferred Method 
of Delivery: Email If I can provide additional information to assist in obtaining these documents, I can be reached 
via email at:Susan.praisler@jsmairports.com Should there be any fees associated for searching or copying these 
records, let me know and I will be happy to provide payment. Thank you. Sincerely, Susan Praisler Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



4108 8/28/2020 10:56 9/10/2020 Susan Praisler

Greetings, I am writing to request records, pertaining to the Passenger Boarding Bridges Maintenance contract at 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport. Details of request: Airport: Charlotte Douglas International Airport (CLT) 
Time Frame: 2018-2020 Documentation Needed: 1) Passenger Boarding Bridges Maintenance Services • Current 
vendor contracts • Current addendum(s) 2) Applicable Request for Proposal/Solicitation released for the current 
Passenger Boarding Bridges Maintenance Services 3) Proposals submitted by all vendors for current Passenger 
Boarding Bridges Maintenance Services contract Preferred Method of Delivery: Email If I can provide additional 
information to assist in obtaining these documents, I can be reached at:Susan.praisler@jsmairports.com Should 
there be any fees associated for searching or copying these records, let me know and I will be happy to provide 
payment. Thank you. Sincerely, Susan Praisler Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4107 8/28/2020 10:43 8/28/2020 Preston Hamptom
I would like a copy of the bid forms for the FY21 Small Diameter Water & Sewer Services Contract 1. Not the tally 
but the actual bid forms. Fulfilled Closed Water No

4106 8/28/2020 10:24 Allison Latos WSOC TV

From June 2, 2020 to present, all emails, texts, voicemails to or from Charlotte Council members, City Manager 
Marcus Jones, and CMPD Chief Johnny Jennings regarding "June 2, 2020", "protesters", "body warn camera 
video", "discipline", "tear gas", "pepper spray", "bullets", Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office Yes

4105 8/28/2020 10:11 8/31/2020 David Hodges WBTV
Please provide me with copies of all ethics complaints filed with the city clerk from August 18th 2020 through 
August 26th 2020. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

4104 8/28/2020 9:57 9/17/2020 Jamie Gawron

I spoke with Jose last week regarding my daughters bite report #B20-038434. He also gave me a reference #434. 
8/24/20 was the closing date of the bite report so I am requesting that a copy be emailed to me please. Thank 
you. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4103 8/28/2020 9:29 8/28/2020 Patrick Conlon

I am requesting a copy of all the open code violation properties in Charlotte NC for the Month of July and August. 
If you could be so kind as to email me the spreadsheet with this information, as I am not able to access the portal 
online, due to some technical glitch on the server side. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

4102 8/28/2020 9:07 9/14/2020 Mike Stolp WSOC TV

Hello – This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation. I request that the following be provided to me: The number of 
CMPD employees who’ve resigned in lieu of termination in each of the last 5 years. The names, titles and salaries 
upon resignation of each of those employees. · In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should 
know that I am a representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of 
news gathering and not for a commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Mike Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

4101 8/28/2020 9:01 9/1/2020 Melissa Williams

I would like all information in reference to the planning, approval, execution, maintenance, and security of the 
Black Lives Matter mural on South Tryon St. This would include all emails, meeting minutes, invoices, logs of 
security coverage, DOT related documents in reference to shutting down the street and permits.Black Fulfilled Closed Planning No

4099 8/28/2020 8:28 8/28/2020 Morgan Fogarty WCCB Charlotte
Hi there. Can we get a tally on how many delegates in town for the RNC tested positive for COVID and how many 
delegates were quarantined? Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Referred Communications & Marketing Yes

4098 8/28/2020 8:18 Patrick Walton

I would like to request any and all correspondence, whether electronic or written, regarding the approved leave of 
absence concerning Deputy Chief Gerald Smith and his application to and acceptance of the job as Chief of the 
Richmond, Virginia Police Department. This is to include, but not be limited to, any correspondence with the 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department's Human Resources Division and the City of Charlotte Human 
Resources Division, the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department and the City of Richmond Human Resources 
Division and Richmond Police Department, any internal communications whether electronic or written within the 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department concerning this arrangement as well as any communications whether 
written or electronic with the City of Charlotte Human Resources Division, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police 
Department Human Resources Division, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department employees and Charlotte City 
Council persons regarding Gerald Smith and this leave of absence and employment with the Richmond Police 
Department. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4100 8/26/2020 8:41 8/26/2020 David Hodges
Requesting a copy of all recordings that were shown to the Mayor and City Council members during the closed 
session on Tuesday, August 25, 2020 Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

4097 8/25/2020 9:57 8/26/2020 Ashley Fahey

I’m looking for a copy of a rezoning petition filed today at the city, but the hyperlink to the record doesn’t appear 
to be live (it’s called Novel Ballantyne — top of the attached list). The document is likely rezoning petition 2020-
144. Fulfilled Closed Planning Yes

4096 8/25/2020 9:12 9/16/2020 Lisa Markus
This is a request to view all bid packages submitted on the Advance Grading of Portion of Proposed I-85 North 
Bridge, #512-15-003, bid date 4/30/2020. This way I can see which subcontractors were listed to meet the goal. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

4095 8/25/2020 8:36 Sally Salvatorelli

Please accept this as a request for public access to the records of information regarding: 269-2020-EBUS - Notice 
of Unsolicited Proposal for Battery Electric Busses and Charging Infrastructure - as posted 
onhttps://charlottenc.gov/DoingBusiness/Pages/SolicitationDetails.aspx?ID=1434 Thank you, Sally Salvatorelli Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4094 8/25/2020 8:30 11/10/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC TV Requesting all purchases related to the Republican national convention Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes
4093 8/24/2020 16:27 Kwame Stewart Cats express bus schedule that have stop or cancel due to covid-19 Pending Fulfillment Open CATS No

4092 8/24/2020 16:17 Michael Roessler
Please produce any and all non-privileged emails sent from and received by the email 
addressedriggs@charlottenc.gov between August 10, 2020 and August 20, 2020. Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services No

4091 8/24/2020 15:20 11/18/2020 Michael Roessler

At the August 18, 2020, meeting of the Safe Communities Committee, CMPD representatives made a presentation 
to the committee that included a brief discussion of CMPD's Command College. Please produce the training 
materials distributed to participants in any session of Command College held from January 1, 2019 to the present. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

4090 8/21/2020 16:45 9/23/2020

Please provide a copy of all complaints filed in 2020 with the City alleging any member of City Council or the 
Mayor, Manager, Clerk or Attorney has violated the code of ethics.  Please enclose any other complaints 2020 
about these persons, whether designated as "ethics" complaints or otherwise. Thank you Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

4088 8/21/2020 9:57 10/14/2020 David Hodges
Please send me all invoices from “APCO”, “APCO International”, and “APCO Worldwide” received by the City since 
September 1, 2019. Thanks Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes

4087 8/21/2020 9:47 Olena Lerwick The Claims Center

I am working on behalf of AT&T to obtain a copy of any permits for the location of 2523 Austin Joey Dr in 
Charlotte and a copy of the certificate of liability insurance if required for these permits. Please search between 
the dates of 11/1/2018 - 11/1/2019. I believe the project for this location is NR0600958. Submitted to Departments Open Transportation No

4086 8/21/2020 9:35 Allison Latos WSOC
I am requesting all communication to and from City Manager Marcus Jones regarding "Discovery Place" and 
"Catherine Horne" from October 2019-January 2020. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office Yes



4085 8/21/2020 9:14 Yotam Shem-Tov

Hello, I am a professor in the economics department at UCLA and I would like to request a one-time bulk data 
extract of 911 calls for service. I am requesting this information for a research project that examines sentencing 
and offending in North Carolina. I have made similar requests in several other counties (e.g., Wake ). I have 
already obtained, court, arrests, and department of corrections records and would like to add to them 911 calls. I 
would like all the information that is available in a digital format. Most of the information that I am requesting is 
available online athttps://www.crimemapping.com/map/agency/65. However, I would like a bulk data extract. 
Ideally, the data extract will include information from the present to as far back as possible. Thank you in 
advance! I am available both on email (shemtov@econ.ucla.edu) and phone (510-280-4648) to answer any 
questions. Best, Yotam Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4084 8/21/2020 8:54 8/25/2020 David Hodges
Please provide me with copies of any emails sent or received from city employee Mike Davis between July 7 and 
July 10 2019 with keyword "ajmera" "dimple. Closed Unfulfilled No Response General Services Yes

4083 8/20/2020 23:10 8/21/2020 Marta Jones
My name is MJ I work for yellow cab of Charlotte I’m the director of operations. I’d like to make a request for the 
airport fees during the month of July for all taxi operators. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4082 8/20/2020 22:28 8/21/2020 Francesco Colonna
I am requesting a list of all the structural fires with full addresses for the months of June and July 2020 in 
Charlotte. A copy through email is fine. Thank you for your time Fulfilled Closed Fire No

4081 8/20/2020 16:08 8/24/2020 Francesco Colonna

I am requesting all of the code violations for the past 30 days in Charlotte, not a specific address but all of the 
addresses that have received a violation, or have an open violation. In accordance to the Freedom of Information 
Act to obtain records from North Carolina public governmental bodies I am requesting a list of all property 
addresses who have received or have active open status code violations and order to vacate for the past 30 days. 
Please include any and all available information for the most recent account holder as well. If the most recent 
account holder falls under confidential information, you may redact all confidential information required and 
provide the property addresses without the confidential information. Thank you for your time. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

4080 8/20/2020 16:00 9/17/2020 Alan Hubbs
all information on SARGENT STUDNEY OF CMPD. including hire date, salary, promotions, demotions, disciplinary 
actions awards, and suspensions. thank you for your time. alan hubbs Fulfilled Closed Police No

4079 8/20/2020 14:34 8/24/2020 Jordan Johnson


Hello,
 
I am requesting all of the code violations for the past 3 months for Charlotte, not a specific address but all of the 
addresses that have received a violation, or have an open violation.
 
 
In accordance to the Freedom of Information Act to obtain records from Charlotte public records from Charlotte 
public governmental bodies I am requesting a list of all property addresses who have received or have active open 
status code violations and order to vacate for the past 3 months beginning June 1st, 2020.
 
Please include any and all available information for the most recent account holder as well. Please let me know 
who I can reach out to in regards to this matter. Thank you for your time and help, I truly appreciate it.
 
Respectfully,
 
Jourdan Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

4078 8/20/2020 13:53 Segal Rothman  retained Equity


Pursuant to The Public Records Act which grants access to copies of public records, we respectfully request 
records pertaining to any of the following types of obligations:
 
Uncashed checks
Unclaimed checks and funds
Unclaimed tax refunds and performance bonds
Stale Dated checks
Tax Overpayments
Outstanding checks
Outstanding and Refundable credit balances
Checks Exempt from Unclaimed Property Reporting
 
 
If some of this request is exempt from release, please release the remainder of the record which is allowed. 
Please provide all outstanding/uncashed/stale dated checks/properties that are greater than $500  to vendors, 
businesses, or agencies that presently remain in your possession. Please only include checks that are over 5 
months old. For each property, please provide issue dates, payee names, addresses, and dollar amounts due. If 
possible, an excel document would be the desired format to receive data for all available years. Please note that I 
am not requesting a listing of records which have already been escheated.
 
 
 
If the requested records could not be found or do not exist in your possession, please provide the contact 
information for the public body from which they may be requested and forward this request to them (For 
example, if another department issues checks on your behalf.)
 
 
 Submitted to Departments Open Finance No



4077 8/20/2020 11:23 Maxwell Knowlton

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, Gen. Stat. §132-1, I respectfully request the
 opportunity to inspect and obtain copies of the following public records:
  
 1. Any communications (include, but not be limited to, emails (with attachments), text
 messages, call logs, and voicemail messages), document, paper, file, or other physical
 or electronic media created, sent, or received by Amanda Burkes or Sandra Burke from
 July 1, 2019 up until July 14, 2019.
 2. All communications that were sent or received by Katherine Pressley from July 1, 2019
 up until July 21, 2019 and include or reference the following key words:
 1. Durden
 2. Infotech
 3. Salvation Solutions
 4. Sparrow
 These communications should include but not be limited to, emails, (with attachments),
 text messages, call logs, and voicemail messages.
 3. All communications that were sent or received, from July 1, 2019 up until August 1,
 2019, between the following domains:
 1. @charlottenc.gov
 2. @dimpleajmera.com

 If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will
 exceed $25. However, I would also like to request that all files be delivered electronically.
 The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request “as promptly as possible.” If you
 expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with
 information about when I might expect the copies or the ability to inspect the requested records.
 If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the
refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures.

Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services No

4076 8/19/2020 14:20 8/19/2020 Erik Spanberg Biz Journal
Requesting all complaints against the Mayor and/or members of the City Council filed with the City Clerk's office 
since Friday, August 14, 2020. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

4074 8/19/2020 13:43 9/3/2020 Adam Yalowitz UNITE HERE

I’m writing to request the following:

A copy of HMSHost’s lease and any and all amendments with the City of CharlotteAny and all estimates of the 
total value of rent relief and program support for HMSHost authorized by the City of Charlotte. Page 4 of the 
attached estimates $7 million for Paradies and HMSHost combined, but does not break it up by company.

Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4075 8/19/2020 12:51 9/24/2020 Michael Roessler

Please produce all public records created or received since January 1, 2019, documenting, analyzing, describing, 
discussing, or otherwise memorializing the number or percentage of sworn CMPD officers who live within and 
without CMPD's service area. To be clear: This request does not seek the addresses of any particular officers. 
Rather, this request seeks public records documenting the aggregate number of officers that reside in CMPD's 
service and those that live outside CMPD's service area. Put differently, this request seeks documents responsive 
to the question, "How many (or what share of) CMPD officers live in the CMPD service area?" Additionally, please 
produce any and all records documenting, analyzing, describing, discussing, or otherwise memorializing the 
number of sworn CMPD officers that reside in each of one CMPD's 13 patrol divisions. Put differently, this 
requests seeks any documents responsive to the question, "How many CMPD officers live in each patrol division?" 
Again, this request does not seek the addresses of any particular officers. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4071 8/19/2020 9:54 8/20/2020 Sheila Williamson Sankofa Logistics


I hope you and your family are doing well. 
 
I am requesting the bid tab and previous winner of the following Charlotte Water department contract.
 OPERATIONS SUPPORT SERVICES RFP #FY21-RFP-13 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

4070 8/18/2020 18:00 9/25/2020 Marvin Ferguson Itemized Bid Resultrs for Sidewalk Gaps and Ramps FY 21 Project# PMS1215040 Fulfilled Closed General Services No
4069 8/18/2020 17:47 8/18/2020 David Hodges Requesting the agenda for the August 18, 2020 Budget and Effectiveness Committee meeting. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

4067 8/18/2020 17:22 8/19/2020 Kenneth Raynor

All information and documents arising out of the investigation by the CMPD Major Crash Investigation Unit of the 
accident which occurred on July 6, 2018 at 9:50 (24 hour clock) on N. Graham Street, in the City of Charlotte, near 
its intersection of Keswick Avenue involving vehicles driven by Lamonda Nichole Sloan and Michael Jay Homan, 
including witness statements, photographs and investigative reports. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4073 8/18/2020 11:11 8/18/2020 Amanda Zhou
Requesting a copy of the presentations/documents that were shown during the August 18, 2020 Safe Community 
committee meeting. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

4072 8/18/2020 8:34 8/18/2020 David Hodges
Requesting any complaints against the Mayor and/or members of the City Council filed with the City Clerk's Office 
during this 24-hour period: Sunday, August 16 beginning at 11:41 p.m. through Monday, August 17 at 11:41 p.m Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

4065 8/17/2020 23:04 Henry Cahill

Please check and advise for the below address: 1. Liens & Special assessments 2. Open Code Violations 3. 
Open/Expired Building Permits 4. Any unpaid Water/Sewer balance due good through 09/10/2020 for the below 
mentioned property. Property: File # : 838242 Add : 1120 Fordham Rd, Charlotte, NC 28205 Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4064 8/17/2020 22:56 8/24/2020 Andrew DeCristofaro
All records of code enforcement violations including internal emails, database records, violation history, 
enforcement and photo documentation at 4615 Coronado Dr., Charlotte, NC 28212. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

4063 8/17/2020 22:49 9/29/2020 Attorney Mary Frances Parker I need a copy of an animal control report: it U0812220800 Thank you and email me with any questions. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4062 8/17/2020 22:43 Morgan Rinehart

Hello, I request that a copy of the documents containing the following information be provided to me: the 
Charlotte Mecklenberg Police Department's budget for FY2020, specifically line item breakdowns of purchases 
and reimbursements. Thank you for your consideration of this request. -Morgan Rinehart Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4060 8/17/2020 16:42 9/11/2020 David Hodges WBTV
Please provide me with electronic emails from city department Charlotte Water with the subject line "water leak". 
Please limit your search to the single day 7/7/19. Please contact me if you have any questions. Fulfilled Closed Water Yes

4061 8/17/2020 16:12 8/20/2020 Cecile White

We are a small business here in the Charlotte Area. Mr. Refurbisher Inc and are intereseted in bidding for a 
government contract and are looking in viewing the current contract in place so we know how to bid. We are 
interested in the City-Wide Vehicle washing contract that will be for 2021. This is the posting number 2020-Q3(Jul-
Sep)-CTW-1703, so looking for current records on the bidding amounts. Thanks so much Fulfilled Closed General Services No



4059 8/17/2020 15:41 Makayla Caliri

Animal Services History Report - Hoping to request any and all history relating to two canines that were involved 
in an attack on 09/17/2017 at 7213 Thompson Greens Lane, Charlotte, 28212. Owner at this time was Kim Hollis. 
Officer's note's from this date state there have been prior calls to the house. Looking for any reports prior to this 
9/17/2017 date relating to dogs named "Blue" with number A5135508 and "Diamond" with number A5130607. 
Thank you! Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4057 8/17/2020 13:48 10/15/2020 Kyle Kungle

Requesting a record plan for an existing roadway in Charlotte. Roadway is IBM Drive. Specifically looking for the 
section near the intersection of Solectron Drive. This is to assist in a future turn lane project on the roadway. 
Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Planning No

4055 8/14/2020 9:26 8/14/2020 Lisa Markus
I am requesting to view all bid packages regarding the West Ramp Expansion Phase II for project number AVIA 20-
19 through the Aviation Department as well as the bid tabulations. Thanks! Lisa Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4054 8/14/2020 8:55 9/8/2020 Nate Morabito WCNC
Requesting electronic copies of right of way permits, private property permits and amplified sound permits have 
been filed related to the RNC. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Planning Yes

4052 8/14/2020 7:36 8/23/2020 frankmicbobby@protonmail.com 

Please provide the following records for 2019 and 2020 YTD in electronic format to my email 
addressfrankmicbobby@protonmail.com Internal Affairs complaints (internal and external) for CMPD officers. I 
understand that names will likely have to be removed but that's fine because I'm interested in the overall quality 
and quantity of the complaints. I'd also like to see the written responses to the complaint from CMPD to the 
people who submitted the complaint (excepting some which are in process and don't yet have a response to 
provide. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Police No

4051 8/14/2020 6:55 Taylor Marcantel
I would like to request electronic copies of the proposals submitted for RFQ #2019-412 (2050 Metropolitan 
Transportation Plan and On-Call Consulting Services for CRTPO). Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

4058 8/13/2020 14:01 8/13/2020 David Boraks WFAE 
Requesting copy of the Power Point presentation by John Lewis at the city council meeting from Monday, August 
10, 2020. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

4050 8/13/2020 13:18 8/23/2020 Pam Wilson

Need Dog Bite Incident Report - date of Incident 7-31-20 Nationwide Insurance - Claim Number 872178-GK 
Location 6025 SIMPSON RD CHARLOTTE North Carolina 28216 Dog Owner - William and Trudi Wheat / Victim - 
Elliott Cook Please email to me atwilsonp@nationwide.com - Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Police;#Finance No

4049 8/13/2020 11:43 Segal Rothman

Pursuant to The Public Records Act which grants access to copies of public records, we respectfully request records 
pertaining to any of the following types of obligations: Uncashed checks Unclaimed checks and funds Unclaimed 
tax refunds and performance bonds Stale Dated checks Tax Overpayments Outstanding checks Outstanding and 
Refundable credit balances Checks Exempt from Unclaimed Property Reporting If some of this request is exempt 
from release, please release the remainder of the record which is allowed. Please provide all 
outstanding/uncashed/stale dated checks/properties that are greater than $500 to vendors, businesses, or 
agencies that presently remain in your possession. Please only include checks that are over 5 months old. For 
each property, please provide issue dates, payee names, addresses, and dollar amounts due. If possible, an excel 
document would be the desired format to receive data for all available years. Please note that I am not 
requesting a listing of records which have already been escheated. If the requested records could not be found or 
do not exist in your possession, please provide the contact information for the public body from which they may 
be requested and forward this request to them (For example, if another department issues checks on your 
behalf.) We would appreciate your prompt attention to this matter and, if possible, request your response within 
15 business days of receipt of this letter. We are willing to modify the request to help expedite the process. Please 
notify me should costs exceed $100. Thank you for your assistance with this matter. If you have any questions 
concerning the above or need further clarification, please contact me atsegal@retainedequity.com Ms. Segal 
Rothman Retained Equity, LLC POB 13 Woodmere, NY 11598 516-509-8723 Submitted to Departments Open Finance No

4048 8/13/2020 11:21 SIobhan Black
I am requesting a copy of the report filed with animal care and control {20-594603} the officer is J. Zapf3121. 
Thank You very much Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4047 8/13/2020 11:03 9/8/2020 Derek Dellinger Fox 46

I am looking for any and all applicable information in regards to the bidding process and any reports on 
construction of the Hawthorne Street bridge. Furthermore, any documentation of any delays, citations, and 
communication between the contractors and the city of Charlotte, specifically in the context of addressing a 
timeline and delays with the project. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Planning No

4056 8/13/2020 10:49 8/15/2020 Jordan Wilkie Carolina Public Press

Hi, Cheyenne, 
The city provided records to the ACLU of NC regarding Ann Webb's records request #2948. Could you send me all 
the records you sent to the ACLU of NC/Ann Webb? Could you send them to me before EOD today? There is a 
court hearing regarding the ACLU request this afternoon and I would like to review the records the city has 
already provided to the ACLU. 
Here is the request I submitted through the city's automated portal: 
"On October 28, the ACLU of NC requested documents associated with the City of Charlotte's hosting of the 
Republican National Convention. In the litigation related to these requests, the City of Charlotte wrote that, 
"Defendants have produced twenty-seven contracts related to the Plaintiff's request." Please provide me all 
records that have been provided to-date in response to public records request from Ann Webb (records request 
#2948)."
Thank you,
Jordan Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

4046 8/13/2020 8:55 Amy Shapiro
I am sending this to you as a public records request to obtain an updated database of all city employee salaries. 
The file available on the open data portal was last updated 2Q 2019. Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources No

4045 8/13/2020 8:40 Jennie Smith Acme Research

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, we formally request that your office provide us with the following 
public spending information: Copies of documents, such as − but not limited to – Construction Notice to Proceed, 
contractor reporting forms, work orders, project directories, and the like that specify subcontractors and other 
salient points (noted below) for capital construction or renovation projects valued at $5,000,000 or more within 
the City of Charlotte. Please include information for both currently active projects as well as those completed 
since August 1, 2019. We do not need every document that mentions subcontractors, just one for each 
subcontractor or set of subcontractors. Specifically, we seek: • Project name • Project number • Projected 
completion date • Prime/General Contractor name(s) • Construction Manager (at Risk) name • 
Architect/Engineer names • Subcontractor names Excel spreadsheets containing similar information are welcome. 
The information is for commercial purposes and will be used for research aimed at identifying patterns of 
spending by public entities. No part of the data will be used as a mailing list and supplying the information cannot 
be construed as an endorsement of either your payees or our work. We are willing to reimburse your office for 
any reasonable expense incurred in providing the requested information if an estimate of costs is provided for our 
approval before the work is performed. We prefer to receive the data via e-mail attached as a PDF or Excel 
document. If my request is too broad or does not reasonably describe the records being requested, please contact 
me via e-mail or by phone, so that I might clarify my request, and when appropriate, inform me of the manner in 
which the records are filed, retrieved, or generated. Thank you for your assistance! Submitted to Departments Open General Services No



4044 8/13/2020 8:19 8/13/2020 Erik Spanberg Biz Journal
City manager Marcus Jones mentioned a memo about streetcar construction and/or future phases that he plans 
to issue this week — can I please get a copy of that? Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Manager’s Office Yes

4043 8/12/2020 16:11 Nataly Hurtado

Good Afternoon, I am requesting animal report records regarding our client Baxter Willoughby who was involved 
in an animal attack incident on 7/15/2020 on, and near, 3409 Mathis Drive Charlotte, NC 28208. Animal control 
was dispatched shortly after. Please furnish our office with a copy of that report. Sincerely, Nataly Hurtado 
Paralegal to Brian C. Hunt Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4042 8/12/2020 15:47 8/12/2020 David Hodges WBTV
I'm told that there was a complaint filed against Councilman Bokhari on Monday, August 10, 2020. Can you send 
me a copy or let me know that there was no such complaint filed on August 10? Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Office of Constituent Services Yes

4041 8/12/2020 9:17 Allison Latos WSOC TV

All emails, texts, voicemails between all council members, Charlotte city manager and mayor regarding "tent city", 
"homeless", "North End Homeless Tent City", "MSC College Street, LLC" and "WorldCom Network Services, Inc" 
from March 2020-present. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

4040 8/11/2020 14:04 Annie Ma Charlotte Observer


July 7, 2020
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department
Request for public records
Dear Custodian of Public Records:
Pursuant to the  North Carolina Public Records Law, I request that you allow immediate inspection of the 
following public records, in whatever form the records are kept, or please provide copies of the following 
records:
  -An electronic copy of CMPD's check register from January 2010 to the present date, format compatible with 
Excel, such as .csv, .xlsx, .xls, or tab-delimited format
     -An electronic copy of CMPD's P-card transactions database from January 2010 to the present date, in a 
format compatible with Excel, such as .csv, .xlsx, .xls, or tab-delimited format
-     A field layout fo the database this information is stored in
-     A data dictionary for any codes used in the data sets.
If you take the position that the above-described public records are not open to public inspection under the 
Public Records Law, please explain the basis for your position and identify any statute, rule of law or other 
authority upon which you rely.
Pursuant to the Public Records Law, I am willing to pay the actual cost of the copies I am requesting but ask 
that I be furnished with an estimate prior to any costs being incurred in excess of $20.
Electronic delivery of these records is preferred. I understand that this request might be completed in parts- 
please send records as they are made available.
Sincerely,
Annie Ma
The Charlotte Observer Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

4039 8/11/2020 8:36 9/7/2020 Lauren Gage Animal care and control report Event # U0806111900 Fulfilled Closed Police No

4037 8/10/2020 17:45 8/18/2020 Josh Krautmann
I am doing a little research and would like to know  how I go about getting all the funding information for CATS. I 
am curious about the breakdown of how much is from fares, taxes, ad revenue, etc. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

4038 8/10/2020 16:54 Tanya Smith Mrs. Smith needs both copies of her animal control reports. B20038253 A20593194 Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4036 8/10/2020 16:43 Lisa Markus
This request is to view all seven bid packages submitted for the Sugar Creek Road Improvement Project (Project 
Number:269-512-15-014, HC2020-1964) opened on 8/6/2020. Thanks! Assigned to Individuals Open General Services No

4035 8/10/2020 16:27 Mike Stolp WSOC TV

Hello – This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation. I request that digital copies of the following documents be 
provided to me: - All emails sent to and fromkrystal.green@charlottenc.gov from 8/3/20 – present that include 
the term “Hawthorne” - All emails sent to and fromJuliann.sheldon@charlottenc.gov from 8/3/20 – present that 
include the term “Hawthorne” In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am 
a representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering 
and not for a commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Mike Submitted to Departments Open CATS Yes

4034 8/10/2020 16:18 Victoria Alvarez

Beginning February 1, 2020 to the present, please provide any and all Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department 
complaints, calls, reports, investigations, or responses related to, regarding, or from: 900 North Tryon Street 
and/or Samar Ismaiel Ahmad Ismaiel. If any reports, documents, and/or memoranda were produced as a result of 
those complaints, calls, reports, investigations, or responses, please provide an electronic or print copy. Payment 
will be provided as instructed. Please feel free to contact me with any questions and thank you in advance. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4033 8/10/2020 16:10 8/17/2020 Stephen Rivers

Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full addresses for the month 
of June and July 2020, please. A copy through email is just fine. Thank you in advance! Stephen Rivers 817-229-
5155 Fulfilled Closed Fire No

4032 8/10/2020 15:36 Amanda Zhou Charlotte Observer

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I'd like to request the following records: • An electronic copy 
of all use of force incidents between 2015 and the present date (2020) in a format compatible with Excel, such as 
.csv, .xlsx, .xls, or tab-delimited format • I am interested in information relating to the incident and the individual 
and officer involved. • A field layout for the database this information is stored in and a data dictionary for any 
codes used in the dataset. • I'm interested in a database like this one from Minneapolis 
[Link:https://bit.ly/2XBo0hC]. (includes information like date and time of the response, whether it was a 911 call, 
type of force used, age, sex and race of the subject showing resistance, type of resistance) • I would also be 
interested in the officer's gender, race and years of experience and whether it was a policy violation. Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

4031 8/10/2020 15:06 8/13/2020 Carter McKaughn

Good evening, I currently live in Camden South End (1205 S Tryon St) and our fire alarm is constantly going off 
with false alarms. A few residents and I are trying to compile a record of how often the alarm has been going off 
to contact Camden’s corporate team. Are fire alarms public record? Figured it didn’t hurt to ask! We were hoping 
to find all the dates of alarms between June 2019 and August 2020. If this isn’t available, no worries. Thank you 
for your help. Fulfilled Closed Fire No

4030 8/10/2020 9:25 Matt Rusciano

RE: Damaged Facilities: Charter Spectrum Site Location: Intersection of McPherson Dr & Pineville Matthews 
Charlotte, NC 28226 Damage Date: 6/9/2020 PRG Claim # CHS79208 It has been determined that DOT 
Construction is responsible for the damage to Charter Spectrum’s facilities referenced above that occurred on 
6/9/2020. We understand that while sidewalk installation excavation at the above-referenced address, DOT 
Construction hit, and damaged U/G cable owned and operated by Charter Spectrum. We would ask that you 
provide us with the Certificate of Insurance (COI) applicable to this time frame so that we may file a claim directly 
with the carrier for consideration. Submitted to Departments Open General Services;#Finance No



4066 8/7/2020 13:38 8/18/2020 Eric Bradley Brenntag


Hello,
 
Is there a process to request the following records about the Industrial Wastewater Pretreatment Program?  
Specifically, I’m looking for the PreTreatment Program Report for 2019.
 
Or, if there isn’t PreTreatment Report available, can I request the List of Significant Industrial Users (SIUs) with 
total of surcharges, discharge fees, and fines paid in 2019.
 
Thanks for your assistance. Fulfilled Closed Water No

4029 8/7/2020 11:35 8/13/2020 Teri

            Aug 5, 20 my children were traveling through AA AA5098, i received an alarming text from my 13 year daughter saying there was a fight that 
occurred that involved my 2 children, their bio father, and another man. Apparently, the children's bio father Vincent Cordone became verbally 
abusive towards the 2 teenagers, and another man stepped in. My daughter texted a fist fight was barely averted, and many other travelers were 
video taping scene. Issecurity footage available?     Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4028 8/7/2020 10:25 8/11/2020 Stephanie Bettis

Good afternoon, I would like to request the details to Solicitation #269-2017-047. I would like to Bid for this when 
the current contract is up. I requested it last month but didn't receive any info. I appreciate all your help! Thank 
you, Steph Fulfilled Closed General Services No

4027 8/7/2020 9:57 8/10/2020 Rachael Buchanan
I need to request the video footage from a city bus, claim VACC 122893. The bus plate is YVH 1252, VIN 
19XFA1F56BE014740. The police report # is 20190507095102/11. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

4026 8/7/2020 8:41 8/10/2020 Kristi Upton

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, we formally request that your office provide us with public spending 
information, including both capital and operating expenditures, for payments made by or on behalf of 
Charlotte/Douglas International Airport during fiscal year 2019. Specifically, for any payee, other than an 
employee, that was paid a cumulative total amount of $25,000 or more, we seek the payee name, address and 
the cumulative total dollar amount paid to the subject payee over the relevant time period. The $25,000 
threshold was established to minimize reporting for respondents. If a data sort of this type is not possible, please 
supply the requested information for all non-employee payees. We hope to receive the data electronically, if at 
all possible. The information is to be used for research aimed at identifying patterns of spending by public entities. 
No part of the data will be used as a mailing list and your supplying the information cannot be construed as an 
endorsement of either your payees or our work. Acme is willing to reimburse your office for any reasonable 
expense incurred in providing the requested information, if an estimate of costs is provided for our approval 
before the work is performed. We prefer to receive the data electronically in a CSV, Text, PDF, or Excel 
spreadsheet. If it cannot be sent via e-mail, please send the data on a PC-formatted disk by mail. Should you have 
questions or need to advise us to redirect this request; you can contact our offices by telephone at 800-810-3846 
or via e-mail atmunicipal@acmeresearch.com. Please confirm receipt of this request and contact our office to let 
us know your time frame for a response. Thank you for your assistance. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4025 8/7/2020 8:02 8/21/2020 Philip Thomas North Carolina Republican Party

Pursuant to Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes, I respectfully request the opportunity to inspect 
and obtain copies of the following public records:   1. Any communications (include, but not be limited to, emails 
(with attachments), text messages, call logs, and voicemail messages), document, paper, file, or other physical or 
electronic media created, sent, or received by James Mitchell Jr. or Dimple Ajmera to or from Daniel “Dan” 
McCorkle or Daniel “Dan” Roselli from January 1, 2018 up until the date this request is filled. 2. All incoming or 
outgoing communications exchanged between or among James Mitchell Jr., Dimple Ajmera, Daniel “Dan” 
McCorkle, or Daniel “Dan” Roselli that were sent or received from January 1, 2018 up until the date this request is 
filled and include or reference any of the following terms: 1. Tariq, 2. Bokhari, 3. attack, 4. conflict, 5. Charlotte 
Mecklenburg Police Department ( or “CMPD”), 6. Workforce Recovery, 7. Small Business Assistance, 8. 
RevTechLabs, 9. QC Fintech, 10. Queen City Fintech, 11. QCFintech, or 12. Fintech. These communications should 
include, but not be limited to, emails (with attachments), text messages, call logs, and voicemail messages. 3. Any 
document, paper, file, or other physical or electronic media concerning Dimple Ajmera’s schedule, travel plans, 
and meeting calendar from January 1, 2019 up until the date this request is filled, particularly as it pertains to 
meeting with developers or their agents relating to rezoning hearings or decisions. 4. Any communications 
exchanged between or among the following email addresses and domains from January 1, 2018 up until the date 
this request is filled: 1.mccorkledan@yahoo.com 2.james.mitchell@charlottenc.gov 
3.dimple.ajmera@charlottenc.gov 4. @qcfintech.com 5. Any other email address associated with Daniel “Dan” 
McCorkle 6. Any other email address associated with Daniel “Dan” Roselli 7. Any other email address associated 
with James Mitchell Jr. 8. Any other email address associated with Dimple Ajmera 5. Any document, paper, file, or 
other physical or electronic media created, sent, or received from January 1, 2018 up until the date this request is 
filled and include or reference the following terms: 1. RevTech Labs, 2. QC Fintech, 3. Queen City Fintech, or 4. 
Fintech The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request “as promptly as possible.” If you expect a 
significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I 
might expect the copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. I respectfully request that the production 
be made in electronic form, if possible. If any record is withheld on any basis, please include that reason in your 
response. If you are not the custodian of any of the records described above, I would respectfully ask that you 
promptly forward this request to the correct individual.  If costs are going to be assessed against the requestor in 
excess of $25, please let me know before proceeding. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services No

4024 8/7/2020 7:54 Ashley Belanger WGBH News

I am a reporter with WGBH News Center for Investigative Reporting, researching how purchasing cooperatives are 
used in major US cities. I would like to request all contracts initiated between city departments and purchasing 
cooperatives from January, 1 2019 to date. Alternatively, I would be interested in just a list of purchasing 
cooperatives that Charlotte has contracted since 2019. The requested documents will be made available to the 
general public, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. In the event that there are fees, I 
would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. Assigned to Individuals Open General Services Yes

4023 8/6/2020 16:48 David Hodges
Requesting any formal complaints filed against Council Member Tariq Bokhari between July 22, 2020 and August 
6, 2020. Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services;#City Clerk Yes

4022 8/6/2020 12:29 8/7/2020 David Hodges Requesting a copy of the complaints filed by the NCGOP against Dimple Ajmera and James Mitchell. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes
4021 8/6/2020 11:46 Emily Mccluskey I am requesting marijuana arrest and citation statistics for the years of 2019 by race and hispanic ethnicity. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4020 8/6/2020 10:50 Alan Hubbs

Cmpd officers name who was involved with videotaped speeding incident on Monroe road. Internal affairs 
investigative Sergeant Degeorge took the report. His supervisor Sergeant Rooks who was present. Violation took 
place July8 2019. Thank you for your time.3 Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4019 8/6/2020 10:23 10/15/2020 Sheron Patterson
My deceased father, William C. Covington was a policeman with the Charlotte Police Department from the 1950's 
until the 1970's. Can you give me the exact year he started and he retired? Also what was his rank? Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

4018 8/6/2020 8:59 8/7/2020 Stephen Reuille
A complete copy of the submitted margins from Colonial Oil and complete submitted bid packet from Mansfield 
for ITB Number: AVIA21-01. They were due 10:00 AM on July 27, 2020. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4017 8/4/2020 14:37 8/7/2020 May I receive public records requests for the most recent Fuel Products solicitation package Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



4015 8/4/2020 13:27 11/12/2020 Jacob Usadi

Various news agencies have reported on members of the 'boogaloo movement' near the Mecklenburg Police 
Department Metro Division 2 on May 29, 2020 at a Black Lives Matter protest. See for example the caption in 
images here:https://abcnews.go.com/ABCNews/feds-charge-identified-boogaloo-adherents-plotting-violence-
black/story?id=71059377https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/03/us/boogaloo-extremist-protests-invs/index.html I 
request any records, photos, or media related to the boolgaloo movement in Charlotte, NC. I am also more 
narrowly interested in records and media from the May 29 events near the Police Department. Thank you very 
much! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

4013 8/4/2020 13:22 Bridget Brody

We are aiming to find a record of all drug overdoses that occurred in the period between 2015 and Present. This 
data would ideally identify when the OD occurred. If data does not exist from 2015, we would be interested in 
whatever current data you have available. We would want this data as a pure data file (CSV or Excel not PDF) 
ideally. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4012 8/4/2020 11:17 8/7/2020 Erik Ward

I would like to request the current leases for concessions operators in Charlotte Douglas International Airport 
(CLT), specifically those for retail (ie Paradies), food and beverage (HMS HOST), and lounge operators (ie Minute 
Suites). Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4011 8/4/2020 11:12 8/21/2020 Ethan Carbaugh
We are seeking all bid materials from each bidder (other than Proterra) as well as any procurement 
documentation from Charlotte Airport related to the Invitation to Bid (ITB) No.AVIA-20-33Electric Buses. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4010 8/4/2020 10:58 8/11/2020 Conor Hanlon

August 3, 2020 Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1, I am requesting copies of any and all 
correspondence received by Charlotte Douglas International Airport or airport staff from airlines from July 1, 
2020 to present. If it is helpful in narrowing the scope of this request, I am specifically interested in 
correspondence related to issues ofairline leases, revenue sharing or airlines’ responsibility to cover airports 
operating costs. Please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. If for any reason the 
requested information is deemed to be exempt from public disclosure, please provide a description of the 
information and reason for its exemption. To the extent that this information is available in a readily-accessible 
electronic format such as a Microsoft Office document or PDF, I request that it be emailed to me. I agree to pay 
any reasonable copying and postage fees. However, if the cost will exceed $50 please notify me in advance so I 
can make arrangements for payment or modify my request. Please contact me at 267-252-3890 or via email 
atconor.hanlon@seiu.org if you have any questions concerning this request. Thank you for your attention to this 
matter. - Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4089 8/4/2020 10:18 8/4/2020 Amanda Zhou
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the presentations that were shown during the August 4, 
2020 Safe Communities committee meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

4009 8/4/2020 10:06 Harold Brauer

I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of the original check. Please forward the list to my attention atfoia@recoveryassetnetwork.com Submitted to Departments Open Finance No

4007 8/4/2020 8:11 8/5/2020 Kristy Fuentas
We would like to get a copy of Crowder Gulf & Ceres Environmental Services submittals in regards to RFP 2019-
418 that was awarded in late 2019. If we need to pay for these documents please let me know. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

4006 8/3/2020 17:12 Alex Bann
My half-brother Jacob Bann committed suicide on July 27th, 2020. I would like to receive all records that are 
available to this including autopsy, police investigation, etc. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

4005 8/3/2020 17:08 8/19/2020 Phil Alcaidinho
I am requesting a list of all properties in Charlotte with code violations filed on them between April 1 2020 - 
August 1 2020. Violations may include trash in yard, boarded up windows and doors, tarps on roof, etc. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

4004 8/3/2020 16:46 Frank Bianco
I am requesting records with any contractual agreement between City of Charlotte DOT and TrafficWare Group 
Inc. aka CUBIC/Trafficware Group Inc. for time period of JAN 2018 to DEC 2018. Thank You. Submitted to Departments Open Finance;#Transportation No

4003 8/3/2020 15:59 Kinard Barnett

Hello, I am requesting an opportunity to view or obtain copies of public records Charlotte City Manager’s Officer 
Memorandum from May, 18 to Citizens Review Board, Mayor, and City Council from City Manager Marcus D. 
Jones. The subject is Citizens’ Review Board Findings regarding Danquirs Franklin appeal. This memo is from the 
City Manager in response to the CRB’s recommendation and his finding CMPD’s conclusion as reasonable. Thank 
you for your prompt response and fulfillment of this request. Please contact me with information about when I 
might expect copies or the ability to view the requested records. Thank you for considering my request. Sincerely, 
Kinard Barnett 704-502-6833kinardbarnett@gmail.com Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

4002 8/3/2020 15:53 Kinard Barnett

Hello, I am requesting an opportunity to view or obtain copies of public records CMPD’s response to the Charlotte 
Citizens Review Board’s policy recommendations from their March 6, 2020 confidential communication (sub-
sectioned Additional Board Recommendations and Observations), Thank you for your prompt response and 
fulfillment of this request. Please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to 
view the requested records. Thank you for considering my request. Sincerely, Kinard Barnett 704-502-
6833kinardbarnett@gmail.com Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

4001 8/3/2020 15:43 Kinard Barnett

I am requesting an opportunity to view or obtain copies of public records Charlotte Citizens Review Board’s policy 
recommendations from their March 6, 2020 confidential communication (sub-sectioned Additional Board 
Recommendations and Observations), Thank you for your prompt response and fulfillment of this request. Please 
contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to view the requested records. Thank 
you for considering my request. Sincerely, Kinard Barnett 704-502-6833kinardbarnett@gmail.com Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

4000 8/3/2020 15:37 Kinard Barnett

Hello, I am requesting an opportunity to view or obtain copies of public records Charlotte Citizens Review Board’s 
policy recommendations from their March 6, 2020 confidential communication (sub-sectioned Additional Board 
Recommendations and Observations), Thank you for your prompt response and fulfillment of this request. Please 
contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to view the requested records. Thank 
you for considering my request. Sincerely, Kinard Barnett 704-502-6833kinardbarnett@gmail.com Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

3999 8/3/2020 15:24 8/25/2020 Kinard Barnett

I am requesting an opportunity to view or obtain copies of public records of the Charlotte Citizens Review Board’s 
findings regarding Danquirs Franklin appeal. The request is in reference to the letter the CRB sent to the CMPD 
and the family to explain the basis for their unanimous vote on February 6. Thank you for your prompt response 
and fulfillment of this request. Please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability 
to view the requested records. Thank you for considering my request. Sincerely, Kinard Barnett 704-502-
6833kinardbarnett@gmail.com Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk;#Police No

3998 8/3/2020 15:19 Sarah Owens
Hello! I am requesting all amendments to contract 2017000938 between the city of Charlotte and Vector Media 
(formerly Direct Media USA). Submitted to Departments Open General Services No



3997 8/3/2020 14:59 9/3/2020 Collin Hughuley Biz Journal

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 
copies of public records that includedocuments and emails pertaining to bids, applications and site plans for the 
Shopton Road property. If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the 
cost will exceed $0. However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the 
requested information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of the 
development planned for the Shopton Road site and how the sale came about. I am a reporter for the Charlotte 
Business Journal and this request is being made for newsgathering purposes to inform the public of the 
project. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. The law requires that you respond to and 
fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this 
request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the 
requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the 
refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank 
you for considering my request. Sincerely, Collin Huguley 678-617-1565 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3996 8/3/2020 14:38 Terry Taylor
Any and all automobile/motorcycle accidents at the intersection of Woodland Drive and Eastway Drive, Charlotte 
North Carolina between 1/1/2019 and 6/12/2020. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3995 8/3/2020 10:42 Jane Bian

Good morning, My name is Jane Bian. I am a doctoral student working with Dr. Wei Li at Texas A&M on a research 
project named Transit On Mobile. Your highly rated smartphone app CATS Pass is very impressive. We are 
interested in learning about the benefit of the app to society in terms of increasing ridership and public health. 
Could you please share the following information with us? • Route-level monthly ridership data from 1/1/2015-
12/31/2019 • Major service or fare changes from 1/1/2015-12/31/2019 I can be reached 
byjiahe.bian@tamu.edu, or 979-587-3608. Appreciate it, Jane Pending Fulfillment Open CATS No

3994 8/3/2020 10:18 8/7/2020 Gavin Off Charlotte Observer

Can you send me an updated spreadsheet of city employee salaries? The file on the city's data portal was last 
updated in November. Please provide the data in a format that is compatible with Excel. A delimited text file is 
fine. And please provide a record layout if one is needed. (Sometimes department names are abbreviated or 
written as a number) Fulfilled Closed Human Resources Yes

3993 8/3/2020 10:12 Alan Hubbs

All information for the sergeant Kim brewington Charlotte Mecklenburg Police department. Including date of hire, 
celery, promotions, demotions, complaints, suspensions, disciplinary actions,.and all other information that can 
be obtained without interfering with North Carolina confidentiality laws. Thank you for your time. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3992 8/3/2020 9:41 Meghan Hoyer

Hello, I am a reporter for The Associated Press, working on a story in partnership with KHN/The Associated Press 
on federal COVID relief money. Please provide me with the report the city sent under the US Dept of Treasury 
Inspector general's guidance of July 2, 2020, OIG-CA-20-021 (https://www.oversight.gov/sites/default/files/oig-
reports/OIG-CA-20-021.pdf), which requested the following be reported by July 17 in an interim report: Costs 
incurred during the period March 1 through June 30, 2020 for the following: a. Amount transferred to other 
governments; b. Amount spent on payroll for public health and safety employees; c. Amount spent on budgeted 
personnel and services diverted to a substantially different use; d. Amount spent to improve telework capabilities 
of public employees; e. Amount spent on medical expenses; f. Amount spent on public health expenses; g. 
Amount spent to facilitate distance learning; h. Amount spent providing economic support; i. Amount spent on 
expenses associated with the issuance of tax anticipation notes; and j. Amount spent on items not listed above. 
Please send me this completed report that your city sent to the US Dept of Treasury in its original electronic 
spreadsheet form, or other electronic document used to provide the information to Treasury. If your office is not 
the right entity for this request, I'd be grateful for help in identifying the appropriate contact. Please let me know 
if you have any questions about this request. Thank you, Meghan Hoyer Data Editor The Associated Press 
202.506.0377mhoyer@ap.org Submitted to Departments Open Finance No

3991 8/3/2020 9:14 Judson Stringfellow

Minutes of the Environment Committee meetings in 2016 / 2017 during which the revised "Solid Waste 
Ordinance" (Chapter 10 Health & Sanitation) revision was created, reviewed, and voted to recommend to council - 
 last meeting being August 14, 2017. Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

3990 8/3/2020 8:57 8/25/2020


Marcus Jones and Clerk:
 
Hello: I have requested the information below from the CMPD and they referred me to you to the public records 
department but I haven't heard any response to my June request:
.
I'm looking for the basic complaint information which will be in the Internal Affairs bulletin as it references 
internal complaints, external complaints, how many were sustained, etc... in the usual IA report format as well as 
the requested public information about employees' disciplinary records for 2018, 2019, & 2020 YTD.
 
Thank you.
 
(original--)
Do you have information as to when the 2019 Internal Affairs bulletin will be published?
Are the 'numbers' already compiled (7 1/2 months in to the next year?)
Could you provide the basic statistics for number of internal/external complaints and how many were 
sustained/etc... ?
Could you provide the officers names & disciplinary actions for those who have been suspended or fired and the 
reasons for disciplinary action (provided in the public records law, despite the personnel law)? I'd be interested in 
the past two years plus this year, YTD (2018, 2019, & 2020 YTD).
Thanks
 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3989 7/31/2020 7:49 7/31/2020 Jessica Thomas
I would like to obtain the bid tabulation for project FY21-ITBCon-02 Franklin Water Treatment Plant Fire Alarm 
Upgrades from the bid opening yesterday 07-28-20. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

3988 7/31/2020 7:40 Michael Roessler

Requesting a memo sent by the City Attorney to the City Council on or around July 26, 2020 that is referenced in 
this WBTV story [link:https://bit.ly/2X7eItA]. The story references the letter as "City Attorney Patrick Baker sent a 
memo to council members on Sunday detailing his review of a proposed program involving a nonprofit run by 
Councilman Tariq Bokhari that would train workers for the financial tech sector. In his memo, Baker said while 
there is no clear violation of conflict of interest rules, city council should still vote on the proposed program and 
Councilman Tariq Bokhari could recuse himself from the vote." Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services;#City Attorney Yes

3987 7/30/2020 11:57 8/3/2020 FRANK MOORE JBT
copy of the Letter of Termination related to ITB 2016-10-002.  Should there be any other documentation related 
to a Notice to Cure, I would appreciate this documentation as well. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



3986 7/30/2020 11:31 Joshua Lattimore

Hello I am a real estate investor and I would like a list of properties that are vacant, in pre foreclosure, evictions 
and homes that have code violations attached. I purchase properties all cash so I am able to resell to a new 
homeowner who will be more responsible in taking care of the property. It is to my understanding that under the 
freedom of Information act I am allowed to receive this information. Please feel free to call me with update of 
this request. Thank you Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

3985 7/30/2020 11:22 Hannah Purdie

Hi there, I'm hoping to retain a report for the following information - Year - 2015-2020 Who - minors arrested in 
Charlotte and the surrounding area what - how many were arrested for prostitution charges or human trafficking-
related offenses. I'm a Charlotte native, but currently working on my Master's degree at. St. Mary's University of 
London. The data is for a research analysis I'm conducting for my master's thesis. I've listed my family's phone 
number and address above because I couldn't put in a foreign address. Here is my number - +447307992511 
Address - 189 Richmond Rd. Flat 1, TW1 2NJ, Twickenham, Greater London, UK If you need to mail to a US 
address, you can ship it to the address above and my family will make sure it gets to me. Thanks! Hannah Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3984 7/30/2020 11:13 8/6/2020 Chelsea Kiger
Please provide me with the previous cycles bid numbers for the Fire Protection Equipment at the Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3983 7/30/2020 11:08 8/3/2020 Kenneth Rebella

I would like to request access to and copies of any code violations, building inspection reports, and any nuisance 
violations for 2530 Elmin Street, in Charlotte, between January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2016. I would like to 
receive any documents electronically, if at all possible. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3982 7/30/2020 9:50 8/3/2020 Kenneth Rebella

I would like to request access to and copies of any code violations, building inspection reports, and any nuisance 
violations for 3407 Redstones Road, in Charlotte, between January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2014 and 5508 
Enslow Place, in Charlotte, between January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2013. I would like to receive any 
documents electronically, if at all possible. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3981 7/30/2020 9:22 Dave Payne Stats on 2020 murders in meck Len burg as to race age community sex of both the victims and criminals Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3980 7/30/2020 9:19 8/28/2020 Jennie Smith

Copies of documents, such as − but not limited to – Construction Notice to Proceed, daily field reports, contractor 
reporting forms, work orders, project directories, and the like that specify subcontractors and other salient points 
(noted below) for construction or renovation projects valued at$2,000,000 or more at Charlotte/Douglas 
International Airport. Please include information for both currently active projects as well as those completed 
since January 1, 2020. We do not need every document that mentions subcontractors, just one for each 
subcontractor or set of subcontractors. Specifically, we seek: • Project name • Project number • Projected 
completion date • Prime/General Contractor name(s) • Construction Manager (at Risk) name • 
Architect/Engineer names • Subcontractor names Excel spreadsheets containing similar information are welcome. 
The information is used for research aimed at identifying patterns of spending by public entities. No part of the 
data will be used as a mailing list and supplying the information cannot be construed as an endorsement of either 
your payees or our work. We are willing to reimburse your office for any reasonable expense incurred in 
providing the requested information if an estimate of costs is provided for our approval before the work is 
performed. We prefer to receive the data via e-mail attached as a PDF or Excel document. If my request is too 
broad or does not reasonably describe the records being requested, please contact me via e-mail or by phone, so 
that I might clarify my request, and when appropriate, inform me of the manner in which the records are filed, 
retrieved, or generated. Thank you for your assistance! Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3979 7/30/2020 9:04 7/30/2020 Frank Moore
Please provide all contract documents related to ITB Number 2016-10-002 that was awarded to Thyssenkrupp. 
This would include any updated correspondence related to the current status of the contract. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3978 7/30/2020 8:22 Nate Morabito

I am seeking electronic copies of settlements paid out through Risk Management, through insurers retained by 
Risk Management, or through the City Attorney's Office of any EEOC complaints, or any lawsuits by former 
employees against the City in the past 10 years for instances of hostile workplace environment or for civil rights 
claims based upon sexual harassment or improprieties or racial animus or gender, or racial discrimination. We 
would like to know the date of the payments, to whom the payments were made, including an address for that 
person or entity if known, a copy of the payment/check, the department from which the complaint originated (i.e. 
police, city council, etc.) and the gist of the complaint (i.e. sexual harassment, racial animus, etc). Submitted to Departments Open Finance Yes

3977 7/30/2020 8:13 8/3/2020 Mary Jo Spurlock unit bid price tabulation for the Charlotte Beaverdam trunk sewer project that bid on Thursday 7/23/2020. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3976 7/30/2020 7:58 8/10/2020 Greg Anderson

“Please let this e-mail serve as a formal public records request pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1, et. seq. for: 1) 
a copy of the most current project plans for in both .PDF and .DGN format. 2) the current expected start date for 
right of way acquisition for the properties listed below: Brown-Grier Road upgrades Idlewild, Rama and Monroe 
intersection Belk Greenway Connector - Baxter Street to East Stonewall Street J.W. Clay Boulevard streetscape 
Kilborne Drive streetscape McCullough Drive Extension and Streetscape Morris Field Drive bridge replacement Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3975 7/30/2020 7:51 8/7/2020 Derek Goodpaster
Please provide the current contract amount for Charlotte Douglas International Airport's Fire Protection 
Inspections & Manitenance. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3974 7/30/2020 7:38 8/24/2020 Greg Anderson

“Please let this e-mail serve as a formal public records request pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1, et. seq. for: 1) 
a copy of the most current project plans for in both .PDF and .DGN format. 2) the current expected start date for 
right of way acquisition for the properties listed below: -Beaverdam Creek West Tributary Wastewater Pipe 
Project Fulfilled Closed Water No

3972 7/28/2020 18:14 8/3/2020 Jack Fisher The Blue Book
Requesting the low bid results (bid tabulation) and anticipated award date for the above listed project.

Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

4016 7/28/2020 13:48 7/28/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer
Provide the Speaker's List for the July 27 City Council Business Meeting/Public Forum. Please assign to Office of 
Constituent Services. This request was fulfilled on July 27, 2020 by Jeremy Mills.S Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3971 7/28/2020 11:18 8/28/2020 Michael Roessler

Requesting a memo sent by the City Attorney to the City Council on or around July 26, 2020 that is referenced in 
this WBTV story [link:https://bit.ly/2X7eItA]. The story references the letter as "City Attorney Patrick Baker sent a 
memo to council members on Sunday detailing his review of a proposed program involving a nonprofit run by 
Councilman Tariq Bokhari that would train workers for the financial tech sector. In his memo, Baker said while 
there is no clear violation of conflict of interest rules, city council should still vote on the proposed program and 
Councilman Tariq Bokhari could recuse himself from the vote." Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Attorney;#Office of Constituent Services Yes

3973 7/28/2020 9:56 8/18/2020 Rob Zahurak Hoyt Berenyl
Requesting Storm Water record drawings, approvals, reports, or calculation for the following parcels: #08708204, 
#08706103, #08706107, #08709207/08709204, #08708202A/B, #08709205, #08709208, #08709209. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3970 7/28/2020 9:43 Danielle Chemtob

I am requesting all records, including emails, documents, and text messages, that mention either "Centene" or 
"Project Big Boy" sent to or from any member of city council, the city manager, and any staff on the economic 
development department, including but not limited to Tracy Dodson. Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development;#City Manager’s Office;#    Yes



3969 7/28/2020 9:10 9/29/2020 Brittany Williams

I am a Research Assistant working with Professor Madalyn Wasilczuk at Louisiana State University Paul M. Hebert 
Law Center. We are currently reviewing law enforcement agency policies, procedures, directives, and orders 
related to or governing agencies’ minimum hiring age. This information is being gathered solely for academic 
research purposes. I have been unable to find a publicly posted document from your agency. Would you please 
provide an electronic or hard copy of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department’s current Hiring Policy or 
other governing regulation (such as general orders or directives)? Electronic copies can be sent to this email 
address or, at your option, a paper copy can be mailed to Professor Madalyn Wasilczuk, Louisiana State 
University Paul M. Hebert Law Center, P.O. Box 80839, Baton Rouge, LA 70898. Thank you very much for your 
time, and please let me know if you have any questions. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3968 7/28/2020 8:52 Michael Roessler
I would like copies of any and all statements of economic interest filed by the city's elected officials since January 
1, 2017. Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

3967 7/27/2020 16:47 Joshua Krautmann
Requesting all financial info pertaining to revenue taken in by CATS from advertising displayed on and in the bus 
and light rail. Followed Up with Requestor Open CATS No

3965 7/27/2020 13:35 7/30/2020 Chris Scott D. E. Walker Construction
Could you provide the results for the lowest bidder and which company will be awarded this project?

Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3964 7/27/2020 11:24 8/3/2020 Cameron Sikes Deep Ellum Capital

We would like the last 3yrs to present. If 5yrs to present is possible that would be great as 
well.Description/Details of Request: Please provide a full export of all "Prepaid       Parking" (Prepaid Parking is 
defined as "online parking' and/or       'parking reservations" and/or "parking purchased online or on       an app" 
data since the inception of prepaid parking at your       airport. --Format of Information: Please provide the 
information electronically in a csv       or equivalent file type. The columns should include all of the       available 
fields that are collected in the "Prepaid Parking"       process. The rows should include all the available information 
in the       columns for each transaction/record. Do not combine or aggregate rows       or records. 1 row will 
equal 1 transaction/record. An example of the       Format of Information is attached. This report already exists 
with your online parking       booking technology. Where to Send The Records Requested: Please email the 
records to Cameron@deepellumcapital.com.       You may send directly in an email or via any file sharing 
service.Information to Help Complete this FOIA Request:Who can complete this request: Yield/revenue 
management, Airport parking manager or        your IT personnel who handles online parking booking websites 
typically        has access to this information/report and is trained on how to quickly        download this 
report/information. Some airports do outsource parking to        a third party vendor. In this case, the vendor 
should be able to assist        with this information.Please reach out to me if you need assistance on how        to 
find or download this report/record(s). Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3966 7/27/2020 11:14 Georgia Gee

Email correspondence, and all underlying documentation contained therein, between June 1 2020, and the date 
this request is ultimately fulfilled sent to, from or copied to Vi Lyles containing the following non-case-sensitive 
key-strings: "covid*" OR "coronavirus" AND "convention" OR "Trump" Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services No

3963 7/27/2020 9:14 Timothy Bell

CFD / City of Charlotte IT department- The change log and documentation that was generated in publishing the 
new GO 206.01 "Requirements for Promotion" onto the CFDNet site. This would be sometime after June 5, 2020 
and would include who requested the change and publishing the new GO, date and time it was uploaded. Submitted to Departments Open Fire No

3961 7/27/2020 8:49 8/3/2020 Lisa Markus
I would like to see all of the bid packages submitted on 7/24/2020 for the FY21-1 Sanitary Sewer Rehabilitation. 
Thanks,Lisa Fulfilled Closed Water No

3960 7/27/2020 8:31 7/28/2020 Michael Roessler

Charlotte Business Journal is reporting that Councilman Tariq Bokhari sent a letter to other council members, the 
mayor, the city attorney, and the city manager on Monday, July 20, 2020, regarding the involvement of Carolina 
Fintech Hub with a software development jobs program. I would like a copy of the letter he transmitted. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of C  No

3959 7/27/2020 8:24 8/6/2020 Lisa Markus
I would like to see all four electronic bid packages submitted on the Water Master Meter/Backflow Preventer 
Installations at the Charlotte Airport, please. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3958 7/24/2020 15:31 7/27/2020 Terry Matthews
Crowder requests copies of all bids and qualification packages for the FY20-ITBCon-04 Beaverdam Creek Sewer 
Trunk Fulfilled Closed Water No

3957 7/24/2020 15:27 7/27/2020 Lisa Markus
I would like to see all 9 bid packages submitted on 7/23/2020 on the Beaverdam Trunk Sewer Project. Thanks for 
your help! Lisa Fulfilled Closed Water No

3956 7/24/2020 15:19 7/27/2020 Dalton Fullere

I would like to receive all of the bid documentation submitted by bidders for the Beaverdam Creek Trunk Sewer 
Project with Charlotte Water held at 10:00 a.m. on July 23, 2020. Katherine Osbourne was in charge of 
procurement for the project. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3955 7/24/2020 14:52 Sarah Holder

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 
copies of emails sent by Ken 
Brown,rtufano@cmpd.org,zchickoree@cmpd.org,ppaskoff@cmpd.org,zchickoree@cmpd.org,jjennings@cmpd.org
, andsdelosua@cmpd.org to email addresses ending in @FB.com, AND copies of emails sent by email addresses 
ending in @FB.com to Ken 
Brown,rtufano@cmpd.org,zchickoree@cmpd.org,ppaskoff@cmpd.org,zchickoree@cmpd.org,jjennings@cmpd.org
, andsdelosua@cmpd.org between June 1, 2020 and the date at which this request is processed. I would also like 
to request a waiver of all fees in that I am a journalist and the disclosure of the requested information is in the 
public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding. This information is not being sought 
for commercial purposes. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If 
you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information 
about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. If you deny any or all of this 
request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me 
of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you so much for your help! Sarah Holder 
9175965063 Partial Fulfillment Open Community Relations Committee;#Police Yes

3954 7/24/2020 14:34 8/20/2020 Mike Stolp WSOC

Hello - This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I request that a digital copy of 
the following documents be provided to me: - A spreadsheet of all officers who've worked secondary 
employment from 3/1/20 - Present. Please include officer name, title, date of secondary employment, location of 
secondary employment, type of work done, hours worked, amount paid. In order to help to determine my status 
to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this 
request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this 
request. Mike Stolp Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3953 7/24/2020 9:41 8/6/2020 Paige Pahlke

All 911 calls, computer aided dispatch reports and logs, all radio communication, all reports, and all notes and 
documents for a fall and injury at the Charlotte Douglas International Airport in Terminal A on August 10, 2019 at 
approximately 7:50 p.m. involving Tanya Georges. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3962 7/24/2020 8:58 7/24/2020 Johnathan Lowe Spectrum

Requesting a letter dated July 20, 2020 from City Attorney Patrick Baker to J. Justin Riemer with the Republican 
National Committee and Joy Lee with the Committee on Arrangements. The letter is shown here 
[https://twitter.com/JoeBrunoWSOC9/status/1286453959457202176] in this tweet from another reporter. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes



3952 7/22/2020 14:20 Adam Kelley

The scope of my request is to obtain any and all reports for police-related records and/or incident reports for the 
student-athlete(s). My goal is to obtain any and all records, specifically pertaining to any criminal justice reports, 
Juvenile reports, arrests, incidents, offenses, warrants, et cetera, wherein the referenced student-athlete(s) were 
an arrestee, suspect, complainant, witness, or victim. I am also seeking any police-dispatched calls-for-service, 
“police runs”, or CADs where they may have been involved in/around the areas that fall under your jurisdiction. 
Lastly, could you please report on any traffic-related offenses as well. Specifically would like any and all 
records/reports which may be maintained by your agency, the individual(s) are: DAVIS, JORDAN DOB: 01/12/2000 
SSN: XXX-XX-1591 Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3951 7/22/2020 14:10 Joe Bruno

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I request that a digital copy of the 
following documents be provided to me: - A list of all CMPD purchases between May 31, 2020- July 2, 2020 In 
order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. 
Thank you for your consideration of this request. Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

3950 7/22/2020 11:45 Sarah Holder

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 
copies of emails sent byCory.Burkarth@CharlotteNC.gov, Willie Ratchford, and Gwenarda Miller to email 
addresses ending in @FB.com, AND copies of emails sent by email addresses ending in @FB.com 
toCory.Burkarth@CharlotteNC.gov, Willie Ratchford, and Gwenarda Miller, between June 1, 2020 and the date at 
which this request is processed. I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that I am a journalist and the 
disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s 
understanding. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. The law requires that you respond 
to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling 
this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the 
requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the 
refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank 
you so much for your help! Sarah Holder 9175965063 Partial Fulfillment Open Communications & Marketing;#Community Relat  Yes

3949 7/22/2020 10:25 8/21/2020 Sherilee Goins
Complaint #20190904-2045-00. How do I get information concerning a registered gun involving my Son, Richard 
Allen Clements Jr. The registered gun linked to any other crime and belonging to a family member Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3948 7/21/2020 23:36 7/22/2020 Stephanie Bettis

Good afternoon, I would like to review solicitation #269-2017-047. I'm interested in reviewing the requirements 
and learning about what is currently in place. My company specializes in onsite drug and alcohol testing and 
would like the opportunity to go through the bidding process when the contract expires. I'm currently a Vendor 
with the city and working through becoming CBI Certified/ WMSBE. I appreciate it! Thank you! Steph Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3947 7/21/2020 23:22 8/5/2020 Steve Brown

CLT Water FY20-DB-05 Progressive Design-Build Services for the Irwin Basin Sewer Capacity Upgrades Project, 
June 4, 2020 we request a copy of all the proposals received, a copy of the scoring matrix, a copy of all shortlist 
question responses from shortlist teams, and a copy of all the selection committee comments. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3942 7/21/2020 8:31 7/21/2020 James Lyon

RH Price, Inc. requests a PDF copy of the Statement of Qualifications from the three (3) firms that were shortlisted 
for the Charlotte WATER Irwin Basin Sewer Capacity Upgrades Design-Build Project. Thanks for your assistance 
and have a great afternoon. James Lyon RH Price, Inc. 704-506-8410 Fulfilled Closed Water No

3941 7/21/2020 8:26 Zachary Soder
I filed an animal control report and was interested in seeing the outcome. The date of the report was 7/20/20 
case number U0720131601. Thank you! Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3940 7/21/2020 8:22 8/12/2020 Lisa Markus I would like to see the bid packages turned in for the Parkwood Avenue Improvements PMES181534. Thanks! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Planning No

3939 7/21/2020 8:14 7/29/2020 Chris Sellers

Requesting unit price contract for hydraulic pressure hose repair and replacement services with Pirtek Southend 
(1515 S Mint St, Charlotte, NC 28203). This topic was on the agenda during the 4/13/2020 City Counsel Meeting 
(reference file #15-13093). Thanks! Fulfilled Closed General Services No

4323 7/20/2020 10:32 7/20/2020 Danielle Chemtob Charlotte Observer
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the speaker's list for the July 20, 2020 City Council/Re-Zoning 
hearing. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3938 7/20/2020 10:24 7/21/2020 Lindsay Boyce

All calls to 311, zoning and permits regarding the property at 2012 Lombardy Circle.
 
All transcripts of calls, emails and contacts to 311, zoning and permits regarding the property at 2012 Lombardy 
Circle. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3937 7/20/2020 9:40 Brianna Lehman

I am requesting the demographic makeup of the full-time sworn officers of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police 
Department as of December 31st, 2016, specifically the breakdown of the number of officers by race/ethnicity. 
Additionally, I am requesting the demographics of the command/executive staff of the department as of 
December 31st, 2016, specifically the breakdown of the number of individuals by race/ethnicity and gender. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3946 7/20/2020 9:12 7/20/2020 Ashley Fahey Biz Journal Requesting the list of speakers for the July 20, 2020 City Council/Re-Zoning hearing. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes
3945 7/20/2020 8:56 7/20/2020 Joe Bruno Requesting the list of speakers for the July 20, 2020 City Council/Re-Zoning hearing. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes
3936 7/20/2020 7:12 8/12/2020 Lisa Markus I would like to see the bid packages turned in for the Rocky River Road West Streetscape. Thanks! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Planning No

3935 7/20/2020 7:08 8/28/2020 Andrew Sigafoos
spent to this point on the BLM mural , security, repair, clear coating and the expense of closing the street to 
complete the painting and keeping it closed. . Fulfilled Closed Police;#Transportation;#Finance;#Planning No

3934 7/20/2020 7:03 8/20/2020 Lisa Markus
I am requesting to see all of the bid packages regarding the Howie Acres Phase 2 Neighborhood Improvement 
Project. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3933 7/20/2020 6:57 Jenny Navarrete
I would like to obtain a Final Disposition, electronic copy of the record if is possible. case # 11-JA-616 need this For 
legal purpose Thanks Submitted to Departments Open City Attorney No

3932 7/20/2020 6:50 7/24/2020 Todd Price

Please provide us, Dellinger Inc, electronic copies of the Charlotte Water Design Build Proposals for the Pump 
Stations, Force Main & Receiving Sewer Projects, FY19-DB-O2. The proposals were submitted on 11-6-2018. The 
Charlotte Water contacts are Abby Dolan and Jeffrey McClanahan Fulfilled Closed Water No

3931 7/20/2020 6:43 7/24/2020 Todd Price Dellinger Inc

Please provide us, Dellinger Inc, electronic copies of the Charlotte Water Design Build Proposals for the 960 Zone, 
North Tryon, Idlewild, and Airport Area Projects, FY20-DB-O1. The proposals were submitted on 9-26-2019. The 
Charlotte Water contacts are Abby Dolan and Jeffrey McClanahan. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3930 7/20/2020 6:33 Heather Sugg Activity report # A20-591687 Bite report # B20-038101 Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3929 7/17/2020 16:51 Lisa Gonzalez

I work for Progress Residential and it was reported to us that one of our residents that resides at 1124 Ballina Way 
has 2 pitbulls in the home and one of the dogs got lose and bit a child in the neighborhood. We are trying to 
obtain the Animal Control report so we can take legal actions towards our resident with proper documentation. 
The report numbers provided to me are U0703203902 , U0705063602 , U0705144803 if someone can please 
send me these 3 reports so I can review and take proper steps towards our resident for noncompliance it would 
greatly be appreciated ? Thank you Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3928 7/17/2020 16:41 7/20/2020 Crystal Withers

Our firm is trying to obtain a copy of the video from CATS bus number 1055 for an accident that occurred on 
12/20/19, on US 21 at Boxmeer Drive, in Mecklenburg County, Charlotte, North Carolina, accident report number 
20191220065401. We represent David Hunter and State Farm. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3927 7/16/2020 16:40 Vic Barlogio
Dog bite incident reports and disposition information of same. Incident numbers as follows: A5052791 - Animal ID 
number request disposition information. A18-527942 - Activity report. B18-033223 - Bite report. Submitted to Departments Open Police No



3926 7/16/2020 16:09 Amanda Zhou Charlotte Observer I would like to append myself onto request ID: 3782 submitted by Keaton Drake on June 15 Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes
3925 7/16/2020 15:53 9/30/2020 Amanda Zhou Charlotte Observer I would like to append myself onto request ID: 3796 submitted by Savannah Lee on June 16 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes
3924 7/16/2020 10:30 Amanda Zhou Charlotte Observer I would like to append myself onto request ID: 3804 submitted by Irena Como on June 18 Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

3923 7/16/2020 10:16 7/17/2020 Todd Price

Please provide us, Dellinger Inc, electronic copies of the Charlotte Water Design Build Proposals for the Irwin Basin 
Sewer Capacity Upgrades Project, FY20-RFQ-O5. The proposals were submitted on 6-4-2020. The Charlotte Water 
contacts are Abby Dolan and Jeffrey McClanahan. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3922 7/16/2020 10:03 David Hodges WBTV

Please provide me with copies of any and all emails sent or received between June 29 and July 14 for the following 
individuals. - Emily Cantrell - Tracy Dodson - Marcus Jones - Tariq Bokhari Please search for the following words 
and or phrases when conducting your search - "WIN" "Fintech" "CELC" "software" "cohort" Please include any 
emails that were sent before the dates outlined above if they are part of a chain of responses or forward emails 
that meet the search criteria. Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services;#Economic Develo   Yes

3921 7/16/2020 9:01 11/9/2020 David Hodges WBTV
Please provide me all emails and text messages sent and received between July 5th and July 7th 2020 for 
employees Jack Christine, Mike Tobin, Lexie Farmer,Thomas Brake. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3920 7/16/2020 7:51 Larry Gibson

Public Records request for Charlotte Fire Department in regards to an incident on March 28,2017. Sharon Jones 
was injured while working at First Ward Creative Arts Academy and the Charlotte Fire Department were the first 
responders on the scene. Hunter and Everage Law Firm is representing Ms. Sharon Jones and requests the records 
involving this matter. Submitted to Departments Open Fire No

3919 7/15/2020 10:59 10/14/2020 Katie Peralta Charlotte Agenda

Hi- I'd like to request all written records from the city of Charlotte — such as emails, closed-door meeting minutes, 
letters, text messages, minutes from teleconferences, etc. — between city officials — such as council members, 
Tracy Dodson, Vi Lyles, Marcus Jones, etc. — and officials/representatives of Centene regarding Centene's 
decision to build a large campus in Charlotte. I'm especially interested in records that discuss incentives involved 
in the deal. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

3918 7/15/2020 10:40 Bryan Thompson

Request for Public Records Regarding of OFFICER ANTHONY HOLZHAUER. I seek copies of all records in the City of 
Charlotte's possession (to include the police department and city attorney's office), regardless of who created 
them. Please provide all records in your possession through 15Jul20. I seek an electronic copy of all records 
relating to the report, investigation, findings and administrative discipline of OFFICER ANTHONY HOLZHAUER. This 
includes all records related to the following conduct: • An incident involving the discharge of a firearm at a 
person; • An incident in which the use of force resulted in death or great bodily injury; • Any sustained finding 
involving sexual assault • Any sustained finding involving dishonesty directly relating to the reporting, 
investigation, or prosecution of a crime, including, but are not limited to, any sustained finding of perjury, false 
statements, filing false reports, destruction, falsifying, tampering with, or concealing of evidence, receipt or 
solicitation of bribes, loans, favors, or gifts, misappropriation of property, obstructing an investigation, or 
influencing a witness. I also request all records related to the 2012 shooting of an armed robbery suspect resisting 
arrest and the incident which led to his being awarded the Medal of Valor in 2013 or 2014. In addition to my 
general request regarding Officer Holzhauer’s use of force history, I am requesting all documents, reports, 
investigations, photos, body worn camera, recorded statements/interviews, crime scene logs, crime scene and 
evidence technician reports related the 18FEB2015 shooting between Officer Holzhauer and Janisha Fonville on 
18FEB2015. When I refer to “records” I mean: • Investigative reports of photographic, audio, and video evidence; 
transcripts and recordings of interviews; autopsy reports; • All emails, and materials compiled and presented for 
review to the district attorney or to any person or body charged with determining whether to file criminal charges 
against an officer in connection with an incident, or whether the officer’s action was consistent with law and 
agency policy for purposes of discipline or administrative action, or what discipline to impose or corrective action 
to take; • Documents setting forth findings or recommended findings; and copies of disciplinary records relating 
to the incident, including any letters of intent to impose discipline, any documents reflecting modifications of 
discipline due to the grievance process, and letters indicating final imposition of discipline or other documentation 
reflecting implementation of corrective action. Please disclose all non-exempt information from any portions of 
records you claim are exempt from disclosure. I understand this my involve a great deal of reactions. However, 
the existence of such records even heavily redacted is included in my request. If any records requested above are 
available in electronic format, please provide them in an electronic format. To assist with the prompt release of 
responsive material, I ask that you make records available to us as you locate them, rather than waiting until all 
responsive records have been collected and copied. Please send any documents in electronic format Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3917 7/14/2020 15:48 8/24/2020 Ruben J. Cruz

Dear Sir/Madam
This law firm represents the above named claimant in a claim arising from an incident which occurred at the 
above listed location on the above listed date. We hereby request all data and documents as follows, which relate 
to the above listed location:
      Applications for building permits submitted within the two years preceding the date of the above reference 
incident;
        Building permits issued within the two years preceding the above referenced incident; and
          All data and documents which relate to the construction whihc was occurring at the  above listed location 
on the date of the aboe listed incident.
     Please Just let us know if there will be a substantial delay. if you have any questions, please 
contactpiclaims@cruzfirm.com. We look forward to your response.
                                                                     Yours truly,
 
 Fulfilled Closed Planning No

3915 7/14/2020 12:42 Shubham Gupta

To Whom It May Concern: I am writing to request a record of crimes reported to police, all arrests, and all 
responses to calls for service (dispatch responses) from the Charlotte Police Department for the years 2005 to the 
present, or as many years as are available. Specifically, I am requesting the following information: Data 
Observation (Rows): Crime incidents reported to police Time Frame: 1/1/2005-Present Data Fields: Offense Type, 
Offense Level (Misdemeanor/Felony Class), Time and Date of Offense, Location of Offense (Address and/or 
Geographic Coordinates), Police Division, Police Beat Data Observation (Rows): Arrest Charge Time Frame: 
1/1/2005-Present Data Fields: Arrestee Name, Race, Ethnicity, Gender, Age, and Home Address; Offense and 
Charge Description, Charge Level (Misdemeanor/Felony Class), Time and Date of Arrest, Location of Arrest 
(Address and/or Geographic Coordinates), Police Division, Police Beat Data Observation (Rows): Call for service 
responses Time Frame: 1/1/2005-Present Data Fields: Dispatch code, Call Description, Priority Level of Call, Call 
Disposition,Address (with Street, City, Zip), Geographic Coordinates, Police Division, Police Beat,Time of Call, Date 
of Call I am requesting these records in digital format as csv or excel files transferred via email or some other 
internet platform transfer, rather than as DVD discs. Please let me know if there is any way that I can help to 
clarify or complete the request. I understand that completing this request may require payment to cover 
administrative or operational costs. Thank you for your assistance and help in this matter. Sincerely, Shubham 
Guptarajgupta01@gmail.com (858) 348-7965 Submitted to Departments Open Police No



3914 7/14/2020 9:35 John Joye

Please provide in electronic format (pdf, Word, outlook files, etc.) any and all records in possession of the City of 
Charlotte that include a reference to 'Mike Whitehead', 'Whitehead and Associates', 'Intentional leadership', or 
'11942 Moores Chapel Road'. Please send them to my email addressjdj482@yahoo.com Please do so in a zip file if 
possible. Also, please send them in installments, no need to wait to gather them all before sending me any that 
are ready. Also, please provide an estimated schedule as to when I can expect to begin receiving the records. 
Please feel free to contact me if you need any further information. Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

3913 7/14/2020 9:27 7/14/2020 James Hines Please provide reports of mass gatherings in the Charlotte area from April 1st to July 12th Closed Unfulfilled Referred Neighborhood Services No
3912 7/14/2020 9:14 7/14/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer Requesting the speakers list for the July 13, 2020 City Council meeting. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

3910 7/14/2020 9:01 7/20/2020 Brandi Childress

I work for Marcari, Russotto, Spencer & Balaban, we represent Christopher Miles, that was a passenger on CATS 
bus # 1024 on 2/14/2020 around 9:11 am, that was rear-ended by a school bus. We are requesting a copy of the 
CATS bus video showing the inside and outside of the bus from the collision. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3909 7/13/2020 15:47 7/16/2020 LaPronda Spann
I would like a copy of the winning proposal and all submitted proposals for RFQ#269-2020-019 Professional 
Consulting Services. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3908 7/13/2020 15:32 Deborah Mason
Please supply to the above email the current gross annual salary for city employee David E Wolfe, Deputy Director 
of Asset Services. Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources No

3907 7/13/2020 15:11 David Hodges WBTV

Under N.C.G.S. 143-318.10(e) and N.C.G.S. 132-1, et seq., I am requesting minutes of the closed session meeting 
taking place today, June 3rd, 2020. Please note that the law limits the confidential nature of discussions that take 
place when a public body is in closed session pursuant to N.C.G.S. 143-318.11(a)(3). Additionally, please note that 
the the Common Law attorney-client privilege is amended by N.C.G.S. 132-1.1(a) to include only communication 
from an attorney to a government body. Finally, please also note that N.C.G.S 132-6(c) requires a public body to 
redact confidential information in an otherwise public document. Accordingly, I request you redact any privileged 
statements from legal counsel and produce the remainder of any record responsive to my request. Please 
produce the requested minutes immediately, as required by N.C.G.S. 132-6(a), which requires documents be 
produced as promptly as possible. Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes

3906 7/13/2020 15:02 7/13/2020 David Hodges WBTV

On or about June 23, Mayor Lyles from her @CLTMayor account on twitter stated that she asked the Governor 
"for a statewide requirement to wear protective face masks in public." I am requesting a copy of that request if it 
was made in written form. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Office of Constituent Services Yes

3905 7/13/2020 13:26 7/14/2020 Sandra Smith

I am seeking award information for the following projects. I would appreciate finding out who was was awarded 
and if available, the contract amounts. Thank you, in advance, for your time. Public-Private Partnership (P3) for 
the McAlpine Creek WWMF Nutrient Harvesting Project - FY20-P3-01 Progressive Design-Build Services for the 
Irwin Basin Sewer Capacity Upgrades Project - FY20-RFQ-05 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

3916 7/13/2020 12:49 7/13/2020 David Hodges WBTV
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the CMPD Power Point presentation that was shown at the 
July 13, 2020 City Council meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3904 7/13/2020 11:21 Luke Barcley

I am working on a project for a young entrepreneurs group that I am a part of and have been tasked with looking 
at the LYNX light rail and try to understand the complexities and efficiencies from a financial perspective. I am 
requestingaccess to the financial information (income statement is sufficient) of the LYNX light rail from the last 
seven years including key performance indicators such as revenue per mile, revenue per rider or anything along 
those lines if it is available. Thank you for your help. Pending Fulfillment Open CATS No

3911 7/13/2020 9:09 7/13/2020 David Boraks WFAE Requesting the list of speakers for the July 13, 2020 City Council meeting. Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk Yes

3903 7/13/2020 8:41 Paul P

I am requesting a list of all residential properties in your city that has an open code violation. I only need the 
property addresses.  I do not want any customer information or reason for violation. I authorize you to redact 
confidential information. Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

3902 7/10/2020 11:36 Anthony  Suber

I'm an HOA Board member in our community. We need a copy of this report as documentation. The parties 
involved are members of the HOA. Thank you! Activity no: A20-592354 (Dog Bite) Date: 06-30-20 Inv Officer: T. C. 
Yen Complainant: Melissa Giblin Location of incident: 8522 Lustre Road, Charlotte, NC 28215 Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3900 7/9/2020 12:21 Daphne Duret Gate House Media
I'd like to obtain access to view or obtain copies of videos, powerpoint presentations and training brochures 
issued to your most recent police training academy class of recruits. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3899 7/9/2020 12:11 11/10/2020 David Hodges WBTV
Requesting a list of what CMPD spent on security to prepare for the convention. Requesting all security-related 
reimbursement request documents that have been submitted to the Justice Department as of June 25, 2020 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3898 7/9/2020 12:02 7/30/2020 Jim Morrill Charlotte Observer
Requesting emails to (and from) city officials and council members from the Republican Committee on 
Arrangements and the Charlotte host committee after June 10, 2020. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3897 7/9/2020 10:27 Jilian Wilcox

Officer Phil Anderson from Animal Control reached out to us as we are the owners of 1124 Ballina Way, in which 
he stated an incident occurred, where our resident's dog attacked a child and he has been unable to get in contact 
with the renter (owner of dog). I am looking to get the reports from 7/3, 7/5 and 7/6 so that we can take the 
appropriate actions with our residents. Can someone please send me any reports in relation to this address as we, 
Progress Residential, are the owners of this home? Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3896 7/9/2020 9:18 Amina Elahi WFPL

WFPL News Louisville 619 S. Fourth St. Louisville, KY 40202 WFPL requests to inspect any/all of the following 
records: - Any and all correspondence including but not limited to emails and text messages to/from Mayor 
Jennifer Roberts and Gill Holland from Jan. 1, 2015, through July 7, 2020, inclusive. - Any and all correspondence 
including but not limited to emails and text messages to/from Mayor Jennifer Roberts and Louisville Mayor Greg 
Fischer from Jan. 1, 2015, through July 7, 2020, inclusive. - Any and all correspondence including but not limited 
to emails and text messages to/from Mayor Jennifer Roberts and Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake 
from Jan. 1, 2015, through July 7, 2020, inclusive. - Any and all correspondence including but not limited to emails 
and text messages to/from Mayor Jennifer mentioning the U.S. Conference of Mayors, Gill Holland and/or Greg 
Fischer from Jan. 1, 2015, through July 7, 2020, inclusive. Please provide these records electronically, if possible. If 
not, I agree to pay any reasonable copying costs. If there is a cost, please contact me for approval before 
proceeding. Please provide to me the documents as they become available. If any portion of this request is denied 
or records redacted, you must cite the applicable statutory exception(s) and explain how it applied to any records 
being withheld. Please also provide me with the name, address and telephone number of the person to whom an 
appeal should be directed. If you have any questions about this request, or need additional information in 
determining what records I am requesting, please call me at (630) 947-9795. You can also contact me 
ataelahi@wfpl.org. Thanks very much for your assistance. Sincerely, Amina Elahi Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services Yes

3892 7/8/2020 15:58 7/16/2020 Kylah Rendell police report number 200703-00914 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3885 7/8/2020 15:31 7/9/2020 Adam Sweat

Hello! We are looking for information on all 311 requests within Charlotte. In particular, we’re looking for 
descriptions of the events as submitted by residents (could be in the form of additional comments, or any free 
text field). As for time frame, we would like all data available. In regard to descriptions, an example of a resident-
submitted description we’re looking for is “there has been a pothole on my street for two months and I would like 
it fixed” or something along those lines. If that is unavailable, the description taken by the call taker would work. 
For example, the description on this page 
(http://city.kcmo.org/kc/ActionCenterRequest/CaseInfo.aspx?CaseID=2020088547) is what we’re looking for. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No



3884 7/8/2020 15:16 7/10/2020 Gregory Denlea
Per Myrette Stephen's request filling out this form to request the Storm Water Advisory meeting minutes. Myrette 
Stephen will add my contact information to the distribution list to receive all SWAC notifications. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3883 7/8/2020 14:39 Cate Ferson

NFIRS-1,2, and 3 forms between the years 2014-2020. I am specifically requesting cases in which NFIRS-3 has: 1. 
Box L3, #2 [hardwire only], or #4 [hardwire with battery] checked 2. Box L4, #3 [failed to operate] checked For 
cases in which those boxes on NFIRS-3 are checked, I am also requesting the NFIRS-1-2 forms that pertain to that 
same case. I am asking for cases within the city of Charlotte.
 
 
Clarification provided by Requestor:
 
"Hi Ms. Knight,
 
We are looking into cases of residential fires in which the hardwired, or hardwired with a battery, smoke detector 
did not operate. We would like to receive either NFIRS documents with that information, or whichever form is 
standard in Charlotte, and/or the fire investigation report that would have this specific information. We are 
interested in cases between 2014-2020" Submitted to Departments Open Fire No

3882 7/7/2020 16:07 7/8/2020 Khristopher Ward

I would like to request copies of any recorded easements pertaining to my property at 1230 Rickard Drive. Of 
particular interest are any storm drainage easements or other related documents as well as the date of 
recordation, if any. Thank you! Closed Unfulfilled Referred City Clerk No

3881 7/7/2020 15:51 8/10/2020 Stephen McCarthy Paragonsite Solution

I am requesting records, emails, and all communications related to the City's FY21 Small Diameter Water & Sewer 
Services Contract 1, ITB#: FY20-ITBCon-15, Contract # 2020000894. All records related to the consideration of the 
bids on the project, including, without limitation, all documents concerning the bid and its award. Records 
convering requests to place the project on the City Council Agenda. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3880 7/7/2020 15:38 8/10/2020 Todd Capitano

I am requesting records related to the City's Mallard Creek Reuse Line Extension to UNCC project, Project No. 833-
15-513. This project was handled by Charlotte Water. Specifically, I seek the following: All records related to 
consideration of the bids on the project, including, without limitation, all documents concerning the initial 
decision to award the bid to B.R.S., Inc., the consideration of any bid protests, and the decision to re-bid the 
project. Records constituting or concerning communications between the City (including its counsel) and Hazen & 
Sawyer concerning the project. Records concerning the revision of the qualification package for the project. 
Records concerning requests to place the project on the City Council agenda. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3877 7/7/2020 11:46 7/10/2020 Sharon Evans Sharon Evans Aviation Research 

1.     The names of the FBOs on your field   
2.     Each FBO on the field’s lease expiration date with any renewables
3.     Each FBO on the field’s 2017, 2018 and 2019 Jet A gallons and 100LL   
(General aviation gallons, excluding airline gallons) Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3879 7/7/2020 10:38 8/3/2020 Gina Labrosciano
Incident Report dog attack Insured Stephanie M Rushing Officer Diekhaus wrote report date of loss 4/3/2020 9541 
kings parade blvd Fulfilled Closed Police No

3876 7/6/2020 16:07 7/14/2020 Terry Matthews

All proposals received for the FY20-BD-05 Progressive Design-Build Services for the Irwin Basin Sewer Capacity 
Upgrades Project. - especially BRS/STV. State Utility Contractors/Black & Veatch, Garney/Hazen, 
Dellinger/LaBella, and Sanders/CDM Smith. If there are others, please include them as well. Deadline was 
6/4/2020 Fulfilled Closed Water No

3875 7/6/2020 16:01 NIcole Valencia

2 huskies attacked my father's dog in his backyard on Sunday, June 14th. My father who lives at 2822 emerald 
meadow lane, was in his backyard with my family, when suddlenly the huskies invaded his private property and 
attacked his dog for no reason. We would like to know the number of the incident report please, to have it as 
evidence of what happened.My dad will go to court because the hukies' owner does not want to take 
responsability for the medical bills. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3874 7/6/2020 15:54 7/7/2020 Wayne Kacher Jr Requesting the bid tabulation for FY19-RFP-24 Fulfilled Closed Water No
3873 7/6/2020 15:47 7/8/2020 Heather Wolfe Progressive Requesting video footage for an auto accident involving BUS NUMBER 1011 DATE OF INCIDENT 6/12/2020. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3872 7/6/2020 13:55 Jocelyn Singletary Singletary Law Firm

REQUEST INFORMATION ON THE GRANTS, CONTRIBUTIONS OR MONEY ISSUED EACH OF THE YEARS 2017-2019 
FOR CHARLOTTE MECKLENBURG PUBLIC ACCESS CORPORATION. THANK YOU FOR YOUR ANTICIPATED TIMELY 
RESPONSE. Submitted to Departments Open Communications & Marketing No

3871 7/6/2020 13:21 7/10/2020 Anthony Lee PAR Capital Management

· May monthly car rental revenue by brand
· May monthly car rental days by brand
p

Fulfilled Closed Aviation No
3870 7/6/2020 13:06 7/24/2020 Jocelyn Singletary Singletary Law Firm *REQUEST ANY AND ALL RECORDS RELATED TO AN ANIMAL BITE A20-590391-1./ Fulfilled Closed Police No

3869 7/6/2020 12:22 Timothy Bell

Any email, text messages, or any other electronic communication between CFD Administration (Chiefs Johnson, 
Winkles, Bonham and Jones) and testing company Morris and McDaniel from January 1, 2020 until present day. 
This will also include ANY AND ALL emails sent by Morris and McDaniel employees from their personal email to 
CFD Administration. I ask this request to be expedited for a grievance hearing where all documentation needs to 
be in hand by July 17th, 2020. Submitted to Departments Open Fire No

3868 7/6/2020 10:58 Frank Bianco Bianco Investigations

I would like to request records created for an incident involving a City of Charlotte employee of Traffic Light 
Division that was involved in explosion injury on 07/10/2018 at 4709 N Tryon St. Charlotte, NC c/o Mellow Dr. I 
am requesting all CAD Reporting,City of Charlotte Incident Reporting, Charlotte Fire Department or HAZMAT 
Investigation reporting, etc. Thank You! Submitted to Departments Open Fire No

3867 7/6/2020 10:37 7/14/2020 Evelyn Hawkins

Request copies of all completed CBI Form #3 submitted by all bidders on projects listed below: Elmwood Cemetery 
Retaining Walls Oneida Road Sidewalk and Culvert Replacement Concourse A - Condenser Water Loop Collective 
Storm Drainage Improvement Project Series E Sweden Road SMD Replacement Collective Storm Drainage 
Improvement Project Series F Progressive Design-Build Services for the Irwin Basin Sewer Capacity Upgrades 
Project Pedestrian Safety FY21 Sidewalk Gaps and Ramps FY21 Sugar Creek WWTP Maintenance Building 
Northeast Equipment Maintenance Facility Hampton Ave Storm Drainage Improvement Project Cross Charlotte 
Trail - 7th St to 10th St Connector FY20 Water/Sewer Infrastructure Construction – Contract 1 Advanced Grading 
of Portion of Proposed I-85 North Bridge Mallard Creek Water Reclamation Facility (WRF) & Lee S. Dukes Water 
Treatment Plant (WTP) Standby Power & Electrical Improvement FY21 Small Diameter Water & Sewer Services 
Contract 1 Mallard Creek WRF Reuse Line Extension to UNCC Peachtree Hills Sidewalks Project Public-Private 
Partnership (P3) for the McAlpine Creek WWMF Nutrient Harvesting Project West Ramp Expansion Phase II Minor 
Transportation Projects FY20 Packet A Storm Water Repair and Improvement FY20G Storm Water Repair and 
Improvement FY20F Lift Station Improvements Phase 2 Upper Taggart Creek Outfall Replacement Fulfilled Closed General Services;#Water No



3866 7/6/2020 10:15 7/20/2020 Susan Rosenblatt

I represent the owner/developer of the property at 4812 Bamboo Street and 4055 E Independence Drive. We 
rezoned the property and are required to make repairs to the retaining wall along Bamboo and Pierson (before 
the overpass) before commissioning a mural to be painted on the same. The structural engineers would like a 
copy of the overpass wall plans at Bamboo/Pierson and INDEPENDENCE in order to see if there is rebar, geogrid, 
etc. My contact info issusan@gvestcapital.com or 704.363.1368. Thanks and hope you have a good long 
weekend! - Susan **Resending - It's Independence, not I-77! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Planning No

3865 7/6/2020 9:01 Ashley Fahey Biz Journal

I am requesting to obtain copies of all public records that include the city of Charlotte's communication about the 
Centene Corp. campus/investment in Charlotte. I am looking for any correspondence between state economic 
development officials, Mecklenburg County and city of Charlotte officials, Centene, the Charlotte Regional 
Business Alliance and any other relevant parties involved in discussions. Specifically, I am seeking details about 
negotiations at the city level as it relates to Centene's investment. Conversations about incentives or real estate 
would be considered relevant, for example. Text messages, emails and closed session meeting minutes would be 
considered pertinent documents. My request is related to news-gathering purposes; this information is not being 
sought for commercial purposes. If any part of this request is denied, please cite any exemptions that you believe 
justifies the inability to release the information. Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development;#Planning Yes

3864 7/2/2020 11:42 Sherilee Goins

I am requesting the information from Richard Allen Clements, Jr. Complaint # 20190904-2045-00 case file be sent 
to me. Sergeant Thompson and Detective Echols now seem to think something in the file is important enough to 
finally share with me. 9 months of me calling them for any news. What ever you have kept from me or hidden 
from me I would like it please. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3863 7/2/2020 10:22 7/7/2020 Nina Wang

June 30, 2020 ATTN: FOIA Coordinator City of Charlotte Department of Water & Sewer 5100 Brookshire Blvd. 
Charlotte, NC 28216 Submitted online viahttps://charlottenc.seamlessdocs.com/f/RequestRecords Re.: Freedom 
of Information Request Dear Freedom of Information Officer: The Center on Privacy & Technology, a think tank 
based at the Georgetown University Law Center, is conducting a survey of public utility companies about the sale 
or transfer of utility customer information to credit reporting agencies. Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records 
Law, G.S. §132-1, we request the following records. Records Requested Please provide copies of the following 
records since January 2015: 1. Contract documents, including purchase orders, invoices, licensing agreements, 
non-disclosure agreements, or other correspondence, procurement, service, or maintenance agreements with 
Equifax, Experian, and Transunion. 2. Policy documents, including guides, manuals or other memoranda, 
containing procedures for conducting a credit check or an identity verification on prospective or existing 
customers. This request is made on behalf of a not-for-profit organization whose mission is to advance the field of 
privacy and technology policy and to train law students from around the county in this field. Because of our not-
for-profit status and the fact that this request is about a matter of public concern, we request a fee waiver. If such 
a waiver is denied, please inform us in advance if the cost will be greater than $50. Please furnish responsive 
documents to Nina Wang atnw327@georgetown.edu or: Center on Privacy & Technology 600 New Jersey Ave 
NW Washington, DC 20001 If you have any questions or if you cannot comply with this request in the statutory 
time period, or if this request is misdirected, please contact me atnw327@georgetown.edu or 202-667-6709. 
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. Sincerely, Nina Wang Policy Associate Center on Privacy & 
Technology Georgetown University Law Center 600 New Jersey Ave, NW Washington, DC 20001 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

3860 7/2/2020 8:58 Andrea Busby

Dear custodian of records: Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132 1., we are requesting an 
opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of records on violent crimes in your agency’s jurisdiction since January 1, 
2007 and through December 31, 2011. This request is for an electronic copy or extract of data describing all 
violent crimes in a standard, machine-readable data format (such as delimited or fixed text, Excel or other 
spreadsheet, MS-Access or dBase) that can be readily imported by database software. A pdf (Adobe Acrobat) file 
will not be an accepted format for a response to this request. The items of information requested for each violent 
crime include: ● Incident ID or case number (Department identifier for this crime) ● Date (Date of occurrence, or 
of report) ● Type of crime ● Crime code ● Crime date ● Address (Street address of the crime location) ● City (City 
of the crime location) ● XY coordinates (Latitude & longitude, or similar coordinates for the crime location) This 
request includes an electronic copy of all code tables or lookup tables needed to interpret values in the data. If 
you regard any of the requested records as subject to exemption from required disclosure under the law, we 
hereby request that you exercise your discretion and disclose them nonetheless. If you decide to withhold any 
requested records, please do not deny the entire request and release information available under the law. If you 
cannot fulfill certain parts of this request or certain portions must be redacted, please provide any reasonable 
segregable portion of a requested record after removing or redacting these portions claimed to be exempt, 
explain in writing the justification for redacting the record, indicate the extent of any redaction on the portion of 
the record which is made available or published and where technically feasible indicate on the redacted portion 
itself the specific exemption(s) claimed. We request that you waive all fees in the public interest because the 
furnishing of the information sought by this request will primarily benefit the public and is likely to contribute 
significantly to public understanding of operations or activities of the government. I make this request on behalf 
of the Development, Early Education, and Policy (DEEP) Lab at Northwestern University, a major research 
university in the Chicago, Illinois metropolitan area. The records disclosed from this request will be used in 
preparation of research studies that will be published and made available to the public. In particular, we seek to 
understand teachers and children respond to violent crime. This information is not being sought for commercial 
purposes. If, however, you decline to waive all fees, we are prepared to pay, but request that you notify us if you 
plan to charge before fulfilling the request. The North Carolina Public Records Law requires a response as quickly 
as possible. If access to the records I am requesting will take longer, please contact me with information about 
when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, 
please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3859 7/2/2020 8:51 7/27/2020 Reynoldine Weeks

My dog was bitten on June 19th by the neighbor's dog. I called animal control on June 22nd to file a report. 
Someone came to my house on June 23rd and I filed a report. I would like a copy of that report which was filed on 
June 23rd. Fulfilled Closed Police No



3858 7/1/2020 16:54 Sean Hughes

Under North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1, I would like to request the following records from your 
agency: a) The total vehicle miles driven each month from January of 2017 to date by all taxicabs licensed by 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department, Passenger Vehicles for Hire (PVH) Office; b) The total passenger miles 
driven each month from January of 2017 to date by all taxicabs licensed by Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police 
Department, Passenger Vehicles for Hire (PVH) Office; c) The total number of taxicabs licensed by Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Police Department, Passenger Vehicles for Hire (PVH) Office each month from January of 2017 to 
date. If my request is unclear, too broad, or does not reasonably describe the records that I am requesting, please 
contact me so that I may clarify my request. This request is NOT seeking specific data points that would identify 
vehicle location, taxicab license holder or driver, passengers or any other identifying information of a personal 
nature. Rather, this request seeks anonymized data that is either already compiled, meaning a record already 
exists with respect to the total figures indicated above, or raw anonymized data if the totals requested above are 
not readily available. If for any reason any portion of my request is denied, please inform me of the reasons for 
the denial in writing and provide the name, address, and email address of the person or body to whom an appeal 
should be directed. I look forward to hearing from you soon. Thank you in advance for your cooperation and 
assistance. Submitted to Departments Open City Attorney No

3857 7/1/2020 16:07 7/2/2020 Estephany Escobar Spectrum

My name is Estephany Escobar and I'm a reporter with Spectrum News 1. I would like to request the zoning 
petition documents of Centene for the development of their East Coast headquarters in the University City area 
of Charlotte. I was hoping to be able to obtain these documents before 5 p.m. today (7/1). Thank you for your 
help and time. I really appreciate it. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Planning Yes

3878 7/1/2020 15:40 7/7/2020 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group

We would like to submit a Public Records Request for all Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period June 1 – 
June 30, 2020. Would like both the Nuisance Cases as well as the Housing Code Cases for all property zoning 
types. If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out. The export needs to 
include the following columns/fields:
 
Created On
Case Type
Case Origin
Case Status
Case Number
Parcel ID
Full Street Address
LandUseCode
City
Postal Code
Inspection Notes
Date Case Closed
Conclusion
Violation Description Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3856 7/1/2020 15:21 Lorna Echols Kelley Firm 911 Call Recordings 911 Call Records Body Cam Videos Investigator Notes Incident Report Scene Photos Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3853 7/1/2020 15:11 Zachary Shadomy
I am looking for crime statistics for the zip code 28269 between the years 2000 and present. This data can be in 
table format or shapefile. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3852 7/1/2020 14:56 7/2/2020 Lisa Markus

I wanted to see the actual bid packages, not just the summary of the total amounts per contractor. During the bid 
opening, it was stated to request public records to have access to the bid packages from all contractors on the 
Advance Grading of Portion of Proposed I-85 North Bridge, #512-15-003, bid date 4/30/2020. This way I can see 
which subcontractors were listed in particular to meet the goal. Please let me know if you need any additional 
information about the project or the information requested or if I need to make another public request. Thanks 
for your help! Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3851 7/1/2020 13:00 Dee Dee Gatton WBTV


Hello,
 
My name is Dee Dee Gatton and I am a reporter for WBTV. I am writing to you about the attached citation for 
John Mack who lives at 11525 Carrington Hill Drive, Charlotte, NC 28214. 
 
He claims he’s being treated unfairly. We would like to get the city’s side of the story. Do you have pictures you 
can email me? How many cases are you currently working? How many of these cases involve weed, lawn and 
lawncare? How many inspectors do you have in the city? What does code enforcement generate annually in fines 
and what’s the biggest area where fines are generated? Also what is your availability for an interview on Tuesday 
after 2 pm? My deadline is 5 pm.
 
Thanks,
Dee Dee
 Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services;#Finance Yes

3850 7/1/2020 8:43 9/14/2020 Bridget Brody

To whom it may concern, I am working with Professor David Abrams on a time-sensitive research project for the 
University of Pennsylvania examining the impact of COVID-19 on crime. The goal is to leverage aggregated crime 
and policing data to learn in close to real time how to effectively promote public safety amidst the changes 
brought upon by COVID-19. With this, we aim to improve public safety and health in the “new normal” by sharing 
our findings with cities across the country. We are aiming to find a record of all shootings that occurred, not 
limited to officer involved shootings, in the period between 2015 and Present. This data would ideally identify 
when the shooting occurred. As part of this research, we are requesting the latest version of the Charlotte 
shootings data from 2015 to present as a pure data file (not a PDF). Because of the time-sensitive nature of this 
work, we would greatly appreciate a timely response, if at all possible. If it is easier to speak by phone, please let 
me know the best time and number to call. All the best, Bridget Brody University of Pennsylvania Law School and 
the Wharton School Fulfilled Closed Police No



3849 7/1/2020 8:07 B KC

I am requesting active fleet complement, purchase data, and financial expenditures of the City of Charlotte's fleet 
management division who is under the General Services Department. Part 1: I am seeking information related to 
the vehicles and off-road equipment maintained by the city of Charlotte. A "vehicle" in this request would include 
police vehicles, ambulances, fire trucks, plows, refuse trucks, pickup trucks, service trucks, vans, sedans, 
motorcycles, etc. “Off-road equipment” in this request would include trailers, lawn mowers, generators, 
backhoes, trenchers, excavators, dozers, street sweepers, etc. I am requesting the following information for each 
piece of equipment or vehicle: ID Number, Make, Model, Model Year, VIN, In Service Date, Total Purchase Price, 
Annual Mechanic Labor Cost, Annual Parts Cost, Annual Fuel Cost, Annual Labor Hours, Total Miles Driven, Annual 
Fuel Gallons Consumed. Part 2: I am seeking information related to all parts purchased for the years 2018 
through 2020. A "part" in this request is any piece that goes into the vehicle itself to keep it operational 
(preventative maintenance or repair) which includes oil but not fuel. I am requesting the following information for 
each vehicle or off-road part: purchase order number, manufacturer part number, manufacturer name, vendor, 
part cost, quantity, date-purchased, and the applicable vehicle (make, model, year). Part 3: I understand that fleet 
management has re-organized into other parent departments. If possible I would like a breakdown of the 
expenditures for the year 2018, 2019, and 2020. I am requesting to following break-down. Total parts costs, total 
labor costs, total fixed costs(a further breakdown of total fixed costs), total equipment purchase cost. My request 
will be used for research purposes about public fleet management around the nation. Due to our circumstance I 
am seeing a trend that will impact public fleets for many years to come. This impact is mainly parallel with the age 
of public fleets. I have requested these data columns because I believe that all large-scale public fleets have fleet 
management software (FMIS). These providers such as Agile Fleet, FASTER, ARI Insights, AssetWorks allow data 
exports. If there is a undue burden on the one who will be looking for data which will requires extensive manual 
labor; I would like to know. For example, total fuel gallons consumed data column. If there is no sync between the 
FMIS and fuel management system, it would be a excessive burden to retrieve this data. If my data request is 
denied, please let me know via email. Assigned to Individuals Open General Services No

3848 6/30/2020 15:20 8/24/2020 Ely Portillo

I am seeking records related to the city's Shared Streets and temporary outdoor dining programs. Specifically, I'm 
looking for: - Feedback and suggestions provided to the city about the Shared Streets program launched in 
response to the coronavirus pandemic, including complaints and requests for other streets to close to through 
traffic. - Applications for the city's temporary outdoor dining program, as well as the streeteries program, and any 
associated records, including staff comments, emails and reasons for approval/denial. Thank you, and I hope 
you're doing well in this crazy time.\74 Fulfilled Closed Transportation;#Planning No

3847 6/30/2020 13:52 Michael Roessler

Please produce any and all public records (as defined by N.C.G.S. 132-1(a)) that were created, received, or 
distributed internally or externally, whether in draft or final form, from July 1, 2016 to the present, that in any 
way describe, outline, propose, assess, or otherwise memorialize the contemplated or actual public relations 
strategies, policies, practices, plans, activities, or campaigns taken by, on behalf of, or for the benefit of Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Police Department. This request includes, but is not limited to, any and all public records drafted or 
received by Rob Tufano or other city employees regarding the manner by which Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police 
Department should, might, intends to, will, or did engage in public relations efforts and campaigns to bolster its 
reputation, image, standing, or approval among the public and other stakeholders in the wake of officer-related 
shootings and other violence in Charlotte or elsewhere and any assessments regarding the intended, perceived, 
actual, or expected efficacy of the same. This request includes, but is not limited to, public records memorializing 
any and all communication between Rob Tufano or other city employees or officials and any members of the 
print, television, electronic, or radio media regarding potential or actual news stories or items about Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Police Department, its officers, or its operations. This request includes, but is not limited to, annual 
budgetary information regarding Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department's public relations efforts, including 
the amounts allocated and spent for such efforts in each budget year from July 1, 2016, to the present. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3846 6/30/2020 13:07 7/1/2020 Rubie Gijapon The Blue Book
I am requesting the awarded contractor, award amount, and anticipated start date for the above referenced 
project Closed Unfulfilled Denied General Services No

3845 6/29/2020 21:47 C. Infami

Per the FOIA and NC FOIA please send all would you kindly send all fire reports, eMedic Reports, 911 Incident 
Recall Sheets, all EMS reports, Calls For Service Reports, all Incident Reports, all 911 audio (digital) calls, all log 
book entries, dispatch logs and everything in the file pertaining to 700 South Torrence Street and 700 E. Hebron 
St. from Jan. 15, 2020 to the present. A digital response is preferable. Thank you very much Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3844 6/29/2020 21:41 S. Howey

Per the FOIA and NC FOIA please send all would you kindly send all fire reports, eMedic Reports, 911 Incident 
Recall Sheets, all EMS reports, Calls For Service Reports, all Incident Reports, all 911 audio (digital) calls, all log 
book entries, dispatch logs and everything in the file pertaining to 421 N. Wendover Street and 3220 Latrobe Dr. 
from Jan. 15, 2020 to the present. A digital response is preferable. Thank you very much. Submitted to Departments Open Police;#Fire No

3843 6/29/2020 21:34 Sam Krumholz

Hi I would like to make the following two public records requests: 1) I request the following information about all 
personnel active between the years 2010 and 2020: i) Sex (M,F) ii) Race/Ethnicity (White, Black, Hispanic, Asian, 
Other---if the department uses different categorizations then this is alright) iii) Date joined department iv) Year of 
birth v) Each date employee began new position with following information about new position (if information 
about historical positions or assignments are not available, providing current positions and/or assignments will be 
sufficient) a) Previous position (i.e. firefighter, EMT, captain, etc) b) New position (i.e. firefighter, EMT, captain, 
etc) c) Location of old position (as granular as possible, so ideally fire station and shift in which they are assigned, 
but just station is ok if shift is not available/changes often) d) Location of new position (as granular as possible, so 
ideally fire station and shift in which they are assigned, but just station is ok if shift is not available/changes often) 
vi) Deidentified employee id (I don't need officer names, but do need a unique id so I can see the same employee 
across multiple position changes) vii) Zip code of current (or last) home address (if these are not available for 
privacy reasons, you can disregard) 2) I would like to request shapefiles (or if not available pdf maps) of fire 
district or equivalent (i.e. response area for each fire station) boundaries and fire station location from 2010 to 
the present. Only providing shapefiles for years before and after boundaries changed will be sufficient. Thank you 
for your help! If possible, I would like these records to be transmitted electronically. Please let me know if there 
will be any fees before beginning. In the case that given your department's manner of record retention this 
request appears unduly burdensome, please let me know if there is a way I can modify it to make it easier to 
fulfill. Sam Submitted to Departments Open Fire;#Human Resources No

3842 6/29/2020 21:26 6/30/2020 Mahdi Erfani
Daily cumulative water consumption for the whole city during 2019 and 2020 and Daily comulative water supply 
to the urban distribution system during 2019 and 2020 Fulfilled Closed Water No

3841 6/29/2020 10:57 7/24/2020 LeeAnn Simpson

We need two dog bite reports that occurred at the property on 5802 Glassport Lane, Charlotte NC. The reference 
number we have is: 40625141104. Once incident occurred on 03.28.20 and the other incident occurred on 
06.13.20 Fulfilled Closed Police No



3838 6/29/2020 10:22 9/16/2020 Doug Friedman

Pursuant to Section § 132-6 of the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request a copy of the department’s 
9-1-1 dispatch log for calls for service only in response to motor vehicle accidents for the period of June 19 – 25, 
2020. Should the log contain any codes, please provide a legend describing in plain English language what the 
code(s) mean. If possible, please provide the records in electronic format to this requester’s email address. Should 
there be any charge for the records requested, please contact this requester to arrange for payment. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3837 6/29/2020 9:18 8/11/2020 Michelle Keefe


Hello Amelia, 
 
We have a lot of complaints form residents and reports of them calling police a lot. My owners would like to get a 
better understanding of what people are calling for and what issues we may need to address. They requested a 
list of all calls from any and all apartments at 1445 Samuel Street with hopefully the reason for call for the past 
three months to better understand.
 
Thank you, 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________
I am the community manager here at The Stevenson. I would like a call report for all calls made from 1445 
Samuel street (including all apartments) for the past three months. This is requested by my owners. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Police;#Neighborhood Services No

3840 6/26/2020 14:18 7/8/2020 Lisa Henningsen Pipe video footage request Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3836 6/26/2020 12:57 7/6/2020 Alex Bradley 


·     All consumer complaints,employee complaints, and any other reported violations of airport rules or security 
regulations – including violations of any Airport Security Program (ASP) – filed against Alclear, LLC (also known as 
CLEAR or CLEARME.Com), Secure Identity LLC, Delta SkyPriority, United Premier Access, American AAccess, and 
Verified Identity Pass Inc. operating at the Charlotte Douglas International Airport.
·     A copy of any inspections,investigations, or reports into any airport rule or security regulation violation filed 
against Alclear, LLC (also known as CLEAR or CLEARME.Com), Secure Identity LLC, Delta SkyPriority, United 
Premier Access, American AAccess, and Verified Identity Pass Inc. operating at the Charlotte Douglas International 
Airport. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3835 6/26/2020 12:17 Michael J. Greene GOODMAN, CARR, LAUGHRUN, LEVINE   

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION  
Any statement in your control from any person, including the Plaintiff, any family memberof Jaiden Cowart, any 
witness to the subject incident or any agent/employee of any Defendant,possessing relevant knowledge of the 
incident giving rise to this lawsuit, whether written orrecorded.
Detail will sent by email to resposive individual - Assigned to Individuals Open Aviation No

3834 6/26/2020 10:00 9/15/2020 Robert Mcdonnell Law Firm

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS  

Subject incident, accident or occurrence -August 11. Instruction sand more details are coming in different email.    
     Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3833 6/26/2020 9:55 6/29/2020 Steven Ferguson

I am requesting all of the code violations for the past 3 months for Charlotte, not a specific address but all of the 
addresses that have received a violation, or have an open violation. In accordance to the Freedom of Information 
Act to obtain records from North Carolina public governmental bodies I am requesting a list of all property 
addresses who have received or have active open status code violations and order to vacate for the past 3 
months beginning March 25, 2020. Please include any and all available information for the most recent account 
holder as well. Please let me know who I can reach out to in regards to this matter. Thank you for your time and 
help, I truly appreciate it. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3832 6/26/2020 9:48 11/10/2020 Steve Harrison WFAE Requesting a list of what CMPD spent on security to prepare for the convention. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3831 6/26/2020 9:44 11/10/2020 Steve Harrison WFAE 
[Assign to CMPD] Requesting all security-related reimbursement request documents that have been submitted to 
the Justice Department as of June 25, 2020 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3830 6/26/2020 9:36 7/10/2020 Brandon Sheperd Walden Security

Good morning. I would like to make a FOIA request to receive a copy of the current contract in place with 
Sunstates for Security Officers at City of Charlotte properties. I would also like to request a copy of the proposal 
submitted by Sunstates for RFP 269-2018-031. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3829 6/26/2020 8:47 7/6/2020 Brandon Sheperd Walden Security
Good morning. I would like to make a FOIA request to receive a copy of the current contract in place for Security 
Officers at Charlotte Douglas International Airport. If possible, could this be email to me? Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3839 6/26/2020 8:17 7/7/2020 Allie Kemppaimen Pipe video footage. Fulfilled Closed General Services No
3827 6/25/2020 9:13 Simon Spence All animal control complaints on 2008 Midwood place in last five years Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3826 6/24/2020 9:19 7/8/2020

May i have a list of all single family homes with code Violations ( Open and closed cases) violations include 
boarded up windows, landscape maintenance,overgrown vegetation,vacant properties, green pools, fire damage 
etc Date range from 1-1-19-6-24-20 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3825 6/24/2020 9:01 Nate Morabito WCNC

Good Morning, Can you please provide electronic copies of Civil Service Board written notices of dismissal for 
sworn CMPD employees from January 1, 2019 through June 23, 2020, as well as minutes for CSB meetings during 
that time frame? Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank You, Nate Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk Yes

3822 6/23/2020 10:17 6/23/2020 Alan Jackson Jackson Insight

We have been conducting surveys for the City of Charlotte for several years; we are currently conducting a survey 
for the Storm Water Services division where we are polling residents about their awareness of stormwater issues 
and resources. We are looking to acquire a database of phone numbers for current utility residents in the city to 
complete the current research phone project. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

3821 6/23/2020 10:06 6/29/2020 Paul Osowski

Please provide a copy of Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department's entire investigative file, including but not 
limited to witness statements, interviews, e-mails, scene diagrams, notes, reports, photographs and videos, 
pertaining to the incident at Charlotte-Douglas International Airport during the evening of September 25, 2019 
where Jaiden Cowart (3 year old child) fell near the escalator and stairway in the "A" area of baggage claim and 
later perished at the hospital. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3820 6/23/2020 10:00 David Hodges WBTV 

Please provide documentation indicating the total amount of "pay outs" or settlements entered into by CMPD 
since 2010. Please include the total number of settlements/pay outs as well as the total the cost of each individual 
settlement. Submitted to Departments Open Finance;#Police Yes

3819 6/23/2020 9:54 7/24/2020 Heather Sugg Dog bite - animal control Activity report # A20-591687 Bite report # B20-038101 Fulfilled Closed Police No



3818 6/23/2020 9:50 7/24/2020 Kimberlee Carpenter

Hi, this is my 2nd request for 2 noise permits submitted by Windyrush Country Club. My 1st request was 
submitted on 6/18 for event at Windyrush Country Club on 6/20. This is a new request for event at Windyrush 
Country Club on 6/26. Danielle will no longer give me status of permit without this public records request. Please 
confirm Windyrush Country club was granted a noise permit for these date. Contact info is noted above. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3817 6/23/2020 9:44 7/24/2020 Kimberlee Carpenter

Hello, last year I was able to confirm approval of noise request via Danielle Strager at CMPD Field Services 
Division. This year Danielle requires a "public records request" before she will give me information about a noise 
request. Noise request was requested by Windyrush Country Club - 6441 Windyrush Road. Date of request is 6/20 
for amplified music from 11AM -2PM. I would like to verify this request was made and, in fact, approval was 
granted. I will only make these requests to confirm approved Permit when I get written notice from Windyrush 
Country Club of upcoming event. Thank you very much for your consideration. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3816 6/23/2020 9:39 7/23/2020 Lisa Markus
I would like to see copies of all bids submitted on the Oneida Road Sidewalk and Culvert Replacement project, 
including the listing of minority contractors. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3815 6/23/2020 9:33 7/10/2020 Marta Jones May I have airport trip count for all Jan – April. for all taxi operators.? one report for each month separately Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3814 6/23/2020 9:23 Brianna Lehman

I am requesting the demographic makeup of the full-time officers of the Charlotte- Mecklenburg Police 
Department in 2016, specifically the breakdown of the number of officers by race/ethnicity and gender. I am also 
requesting the demographic makeup of the population of Charlotte- Mecklenburg in 2016, specifically the 
breakdown of the number of citizens by race/ethnicity and gender. Lastly, I am requesting the names of the 
individuals who served on the command staff in 2016 and was hoping that there was also a record of this 
information Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3813 6/23/2020 9:18 7/1/2020 Jack Ward

I am requesting all documents, emails, maps, correspondence, communications, and other related but 
uncategorized materials for the "Briar Creek Relief Sewer Phase IV" project that is proposed for 2220 Founders 
Circle. I further request any correspondence by Ben Alison Right-of-Way Agent Carolina Right of Way 704-448-
3886ben@carolinarightofway.com with the City of Charlotte. Fulfilled Closed Water;#General Services No

3812 6/23/2020 9:09 7/23/2020 Whitney Roberts

Good afternoon. My name is Whitney Roberts with Crumley Roberts Attorneys. I am trying to obtain a bite report 
for a client. The client's name is Solomon Semuyaba. The incident took place in Mecklenburg County on 
05/20/2020. ANIMAL ATTACK REPORT M20-428029. Please inform the best way to obtain the bite report. My 
direct telephone number is 704-414-5993. My fax number is 704-749-2976. Thanks, Whitney Roberts Fulfilled Closed Police No

3810 6/22/2020 16:46 7/6/2020 Ken Vertudazo Construct Connect 

I'm writing to find out who was awarded the contract for the Airport Passenger Common-Use Lounge in 
Charlotte, NC that bid back in January. If the contract hasn't been awarded yet, can you provide me with a copy 
of the bid tabulation or even just the name of the ALB. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3811 6/22/2020 15:48 Robert Hare

I am requesting the entire personnel record (except personal information), to include but not limited too, 
evaluations, investigations, training records, disciplinary actions, etc. on John Quincy Williams who was a 
Communications Officer with the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department from October 2002 through 
September 2005. If there is a cost associated with this request please advise so that I can get the payment 
submitted in a quick manner. Thank you for your assistance. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3809 6/22/2020 13:24 6/22/2020 Todd Capitano Erwin Bishop Capitano & Moss, P.A
We would request monthly pay applications from H-EF-L to the airport.  I would guess those may be submitted 
electronically in this day and age Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3823 6/22/2020 10:55 6/23/2020 Nathan O'Leary


I’m reaching out to obtain documents related to a sewer release at 3700 East Independence Blvd in Charlotte.  
The information that I have indicates that the release occurred in 2003 and that approximately 14,200 gallons of 
sewage was released.  If you could provide any documents related to this incident, it would be greatly 
appreciated. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3901 6/22/2020 9:09 6/22/2020 Alison Kuznitz [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the speakers list for the June 22, 2020 City Council meeting Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3808 6/19/2020 10:39 Blair Kitrick
I am trying to request the budget and where exactly funding went for CMPD in 2019. Such as, training, mental 
health, etc Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3828 6/18/2020 16:40 7/6/2020 Sandra Smith Construction Journal Runway 18C/36C Joint Sealant Replacement, Spall Repairs and Taxiway Shoulder Repair  AF18-016 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3807 6/18/2020 16:04 7/6/2020 Sandra Montgomery TWC

Under the public records law, I would like to view a copy of the approved subdivision plan (including any 
development notes) for the Carson's Pond neighborhood, located at the intersection of Rea Road and Carson's 
Pond. This neighborhood was approved in the 80's. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Planning No

3806 6/18/2020 15:53 6/22/2020 Sonal Patel

Hello, I would like to request information regarding the purchasing of trash/refuse carts and recycling carts over 
2018, 2019, and 2020 YTD (1/1/18-present). Specifically, I would like to know the quantity and cost of the carts 
purchased (broken down by year). I would also like to know if these carts were purchased directly from the 
manufacturer, from a hauler, from a dealer, or through a cooperative purchasing program. If they were 
purchased through a cooperative purchasing program, please specify which one. Thanks in advance. Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services No



3804 6/18/2020 15:05 irena Como ACLU

June 17, 2020 VIA U.S. MAIL AND EMAIL Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department Deputy City Attorney Mark 
Newbold City of Charlotte 600 E. 4th Street Charlotte, NC 28202mnewbold@cmpd.org Dear Mr. Newbold: I am 
writing on behalf of the American Civil Liberties Union of North Carolina (ACLU-NC) to request public records 
related to the Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department’s (CMPD) handling of demonstrations on and around 
June 2, 2020, described in more detail below. The ACLU-NC is a nonprofit organization dedicated to defending and 
preserving the constitutional rights of all North Carolinians. We make this request under the North Carolina Public 
Records Act, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1 et seq. Substance of request. We request the following records and data 
(including, but not limited to, any electronic or paper documents, forms, recordings, meeting minutes, computer 
records, correspondence, or other documentary material, regardless of physical form or characteristics) that are 
responsive to the following: 1. For the time period June 1, 2019 through the date of your search for documents 
related to this request, we request all records containing rules, regulations, practices, policies, procedures, 
training materials, or directives concerning CMPD’s response to demonstrations, protests, or civil unrest, 
including any records related to “Operation Anvil.” 2. For the time period June 1, 2019 through the date of your 
search for documents related to this request, we request all records containing rules, regulations, practices, 
policies, procedures, training materials, or directives concerning Charlotte-Mecklenburg Emergency 
Management’s (CMEM) response to demonstrations, protests, or civil unrest. 3. For the time period June 1, 2019 
through the date of your search for documents responsive to this request, we request all records containing rules, 
regulations, practices, policies, procedures, training materials, or directives concerning the rounding up, 
detention, arrest, “kettling,” containment, corralling, control, management, or confining of crowds, gatherings, 
assemblages or groups of individuals. 4. For the time period June 1, 2019 through the date of your search for 
documents responsive to this request, we request all records containing rules, regulations, practices, policies, 
procedures, training materials, or directives concerning any crowd-control weapons and equipment involving 
“non-lethal” weapons, including, but not limited to, tasers, chemical irritants, tear gas, pepper spray, pepper 
balls/bullets, acoustic weapons, directed energy weapons, paintballs, flash bang grenades, foam-tip projectiles, 
devices for delivering chemicals, disorientation devices, ultrasonic cannons, Long-Range Acoustic Devices, or any 
other device that is designed to be used on multiple individuals for crowd control. 5. For the time period June 1, 
2019 through the date of your search for documents responsive to this request, we request all records related to 
any and all planned, proposed, initiated, or completed purchases, acquisitions, trading, and leases by CMPD or 
any other City entity of any crowd-control weapons and equipment involving “non-lethal” weapons, including, but Submitted to Departments Open Police;#Fire;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of Co  No

3801 6/17/2020 16:34 6/17/2020 Clarence Miller
Evidence that I was traveling from transit ct. to Cornelius on 06/05/2013 between 11:30a - 2:30p. Exited bus at 
Smithville Park. Route 77x Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3800 6/17/2020 16:18 6/24/2020 Marten Kasselt

I am the investigations coordinator at Whitley Law Firm in Raleigh. We reprsent Ms. Janay Atkins for her personal 
injuries as a result of a dog bite that occurred at 1019 Karendale Ave, Charlotte NC 28208 on 6/5/2020. As part of 
our investigation, we are requesting the entire animal control report associated with the incident. I was unable to 
locate this report online through LexisNexis and was informed by our client that animal control did respond and 
require quarantine of the dog. I have no report number or other information. Thank you in advance for your time 
and please contact me with any further questions. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3799 6/17/2020 15:53 6/18/2020 Angela Osborne

Collett manages the property located at 900 Metropolitan Avenue where Target is located. We received an email 
that an incident occurred in the parking garage. Complaint #s are 20200610-0808-01. We would like to request a 
copy of the report for our files to show what occurred and that the suspect was arrested/charged. If you can 
email me a copy of said report for our files - we would greatly appreciate it. Thanks! Angela Osborne Collett Real 
Estate Manager Fulfilled Closed Police No

3798 6/17/2020 15:38 6/25/2020 Yahaira Contreras Olive Law firm

We represent Pascual Jarmillo-Luna in connection with personal injuries sustained in an incident on 04/03/2020. 
We are requesting a copy of report #: A20586820 to be mailed to us. If you should require any additional 
information to meet this request, please let us know by giving us a call at 704-377-9222 or via email 
atyahaira@olivelawfirm.com. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3805 6/17/2020 15:29 6/17/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer Requesting the most recent version of the City Council virtual meeting calendar for July through September. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

3797 6/16/2020 19:01 Mitchell D. Hume Hume Dentistry
A complaint was called in during the "stay at home" on my dental practice, Mitchell D. Hume or Hume Dentistry 
or Layton and Hume? I am an essential business and would like to know who called in the complaint. Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

3796 6/16/2020 18:52 6/25/2020 Savannah Levins WCNC

Good morning - I'd like to request a copy of a public records requested by Taeho Kim on 6/11/2020, ID #3771. It is 
listed as fulfilled on the spreadsheet. Request copied below: Dear Sir or Madam: I am making a request for public 
information. Pursuant to the public records law, I request the following police use of force records: 1. Total 
number of use of force incidents, separated by year and by type of force used from 2008-2019 (for example, "27 
taser incidents in 2013, 3 hands/fists incidents in 2013, etc.) 2. Total number of use of force incidents, separated 
by year and by race of subjects used from 2008-2019 (for example, "xx incidents on Black subjects in 2013, yy 
incidents on White subjects in 2013, etc.) 3. Total number of use of force incidents, for each month from January 
2008- December 2019 (e.g. xx in January 2010, yy in February 2010,…) 4. Total number of civilian complaints 
reported, separated by year from 2008-2019 This request is not being made for commercial purposes. I would 
prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment. Thank you Savannah LevinsSLEVINS@WCNC.COM Fulfilled Closed Police Yes



3795 6/16/2020 18:40 Shirsho Dasgupta 

Re: PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST/SWAT Teams and Cutting Edge Weapons and Technology To whom it may concern, 
This letter is a request under North Carolina’s public records law by the Miami Herald and McClatchy newspapers. 
This request seeks records regarding your Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) teams, as well as your acquisition 
and use of cutting-edge technology. Records Requested Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) Teams Please 
provide copies of the following created, updated or edited, records from January 1, 2010 to present day, including 
but not limited to: All procedures, regulations, or guidelines relating to SWAT teams, including the protocols and 
legal standards that must be met before SWAT team deployment. All documents relating to the structure or 
mission of SWAT teams, including chain of command and the selection of team personnel, as well as the ranks, 
salaries, and lengths of service of team personnel. Total number of SWAT team personnel per year, broken down 
by race/ethnicity, sex and age. Number of SWAT team members with civilian complaints against them or who 
have been investigated for misconduct. All documents or training materials used to instruct SWAT teams in any 
aspect of their operation, including information about any training, including but not limited to, with military units 
and other outside agencies or private contractors. All written mutual aid agreements or memoranda of 
understanding with federal, state and local agencies, including any branch of the military and private entities 
concerning SWAT teams. All records relating to funding sources and grants your SWAT team applied for and 
whether or not the application was successful All internal or external audits of SWAT team performance or 
records of cost effectiveness. All incident reports or other records documenting each time a SWAT team was 
deployed. All reports showing breakdown of SWAT team deployments by crime, requesting agency, or purpose of 
the raid (i.e. to serve a warrant, arrest someone, diffuse a hostage crisis etc.), age, sex and race/ethnicity of the 
suspect(s), address/zipcode of deployment, and all post-deployment documentation, including but not limited to: 
All documents relating to the number of no-knock warrants applied for, and the number of no-knock warrants 
granted, denied or modified in conjunction with a SWAT team deployment. All documents relating to uses-of-
force by all SWAT teams and all incident reports documenting all injuries incurred by anyone at the scene of a 
SWAT team operation. B. Cutting Edge Weapons and Technology Please provide copies of the following created, 
updated, or edited, records from January 1, 2010 to present day, including but not limited to: The number of 
Mobile Forensic Data Extraction devices, GPS tracking devices, biometric technology, cell phone sniffers, deep 
packet sniffers, unmanned aerial vehicles (sometimes called “UAVs” or “drones”), long range acoustic devices 
(sometimes called “LRADs”), apparatuses and systems for augmented detainee restraint (also known as “shock-
cuffs”), Cellebrite or other mobile forensics units, and devices capable of facial or behavioral recognition currently Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3793 6/16/2020 13:36 6/22/2020 Marta Jones Yellow Cab
I’d like to make a request for the airport fees during the month of May for all taxi operators. 

Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3824 6/16/2020 9:15 7/24/2020 Kevin G. Mahoney NC Eminent Domain Law Firm

            All present and future appraisals for the claim,  The ROW appraisal summary sheet,  The most 
recent project plan, Any special provisions, Final Plat Maps

Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3794 6/16/2020 9:13 8/4/2020 Richard Simon

I would like to getcopies of all emails, bills, invoices, or checks for payment pertaining to the City's Placemaking 
Program project to create the Black Lives Matter mural. I understand unused funds were used for this project and 
I would like copies of all documentation establishing how much was authorized and spent for this project. Thank 
you. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing;#Planning No

3792 6/16/2020 8:58 8/5/2020 Danielle Cruz United Construction

United Construction Company is requesting a copy of CBI FORM 3: Subcontractor / Supplier Utilization 
Commitment submitted by all bidders for theCollective Storm Drainage Improvement Project Series E BID that 
was held by the City of Charlotte on 6/11/2020 at 2:00 PM Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3791 6/15/2020 21:10 Angela Boyles

Public records request for Josh A. Fisher of CMPD Animal Control - Would like educational and employment 
history. Would also like five year history of salary and bonuses as well as details on any complaints filed against 
him by staff or public since hire date and copies of his performance reviews since his hire date. Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3790 6/15/2020 20:59 Caitlin Dickerson New York Times

Dear Information Officer: Pursuant to open records law, I request access to and copies of the following records: All 
emails of the chief and deputy chief(s) of the Charlotte Police Department containing the phrase “journalist(s)” 
and/or “reporter,” between May 25th and May 31st, 2020. RESPONSE TIME We appreciate your help in 
expeditiously obtaining a determination on the requested records. As mandated in state open records law, we 
anticipate a reply within the statutory timeframe. ESTIMATED DATE OF COMPLETION I request that you provide 
me with a reasonably estimated date of completion. If the estimated date of completion is being significantly 
delayed because a portion of the request needs to be processed by another agency, please inform me which 
agency that is and whether it has provided you with an estimated date of completion. Please provide all records 
on a rolling basis. EXPEDITED PROCESSING: I request expedited processing and release of the records requested 
because they will shed light on an ongoing protest movement in which dozens of members of the media and 
demonstrators have been injured, some gravely so, by Charlotte Police Department officers and staff. The ability 
of The New York Times to inform the public about the tactics, training and discipline that resulted or not from 
these injuries will hold the agency accountable and could prevent other such injuries, including critical ones, from 
occurring. FEE WAIVER I request that you waive all fees in connection with this request because disclosure is likely 
to contribute significantly to the understanding of the operations or activities of the government. The New York 
Times plays an important role in helping the public understand the federal government. Disclosure of the records 
is not primarily in the commercial interest of myself or The New York Times, but is intended to facilitate reporting 
on the operations of government. My cell phone number is (347) 749-7603 and my email address 
iscaitlin.dickerson@nytimes.com. In addition to communicating with me about this request, you may also contact 
my attorney, Alexandra Perloff-Giles, atalexandra.perloff-giles@nytimes.com or 415-713-2069. I look forward to 
your reply within the statutory timeframe. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Caitlin Dickerson Reporter Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes



3789 6/15/2020 20:39 Caitlin Dickerson NY Times

Dear Information Officer: Pursuant to open records law, I request access to and copies of the following records: All 
emails of the chief and deputy chief(s) of the Charlotte Police Department containing the words “protest” and/or 
"demonstration" between May 25th and May 30th, 2020. RESPONSE TIME We appreciate your help in 
expeditiously obtaining a determination on the requested records. As mandated in FOIA, we anticipate a reply 
within the statutory timeframe. ESTIMATED DATE OF COMPLETION I request that you provide me with a 
reasonably estimated date of completion. If the estimated date of completion is being significantly delayed 
because a portion of the request needs to be processed by another agency, please inform me which agency that is 
and whether it has provided you with an estimated date of completion. Please provide all records on a rolling 
basis. EXPEDITED PROCESSING: I request expedited processing and release of the records requested because they 
will shed light on an ongoing protest movement in which dozens of members of the media and demonstrators 
have been injured, some gravely so, by Charlotte Police Department officers and staff. The ability of The New 
York Times to inform the public about the tactics, training and discipline that resulted or not from these injuries 
will hold the agency accountable and could prevent other such injuries, including critical ones, from occurring. FEE 
WAIVER I request that you waive all fees in connection with this request because disclosure is likely to contribute 
significantly to the understanding of the operations or activities of the government. The New York Times plays an 
important role in helping the public understand the federal government. Disclosure of the records is not primarily 
in the commercial interest of myself or The New York Times, but is intended to facilitate reporting on the 
operations of government. My cell phone number is (347) 749-7603 and my email address 
iscaitlin.dickerson@nytimes.com. In addition to communicating with me about this request, you may also contact 
my attorney, Alexandra Perloff-Giles, atalexandra.perloff-giles@nytimes.com or 415-713-2069. I look forward to 
your reply within the statutory timeframe. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Caitlin Dickerson Reporter Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

3788 6/15/2020 20:29 6/25/2020 Kevin Griffin

Record showing current inventory of Charlotte Area Transit system fleet (fixed route and dial ride). Record should 
show info such as bus number, year, make/model and VIN for each bus. If in electronic format, please provide by 
email if possible. Thank you Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3787 6/15/2020 20:19 Sarah Tyrrell

Hello, My name is Sarah Tyrrell and I am a research assistant for Professors Bilge Erten and Silvia Prina of 
Northeastern University and Professor Pinar Keskin of Wellesley College. We are working on a paper that will 
analyze the impact of stay-at-home orders on the prevalence of domestic violence during the pandemic. For our 
research, we are collecting police calls for service data from January 2019 - June 2020. Would it be possible to get 
access to this data? Thank you, Sarah Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3786 6/15/2020 20:12 9/15/2020 Paul Litzher I am requesting a copy of any video footage of N3CP at KCLT on June 3rd 2020 around 2:57 PM and 3:26 PM EST. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3785 6/15/2020 15:11 9/22/2020


Hello,
 
Would you please provide the policy of the City as it applies to elected officials' accounts?
Are the elected officials informed that it would be a violation of the Constitution to block/mute a citizen?
 
Also, would you please explain why the Mayor is singled out?  The Mayor and all Council Members are paid by tax 
dollars and engaging in information and First Amendment exchanges.
 
Finally, I notice a very small number of persons you say are blocked/muted, which is good. However, for the 
noted accounts, there is no reason given.  It says reason is "unknown."  If there is no known reason, then they 
must not be blocked. If there is a reason, it should be noted with date information.
 
The City of Charlotte does not manage or have access to personal or campaign accounts for individual council 
members • 
The Mayor’s Twitter account (@CLTMayor) is the exception and is included in the spreadsheet Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services No

3803 6/15/2020 14:41 6/15/2020 Danielle Chemtob Charlotte Observer [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the list of speakers for the June 15, 2020 meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes
3802 6/15/2020 14:35 6/15/2020 Ashley Fahey Biz Journal [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the list of speakers for the June 15, 2020 meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3784 6/15/2020 9:34 6/15/2020 Robert Nelson

Hi, Please provide Open Violation & Open/Expired Permits information if available for the below listed properties. 
Also request you to share water/sewer details as noted below 1) Is Water/Sewer/Trash serviced by City? 2) If yes, 
is the water active/connected? 3) If the customer does not make the payments, would it follow the customer or 
be a lien. Property Addresses: 10314 STARWOOD AVE, CHARLOTTE, NC 28215 1525 RUSSELL AVE, CHARLOTTE, 
NC 28216 9412 LODGEPOLE PL, CHARLOTTE, NC 28210 Regards, Robert Nelson Fulfilled Closed Water No

3783 6/15/2020 9:26 Adriana Burrola PRG Consulting

Please provide a list of daily logs and a list of all subcontractors working the project for the light rail development 
project from February of 2020 for the area of 100 W. Trade St. Charlotte, NC 28202. Please also include all 
certificates of insurances for all subs working that month. Pending Fulfillment Open CATS No

3782 6/15/2020 9:16 7/10/2020 Keaton Drake
Looking specifically for an itemized list of the Charlotte Metro Police Departments budget requests for 2020 and 
2021. Fulfilled Closed Police;#Strategy & Budget No

3780 6/15/2020 9:02 Heavan Mitchell
Request bid results for public construction project bids for dates ranging from 03/01/20-06/12/20. To include gc 
names and bid proposal sheets Assigned to Individuals Open General Services No

3777 6/12/2020 13:35 6/12/2020 Katie Peralta Charlotte Agenda Requesting the letter that the RNC sent to the city this morning. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes
3776 6/12/2020 13:29 6/12/2020 David Hodges WBTV Requesting a copy of the letter sent from RNC legal counsel Justin Riemer to the City Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes

3775 6/12/2020 13:23 6/12/2020 Danielle Ferguson WCCB Charlotte
Can you provide us with a copy of the letter RNC officials sent outlining their plans for the Convention in Charlotte 
and Jacksonville? It was addressed to the City, County, CRVA and the Charlotte Hornets. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes

3774 6/12/2020 9:12 6/12/2020 Robert Nelson

Hi, Please provide Open Violation & Open/Expired Permits information if available for the below listed properties. 
Also request you to share water/sewer details as noted below 1) Is Water/Sewer/Trash serviced by City? 2) If yes, 
is the water active/connected? 3) If the customer does not make the payments, would it follow the customer or 
be a lien. Property Addresses: 9039 MEADOWMONT VIEW DR, CHARLOTTE, NC 28269 4814 S HILL VIEW DR, 
CHARLOTTE, NC 28210 9036 MCALPINE COVE C, CHARLOTTE, NC 28270 Regards, Robert Nelson Fulfilled Closed Water No

3781 6/12/2020 9:10 6/12/2020 Steve Harrison WFAE Requesting the text of the resolutions and amendments from the City Council meeting on Monday, June 8, 2020. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

3772 6/11/2020 12:55 Jared
I would like to learn more about Charlotte's renewable energy and fossil fuel consumption. Is there data related to 
regional energy production/consumption in NC? Submitted to Departments Open General Services No



3771 6/11/2020 9:20 6/11/2020 Taeho Kim

Dear Sir or Madam: I am making a request for public information. Pursuant to the public records law, I request the 
following police use of force records: 1. Total number of use of force incidents, separated by year and by type of 
force used from 2008-2019 (for example, "27 taser incidents in 2013, 3 hands/fists incidents in 2013, etc.) 2. Total 
number of use of force incidents, separated by year and by race of subjects used from 2008-2019 (for example, 
"xx incidents on Black subjects in 2013, yy incidents on White subjects in 2013, etc.) 3. Total number of use of 
force incidents, for each month from January 2008- December 2019 (e.g. xx in January 2010, yy in February 
2010,…) 4. Total number of civilian complaints reported, separated by year from 2008-2019 This request is not 
being made for commercial purposes. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment. 
Please send your response and documents totaehokim@uchicago.edu Thank you in advance for your anticipated 
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 10 business days. 
Sincerely, Taeho Kim Fulfilled Closed Police No

3770 6/11/2020 9:15 9/24/2020 Morgan Frances Fox 46
Requesting a copy of CMPD's policy when it comes to the trading, exchanging, giving, donating, purchasing, 
leasing, and/or borrowing of chemical agents with other departments/entities. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

3769 6/11/2020 9:11 Morgan Frances Fox 46 Requesting a copy or list of CMPD requests for the Fiscal 2021 budget. Submitted to Departments Open Police;#Strategy & Budget Yes

3768 6/11/2020 9:07 8/11/2020 Matthew Grant Fox 46
Requesting any 311 complaints regarding a grate in front of the Omni Hotel at 100 East Trade Street. Looking to 
see if anybody reported any issues with the grate itself, such as it not being fully secured. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Neighborhood Services;#City Attorney;#City Man   Yes

3767 6/11/2020 9:03 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer

I am requesting digital copies of all communications — including emails, text messages and voicemails — sent to 
or sent by Charlotte City Council member Braxton Winston from June 4, 2020, to June 9, 2020, that contain any 
or all of the following keywords: chemical agents, munitions, CMPD, budget, defund, police. Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services Yes

3766 6/11/2020 8:59 7/29/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer

I am requesting digital copies of all communications — including emails, text messages and voicemails — sent to 
or sent by Charlotte Mayor Vi Lyles from May 25, 2020, to present day that contain any or all of the following 
keywords: chemical agents, munitions, gas, flashbang, spray. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3765 6/11/2020 8:55 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer I am requesting digital copies of City Manager Marcus Jones's calendar for April 2020, May 2020 and June 2020. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office Yes

3764 6/11/2020 8:51 7/30/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer I am requesting digital copies of City Attorney Patrick Baker's calendar for April 2020, May 2020 and June 2020. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes

3763 6/11/2020 8:47 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer
I am requesting digital copies of the minutes and general accounts of the Charlotte City Council's closed session on 
May 30, 2020. Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes

3762 6/11/2020 8:43 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer
I am requesting digital copies of the minutes and general accounts of the Charlotte City Council's closed session on 
May 26, 2020. Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes

3761 6/11/2020 8:40 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer
I am requesting digital copies of the minutes and general accounts of the Charlotte City Council's closed session on 
June 3. Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes

3760 6/11/2020 8:28 Alison Kuznitz 
I am requesting digital copies of the minutes and general accounts of the Charlotte City Council's closed session on 
June 8. Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes

3759 6/10/2020 13:35 6/22/2020 Trey Bundy
Hello, I'm trying to get an electronic copy of the current collective bargaining contract between the Charlotte 
police union and the city of Charlotte. Please let me know if you can assist me with this. Kind regards, -Trey Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3758 6/10/2020 12:03 Sandra Smith Construction Journal

Good Morning, I am seeking award information for the following projects. I would appreciate finding out who was 
awarded and if available, the contract amount. Thank you, in advance, for your time. Two Step Solicitation 
Process to Secure a Master Developer for Charlotte Gateway Station Project (Phase 2) - 269-2019-558 Transit 
Oriented Development Planning Services for Lynx Silver Line Light Rail - 269-2019-7592 Assigned to Individuals Open General Services;#Economic Development No

3756 6/10/2020 9:51 6/10/2020 David A. Goodson 


Good afternoon Ms. Lewis,
It was a pleasure seeing you at the Pre-Proposal conference.
I am requesting to see the public contract record's pricing sheet for A&C Electric Services and A&W Electric, Inc on 
the Charlotte Water On-call Maintenance and Repair Service.
Your assistance in providing this is greatly appreciated.
Please feel free to call me with question, suggestion or comments.
My company will always be at the service of Queen City Charlotte.
Respectfully Yours,
American Tec Electric Company  
David Augustus Goodson
PRESIDENT
704-787-3961 Mobile
www.americantecelectric.com Fulfilled Closed Water No

3757 6/10/2020 8:58 Greg Labarbera
Could I please get a copy of Charlotte Mecklenburg Animal Control report# A20-590893. Thank you, Greg 
LaBarbera Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3779 6/10/2020 8:53 6/10/2020 Timothy Gibbons [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the RNC Contract. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes
3778 6/10/2020 8:40 6/10/2020 LaCrai Mitchell CBS News [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the RNC Contract. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3755 6/9/2020 13:32 7/2/2020 Estella Grablick
Hello, I need to request a 9-11 call. Date of the incident was 5/29/20 19:39 in Mecklenburg county 
20200529193902/05 106237932 Fulfilled Closed Police No

3754 6/9/2020 13:21 Mike Stolp WSOC TV

Hello – This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation. I request that digital copies of the following documents be 
provided to me: - A spreadsheet that shows all expenditures made by CMPD from 1/1/18-present over $1500. 
Please include date of purchase, item/service purchased, quantity of item purchased. In order to help to 
determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news media affiliated with 
WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. Thank you for your 
consideration of this request. Mike Submitted to Departments Open Police;#General Services Yes

3753 6/9/2020 12:06 Kyle Reynolds

This request is for an itemized budget for CMPD and county-affiliated Sheriff's departments accounting for the full 
earning and spending data for the following years: 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019. Additionally, I would like to 
request the itemized balance sheets for these same entities' incoming and outgoing revenue so far for the 2020 
fiscal year. Thank you and wishing you safety and good health.
 
 
 Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3747 6/9/2020 8:28 6/15/2020 Sheena Scurlock

City Bus video for May 26, 2020, on North Tryon Street and Lambeth Drive in which the city bus being operated by 
Luis Manuel Garcia struck the vehicle being operated by Michael Skelton and as a result of the accident caused the 
death of Mr. Skelton. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3746 6/9/2020 8:14 7/14/2020 Stephen Rivers Earest Buyers
Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full addresses for the month 
of May 2020 please. A copy through email is just fine. Thank you in advance! Stephen Rivers Fulfilled Closed Fire No



3745 6/9/2020 7:53 7/1/2020 Kaveh Waddel

Please produce all police requests for footage from residential or business video surveillance systems, including 
requests made through consumer platforms like Ring’s Neighbors app, informal requests made by communicating 
directly with the owner of a surveillance system, or legal requests like subpoenas served on the owner of a 
surveillance system or a company that maintains video footage on a remote server. Please search for records 
created since January 1, 2020. If there are fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me they will 
exceed $25. However, I would like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested 
information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to public understanding of policing and 
surveillance technology. Thank you very much for your time. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3739 6/8/2020 16:26 6/11/2020 Martha Jones Yellow Cab

Number of flights in and out of Charlotte, and number of flights considered transfers and flights that are 
considered passengers leaving the airport.

I’d like to collect this data post pandemic and pre-pandemic.
I’d like to track engagethe airport volume before the pandemic and slowly track the growth after.
I’m hoping that these numbers will help me gage how many drivers need to be at the airport and showcase 
growth to our drivers in reference to the business and trip volume picking back up. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3744 6/8/2020 16:23 6/9/2020 Reuben Jones Spectrum Requesting the RFQs for Gateway Station. Fulfilled Closed Economic Development No

3738 6/8/2020 15:53 6/17/2020 Bryan Luellen

Dear Colleagues, My name is Bryan Luellen, Vice President of Public Affairs at IndyGo in Indianapolis. I am 
currently working on my graduate degree, and I am studying methods to transform customer satisfaction data 
into weighted criteria for decision-making. My vision is to create a model for new business processes that rely on 
quantitative customer satisfaction data to help prioritize projects, service quality improvement efforts, 
infrastructure, and technology investments. I am writing to request access to public information which will further 
my studies and contribute to the public transportation industry through novel applications of decision theory. Has 
your agency conducted a customer satisfaction survey within the last ten years? If so, please consider this a 
request for the following information: A copy of any broad-based customer satisfaction questionnaires 
distributed to customers in your market by your agency The compiled raw data of the responses, tabulated by 
discrete survey effort Any copies of final reports, executive summaries, etc. for each survey Additionally, I am 
seeking qualitative data regarding the context of your agency's customer satisfaction survey efforts. Specifically, 
I'd like to know to what extent your agency uses formal or informal decision-making practices which rely on 
customer satisfaction data. I will be scheduling short interviews with transit agency staff with the aim of 
completing these interviews by the end of June 2020. I will make all of my research available to anyone who 
requests it. Thank you in advance for your willingness to participate in research, which I hope will improve 
alignment of transit agency decision-making with customer priorities. Please reply to this post, email, or call me 
with any information, or to schedule a call, or Sincerely, Bryan Luellen VP Public Affairs - IndyGo317-945-
9394bluellen@indygo.net MS – Strategic Leadership and Design – University of Indianapolis | August 2020 Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3737 6/8/2020 15:36 Ashley Fahey Biz Journal

Hi, I am requesting to receive a copy of all proposals submitted in response to an RFP submitted by the city of 
Charlotte, N.C. Department of Transportation and Charlotte Area Transit System for the Gateway Station project 
in uptown Charlotte. The records I am requesting would include specific details about each of the plans proposed 
and submitted, including uses proposed, renderings, investment estimates, any proposed deal structures (i.e., tax-
increment grants, CIP funding) between public and private parties, and other pertinent details. Given that a 
development team (Charlotte Gateway Partners LLC) has been selected to exclusively negotiate with the city, 
NCDOT and other public entities on this development, it is in the public's interest to see all proposals and should 
qualify for release under public records law. As I am a member of the media, I am requesting that no fee be levied 
for access to these records, and that they may be fulfilled as expeditiously as possible. Please let me know as soon 
as possible if there is any reason for a delay. Thank you, Ashley Fahey Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development Yes

3736 6/8/2020 13:58 Chris Harrison

Hi,
 
I’m requesting documentation for a RFP/Bid from 2019
 
Can you please supply Bid Award Amount and Results for City of Charlotte - RFP # 269-2019-109
 
Thank You, Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

3735 6/8/2020 13:52 6/11/2020 Jordan Hannes

Hello! I am looking for a spreadsheet with ALL properties that have active code violations for them dating back as 
far back as you can go. I am looking for ALL types of code violations including but not limited to: Abandoned / 
boarded buildings Substandard structure Tall grass / weeds Tenant complaints Trash in yard Vacant structures 
Structures with fire damage Please include with the list Address / Parcel ID. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Neighborhood Services No

3773 6/8/2020 13:22 6/8/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the list of speakers for the June 8, 2020 City Council meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes
3734 6/8/2020 9:55 Investigator Solomon Bibbs Respectfully seeking to obtain Charlotte PD case #20180925152101, in reference to a reported stolen auto. Submitted to Departments Open Police No
3733 6/8/2020 9:49 6/8/2020 Greg LaCour [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting a copy of the RNC Contract. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing No

3729 6/5/2020 12:50 Joesph Bruno

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I request that a digital copy of the 
following documents be provided to me: - The closed session minutes for the meeting on May 26 In order to help 
to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news media affiliated 
with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. Thank you for 
your consideration of this request. Joe Bruno Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk No

3727 6/5/2020 12:41 Joe Bruno WSOC-TV

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I request that a digital copy of the 
following documents be provided to me: - The closed session minutes for the meetings on June 3 and May 30 In 
order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. 
Thank you for your consideration of this request. Joe Bruno Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes

3726 6/5/2020 12:31 6/5/2020 Tom Syre
Please provide an electronic copy of the City of Charlotte's recycling contract with Republic Service's (formerly 
ReCommunity) material recovery facility located at 1007 Amble Drive Charlotte, NC 28206. Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services No



3725 6/5/2020 12:04 Harrison Rudolph

June 4, 2020 ATTN: FOIA Coordinator City of Charlotte Department of Water & Sewer 5100 Brookshire Blvd. 
Charlotte, NC 28216 Submitted online viahttps://charlottenc.seamlessdocs.com/f/RequestRecords Re.: Freedom 
of Information Request Dear Freedom of Information Officer: The Center on Privacy & Technology, a think tank 
based at the Georgetown University Law Center, is conducting a survey of public utility companies and public 
utility commissions about whether these entities have relationships with certain data broker companies or the 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security. Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1, we request 
the following records. Records Requested Please provide copies of the following records since January 2015: 1. 
Contract documents, including purchase orders, invoices, licensing agreements, non-disclosure agreements, or 
other correspondence, procurement, service, or maintenance agreements with Giant Oak, IHS Markit (previously 
d/b/a RL Polk), Thomson Reuters (including its subsidiary, West Publishing Corporation) and RELX (including its 
subsidiary, LexisNexis). 2. Marketing materials advertising products or services offered by Giant Oak, IHS Markit 
(previously d/b/a RL Polk), Thomson Reuters (including its subsidiary, West Publishing Corporation) and RELX 
(including its subsidiary, LexisNexis). 3. Requests for customer information received from the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security, including its components U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement and U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection, and any materials provided in response to such requests. This request is made on behalf of a 
not-for-profit organization whose mission is to advance the field of privacy and technology policy and to train law 
students from around the county in this field. Because of our not-for-profit status and the fact that this request is 
about a matter of public concern, we request a fee waiver. If such a waiver is denied, please inform us in advance 
if the cost will be greater than $50. Please furnish responsive documents to Harrison Rudolph 
atHarrison.Rudolph@georgetown.edu or: Center on Privacy & Technology 600 New Jersey Ave NW Washington, 
DC 20001 If you have any questions or if you cannot comply with this request in the statutory time period, or if 
this request is misdirected, please contact me atHarrison.Rudolph@georgetown.edu or 202-667-6709. Thank you 
for your prompt attention to this matter. Sincerely, Harrison Rudolph Senior Associate Center on Privacy & 
Technology Georgetown University Law Center 600 New Jersey Ave, NW Washington, DC 20001 Submitted to Departments Open General Services;#Communications & Marketing No

3752 6/5/2020 11:49 6/5/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC TV
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting a list of restaurants that have applied for expanded capacity 
under the Outdoor Dining program. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3724 6/5/2020 8:06 Alexandra Bachman J M D Law
All documents, communications, and/or complaints regarding trees located at 1844 Delchester Drive, Charlotte, 
North Carolina within the last four (4) years Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

3722 6/4/2020 11:17 6/11/2020 Anthony Lee PAR Capital Management please provide May and June RAC revenue by brand Fulfilled Closed Aviation No
3751 6/4/2020 10:36 6/4/2020 Mike Stolp WSOC TV [Assign to Marketing & Communications] Requesting the RNC contract. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes
3720 6/4/2020 8:59 6/4/2020 Lizabeth Hensley I am requesting my brother Willam P. Fehr's autopsy results. DOD 5/9/2020 DOB 5/21/1969 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3719 6/4/2020 8:44 9/3/2020 Alex Shabad WCNC
I would like to request electronic copies of all original documented complaints about sidewalk grates in the city of 
Charlotte in the years 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020. Fulfilled Closed Planning;#Transportation Yes

3718 6/4/2020 8:21 6/5/2020 Sandra Smith Construction Journal

I am seeking award information for the following projects. I would appreciate finding out who was awarded and if 
available, the contract amounts. Thank you, in advance, for your time. Progressive Design-Build Services for the 
960 Zone North South Transmission Main, North Tryon Pressure Zone Boundary Change, Idlewild Booster Pump 
Station Supply Main, and Airport Area Transmission Main Projects - FY20-DB-01 Design-Build Services for the 
Stowe Regional Water Resource Recovery Facility - FY20-DB-03 Progressive Design-Build Services for the Clems 
Branch Pump Station Project - FY20-DB-02 Fulfilled Closed Water No

3717 6/4/2020 8:13 8/27/2020 Naphan Akaniroj

Hello, I would like to submit a request for the information below. •What are monthly revenues broken down 
between each of the parking facilities over the past five years? •Specify any changes to the airport parking rates 
for the parking facilities over the past five years. •What are the historical occupancies by month for the airport 
parking lots over the past five years? •Access fees collected for each near-airport parking providers for the last 
five years by month. •Uber/Lyft fees collected by the airport for the last three years (by month) and the 
corresponding fee by month. If this request should be sent to someone else, please forward this email to 
whomever you think is relevant. Thank you in advance for your assistance! Regards, Naphan Akaniroj Acquisition 
Executive Assistant Green Courte Partners, LLC 303 West Madison Street, Suite 1500 Chicago, IL 60606 Direct: 
(312) 966-3860 Main: (312) 966-3800NaphanAkaniroj@GreenCourtePartners.com Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3716 6/4/2020 7:49 Jackie Cragg
Case# B20-037886, I was hoping to get a copy of the report that took place at my apartment complex 5/17/20. 
My dog and I were attacked by another dog. Thank You. Jackie Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3715 6/3/2020 11:13 6/15/2020 Dale Wallace

I was terminated by the CATS in Nov. 2017 on charges that were false and I didnt have an opportunity to defend 
myself. I have just gottwn over being sick for the last 2 uears so this is the first time I have had the opportunity to 
address this issue. Is there anyway I could find out what information CATS is providing potential employersand is 
there someone on the labor board in Charlotte that I can speak too. I have written the CEO of CATS to no avail. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3750 6/3/2020 10:25 6/3/2020 Joe Marusek Charlotte Observer [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the State of Emergency that was signed on Saturday. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes
3749 6/3/2020 9:19 6/3/2020 Katie Peralta Charlotte Agenda [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the RNC Contract. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes
3748 6/3/2020 9:05 6/3/2020 Bryan Anderson [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting a copy of the RNC Contract. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3714 6/3/2020 8:50 7/14/2020

Hello M. Clerk and Mr. Flotree, 
Please provide all emails sent front the following email address for 2020 YTD:
no-reply@sharepointonline.com
 
Please advise an estimate of how many emails this would entail.  If it would be an excessively large number, I may 
be willing to narrow the time frame to a smaller time range. 
 
Clarification:

[In regards to narrowing the request to specific indviduals]

Sure. Thanks for your reply. For a start, I'd like to look at these for:
Cheyenne Flotree, Amelia Knight, Patrick Baker
 
Depending on how  many there are, as a secondary request, I'd be interested in those  involving the Manager's 
office & direct staff plus same for the  Attorney's office & direct staff plus the City's IT dept &  direct staff.  If you 
have a guess of how many that would be or could  suggest specific people who deal with public records out of this 
smaller  group, I would be willing to narrow it to those people.  Thank you.

Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#City Attorney No



3713 6/2/2020 12:09 6/2/2020 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group


Hello,
 
We would like to submit a Public Records Request for all Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period May 1 – 
May 29, 2020. Would like both the Nuisance Cases as well as the Housing Code Cases for all property zoning 
types. If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out. The export needs to 
include the following columns/fields:
 
Created On
Case Type
Case Origin
Case Status
Case Number
Parcel ID
Full Street Address
LandUseCode
City
Postal Code
Inspection Notes
Date Case Closed
Conclusion
Violation Description
 
Thanks,
 
Douglas Walker
Acquisition Manager
info@newlegacypg.com
(980) 406-5975 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3712 6/2/2020 9:28 David Hodges WBTV

Pursuant to state public records law, I request access to and copies of the following: 1. All text messages sent or 
received by Chief Kerr Putney and Deputy Chief Johnny Jennings from May 30 through May 31 on either a 
department issued device or a personal device concerning public business 2. All emails to and from Chief Kerr 
Putney and Deputy Chief Johnny Jennings from May 30 through May 31 3. All use of force reports referencing 
incidents from May 30 through May 31 4. Any and all department policies governing the use of riot control 
weapons/devices, including, but not limited to, rubber bullets and chemical agents 5. Any and all reports 
generated from the use of riot control weapons on May 30 or May 31 6. Any and all contracts between your 
department and social media monitoring services. I’d like copies of these records in electronic format. If you are 
unable to provide the records in this format for any reason, please let me know.If applicable, please provide these 
records as they are processed.Please notify me in advance of any fees associated with this request, and if my 
request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions and redactions by reference to specific 
exemptions in the state open records act. Please be aware I'm submitting this request on behalf of a coalition of 
newsrooms including Carolina Public Press, The Charlotte Observer, The News & Observer, WBTV-Charlotte, 
WECT-Wilmington, WRAL-Raleigh and WUNC-North Carolina Public Radio. If you need any additional information 
to fulfill this request, please let me know. Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

3711 6/2/2020 9:21 Sherilee Goins
City Attorney Did Cordero Spencer have a gun permit? Is the gun that killed my Son Richard Allen Clements, Jr. 
legal. Did you impound the gun. What is the number for the gun to be destroyed Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3710 6/2/2020 9:15 David Hodges WBTV

Pursuant to state public records law, I request access to and copies of the following: 1. All text messages sent or 
received by Mayor Vi Lyles and City Manager Marcus Jones from May 30 through May 31 on either a department 
issued device or a personal device concerning public business 2. All emails to and from Mayor Vi Lyles and City 
Manager Marcus Jones from May 30 through May 31. I’d like copies of these records in electronic format. If you 
are unable to provide the records in this format for any reason, please let me know.If applicable, please provide 
these records as they are processed. Please notify me in advance of any fees associated with this request, and if 
my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions and redactions by reference to specific 
exemptions in the state open records act. Please be aware I'm submitting this request on behalf of a coalition of 
newsrooms including Carolina Public Press, The Charlotte Observer, The News & Observer, WBTV-Charlotte, 
WECT-Wilmington, WRAL-Raleigh and WUNC-North Carolina Public Radio. If you need any additional information 
to fulfill this request, please let me know. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

3721 6/2/2020 9:09 6/2/2020 Erik Spanberg Biz Journal
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the presentations being displayed/discussed at the June 2, 
2020 Small Business Task Force Recovery group. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3709 6/2/2020 8:07 Duane Bennett
I need record of all phone calls made from phone number 413-233-8604 and complaint phone calls regarding 
8035 Charter Oak Lane, Charlotte, NC 28226. Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services;#Police No

3708 6/2/2020 7:59 6/3/2020 Corey Rosensteel R F Law

I am requesting a copy of any and all audio and video recordings for CATS Bus 1079 regarding an accident that 
occurred on May 26, 2020 at approximately 11:19 A.M.. The police report number for incident is: 
20200526111900 for reference. Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3707 6/2/2020 7:47 6/4/2020 Roy Koppelmann

I’d like any information relating to complaints made to code enforcement, CDOT, erosion control, etc relating to 
the address 300 Rocklyn, Charlotte, NC 28205 - a property I own through Accord Fine Homebuilding - over the 
course of the previous year starting April 1 2019. I’d like to know the name of the person Making the complaint 
where the name was left. If no name was left and the complaint was made anonymously, I’d like to know the date 
and the nature of the complaint. Fulfilled Closed General Services;#Neighborhood Services No

3706 6/2/2020 7:42 6/11/2020 Dan Miller
I would like to request car rental revenue by month by brand for 2018 and 2019 for car rental concessionaires at 
Charlotte International Airport. Thank youCLT C Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



3704 6/1/2020 14:20 Raj Abhyanker


Dear City Clerk of Charlotte,
 
I am an interested citizen.   I would like to get a PDF of all the emails sent by neighbors/the public leading up to 
the last Charlotte, North Carolina city council meeting.   If possible, I would like to get pre-hearing emails received 
related to city council agenda items in all of April and May, 2020 but if it is easier, just the emails before the last 
city council meeting would be fine.  
 
Can you email me emails received from residents/the public leading up to the last Charlotte city council 
meeting?  Is there a website where I can access the pre-hearing emails received ahead of or during the next City 
Council meeting?   If so, where can I access them?
 
Are Charlotte city council meetings live again, or must we dial into them remotely?  When is the next Charlotte 
Council meeting?
 
If remote, how do I access the link to the next Charlotte Council meeting, and how do I get the Agenda and sign 
up to speak during the Public Comment period?   
 
Sorry for the many questions.   If easier or if you have questions, please call me at 408-398-3126.  Please let me 
know.
 
Thank you!
 
 
Raj
 

Raj Abhyanker Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No
3723 6/1/2020 11:45 6/11/2020 Bill McGinty WCNC Video of drainage system near Queens Road. Fulfilled Closed General Services Yes
3732 5/30/2020 9:28 5/30/2020 Hunter Sáenz WCNC [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting a copy of the State of Emergency order. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes
3731 5/30/2020 9:19 5/30/2020 Adam Lawson WBTV [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting a copy of the State of Emergency order. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3703 5/29/2020 15:36 6/8/2020 Joe Lange

Hello, I am a consultant at Altman Vilandrie & Company, a consulting firm that specializes in the Technology, 
Media, & Telecom space. We are doing research on small cell deployment progress in major metro areas across 
the US and would like to include Charlotte in our study as well. This study is for internal use and is not going to be 
publicly shared or reported. We are looking for the following information specifically: • Data set of all small cells 
installed on city-owned light poles and traffic signal poles. We would like the following information for each small 
cell if available as well: o Year the small cell was attached to the pole o Address o Latitude/longitude coordinates 
o Pole type o Company who owns/installed the small cell Is that something you can share? Thank you, Josh Closed Unfulfilled Denied Transportation No

3702 5/29/2020 15:27 Mike Stolp WSOC TV

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation. I request that digital copies of the following documents be 
provided to me: - All emails sent to and frommayor@charlottenc.gov from 5/25/20 – present that included the 
terms: “RNC”, “@nc.gov”, “@dhhs.nc.gov” - All emails sent to and fromvlyles@charlottenc.gov from 5/25/20 – 
present that included the terms: “RNC”, “@nc.gov”, “@dhhs.nc.gov” In order to help to determine my status to 
assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this 
request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this 
request. Mike Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services Yes

3701 5/29/2020 10:32 David Boraks
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the presentations that were shown during the May 28, 2020 
Housing Recovery Task Force committee. Submitted to Departments Open Communications & Marketing No

3700 5/29/2020 9:57 Gibb Heilman A copy of all bids from Sugar Creek WWTP Maintenance Building bid opened on 5/28/20. Submitted to Departments Open Planning No

3699 5/29/2020 9:36 David Boraks
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the agenda for the Housing Task Force Committee meeting 
on May 28, 2020. Submitted to Departments Open Communications & Marketing No

3698 5/29/2020 9:19 6/3/2020 Sarah Riley SmartProcure

SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte for electronic copies of the 
cooperative purchasing contracts listed onhttps://public.omniapartners.com/ Specifically we are seeking 
electronic copies of the Master Agreement Documents for the following contracts: Contract Number Contract 
Title 2020000622 Furniture, Installation and Related Products & Services (Supplier: Herman Miller) Contract 
Number Contract Title 2020000608 Furniture, Installation and Related Products & Services (Supplier: Knoll) 
Contract Number Contract Title 2017001134 Playground and Outdoor Fitness Equipment, Site Accessories, 
Surfacing, and Related Products and Services (Supplier: GameTime) Contract Number Contract Title 20200000606 
Furniture, Installation and Related Products & Services (Supplier: Haworth) Contract Number Contract Title 
2017000280 Automotive Parts & Supplies (Supplier: Advance Auto Parts) Contract Number Contract Title 
1019000318 Equipment Rentals and Related Products and Services (Supplier: Herc Rentals Inc.) Contract Number 
Contract Title 2017001135 Playground and Outdoor Fitness Equipment, Site Accessories, Surfacing, and Related 
Products and Services (Supplier: Kompan, Inc.) Contract Number Contract Title 2020000610 Furniture, Installation 
and Related Products & Services (Supplier: Teknion) Contract Number Contract Title 2020000604 Furniture, 
Installation and Related Products & Services (Supplier: Exemplis LLC (SitOnIt Seating, IDEON, Symmetry Office)) 
Contract Number Contract Title 2019000319 Equipment Rentals and Related Products and Services (Supplier: Big 
Truck Rental LLC) Closed Unfulfilled Referred General Services No

3697 5/29/2020 9:09 7/10/2020 Melissa Santamaria

Dog bite incident report. Date of Incident: April 28, 2020 Approximate Location: 8639 Warwick Crest Ct, 
Charlotte, NC We are the attorney's office, Campbell and Associates, representing one of the parties involved. 
Could you please forward the incident report taken April 28, 2020, at the approximate location to the email 
referenced above. Thank you. Take care. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3696 5/28/2020 16:30 Hunter  Sáenz WCNC
Under North Carolina's public records law, I'm requesting the minutes, and any recordings and notes from the 
Charlotte City Council closed session meeting from May 26, 2020. Thank you! Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes



3695 5/28/2020 16:21 7/29/2020 Hunter Woodall The Daily Beast

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to obtain digital copies 
of any and all emails sent or received by the Charlotte mayor’s office involving the Republican National 
Convention from May 20, 2020 to May 27, 2020 or any emails sent or received by the Charlotte mayor’s office 
about attempts to move the Republican National Convention from the state of North Carolina from May 20, 2020 
to May 27, 2020. In any search, please include the wordsRepublican National Convention and RNC. I wish for 
copies to these emails to be provided to me digitally and sent by email to me 
athunter.woodall@thedailybeast.com If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform 
me if the cost will exceed $25. However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of 
the requested information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of 
the planning for the Republican national convention. As a reporter, these documents are being requested for 
news gathering purposes. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. The law requires that 
you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in responding to 
and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to 
inspect the requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel 
justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the 
law. Thank you, Hunter Woodall Political Reporter, The Daily Beast 703-963-2812 Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3694 5/28/2020 16:13 Charles Taylor Colonial Oil Please provide bill of ladings for fuel deliveries into city-owned tanks for gasoline and diesel. Thank you! Submitted to Departments Open Finance No
3693 5/28/2020 16:04 Charles Taylor Colonial Oil Please provide invoices for the City's purchases for fuel, lubes, and fleet cards. Thank you! Assigned to Individuals Open General Services No
3692 5/28/2020 15:57 6/5/2020 Charles Taylor Colonial Oil Please provide bid tabulations from the City's most recent bid for fuel, fleet cards, and lubes. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3705 5/28/2020 15:15 6/9/2020 John Coleman


Thursday May 28, 2020
Dear City of Charlotte / Charlotte Water,
Following is a request for public records.  Time is of the essence in receiving this information; please provide it 
promptly.
Please provide team organizational charts, individual consultant resumes, individual consultant qualification 
descriptions, and any other individual consultant qualifying information, as applicable, contained within 
statements of qualifications or proposals received in response to the following project. 
Please provide information for _all_ responses, not just the awarded teams or short-listed teams.    In addition, 
please provide copies of any attendee sign-in sheets for any pre-RFQ or pre-proposal meetings, or site visits, if 
applicable.
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
FOR
FY21 23 ON CALL MISCELLANEOUS
ENGINEERING SERVICES
FY20 RFQ 05
Please provide this information in an electronic format.  Electronic documents are preferred for environmental 
consideration and reduced cost. If organizational charts highlight sub consultants in different colored fonts, please 
provide documents in color.
Thank you Fulfilled Closed Water No

3690 5/28/2020 14:52 Sally Phillips

Requesting information regarding follow up by Animal Control to a report of a dog attack I made on May 4, 2020 
approx 1:00pm. The attack happened on May 3, 2020. The report number given to me was U050413005. I'd like 
to know if they made contact with the dog owner and if there were any citations issued. Are there other reports 
on file for this dog owner? Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3689 5/27/2020 16:02 5/27/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer Requesting the presentation being shown at the May 27, 2020 budget straw vote meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3691 5/27/2020 14:59 5/27/2020 Ashley Fahey Biz Journal

[Assigns to Communications & Marketing] Does CATS have copies of the minutes approved from the Gateway 
Station meetings since July 2019? Those are the most recently posted ones on the 
website:https://www.charlottegatewaydistrict.com/steering-stakeholders/ I believe there have been meetings 
even since the pandemic and would love to either get a recording of the meeting or a copy of the minutes. Let me 
know if that needs to be submitted as a public records request. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3685 5/27/2020 13:54 5/27/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer [Assign to Office of Constituent Services] Requesting the list of speakers for the May 26, 2020 City Council meeting. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3684 5/27/2020 9:34 6/2/2020 Chris Hartman American Scaleus

Hi - I would like to see any documents related to the luggage scale calibration / service for the Charlotte Airport. 
This would include the current contract (if one is in place), along with the previous 2 years of City funds spent with 
the current contractor. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3683 5/27/2020 9:23 Paul Nachman

Records Access Officer, Pursuant to the Public Records Act, this is a request for an electronic copy of all payment 
transactions for fiscal year 2019. This could be considered one of the following reports: Vendor Payment 
Checkbook Report, Checkbook Register, Expenditure Data, Transactional Detail Payments, Online Checkbook, or 
Disbursements. Here is an online example from the City of Asheville, North Carolina (https://data-
avl.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/766407f334954489be389ed5b9ea1097_25/data?orderBy=check_date). We 
would accept any existing report which contains a minimum of the Payee Name, Amount and Date of each 
transaction. The principal purpose of this is to make this information more accessible to the public and to 
disseminate information regarding the health, safety, and welfare of the general public. This request is not for 
personal or commercial benefit and we are exercising the general rights of the public. For this reason we are 
requesting a waiver of fees. If there is a fee for this data, please obtain my approval in writing prior to proceeding 
with this request. All documents can be e-mailed toNorthCarolina@OpenTheBooks.com. We would prefer a file 
format of csv or xlsx. If any records or portions of records are withheld, please provide the exemption and the 
name of the individual responsible for the decision. Thank you for your prompt consideration of my request. If 
you have any questions, or if I can be of any assistance, please e-mail me atNorthCarolina@OpenTheBooks.com. 
Sincerely, Paul Nachman American Transparency P.O. Box 970999 Boca Raton, FL 33497-0999 Submitted to Departments Open Finance No

3679 5/26/2020 16:49 5/27/2020 Sherilee Goins
Medical Examiner I am requesting my Son's Richard Allen Clements, Jr. Killed September 4 2019, toxicology report 
and his DNA on record. If not able to furnish the reports an explanation in detail. Thank you Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3688 5/26/2020 15:26 5/26/2020 Ashley Fahey Biz Journal Requesting the task force committee presentations from the City Council meeting on May 26, 2020. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3678 5/26/2020 15:22 5/26/2020 Sherilee Goins

Prosecuting Attorney to send me a copy of Richard Allen Clements, Jr. letter advising me of his decision to not 
charge Cordero Spencer with murder. If he has sent the letter earlier proof of it. If it is not possible of proof an 
explanation of not sending it earlier other than grave indifference on not only your department but of the Lt. 
handling my Son's case Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3687 5/26/2020 15:13 5/26/2020 David Hodges WBTV Requesting the recovery task force reports that were presented at the May 26, 2020 City Council meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing;#Office of Constitu  Yes

3686 5/26/2020 14:09 5/26/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer
Requesting copies of the community task force reports that were presented at the May 26, 2020 City Council 
meeting. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes



3682 5/25/2020 16:56 5/25/2020 David Hodges WBTV
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting A copy of the contract between the RNC and the City for the 
convention. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3677 5/22/2020 8:56 6/1/2020 Conor Hanlon

May 21, 2020 Charlotte Douglas International Airport Public Records Request Pursuant to North Carolina Public 
Records Law, G.S. §132-1, I request listings with the number of employee badges currently issued to each private 
employer operating at Charlotte Douglas International Airport (CLT) as of April 30, 2020. I would appreciate 
inclusion of additional database fields, but requested listings should include at minimum: • Name of company / 
employer or subset designation used for similar purpose in the airport badge data system • Number of active 
badges Please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. In the interest of preserving time 
and resources, and to the extent that this information is available in a readily-accessible digital format such as a 
Microsoft Excel, tab-separated data or Word document, I request that it be emailed to me in the first format 
listed that is possible. Alternatively, a PDF format is preferable to paper documents. I agree to pay any reasonable 
copying and postage fees. However, if the cost will exceed $50 please notify me in advance so I can make 
arrangements for payment or modify my request. This request is not being made for a commercial purpose. If for 
any reason the requested information is deemed to be exempt from public disclosure under the cited laws, please 
provide a description of the information and reason for its exemption. Please feel free to contact me by email 
atconor.hanlon@seiu.org or by phone at 267-252-3890 if you have any questions regarding this request. I 
appreciate your time in this matter. Sincerely, Conor Hanlon Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3676 5/22/2020 8:42 5/29/2020 Garrett Lyon

Multiple city organizations came out to identify/resolve the cause of a sour smell emitting from water drains, 
which lead directly into Briar Creek. I was made aware the cause of the smell was a brewery illegally dumping 
brewery waste down the drain, can you please let me know the brewery that was doing this and the fine 
assessed? Thank you, Fulfilled Closed General Services;#Water No

3675 5/21/2020 16:33 6/4/2020 Erin Casey
My daughter and dog were attacked and bit by an off leash dog on Annlin Avenue on the afternoon of April 26, 
2020. I would like a copy of the bite report. Thank you Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3673 5/21/2020 16:18 5/21/2020 Sheila Williamson


Good afternoon Ms. Slaughter,
 
I hope you and your family are doing well and staying safe during these difficult times. 
 
I would like to request the Bid Tab for the following RFP and also the contract winner.
 
MAIL AND LABORATORY SAMPLE COURIER SERVICES
RFP # FY19-RFP-26
May 2019
 
Thank you,
Sheila
 

Sheila Williamson, Operations
Mobile: 704-200-3113Fax:        704-919-5900 Fulfilled Closed Water No

3674 5/21/2020 16:17 6/24/2020 Erik Johannes

Good afternoon, Writing to request construction manager agreements and RFQs/RFPs for the following publicly 
funded, city of Charlotte construction projects: 1) Charlotte Convention Center renovations (RFQ# 2017-282) - 
don't need the RFQ since it's listed on city contract website 2) Spectrum Center renovations that took place 
between 2014-2017 with Rodgers Builders 3) BB&T Ballpark construction from 2012-2014 (Rodgers, Barton 
Malow, and RJ Leeper) 4) Spectrum Center (then known as Time Warner Cable Arena) original construction from 
2003-2005 Looking for an initial timing and cost estimate for this request, along with it's feasibility. Sincerely, Erik 
Johannes Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3672 5/21/2020 9:06 5/21/2020 Harold Brauer Recovery Asset Network

I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of the original check. Please forward the list to my attention atfoia@recoveryassetnetwork.com Fulfilled Closed Finance No

3671 5/20/2020 18:33 6/4/2020 Lisa Mulcahy

This Public Records Request is related to the City of Charlotte procurement for a complete mobile 
router/management/security solution that is the key communications platform for the City of Charlotte’s law 
enforcement officers and firefighters. This procurement used the Broadband Technology Opportunity Program 
(BTOP) grant funds, and the new vehicle communications solution supports both the commercial LTE network and 
the FirstNet Band 14 Network. The procurement was awarded to Sierra Wireless and each of the City’s 950 public 
safety vehicles are now equipped with Sierra Wireless mobile routers. Please send me copies of the following 
documents related to this procurement via email: 1) Request for Proposal 2) All bidder technical and price 
proposals (I believe there were 6 bidders) 3) Evaluations 4) Sierra Wireless FIPS 140-2 validation certificate 5) 
Sierra Wireless contract and all addendum Thank you. Regards, Lisa Mulcahy Fulfilled Closed General Services;#Fire No

3670 5/20/2020 18:27 6/16/2020 Marisa Holland

All, I would like to receive a copy of all telecom provider information, leases, agreements, etc. and all fiber and 
infrastructure provider information leases and agreements etc. together with resolutions and board approvals for 
same, pertaining to Charlotte Douglas International Airport. Thank You. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3669 5/20/2020 18:21 5/20/2020 Ashley Fahey Biz Journal
I’m seeking a copy of the Atrium Health rezoning presentation made to City Council on 5/18/2020. It’s the one 
that John Carmichael presented on behalf of Atrium Health. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3668 5/20/2020 18:13 5/29/2020 Tracy Fuller

I would like to request a copy of the current contract and all contract amendments for Charlotte-Douglas 
International Airport's Terminal Traffic Control Services contract (No. 269-2017-070). In keeping with our 
environmental policy, I respectfully request that all documents are provided electronically. If there is anything I 
can do to assist in clarifying or expediting this request, please let me know and thank you very much in advance 
for your assistance in gathering these records. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3667 5/20/2020 18:06 Livvy Norman
I'm looking for ridership data by route/stop for all of the transit systems of the City of Charlotte for the latest year 
on record, preferably in excel or csv file format. Thank you. Pending Fulfillment Open CATS No

3666 5/20/2020 17:59 5/22/2020 Allison Koester

Hello, I hope this email finds you well in these unprecedented times. I'm an accounting professor at Georgetown 
University, and my colleagues and I are working on a municipal finance project that requires data from select city 
CAFRs for the first fiscal year ending after June 15, 2002. Our online search to identify the first post-6/15/2002 
CAFR for your city was unsuccessful. Would you be able to provide us with an electronic copy? Thank you in 
advance, Professor Allison Koester Fulfilled Closed Finance No



3665 5/20/2020 10:10 5/21/2020 Holly Hebert A & W Electric


 
Laura- 
I received your info from Adrianne,  We are looking to get copies of the other bids for FY20-ITB-01.
 
Thanks-
 
Holly Hebert
 
A & W Electric, Inc.
127 W. 28th Street
Charlotte, NC 28206
704-333-4986 o
704-379-7903 f
704-363-1371 c
 
www.aandwelectric.com
“We keep your Business Running!” Fulfilled Closed Water No

3664 5/19/2020 16:24 7/29/2020 Austin Weinstein Charlotte Observer

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I request that you allow immediate inspection of the following 
public records, in whatever form the records are kept, or please provide copies of the following records: A memo 
from City Attorney Patrick Baker to Mayor Vi Lyles, sent between April 15 and May 18, detailing, among other 
items, the costs to the city were the city to cancel, change or otherwise alter the city’s hosting of the 2020 
Republican National Convention, as well as all attachments to that memo. If you take the position that the above-
described public records are not open to public inspection under the Public Records Law, please explain the basis 
for your position and identify any statute, rule of law or other authority upon which you rely. Pursuant to the 
Public Records Law, I am willing to pay the actual cost of the copies I am requesting but ask that I be furnished 
with an estimate prior to any costs being incurred in excess of $5. Electronic delivery of these records is preferred. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Office of Constituent Services Yes

3663 5/19/2020 16:16 5/20/2020 Austin Weinstein Charlotte Observer

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I request that you allow immediate inspection of the following 
public records, in whatever form the records are kept, or please provide copies of the following records: A copy 
or copies, preferably digital, of the records fulfilled in request #3467. If you take the position that the above-
described public records are not open to public inspection under the Public Records Law, please explain the basis 
for your position and identify any statute, rule of law or other authority upon which you rely. Pursuant to the 
Public Records Law, I am willing to pay the actual cost of the copies I am requesting but ask that I be furnished 
with an estimate prior to any costs being incurred in excess of $5 Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3662 5/19/2020 16:06 5/29/2020 Joshua Lee

Good morning, My name is Joshua Lee, I know this request is a little weird, but let me explain. I am an Arizona 
Police Sergeant and an academic researcher looking for the oldest, available police report that the City of 
Charlotte has in their possession to use in an upcoming law enforcement report writing course. I understand that 
many of the old reports are stored in hard copy only, and I do not expect you to go through boxes to try and find 
the oldest one. If you can help me find the oldest one you have available (digitally scanned or previously 
released), that would be much appreciated. I am looking for any report(s), with the narrative, pre-1950's if you 
have them. The older, the better. If you do not have an old police report available, I will take any other previously 
released report you have available. Thank you for the help. Sgt. Joshua Lee Mesa Police Department 480-298-
9223 Fulfilled Closed Police No

3661 5/19/2020 14:47 5/27/2020 Clayton Vaughn Requesting video from accident on 01/12/2020.Bus # 966. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3660 5/18/2020 16:32 Austin Weinstein Charlotte Observer

May 18, 2020 City of Charlotte Request for public records Dear Custodian of Public Records: Pursuant to the North 
Carolina Public Records Law, I request that you allow immediate inspection of the following public records, in 
whatever form the records are kept, or please provide copies of the following records: Any written 
correspondence, from March 10, 2020 to May 18, 2020, regarding the city’s hosting of the 2020 Republican 
National Convention (RNC). For the purposes of this request, I seek written correspondence on the 
aforementioned subject sent to or from the following people: Charlotte Mayor Vi Lyles, City Manager Marcus 
Jones, and City Attorney Patrick Baker. In fulfilling this request, please provide records including but not limited 
memos and emails, including attachments. Please note this request seeks records including but not limited to 
correspondence regarding public safety at the event, public health at the event and the cost to delay or cancel the 
event. If you take the position that the above-described public records are not open to public inspection under the 
Public Records Law, please explain the basis for your position and identify any statute, rule of law or other 
authority upon which you rely. Pursuant to the Public Records Law, I am willing to pay the actual cost of the 
copies I am requesting but ask that I be furnished with an estimate prior to any costs being incurred in excess of 
$20. Electronic delivery of these records is preferred. Sincerely, Austin Weinstein The Charlotte Observer Assigned to Individuals Open City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of C  Yes

3659 5/18/2020 16:12 5/19/2020 Austin Weinstein Charlotte Observer

May 18, 2020 City of Charlotte Request for public records Dear Custodian of Public Records: Pursuant to the North 
Carolina Public Records Law, I request that you allow immediate inspection of the following public records, in 
whatever form the records are kept, or please provide copies of the following records: A list of all records 
requests fulfilled by the City of Charlotte regarding the 2020 Republican National Convention since January 1, 
2020. If you take the position that the above-described public records are not open to public inspection under the 
Public Records Law, please explain the basis for your position and identify any statute, rule of law or other 
authority upon which you rely. Pursuant to the Public Records Law, I am willing to pay the actual cost of the 
copies I am requesting but ask that I be furnished with an estimate prior to any costs being incurred in excess of 
$5. Electronic delivery of these records is preferred. Sincerely, Austin Weinstein The Charlotte Observer Closed Unfulfilled Referred City Clerk Yes

3658 5/18/2020 15:56 6/1/2020 Lizabeth Hensley

My brother William P. Fehr died on May 9, 2020. I am requesting a copy of his written autopsy report. Also, is 
there a way to get a copy of the EMS response? I can provide more information like his SSN, birth date, and 
address if needed. Thank you for your help. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3657 5/18/2020 15:40 5/22/2020 Lisa Mahon
I am hoping to get a copy of a police report related to my arrest in 2011. The date was October 21, 2011. My 
name is Nina Burch and my date of birth is 07/12/1980 Fulfilled Closed Police No

3656 5/15/2020 13:43 6/2/2020 Lisa Markus

It was stated to request public records to have access to the bid opening results from all contractors on the 
Advance Grading of Portion of Proposed I-85 North Bridge, #512-15-003, bid date 4/30/2020.. Please let me 
know if you need any additional information about the project or the information requested. Thanks for your 
help! Closed Unfulfilled Referred General Services No

3655 5/15/2020 13:36 5/28/2020 Dawna Zike

Good Morning, We would like to request the full responses, including rates of the awardee(s), Language Resource 
Center, Choice Translating, Language Line, and Net Transcripts, of the contract prior to the opening of RFP 269-
2020-133. Please let me know if there will be any costs associated with this request. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed General Services No



3654 5/15/2020 10:29 5/22/2020 Rose bushnell

Dear Custodian of Records: The Capital Habeas Unit is a division of the Federal Defender for the District of 
Arizona. We represent Leroy Daniel Cropper, DOB: 02/20/1964, in his federal habeas proceedings. I am writing to 
request a copy of any and all records in your possession pertaining to Mr. Cropper. Please include any records and 
materials moved to or stored in archives. Also, please advise me if there is a separate process for requesting or 
accessing archived records. Should it be the case that no records can be located, please provide a letter to that 
effect. In the event records existed and were destroyed, please provide us with a copy of the agency’s record 
retention and destruction policies or provide the policies and procedures on agency letterhead. If records are 
found, please email them to me or mail them to: Office of the Federal Public Defender, Attn: Rose Bushnell, 
Investigator 850 West Adams Street, Suite 201 Phoenix, AZ 85007. We would greatly appreciate your expediency 
in processing this request. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions at my email address or direct 
line of 602.382.2826. Thank you for your time and attention. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3652 5/15/2020 8:40 5/22/2020 Alexandra Elich WCCB Charlotte Requesting the City's response to the Citizens Review Board's recommendations in the Danquirs Franklin case. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

3651 5/15/2020 8:16 6/2/2020

Hello City of Charlotte Manager, via public records management
 
I'm requesting from the Manager a list of all City of Charlotte Twitter accounts blocked and/or muted and the 
reason why each one is blocked and/or muted.
 
If I need to ask public officials (City of Charlotte Council & Mayor) individually or through some other person, 
please let me know. But I believe this should also be under the City because they receive a salary.
 
If you maintain a list with reasons, that would be fine. If not, I'm requesting all individual requests/orders to 
block/mute someone on Twitter, assuming these individual requests would include a name/handle and reason for 
such action.
 
My request is made per NCGS 132 and I request a response as promptly as possible.  Please send records 
electronically to this email.  
Thank you in advance. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing No

3650 5/15/2020 7:56 Nate Morabito WCNC

Electronic copies of emails sent and/or received by the CFD and/or CMPD command staff from March 16, 2020 
through May 15, 2020 containing the words "GOP" "RNC" "Republican National Convention" and/or 
"@2020gopconvention.com" Submitted to Departments Open Fire;#Police Yes

3653 5/14/2020 15:26 7/14/2020 Robert Zahurak

Please let this email to serve as a formal request to obtain copies of public records under the freedom of 
information act. The sites of concern are located along Metals Drive/Gilette street in the City of Charlotte with 
parcel numbers 08708202, 08709204, 08709207, Particular data that is most obtainable entails any and all 
drawings, drainage calculations and reports showing pre-post development runoff conditions, pond elevations, 
stormwater detention design, any and all wetland delineation information, utility capacity calculations, 
correspondence letters , permits, approvals, etc. Thanks and please let me know if you need anything else, Rob Closed Unfulfilled Referred General Services No

3649 5/14/2020 15:13 Jared Maciej The Claims Center

Hello, I am working on behalf of AT&T to obtain a copy of the certificate of liability insurance for the contractor 
The Landscape Guys, LLC that covers the 1/1/2019 date. They were working on landscaping at 2520 Hope Way Ln 
in Charlotte when they damaged a buried cable. Thank You Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

3647 5/14/2020 14:50 5/15/2020 Chris Spur Consulting Please provide Rental Car Report for December 2019 through March 2020 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3646 5/14/2020 14:31 5/15/2020 Buddy Hall Wolf Trail Engineering
May I make the public records request now for the scoring chart and copies of the submittals form the other 
firms?  I remember that you shared this could only be done once CLT received the signed contract from Terracon. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3648 5/14/2020 13:56 Karen Montecinos

To Whom It May Concern, I am interested in knowing when the following information will be available for public 
release regarding Pharmacy Benefits for the City of Charlotte with the effective date of July 1, 2020: • Scoring and 
Evaluation • Proposals/Responses to RFP • Presentations Would it be possible to obtain a list of vendors since I 
may not need the above information for all of them. If the information is/will be available over several stages, I 
would appreciate knowing that. If there are any costs I would appreciate knowing that as well. Also, please let me 
know how best to make this request and if you aren’t the right contact, who should I be in contact with to make 
this request? Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources No

3645 5/14/2020 12:24 5/15/2020 Stephen McCarthy
Please send over a copy of the bids for BRS and State Utility for FY21 Small Diameter Water & Sewer Services 
Contract 1 Solicitation Number FY19-ITBCon-15 Fulfilled Closed Water No

3644 5/14/2020 11:59 Matt Rusciano PRG Consulting

please supply Certificate of Insurance for the City of Charlotte's Sub-contractor R H Price Inc. 5226 BEATTIES FORD 
ROAD CHARLOTTE, NC 28216. 704-506-8410 or 704-395-0672 Jimmy Price - President. This company has 
damaged private property belonging to PIEDMONT NATURAL GAS and has yet to pay for the damage repair costs. 
Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

3643 5/14/2020 10:32 Jacob Baum
City of Charlotte Mayor, and City Council Members Emails from February 1st until May 13th, 2020 Search Words 
"UNCC" "UNC" "Medical School" "Dubois" "Gaber" "University City" "University" Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services No

3642 5/13/2020 8:33 5/13/2020 Erik Spanberg
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting Tracy Dodson's Survive/Thrive presentation from the 
Workforce Development Meeting. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Communications & Marketing Yes

3641 5/12/2020 13:03 5/19/2020 Douglas Turner

Dear Public Records Officer, I am requesting records regarding gates at Charlotte Douglas International Airport for 
January 1st 2014 (Or a date close to Jan 1st). Specifically: 1. For both January 1st 2014, I request a record of how 
manyexclusive use gates are allocated/assigned to each airline and the names of each airline allotted these 
exclusive use gates. 2. For both January 1st 2014, I request a record of how many preferential use gates are 
allocated/assigned to each airline and the names of each airline allotted these preferential use gates. 3. For both 
January 1st 2014, I request a record of how many gates are allocated for common use as of Jan 1st 2014. If 
possible, I would like these records emailed todouglasturner@ufl.edu in pdf format or within the body of an 
email. This information is for academic research purposes only. I would like to be notified of any fees or charges 
necessary to complete this request prior to the fulfillment of the request. If you deny any or all of this request, 
please cite each specific exemption to the state’s public records law that justifies the inability to release the 
information. Thank you, Douglas Turnerdouglasturner@ufl.edu University of Florida Economics Department 
7274888657 103 2nd Ave Saint Pete Beach, FL 33706 United States Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3640 5/12/2020 12:56 5/12/2020 Sherilee Goins
Richard Allen Clements, Jr. Killed September 4 2019, request the 911 call I made on September 5 to find my Son 
time of call 9:49 am Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3639 5/12/2020 12:51 5/12/2020 Sherilee Goins Richard Allen Clements, Jr. Killed September 4 2019, toxicology report Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3638 5/12/2020 12:41 5/27/2020 Billy Cruz
Hello there is a new RFQ#269-2020-909 for Charlotte Area Transit System- City Procurement. I would like to get 
copy of the awarded RFQ from the last contract term please Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn CATS No

3637 5/12/2020 8:36 Maisha Jamison Eviction records for past 8 months Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No
3635 5/11/2020 16:02 5/13/2020 Moneke Gibbs USP Technologies I would like to request a copy of all bid submissions for the Charlotte Bid FY20-ITB-13. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Water No



3634 5/11/2020 15:55 5/13/2020 Isaac Barker R F Law
I am with Rosensteel Fleishman, PLLC law offices. My office represents Michelle Clark for injuries she sustained on 
CAT's bus 2136 on April 11, 2019. As such I am requesting a copy of the video for said incident. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3633 5/11/2020 11:05 Gracie Fleming


Hello, 
 
I was wondering if I could get a list of all the Public Relations and Communications contracts in city departments 
that are either active or are less than a year expired. I'm not looking for PR/Comms related goods or equipment, 
but rather contracts for professional services with Public Relations or Communications Firms.
 
Please let me know if you need any further detail, or if there is someone else I should be directing this request to.
 
Thank you very much!
 
Sincerely,
Gracie Fleming Submitted to Departments Open Community Relations Committee No

3636 5/11/2020 8:21 5/11/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer
[Assign to Communications & Marketing - document provided to the requestor on May 11] Could you send me the 
speaker list for tonight's meeting? Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3632 5/11/2020 8:18 5/11/2020 Lisa Markus

I attended the FY20 Water/Sewer Infrastructure Construction - Contract 1 bid opening on 5/7/2020 at 2 pm. 
Ordinary, at the end of the opening of bids, I would look at every bid that was turned in on their CBI form #3 to 
indicate who they chose to meet their SBE and MBE goals, as well as which subcontractors are chosen. It was 
stated to request public records to have access to this information. Please let me know if you need any additional 
information about the project or the information requested. Thanks for your help! Fulfilled Closed Water No

3631 5/8/2020 16:55 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide electronic copies of emails, text messages and memos sent by and/or received by Mayor 
Vi Lyles, City Manager Marcus Jones, Tracy Dodson and Chief Kerr Putney from March 12 through May 8, 2020 
with the words "COVID" and/or "Coronavirus" and/or "RNC" and/or "Republican National Convention" and/or 
"Republican National Committee." Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

3630 5/8/2020 16:34 5/13/2020 Carol Ashby Good Work Staffing
I would like to gain access to IT, Recruitment and Staffing Proposals that were awarded a contract from The City of 
Charlotte during the previous contract approval process. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3629 5/8/2020 16:27 Sandy Terronez I would like copies of previous proposals and RFP's for staffing and staff augmentation. Thank you Submitted to Departments Open General Services;#Human Resources No

3628 5/8/2020 16:20 5/11/2020 Lisa Markus
FY20 Water/Sewer Infrastructure Construction – Contract 1 I would like to receive a copy of the bid proposals for 
this project. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Water No

3627 5/8/2020 15:33 5/12/2020 Michelle Brcik CMPD Request of salary and adjustments since being with CMPD Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police;#Human Resources No

3626 5/7/2020 14:37 5/11/2020 Sherilee Goins Request the autopsy report for Richard Allen Clements , Jr. Killed September 4, 2019 in Charlotte, NC Road Rage Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3623 5/6/2020 17:01 5/12/2020 Jon Berkelhammer

I would like to have documents sufficient to show the chemicals added to the Charlotte/Mecklenburg water 
supply for each year from 2007 through 2019, broken down by year. I am familiar with this 
link,https://charlottenc.gov/Water/WaterQuality/Pages/DrinkingWaterStandardsandTesting.aspx, but I do not 
know if this answers the question or the period of time this covers. If it is for the current year, I would like one of 
these for each of the years requested (2017-2019) would be sufficient. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3622 5/6/2020 16:51 Nate Morabito WCNC

Piggybacking off this request from WSOC, but requesting records through May 6: I request that a digital copy of 
the following documents be provided to me: - All emails, memos, texts, voicemails to and/or from council 
members, City Manager Marcus Jones, CMPD, the CRVA, Charlotte Area Hotel Association, Mecklenburg County 
Health Dept Dir. Gibbie Harris, Mecklenburg County Manager Dena Diorio, republican national convention 
committee that include the following terms: RNC, convention. timeframe of requested records- March 1, 2020-
May 6 Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

3621 5/6/2020 16:31 5/13/2020 Michael Camodeca Skyview Technology
Requesting BC Forward Response to RFP for IT services for current contract. To help guide me with current RFP 
#269-2019-107 Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology;#General Services No

3620 5/6/2020 16:17 5/7/2020 Diana Gee American Tower

American Tower Corporation is seeking the telecommunications agreement (DAS) Distributed Antenna System 
and or Wifi between AT&T and the City of Charlotte Aviation Department for the Charlotte/Douglas Int'l Airport. 
Please send responsive records in electronic format. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3619 5/6/2020 16:10 5/13/2020 Matt Walker please send me a copy of all proposals for FY20-RFP-17. thanks, Fulfilled Closed Water No

3618 5/6/2020 16:03 5/19/2020 Ramkumar Regupathy

We would like to place public records request for all the previous successful responses for "CITYWIDE STAFF 
AUGMENTATION AND RECRUITING SERVICES" similar to the current proposal RFP # 269-2019-107 "Citywide Staff 
Augmentation and Recruiting Services" Fulfilled Closed General Services;#Human Resources No

3625 5/6/2020 9:35 5/7/2020 Sanchez, Richard V


At your convivence can you please provide me with a digital copy of the USPT (U.S. Peroxide Technologies) bid 
submission from ITB#FY20-ITB-13? Fulfilled Closed Water No

3617 5/5/2020 21:17 5/12/2020 Cody R. Loughridge Bailey & Dixon, LLP

We hereby request a copy of the joint venture payment and performance bonds held byHolder-Edison Foard-
Leeper for the Charlotte Douglas International Airport terminal expansion project.
I am an attorney in Raleigh and represent a material supplier on the project.
 
Thank you.  Please contact me with any questions or concerns. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3616 5/5/2020 21:09 5/7/2020 Sean Leppert Interstate Sealant & Concrete Can you send me a scanned copy of the bids (CLT Rwy 18C/36C Bid Results)  turned in by all bidders? Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3615 5/5/2020 16:14 6/3/2020 Sherilee Goins
Any and all paperwork including the pictures of the car accident concerning the murder of Richard Allen Clements, 
Jr. On September 4, 2019. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3614 5/5/2020 12:37 5/14/2020 Sandra Smith

I am seeking award information for the following projects. I would appreciate finding out who was awarded and if 
available, the contract amounts. Thank you, in advance, for your time. Centralized Receiving and Distribution 
Center - CG16-028 Joint Operations Center - LD16-026 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3613 5/5/2020 9:45 David Hodges WSOC-TV

Every email from a department head to city manager Marcus Jones and Ryan Bergman regarding department 
budget adjustments and realignment for the FY2021 budget recommendation. Specifically I am looking for the 
following information sent to Mr. Jones and Mr. Bergman - "Departments reevaluated personnel and operating 
budgets, reduced expenditures, eliminated vacant positions where possible, and reorganized duties and 
responsibilities to meet the needs of the community and city services while avoiding layoffs. Department actions 
resulted in $8.5 million in savings toward balancing the Proposed FY 2021 Budget.." Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Strategy & Budget Yes

3624 5/5/2020 9:27 5/6/2020 Matt Ingalls Hart Hickman


Thanks for your time today Tim.  Per our discussion, can you please provide a copy of the report for incident 
#19996415 for the 1900 W. Morehead Street release that occurred on February 2, 1999. Fulfilled Closed Water No



3612 5/4/2020 16:19 5/6/2020 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group


Hello,
 
We would like to submit a Public Records Request for all Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period April 1 – 
April 30, 2020. Would like both the Nuisance Cases as well as the Housing Code Cases for all property zoning 
types. If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out. The export needs to 
include the following columns/fields:
 
Created On
Case Type
Case Origin
Case Status
Case Number
Parcel ID
Full Street Address
LandUseCode
City
Postal Code
Inspection Notes
Date Case Closed
Conclusion
Violation Description
 
Thanks, Fulfilled Open Neighborhood Services No

3611 5/4/2020 16:03 Jaine Jordan Data Research Partners LLC

Pursuant to the state open records law N.C. Gen. Stat. Secs. 132-1 to 132-10, I write to request access to and a 
copy of a listing of all City of Charlotte’s employees’ first and last names, e-mail addresses, title/position, and 
primary office/department location. Please provide this information in an electronic format such as Excel or .csv 
format to this email address if possible. If your agency does not maintain these public records, please let me know 
who does and include the proper custodian’s name and address.
I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees. Please provide a receipt indicating the charges for each 
document.
I would request your response within ten (10) business days.
If you choose to deny this request, please provide a written explanation for the denial including a reference to the 
specific statutory exemption(s) upon which you rely. Also, please provide all segregable portions of otherwise 
exempt material.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,
Janie Jordan Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources No

3610 5/4/2020 15:18 5/13/2020 Susana Castillo

Hello, I am requesting a copy of the contracts that were awarded for IT Staffing and Temporary Staffing. These 
should be the vendors for these contract. For IT Staffing: BC Forward, Creelman, Inc., Experis, INT Technologies, 
JCMR Technology, Milestone Utility Services, Modis, Eliassen Group, Ranstad Technologies, System Tec, Tahill, Inc, 
Team Technology, TECHEAD, Universal Voice/Data, For Temporary Staffing: Allegiance, Apex Systems, LLC, 
Appelone Employment Services, Elite Resources, GoodWorks Staffing, Jennifer Temps, Randstad North America, 
TECHEAD, Search Solutions Group Please email them tosusananc35@gmail.com Sincerely, MO Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3609 5/4/2020 15:00 5/13/2020 Sara Malloy Express Pros Staffing & IT Recruiting Completed RFP's from Techead, Randstad Technologies & Eliassen Group Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3608 5/4/2020 14:42 Susana Castillo
Hi, Please provide contract bid tabulations for the current contracts for interpreting and translation services to the 
city (language services). Please email tosusananc35@gmail.com Thank you, Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

3607 5/4/2020 14:31 10/6/2020 John McAllister

I am looking to acquire records relating to ridership counts on the light rail by month, as well as specific counts by 
station or similar.

Requestor: I am looking for records dating from January 2016 - April 2020. Ideally, I would like the Lynx Blue Line 
extension stops to be in a separate .csv file from the rest of the stops. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3606 5/4/2020 13:51 Roy Lindland I would like a copy of all engineering firms on on call contracts with the city Assigned to Individuals Open General Services No

3605 5/4/2020 12:56 5/7/2020 Alyssa Lamb
Requesting proposals from prior City of Charlotte RFPs including IT Recruiting Services, Temporary Staffing and IT 
Staffing. Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology No

3604 5/1/2020 17:04 10/6/2020 Zachary Shadomy TSCG I would like to request the most recent Lynx Blue Line ridership numbers for individual stations. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3603 5/1/2020 16:58 6/3/2020 Refugio Maza HMG Law Firm

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting the full investigation report from the 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg police department pertaining to the fatal accident involving Kendrick Hudson on August 
11, 2019. Mr. Hudson was an airline employee at the Charlotte North Carolina Airport at the time of the accident. 
Please include all reports inlcuding photos, videos, EMS personnel notes, witness statements, GPS data pertaining 
to the accident site, etc., The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If 
you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information 
about when I might expect copies of the requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each 
specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures 
available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my request. Refugio Maza Investigator Hilliard Martinez 
Gonzales LLP Corpus Christi, Texas 78401 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3602 5/1/2020 16:48 Kimberly Johnson The Claims Center

Hello, I am working on behalf of AT&T. to obtain a copy of any building or irrigation permits for the location of 
532 Inwood in the City of Charolette and a copy of the certificate of liability insurance if required for these 
permits. Please search between the dates of 7/11/2018 – 8/1/2019.Thank You Submitted to Departments Open Planning No

3601 5/1/2020 11:15 Danyle Reith Petroleum Traders Corporation

- A complete copy of bid tabulations from your last awarded bid for Diesel.
- A copy of the original awarded vendor’s bid from your last awarded bid (pages where they put their pricing 
and/or signature and any additional pages provided with their bid) for Diesel.
- Copies of TWO (2) INVOICES PER MONTH, for each type of diesel provided, from your current Diesel contract 
delivered by your current vendor(s) and corresponding bill of ladings. Please only send from the most recent 12 
months and those that are deliveries to both the South Tryon Bus Operations Center, and North Davidson Bus 
Operations Center. Pending Fulfillment Open CATS No

3600 5/1/2020 11:13 6/8/2020 Christine Jones Howell

I would like to request to see all records that are concerning Park Road Ext.  Any public records of request, 
complaints, changes, incidents.  If there is a website with “the same” information please let me know the web 
address. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

3599 5/1/2020 8:48 5/7/2020 Derrick Davis I would like copies of the awarded proposals for RFP 269-2015-060. Fulfilled Closed General Services No



3598 5/1/2020 8:34 10/6/2020 Charles Taylor Colonial Oil
Please providethree recent bill of ladings for CATS diesel fuel deliveries. Please provide three recent invoices for 
CATS diesel fuel deliveries. Thank you, Charles Taylor Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3597 5/1/2020 8:26 10/6/2020 Charles Taylor Colonial Oil Please providebid tabulations and all bids submitted for CATS most recent fuel bid. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3595 4/30/2020 13:32 5/19/2020 Kianna Smith

I am requesting a copy of a animal control police record for an incident occurring on April 24th at around 8:00 pm 
on Silversword Drive. I was given two case numbers so I am not sure which the report is under. The case numbers 
are: U0424204401 and U0424204401 Fulfilled Closed Police No

3594 4/30/2020 13:09 An Leigh

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting copies of the purchase orders and 
associated quotes for any Hewlett Packard, or Lenovo PC’s purchased by the City of Charlotte within the last six 
months. Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

3730 4/30/2020 8:59 5/30/2020 Skip Foreman [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting a copy of the State of Emergency order. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing No
3596 4/29/2020 15:12 4/30/2020 Lynn Selland Pipe video of storm drainage system. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3593 4/28/2020 17:07 4/30/2020 M. Jackson Nichols NCL-Law

Any and all plans, permitting applications, code review documentation, correspondence, meeting minutes, and 
plan review packages submitted in connection with the following project: Holy Joes Meats & More, Arshad Syeed 
10210 Berkley Place Dr., Suite 100, Charlotte, NC 28262 Closed Unfulfilled Referred Transportation;#Planning No

3592 4/28/2020 17:00 4/30/2020 M. Jackson Nichols NCL-Law

Any and all plans, permitting applications, code review documentation, correspondence, meeting minutes, and 
plan review packages submitted in connection with the following project: Alex Chang 2301 W Morehead St., Suite 
A5, Charlotte, NC, 28208 Closed Unfulfilled Referred Planning;#Transportation No

3591 4/28/2020 16:56 4/30/2020 M. Jackson Nichols NCL-Law

Any and all plans, permitting applications, code review documentation, correspondence, meeting minutes, and 
plan review packages submitted in connection with the following project: Katz Deli 8624 Camfield Street, Unit A, 
Charlotte, NC 28277 Closed Unfulfilled Referred Planning;#Transportation No

3590 4/28/2020 16:51 4/30/2020 M. Jackson Nichols NCL-Law

Any and all plans, permitting applications, code review documentation, correspondence, meeting minutes, and 
plan review packages submitted in connection with the following project: Mercedes Freddie 15158 Yarmouth Rd, 
Charlotte, 28202 Closed Unfulfilled Referred Planning;#Transportation No

3588 4/28/2020 15:13 4/30/2020 Mike Stolp WSOC TV Requesting a copy of the protest permit that CMPD approved for the "ReOpen Meck" group. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3587 4/28/2020 14:49 9/16/2020 Kevin Maroney Rogers Lewis

CMPD-Construction manager and risk building contract for CMPD Central RFQ-2017-283Aviation-Construction 
manager and risk building contract or contracts associated with CDIA-Charlotte Douglas International 
AirportConcourse A Renovations – Project # TM16-014;Ticket Lobby Expansion; andConcourse A Expansion phase 
II Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3589 4/28/2020 12:08 4/30/2020 M. Jackson Nichols NCL-Law

Any and all plans, permitting applications, code review documentation, correspondence, meeting minutes, plan 
review packages, and documents in connection with the following project: The City Kitch for Dave Hegnauer 9545 
Pinnacle Dr. Charlotte, NC, 28262 Closed Unfulfilled Referred Planning;#Transportation No

3586 4/28/2020 11:26 Kimberly Johnson The Claims Center

Good Afternoon, The Claims Center, LLC is a third party claims administrator specialized in research and 
reconciliation of third party damages to public utility equipment. Our client, AT&T assigned our firm to request a 
copy of a certificate of general liability insurance for The Ground Guys of Myers Park: Address: 143 MCALWAY RD 
Charlotte, NC 28211 The subject contractor struck AT&T equipment back on or about 5/7/2019 while landscaping 
at or near 128641 Heartleaf Road, Charlotte, NC. Our records indicate this contractor may be registered within 
your jurisdiction. Please advise if you are able to provide the requested information or if there is a formal record 
request process that needs completion prior. (Assuming a certificate of general liability insurance is required in 
your licensing process.) Thank you in advance for your cooperation. Warmest, Assigned to Individuals Open General Services No

3585 4/28/2020 11:21 7/29/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC-TV
I am requesting any documents and emails provided to Charlotte City Council ahead of the April 27 vote on RNC 
related items. Timeframe- within the past week Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Office of Constituent Services Yes

3584 4/27/2020 20:11 5/19/2020 David Law Firm

We have a public records request from an attorney representing the family of the child that feel through the hole 
in the parking deck. The incident occurred on 7.2.2019. 
All      photos of the site where the incident occurred, prior to or after take on      that day or the days following.As      
     Built Plans for the hourly parking deck (public and CONRAC) – including      specifications and drawings 
regarding the pillars and other support      mechanisms.Contracts      for the construction and design companies 
who designed and built the      CONRAC Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3583 4/27/2020 15:42 5/19/2020 Cynthia Serra Pitbull Attack that happened on 24-April 2020 at my address. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3582 4/27/2020 13:31 5/1/2020 Jess Coronado
I am looking for all documentation ,statements, investigation, etc. - in relation to an auto accident that occurred 
in January 21, 2020. Char Meck police responded to the scene. Their report number is 20200121193800. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3581 4/27/2020 13:20 5/1/2020 Jess Coronado
I am looking for all documentation ,statements, investigation, etc. - in relation to an auto accident that occurred 
in July 5, 2019. Char Meck police responded to the scene. Their report number is 20190705073001. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3580 4/27/2020 12:15 5/12/2020 Tabbatha Moye-Little This is a request for a report that occurred 4/15_20 . My dog was attacked by another dog. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3579 4/24/2020 15:32 5/21/2020 Mark Warren

All unclaimed property held by the City, including funds paid or deposited in actions or proceedings in the several 
courts in the City; uncashed checks issued by the City or any departments, unclaimed property tax refunds or 
overpayments; and unclaimed monies deposited or posted with the City by entities to ensure completion of 
construction related projects that have not yet been refunded to the developer or depositor (i.e., escrows, 
performance bonds). Please only include items that are still eligible for release as of today and have not been 
escheated to a state unclaimed property office. The released data should include the following information as 
applicable: Payee/Owner Name; Dollar Amount; Address; Check Number; Check Date; Name of originating City 
agency. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

3578 4/24/2020 14:31 4/28/2020 Alex Shabad WCNC

I am requesting electronic copies of all documented complaints about utilities being shut off in the city of 
Charlotte in the months of March and April 2020. I'm also requesting audio recordings of 311 calls received by the 
city for complaints during the same time period. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Water Yes

3577 4/24/2020 10:02 5/7/2020 Crystal Cooper

I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records for the Contract- Citywide Staff 
Augmentation and Recruiting Services. The details I am requesting are given below: • Names of the incumbents 
along with their bid response. • Spending on this contract since inception. If there are any fees for searching or 
copying these records, please inform me before filling my request. Should you deny my request, or any part of the 
request, please state in writing the basis for the denial. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3576 4/23/2020 12:59 5/15/2020 Nicole Hertzog The Claims Center

Copy of Right of Way/Utility Permit Location: SW Corner- McDonald Ave & South Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28203 (Near 
Chipotle) Date Range: 7/1/2019 - 8/20/2019 AT&T's underground cable sustained damage while a utility company 
was digging up the sidewalk in the ROW. Please provide us any relevant permits. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

3575 4/23/2020 10:54 4/24/2020 Jody Conant
PC Construction is requesting a PDF of bidding documents as submitted for the Mallard Creek WRF and Lee S. 
Duke WTP Standby Power and Electrical Improvements on April 21, 2020. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3574 4/22/2020 16:46 Lakisha Rankin PRG Consulting
I am request a certificate of liability insurance for Hanson Directional drilling Richard Hanson owner 13410 Parker 
Commons Blvd Fort Myers, FL 33912 Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

3573 4/22/2020 16:31 7/14/2020 Douglas Walker
I would like to request a list of all structural fires with full addresses for all of the year 2020, please. A copy 
through email with an excel attachment would be great. Thank you in advance! Fulfilled Closed Fire No

3572 4/22/2020 11:32 4/28/2020 Megan Sladek Progressive
I AM REQUESTING THE VIDEO FROM AN ACCIDENT THAT OCCURED ON 4/4/20 INVOLVING BUS # 1023. Please 
email the video toA121851@PROGRESSIVE.COM Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No



3571 4/22/2020 11:21 Kimberly Johnson The Claims Center

C: BLST63201905480803 R: 1MN6983 Hello, I am working on behalf of AT&T to obtain a copy of the certificate of 
liability insurance for the contractor National On Demand that covers the 5/22/2019 date. They were installing a 
burried drop cable at 3613 Willow Point Drive when they damaged a buried drop cable. Submitted to Departments Open General Services No

3570 4/21/2020 16:18 5/22/2020 Todd Capitano EBCM Law

Charlotte contracted in 2019 with Holder-Edison Foard-Leeper, a Joint Venture (the "Contractor"), for a Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport project. The City Council approved the contract on October 28, 2019. The project 
concerns the terminal lobby expansion. I seek documents concerning the terrazzo portion of the project. 
Specifically, I am seeking documents concerning the selection of the subcontractor for the terrazzo work, pricing 
of the work, value engineering, product or material substitution requests, and any reviews or evaluations of 
potential subcontractors. This request includes, without limitation, correspondence with the Contractor, the 
architect, consultants or any other party concerning the terrazzo portion of the subcontract. It does not include 
documents related solely to terrazzo design or other aesthetic issues. Please let me know of any questions. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3569 4/21/2020 15:45 4/21/2020 Myka El

i;m requesting the video and audio of Charlotte Mecklenburg Police involving J.Decker jr. on April, 01, 2020 
between 4:00pm and 5:30pm on Snowwhite lane, Charlotte N.C. from time the vehicle is first seen on video 
passing the brown trial blazer then turning around arresting traveler My'ka El including in Charlotte N.C. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3568 4/21/2020 15:35 Katelyn Geitner Select Trees

I would like to obtain the name of the landscape architect or landscape architecture firm who created the 
landscape plans and plant schedule for the upcoming redevelopment of 6800 Solectron Drive in Charlotte. Can 
you please advise the name of the landscape architect listed on the development plans? If you have an electronic 
copy/PDF of the planting plan, I could receive that and personally review instead. Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open Planning No

3567 4/21/2020 15:10 5/11/2020 Tony Mecia CLT ledger
would like public comments that were submitted for Ballantyne Reimagined rezoning, scheduled to be heard 
4/20/2020. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

3566 4/20/2020 14:35 Allison Latos WSOC TV

I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me: - All emails, memos, texts, voicemails 
to and/or from council members, City Manager Marcus Jones, CMPD, the CRVA, Charlotte Area Hotel Association, 
Mecklenburg County Health Dept Dir. Gibbie Harris, Mecklenburg County Manager Dena Diorio, republican 
national convention committee that include the following terms: RNC, convention. timeframe of requested 
records- March 1, 2020-present In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am 
a representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering 
and not for a commercial use. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Police;#Office of Constitu  Yes

3565 4/20/2020 14:13 Allison Latos WSOC TV

I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me: - All emails, memos, texts, voicemails 
to and/or from council members, City Manager Marcus Jones, CMPD, the CRVA, Charlotte Area Hotel Association, 
Mecklenburg County Health Dept Dir. Gibbie Harris, Mecklenburg County Manager Dena Diorio, republican 
national convention committee that include the following terms: COVID19, coronavirus, stay at home, social 
distance, PPE, personal protective equipment, surge, quarantine, convention, parks, ordinance, occupancy tax, 
hotel rooms, hospital beds, ventilators, masks, gowns, gloves, timeframe of requested records- March 1, 2020-
present In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the 
news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial 
use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#City Clerk;#Police Yes

3564 4/20/2020 11:18 5/4/2020 Michelle Brcik Records for former police officer Sean Parker for the purposes of child support. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3563 4/20/2020 11:10 5/11/2020 Jeanette Ashley

Any and all applications, permits, plans, drawings, memos, emails, notes, submissions, and/or correspondence 
from or to “GLMV Architecture,” “Mark McCluggage,” or any other designer, person, or entity relating to the 
construction of a Taco Bell store located in the Riverbend Development at or around 3923 Corning Place, 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28216, also known as Project 380904, submitted to the Planning and Zoning 
Department of Charlotte, North Carolina. This should also include any rejection/noncompliance letters and any 
and all drafts or resubmissions of plans and drawings required by any City of Charlotte department in order to 
comply with City regulations or codes. Fulfilled Closed Planning No

3562 4/20/2020 10:43 4/20/2020 Nate Morabito Electronic copies of stay at home order complaints received by 311 since the stay at home order took effect. Closed Unfulfilled Referred Neighborhood Services Yes

3561 4/20/2020 10:36 4/21/2020 Favour Sunday
I hereby request a list of residential properties which have had reported fires i.e a list of fire damaged properties 
and their damage cost as estimated by the fire department from 2/1/2020 to 4/16/2020 Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Fire No

3560 4/17/2020 8:30 4/28/2020 Carla Silvera
We are seeking efforts to obtain the city bus video footage relative to the following date of loss: 2/10/2020; Bus # 
2678; Route # 222 ; Plate # 26093-W - bus driver: Kanisha Massey Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3559 4/17/2020 8:23 Frank Bianco Bianco Investigations
I am requesting record of CMPD Supplemental Report # A19-579334 for Dog Bite Incident 12/15/2019. Reference: 
Incident Report 2019-1215-1728-00. Thank You. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3558 4/17/2020 8:10 5/21/2020 Daniel McCarthy

Hi, I hope you're well and safe. I'm a marketing professor at Emory University who specializes in quantitative 
analysis of customer behavior. I wanted to reach out to you about an academic research project that I am 
currently actively working on. The policy question I am looking to shed light on is whether/how/the extent to 
which use of e-scooters creates economic spillovers for other companies (in a causal sense). Given our current 
economic conditions, it seems like a particularly relevant topic now, which is part of the reason that I thought it 
could be interesting to explore. Charlotte has had a lot of e-scooter activity historically, which made it an 
attractive market that I'd love to study in more detail. I would like to request two types of scooter data: 1: trip-
level dockless vehicle data (i.e., historical data regarding which scooters were used on which days at which times). 
This would include the device ID of the vehicle, the type of vehicle (e-scooter versus e-bike), the date/time of the 
ride, and the trip length in terms of minutes and miles. As long as the trip started in Charlotte, I would not need 
more information than this, although if you are willing to share additional suitably scrubbed location data (e.g., 3-
digit lat/lon), that could be helpful as well. 2: scooter availability data (i.e., how many scooters were available on 
different days, regardless of whether they were used). I did not see this disclosed, but is typically collected by 
cities to track compliance with scooter caps. I have already gotten approval to access this data from a number of 
other cities, including San Francisco, Washington DC, Minneapolis, and Chicago, in addition to data that is publicly 
available for cities such as Austin, so this will really help make the study more comprehensive and the findings 
more robust. I hope the breadth of cities currently involved also helps assuage valid concerns about data privacy, 
but that being said, I would also be more than happy to come under an NDA so you're absolutely comfortable 
with the nature of the work performed/output disclosed. I would also be very happy to hop on a quick call to 
discuss. Thanks so much for helping me with this! Best, Danhttp://danielminhmccarthy.com/ Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

3557 4/16/2020 12:26 10/5/2020 Alejandro Mandujano Acevedo

Can I get the total number of riders for the light rail since it opened for each month to the present month. As well as 
the number per month of riders for the bus system two years prior to the opening of the light rail until present 
month. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn CATS No



3556 4/15/2020 16:51 4/17/2020 Catie Occhipinti & Shaan Gajria American Bridge

To Whom It May Concern,
The following request is being made in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Law (General Statute 
§132) and the North Carolina open records laws.
 
I: Requested Records
 
I am requesting incoming-and-outgoing email correspondence between the Office of U.S. Senator Thom Tillis, 
limited to correspondence to and/or from email accounts ending in “@tillis.senate.gov”, and the Office of the 
Mayor from March 1, 2020 to present.
 
I realize that certain costs may be applicable to this request. Please contact me when you can provide a payment 
amount for my requests. In the meantime, I authorize an initial expense cap of $100 to be accrued. To help assess 
my status for copying and mailing fees, please note that I am gathering information for research purposes and not 
for commercial activities.
 
I also request that you state the specific legal and factual grounds for withholding any documents or portions of 
documents, should you withhold any. Please identify each document that falls within the scope of this request but 
is withheld from release.
 
If requested documents are located in, or originated in, another installation or bureau, I would request that you 
please refer this request, or any relevant portion of this request, to the appropriated installation or bureau.
 
To the extent that the information is available in electronic format, I would prefer to receive that information via 
email or CD, particularly if providing the information reduces the time or expense involved. Otherwise, I request 
to receive the information in paper form.
 
You may fax your response to 202-315-0384 or email it toFOIA@AmericanBridge.org. If you wish to call 202-747-
3243 please do so between 9AM and 6PM (EST).
 Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services No

3555 4/15/2020 10:04 4/23/2020 John Madden
Please provide copies of all proposals submitted for the Charlotte Douglas International Airport (CLT), RFP 
Number: AVIA 20-15 for Parking Management and Staffing Services. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3554 4/14/2020 16:27 4/15/2020 Veronica Tabor

The complete Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Departments' investigation file for a police chase from Charlotte to 
South Carolina that occurred on April 18,2019 that ended when the vehicle crashed into a tree in South Carolina 
resulting in the death of the driver and the front seat passenger. This request should include any accident reports, 
photographs, videotapes (to include any relevant onboard dashcam) audio recordings, and logs. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3553 4/14/2020 16:17 4/17/2020 Shaun Adams
I am requesting the mayor's salary and fringe benefits that the mayor may receive, such as a cellphone, take-
home vehicle, etc. or any other fringe benefits such as a vehicle allowance or electronics allowance etc. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No

3552 4/14/2020 16:07 4/23/2020 Allison Latos WSOC TV

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I request that a digital copy of the 
following documents be provided to me: -breakdown of March 2019 airport revenue including restaurants, retail, 
parking, rental cars, fuel storage fees,and any other means of revenue generation -a breakdown of March 2019 
airport revenue including restaurants, retail, parking, rental cars, fuel storage fees and any other means of 
revenue generation -all details, agreements, contracts, etc. with American Airlines to park planes at Charlotte 
Douglas Airport due to COVID19 flight schedule reductions and the money to be paid to the city of Charlotte. 
Thank you for your consideration of this request. Allison Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3551 4/14/2020 15:52 4/14/2020 Ashley Fahey Biz Journal
Requesting the Housing Trust Fund PowerPoint presentation delivered by Pamela Wideman at tonight's (Monday, 
April 13) council meeting. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services Yes

3550 4/14/2020 15:29 4/17/2020 Morgan Fogarty WCCB Charlotte

Have complaints been received about Pastor Brian Carn of Kingdom City Church in Charlotte, who is continuing to 
hold in-person church services of 10+ people, and who promoted his Easter services for Sunday? If so, how many 
complaints, and when were they filed? Can I get copies of the complaints? Have authorities made contact w Carn 
to seek compliance? Can I get copies of incident reports that document that contact? Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

3549 4/14/2020 15:14 4/16/2020 Morgan Fogarty WCCB Charlotte

Have complaints been filed about a local business dba Providence Plastic Surgery and its owner Dr. Andrew Gear 
(11030 Golf Links Dr #103, Charlotte, NC 28277) violating the stay-at-home order? If so, how many complaints, 
and when? Can I get copies of the complaints? Have authorities been sent to the business to seek compliance 
from its managers and owners? If so, I'd like copies of those incident reports. When was the last time the business 
was asked to comply? Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3548 4/14/2020 9:44 4/17/2020 Dan Violette

Hello, I would like to request documents related to the traffic signals at the following intersection for the date of 
9/6/17: Albemarle Road and Lawyers Road in Charlotte, NC (35.203174, -80.723965). An incident occurred there 
on 9/6/2017 that we are investigating. I have attached the collision report for your reference. I would also like to 
request the documents related to the traffic signals at the previous intersections for both directions on Albemarle 
Road. These intersections are: Albemarle Road and E W.T. Harris Blvd. (35.202518, -80.726005) and the other 
intersection is Albemarle Road and Lake Forest Road E (35.205111, -80.718133). I am requesting the following for 
all intersections listed above: -Day plans/Signal timing plans -Phase diagrams -Timing sheets -Intersection 
schematics -Split history/signal timing history -High resolution detector data -Signal layout including intersection 
drawings Thank you, Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

3546 4/14/2020 9:14 Julia Li

To whom it may concern: I am writing to request a record of crimes reported to police from the Charlotte POLICE 
DEPARTMENT for the years 2005 to the present, or as many years as are available. Specifically, I am requesting 
the following information: Data Observation (Rows): Crime incidents reported to police Time Frame: 1/1/2005-
Present Data Fields: Offense Type, Offense Level (Misdemeanor/Felony Class), Time and Date of Offense, Location 
of Offense (Address and/or Geographic Coordinates), Police Division, Police Beat I am requesting these records in 
digital format as csv or excel files transferred via email or some other internet platform transfer, rather than as 
DVD discs. These records have been released to the public for more recent years through the Charlotte OPEN 
RECORDS PORTAL for your city and police department. Please let me know if there is any way that I can help to 
clarify or complete the request. I understand that completing this request may require payment to cover 
administrative or operational costs. Thank you for your assistance and help in this matter. Sincerely, Julia Submitted to Departments Open Police No



3545 4/14/2020 9:01 Julia Li

To whom it may concern: I am writing to request a record of all responses to calls for service (dispatch responses) 
from the Charlotte POLICE DEPARTMENT for the years 2005 to the present, or as many years as are available. 
Specifically, I am requesting the following information: Data Observation (Rows): Call for service responses Time 
Frame: 1/1/2005-Present Data Fields: Dispatch code, Call Description, Priority Level of Call, Call Disposition, 
Address (with Street, City, Zip), Geographic Coordinates, Police Division, Police Beat, Time of Call, Date of Call I 
am requesting these records in digital format as csv or excel files transferred via email or some other internet 
platform transfer, rather than as DVD discs. These records have been released to the public for more recent years 
through the Charlotte OPEN RECORDS PORTAL for your city and police department. Please let me know if there is 
any way that I can help to clarify or complete the request. I understand that completing this request may require 
payment to cover administrative or operational costs. Thank you for your assistance and help in this matter. 
Sincerely, Julia Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3544 4/13/2020 16:26 4/15/2020 Justine Boyd

I would like to request a list of all the uncashed (stale-dated) checks or warrants for all outstanding dollar 
amounts that are older than 6months, and any other unclaimed property that Charlotte might be holding which is 
not otherwise exempt from public disclosure. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

3542 4/13/2020 16:02 Julia Li

To whom it may concern: I am writing to request a record of all arrests from the Charlotte POLICE DEPARTMENT 
for the years 2005 to present, or as many years as are available. Specifically, I am requesting the following 
information: Data Observation (Rows): Arrest Charge Time Frame: 1/1/2005-Present Data Fields: Arrestee Name, 
Race, Ethnicity, Gender, Age, and Address; Offense and Charge Description, Charge Level (Misdemeanor/Felony 
Class), Time and Date of Arrest, Location of Arrest (Address and/or Geographic Coordinates), Police Division, 
Police Beat I am requesting these records in digital format as csv or excel files transferred via email or some other 
internet platform transfer, rather than as DVD discs. These records have been released to the public for more 
recent years through the Charlotte OPEN RECORDS PORTAL for your city and police department. Please let me 
know if there is any way that I can help to clarify or complete the request. I understand that completing this 
request may require payment to cover administrative or operational costs. Thank you for your assistance and 
help in this matter. Sincerely, Julia Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3541 4/13/2020 15:33 Annie Ma Charlotte Observer
All emails sent and received by Tracy Dodson and Marcus Jones relating to small businesses, small business 
assistance or loans, between Feb. 14 and the present date. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office Yes

3539 4/13/2020 12:17 Gonzalo Gomez Requesting the report made about me to the animal care and control unit. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3538 4/13/2020 11:31 Allison Latos WSOC TV

Hello - This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I request that a digital copy of 
the following documents be provided to me: - All emails, memos, texts, voicemails to and/or from council 
members, City Manager Marcus Jones & the Assistant City Managers, CMPD, the CRVA, Atrium Health, Novant 
Health, the Men's Shelter of Charlotte, Salvation Army Center of Hope, Charlotte Area Hotel Association, 
Mecklenburg County Health Dept., Mecklenburg County Manager Dena Diorio, Charlotte Mecklenburg Schools, 
republican national convention committee that include the following terms: COVID19, coronavirus, stay at home, 
social distance, PPE, personal protective equipment, surge, quarantine, RNC, convention, parks, ordinance, 
occupancy tax, hotel rooms, hospital beds, ventilators, masks, gowns, gloves, timeframe of requested records- 
March 1, 2020-present In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a 
representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and 
not for a commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Allison

Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Police;#Office of Constitu  Yes

3537 4/13/2020 11:07 5/12/2020 Marten Kasselt

I am looking for an animal control report for a dog bite that occurred on 2/20/2020 at Camden Gallery 
Apartments at 1750 Camden Rd. Our firm represents the victim, Makayla Hul, for her injuries sustained in the 
bitel. I was told by managers of the apartment complex that animal control was called. I was unable to locate the 
report online through LexisNexis. Thank you in advance for your time. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3536 4/13/2020 10:55 Tina Kennedy Sightler

Regarding Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Report #20191207-2208-01. Our insured, CC NRP, LLC (Novel Research 
Park Apartments) had video of the incident that occurred on their premises on 12-7-2019 and they provided your 
agency with the video. In speaking with the on site Community Manager, Ms. Houser, she did not have a copy and 
I am requesting a copy of the video obtained from Novel Research Park Apartments for our claim (FMT1409) file. 
Please let me know if any further information is needed. Thank you, Pending Fulfillment Open Police No

3534 4/9/2020 12:18 4/13/2020 Kay Webster


Hello,
 
I am requesting all of the code violations for the past 3 months for Charlotte not a specific address but all of the 
addresses that have received a violation or have an open violation.
 
In accordance to the Freedom of Information Act to obtain records from North Carolina public governmental 
bodies I am requesting a list of all property addresses who have received or have active open status code 
violations and order to vacate for the past 3 months beginning January 1, 2020.

Please include any and all available information for the most recent account holder as well. Please let me know 
who I can reach out to in regards to this matter. Thank you for your time and help, I truly appreciate it.
 
Thank you
Kay Webster
 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3533 4/8/2020 14:32 4/9/2020 Ronald Weathers
I request PDF copies of the proposals submitted to Charlotte Water for the Water Transmission Main 
Improvements and Repairs Design Build Project. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3532 4/8/2020 13:19 4/9/2020 Please supply a copy of all the bids that were received for the Mallard Creek Reuse Line Extension to UNCC Fulfilled Closed Water No

3531 4/7/2020 13:23 4/22/2020 Joe Ramey Industrial Infomation

Requests from the Department of Solid waste. The truck number, maintenance records, all communication with 
the said truck, and dispatch logs for the date of March 19th that serviced the Montclaire subdivision. All 
maintenance records for the City of Charlotte Truck Fleet for 2019 and 2020, All reports, Car number, sign in and 
sign out time of Brandon Booker, to investigate hydraulic spill claim on April 2, 2020. all communications with 
First Call Environmental Services on March 19th. and their exact instructions. All communication with and the pick 
up schedule for Waste Management Services. Surrounding March 19th. Closed Unfulfilled No Response Solid Waste Services No

3530 4/7/2020 10:10 WCNC

I am formally requesting under the North Carolina General Statute Chapter 132, any and all documents, including 
but not limited to, emails, text messages, internal documents, policies, and notes discussing hazard pay for any 
City of Charlotte worker in 2020. This goes for any sanitation, solid waste, CMPD, CFD, or any other city worker. 
Can you please provide any documents, as stated above, sent between City Manager Marcus Jones, Mayor Vi 
Lyles, any city council member, or city staff member in any department. Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources Yes

3529 4/7/2020 9:08 4/16/2020 Ashley Fahey Biz Journal Can you please provide me with a list of the proposed deals getting Housing Trust Fund dollars? Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services Yes

3528 4/6/2020 16:03 4/17/2020 Frank Bianco  Bianco Investigations
Supplemental Report # A19-579334 for dog bite incident that occurred on 12/15/2019 at 4116 Blenhein Rd. 
Charlotte, NC. {Reference Compliant # 20191215-1728-00. Thank You. Fulfilled Closed Police No



3527 4/6/2020 15:34 4/6/2020 Danielle Chemtob Charlotte Observer

I'm working on a story for today regarding an email sent to city council and the mayor. Could you please send me 
a copy (just one copy from any of the council members' or the mayor's accounts is fine) of this so that I can 
confirm its validity? The subject line is "Ballantyne reimagined development proposal" from OneMECK. My 
deadline is today. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3535 4/6/2020 13:56 7/7/2020 Katherine Screen official report/map of the survey that was done and all reports or records pertaining to our property Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3526 4/6/2020 11:07 Emma Way Charlotte Agenda

I'm looking for communication between city officials with the keywords “coronavirus” and/or “COVID-19” from 
January 1 and on. Specifically: - Email communications of Mayor Vi Lyles - Emails of City Manager Marcus Jones - 
Emails of CATS leadership, including John Lewis - Internal emails regarding working from home policies for city 
employees - Emails between officials in regards to testing, testing capacity, testing shortages, etc. - Emails in 
regards to hospital capacity and healthcare needs. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#CATS;#Office of Constitue   Yes

3525 4/3/2020 9:40 8/10/2020 Hunter Sáenz WCNC

I am requesting all emails, lists, and supporting documents for every location that is being looked at and 
considered in Charlotte and Mecklenburg County as a potential place for a field hospital/medical resource 
center/mass care facility in light of COVID19. This includes, but is not limited to, emails sent between county and 
city staff regarding this matter. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Communications & Marketing Yes

3524 4/3/2020 9:29 4/6/2020 Karleen Bourgeois

I am looking for all documentation and/or video - statements, body cam footage, investigation, etc. - in relation to 
an auto accident that occurred in March 1, 2019. Char Meck police responded to the scene. Their report number 
is 20190301111703. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3523 4/2/2020 16:44 Taylor Johnson Delta Vinc

I am doing some insurance work for an automobile collision that occurred on 12/18/2019 around 03:57 AM at the 
intersection of Wilkinson Blvd. and Boyer St. (Report 20191218035700). I was informed Officers H. Bentley and N. 
Mellon were in charge of the investigation of this collision. I am attempting to obtain a complete copy of the 
police file material including items such as body or dash cam video, photographs, measurements, and recorded 
statements. Thank you for your time and let me know if you need any additional information to asses this request. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3522 4/2/2020 16:35 8/10/2020 Joe Bruno
A list of and supporting documents for all locations being vetted in Charlotte as potential resources and/or 
auxiliary hospital facilities in response to COVID-19. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Communications & Marketing Yes

3521 4/2/2020 16:09 4/3/2020 David Kernodle Dozier Miller Law

I am requesting any and all information the City of Charlotte has in its possession regarding the properties located 
at 2118 Holly Street and the adjacent property, 2309 Newland Road, in Charlotte, NC. The property located at 
2118 Holly Street had an associated application for a zoning variance in 2018, which was withdrawn by the 
applicant. Specifically, please provide how and when the variance application was withdrawn and provide any and 
all documents the City has to show or support that? (For example, was there a withdrawal form, an email, or a 
phone call?) Also, please provide copies of any emails, correspondence, or other documents the City possesses 
regarding this issue and the properties located at 2118 Holly Street and 2309 Newland Road, both in Charlotte, 
NC. Fulfilled Closed Planning No

3520 4/2/2020 15:15  Eric Johnson Gaston County

Hello, I am investigating salaries and salary ranges of a position we here at Gaston County are currently calling the 
Employee Engagement Coordinator. Please forward this request to the appropriate personnel. Please send me 
the current salary and salary range of the employee(s), or employee(s) in the past five years, who have had the 
title of, or duties of, the following: - employee engagement - employee satisfaction Thank you, Eric Eric Johnson 
Gaston County HR 704 866-3335 Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources No

3519 4/2/2020 14:57 4/6/2020 Lisa Markus

I attended the Mallard Creek Water Facility bid opening on 4/2/2020 at 10 am. Ordinary, at the end of the 
opening of bids, I would look at every bid that was turned in on their CBI form #3 to indicate who they chose to 
meet their SBE and MBE goals. It was stated to request public records to have access to this information. Please 
let me know if you need any additional information about the project and/or the information requested. Thanks 
for your help! Fulfilled Closed Water No

3518 4/2/2020 14:42 4/6/2020 Jarred Fuller

Please provide electronic copies of all submitted bid packages for the Mallard Creek WRF Reuse Line Extension to 
UNCC project # FY20-ITBCon-08 which bid with Charlotte Water on April 2, 2020 at 10:00 am. Please include all 
documents submitted with the bid minus the electronic documents contained on CD or flash drive which were 
also submitted with the bid. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3517 4/2/2020 13:41 4/3/2020 Will Smith I would like to receive the PDF copies of the Mallard Creek WRF Reuse Line Extension to UNCC bids. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3516 4/2/2020 11:04 4/2/2020 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group

We would like to submit a Public Records Request for all Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period March 2 
– March 31, 2020. Would like both the Nuisance Cases as well as the Housing Code Cases for all property zoning 
types. If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out. The export needs to 
include the following columns/fields:
Created On
Case Type
Case Origin
Case Status
Case Number
Parcel ID
Full Street Address
LandUseCode
City
Postal Code
Inspection Notes
Date Case Closed
Conclusion
Violation Description
 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3515 4/2/2020 8:30 Diana Gee American Tower

Please consider this Open Records Request Form for public information under the North Carolina Public Records 
Act regarding the telecommunications agreement - DAS and WiFi between Commscope and the City of Charlotte 
for the Bank of America Stadium. American Tower Corporation (“ATC”) is a leading independent owner, operator 
and developer of wireless and broadcast communications real estate and the largest global Real Estate 
Investment Trust (REIT). Our global portfolio includes approximately 170,000 sites and is experiencing steady 
growth. ATC (NYSE: AMT) is an S&P 500 company. ATC is seeking the agreement between Commscope and the 
City of Charlotte for the Bank of America Stadium. Please forward this information to me as soon as you are able, 
preferably electronically. In addition, please waive any fees associated with this Public Information Request. I 
appreciate your attention to this matter and look forward to hearing from you. Submitted to Departments Open Innovation & Technology No

3514 4/1/2020 13:22 4/2/2020 Austin Sorg
I was looking for the Charlotte Water - Water and Sewer Connection and Capacity Costs for 07/01/18 through 
06/30/19. Can I Get this information? Thank you, Austin Fulfilled Closed Water No

3513 4/1/2020 13:17
I'd like to request ALL CMPD communications, including emails, memos, and command orders that have to do 
with departmental policy changes for the Coronavirus or COVID-19 pandemic. Submitted to Departments Open Police No



3512 3/30/2020 15:15 4/2/2020 Mike Stolp WSOC TV

Hello – This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation. I request that digital copies of the following documents be 
provided to me: - A listing of all calls into 311 from 3/28/20 - present. Please include date, time and details of the 
complaint. In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of 
the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a 
commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Mike Fulfilled Referred Neighborhood Services Yes

3511 3/30/2020 15:13 Janice  Stafford Parker Poe

Please make available for our review all analyses, records, reports, transcripts, minutes, appendices, working 
papers, drafts, studies, agenda, comments, financial records, letters, information requests, responses to 
information requests, and all other documents (including, without limitation, all correspondence, notes, e-mails, 
invoices, payments, information regarding third-party contractors and other materials) regarding the Charlotte 
Bay Trading Drum Superfund Site located at 3030 Planters Place, Charlotte, Mecklenburg County, North Carolina. 
We request to be notified of the existence of all public records, regarding the above-referenced information 
requests and request that we be allowed to review and copy all records maintained in the City of Charlotte file(s). 
We also request that you provide us with an estimate in advance of the charges to supply the requested records. Submitted to Departments Open Fire No

3510 3/30/2020 9:20 4/8/2020 Ryan Luther

To Whom It May Concern: Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting the 
following information: All police records (including arrest reports, calls to service, blotters, or similar documents) 
concerning Walter James Abrams - DOB 07/31/1979 I would like the requested records in electronic format, by 
email, if possible. Please let me know if you have any questions. Please contact me if you have any questions at 
this email address,ryanluther710@yahoo.com Thank you, Ryan Luther Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3509 3/30/2020 8:59 4/8/2020 Ryan Luther

To Whom It May Concern: Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting the 
following information: All police records (including arrest reports, calls to service, blotters, or similar documents) 
concerning Audrey Jeanine Abrams or Audrey McLean - DOB 02/08/1982. I would like the requested records in 
electronic format, by email, if possible. Please let me know if you have any questions. Please contact me if you 
have any questions at this email address,ryanluther710@yahoo.com Thank you, Ryan Luther Fulfilled Closed Police No

3508 3/27/2020 10:12 4/13/2020 Pam Marovich
What is the date of the permit assigned to Duke Energy for construction of high tension electric lines through 
Cresswind subdivision? Closed Unfulfilled Referred Transportation No

3507 3/27/2020 10:00 7/29/2020 Allan Blutstein Emails *sent* by the Mayor since March 1, 2020 that mention presidential candidate Joe Biden. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3506 3/27/2020 9:30 4/7/2020 Brigette Melchin

I am the office manager at Hull & Chandler law firm. We are representing client by the name of Dirk Rusthoven for 
a dob bite on 8/26/16 report # B16-029741. We are requesting detailed report information related to this 
incident. We received a bite report but we would like to know if there are any additional reports related to this 
incident, as well as any prior incidents involving this animal. Please feel free to contact me with any questions. We 
appreciate your help! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3505 3/26/2020 13:25 4/15/2020 Ronald Smith Animal Control report#A20-586318 Fulfilled Closed Police No

3504 3/26/2020 8:29 4/7/2020 Teresa Pour-Rastegar

Please supply me with all details regarding any nuisance or zoning or housing code complaints, field observations, 
etc. pertaining to the address at 1615 Pondella Drive, Charlotte NC 28213. Please include any information about 
citations, fines, resolutions, as well. Thank. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3503 3/25/2020 11:45 4/9/2020 Victoria Alvarez

Please provide any and all documents and communications (electronic or otherwise), whether internal or to/from 
external parties, from January 1, 2019 to present, regarding Charlotte Water's water/sewer determination issued 
on March 23, 2020 for Crescent Communities, LLC's Potts Development located at 513 Potts Street in Davidson, 
NC. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3502 3/24/2020 11:06 3/31/2020 Kelly Keswick
Please provide the RFP evaluation documents and Republic's proposal for our internal evaluation of our submittal 
for AVIA 20-15Parking Management and Staffing Services Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3501 3/24/2020 10:29 5/13/2020 Taylor Johnson

I am doing some insurance work for an automobile collision that occurred on 12/18/2019 around 03:57 AM at the 
intersection of Wilkinson Blvd. and Boyer St. (GPS coordinates 35.232418, -80.924883). I am attempting to obtain 
a traffic signal timing diagram for the incident date that illustrates the sequence and timing of the light cycles. 
Thank you for your time and let me know if you need any additional information to process this request. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Transportation No

3500 3/24/2020 10:19 4/17/2020 Alex Shabad WCNC

I am requesting the total number of CMPD employees who requested paid time off between the beginning of last 
week (Monday, March 16th 2020) and the present day (Tuesday, March 24th) and also took that requested time 
off during the same time period. I'm looking for the number of CMPD employees who both requested and took 
time off during last week and how many of those CMPD employees were officers. If sick time is different than PTO 
time, I'd like to request the number of CMPD employees requesting sick time instead. I'm also requesting the total 
number of CMPD employees and officers currently at the department. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3499 3/24/2020 9:07 4/27/2020 Kevin A. Rust Carruthers & Roth Attorneys at Law

Dear Madam Clerk:
We request that you provide for our inspection and copying the "Public records" as defined in N.C. Gen. Stat. 132-
1, et. seq., related to the following:
1) Any and all roads construction permits or similar documents indicating road work (including but not limited to 
light rail work and sidewalk work) occurring at or near the intersection of Church Street and Trade Street on or 
about February 10, 2020, through February 20,2020.
2) Any Documentation, including in electronic format, evidencing any road or construction work at or near the 
location of Grand Bohemian Hotel (the “Hotel”) in Charlotte.
3) All correspondence and communications between the City regarding the construction of the Grand Bohemian 
and/or any related road or sidewalk work nearby.
4) All correspondence and communications between the City and the ownership group of the Hotel, which may 
include, but not be limited to, the following entities:
a.  Grand Bohemian Charlotte Holdco, LLC
b.  Grand Bohemian Charlotte, LLC
c.  Kessler Charlotte, LLC
d.  The Kessler Enterprise, Inc., t/a The Kessler Collection
5) All correspondence and communications between the City and J.E. Dunn Construction Company, including any 
subcontractors working at the Hotel.
6) Identify all entities or persons working at or near Hotel on road, light rail, sewer, utilities and/or sidewalk 
projects at or near the Hotel During the month of February 2020.
Please let us know when our firm personnel may come to the City Office Building to view and obtain copies of the 
public records requested. Thank you.
Sincerely,
 
Kevin A. Rust Fulfilled Closed Transportation;#General Services No



3498 3/23/2020 8:41 Nathan Morabito WCNC

Emails sent and/or received by Marcus Jones, Mayor Vi Lyles, Tracy Dodson and Chief Kerr Putney from March 9 
through March 23 containing the words "RNC" and/or "Republican National Convention" and or "Republican 
National Committee." Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Economic Development;#Yes

3497 3/20/2020 16:30 4/7/2020 Artina Bryant

Good Afternoon, my name is Artina Bryant with AMarie Properties and I'm requesting a copy of your most recent 
list of Code Enforcement Cases. Case Status: New and Open. Case Type: Housing. I'm usually able to pull this list 
from your Code Enforcement Site (https://charlottenc.gov/HNS/Code/Pages/CodeCases.aspx )but it seems to be a 
system error and even using Internet Explorer search functions are still not working properly. I spoke with 
someone over in Planning and they suggested in the meantime while this is being corrected I request the list be 
emailed to me. I'm in need of March 10- Most Present Date. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3488 3/19/2020 9:39 4/23/2020 Caitlin Adler
I would like to see all invoices, purchase orders (POs) and vendor agreements relating to the City's relationship 
with Everbridge, Inc. (aka Nixle) from Jan 1, 2018 to the present Fulfilled Closed Fire No

3487 3/18/2020 14:33 4/17/2020 Karylis Hidalgo Crumley Roberts

Our firm presents Miss Harmoni Moorer (a minor), who was a victim of a dog bite incident on 12/15/2019. The 
incident happened on Blenhein Road in Charlotte, NC. Miss Harmoni was transported to Levine Children's hospital 
via ambulance for injuries to arm, leg, chest and head. The dog owner is Titeanna Dominique Lashay Rogers. If a 
written authorization is needed, please contact me to forward it to you. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3486 3/18/2020 14:24 4/17/2020 Katie Peralta Charlotte Agenda
[Assign to Communication & Marketing] Requesting the "Update on COVID-19" email that was sent out to all City 
employees on 3/17/2020. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3485 3/17/2020 15:36 3/18/2020 Lester Spellman Prime Flight

Recent aircraft damage on Gate D-4 at Charlotte International Airport when a jetbridge struck an aircraft denting 
the main passenger door. Operator claims that auto level system did not function properly. We'd like to request 
the past six months maintenance records for jetbridge on gate D-4. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3484 3/17/2020 14:41 4/23/2020 Jason Kiesel
I would like to see all invoices, purchase orders (POs) and vendor agreements relating to the City's relationship 
with Everbridge, Inc. (aka Nixle) from Jan 1, 2018 to the present. Fulfilled Closed Fire No

3482 3/17/2020 14:39 Danielle Chemtob [Assign to Communication & Marketing] Requesting the City Council agenda item on "Emergency Paid Leave" Submitted to Departments Open Communications & Marketing No

3481 3/16/2020 16:34 4/13/2020 Monica Maura

Good afternoon, I have been retained to help Mr. Jacob’s with his injuries and medical bills from his recent dog 
attack on February 27, 2020. The owner of the dogs is Lopez Ramirez, 7705 Cedar Bluff Ln Charlotte NC 28227. 
We have tried to find the police report online but have been unable to do so. Would you be able to provide us 
with the police report and animal control reports, or instructions on how to go about finding those? They were 
not available on the lexisnexis search website we typically use for CMPD. Additionally, any information you may 
have already or be able to obtain on possible renter’s insurance or homeowner’s insurance would be very helpful. 
We have been given the following report numbers: A20-534533 and B20-037439. Thank you for your time! Fulfilled Closed Police No

3480 3/16/2020 16:30 3/23/2020 Michelle England SmartProcure

Dear Feven M Negash or Custodian of Public Records, SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport for any and all purchasing records from 12/03/2019 to current. The 
request is limited to readily available records without physically copying, scanning or printing paper documents. 
Any editable electronic document is acceptable. The specific information requested from your record keeping 
system is: 1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., 
invoice, encumbrance, or check number 2. Purchase date 3. Line item details (Detailed description of the 
purchase) 4. Line item quantity 5. Line item price 6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their 
email address If you would like to let me know what type of financial software you use, I may have report 
samples that help to determine how, or if, you are able to respond. Please email the information or use the 
following web link. There is no file size 
limitation:http://upload.smartprocure.com/?st=NC&org=CharlotteDouglasInternationalAirport If this request was 
misrouted, please forward to the correct contact person and reply to this communication with the appropriate 
contact information. If you have any questions, please feel free to respond to this email or I can be reached at the 
phone number below in my signature. Regards, Michelle England Data Aquisition Specialist image.png Direct: 561-
609-6855 | Support: 954-420-9900 Email:mengland@smartprocure.com Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3479 3/16/2020 16:08 3/16/2020 Timothy Bell

With regards to request #3283, all emails, text messages phone records, or any other electronic communications 
between any city official with party "O.W. Kenobi" between 1/22/2020 and current date. This is obviously a false 
name and would like to know any communication between the city and this fake party. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

3478 3/16/2020 8:34 3/17/2020 David Hodges WBTV
Emails sent by CMPD employee Joe Vanderlip March 12, 2020 between 1 pm and 2 pm. Please provide me 
ASAP. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3477 3/16/2020 8:30 4/21/2020 Stephen Rivers Earest Buyers

Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full addresses from the 
month of October 2019 through February 2020 please. A copy through email is just fine. Thank you in advance! 
Stephen Rivers 817-229-5155 Fulfilled Closed Fire No

3476 3/16/2020 7:50 3/17/2020 Todd Capitano

Charlotte contracted in 2019 with Holder-Edison Foard-Leeper, a Joint Venture (the "Contractor"), for a Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport project. The City Council approved the contract on October 28, 2019. The project 
concerns the terminal lobby expansion. I seek Charlotte Business Inclusion ("CBI") records related to that project 
that also concern the terrazzo portion of the project. For example, the CBI participation plan attached as Exhibit 
M to the contract indicated a value of $794,886 for the terrazzo scope of work. This request includes all 
documents related to that scope, including submissions from the Contractor, its subcontractors or suppliers. This 
request also includes quarterly and other reports from the Contractor toward CBI project goals in general. Finally, 
I request documents concerning either David Allen Company Cheryl Simerly & Associates and the project at issue. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3475 3/13/2020 14:42 4/13/2020 Robert Clifford Robert Clifford Consulting
Animal Control Report dated 2/29/2020 specific to a dog bite incident on the morning of 2/29/2020 at William 
Davie Park, Charlotte, NC 28277 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3473 3/13/2020 10:34 Stephanie Vasquez
My dogs and I were attacked by a pit bull last month and animal control police provided a report number A20-
583830. I would like to obtain a copy of the police report. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3472 3/13/2020 10:19 3/26/2020 Kathleen Barnhardt I am looking for the Winter 2019 Road Salt Bid and Bid Results. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

3471 3/12/2020 14:56 Nathan Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide electronic copies of emails, text messages and memos sent by and/or received by Mayor 
Vi Lyles and City Manager Marcus Jones from February 17 through March 12 with the words "COVID" and/or 
"Coronavirus." Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

3470 3/12/2020 14:44 4/30/2020 Kathryn Zyskowski Pelican Chemicals
Could you please send us a copy of the bid document and bid tabulation information for the most recent prior bid 
for both your solid and liquid runway deicers? Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3474 3/12/2020 10:44 3/12/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting (a) all of the coronavirus emails provided in PRR #3446 and 
(b) the Wellness Wednesday email from 3/11/2020. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes



3469 3/11/2020 16:43 Gina Esposito WSOC TV

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I request that a digital copy of the 
following documents be provided to me: -Individual claims filed by people who suffered damage to their vehicles 
by CATS LYNX Blue Line Stop Arms. Time frame: Opening of Blue Line Extension in 2018-present day -Result of 
claim (money rewarded/denied) -How many times a stop arm was damaged, and needed repairs. Total cost 
amount for CATS during same time period. In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should 
know that I am a representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of 
news gathering and not for a commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Gina Esposito 
Reporter/WSOC 704.575.0731 Submitted to Departments Open CATS Yes

3468 3/11/2020 14:47 3/17/2020 Edward Peugh 
I would like to access the property details for those properties that have had their Fire Damage or Housing  Code 
violations over the last 2 Months. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Fire No

3467 3/11/2020 10:28 3/11/2020 Steve Harrison WFAE [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the contract for the Republican National Convention. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3464 3/11/2020 10:24 7/13/2020 David Hodges WBTV

Please provide me electronic copies of the following public records. - E-Builder internal notes, memos, invoices, 
contracts and/or any other documentation related to contracts with Talbert, Bright & Ellington Inc. -All releasable 
personnel file information for former employees Steve Yeager and Brian McMahan. Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#Human Resources Yes

3463 3/11/2020 9:38 7/27/2020 David Hodges WBTV

Please provide me with electronic copies of the following public records. - All "Notice to Airmen" (or NOTAM) 
bulletins sent on March 29, 2019. - All text messages and emails sent or received by the following individuals 
between the dates of March 25th 2017 and April 5th 2017. - Brent Cagle - Jack Christine - David Edwards -Rick 
Almond - Jimmy Mynatt
-Clarification He is looking for the Notice to Airman dated March 29, 2017.He is looking forall communications, 
regardless of context, sent or received on those days March 25th - April 5th 2017 for the individuals listed in his 
request.
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3462 3/11/2020 9:08 David Hodges WBTV

Please provide me with electronic copies of all texts and emails received or sent from the following individuals 
between the dates of October 15, 2018 and November 1, 2018. - Vi Lyles - Marcus Jones - Jason Kay - Tracy 
Dodson Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

3461 3/10/2020 14:54 Alison Kuznitz

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting digital copies of all travel expense reports for the 
mayor, Charlotte City Council members, and City of Charlotte employees pertaining to the 2020 Congressional 
City Conference in Washington, D.C. Submitted to Departments Open Finance Yes

3460 3/10/2020 14:49 3/10/2020 Catherine Muccigrosso Charlotte Observer
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the "UPDATE ON CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19)" email that was 
sent to all City of Charlotte employees on 3/9/2020. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3459 3/10/2020 11:02 3/10/2020 Eric Spanberg Biz Journal
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the "UPDATE ON CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19)" email that was 
sent to all city employees on 3/9/2020. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3458 3/10/2020 10:04 3/20/2020 Mike Stolp WSOC TV

Hello – This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation. I request that digital copies of the following documents be 
provided to me: - All emails sent to and fromtemorton@charlottenc.gov from 3/2/20 - present that included the 
words "Hawthorne", "bridge", "WSOC", "Bruno", "girder", "girders" - All emails sent to and 
fromdpatel@charlottenc.gov from 3/2/20 - present that included the words "Hawthorne", "bridge", "WSOC", 
"Bruno", "girder", "girders" In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a 
representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and 
not for a commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Mike Fulfilled Closed General Services Yes

3457 3/10/2020 9:50 4/14/2020 Rujun Wang 

To whom it may concern, This is Rujun Wang, the research associate of the Crime Prevention Research Center 
(CPRC). Our team is working on a project with regard to violent crime. We are especially interested in the DAILY 
data on murders, robberies, rapes, aggregated assaults, and other violent crimes that happened in Charlotte, 
North Carolina during April, May, and June in the years from 2008 till 2012. Would you please help to point me in 
the right direction via email and/or telephone how I might get this information? I would be happy to provide you 
with more information and/or answer any questions you may have about me and/or CPRC. Thank you for your 
time and look forward to your reply. Regards, Rujun Wang +1 202 957 6478 P.S. Please see the links below for 
more information on CPRC.http://crimepreventionresearchcenter.org Rujun Wang Research Associate Crime 
Prevention Research CenterRujun.Wang@crimeresearch.org Fulfilled Closed Police No

3453 3/9/2020 16:41 3/9/2020 Jason Axelrod Knect 365
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting generic photographs of Charlotte to be used for editorial 
purposes. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3452 3/9/2020 16:38 4/9/2020 Jason Axelrod [Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting a headshot photograph of Victoria O. Johnson. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3451 3/9/2020 15:32 3/9/2020 Joe Bruno
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the citywide email that was sent out on March 9, 2020 to all 
City employees about updates related to coronavirus. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3450 3/9/2020 14:44 3/11/2020 Eric LaPre
One (1) electronic copy of Charlotte Douglas International Airport's current advertising agreement with 
Intersection. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3456 3/9/2020 9:20 3/9/2020 Alexandra Elich WCCB Charlotte
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the "UPDATE ON CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19)" email that was 
sent 3/9/2020 to all City of Charlotte employees. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3449 3/6/2020 16:18 4/13/2020 Melissa C. Mc Mullen

Via Federal Express
City of Charlotte Land Development Permit Center
Charlotte- Mecklenburg Govt. Center
600 E. 4th Street
Charlotte, NC 28202
Re: Public Records Request
Plaza Midwood Apartments
100 Central Avenue, Charlotte, NC 28204
Our File No.: 298-4793
 
 
Any and all records pertaining to the permitting and construction of Plaza Midwood Apartments located at 1000 
Central Avenue, Charlotte, NC 28204 (hereinafter " the Project"). This Request includes, but is not limited to, all 
documents related to: applications for permits for the Project; the issuance of permits for the Project; inspections 
of the Project during construction; re-inspections of the project; Certificate of completion; Certificate of 
Occupancy, and correspondence related to the Project.
 
if there is any question regarding the scope of this Request or if additional information is needed, please contact 
the undersigned. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Planning No

3448 3/6/2020 10:20 John Paul
I’d like to request any video of collisions involving CATS buses or the Light Rail between 1/1/2019 to the present 
date. Submitted to Departments Open CATS Yes



3447 3/6/2020 10:10 Alex Shabad WCNC

I am requesting the following information: • Any reports of a light rail train hitting an object or debris on the light 
rail tracks in 2017, 2018, and 2019 • The type of debris (if known) in each case • The location/time of the incident 
in each case • The amount of damage done and/or any injuries (if reported) • Copies of video surveillance if the 
incident was captured on camera Submitted to Departments Open CATS Yes

3446 3/6/2020 9:59 3/11/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC

Requesting all emails sent to the entire list of City of Charlotte employees that contain either or both of these 
phrases: "coronavirus" and/or "COVID-19". This request includes all Wellness Wednesday emails that meet these 
parameters, in addition to any other emails that were sent to the entire list of City of Charlotte employees. Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology Yes

3445 3/5/2020 16:07 3/5/2020 David Hodges WBTV
Requesting all 2020 Statements of Economic Interest filed by the Mayor and/or City Council since January 21, 
2020. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

3443 3/5/2020 10:04 3/11/2020
We would like recent copy of a previous winning submission for civil or architectural services RFP at CLT Airport. 
This is to understand what is expected of a submittal for design services Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation No

3442 3/5/2020 9:48 3/6/2020 Nathan Morabito WCNC
Electronic copies of 311 complaints from January 1, 2017 through March 4, 2020 regarding the discovery of 
needles. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services Yes

3441 3/4/2020 16:41 Artina Bryant

Good Afternoon, my name is Artina Bryant with AMarie Properties and I'm requesting a copy of your most recent 
list of Code Enforcement Cases. Case Status: New and Open. Case Type: Housing. I'm usually able to pull this list 
from your Code Enforcement Site (https://charlottenc.gov/HNS/Code/Pages/CodeCases.aspx )but it seems to be a 
system error and even using Internet Explorer search functions are still not working properly. I spoke with 
someone over in Planning and they suggested in the meantime while this is being corrected I request the list be 
emailed to me. Thank you! Submitted to Departments Open Neighborhood Services No

3439 3/4/2020 14:48 3/17/2020 Douglas Turner University of Florida

Dear Public Records Officer, I am requesting information/records regarding gates at Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport for the following two dates; January 1st 2014 and January 1st 2020. Specifically: 1. For both 
January 1st 2014 and January 1st 2020, how many exclusive use gates are allocated/assigned to each airline and 
the names of each airline allotted these exclusive use gates. 2. For both January 1st 2014 and January 1st 2020, 
how many preferential use gates are allocated/assigned to each airline and the names of each airline allotted 
these preferential use gates. 3. For both January 1st 2014 and January 1st 2020, how many gates are allocated for 
common use as of Jan 1st 2014 and Jan 1st 2020. To be clear, I am requesting above the identity of the airline 
actually operating using a given gate. For example, if a gate is subleased from airline X to airline Y, I request the 
identity of airline Y, the airline using the gate(s) for operation at that time. If possible, I would like this 
information emailed todouglasturner@ufl.edu in pdf format or within the body of an email. This information is 
for academic research purposes only. I would like to be notified of any fees or charges necessary to complete this 
request prior to the fulfillment of the request. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific 
exemption to the state’s public records law you feel justifies the refusal to release the information. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3438 3/4/2020 10:51 3/5/2020 Nayeli Amparan 

Good evening, My name is Nayeli Amparan. I am a researcher and student of the University of Texas of the 
Permian Basin. I am collecting some missing data from the Washington Post website, regarding people who have 
been shot and killed by police in 2019. I need access to the public record report of Delano WIlliams (ID# 4908) of 
8/1/2019. More specifically I would need to know the victim’s race. My preferred medium to receive the report is 
electronic via email. If you can not provide me with this information, please contact my supervisor and professor 
Dr. Fisher at (432) 522-2355 or via emailfisher_j@utpb.edu. Thank you, Nayeli Fulfilled Closed Police No

3437 3/4/2020 10:39 3/9/2020 Jorge Rizo
I am requesting a list of all currently open code violations that pertain to residential properties that are nuisance 
and housing. CSV file with inspector notes, full property address would be great. Thanks in advance. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3436 3/4/2020 10:19 4/21/2020 Jorge Rizo
I am requesting a list of all fire damaged residential properties within the last 90 days. CSV file containing date of 
incident, address and homeowner information would be great. Thank you in advance... Fulfilled Closed Fire No

3435 3/3/2020 16:41 Frans  Lowman 
Looking for Building Dept, Zoning, Environmental and assessor related information for: 600 Calvert St Charlotte, 
NC 28208 Submitted to Departments Open Planning No

3444 3/3/2020 14:22 3/3/2020 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group

We would like to submit a Public Records Request for all Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period 
February 3 – February 28, 2020. Would like both the Nuisance Cases as well as the Housing Code Cases for all 
property zoning types. If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out. The 
export needs to include the following columns/fields:
 
Created On
Case Type
Case Origin
Case Status
Case Number
Parcel ID
Full Street Address
LandUseCode
City
Postal Code
Inspection Notes
Date Case Closed
Conclusion
Violation Description Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3434 3/3/2020 11:31 4/28/2020 William Graves Bell South

Requesting the March 2020 CATS Quarterly Report to the FTA. This was the Previous quarterly report (and thank 
you for providing a link to it)https://charlottenc.gov/cats/about/boards/FTA%20Quarterly/FTA-Quarterly-Agenda-
191217.pdf Thanks for your help Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3433 3/3/2020 11:24 4/6/2020 Genevieve Curtis WSOC TV
Complaints received by the City of Charlotte related to Charlotte-Douglas from January 1, 2019-YTD. Any and all 
timing studies/internal data collected on baggage claim wait times in 2019/2020- YTD at Charlotte Douglas Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3432 3/3/2020 11:20 3/3/2020 Kimberly Johnson The Claims Center

Hello, I am working on behalf of AT&T to obtain a copy of any building permits for the location of 2004 Waters 
Trail Drive in City of Charlotte and a copy of the certificate of liability insurance if required for these permits. 
Please search between the dates of 6/1/2018 – 7/1/2019. Thank You Closed Unfulfilled Referred Planning No

3431 3/3/2020 10:50 3/10/2020 Danielle Chemtob Charlotte Observer

I am requesting all correspondence between the following individuals (including correspondence between any 
combination of individuals on the first or second half of this list):  -all current and former members of city council -
the mayor -Debra Campbell -Pamela Wideman -Tracy Dodson AND the following individuals: -Michael Smith of 
Center City Partners -Adam Rhew of Center City Partners -Lee Kessler -Beth Hardin  -Charles Bowman Mentioning 
any of the following: the words  "Seventh (or 7th) and Tryon," "BPMet or BPMetropolitan," Metropolitan 
Partnership, or otherwise related to the Seventh and Tryon project.  Between Jan. 1, 2018 and the present.  If you 
have questions about this request please call me at 704-358-5611.  Thanks, Danielle Partial Fulfillment Open Economic Development;#Neighborhood Services    Yes



3430 3/2/2020 9:14 3/19/2020 Jasmine Colquitt Greenville Casualty Insurance

Need police report for an accident that occurred 2/16/2020. I am the claims adjuster for Greenville Casualty 
Insurance. Our insured is Teresa Blue. I have been unable to locate the report on your site. The report number is: 
2020216144303. Charlotte Mecklenburg. Our claim number is CLM20664. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3429 3/2/2020 8:14 Ande Carr Asset Management Consultants

We are an auditing firm located in the Washington D. C. area. AMC is attorney-in-fact for most of the major oil 
companies, numerous fast food chains, eighty-five percent of the national builder-developers, and many of the 
national retail department stores, as well as many telecommunications and cable companies. We also serve as 
contractors for several national financial institutions, including the FDIC. Pursuant to the state public records law, 
please consider this to be AMC’s request for the public records described below.   

The norm in the construction business is to deposit sureties (whether they be work deposits, performance bonds, 
payment guarantees, or similar securities) with municipal agents when site and development plans are filed, and a 
record of each deposit (and, where applicable, subsequent reductions and/or refunds of same) usually is prepared 
by the municipality recipient.  Consequently, although the municipality’s chief financial officer eventually receives 
at least a general accounting of all of the sureties deposited with every municipality agency, any municipality 
agency that accepts such construction sureties (e.g. , Engineering, Public Works) is likely to have a more detailed 
"intra-agency" financial accounting, which often is in the form of an Excel spreadsheet that can be retrieved and 
passed along as an email attachment. 
 
AMC requests any financial spreadsheet, ledger or other record of the active cash and cash-convertible 
sureties and escrow accounts maintained by local agencies for financial instruments posted or deposited with 
them by companies and persons to ensure completion of private-sector residential and commercial 
construction projects in your area.  Please show only open accounts for the cash and cash-convertible 
sureties, stale-dated checks, deposits, and other securities that havenot been refunded to the payee. Such 
sureties could have been taken in any or all of the forms of performance and payment guarantees described 
on the following page, and are often recorded in ledger or spreadsheet format within the agency that initially 
accepts same from developers and builders. I do not seek records of non-negotiable third-party sureties (e.g., 
letters of credit, bonds), the release of which will not restore money to AMC’s clients’ accounts.
 
That being the case, you will probably find it helpful to distribute this request to the local departments and 
agencies that typically require or record surety deposits, such as Finance, Comptroller, Auditor, Public Works, 
Transportation (or Highway), Engineering, Community Development, Economic Development, Planning and 
Zoning, Parks and Recreation, and Arborist. The surety deposits typically are maintained within accounts, Submitted to Departments Open Finance No

3428 2/28/2020 12:22 2/28/2020 LACRESIA REESE 

I am requesting the video footage involving a City of Charlotte bus with our insured vehicle. Bus # TA2128 being 
driven by Germane Glover on 2/24/20 at approximately 151 pm. Please reference our NGIC Claim # 200081093 
or I can be reached via telephone at 216-266-0656. Thank You Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3427 2/28/2020 12:16 3/2/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC TV
(Requestor DOES NOT want the contract that was provided to him in PRR #3259) Requesting the completed 
master plan for the Discovery Place museum in either its draft or final form, whichever is the most current. Closed Unfulfilled Denied General Services Yes

3426 2/28/2020 9:38 3/2/2020 Kristie White HRPMO

Regarding RFQ # (269-2020-019 / 269-2019-019), Attn: Krystal King, Compliance Officer Please provide copies of 
proposals submitted by vendors who were awarded under the above RFQ. Per HRPMO's notice of the results of 
the RFQ, those vendors would be: • Ernst & Young LLP • Fountainworks • Grant Thornton LLP • Hagerty 
Consulting, Inc. • MXD Development Strategists Ltd. • Raftelis Financial Consultants, Inc. • Southeastern Institute 
of Research, Inc. • TransPro Consulting, LLC Thank you. Kristie White President, HRPMO Inc. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3425 2/27/2020 9:32 2/27/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC TV
[Assign to communications and marketing] Requesting the Wellness Wednesday email that was sent on 
Wednesday, Feb. 26, 2020. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3424 2/27/2020 7:57 7/30/2020 Hunter  Sáenz WCNC
I am formally requesting all city travel and expenses (including expense reports) for Mayor Vi Lyles from 
November 1, 2019 to February 26, 2020. This includes any out of the country, city, or state type of travel. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3423 2/26/2020 16:07 2/28/2020 Bonn Vanessa JCDecaux 

I am requesting access to, and copies of the July-December 2019 Monthly Concession Reports for Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport. Just as a reminder, these reports detail monthly gross revenues, fee percentages, 
monthly amounts due to the airport, minimum monthly guarantees and advertiser contract details. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3422 2/26/2020 15:08 4/17/2020 Chad Lindsey Airport Dimensions
If you would be so kind as to outline the process for requesting copies of the CLT Evaluations of the proposals as 
well as copies of the competitors responses? Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3421 2/26/2020 8:02 3/27/2020 Blaine Tolison WSOC TV

This is an email requesting the names of the people and organizations or groups that have submitted requests for 
both ‘right of way’ and ‘amplified sound’ permits for the RNC. Can you please confirm this request has been 
received? Closed Unfulfilled No Response Transportation;#Police Yes

3420 2/25/2020 13:52 Samantha Lubbers Great America insurance Group
Requesting the records of a Fire Report on behalf of my Insured KIP Corporation for a loss which occurred to 
heavy machinery on 2/24/20. Submitted to Departments Open Fire No

3419 2/25/2020 13:47 Nathan Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide electronic copies all termination letters from 1/1/2014 through 2/25/2020? I request a 
waiver of fees for this request since it's meant to show the public how its government operates. However, if you 
expect a cost, please provide an estimate and let me respond before moving forward. Thanks! Nate Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources Yes

3416 2/25/2020 9:43 4/17/2020 Jeremy Dalkoff MAG USA 

I am reaching out to see if you could share anything around the scoring results and the process from here. 
Meaning, will there be an overall point scoring tally available and will theproposals themselves be available for 
viewing? Also, would there be a city council meeting or board meeting where the results are discussed? Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3415 2/25/2020 8:56 Kathryn Cogar

I am requesting records for past bus fares, schedules, and ticket/pass sales to study the amount of ridership and 
frequency of the bus system since the extension of the Blue Line. If I can get recent records since the opening of 
the extension too, that is great. The schedules online change slightly each day and I am researching for the past 
10-15 years or so. I am doing a project for a transportation planning class at UNCC regarding the impacts the 
extension has had on other methods of transit. Partial Fulfillment Open CATS No

3414 2/25/2020 8:29 3/19/2020 Elizabeth Wrausmann

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting electronic copies of public records that 
include the following information: Any and all law enforcement records, whether that be an arrest, traffic stop, 
witness statement, warrant, CAD report, incident report, etc., in which Daniel James Forest, is mentioned in 
reports. Mr. Forest currently lives in Raleigh, NC with an address of 8760 Wildwood Links, Raleigh, NC 27613-
5436, and a former address of 1765 Iron Mill Drive, Wendell, NC 27591 and has a date of birth of October 15, 
1967. If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $10. 
However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in 
the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of a person looking to represent 
North Carolina in public office. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. The law requires 
that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in 
responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or 
the ability to inspect the requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific 
exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures 
available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my request. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No



3413 2/24/2020 8:59 2/24/2020 Neidy Aguilar Harman Law Video of bus 1030 for date of incident 1/22/2020 Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3412 2/24/2020 8:54 4/15/2020 Sharrona  Jaikaran State Farm

Our insured is Renee Toon. Owner of pitbull Lady. We are currently investigating a dog bite claim. We need prior 
animal control records for 2016, 2017 and 2018. We only have PID# 0716557 for an incident that occurred on 
9/16/19. When sending the requested information please write claim number 3303P877K in the subject line and 
email tostatefarmfireclaims@statefarm.com. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3411 2/21/2020 17:00 2/24/2020 Danielle Chemtob Charlotte Observer I am requesting copies of all of the RFQ and RFP responses for the7th and Tryon Project. Closed Unfulfilled Referred General Services Yes

3410 2/21/2020 16:57 2/24/2020 Alan Parent PC Construction
RE; FY20-DB-03 I would like to obtain the responses to the request for qualifications for progressive design build 
services for the Stowe Regional WRRF. The Owner contact is Abby Dolan. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3406 2/21/2020 16:48 3/9/2020 Joseph Giannetto The City of Loveland Could you email me a pdf copy of the US National Whitewater Park traffic impact study? Thank you, joe Closed Unfulfilled Referred Transportation No
3417 2/21/2020 13:23 2/25/2020 Cameron Guice Cleanstreak Surface Cleaning, LLC Thecprocess determing factors, and evaluation criteria to determine civil penalities. Fulfilled Open General Services No

3403 2/21/2020 13:20 Leslie Michaels
An animal control officer visited on Monday 2/17/20. I would like a copy of the report. She also visited the owner 
of the dog that was bitten by my dog. I would like the copy of that portion of the report also. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3402 2/21/2020 11:13 2/24/2020 Jasmyne D. Simmons NC Department of Health and Human Se  


Hello!
 
Would you be able to assist the customer with this? Thanks!
 
Good Morning,
I am Jasmyne Simmons contacting you from the North Carolina Division of Social Services. As part of the services 
we provide, DSS is currently doing a budget forecasting for the fiscal year. Trying to estimate standard utility 
spending. We collect this data each year. We were hoping that you could assist in that estimate for City of 
Charlotte Water & Sewer. If you could provide the information requested below or direct me in how to gather 
this information, it would be greatly appreciated. This information is time sensitive. Would like to have 
information within a week timeframe or asap. 
 
Info for NC residents/customers for year 2019:
-              Average monthly cost for water and sewer
-              Average monthly cost for water/sewer/trash
-              Average monthly cost for water
-              Average monthly cost for sewer
-              Average monthly cost for trash
-              Average monthly cost for recycle
-              Number of customers you provide service for 
 
Thank you in advance for your assistance,
 
Jasmyne D. Simmons
Human Services Program Consultant I, Help Desk 
Division of Social Services, Economic & Family Services
NC Department of Health and Human Services 
 Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services;#Water;#City Clerk No

3401 2/20/2020 10:31 Joe Bruno WSOC TV

I am submitting a request for all CATS bus video and audio from Hasson Trent's route on February 9. The times I 
am requesting for the video are from 9:30 am- 10:30 am. Trent's bus number was 2143 and he was on route 18. I 
am requesting a digital copy of the video and audio. However if CATS needs to provide the records in a different 
way, please let me know. Submitted to Departments Open CATS Yes

3400 2/20/2020 10:26 4/1/2020 April Martin First American Title Insurance Company 
Please provide copies of approved variances, conditional/special use permits on file for 13600 S Tryon St (APN: 
199-552-32 Fulfilled Closed Planning No

3399 2/20/2020 10:01 2/25/2020 Alexandra Elich WCCB Charlotte

I am requesting the Citizens Review Board final recommendations to CMPD Chief Kerr Putney and to city manager 
Marcus Jones regarding their decision that CMPD erred in their decision that Officer Wende Kerl was justified in 
the deadly shooting of Danquirs Franklin. Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk Yes

3398 2/20/2020 9:53 5/15/2020 Erik Spanberg Biz Journal

I am writing to request any and all communications, including memos, emails, text messages and any other 
relevant documents from City Council members, the mayor and any city employees from Jan. 1, 2016 to the 
present regarding and/or referring to the Tampa Bay Rays. Please include any correspondence to or from any of 
the above parties that includes "@raysbaseball.com" for the corresponding period of time. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

3397 2/20/2020 9:50 2/20/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC TV Requesting the schedule for all of the city council committees. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3396 2/20/2020 8:15 3/12/2020 Cynthia Mangrum


Pursuant to General Statute 160A-168 which provides in paragraph (a) that “…an employee’s personnel file 
consists of any information in any form gathered by the city with respect to that employee…”, I request a 
complete copy of all my personnel files, records, and documents. The documents and records produced should 
include, but not be limited to, the following:
1.      My formal or “official personnel files, both from Charlotte Area Transit System and from the City of 
Charlotte’s Human Resources Department.
2.      Any and all formal or informal files or materials concerning me maintained by any supervisory or 
management personnel.
3.      The complete and entire investigation file concerning any investigation or investigations conducted on which 
the decision to discipline me is, in whole or in part, based/ the documents and records produced from the 
investigation should include, but not be limited to, any and all records of Charlotte Area Transit System examined 
and/or relief upon, and all notes, memos, audio or video recordings, or any other documents or records of any 
and all interviews conducted as part of any investigation. The documents and records produced should also 
include any and all emails or text messages sent or received by persons involved in the investigation or 
investigations concerning matters pertaining to the investigation, on electronic devices owned or operated by the 
Charlotte Area Transit Systems or the City of Charlotte.
4.       Any and all preliminary drafts of documents and internal communications concerning or pertaining to the 
investigation or investigations about matters relied upon in whole or in part as the basis for the decision to 
discipline me; as well as notes, preliminary drafts of documents and internal communications concerning the 
decision to discipline me. The documents and records produced should include any and all emails or texts sent or 
received by supervisory or management personnel of the Charlotte Area Transit System or the City of Charlotte 
on electronic devices owned or operated on behalf of Charlotte Area Transit System or the City of Charlotte, that 
concern or pertain to any investigation or investigations about matters relief upon in whole or in part as the basis 
for the decision to me; as well as all emails or text messages sent or received concerning or pertaining to the 
decision as to what form of discipline I should receive. Me; as well as all emails or text messages sent or received 
concerning or pertaining to the decision as to what form of discipline I should receive. 
I am specifically authorized to receive the documents requested in Paragraphs #1 through #4 above, pursuant to 
General Statute 160A-168(cl)(4). That provision and the rights of employees to obtain such documents was Fulfilled Closed CATS;#Human Resources No



3395 2/19/2020 14:32 Mark Becker WSOC TV
I am requesting a copy of the contract between CATS and G4S security for the transit center and other transit 
properties. Submitted to Departments Open CATS Yes

3418 2/19/2020 13:39 3/6/2020 Robert and Gracie Walker Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3394 2/19/2020 11:52 Elizabeth Dumbaugh 

I am requesting a list of 911 Calls for Service or a list of UCR-1 Crime reports to the following address: 9550 
Community Commons Lane, Charlotte, NC 28277 I am making this request on behalf of the owner of this 
property--the property is a multi-family apartment complex. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3393 2/19/2020 10:48 3/26/2020 Bobbi Cass 
Please provide copies of all 911 calls and police reports called into my address by Omar Bizzell who resides at 
11653 Tribal Drive Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Police No

3392 2/18/2020 16:39 3/2/2020 Andres Acosta intertek

I am requesting to be provided with a copy of the most recent environmental services (environmental consulting) 
contract issued by the City and information regarding those parties it was awarded to and approximately when 
the next solicitation for the contract will be. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3391 2/18/2020 16:24 2/19/2020 THERESE SCHLEIDEN NV5

Hello, This request if for the fire department. I am seeking records of Underground Storage Tanks and/or 
hazardous material incidents at 5840 Westpark Drive, Charlotte, NC 28217 (Wyndham Charlotte Exec. Park Hotel) 
Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Fire No

3390 2/18/2020 16:09 2/24/2020 Rayna Kelly Progressive BUS VIDEO OF ACCIDENT INVOLVING OUR INSURED- BUS # DTB310, ACCIDENT ON 12/7/2019 Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3389 2/18/2020 8:05 3/18/2020 Anonymous 

To whom it may concern, We are requesting the following records, to be transferred via email in a comma 
separated values file (CSV). Please send us an email to alert us if an alternative means of transfer is required. 1. 
All non-violent reports of crime from 1/1/2019 to 2/17/2020. We are not requesting police reports, simply all 
non-violent crimes, the location, and the date of the crime. 2. All reports of potholes, specifically, the data of the 
report, the location, and the date the pothole was fixed. Thank you and have a blessed day. Fulfilled Closed Police;#Transportation No

3388 2/17/2020 16:30 Frank Bentley Brian R Murphy Law Firm
We need all records written, audio and video about a wreck on 10/20/2019 @ 1822 @701 N Graham St involving 
Anita Redfern and Lanesse Huggins. Thank you! Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3387 2/17/2020 11:04 4/16/2020 Maya Kavtaradze Price water house Coopers LLP 

Pursuant to the state open records law N.C. Gen. Stat. Secs. 132-1 to 132-10, on behalf of 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP ("PwC"), I am writing to request copies of the North Carolina - City of Charlotte - 
Finance Department’s financial records concerning unclaimed, uncashed, undeliverable, and/or outstanding funds 
or obligations due back to non-individuals (businesses), including any and all: • Checks or warrants issued for 
payments on obligations incurred by any agency, department, office, or other authorized authority that have 
remained outstanding. • Amounts on deposit that are held in trust for recipients whose whereabouts are 
unknown, including instances in which payment was never attempted, payment was never requested, and/or 
instances when payments were returned as undeliverable. Such payments may relate to (but are not limited to) 
tax refunds/overages/refunds, overpayments, vendor payments, cash deposits, cash escrows, and unsuccessful 
electronic fund transfers. Criteria • Amount is greater than $999.99; • Payee retains the right to claim the funds 
(i.e. The payment has not been replaced, was not issued in error, and/or the obligation to the payee has not been 
voided by law.); • Is owed/payable to a business (corporations, partnerships, etc); • Has remained outstanding for 
a period of six months or longer; • Are not in the process of being reissued, to the best of your knowledge; and • 
Has not been turned over to a State Abandoned Property Office. Requested Data Columns: • Owner name 
(Required); • Amount (Required); • Original payment date (Required); • Check number; • Address; • Nature of the 
funds (i.e. vendor payment, property tax refund, etc.); and • If tax-related: o Name of the taxpayer and/or 
intended recipient; o Account number or property index number (PIN); and o Tax year; tax installment date; 
original tax payment date. Kindly email the records preferably in Excel or CSV format in to me 
atmaya.kavtaradze@pwc.com Disclaimer: • PwC is NOT requesting records pertaining to the State’s 
Abandoned/Unclaimed Property Department. • PwC is only interested in receiving records pertaining to non-
natural persons (businesses). PwC is not seeking any records which could invoke a personal privacy exemption. • 
None of the information requested by PwC will be used to solicit owners or third parties. If any of the requested 
information above is restricted by state statute, please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt 
material. If your agency does not maintain these public records and/or you are not the custodian, please provide 
me with the proper custodian’s name and email address. Please notify me for approval if there are any costs 
associated with fulfilling this request. I will expect your response within the timeframe as specified by state 
statute pertaining to open records law. If you choose to deny this request, please provide me with a written 
explanation for the denial including a reference to the specific statutory exemption(s) upon which you rely. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

3386 2/17/2020 9:43 Karen Jensen 

   I m submitting these requests for Public Records, per N.C. Law, as separate requests stated below so that each 
will be provided as soon as prepared. I would appreciate acknowledgment of receipt, please.        There may be 
some improved efficiency you find by combining them.  This is fine with me as long as it does not delay the 
records being delivered.  Please send the records in electronic form as email attachments or let me know if 
that is not possible so we may discuss an alternative delivery method.        Unless otherwise stated, the date 
range will be beginning of 2010-through present (until fulfilled).Also, they should be found within the Mayor & 
Staff, City Council & their staff, City Manager and Staff, Code Enforcement/Neighborhood Development, City 
Clerk and Staff, and CMPD.Sorry I can’t narrow down more but the wide range of records I am aware of can not 
be confined to a small list of personnel. If you have suggestions that will help you, I am willing to have your 
suggestions:All emails sent to me, including the attachments, which the City of Charlotte or any representative 
of the City sent to me to fulfill public records requests. This is critical to obtain first. They would have been sent 
from a City Employee to me at “KJartfun@hotmail.com” (not case sensitive)All litigation holds referencing me in 
any way. Technically, these should be included within request #6. If possible to separate, I would appreciate 
that—even if they are again included as redundant within records requested in #6. There would be no need to 
remove them from that batch and I would take care of noting they are redundant. I believe all litigation holds 
should have been initiated in the legal department(s).All litigation holds for the City of Charlotte [again, feel free 
to combine #2 and #3 if more convenient and no delay would be caused. If #3 is more time consuming, please 
send #2 first and when #3 is ready, do not feel it necessary to remove the items in #2].  I believe all litigation holds 
should have been initiated in the legal department(s).A copy of the “litigation hold” tracking systemused by the 
legal department.All othercorrespondence (text, email, and other without limitation) to/from/and among City 
employees/representatives and any outside persons regarding above requests . By this I mean whether a City 
employee or representative was discussing my requests internally or with any outside person or agency.  It is not 
necessary to include any information previously sent, but again I feel it would be easier for you to leave in all 
information, regardless of whether it has been sent prior or not and am willing to accept that.All City 
correspondence referencing me  in any way, exclusive of above items [okay to combine these if you like and/or 
provide redundant records if this is easier]. By this I mean whether a City employee or representative was 
discussing me internally or with any outside person or agency. It is not necessary to include any information 
previously sent, but again I feel it would be easier for you to leave in all information, regardless of whether it has 
been sent prior or not and am willing to accept that.As part of #5/6 above, I want to emphasize that all other Legal Review Open City Attorney;#City Clerk;#Police;#Neighborhood No

3385 2/17/2020 8:36 4/20/2020 Eric Hilt News Channel 5

I would like information on claims against the City of Charlotte that have been settled and any judgements that 
have been made against the City of Charlotte. In particular, I would like the claimant's name, the amount of the 
settlement/judgement, when the settlement/judgement was made and a brief description of the incident that led 
to the settlement/judgement. The time frame for the request is anything from 2018-present. Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes



3384 2/14/2020 16:44 2/24/2020 Alexandria Butler
Has the City of Charlotte ever had a contract for portable toilet rentals and services? Can you please provide the 
bid tabulation and current contract rates or most recent contract if there isn't a current contract in place now? Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn General Services No

3383 2/14/2020 16:37 5/11/2020 Annie Ma Charlotte Observer

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting all invoices, credit card statements, checks and 
other spending related to the planning, marketing and execution of the City Council's visit to Paris and the events 
put on as part of the trip, including but not limited to panel discussions, and recruiting and networking meetings 
with companies Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services;#Finance Yes

3382 2/14/2020 16:32 2/17/2020 Corey King

Hello, Please provide the winning proposals for the Charlotte Water FY20-RFQ-05 FY21-23 On-call Miscellaneous 
Engineering Services RFQ, released on 11/19/19 and selection notification emailed on 1/21/2020. The proposals 
were submitted electronically during the procurement process. We are interested in the proposals for firms that 
offered water and sanitary sewer engineering services. Please contact me with any questions. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3381 2/14/2020 8:06 Sylwia Urbaniec 

I would like to request a spreadsheet containing the 2017-2019 data for all crimes occurring within the Charlotte 
Police Department’s jurisdiction. Specifically, I’m interested in the address/100-block address and/or 
latitude/longitude coordinates (along with the date of occurrence and crime type) for each individual crime within 
the given time period. I would also be interested in receiving any other available information for each individual 
crime provided (e.g. case number, time of occurrence, ZIP Code, premise/location type, etc.). I am hoping to 
collect information for all Part I Offenses as defined by the FBI’s UCR program, including criminal homicide; 
robbery; rape (revised definition); aggravated assault; burglary; larceny/theft; and motor vehicle theft. I would 
also be interested in any available data for Part II Offenses. If possible, I would like the data to be provided via 
email. Please contact me before processing this request to ensure proper format and to discuss any fees involved 
in providing the data. Thank you in advance for considering my request. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3380 2/13/2020 12:49 2/18/2020 Kevin Maroney

CLT Douglas Airport-
1. Concourse A renovation CM16-014 contract awarded to Turner Rodgers and Gaurented Max. Price( GMP)
2.Ticket lobby expansion contract awarded to  Holder Edison ford and Leeper and  the GMP.
3. Concourse A expansion Phase 2. awarded to JE Dunn and  Mick Mcfarland and GMP. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3379 2/13/2020 12:44 2/27/2020 Kevin Maroney

 The contract awarded to edifice general contractor, regarding CMPD Central RFQ 2017-283. Asking for the 
Contract and garuanteed max price.
 
 Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3378 2/13/2020 11:54 2/19/2020 Kayla Duncan

RE: 3625 City Park Drive 3625 City Park Drive 14313148 Please find this as a formal records request for the above 
listed property: - Provide copies of any Approved Site Plans, Variances, Ordinances, Special Permits, 
Conditional/Special Use Permits, Zoning Cases and Resolutions associated with property Closed Unfulfilled Referred Planning No

3377 2/13/2020 11:48 4/1/2020 April Martin First AM
Please provide copies of final approved site plans, approved variances, conditional/special use permits on file for 
(Gramercy Square) 3201 Windshire Lane (APN: 20309162). Fulfilled Closed Planning No

3376 2/13/2020 11:39 3/13/2020 Ion Meyn

I request a copy of any and all videos used to teach/train pre-service recruits of your police department that relate 
to Defensive Tactics or Arrest Tactics, but I limit the request to only those videos that relate to: Use of force. 
Before complying with this request, please provide me with an estimate of the costs of such a disclosure, the 
video format used by the Department, and the proposed manner of duplication (a flash drive is preferred). If you 
conclude that you are not required to produce a copy of the requested records to me, please provide a detailed 
explanation, including the statutory basis, for such a decision. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3375 2/13/2020 11:31 2/18/2020 Scott Barbour

I would like a list of the engineering firms doing design work for the City for the Charlotte-Douglas Airport 
including terminal, parking, runways and taxiways. This should include those firms doing either new construction 
design or renovation design. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3374 2/13/2020 11:24 2/14/2020 Kristin Beamer 
Request for all Charlotte Water submissions for proposal: FY20-RFQ-05 FY21-23 On-call Miscellaneous Engineering 
Services Fulfilled Closed Water Yes

3373 2/12/2020 13:08 Nathan Morabito WCNC

Good Afternoon, Can you please provide me with an electronic breakdown of paid administrative leave 
information from 1/1/2014 through 2/12/2020 with the below fields. I realize these data may be stored 
electronically in databases that include both public and non-public information about employees, such as social 
security numbers, etc. Fields that I know I want and believe to be public information include: 1. Employee Name 
2. Title 3. Agency 4. Department 5. Administrative Leave Start Date 6. Administrative Leave End Date 7. Total 
Salary Collected While on Administrative Leave. 8. Hired Date 9. Terminated Date If possible, please export these 
data to a format readable by a standard spreadsheet program such as Excel. If you need anything else from me in 
order to begin processing this request, please don’t hesitate to call or email. Thank You In Advance, Nate Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources Yes

3372 2/12/2020 12:52 2/12/2020 Melissa Martin 
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] CMPD officers told us the city HR put out a general note to all city 
workers about safety against the flu and coronavirus. Can you please send us a copy of that note? Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3371 2/12/2020 12:29 2/18/2020 Alan Hubbs 
All information that can be legally provided about Lieutenant Brian hofert. Including promotions demotions 
disciplinary actions suspensions write-ups weather substantiated or unsubstantiated. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3370 2/11/2020 16:12 2/18/2020 Kerry Conrad

Please provide the following from the file of Antonio Robinson: Employment dates, performance evaluations, 
training, certifications, commendations/awards, disciplinary actions, positions held, salary, reason for leaving. It is 
my understanding the he was a Utilities Tech II for Charlotte Water. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3368 2/11/2020 15:04 5/22/2020 David Hodges
Electronic copies of all E-Builder internal notes, memos or any other documentation related toPO number 
18018998. Copies of all invoices related to PO number 18018998. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3367 2/11/2020 14:31 3/9/2020 David Hodges

Please provide me with electronic copies of the following. - Technology Management Advisory Team charter. - All 
Technology Project Evaluation Team and/or Technology Management Advisory Team meeting minutes and 
agendas from January 1, 2018 through February 11, 2020. Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology Yes

3366 2/11/2020 14:17 2/11/2020 Chris Jackson Farmers Enviromental Group

Farmer Environmental Group is performing an Environmental Site Assessment of the following property: Panera 
Bread 3625 City Park Drive Charlotte, Mecklenburg County, North Carolina 28217 Your assistance is requested in 
order to obtain pertinent information for the property we are assessing. Such information may consist of 
emergency responses to fires or hazardous material spills, code violations, storage/use of petroleum products 
and/or hazardous materials, ongoing compliance or enforcement actions, or information indicative of 
environmental concern. We appreciate your assistance with this matter and please contact me with any questions. Fulfilled Closed Fire No

3365 2/10/2020 16:45 3/12/2020 Morabito Nathan WCNC An electronic copy of the city's check register data from January 1, 2020 through February 10, 2020. Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes

3364 2/10/2020 16:40 2/27/2020 Rebecca Dobbs United States Department of Agriculture 

I am seeking certain water withdrawal data for a Forest Service research project so that we can account for 
transfers of water between watersheds. Specifically, annual (ideally, 1986-2015) volumes of raw water pumped 
from Mountain Island Lake and Lake Norman to the Vest and Franklin treatment plants (do NOT need volume to 
Dukes plant). Many thanks. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3363 2/10/2020 16:34 2/18/2020 Nick Christoffersen JE Dunn Construction
I would like to request a copy of the Bid Packages that were available for bid to the subcontract community for the 
Concourse A Expansion Phase 1 Project TM15-008 by Turner-Rodgers. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



3362 2/10/2020 16:31 2/17/2020 John Simpson

I would like to get a copy of a car accident report from 12-25-86 which occurred at the intersection of Murrayhill 
Rd. and E. Woodlawn Rd. The accident took place around 11:17 PM. It involved a 1985 Honda Accord, driven by 
Eaton Reid. I'd like to get a copy of both the EMT and CMPD reports. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3361 2/10/2020 16:26 2/17/2020 Luis Ramos-Santiago 
Interested in a copy of the quantitative results (graphs and numerical results table) of the 2018 and/or more 
recent customer satisfaction survey of user of LYNX light-rail line. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3360 2/7/2020 16:44 O.W. Kenobi

All emails and phone calls between City of Charlotte HR Director Shelia Simpson and Charlotte Firefighter Union 
members including, Tom Brewer, Shane Nantz, Tim Bell and Marty Puckett. As well, any email sent to members 
with the email address @cffa660.org Submitted to Departments Open Human Resources No

3359 2/7/2020 16:38 3/31/2020 Alex Hilliard Hilliard Martinez Gonzales LLP

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I request from the Charlotte Aviation Department 
electronic copies of all of Aviation Director Brent Cagle and Director of Operations Lexie Farmer’s emails; text 
messages from a government mobile device to include any smartphone or tablet; calendar entries; and written 
correspondence sent as part of official work duties; related to the death of Kendrick Hudson on Aug. 11, 2019 at 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport and generated between Aug. 11, 2019 and Jan. 29, 2020. To narrow this 
request and reduce its complexity, please initially limit your search to materials containing at least one of the 
following terms: Kendrick, Hudson, Piedmont, E Concourse, Crump, Hilliard, Donielle, Prophete, CWA, union, 
Death Valley, lighting, safety, hazard, dangerous, dark, ramp, lighting study, North Carolina Department of Labor, 
NCDL, labor, lawsuit, litigation, investigation, probe, media, injured, injury, press conference, death and died. If 
there are materials obviously relating to the death of Kendrick Hudson not containing the aforementioned terms, 
please also include them. I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested 
information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of the death of 
Kendrick Hudson at Charlotte Douglas International Airport and working conditions at same. This information is 
not being sought for commercial purposes. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as 
promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact 
me immediately with information about when I might expect copies of the requested records. If you deny any or 
all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and 
notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my request. Alex Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3357 2/7/2020 16:30 2/12/2020 William Burns Spin
I am writing to request the number of scooter rides provided by Bird and Lime per month from April 2019 through 
December 2019. The record can be emailed to me. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

3358 2/6/2020 16:34 2/6/2020 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal Requesting a breakdown of what Sustain Charlotte is requesting from City Council in its $50 million request. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3355 2/6/2020 15:52 2/11/2020 Billy Cruz NC Signs
Hello, I would like to get a copy of award of RFP 2015-000-988 Vehicle and Equipment Graphics Manufacturing, 
Application Removal, Inventory Management and Related Services Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3354 2/6/2020 15:47 2/11/2020 RICQUAEL  JAMES Liberty Mutual

Hello, I am trying to get the video footage from a CATS bus that was involved in an automobile accident with our 
policy holder at Liberty Mutual. The date of loss was 1/12/20 and happened around 5:30pm. The loss occurred on 
Randolph Rd. The driver of your bus was Terry Howard and our insured is Haydn Jones. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3353 2/6/2020 15:42 Tyler Dell Transit Data Support

I am submitting a request for all purchasing records of bus parts from September 1, 2019 to the present. The 
request is limited to readily available records without physically copying, scanning, or printing paper documents. 
Any editable electronic format is acceptable, especially Excel or CSV. The specific information requested from 
your record keeping system is: 1) Purchase date 2) A brief description of the product purchased, including 
manufacturer's part # if available 3) Quantity of the product purchased 4) Price of the product purchased 5) 
Vendor name Please email the information to me at the following address:tyler@transitdatasupport.com Thank 
you! Pending Fulfillment Open CATS No

3352 2/6/2020 15:28 2/20/2020 Kevin Horne I am requesting a signal plan for the intersection of Old Dowd Rd and Wilkinson Blvd Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

3351 2/6/2020 15:22 2/13/2020 Refugio Maza HMG Law Firm

I am requesting an electronic copy of the airport's lighting study that was commissioned in 2019 by the City of 
Charlotte and that was sent to the city sometime in 2020. Please include all recommendations and findings. 
Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3350 2/6/2020 8:01 2/19/2020 Harishwar  Pasupu AUP Assest Recovery

Dear Sir or Madam, Pursuant to the state statutes regarding public information, I am inquiring to whether you can 
provide the following information: 1. A copy of any existing records showing information regarding depositor 
names, amounts and dates for all unrefunded cash escrows, cash deposits, performance or construction bonds 
which have been deposited with your municipality that have not been returned or refunded. 2. A copy of any 
records showing the (i) payee or vendor names, (ii) check issue dates, (iii) check number, and (iv) dollar amounts 
of every uncashed /stale-dated vendor check that has aged more than (6) months from the date of this letter in 
an amount equal to or greater than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00). 3. Financial spreadsheet, ledger, or any 
other accounting record of property tax overpayments, or claimed/unredeemed tax lien certificates which have 
been refundable for more than (6) months from the date of this letter showing the (i) payee names (ii) check issue 
dates, (iii) check numbers, and (iv) dollar amounts over $1,000.00. For all three requests, please include any 
necessary claim forms, affidavits and instructions required for the reissuance of the outstanding/state dated 
checks or refunds. Please only include items that are still eligible for release as of today and have not been 
escheated to the state unclaimed property department. It would be great if you could also let me know how often 
all the 3 reports are updated and available on request. Thank you in advance for your assistance with this request. 
Best Regards, Harishwar Pasupu Analyst, Abandoned and Unclaimed Property Ryan 150 South Fifth Street Suite 
2500 Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 972.934.0022 Ext. 51-1302 Email:aupassetrecovery@ryan.com Fulfilled Closed Finance No

3349 2/6/2020 7:58 2/18/2020 Maureen Riordan

I am looking for the building drawings for project number 391408, permit number B3463678. I know when 
submitting for a permit you have to submit building drawings, and, if they are available to the public I would like 
to see them. Thank you! Closed Unfulfilled Referred General Services No

3348 2/5/2020 16:44 2/5/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer
Please provide the invitation sent to City elected officials for the NC Opportunity Now Summit on Friday, Feb. 7. 
2020. *Assign to Communications & Marketing Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3347 2/4/2020 15:33 2/6/2020 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting digital copies of all Statements of Economic Interest 
forms filed from January 2017 to present for: Vi Lyles, Julie Eiselt, Braxton Winston, James Mitchell, Dimple 
Ajmera, Larken Egleston, Matt Newton, Tariq Bokhari and Ed Driggs. The law requires that you respond to and 
fulfill this request “as promptly as possible.” Please let me know if I need to clarify this request. If you deny any or 
all of this request, please cite each specific exemption. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

3346 2/4/2020 15:26 2/7/2020 Anna Roman GM Law Firm
Please provide our office with a copy of a CATS bus that was involved in an accident on 12.20.2019. The bus 
number is 2901. Please contact me at: (704) 248-0692 Thank you, Anna Roman Paralegal Grandy & Martin, P.A. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3345 2/4/2020 15:22 2/7/2020 Adam Younce Progressive

We, Progressive Premier Insurance Company of IL, are the insured for one of the passengers of a city bus involved 
in a loss on 6/29/2019. We are requesting a copy of the video footage from the bus cameras for this loss for our 
investigation. The bus number involved in this loss is 2132. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No



3440 2/4/2020 15:17 2/6/2020 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group

We would like to submit a Public Records Request for all Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period January 
1 – January 31, 2020. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection Notes" and "Parcel IDs".
Would like both the Nuisance Cases as well as the Housing Code Cases for all property zoning types.
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out.
 
Additional Clarification:

Can we modify this export to include the following fields/columns:
 
We would like to submit a Public Records Request for all Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period January 
1 – January 30, 2020. Would like both the Nuisance Cases as well as the Housing Code Cases for all property 
zoning types. If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out. The export needs 
to include the following columns/fields:
 
Created On
Case Type
Case Origin
Case Status
Case Number
Parcel ID
Full Street Address
LandUseCode
City
Postal Code
Inspection Notes
Date Case Closed
Conclusion
Violation Description Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3344 2/4/2020 15:09 2/11/2020 Emily Kuhn
Looking to obtain all subcontractor information from the permits pulled at The Mezzanine at Freedom. 2635 
Freedom Dr, Charlotte, NC 28208 Closed Unfulfilled Referred General Services No

3343 2/4/2020 15:02 2/11/2020 leroy dean 
I will like to know who receives the event permit for Cordelia Park for Neighborhood Reunion for the past five 
years. I would like to contact organizers before the next event. Closed Unfulfilled Referred Transportation No

3342 2/4/2020 10:52 4/1/2020 Michael Marsich 
I am conducting a property condition assessment on 1000 Pressley Road Parcel # 14527101. There are two 
buildings on the parcel. Are there any open building code or zoning code violations on file? Closed Unfulfilled Referred Planning No

3341 2/3/2020 15:09 Alexandra  Choate 

I would greatly appreciate any assistance you could offer in directing me to a list of past events held in the city 
that were labeled "extraordinary" and thus fell under the Extraordinary Events Ordinance. I found that there were 
41 such events in Charlotte between 2012 and 2017, but I am having difficulty in identifying them. Assigned to Individuals Open City Attorney No

3340 2/3/2020 14:28 4/13/2020 Alex Shabad WCNC

Good morning, It’s Alex Shabad with NBC Charlotte. I wanted to make a public records request for the operations 
log and any other public records between January 21st and present day (February 3, 2020) for the two Airbus 
A321 airplanes connected to American Airlines flight AA409, which were scheduled to leave Charlotte for San 
Diego on January 26th, 2020. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3339 2/3/2020 14:25 2/6/2020 Diona Hollomon Geico
Bus video Footage for automobile accident Date of accident: January 20, 2020. Bus driven by David Darnell Harris 
Accident Location: Freedom Drive, Charlotte, NC Police report number for reference: 20200120121900 Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3338 2/3/2020 14:20 2/11/2020 Jarvis Simpson 
I would like a copy of all winning proposals awarded for: City Fleet Towing Services Citywide Towing Services 
(Division Wrecker) Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3337 2/3/2020 11:28 3/5/2020 Sal Leone

I like any report including police report for a subject named either, Stephen Trail or Katrina Milburn for 2014. I 
think one case number is 2014-1105. I also like the address 911 call cad for 14232 Misty Brook Ln, Charlotte, NC 
for 2014 Thanks SAL LEONE Fulfilled Closed Police No

3336 2/3/2020 9:25 3/4/2020 Joseph Cox VICE

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department

North Carolina Public Records Law Office
600 East 4th Street
Charlotte, NC 28202
January 20, 2020
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
### Background ###
Clearview AI is a company that provides facial recognition products to law enforcement. A widely circulated 
media report on the company can be found here: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/18/technology/clearview-
privacy-facial-recognition.html
### Request ###
I hereby request the following records:
- All invoices, purchases orders, contracts, loan agreements, procurement documents (but not limited to 
solicitation documents or notices of proposed contracts, proposed bids, unsolicited proposals, and/or documents 
justifying contracting without full and open competition), relating to purchases of products from Clearview AI.
- All email correspondence with Clearview AI from 1st January 2019 to the present.
- All marketing material related to Grayshift from 1st January 2019 to the present.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a journalist writing for 
Motherboard, VICE's science and technology site, and that this request is being made as part of news gathering.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response 
to this request within 10 business days.
Sincerely, Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing;#Police Yes



3335 1/31/2020 16:36 3/24/2020 Kelly Houghton


Hello Ms Knight @ City of Charlotte, 
 
 Thank you for your speedy reply. I didnt know which specifics to include initially. I dont believe Mr Freeman was 
a town/county/state employee.
I am looking to establish a history with this person's behavior. Complaints to public safety or other town 
departments that were (possibly) targeting another individual. Im not seeking any personal information or 
anything like that, unless he was fired for a behavioral problem or issue. 
Has he called the public offices numerous times over minor matters that could have been handled in another 
fashion? Parking? Building? Code violations? Other forms of neighbor harassment and menacing? 
 
Please feel free to contact me with any other questions and thank you for your time.
 
Thank you, 
 
Kelly Houghton 
_______________________________________________________________________________
I am seeking any and all complaints(calls, emails, any other form of communication) made by, against or including 
the name of, Marcus D Freeman formerly of Charlotte, NC. Please feel free to contact me if further information is 
needed. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Police;#Fire;#CATS;#Com     No

3334 1/31/2020 11:37 Chris Leis 
I would like to see the Return on Investment (ROI) analysis that was done for the $110 million given to bring 
Major League Soccer to Charlotte. Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development No

3333 1/31/2020 11:30 James Glenn 

My name is Jim Glenn, and I am a graduate student at Michigan State University. I am working on compiling a 
dataset of animal bites (primarily dogs). My advisor is working with other academics to identify demographic and 
urban environmental variables associated with the prevalence of dog bites. They have published this analysis for 
Detroit and want to see if the same correlates hold for other cities. Do you know if the Charlotte Animal Care and 
Control tracks this data, and who is responsible for the record keeping? We have a good blend of cities, but I 
know my advisor specifically is interested in trying to ensure Charlotte is included. The variables we are using for 
analysis are: 1. date of the incident 2. the addresses of the animal bites (including zip code), 3. the type of animal 
(including specific dog breed), 4. if the animal has been spayed or neutered, 5. the severity of the bite, including if 
hospitalization was required. We are flexible on the date range, but if you have data going back to 2000, that 
would be very helpful. I will happily take other variables if Charlotte has already collected them, but these five 
variables are the primary focus of the research for now. Do you have this data available? I can be reached at 859-
391-9764 or via email atglennja2@msu.edu. Respectfully, Jim Glenn Jim Glenn Ph.D. Student Planning, Design, 
and Construction Michigan State University 859-391-9764glennja2@msu.edu Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3369 1/31/2020 11:30 2/10/2020 Greg Lacour Charlotte Magazine Scan of the 1995 Comprehensive Plan, created in 1975 Fulfilled Closed Planning Yes
3332 1/31/2020 11:12 2/3/2020 gregory  faulcon Please send all winning proposals for HAULING SERVICES RFP # FY20-RFP-09 Fulfilled Closed Water No

3331 1/31/2020 10:53 2/5/2020 Evelyn  Hawkins 

I am seeking information on the below bid submissions and the DBE subcontractors listed in those bids. 
Information Requested 1) Record of DBE subcontractors listed in the submitted bid 2) List of DBE subcontractors 
chosen or not chosen 3) Payment Utilization Reports proving actual use of the qualifying DBE Contracts 1) City of 
Charlotte Specialized Roadway Construction Services FY20C 2) City of Charlotte Specialized Roadway Construction 
Services FY20D 3) City of Charlotte Storm Water Repair & Improvement FY20F 4) City of Charlotte Storm Water 
Repair & Improvement FY20G 5) Charlotte Water Upper Taggart Creek Outfall Replacement Bidders 1) Blythe 
Development 2) Crowder Construction 3) Onsite Construction 4) Sealand Contractors 5) United of Carolinas 6) 
Park Construction 7) United Construction Company, Inc. Closed Unfulfilled Referred General Services No

3330 1/31/2020 10:22 1/31/2020 Mark Garrison

Requesting all e-mails and text messages sent by city staff regarding the 1/28/20 media briefing that was 
embargoed. This request also includes any memos between staff over the scope of the meeting and list of media 
outlets invited. In addition, requesting all documents that were given to reporter in attendance. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3329 1/31/2020 10:11 1/31/2020 David Boraks
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the agenda from the 2020 City Council strategy session in 
Durham, NC. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3328 1/31/2020 10:03 Michael Graff 

I'm requesting any and all external and internal correspondence, including texts and emails, sent to or from the 
mayor, city manager, or city council members regarding the Mezzanine at Freedom development on Freedom 
Drive, from January 1, 2017 to present. Thank you for your help, Michael. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

3327 1/31/2020 8:05 6/5/2020 Katie Peralta Hi- I'm requesting all RFQs for the Gateway District project. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing;#Economic DeveloYes

3326 1/31/2020 7:58 2/5/2020 Evelyn Hawkins 

Request names ofDBE subcontractors who submitted quotes for hauling services to contractors who bid on City of 
Charlotte construction contracts. Seeking names of those subcontractors who were both awarded and not 
awarded for 2019-2020. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3325 1/30/2020 14:56 2/5/2020 Chris Donus Spur Consulting Please provide November and December rental car report Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3324 1/30/2020 10:07 Katherine  Peralta Charlotte Agenda

I'd like to see all records pertaining to the Innovation Barn project and its associated costs. Specifically, I'd like to 
see all written communication, from January 2019-present, between city officials (Marcus Jones, city council 
members like Dimple, Brent Kelly, Brandi Williams) and Envision Charlotte (Amy Ausseieker), as well as any 
documentation regarding its costs. Additionally, it would also be helpful to see the minutes of closed-door 
meetings regarding the project. Thank you! Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk;#Office of Constituent Services;#City M  Yes

3323 1/30/2020 9:56 Kelly Cahill ZRFM Law

All RFPs for body-worn cameras and/or digital evidence management systems from January 1, 2009 to the 
present. • All scoring sheets relating to bids received in response to RFPs for body-worn cameras and/or digital 
evidence management systems from January 1, 2009 to the present. • All contracts for body-worn cameras 
and/or digital evidence management systems from January 1, 2009 to the present. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3322 1/30/2020 8:57 1/31/2020 Morgan Fogarty
I'd like copies of all correspondence (texts, emails, documents, notes) between city employees that mentions, 
discusses, references or includes the 1/28 embargoed news briefing. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes



3321 1/29/2020 15:17 4/13/2020 Mike Spector Thomson Reuters

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I request from the Charlotte Aviation Department 
electronic copies of all of Aviation Director Brent Cagle’s emails; text messages from a government mobile device 
to include any smartphone or tablet; calendar entries; and written correspondence sent as part of official work 
duties; related to the death of Kendrick Hudson on Aug. 11, 2019 at Charlotte Douglas International Airport and 
generated between Aug. 11, 2019 and Jan. 29, 2020. To narrow this request and reduce its complexity, please 
initially limit your search to materials containing at least one of the following terms: Kendrick, Hudson, Piedmont, 
E Concourse, Crump, Hilliard, Donielle, Prophete, CWA, union, Death Valley, lighting, safety, hazard, dangerous, 
dark, ramp, lighting study, North Carolina Department of Labor, NCDL, labor, lawsuit, litigation, investigation, 
probe, media, injured, injury, press conference, death and died. If there are materials obviously relating to the 
death of Kendrick Hudson not containing the aforementioned terms, please also include them. I would also like to 
request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and will 
contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of the death of Kendrick Hudson at Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport and working conditions at same. This information is not being sought for commercial 
purposes. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a 
significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me immediately with information 
about when I might expect copies of the requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each 
specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures 
available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my request. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3320 1/29/2020 14:27 1/30/2020 Caroline Hicks 

Hello, my name is Caroline Hicks and I am a news reporter with WBTV News in Charlotte. I would like to request 
the lighting study that the Aviation Department of Charlotte Douglas International Airport hired a consultant to 
conduct. I am referring to the study which was expanded to include the area where Kendrick Hudson died on the 
job. I would also like to request any drafts, notes or communications related to the study in the airport’s 
possession. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3319 1/29/2020 10:34 Jon Schuppe NBC

Copies of all documents, including applications and supporting attachments, pertaining to the city of Charlotte's 
request and receipt of a grant from the U.S. Bureau of Justice Assistance entitled “BJA FY18 National Sexual 
Assault Kit Initiative” (Award # 2018-AX-BX-0011) Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

3318 1/29/2020 9:58 1/29/2020 Kimberly Fritz 

Kimberly Fritz • The Fall Line/Exactly Right Media 4142 Brockett Creek Drive Tucker, GA 30084 01/27/2020 
Greetings, Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect 
or obtain copies of all records, including coroner’s reports and autopsies, that relate to the unsolved murder of 
Franklin Freeman, who went by the Drag monikor Aretha “ReRe” Scott. The victim was found shot to death on 
June 2, 2002 at 10:30PM at the corner of Church and Liddel Street. I am a researcher of The Fall Line podcast of 
Exactly Right Media, an investigative project that raises awareness of the cold cases of people who’ve historically 
been marginalized. We are working with or have worked with a variety of law enforcement agencies, including 
APD, Dekalb Medical Examiner, and the GBI, to bring attention to cold cases—especially those of people who 
experience marginalization. We deal with a wide variety of cold cases, and focus particularly on Does and missing 
persons—thus, trying to gather as much information as possible so as to aid in potential matches. Our goal is to 
make our audience (5 million and counting) aware of these cases and to boost public interest in cold cases, with 
the hopes of providing law enforcement with new tips and/or information in cases. We do ask that, at the least, 
we are provided with an incident report. The more information we can gain, the more time we can devote to this 
case. Various LE officials will vouch for our responsible coverage and attention to accurate presentation, and 
these testimonials can be arranged upon request. If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, 
please inform me if the cost will exceed $100. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as 
promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact 
me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. If you deny 
any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the 
information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my 
request, and for your time! Sincerely, Kimberly Fritz 717-405-2929reasearch.falllinepod@gmail.com Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3317 1/29/2020 9:40 5/14/2020 Mike Stolp WSOC TV

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation. I request that digital copies of the following documents be 
provided to me: - All documents related to the liability claim paid by the City which has claim number 
GCCDA124215. In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a 
representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and 
not for a commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Mike Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes

3316 1/29/2020 9:35 2/14/2020 Donna Ramos Assault record request for Donna Ramos Salmeron, Date of incident 1/26/2020. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3315 1/29/2020 9:30 2/3/2020 Brian Mahan 
Any fire department records for responses to environmental incidents such as fires, hazardous materials, or 
petroleum spills at the property located at 425 E. Arrowhead Drive in Charlotte. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Fire No

3314 1/28/2020 16:14 2/11/2020 Scott Stiff 

I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records for all parking-related violations 
(citations, tickets, etc.) issued by the City of Charlotte, NC. Specifically, I would like all parking-related violations 
for the following years (where applicable): 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019. Information regarding each 
parking-related violation that would be sufficient for my request includes: -- date parking violation was issued -- 
parking violation reason -- parking violation fine amount -- parking violation payment status (e.g., paid or unpaid) 
-- date parking violation was paid -- parking violation payment method (e.g., in-person, online, mailed-in, pay-by-
phone) -- parking violation issuer (e.g., police department, parking authority) The preferred method of delivery 
would be electronically as a CSV or Excel file. Fulfilled Closed Police;#Transportation No

3313 1/28/2020 16:11 1/28/2020 Brandon Bain Progressive

Requesting a copy of the city bus footage from an accident on 11/20/2019 occurring around 8 am on I77 between 
W.T. Harris Blvd and Sunset Rd. The bus was driven by Tiana Adams. That license plate for the bus is 52565V and 
the last six of the VIN is 112191. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3312 1/28/2020 16:07 David hodges
Please provide me with accident reports for all "train" accidents at the intersection near South Blvd and Old 
Pineville Rd between January 1, 2019 and January 28, 2020. Pending Fulfillment Open CATS Yes

3311 1/28/2020 15:18 1/28/2020 Hunter Sáenz WCNC

Requesting the rezoning application for Eastland site for MLS headquarters and other developments. I am 
requesting any and all documents, including potential development plans, that are a part of the rezoning 
application for the space. Fulfilled Closed Planning Yes

3309 1/27/2020 15:49 1/27/2020 Janice Woodberry 

We are interested in receiving the 2 video recordings of an accident that took place between our client and a CATs 
transportation bus on 9/13/2019 around 11:44 a.m. near or about S. Tryon Street and Stonewall St. The driver of 
the bus was Marcus Devode Miller and our client is Fredrick Brown. We would like to obtain a copy of the video 
inside the bus and outside of the bus. If you need more information please contact a the number above. Thank 
you. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No



3308 1/27/2020 12:16 2/19/2020 Harold Brauer recovery asset network

I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of the original check. Please forward the list to my attention atfoia@recoveryassetnetwork.com Fulfilled Closed Finance No

3307 1/27/2020 12:03 1/28/2020 Kelly Jefferis 
Hi - I would like to get electronic copies of the winning proposals for the Charlotte Water RFQ FY20-RFQ-05 FY21-
23 On-call Miscellaneous Engineering Services. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3305 1/27/2020 8:27 1/29/2020 John Andoh 
I would like a copy of theTransit Management Services Request For PRoposals from July 30, 2018 and a copy of 
theRATP Dev and City of Charlotte Contract approved by City Council on 2-11-2019. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3304 1/24/2020 16:39 2/4/2020 Joe Bruno 
I would like to know how much money has been spent in the Aging in Place program and how much money is left 
in the pot. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office Yes

3303 1/24/2020 16:35 Brittney  Johnson WSOC
I'm requesting an excel spreadsheet with the towing calls that come into to the city for reports/trespassing calls 
with the date/time/address/complaint number and location of each call from 1/1/2018-1/23/2020. Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

3302 1/24/2020 14:29 2/7/2020 Tracy Russ 

I request copies of documents and relevant attachments detailing proposals for each of the seven following 
proposals listed below received by the City of Charlotte in response to the joint Request for Proposals (RFP) 
issued by the city and LISC to aid in the production of affordable housing units on April 26, 2019. These proposals 
include: 1. 7th Street Apartments, $1,500,000 2. Abbington On Mt. Holly, $2,000,000 3. Evoke Living at Westerly 
Hills, $2,000,000 4. Heritage Park Apartments, $600,000 5. North Tryon Homes, $2,000,000 6. South Village 
Apartments at Scaleybark, $3,000,000 7. Wendover Walk Apartments, $1,700,000 These proposals were received 
seeking various types of gap-financing support including tax credits from the North Carolina Housing Finance 
Agency(NCHFA), HTF and city-owned land, allocations from the Charlotte Housing Opportunity Investment Fund, 
interest-free debt, and project-based vouchers. Thank you for your assistance with this request. Sincerely, Tracy 
Russ Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3301 1/24/2020 8:24 1/24/2020 Brandon Gott 

I would like to request a copy of the following submitted bids (electronic) for the following RFQ: FY20-RFQ-05 
FY21-23 On-call Miscellaneous Engineering Services RK&K McKim & Creed Kimley-Horn Merrick & Company WK 
Dickson Fulfilled Closed Water No

3300 1/24/2020 8:09 1/28/2020 Jen Blanck

Hello. I would like to see if you have police records on Larry Gene Bell (dob 10/30/49). More specifically I am 
looking for a copy of audio or video interviews that Charlotte police may have done with him. He was convicted 
of two murders in Lexington County, South Carolina and newspaper reports say he was interviewed by Charlotte 
Police on July 14, 1985 for 12 hours-- possibly by Lt. Larry Walker. This interview would have been in an attempt 
to get a confession or information about the disappearance/murder of Sandee Cornett, of Charlotte, NC.. If any 
audio or video tape of Bell exists and is considered public, I would like to pay for a copy please. Thank you for 
your assistance. - Jen Blanck Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

3298 1/23/2020 16:31 1/23/2020
I would like to request video for bus 1071 from 12/22/2019. A Charlotte bus was in an accident with an Enterprise 
rental vehicle. I represent Enterprise's liability company. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3297 1/23/2020 16:27 2/17/2020 Peter Randall 

Requesting all backflow inspections completed in the City of Charlotte in the year 2019. Please provide copies of 
reports in PDF and send via e-mail toPrandall10@yahoo.com. OR a spreadsheet with the following backflow 
information; property name, address, serial number, hazard (ie: irrigation, domestic, etc), location of device, and 
due date. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

3296 1/23/2020 13:46 1/24/2020 Emily Kuhn 

Looking to obtain all subcontractors on the permit forLooking to obtain all subcontractors on the permit for The 
Mezzanine at Freedom Apartments located at 2635 Freedom Dr, Charlotte, NC 28208.  Apartments located at 
2635 Freedom Dr, Charlotte, NC 28208. Closed Unfulfilled Referred General Services No

3295 1/23/2020 13:41 2/3/2020 Tim Hiltbrunner 

Pursuant to Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes, I hereby make the following public documents 
request to the Charlotte Douglas International Airport, concerning these two airport projects: (1) RFQ #2018-03-
001 - Charlotte Douglas International Airport - Runway 18C End-Around Taxiway (2) RFQ #2018-04-002 - 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport - Deicing Pad & South Cross-Field Taxiway. More specifically, I respectfully 
request the following documents for both projects be provided: - Copies of all of the Statements of Qualifications 
that were submitted in response to the Requests for Proposal for both projects. Under Chapter 132 of the North 
Carolina General Statutes, you have a duty to provide this information as promptly as possible. Please advise me 
immediately as to any necessary costs of reproduction or when and where we may view the documents in 
person, and how we may address copying. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3294 1/23/2020 13:29 1/23/2020 Brandon Gott

I would like to request a copy of the following submitted bids (electronic) for the following RFQ: FY20-RFQ-05 
FY21-23 On-call Miscellaneous Engineering Services • AME Consulting Engineers, PC • Black & Veatch 
International Company • Brown & Caldwell, Inc. • CDM Smith, Inc • Gavel & Dorn Engineering, PLLC • Hazen & 
Sawyer, DPC • HDR Engineering, Inc. of the Carolinas • Highfill Infrastructure Engineering, P.C. • Jacobs 
Engineering Group, Inc. • Mechanical Contractors Inc. • Stantec Consulting Services, Inc. • Sturgill Engineering, PA 
If there is anything else you need, please let me know. Thanks Fulfilled Closed Water No

3293 1/23/2020 13:22 1/30/2020 Nathan Morabito 
Electronic copy of the airport's lighting study commissioned in 2019 and received in January 2020, along with the 
consultant's evaluation and its recommendation/ Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3292 1/23/2020 13:01 Hayleigh Shields 

I am writing to request a record of all responses to calls for service (dispatch responses) from the Charlotte police 
department for the years 2005 to the present, or as many years as are available. Specifically, I am requesting the 
following information: Data Observation (Rows): Call for service responses Time Frame: 1/1/2005-Present Data 
Fields: Dispatch code, Call Description, Priority Level of Call, Call Disposition, Address (with Street, City, Zip), 
Geographic Coordinates, Police Division, Police Beat, Time of Call, Date of Call I am requesting these records in 
digital format as csv or excel files transferred via email or some other internet platform transfer, rather than as 
DVD discs. Please let me know if there is any way that I can help to clarify or complete the request. I understand 
that completing this request may require payment to cover administrative or operational costs. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3291 1/23/2020 12:37 Nathan Morabito 

Electronic copies of additional information supplied by HNTB to CATS related to last year’s overcharging audit 
findings on the BLE project.Electronic copies of additional information supplied by HNTB to CATS related to last 
year’s overcharging audit findings on the BLE project. Submitted to Departments Open CATS Yes

3290 1/22/2020 16:26 1/27/2020 Ronald Shoultz
For the fiscal years (by year) 2013-2019 the administration fees collected by the Charlotte Area Transportation 
System (CATS) for the Section 5310 Enhanced Mobility for Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities Program. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3289 1/22/2020 15:13 1/29/2020 Brandon Miller 

My home has a copper wire running through the sewage pipe in our backyard. I am requesting any information on 
permits or service requests made at the address for the past 7 years so that I can figure out who ran that copper 
wire through our pipe. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

3288 1/22/2020 15:09 1/22/2020 John McLaughlin 

Now that a selection has been made, I am requesting to be able to access/review and/or copy each of the 
statements of qualification submitted for the Charlotte Water Request for Qualifications FY20-RFQ-05 FY21-23 
On-call Miscellaneous Engineering Services Fulfilled Closed Water No

3287 1/22/2020 15:05 3/4/2020 Marty Puckett 
Resignations from the Charlotte Fire Department starting April 15, 2019 until date of production. Please include 
name, hire date, and resignation date. Fulfilled Closed Fire No



3286 1/22/2020 15:02 Edwin H Harris Jr 

A land grading operation is on-going on undeveloped land where Jepson Court ends. It starts immediately 
adjacent to my address/home/lot at 6506 Jepson Court. What type of residences are scheduled to be constructed 
on that property? The roads in the area have been damaged by the contractor's heavy equipment. Will the 
contractor be required to pay for necessary repairs? Thanks. Assigned to Individuals Open Planning No

3285 1/22/2020 14:58 1/22/2020 Amanda Zhou 
[Assign to Communications & Marketing] Requesting the slides presented at the 1/22/20 safe communities 
meeting. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3284 1/22/2020 14:54 Brendon Davidson I was in an accident and I've misplaced my papers. Submitted to Departments Open Police No
3283 1/22/2020 14:50 O. W. Kenobi All emails, texts, and photos on the City owned phone for Battalion Chief Shane Nantz. Partial Fulfillment Open Fire No

3282 1/22/2020 14:45 6/22/2020 Nate Morabito

Can you please provide electronic copies of emails sent to and/or received by Mayor Vi Lyles since January 1, 2019 
through October 21, 2019 containing the word “murder” “murders” “kill” “killers” “killed” “homicide” and/or 
“homicides”? [Request originally received 10/21/19 via email] Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3281 1/21/2020 16:14

Requesting records listed in request 3255: Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting digital 
copies of all communications — including emails, text messages and voicemails — sent to or sent by Tracy Dodson 
from August 2019 to present that contain the following keywords: soccer, Major League Soccer/MLS, Tepper, 
Eastland, stadium and Panthers. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request “as promptly as 
possible.” Please let me know if I need to clarify this request. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite 
each specific exemption Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development Yes

3280 1/21/2020 16:04 1/27/2020 Nathan Morabito 

Requesting records listed in request 3213: Dear Records Custodian, Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I 
request the following data regarding every police dog bite incident from the calendar year 2014 to present. I 
request as much of the following information as is kept in a digital format and is readable by a program such as 
Microsoft Excel, such as a .xlsx or .csv file. I. For each police dog bite incident, please provide the following data: 
1. Any and all case numbers 2. The date that the dog bite incident occurred 3. The time the dog bite incident 
occurred 4. The beat number in which the dog bite incident took place 5. Type of location where the dog bite 
incident occurred II. Reasons for use of force: 1. Whether the Subject was an Active or Passive Resister 2. 
Whether the Subject committed assault, battery or deadly force 3. All specific actions of the Subject 4. All specific 
responses of the Involved Officer 5. Whether the Watch Commander / ADS recommended an investigation or 
determined actions were in compliance III. For each Subject in the dog bite incident, please provide the following 
data: 1. Gender 2. Race 3. Age / or year of birth 4. Whether the Subject was armed 5. Specify the type of weapon 
6. Whether the Subject was injured 7. Whether the Subject alleged injury 8. Whether the Subject was hospitalized 
9. Whether the Subject was arrested 10. What charges were placed IV. For each involved officer in the dog bite 
incident, please provide the following data: 1. Gender 2. Race 3. Age / or year of birth 4. Date of appointment 5. 
Unit of Assignment 6. Whether the officer was injured If not publicly available, I also request any department 
directives related to the use of the police canine unit. Because I, the requestor, am a journalist, and I seek the 
information in order to disseminate it to the public, and because the information regards the safety, welfare, and 
legal rights of the general public, the request meets the definition of “in the public interest.” This request is not for 
commercial benefit because this request is made by a member of the nonprofit news media whose principal 
purpose is to access and disseminate information regarding the general public’s interest, safety, welfare, and legal 
rights. To the extent you intend to assess any charges, please notify me to discuss first. If you deny any or all of 
this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify 
me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my request. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3279 1/21/2020 15:50 Nathan  Morabito 

Requesting records listed in request 3208: Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting digital 
copies of all emails, text messages and voicemails between and/or among Kelly Flannery, Marcus Jones, Vi Lyles, 
Julie Eiselt, Braxton Winston, James Mitchell, Dimple Ajmera, Larken Egleston, Malcolm Graham, Victoria 
Watlington, Reneé Johnson, Matt Newton, Tariq Bokhari, Edmund Driggs, Justin Harlow, LaWana Mayfield and 
Greg Phipps from August 2019 to present that contain the following keywords: Major League Soccer/MLS, 
Tepper, Garber, stadium, tourism, hospitality. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request “as 
promptly as possible.” Please let me know if I need to clarify this request. If you deny any or all of this request, 
please cite each specific exemption. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

3278 1/21/2020 15:39 6/5/2020 Nathan Morabito Requesting records listed in request 3205: RFQs that were submitted for the Gateway District project. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing;#Economic DeveloYes

3277 1/21/2020 15:27 2/11/2020 Ashad Hajela 

Under NC Public Records Law, The News & Observer is requesting a copy of the Charlotte Police Department 
police officer training manual and/or chapters that explain what levels of force police officers may use in what 
situations. I'd also like to know -- how CPD records and investigates use of force -- what constitutes and who 
decides on excessive use of force. -- use of force incidents in the last three years -- findings of excessive use of 
force in the last three year -- discipline or other actions taken after excessive use of force findings The law 
requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in 
responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or 
the ability to inspect the requested record Thank you, Ashad Hajela Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3276 1/21/2020 15:05 1/31/2020 James Inman 
I would like to request the pictures taken of the dog bite injuries to Tatyana Johnson on 7/26/2018. Reference #: 
A1123308. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3275 1/21/2020 14:44 1/30/2020 Tamara Nash

I am requesting documentation for records concerning 5100 Sharon Rd, Charlotte, NC 28210. I would like 
documentation of any fines, written or verbal warnings and citations of any type that pertain to improper 
disposal of grease, diapers or any other improper material that has been disposed in the sewer system. Possible 
Charlotte City departments that could have cited 5100 Sharon Road would be Charlotte Water as well as 
environmental agencies and health departments. I would like any recorded information pertaining to improper 
use of the sewer line. If there are any questions, I can be contacted atnashtc2017@gmail.com or (336) 543-4352. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3274 1/21/2020 14:10 Marty Puckett

Phone Records and Text messages per the COC Records Retention Policy: [phone #] [phone #] [phone #]
Clarification
Can you please provide more clarification on which City of Charlotte employees these phone numbers belong 
to?What period of time for these records are you looking for?
Answer
Reginald Johnson, Matthew Westover, Peter Skeris -September 16 2019 until date of production Submitted to Departments Open Fire No



3273 1/21/2020 11:18 Joshua Richardson Political Watchers


 
Hello Deputy Chief Voorhess
 
I had a few questions about over all 2019 data you might can assist me with. I have been reading over the year 
end report and some information that had been present in others year I could not find this cycle.
 
 
1. How many service calls were generated in 2019?
2. How many chronic offenders were arrested?
3. Was anyone or how many people arrested 5+ times in 2019?
4. Was there anyone arrested 10 or more times in 2019?
5. What is the amount of staffing for sworn employees and civilian employees? 
 Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

3272 1/21/2020 10:28 5/11/2020 Alison Kuznitz 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting digital copies of all travel and expense reports 
pertaining to all City of Charlotte elected officials and staff who traveled to Paris from Jan. 21-Jan. 25, 2019. This 
request includes travel and expense reports including, but not limited to, Vi Lyles, Marcus Jones, Tracy Dodson, 
Kay Cunningham, Fran West, and Tariq Bokhari. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request “as 
promptly as possible.” Please let me know if I need to clarify this request. If you deny any or all of this request, 
please cite each specific exemption. Fulfilled Closed Economic Development;#Office of Constituent Se   Yes

3271 1/21/2020 10:19 1/23/2020 Troy Luttman Below is the link to request the bus video for bus 554, from 11/7/2019. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3270 1/21/2020 10:16 1/22/2020 David Hodges
Requesting all 2020 Statements of Economic Interest forms that were submitted by the mayor and any council 
members as of January 20, 2020. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

3269 1/21/2020 10:12 1/21/2020 David Hodges
Requesting either (a) Councilman James Mitchell's 2019 Statement of Economic Interest form or (b) a response 
that indicates he has not yet filed it as of January 20, 2020. Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk Yes

3268 1/21/2020 9:49 2/6/2020 Andrea Morales 

Please provide via email if possible, copies of open violation cases and/or unpaid fines/penalties due on the 
property located at 9607 AVENTIDE LN, CHARLOTTE, NC 28215. The property appears to have a history of code 
violations and was posted with a notice dated 1/8/2020. Please provide means to pay-off any fees owed. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3267 1/21/2020 9:32 2/11/2020 Michael Darby

Morning Miss Knight,
 
Is it possible to get a list the of houses that were fire damaged from the year of January 1, 2016 - Dec 31, 2019? 
These list will not be sold, but used for research purposes. 
 
Thanks you!
Michael Darby Fulfilled Closed Fire No

3266 1/17/2020 16:41 1/29/2020 Alan Parent

Regarding solicitation FY17-ITBCon-09; Please provide Bid information submitted by all bidders for the below 
referenced forms. 1) CBI Form 3: This lists all S/LMBE’s utilized as well as majority subs 2) C433 List of 
Subcontractors Fulfilled Closed Water No

3265 1/17/2020 16:39 1/29/2020 Alan Parent

Regarding solicitation FY18-ITBCon04; Please provide Bid information submitted by all bidders for the below 
referenced forms. 1) CBI Form 3: This lists all S/LMBE’s utilized as well as majority subs 2) C433 List of 
Subcontractors Fulfilled Closed Water No

3264 1/17/2020 16:36 1/29/2020 Alan Parent 

Regarding solicitation FY18-ITBCon-08; Please provide Bid information submitted by all bidders for the below 
referenced forms. 1) CBI Form 3: This lists all S/LMBE’s utilized as well as majority subs 2) C433 List of 
Subcontractors Fulfilled Closed Water No

3263 1/17/2020 16:33 1/29/2020 Alan Parent 

Regarding solicitation FY19-ITBCon-16; Please provide Bid information submitted by all bidders for the below 
referenced forms. 1) CBI Form 3: This lists all S/LMBE’s utilized as well as majority subs 2) C433 List of 
Subcontractors Fulfilled Closed Water No

3262 1/17/2020 16:21 1/29/2020 Alan Parent 

Regarding solicitation FY20-ITBCon-06; Please provide Bid information submitted by Shook Construction for the 
below referenced forms. 1) CBI Form 3: This lists all S/LMBE’s utilized as well as majority subs 2) C433 List of 
Subcontractors Fulfilled Closed Water No

3261 1/17/2020 16:14 1/27/2020 Cindee BRason 

Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, I would like to request the following records: 1. A copy of the 
advertising concession monthly revenue reports, net receipts and gross receipts, received by Charlotte-Douglas 
International Airport from the current advertising concessionaire and any amendments, from and including 
January 1, 2019 through December 31, 2019. If such monthly review reports are unavailable, please provide the 
amount of fees, net and gross amounts, paid by your present concessionaire to the Airport from and including 
January 1, 2019 through December 31, 2019. If my request is too broad or does not reasonably describe the 
records, please contact me by email atccalegal@clearchannel.com andcindeebrason@clearchannel.com so that I 
may clarify my request and, when appropriate, inform me of the manner in which records are filed, retrieved, or 
generated. Additionally, please advise me via email of any cost associated with this request. If for any reason any 
portion of my request is denied, please inform me of the reasons for the denial in writing and kindly provide the 
name and email address of the person or body to whom an appeal should be directed. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3260 1/17/2020 16:09 2/11/2020 Gregory Shelton Shelton Law Carolinas

1. The contract between Republic Parking and the City concerning the "Park It" program and any amendments 
thereto 2. Memoranda or other documents addressing the City's decision to delegate parking enforcement to a 
private company and the statutory or legal authority therefor 3. Memoranda or other documents addressing 
parking fine amounts and section 14-4 of the North Carolina General Statutes 4. Your file relating to parking 
violation number 21667268 5. Data concerning frequency or number of parking tickets issued under the Park It 
Program at the fire hydrant referenced in parking violation number 21667268 both before and after the street 
markings / signage were removed for construction on Hawkins Street. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

3259 1/17/2020 16:02 2/27/2020 Joe Bruno
Requesting the completed master plan for the Discovery Place museum in either its draft or final form, whichever 
is the most current available. Fulfilled Closed General Services Yes



3258 1/17/2020 9:40 Melissa Hall Maloney Law & Associates

Dear Ms. Flotree:
Please accept this as a request for public records, as defined by N.C. Gen. Stat. §132-1(a), from the City of 
Charlotte (the “City”). Also enclosed please find Authorizations for release of Personnel Information and 
documents for Firefighter II Marty Puckett and Battalion Chief K. Shane Nantz (“Battalion Chief Nantz”). The 
documents requested are needed prior to a Civil Service Board Hearing for Battalion Chief Nantz.
We request the following documents:
1. The personnel file of Battalion Chief K. Shane Nantz.
2. All social media (including Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter) posts by Charlotte Fire Department Recruitment 
from May 1, 2018 until present.
3. All emails, in native format, sent to and from the following individuals on August 12-14, 2019 and on October 
16, 2019:
a. Marty Puckett;
b. Battalion Chief Nantz;
c. Deputy Chief Jerry Winkles;
d. Chief Reginald Johnson;
e. Stepfan Jones;
f. Simmie Ford; and
g. Bryan Cunningham.
4. All investigation files regarding the Misconduct Form 208A issued to Marty Puckett on or about October 21, 
2019 and all notes of interviews, statements, documents, and information technology investigations considered 
before or after the issuance of such Form 208A.
5. All investigation files regarding the Misconduct Forms 208A and 208B issued to Battalion Chief Nantz on or 
about January 13, 2020, including all notes of interviews, statements, documents, and information technology 
investigations considered before or after the issuance of such Forms 208A and 208B.
6. Native format file of the October 16, 2019 draft email at issue in the Misconduct Forms 208A and 208B issued 
to Battalion Chief Nantz on or about January 13, 2020.
7. All schedules, calendar entries, requests, invites, and declines for the following individuals from August 1, 2019 
to present.
a. Marty Puckett; Legal Review Open City Attorney;#City Clerk;#Fire;#Human ResourceNo

3257 1/16/2020 16:28 2/27/2020 Alison Kuznitz 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting digital copies of the following City of Charlotte 
employees’ calendars from August 2019 to present day: Tracy Dodson, Kelly Flannery, Marcus Jones, Patrick 
Baker and Taiwo Jaiyeoba. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request “as promptly as possible.” 
Please let me know if I need to clarify this request. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific 
exemption. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Finance;#O     Yes

3256 1/16/2020 16:15 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting digital copies of the following Charlotte City Council 
members’ calendars from January 2017 to present day: Matt Newton, James Mitchell, Tariq Bokhari, Dimple 
Ajmera and Larken Egleston. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request “as promptly as 
possible.” Please let me know if I need to clarify this request. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite 
each specific exemption. Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services Yes

3255 1/16/2020 16:05 Alison Kuznitz 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting digital copies of all communications — including 
emails, text messages and voicemails — sent to or sent by Tracy Dodson from August 2019 to present that 
contain the following keywords: soccer, Major League Soccer/MLS, Tepper, Eastland, stadium and Panthers. The 
law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request “as promptly as possible.” Please let me know if I need to 
clarify this request. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development Yes

3254 1/16/2020 15:56 1/17/2020 Douglas Petho Requesting bus video for: Accident date: 10/04/19 Time: 17:09 Location: I-77 Driver: Gwendolyn Price Bus #: 1504 Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3253 1/16/2020 13:50 2/19/2020 Mike Cincotta Ryan AUP Asset Recovery 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
Pursuant to the state statutes regarding public information, I am requesting: 
1.      A copy of any existing records showing information regarding depositor names, amounts and dates for all 
unrefunded cash escrows, cash deposits, performance or construction bonds which have been deposited with 
your municipality that have not been returned or refunded.
2.      A copy of any records showing the (i) payee or vendor names, (ii) check issue dates, (iii) check number, and 
(iv) dollar amounts of every uncashed /stale-dated vendor check that has aged more than (6) months from the 
date of this letter in an amount equal to or greater than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00).
3.      Financial spreadsheet, ledger, or any other accounting record of property tax overpayments, or 
claimed/unredeemed tax lien certificates which have been refundable for more than (6) months from the date of 
this letter showing the (i) payee names (ii) check issue dates, (iii) check numbers, and (iv) dollar amounts over 
$1,000.00.
For all three requests, please include any necessary claim forms, affidavits and instructions required for the 
reissuance of the outstanding/state dated checks or refunds.  Please only include items that are still eligible for 
release as of today and have not been escheated to the state unclaimed property department.
Thank you in advance for your assistance with this request. 
 
Best Regards,
Mike Cincotta
Ph: 763.445.4186
Email: mike.cincotta@ryan.com Fulfilled Closed Finance No

3252 1/16/2020 12:53 2/10/2020 Alison Kuznitz 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting digital copies of all expense reports pertaining to 
the Charlotte City Council Annual Strategy Meeting at the Washington Duke Inn in Durham, North Carolina, that 
was held from January 12 through January 15. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request “as 
promptly as possible.” Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3251 1/16/2020 12:44 Joe Bruno
Requesting all proposals for an amateur sports facility presented to assistant city manager Tracy Dodson from Jan 
2019 to date. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office Yes



3250 1/16/2020 10:55 3/4/2020 Donald Oakes

     This is a North Carolina Public Records Act Request Pursuant to Chapter 132 of North Carolina General 
Statutes; N.C.G.S. 132-1 through 132-10; 160A-168
January 7th, 2020
 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department
Attn: Internal Affairs Major
601 East Trade Street
Charlotte, North Carolina 28202
 
Re: “Public Records Act Request for Use of force Records of C.M.P.D Officers”
 
Dear Internal Affairs Major, Pursuant to the provisions of the above cited General Statutes, I am writing to 
request one copy of the following records or documents containing the following: 
1.      All original Public Incident Reports (unredacted) of the 15 cases in which C.M.P.D. officers used deadly force 
between January 1, 2006 and December 31, 2007 (If you don’t have these forward this request to the appropriate 
personnel or Department)
2.      All Public Records/or Reports or documents regarding the 132 complaints alleging excessive use of force by 
C.M.P.D officers between Jan. 1, 2006-Dec. 31, 2007 and pursuant to or in compliance with C.M.P.D. Interactive 
Directives Guide (Policy) on the Use of Public Records and Department Information 800-001 effective date 
05/08/2017, 8pgs, Section III. F which reads: “Personnel Records: Any Information, in any form gathered by the 
City with respect to an employee and, by way of illustration, but not limitation, relating to an employee’s 
application, selection or non-selection, performance, promotions, demotions, transfers, suspension or other 
disciplinary actions, evaluation forms, leaves, salary and termination of employment. The term “employee” 
includes former employees of the City. This includes disciplinary files (including Use of Force Materials) 
maintained in the C.M.P.D. Internal Affairs Unit, Human Resources, or in the Division.” Specifically, records 
showing the names of the officer’s complaint against and the citizens complaint, and any incident or report #’s 
related to the complaint. 
3.      All use of force reports (including use of Deadly Force) involving C.M.P.D. Officers: Chad Denton, Angelo 
Demaioribus, Michael Ford, Kirk Bynoe, Joshua Allman and Daniel Kennerly; to include the number of times each Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3249 1/16/2020 10:52 Donald Oakes

 This is a North Carolina Public Records Act Request Pursuant to Chapter 132 of North Carolina General Statutes; 
N.C.G.S. 132-1 through 132-10; 160A-168 and any other authority cited herein.”
December 25th, 2019
 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department
Attn: Internal Affairs Major
601 East Trade Street
Charlotte, North Carolina 28202
 
Internal Affairs Major,
 
Pursuant to the provisions of the above cited General Statutes and any other authority cited herein, I am 
requesting on copy of the following public records or documents containing the following information:
1.      The names of all Internal Affairs staff at this present date to include the current Major, two Captains, seven 
Sergeants and two clerical personnel, and also any documents showing their responsibilities/duties as C.M.P.D. 
employees.
2.      Written notice of the final decision of the City of Charlotte and C.M.P.D. setting forth the specific acts, 
violations of C.M.P.D. policy and or law, that were the basis of Ex-C.M.P.D. Homicide Detective Arvin K. Fant’s 
dismissal pursuant to N.C.G.S. 160A-168(II). (all documents showing what he did to get fired)
3.      All complaints filed against C.M.P.D. officers Chad Denton, Angelo Demaioribus, and Michael Ford for 
conduct of excessive use of force, false arrest, unreasonable (or illegal) traffic or pedestrian stop, stop/frisk & 
search/seizure since the beginning of their employment as C.M.P.D. officers. C.M.P.D. policy regarding use of 
Public Records & Department Information 800-001 III.F. holds that “Disciplinary files are included in the Personnel 
Records and are maintained in the Internal Affairs unit.”
4.      Record showing the names of the 2008 Community Relations Committee, Civil Service Board and Citizens 
Review Board members. 
 
If you do not have or cannot access this info, forward this request to the appropriate Department. N.C.G.S. 132-
1(a) specifically holds that “documents, papers, letters, maps, books, photographs, films, sound recordings, Submitted to Departments Open Police;#City Clerk No

3248 1/16/2020 7:49 1/16/2020 Kate Parnin 

On behalf of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Inc. and pursuant to the Public Records Law, I am 
requesting a copy of theCity Manager's Special Report, dated December 31, 2019, relating to the use of animals in 
circuses. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office No



3247 1/15/2020 14:20 2/19/2020 Michael Lazar Market Sphere Consulting

Hello, Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132 1. I am requesting the most up to date 
information pertaining to the following types of obligations held in accounts managed by The City. Records may 
include any and all: 1. Records concerning credits, overages, or refunds that are due and owing by the city a. 
Typically these may be tax related in nature 2. Called, matured, and/or currently redeemable bonds issued by the 
city which may include but is not limited to refunds due back to the depositor pertaining to sheriff bonds, 
construction bonds, or public works related bonds 3. Any financial spreadsheet, ledger, or other record of the 
active cash and cash-convertible sureties and escrow accounts maintained by the City for financial instruments 
posted or deposited with the City by companies to ensure completion of private-sector residential or commercial 
construction projects. a. Please note that I am only requesting records that have not been refunded to the payee. 
Do not include any items that would not be able to be recovered or paid out. 4. Amounts on deposit with the City 
that are held in trust for recipients whose whereabouts are unknown including instances where payments were 
attempted but undeliverable. These amounts may pertain to eminent domain, matured government bonds, tax 
refunds, tax overpayments, real estate foreclosures, restitution payments, proceeds from public sales of lost 
property, unsuccessful electronic funds transfers, funds held in escrow, or any other securities 5. Outstanding and 
refundable credit balances. 6. Unclaimed, uncashed, undeliverable, staled-dated, voided, overdue and/or 
outstanding payments or checks/warrants issued by the city If some of this request is exempt from release, please 
release the remainder of the record which is allowed. Please provide all requested records that are greater than 
$500, are claimable (The obligation to the payee has not been voided by law), The funds have not been turned 
over to the abandoned property office, and the funds are not in the process of being issued or reissued. Also for 
any outstanding checks, please only provide those that the payee still has the right to claim and have been 
outstanding for a period of over 3 months. For each property, please provide issue dates, payee names, 
addresses, and dollar amounts due. If possible, an excel document would be the desired format to receive data 
for all available years. If the requested records could not be found or do not exist in your possession, please 
provide the contact information for the public body from which they may be requested and forward this request 
to them (For example, if another department issues checks on your behalf.) Also, if other departments may hold 
this information, please be sure to circulate to ensure complete responses. We would appreciate your prompt 
attention to this matter and, if possible, request your response within 15 business days of receipt of this letter. 
We will reimburse for any reasonable costs associated with the provision of these documents. Please notify us 
should costs exceed $50. Thank you for your assistance with this matter. If you have any questions concerning the Fulfilled Closed Finance No

3246 1/15/2020 13:49 1/29/2020 Tina Terry WSOC TV
Please email me a copy of the lighting study commissioned by Charlotte Douglas International Airport in 2019. 
The study was apparently completed in January of 2020. Please call with any questions at 704-614-2796. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3245 1/15/2020 13:38 1/29/2020 Danielle  Chemtob I am requesting a copy of the 2019 airport lighting study. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes
3244 1/15/2020 11:04 Joe Bruno WSOC I am seeking any renderings of the MLS practice facility and headquarters at Eastland Mall. Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development Yes

3243 1/14/2020 12:51 1/14/2020 Damiana Dendy 
I write to request the following information: - list of airlines assigned to each gate on Concourse E at CLT airport. 
You can reach me by email or by phone. Thank you for your assistance. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3242 1/13/2020 16:01 2/11/2020 Emily  Kuhn 
Looking to get the contractors on the permits for the Mezzanine at Freedom. The address to the property is 2635 
Freedom Dr, Charlotte, NC 28208. Closed Unfulfilled Referred Transportation No

3241 1/13/2020 15:45 3/12/2020 Kristi Upton

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, we formally request that your office provide us with public spending 
information, including both capital and operating expenditures, for payments made by or on behalf of City of 
Charlotte during fiscal year 2019. Specifically, for any payee, other than an employee, who was paid a cumulative 
total amount of $10,000 or more, we seek the payee name, address, and the cumulative total dollar amount paid 
to the subject payee over the relevant time period. The $10,000 threshold was established to minimize reporting 
for respondents. This is the same information that J. Ryan Proctor was kind enough to provide via email for fiscal 
year 2017. The information is to be used for research aimed at identifying patterns of spending by public entities. 
No part of the data will be used as a mailing list and your supplying the information cannot be construed as an 
endorsement of either your payees or our work. Acme is willing to reimburse your office for any reasonable 
expense incurred in providing the requested information, if an estimate of costs is provided for our approval 
before the work is performed. We prefer to receive the data electronically in a CSV, text, PDF, or Excel 
spreadsheet. If it cannot be sent via e-mail, please send the data on a PC-formatted disk by mail. Should you have 
questions or need to advise us to redirect this request; you can contact our offices by telephone at 800-810-3846 
or via e-mail atmunicipal@acmeresearch.com. Please confirm receipt of this request and contact our office to let 
us know your time frame for a response. Thank you for your assistance. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

3233 1/13/2020 11:07 1/13/2020 Brian Ramsey I'm requesting video of a motor vehicle accident involving a CATS bus on 1/6/20. The bus number is 1508. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3239 1/13/2020 10:40 1/15/2020 ERIN  EDWARDS WSOC TV I'd like to request the amount of calls for service in the past six months to 707 Pine Forest Rd Charlotte, 28214 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3238 1/13/2020 10:34 1/22/2020 Meredith Meredith 

Hello, I am writing to request information on who was running lines under Briar Creek Road last November. 
Specifically, on November 8, 2019. I believe this was an internet company, and they had an incident on that date, 
where the city's sewer pipes were broken. This issue may have been reported the following week. Please let me 
know who the company is that was responsible for running pipes under Briar Creek Road during that time. Thank 
you, Meredith McBride Fulfilled Closed Water No

3237 1/13/2020 10:15 Jon Arnold 

Dear Officer for Public Records: This request is made under the North Carolina Public Records Law, Chapter 132 of 
the North Carolina General Statutes, which guarantees the public’s access to information in the custody of 
governmental agencies. I respectfully request the following information: -All documents, memorandums, emails, 
text messages, reports and other forms of written communication containing the words 'Mexico' AND 'soccer' 
between January 1, 2019 and January 10, 2020. Please include any attachments, as well as full threads of 
messages if the included email is a reply to a previous message. -All documents, memorandums, emails, text 
messages, reports and other forms of written communication containing the words 'Mexico' AND 'Bank of 
America Stadium' between January 1, 2019 and January 10, 2020. Please include any attachments, as well as full 
threads of messages if the included email is a reply to a previous message. In the interest of expediency, and to 
minimize the research and/or duplication burden on your staff, I would be pleased to personally examine the 
relevant records if you would grant me immediate access to the requested material. Additionally, and since time 
is a factor, please communicate with me by telephone or email rather than by mail. My telephone number is 817-
266-3670 and my email address isjonarnoldjourno@gmail.com. Disclosure of this information is in the public 
interest because providing a copy of the information primarily benefits the general public. I therefore request a 
waiver of all fees and charges - with an understanding once again that electronic copies are preferred. I look 
forward to hearing from you promptly, as specified in the law. Thank you for your cooperation. Sincerely, Jon 
Arnold Correspondent, Goal USA Mobile/WhatsApp: +1-817-266-3670 Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development Yes

3236 1/13/2020 10:10 1/13/2020 Kyle Martin 

Our vehicle is stating a hit and run occured. I have spoke to risk management in Charlotte and there is a video 
from the bus that shows the accident that occured on 12/20/2019. I am trying to secure the video. Bus reference 
number is 1055 Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No



3235 1/13/2020 9:59 1/13/2020 Joe Bruno 
[Assign this request to Communications & Marketing] Any report by city manager Marcus Jones or city staff on a 
potential circus animal ban. Likely produced in December 31 around the same time as this report. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3234 1/13/2020 9:49 4/30/2020 Susanna Black WSOC TV

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation. I request that digital copies of the following documents be 
provided to me: All emails, texts, voicemails to and from the City Manager, Council members and Mayor Vi Lyles 
between 07/01/19 – present that include the words "Stuart Harborne" , “Stuart”, “Harborne”, “1725 Birchcrest”, 
“Michael Russing”, “Harborne Homes”, “Adam Ross”, “Kathy Harborne” Personnel information for employee 
"Stuart Harborne" including: (1) Name. (2) Age. (3) Date of original employment or appointment to the service. 
(4) The terms of any contract by which the employee is employed whether written or oral, past and current, to 
the extent that the city has the written contract or a record of the oral contract in its possession. (5) Current 
position. (6) Title. (7) Current salary. (8) Date and amount of each increase or decrease in salary with that 
municipality. (9) Date and type of each promotion, demotion, transfer, suspension, separation, or other change in 
position classification with that municipality. (10) Date and general description of the reasons for each promotion 
with that municipality. (11) Date and type of each dismissal, suspension, or demotion for disciplinary reasons 
taken by the municipality. If the disciplinary action was a dismissal, a copy of the written notice of the final 
decision of the municipality setting forth the specific acts or omissions that are the basis of the dismissal. (12) The 
office to which the employee is currently assigned. In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you 
should know that I am a representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as 
part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Fulfilled Closed General Services;#City Manager’s Office;#Office o    Yes

3232 1/10/2020 9:05 1/21/2020 Jasmine Cosey The Claims Center

I work on behalf of my client AT&T I want to see if an ROW permit OR Contract was issued for the intersection W 
Mallard Creek Church Rd, Charlotte, NC and during the time period of 4/1/2018-6/1/2019. I am trying to see who 
was out there that hit our AT&T line during this process. If you have this information and can provide it that 
would be great! r#BLST63201905480527 ext 1041 Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

3231 1/10/2020 7:53 1/10/2020 Joe Bruno 
Requesting the contract and information on how much the city of Charlotte spent on the independent review by 
Poyner. [Request dated 11/07/2019] Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes

3230 1/9/2020 9:58 1/9/2020 Danielle Cruz United Construction Company, Inc.

Morning Mr. High,
 
As stated to submit in writing, we are requesting copies of all bidders CBI Form 3 for the 445 Whispering Pines 
Drive Storm Drainage Improvements Project bid.
 
If you have any questions or concern please feel free to contact me at your earliest convenience. Thank you and 
have a wonderful day.
 
Regards,
Danielle Cruz
United Construction Company, Inc.
3139 Amity Court, Ste 400
Charlotte, NC 28215
Phone: 980-256-4155
 
P.S. My Office Hours: 7:30 AM - 12:30 PM
 Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3229 1/8/2020 15:51 1/8/2020 William Hickman 
I'm requesting video footage off the police body cam that claims they gave my ID back but they didn't so I have 
the number to look it up the internal affairs police gave me. Closed Unfulfilled Referred Police No

3228 1/8/2020 15:44 7/29/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC TV Requesting a schedule for when and how often the new City Council committees meet? Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3227 1/8/2020 12:53 Marty Puckett 
 I am requesting the recording of the Civil Service Board meeting held today, 1-07-2020......Also, I would like a 
copy of the meeting minutes. Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk No

3226 1/8/2020 11:02 1/8/2020 Stephanie Smith
Can you provide the current Sunshine Contract for supporting the Airport andalso the contract for ISS supporting 
AA? Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3225 1/8/2020 9:17 1/14/2020 Sierra Simpson I'd like to obtain list of all code enforcement complaints submitted from January 1, 2019 to present. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3224 1/8/2020 8:28 1/10/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC TV

Requesting the report cited by the Charlotte Observer in this article (https://tinyurl.com/ygj7hj6p): "City Council 
members will likely be told to maintain the status quo for dog tethering ordinances in Charlotte — and to not 
impose time restrictions on the practice — according to the report prepared by the city’s Strategy and Budget 
Department." Fulfilled Closed Strategy & Budget Yes

3223 1/8/2020 8:21 1/8/2020 Spanberg Erik Biz Journal Please send the retreat agenda when it’s available — thanks! (Note to Amelia - please assign to Corp. Comm.) Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3222 1/8/2020 8:16 3/2/2020 Jared Maciej The Claims Center

Hello, I would like to request the certificate of liability insurance for your contractor, Brandon Parson Inc that 
covers the date of 9/1/2019. They were excavating for you to work on stump grinding at 2209 Shenandoah Ave in 
Charlotte, when they damaged an AT&T underground cable. Thank You Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3221 1/7/2020 15:21 1/14/2020 Christina Dadaian
I would like to request footage from bus number DTB315 from an accident which occurred 10/02/2019 at 
approximately 10:15 AM. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3220 1/7/2020 15:12 1/10/2020

Could you please provide the proposals for RFP # 269-2019-109 and RFP # 269-2020-041 ? Could you also provide 
the contract that was awarded for 269-2019-109 ? Thank you for the help! If possible, please do not include this 
request on the open data website. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3219 1/7/2020 14:52 1/17/2020 Nathan Morabito 
I am requesting electronic copies of the publicly releasable personnel information for CMPD Officer JM Decker 
005163 and S N Sweatt 002060. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3216 1/7/2020 7:57 1/27/2020 Wanda Smith police report for a theft at our job site on I-77 20200106082101 Fulfilled Closed Police No

3215 1/7/2020 7:47 1/14/2020 Brandon Bain 

Need a copy of the video surveillance from the City of Charlotte bus involved in an automobile accident that 
occurred on11/7/2019 @ 8:52 pm ET. The driver of the bus was Natoya Harris. The plate number for the city bus 
is 95367V NC. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3214 1/6/2020 15:45 1/9/2020 Roy Lindland 

Special Inspections & Material Testing Awards 2019 for the city and airport.....I would like to see those proposals 
that won and how the evaluations were weighted since I was told that was how decisions were made against our 
submittal. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3218 1/6/2020 14:34 1/6/2020 Estephany Escobar 

I would like to request the PowerPoint presentation that city staff is currently presenting to the city council about 
evidence-based programs to reduce violence. [Assign this request to Communications & Marketing and go ahead 
and close it out with a fulfillment date of 01/06/20; requested records were provided via email. - Cory Burkarth] Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3217 1/6/2020 8:35 1/6/2020 David Hodges

Requesting a copy of the CMPD public safety Power Point presentation that was shown to the City Council on 
January 6, 2020. [Note to City Clerk - Assign this request Corporate Communications or Communications & 
Marketing -- whatever we're called in the system] Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes



3213 1/5/2020 15:57 1/27/2020 Dana Brozost-Kelleher Invisible Institute 

Dear Records Custodian, Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I request the following data regarding 
every police dog bite incident from the calendar year 2014 to present. I request as much of the following 
information as is kept in a digital format and is readable by a program such as Microsoft Excel, such as a .xlsx or 
.csv file. I. For each police dog bite incident, please provide the following data: 1. Any and all case numbers 2. The 
date that the dog bite incident occurred 3. The time the dog bite incident occurred 4. The beat number in which 
the dog bite incident took place 5. Type of location where the dog bite incident occurred II. Reasons for use of 
force: 1. Whether the Subject was an Active or Passive Resister 2. Whether the Subject committed assault, battery 
or deadly force 3. All specific actions of the Subject 4. All specific responses of the Involved Officer 5. Whether the 
Watch Commander / ADS recommended an investigation or determined actions were in compliance III. For each 
Subject in the dog bite incident, please provide the following data: 1. Gender 2. Race 3. Age / or year of birth 4. 
Whether the Subject was armed 5. Specify the type of weapon 6. Whether the Subject was injured 7. Whether the 
Subject alleged injury 8. Whether the Subject was hospitalized 9. Whether the Subject was arrested 10. What 
charges were placed IV. For each involved officer in the dog bite incident, please provide the following data: 1. 
Gender 2. Race 3. Age / or year of birth 4. Date of appointment 5. Unit of Assignment 6. Whether the officer was 
injured If not publicly available, I also request any department directives related to the use of the police canine 
unit. Because I, the requestor, am a journalist, and I seek the information in order to disseminate it to the public, 
and because the information regards the safety, welfare, and legal rights of the general public, the request meets 
the definition of “in the public interest.” This request is not for commercial benefit because this request is made 
by a member of the nonprofit news media whose principal purpose is to access and disseminate information 
regarding the general public’s interest, safety, welfare, and legal rights. To the extent you intend to assess any 
charges, please notify me to discuss first. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption 
you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me 
under the law. Thank you for considering my request. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3212 1/5/2020 10:30 1/10/2020 Stephen Rivers 

Open Record Request Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full 
addresses for the month of October, November and December 2019 please. A copy through email is just fine. 
Thank you in advance! Stephen Rivers 817-229-5155 Fulfilled Closed Fire No

3210 1/3/2020 10:32 4/17/2020 Jennifer Ayre City of Fayetteville

I respectfully request the following information pertaining to the position of Deputy City Clerk: 1. Deputy Clerk Job 
Description 2. Deputy Clerk salary range and actual current salary 3. Number of years serving as Deputy Clerk 4. Is 
incentive/merit pay awarded for municipal clerk certificiation. Respectfully, Jennifer Ayre 910-433-
1312jayre@ci.fay.nc.us Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

3211 1/3/2020 10:23 Alex  Hudson 
Requesting Animal Control Report Case#: Unk Subjects: Benjamin Hurst, Diego Mulero, Maria Cuello. Location: 
327 West Tremont Ave. Date: 10/25/2019, 03:00PM National Catastrophe Adjusters, Claim# MSI-1012227 Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3206 1/3/2020 10:14 1/3/2020 Alison Kuznitz I am requesting travel and lodging expense reports pertaining to Mayor Vi Lyles' trip to Australia in December. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Office of Constituent Services Yes
3205 1/3/2020 9:56 6/5/2020 David Boraks WFAE Requesting RFQs that were submitted for the Gateway District project. Fulfilled Closed Economic Development Yes

3209 1/2/2020 19:44 3/24/2020 Reuben Jones Spectrum News

Please provide all email communication between Engineering and Property Management at CATS and Johnson 
Bros. Corp. of Texas regarding the Hawthorne Lane bridge project. Please only include communications between 
12/01/2017-02/01/2018. Fulfilled Closed General Services Yes

3208 1/2/2020 15:30 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting digital copies of all emails, text messages and 
voicemails between and/or among Kelly Flannery, Marcus Jones, Vi Lyles, Julie Eiselt, Braxton Winston, James 
Mitchell, Dimple Ajmera, Larken Egleston, Malcolm Graham, Victoria Watlington, Reneé Johnson, Matt Newton, 
Tariq Bokhari, Edmund Driggs, Justin Harlow, LaWana Mayfield and Greg Phipps from August 2019 to present that 
contain the following keywords: Major League Soccer/MLS, Tepper, Garber, stadium, tourism, hospitality. The law 
requires that you respond to and fulfill this request “as promptly as possible.” Please let me know if I need to 
clarify this request. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

3207 1/2/2020 14:06 1/22/2020 Nadia Schmidt I'd like to request allCM at Risk proposals submitted for the Charlotte Airport Concourse A Phase 2 RFP. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3356 1/2/2020 14:04 1/7/2020 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group

     Hello,
We would like to submit a Public Records Request for all Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period 
December 1 – December 31, 2019. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection Notes" 
and "Parcel IDs". 
 
Would like both the Nuisance Cases as well as the Housing Code Cases for all property zoning types.
 
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out.
 
Thanks, Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3196 1/2/2020 8:32 1/2/2020 Ronel Vargas First American Title


 
Good Day, 
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property address 
6907 Valhalla Court, Charlotte NC 28269 (PARCEL 02944535). If you could please assist us in obtaining the 
following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do you 
provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. Open, 
closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days?Can 
you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel Vargas
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

3198 12/31/2019 16:23 1/16/2020 Julie Kaye

Hi Amelia,
I would like to make a public records request for the most current list of uncashed checks issued by the city of 
Charlotte of $10,000+ from 1/1/2015-10/1/2019.
Happy New Year,
Julie Kaye Fulfilled Closed Finance No

3204 12/31/2019 12:09 6/5/2020 Ashley Fahey Biz Journal Requesting RFQs that were submitted for the Gateway District project. Fulfilled Closed Economic Development Yes



3201 12/31/2019 12:08 6/5/2020 Danielle Chemtob charlotteobserver Requesting the RFQs that were submitted for the Gateway District. Fulfilled Closed Economic Development Yes
3203 12/31/2019 12:08 6/5/2020 Abigail Miller Requesting RFQs that were submitted for the Charlotte Gateway Station project. Fulfilled Closed Economic Development Yes
3202 12/31/2019 12:05 6/5/2020 Mauro  Orru Requesting the RFQs that were submitted for the Charlotte Gateway Station (CGS) Development Project. Fulfilled Closed Economic Development Yes

3200 12/31/2019 12:00 6/5/2020 Allison Latos wsoc-tv
I would like to submit a records request for the RFQs and supporting documentation related to the Gateway 
district. Fulfilled Closed Economic Development Yes

3199 12/31/2019 10:59 1/14/2020 Pat Horton Armada Analytics
Please provide copies of the Approved Site Plan and Conditions of Approval as well as copies of any Variances, 
Special Permits or Conditions for the following property: Stone Ridge, 8940 Camden Creek Lane, Charlotte 28273 Fulfilled Closed Planning No

3192 12/30/2019 21:45 2/7/2020 Lindsey Thomas The Claims Center
I am requesting the right of way permit or any other documents available for a sidewalk replacement in front of 
704 N Caldwell Street back around May 2018. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

3195 12/30/2019 16:53 1/14/2020 Sarah Smith 

I request all 311 records regarding the following apartment complexes (anything responsive to the full building or 
individual units) from 1.1.2016 to 12.30.2019. 1. 1407 Spring St Charlotte, North Carolina 28206 (Name: 
Greenhaven Townhouse) 2. 7000 Fernwood Drive, Charlotte, North Carolina 28211 (Name: Stonehaven East) 3. 
103 Dinadan Drive, Charlotte, North Carolina 28217 (Name: Oak Park) By “records,” I mean the full notes taken 
on the service requests, any documents generated by city employees regarding the 311 complaints (including but 
not limited to emails and notes), and documents related to the resolution (included but not limited to emails, 
citations, etc). I request the documents in electronic form. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3191 12/27/2019 16:20 12/30/2019 Marlenne Ferman PRG Consulting
I am seeking the certificate of insurance for Sealand Contractors doing the road reconstruction on Oakdale Dr and 
Peachtree Rd in October 2019. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3197 12/27/2019 13:08 2/5/2020 Shakira Warren WSOC-TV 

Incident at the airport near baggage claim this morning. We were told a man went into cardiac arrest and fell off 
an escalator around 3:30 a.m.Debbie Garbon said her husband Paul Garbon is a retired EMT, and he started to 
performing CPR on the man helping save him. We are reaching out to see if Airport Medics responded to acardiac 
arrest call and Paul Garbon giving aid after the man fell off the escalator. Also, is there any way we can get 
footage of the incident that happened?

Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3190 12/27/2019 10:16 Justin Hale
I would like a request a copy of theAnimal complaint filed against my property at 7552 Yellow Pine Ct Charlotte 
NC 28277 on 12/26/2019. Thank you Justin Hale Submitted to Departments Open Police No

3189 12/27/2019 10:12 2/17/2020 Liam Currie Any record sets, drawing sets, or plans available for 8405 Pineville-Matthews Rd Closed Unfulfilled Denied Planning No

3188 12/26/2019 12:00 1/8/2020 Nelson Yanes

I would like to see a copy of Jonathan Kirk's citations, who is known as DaBaby. I would like the names of the 
officers that cited him, as well as their personnel records. Additionally, i would like documents regarding the 
cmpd investigstions regarding this issue, and a list of the officers' previous citations issued to other members of 
the community. If this officer has issued traffic citations, i require all of his radar logs, calibration logs, equipment 
logs, and training documents over the last 10 years. I want to make sure abuse of power is eliminated, or at least 
avoided and, as a member of this community, I need these details to feel safer. If possible please include all links 
to videos associated with this incident, as i would like to investigate if illegal searches were conducted by cmpd. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3187 12/26/2019 11:53 12/31/2019 Laura Masel Progressive

traffic camera footage at stoplight on Brookshire Blvd at the intersection with N Hoskins Rd showing the 
eastbound traffic on Brookshire as they're approaching N Hoskins Rd. The incident we are investigating took place 
on 11/12/19 at 1:40 - 1:50pm. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3186 12/26/2019 11:44 2/19/2020 Gray Wilson Smith Anderson

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Act, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1 et seq., we hereby request the following 
Public Records (as that term is defined in the statute). Without limitation, this request encompasses all responsive 
emails, letters, agreements, contracts, plans, meeting minutes, photographs, notes, and any other responsive 
documents whatsoever that constitute Public Records. Requested Public Records: All Public Records related in any 
way to the development, construction, or operation of the facility located at600 Johnson Road (Parcel # 
08509101) in Charlotte, North Carolina, including but not limited to Public Records related to any inspections 
performed or permits issued related to such facility. Please do not hesitate to contact us should there be any 
questions regarding the scope or nature of this request. Fulfilled Closed Planning No

3185 12/26/2019 11:38 1/2/2020 James Rutherford City of Fayetteville

Need 1 copiy of code violation notices (both field issued and mailed) for a housing code violation, trash/solid 
waste violation, junk vehicle and a zoning violation. We are looking into how other municipalities are 
incorporating the Federally required notices to non-english speaking citizens that meet the population thresholds 
set forth in the law. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3184 12/26/2019 11:34 1/14/2020 Amanda Reardon The Claims Center

The Claims Center, LLC is a third part retained by AT&T to research damage to property. We are trying to get 
information in reference to a road project that took place in the area of 6534 Summerlin Pl, Charlotte, NC 28226 
that was completed by CMUD around the date of 4/8/20019. We are trying to gather more information on this 
project and see if anyone was contracted out for the job and if there is records of an AT&T cable being damaged 
during the work. Can you please search your records and provide any work orders or permits that may have been 
submitted or issued for this job? Thank you Fulfilled Closed Water;#Planning No

3183 12/26/2019 11:06 12/27/2019 Blake Schrager Smith & Carson

To whom it may concern, Please accept this as my open records request for any and all police 
incident/accident/investigative reports your office holds involving the following person: Chesney Estes, DOB: 
01/12/1991. If there is a cost accrued for these records, I can send the preferred method of payment. If you have 
any further questions please feel free to call or email me. Thank you for your time, Fulfilled Closed Police No

3182 12/26/2019 10:55 1/7/2020 Joshua Johnson I am requesting the nuisance abatement list for single family premises in Charlotte, NC for 2018. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3181 12/26/2019 10:45 12/26/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I request that a digital copy of the 
following documents be provided to me: All communication by Charlotte City Councilmembers, Mayor Vi Lyles, 
City Manager Marcus Jones and City Attorney Patrick Baker on the app “Easy Grouper” in the months of 
November and December of 2019. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of C  Yes

3180 12/23/2019 10:56 12/23/2019 Casey Walton Chaplin & Gonet

I spoke with Ms. Ashley Short this AM and she sent me the link to request video footage of an accident that 
happened on 10/02/2019 between Stephanie Robinson/City of Charlotte and our insured, Quinten Avery. Your 
claim # is VACC124435.
Further Clarification:
This is CATS bus video footage request.
DOL 10/2/2019
Bus DTB315 Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3179 12/23/2019 10:39 7/29/2020 Drew Bollea WCCB

I'm requesting the public emails sent by Council Member Tariq Bokhari with the following key words. CMS, Lecia 
Shockley, Selwyn Elementary, Krista. I would like a record of any and all emails containing one or more of these 
key words that have been sent or recieved between 10/1/19 through 12/20/19. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3178 12/23/2019 10:34 Drew Bollea WCCB
I'm requesting the minutes from charlotte city council closed sessions on the following dates. 11/12/19 11/25/19 
12/2/19 Thank you Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes

3177 12/23/2019 10:31 David Hodges WBTV
Please provide me with a list of all economic development deals the city has agreed to since January 1, 2018 and a 
copy of those signed agreements. Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development Yes



3176 12/23/2019 10:22 3/16/2020 David Hodges WBTV

Please provide me with electronic copies of the following information. - A list of all city standing committees 
formed in preparation for the RNC. - Please include a list of all committee members, the scope of work for each 
committee, the date of their formation and meeting schedule to date. - Any internal work groups formed in 
preparation for the RNC. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing;#City Manager’s OYes

3175 12/23/2019 10:11 1/2/2020 Edward Byron Charlotte Center for Legal Advocacy

A listing of all citations issued within the last twelve months to owners of real estate/development and “we buy 
houses” signs that violate the City Sign Ordinance pertaining to signs within public rights-of-way and on public 
property, including, without limitation, the following information: the date the citation was issued, identity of the 
offender, reason for the citation, and penalty imposed. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3174 12/23/2019 10:07 1/8/2020 Damiana Dendy Unite Here

I write to request the following information: - contract amendment #3 between the city of Charlotte and LS3P 
Associates LTD for design services and/or construction services on Concourse E phase VIII project. Please provide 
documents electronically wherever possible. Thank you in advance for your help. If you have any questions, 
please contact me by phone at (516) 343-9933 or by email atddendy@unitehere.org. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3173 12/23/2019 10:00 6/5/2020 Rich Cerretti JE Dunn Construction
I would like to request a digital copy of all responses submitted to the city in reference to RFQ# 269-2019-558 
(Master Developer for Gateway Station District Development). I greatly appreciate your help, thank you! Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing;#Economic DeveloNo

3299 12/20/2019 12:25 1/23/2020 Ronald Shoultz Iredell County Area Transit System


Requesting the dates for when each years 5310 project funding was announced, and the year the allotment was 
distributed to the sub-recipient Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3171 12/19/2019 15:37 1/8/2020 Matt Ferlisi
Please provide a scan of the RFP Submission from JE Dunn Construction, as submitted for CLT Concourse A Phase II 
CMAR project. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3165 12/19/2019 13:20 1/7/2020 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide me with the same records requested in #3133, including: 

a digital copy of the following documents be
provided to me:
-  All documents related to the limit scope audit of Republican National Convention
2020 – “Auditors have compiled an inventory of the security grantor (USDOJ)
financial guidelines along with recent conventions’ Inspector General findings.
In October, a summary document was provided to those involved with the planning
for the RNC; Audit staff awaits responses. A draft report was provided to
several departments in late November. Auditors are seeking affected
departments’ input before issuing a final report in December or January”
Including:
The summary document provided to those planning the RNC
The draft report provided to several departments in
     late November Fulfilled Closed Internal Audit Yes

3170 12/19/2019 11:26 12/20/2019 MICHAEL BIEKER Progressive

WE ARE REQUESTING THE CAMERA FOOTAGE OF CAT BUS LICENSE PLATE NC: 99307V VIN 15GGD2715H3190412 
FROM AN ACCIDENT THAT OCCURRED ON MONROE RD ON 12/9/2019. POLICE REPORT# 20191209183803 FOR 
OUR LIABILITY INVESTIGATION FOR PROGRESSIVE CLAIM# 19-2986169. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3169 12/19/2019 10:39 1/27/2020 Kelly  Glascoff 
I'm looking for data on incidents of dog bites in Charlotte. Specifically I'm hoping to find dog bite data by breed for 
the city. Any info would be very helpful. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Police No

3168 12/19/2019 9:52 12/20/2019 Lindsay Castiglioni 

On behalf of Travelers Insurance (Claim Number:IGM2546), we are requesting TRAFFIC-SURVEILLANCE FOOTAGE 
to assist in the investigation of an accident. Address:INTERSECTION OF (South on)JOHNSTON RD AND (North on) 
LANCASTER HWY, Charlotte, NC Date of Loss: 12-13-2019; AROUND 7:00AM-7:30AM Info: INSURED VEHICLE IS A 
DARK GRAY 2007 HONDA PILOT AND SHE SHE WAS MAKING A LEFT TURN FROM LANCANSTER HWY. CLAIMANT 
VEHICLE WAS DRIVING A BLUE 2011 SCION AND WAS TR TRAVELING STRAIGHT ON JOHNSTON ROAD. INSURED IS 
SAYING SHE HAD LEFT TURN ARROW, CLAIMANT IS S SAYING HE HAD GREEN LIGHT. THIS IS A LIGHT DISPUTE 
AND WE NEED TRAFFIC-SURVEILLANCE FOOTAGE FOOTAGE Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3167 12/18/2019 16:22 Steve Harrison 

Request for documents/information from closed council session: In regards to “debt capacity the city expects to 
have from the tourism taxes moving forward? (Not including the soccer allocation)”, Mr. Harrison is requesting 
documents that were “shared with council members. Either in writing – or just the information conveyed by 
email.” Mr. Harrison "would like to know how much debt capacity is available in the city’s tourism funds. This 
would be based on the information shared with city council during their discussions over MLS." Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes

3164 12/18/2019 16:03 1/3/2020 Russ Nelson The Vertex Companies, Inc.

I am an environmental consultant working with the insurance company which received a claim from Clean Earth 
regarding the fines and costs associated with Charlotte Water’s investigation of Clean Earth’s effluent 
exceedances in April 2018. I would like to review the Charlotte Water investigative sampling data from April 2018 
up to December 2018 if available?

Fulfilled Closed Water No
3166 12/18/2019 11:17 12/23/2019 Cindy Welch Recorded bus video footage of the accident CLAIM #VATA124692 Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3163 12/18/2019 9:43 Katie Peralta Charlotte Agenda
I'm sure you've gotten this request already, but I'd like to see the city's minutes for the closed-door meeting when 
MLS was discussed. Vi indicated those would be made available at some point. Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes

3160 12/18/2019 9:29 1/16/2020 Lori Beckman Aviation Security Consulting

CLT airport, job title and salary range for the highest security position, director, manager, etc. They will need an 
org chart of the Security department and job title/salary range table/chart, or even job descriptions that have 
salary ranges listed Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3161 12/17/2019 17:13 Hunter Saenz WCNC

I am requesting the minutes from any closed-door meetings that Mayor Lyles and/or council members had 
regarding MLS. Mayor Lyles noted that those minutes would be made public in interviews today at the MLS 
announcement. 

Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes

3159 12/17/2019 15:46 Alison Kuznitz charlotte observer
Requesting statements of economic impact for a new MLS team in Charlotte. Council Members Dimple Ajmera 
and Matt Newton mentioned this document after the announcement... and I would like a copy of it. Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development Yes

3158 12/17/2019 14:16 Christian Cutillo 

Vezina, Lawrence and Piscitelli, P.A. requests the following records: - All bid documents (including all addenda) for 
the CATS BLE Civil Segment 2A in Mecklenburg County, North Carolina project ("Project"); and - All contract 
documents (including all change orders) for the Project. Partial Fulfillment Open CATS No

3157 12/17/2019 13:43 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I'm requesting a copy of Charlotte City Council closed session 
minutes that pertain to Major League Soccer now that Charlotte has officially been awarded the 30th Major 
League Soccer franchise. I'm also requesting economic analyses that were presented to the Charlotte City Council 
during those closed sessions that pertain to Major League Soccer. I'm also requesting architectural renderings 
presented to the Charlotte City Council during those closed sessions that pertain to Bank of America Stadium, the 
former Eastland Mall site and the Gateway District. I'm also requesting any additional communications between 
Charlotte Mayor Vi Lyles, Panthers owner David Tepper and Major League Soccer Commissioner Don Garber, 
following the public release of a letter Lyles sent Garber dated Nov. 21. Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk;#Office of Constituent Services Yes

3162 12/17/2019 13:10 David Hodges WBTV
I would like these closed session minutes today please.

Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes



3172 12/17/2019 4:33 1/8/2020 Marlenne Ferman 
Requesting certificate of insurance forAdvanced Development Concepts valid on 2018-2019. This contractor 
worked on Shopton Road West Improvements Closed Unfulfilled No Response General Services No

3156 12/16/2019 17:47 2/28/2020 Leslie Dwyer

I’d like your help getting a detailed understanding of the City’s financial position (as of 11/30.) Fund balances as 
well as a list of funded and unfunded capital projects (budget vs actual.) Please also include an additional 10% of 
capital projects that are the next approved but not funded projects. Please call me for any question. Thank you, 
Leslie Dwyer, MPA (Follow up to the request last week with the word "county.") Fulfilled Closed Strategy & Budget;#Finance No

3155 12/16/2019 13:11 12/18/2019 April Byrd 
I am requesting a copy of the current contract for Parking Services at the Charlotte Douglas Airport. Please give 
me a call with any questions. Thank you for your assistance. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3136 12/16/2019 11:51 12/16/2019 LaToya Moore


 
Good Morning Laura,
 
I would like to formally request access to the public record of the previous bid winner pricing and contract details 
for the current supplier ofITB # FY20-ITB-08.  Please let me know if I will need to submit any additional 
information.  Thank you.
 
 
 
 
LaToya Moore | Global Account Manager
Office 708.910.6627 | Cell 321-200-3926
5600 W 73rd St. Chicago, IL 60638
MooreL3@cintas.com | shop.mycintas.com
 Fulfilled Closed Water No

3154 12/16/2019 11:17 12/18/2019 Clifford Wayne Bye 

We would like to receive a pdf copy of the winning proposals for the following RFQ's (FY20-DB-01) 960 North 
South Transmission Main and North Tyron Pressure Zone Boundary Change Idlewild Booster Pump Station Supply 
Main Airport Area Transmission Main Thank You. Wayne Bye McClam & Associates, Inc. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3153 12/16/2019 10:47 12/17/2019 Ashley Sanchez

Good morning, I am working on behalf of AT&T to obtain a copy ofright of way permit for the intersection of 
Sunset Rd & Beatties Ford Rd, Charlotte, NC 28216 - for the contractor JT Russell & Sons - AT&T's property was 
damaged while they were installing a storm & water drain project for the City Of Charlotte. Please search 
between the dates of 8/1/2016 – 8/1/2017. My ref # 1MN1900 Thank You Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3134 12/13/2019 15:40 12/18/2019 Tyler Undercuffler Tokoyo marine for tyler technologies  RFP 269-2011-017 copy of contract #1200661, and date of completion Fulfilled Closed General Services;#Finance No

3135 12/13/2019 14:31 12/16/2019 David Hodges WBTV
Can I get the records for request # 2891?

Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3133 12/12/2019 11:23 1/7/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC

I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
- All documents related to the limit scope audit of Republican National Convention 2020 – “Auditors have 
compiled an inventory of the security grantor (USDOJ) financial guidelines along with recent conventions’ 
Inspector General findings. In October, a summary document was provided to those involved with the planning 
for the RNC; Audit staff awaits responses. A draft report was provided to several departments in late November. 
Auditors are seeking affected departments’ input before issuing a final report in December or January”
Including:The summary document provided to those planning the RNCThe draft report provided to several 
departments in      late November Fulfilled Closed Internal Audit Yes

3130 12/12/2019 11:02 12/12/2019 David Hodges Requesting a list of all bonds, debt, loans, etc. the city has entered into since June 30, 2019 Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes

3129 12/12/2019 10:54 7/29/2020 Joe Bruno 

Hello - This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I request that a digital copy of 
the following documents be provided to me: - A copy of Mayor Vi Lyles’ schedule from July 2018 to date. In order 
to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news media 
affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. Thank 
you for your consideration of this request. Joe Bruno Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3131 12/12/2019 5:08 3/3/2020 Danielle Chemtob charlotte observer

I am requesting all emails exchanged between Tim Sittema and any and all the following public officials, 
mentioning the words "opportunity zone" or "OZ": -Matt Newton -Mayor Vi Lyles -Todd DeLong -Tracy Dodson -
Dimple Ajmera Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services;#Economic Develo Yes

3120 12/11/2019 17:03 12/11/2019 Martha Sellers WCCB

Wanted to put in a FOIA request for a November 2019 letter sent from Mayor Vi Lyles to MLS Commissioner Don 
Garber regarding the city's support of Mr. Tepper's plans for an MLS team and the city's planned contributions.
Let me know if I need to send a formal FOIA letter or if this email is sufficient since another media outlet has 
made the letter public.


Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3119 12/11/2019 17:02 12/12/2019 Katie Peralta Charlotte Agenda

Hope you've had a nice week so far. I wanted to flag this -- I didn't actually personally receive from the city the 
letter that Vi sent to the MLS. I assume that was in some kind of email list serve that the city sent out to the 
media? Would you mind making sure I'm on that? My mistake- I thought I was on it.  Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3118 12/11/2019 17:00 12/11/2019 Kat Roc Fox 46

Can you provide me the correct point of contact (if not you) to obtain the letter sent by Mayor Vi Lyles to MLS 
Commissioner Don Garber regarding selecting Charlotte and new MLS location. Any further information you can 
provide is greatly appreciated. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3117 12/11/2019 16:57 12/11/2019 Hunter Saenz WCNC

I am seeing reports that the city has agreed to pay $11 million in hospitality funds for charlottes MLS franchise. 
Can you and the mayors office confirm? How did this go down?

Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3132 12/11/2019 16:55 12/16/2019 Sara O'Connor 
I need to get a Certificate of Insurance for: Sealand Contractors 1708 N Caldwell St Charlotte, NC 28206 They 
were doing work installing a storm pipe and damaged Duke Energy facilities at 4229 Saquache Drive in Charlotte. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3116 12/11/2019 16:53 12/11/2019 Estephany Escobar Spectrum News

Mr. Mills,

My name is Estephany Escobar and I’m a reporter with Spectrum News. I’m reaching out to you because I’m sure 
you have seen media reports about the city of Charlotte agreeing to provide $110 million in hospitality funds for 
Charlotte’s MLS franchise in order to modify Bank of America Stadium. In addition, the media reports state the 
Charlotte MLS franchise will locate headquarters and practice facilities on the Eastland Mall site. I would like to 
confirm this information and receive a statement from the city about the agreement so we can include it in our 
evening broadcasts on 12/11. Thank you for your help and time. I really appreciate it. The best way to reach me is 
via email or on my cell phone. Thanks!  Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3114 12/11/2019 16:47 12/11/2019 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer Nov. 21, 2019 letter from Mayor Vi Lyles to Major League Soccer Commissioner Don Garber. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes



3113 12/11/2019 16:25 1/8/2020 Savannah Levins WCNC


I’d also like to request the results of the records request ID 2941 submitted by Dana LeJune yesterday. The text of 
that request is as follows:
 
On 8/23/2019 at approximately 7:30 PM, Ms. Theresa Diaz was at Charlotte Douglass Airport, walking from 
the currency exchange booth (near the food court area) toward her gate. Tess was getting near the entrance 
to one of the moving sidewalks, when she slipped and fell down. Lying on the floor, she first noticed that 
water had been dripping from the glass atrium ceiling for some amount of time, and in scattered fashion onto 
the floor. While she was lying there, she witnessed another traveler slip and fall. Please provide copies of any 
and all video of this area of the airport from 6:00 PM ET to 8:30 PM ET on 8/23/2019. Please also provide all 
documents relating to and/or concerning roof leaks at this area of the airport that were created from 1/1/19 
through 8/31/19. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3121 12/11/2019 15:43 12/11/2019 Courtney  Davis Spectrum News
We are requesting any letters sent from Mayor Vi Lyles, or anyone from the City Manager's office to the Major 
League Soccer. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

3112 12/11/2019 15:38 12/11/2019 Courtney Davis Spectrum News

The reporter is requesting the letter referenced in an article by WSOC-TV below: "According to documents 
obtained by Bruno, Mayor Vi Lyles wrote a letter to MLS Commissioner Don Garber on Nov. 21 announcing the 
city’s plans with David Tepper. “We have a wonderful, collaborative relationship with Tepper Sports and are 
aligned on our long-term goals and unified in our vision,” Lyles wrote. In addition to Eastland, Bank of America 
Stadium modifications and $110 million in hospitality funds, Lyles told Garber the city’s plans with Tepper include 
“significant and meaningful community benefits that will connect this new franchise with our residents across 
Charlotte and lift up youth sports in our communities and schools.” Lyles also told Garber the city will “work to 
build out an entertainment district connecting Charlotte’s center city and our Gateway District.” Lyles concluded 
the letter by inviting Garber to come to Charlotte in December to deliver the announcement." Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3115 12/11/2019 15:24 12/11/2019 David Hodges WBTV
Mayor's Letter to Garber. Please get me a copy as soon as possible.

Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3108 12/11/2019 15:22 12/11/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title  Company


Good Day, 
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property address 
11917 Meetinghouse Drive, Cornelius NC 28031 (PARCEL 007-132-32). If you could please assist us in obtaining 
the following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do 
you provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. 
Open, closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 
days?Can you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the 
account holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel Vargas
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

3106 12/11/2019 10:37 12/11/2019 Alison Kuznitz Charlotte Observer
Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I'd like a copy of Mayor Vi Lyles' calendar for the month of 
December. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

3105 12/10/2019 15:18 12/12/2019 Travis McAlister 

I am requesting information about the City's contract for roll-out refuse and recycling containers and the 
maintenance program for these containers with Otto Environmental. Please provide the bid tabulation, award 
and contract(s). Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services No

3104 12/10/2019 12:29 12/18/2019 Meghan Miroslaw Construction Journal

Airport Monumental EntranceLD19-010, centralized Receiving and Distribution Center, On-Call Remediation 
Services, Concourse E Expansion Phase 9TM19-008,Fuel Farm Expansion Phase III, HVAC Replacements at 
Honeywell BuildingAVIA 20-9, and Network Equipment269-2020-028 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3103 12/10/2019 9:41 1/2/2020 Chris Can I please make another request to receive theOctober 2019 data Fulfilled Closed Aviation No
3102 12/10/2019 9:30 1/2/2020 Anthony Lee PAR Capital Management September and October RAC report Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3110 12/9/2019 12:50 12/12/2019 Ashley Sanchez 

Hello, I would like to request the certificate of liability insurance for your contractor, Nassiri Development that 
covers the date of11/13/2018. They were installing a storm water drain for the city at Sunset Rd & Beatties Ford 
Rd, Charlotte, NC 28216, when they damaged an AT&T underground cable. - My ref # 1MN1900 - Thank You Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3099 12/9/2019 11:48 1/17/2020 Tomi Suzuki

Pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1, Ballantyne Village Parking, LLC, requests any and all documents and 
correspondence, regardless of physical form or characteristics, between the City of Charlotte (including zoning 
administrator staff, City employees, City agents, and/or City representatives) and any party regarding or related 
to loading zone spaces at Ballantyne Village Shopping Center. This request includes all correspondence, whether 
internally or with third-parties, addressing or otherwise discussing BVP’s outstanding loading zone appeal hearing; 
Mr. Scott Tyler’s November 7, 2019 Letter to Senior Assistant City Attorney Thomas Powers; and Mr. William 
Terpening’s November 22, 2019 Letter to Mr. Powers and Zoning Administrator Shad Spencer requesting that the 
City issue a Notice of Violation to Ballantyne Village Shopping Center regarding its non-compliance with City Code 
12-214. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Planning No



3107 12/9/2019 10:44 1/8/2020 Joe Bruno 

Do you have the RFP or at a minimum the contract info for Sunshine Cleaning Systems? How much is the current 
contract for? Airport Janitorial Services Action: A. Approve a contract extension with Sunshine Cleaning Systems, 
Inc. on a month to month basis, not to extend beyond June 30, 2020, for janitorial services, and B. Approve a 
contract with ABM Aviation Inc. for janitorial services for an initial term of three years, and C. Authorize the City 
Manager to renew the contract with ABM Aviation Inc. for up to two, one-year terms with possible price 
adjustments and to amend the contract consistent with the purpose for which the contract was approved. Staff 
Resource(s): Brent Cagle, Aviation Jack Christine, Aviation Explanation § Aviation contracts for janitorial services 
across the passenger terminal and for 12 other buildings, covering approximately 1.8 million square feet. § 
Aviation is requesting a month-to-month extension for Sunshine Cleaning Systems, Inc. to ensure a smooth and 
efficient transition to the new janitorial company. § ABM Aviation Inc. anticipates full transition no later than 
April 1, 2020. § On May 9, 2019, the city issued a Request for Proposals (RFP); 12 responses were received. § ABM 
Aviation Inc. best meets the city’s needs in terms of qualifications, experience, cost, and responsiveness to RFP 
requirements. § The contract with ABM Aviation Inc. will provide complete janitorial services including labor, 
supervision, materials, equipment, chemicals, and supplies. § Annual expenditures are estimated to be 
$12,739,623. § This activity is occurring on airport property, located in Council District 3. Charlotte Business 
INClusion The City negotiates subcontracting participation after the proposal selection process (Part C: Section 
2.1(h) of the Charlotte Business INClusion Policy), ABM Aviation has committed 30% of the total contract amount 
to the following certified firms: § Elite Touch Cleaning Services, Inc.(MBE) (janitorial services) § The Johnson 
Group (WBE) (janitorial services) § Absolute Cleaning & Restoration (MBE, SBE) (surface cleaning and ramp detail) 
§ GDC Supplies, Equipment & Contracting, LLC (MBE) (janitorial supplies) § Chandler, Campbelle & Daschle 
Investment Group, LLC (MBE) (management and customer service training) Fiscal Note Funding: Aviation 
Operating Budget Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3111 12/9/2019 9:11 1/8/2020 Richard Stifter 

I would like to request the certificate of liability insurance for your contractor, “Sealand Contractors” that covers 
the date of 4/11/2019. They were excavating for you to sewer lines at 12516-12524 Headquarters Farm Rd, when 
they damaged an AT&T underground cable. Efforts to contact Sealand Contractors have not brought resolution to 
this claim. Thank You Closed Unfulfilled No Response General Services No

3098 12/9/2019 7:53 12/9/2019 Ed Luberda


 FOIA Request
 
 
To:  Charlotte Water     
 
From Ed Luberda, 316 Ballston Road, Glenville, NY 12302 
 
Email eluberda@nycap.rr.com fax 518 372-2583 
 
Re: Public Records request for archived Bid Tabulation and Award of Contract 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION (FOIA) request for PAST BID RESULTS from the LAST time this project was bid upon. 
 
This correspondence is a request for information via FOIA 
 
We are asking for history on the referenced projects below. Please email the archived Bid Tabulation (including 
past unit prices, names and addresses of bidders) along with the previous Award of Contract specifying who won 
this project whenever it was last bid upon... 
 
This is for reference only. The bid has not opened yet. We are asking for the bid results the last time this 
referenced bid was actually bid upon. For example if this was last bid upon 12 months ago then that is the 
information we are requesting. 
 
Bid Title: Uniform T Shirts             
Bid due date: 10-30-19  
Reference: Bid FY20 iTB 10              
 
Thank you kindly for your cooperation. I assume because this is public information it is public for anyone. Fulfilled Closed Water No

3101 12/8/2019 15:44 12/26/2019 Elena  Vlady 

To Whom It May Concern: Please provide all records including a copy of the 911 call recording and transcript, for 
the following robbery incident: date of incident: 11/05/2019 2350 to 11/06/2019 0008. Police Incident complaint 
# 20191106-0008-01. Victim person: Linnankivi Vadim Date of birth: 01/02/1982 Elena Vlady | Attorney (512) 
710-5652 Office (512) 582-8341 Faxelena@vladylaw.comwww.vladylaw.com Fulfilled Closed Police No

3097 12/6/2019 16:37 Allison Latos WSOC TV

        I am requesting all emails, texts, meeting schedules, voicemails to and from 
city council members, City Manager Marcus Jones, Assistant City Manager Tracy Dodson, Assistant City Manager Taiwo Jaiyeoba, Assistant City 
Manager Angela Lee, Assistant City Manager Victoria O. Johnson, and Mayor Vi Lyles regarding "Panthers, MLS, Major League Soccer, Bank of 
America Stadium, stadium, renovations, soccer, franchise, David Tepper, Tom Glick, Mark Hart, Eastland Mall, Don Garber, All-Star".    Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

3096 12/6/2019 15:59 12/9/2019 Debbie Chapman
 Police Report involving Car accident with Mrs. Chapman at autobell  411 gilead rd. Huntersville, NC 28078
Oct4, 2019 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3094 12/6/2019 15:07 12/6/2019 Jaden McLeod Mail Online

We have been covering the tragic death of Jaiden Cowart and are keen to get the raw CCTV footage you sent to 
other news outlets. Is it possible to get that from you?

Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes



3095 12/6/2019 13:55 12/6/2019 Ed Luberda


 
 
 FOIA Request
 
 
To:  Charlotte Water     
 
From Ed Luberda, 316 Ballston Road, Glenville, NY 12302 
 
Email eluberda@nycap.rr.com fax 518 372-2583 
 
Re: Public Records request for archived Bid Tabulation and Award of Contract 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION (FOIA) request for PAST BID RESULTS from the LAST time this project was bid upon. 
 
This correspondence is a request for information via FOIA 
 
We are asking for history on the referenced projects below. Please email the archived Bid Tabulation (including 
past unit prices, names and addresses of bidders) along with the previous Award of Contract specifying who won 
this project whenever it was last bid upon... 
 
This is for reference only. The bid has not opened yet. We are asking for the bid results the last time this 
referenced bid was actually bid upon. For example if this was last bid upon 12 months ago then that is the 
information we are requesting. 
 
Bid Title: Uniform T Shirts             
Bid due date: 10-30-19  
Reference: Bid FY20 iTB 10              
 Fulfilled Closed Water No

3109 12/6/2019 13:53 1/27/2020 CJ Fultz 


To whom it may concern, I am seeking copies of all class specifications/job descriptions for the City of Charlotte. I 
would appreciate these materials in electronic format. If this information is maintained on a City website, please 
advise. Thank you for your assistance, it is greatly appreciated.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Amelia,
 
Thank you very much for the quick response, it is greatly appreciated.  I hate to impose further, but I was 
wondering if there is any City operated website from which I could view all of the City’s job descriptions/class 
specifications?  Please let me know if I need to submit a second formal records request for such information.
 
Thanks again,
 
_________________________________________________________________________________
I am respectfully requesting the position titles and current wage rates for all positions within the City of Charlotte. Followed Up with Requestor Withdrawn Human Resources No

3093 12/6/2019 11:55 12/9/2019 Jaden McLeod 
Raw CCTV footage of the escalator accident involving 3-year-oldJaiden Cowart from Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3092 12/6/2019 10:54 12/6/2019 Carly Bagingito CBS
Reaching out in hopes of obtaining CCTV video from September 25th. It involves three young children playing by 
an escalator at the airport. One of the children eventually falls tragically. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3100 12/6/2019 10:39 12/11/2019 Colin Sheeley NBC

Hi there, Reaching out on behalf of NBC News regarding the story of 3-year-old Jaiden Cowart’s death at the 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport. Would you be able to provide a copy of the surveillance footage released 
to local media outlets showing the escalator banks before and after Cowart's death? Here is the video in 
question.https://www.wsoctv.com/news/local/new-report-shows-how-boy-managed-to-fall-to-his-death-on-
airport-escalator/1015586767 Thank you, Colin Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3091 12/5/2019 15:58 12/9/2019 ELISE WILKINS I am requesting a list of all uncashed/outstanding checks written 6 months or older. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

3090 12/5/2019 15:47 12/6/2019 Matt Ferlisi 
Please provide final bid submissions from Whiting Turner and Edison Foard for AVIA 20-8 "CLT Cargo 7 Field 
Maintenance and Airside Operations" project at CLT Airport. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3089 12/5/2019 14:37 12/5/2019 Jennifer Duppstadt Brand RPM 


Laura,
 
Can I please get a copy of the previous winning bid for the Charlotte Water Uniforms, Work Clothing and 
Specialty Items?
 
Thanks,
 

Jennifer Duppstadt
Account Manager
 
P   704.225.1800 x 3006
T   888.578.9444
F   704.225.1900
E   jenniferd@brandrpm.com
9555 Monroe Road   l   Charlotte, NC 28270 Fulfilled Closed Water No

3088 12/5/2019 11:37 12/5/2019 Nick Christoffersen JE Dunn Construction Please Provide Holder new CMARexecutedContract Terminal Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



3087 12/5/2019 10:43 12/5/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title


Good Day, 
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property 
address901 Gretna Green Drive, Charlotte NC 28217 (PARCEL167-242-39 ). If you could please assist us in 
obtaining the following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What 
services do you provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account 
status (i.e. Open, closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date 
of 30 days?Can you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow 
the account holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel Vargas
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

3086 12/5/2019 9:43 12/5/2019 Danielle Ferguson WCCB-TV

       Do you know how we can obtain footage from the surveillance cameras at the airport that show 3 year old 
Jaiden Cowart and his siblings playing around the escalator?
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3084 12/5/2019 7:45 12/5/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title


Good Day, 
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property address 
13315 Edgetree Drive, Pineville NC 28134 (PARCEL 223-014-23 ). If you could please assist us in obtaining the 
following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do you 
provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. Open, 
closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days?Can 
you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel Vargas
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

3078 12/4/2019 14:50 12/4/2019 Nick Ochsner WBTV
Pursuant to G.S. 132-1, et seq., I request any surveillance video of the incident involving Jaiden Coward and 
Jiterria Lightner at the Charlotte-Douglas International Airport. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3077 12/4/2019 14:35 12/4/2019 John Paul WSOCTV

     I’d like to request surveillance video of the baggage claim area of Charlotte Douglas around 9 pm on Sept. 25th.
This is around the time the Jaiden Cowart fell from the escalator. Please include any camera footage that shows 
that area. It’s okay If it needs to be edited in any way to obscure the actual fatality.
I’d like the time of the fall- and the next 10 minutes of video. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

3080 12/4/2019 13:07 1/22/2020 Erin Edwards WSOC I’m looking for the amount of domestic violence calls in 2019 and 2018 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes
3079 12/4/2019 12:36 12/11/2019 Teodomiro Aguilar Guerrero I am requesting a certified police report for case# 20041129224100. date 11/29/2004 Fulfilled Closed Police No

3076 12/4/2019 12:34 12/4/2019 Rhonda Wingo AD Concepts, Inc.


Hello Laura,
 
We are working on the Uniforms, work clothing and branded specialty items ITB #Fy20-ITB-08 and we’re 
interested in seeing the previous bid details.  Will you please forward this informaiton to us ASAP?
 
Thank you,
 
Rhonda

Rhonda Wingo
President/CEO AD Concepts, Inc.
Rhonda@goadconcepts.com
704.366.1616
 
For Promotional programs combining maximum creativity and maximum effectiveness visit us today…
www.goadconcepts.com Fulfilled Closed Water No

3075 12/4/2019 12:07 12/4/2019 Greg Greemon Brand Alliance


Hi Laura,
 
Adrienne Lewis advised me to reach out to you for copies of the previous bid winner and contract details.  Will 
you please email any available information concerning this contract?  Specifically the current pricing.  Please let 
me know that this request was received and if you have any questions. 
 
Greg Greemon
Senior Account Executive

13325 South Point Blvd, Suite 100 / Charlotte, NC 28273/ o 704.716.3180
brandalliance.com
For Ideas Please Go To:
http://brandalliance-ideas.com/home/ Fulfilled Closed Water No

3085 12/4/2019 8:15 12/5/2019 Lexus Wilson Fox TV
Looking to obtaining the footage of the 3-year-old boy, Jaiden Cowart, that died from his injuries sustained after a 
fall at Charlotte-Douglas International Airport back on September 25th 2019. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes



3074 12/4/2019 7:00 12/10/2019 Andrew  Bone 

I represent an Involved Party. Date of Incident: 09/27/19 Agency: Charlotte-Mecklenburg PD (NC) Report#: 
20190927125202 Citation#: Street & Intersection: Time: 12:50 County: Mecklenburg Officer Full Name: Cited/At-
Fault Party: Hit and Run DOB: Involved Party: Isaac Dawson I am hereby requesting CERTIFIED copies, including an 
affidavit, for the following records: Accident/Incident Report Accident/Incident Rpt(s) - Fire/EMS 
Citation/Warning(s) Disposition - Final Field Notes/Calculations In-Car Video(s) Involved Vehicle Recall Report(s) 
Officer-worn Video(s) Photos Scene Diagram(s) Vehicle/Crash Data Downloads Witness Statement(s) Fulfilled Closed Police No

3070 12/3/2019 13:43 12/20/2019 Bobby McCoy 

I am requesting a copy of the report submitted byIsaac Vargas regarding my fall due to rain water coming on from 
the ceiling of the terminal, plus a copy of the video generated during my fall at the entrance to concourse "C" on 
Saturday November 23rd Between 4:30 P.M. and 5:30 P.M. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3072 12/3/2019 12:11 12/10/2019 David Hodges 
Please provide me with the following public records. Any and all requisitions, purchase orders, and contracts for 
John Martin, Southern Institute of Research, Institute for Tomorrow. Fulfilled Closed Water;#General Services Yes

3073 12/3/2019 11:17 12/19/2019 William Graves CATS Quarterly Report to the Federal Transit Administration. December 2019. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3067 12/3/2019 10:01 12/6/2019 Rushi Patel 

Please email a copy of Luna’s rabies vaccine. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3069 12/2/2019 13:24 12/11/2019 David Hodges 
Please provide me with electronic copies of all city council statement of economic interest forms that have been 
filed since January 1, 2017. That should include all council members who have served over that time frame. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

3068 12/2/2019 12:21 12/3/2019 Michelle England 

Dear Feven or Custodian of Public Records, SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport for any and all purchasing records from 2019-08-26 (yyyy-mm-dd) to current. The 
request is limited to readily available records without physically copying, scanning or printing paper documents. 
Any editable electronic document is acceptable. The specific information requested from your record keeping 
system is: 1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., 
invoice, encumbrance, or check number 2. Purchase date 3. Line item details (Detailed description of the 
purchase) 4. Line item quantity 5. Line item price 6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their 
email address If you would like to let me know what type of financial software you use, I may have report 
samples that help to determine how, or if, you are able to respond. Please email the information or use the 
following web link. There is no file size 
limitation:http://upload.smartprocure.com/?st=NC&org=CharlotteDouglasInternationalAirport If this request was 
misrouted, please forward to the correct contact person and reply to this communication with the appropriate 
contact information. If you have any questions, please feel free to respond to this email or I can be reached at the 
phone number below in my signature. Regards, Michelle England Data Acquisition Specialist NEW Direct: 1-561-
609-6855 | Support: 888-998-6348 Email:mengland@smartprocure.com|www.smartprocure.com 700 W. 
Hillsboro Blvd. Suite 4-100, Deerfield Beach, FL 33441 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3071 12/2/2019 11:17 12/3/2019 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group

     Hello,
We would like to submit a Public Records Request for all Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period 
November 1 – November 30, 2019. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection Notes" 
and "Parcel IDs". 
 
Would like both the Nuisance Cases as well as the Housing Code Cases for all property zoning types.
 
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3065 11/30/2019 8:33 8/31/2020 Jesse Alred 

I am a PhD. student working on a dissertation on child pornography and the criminal justice system. I would like to 
request the number of child pornography arrests annually by the Charlotte Police Department from 1980 to 2018. 
If only part of this information exists I would appreciate receiving this. I would prefer email contact and electronic 
records, if that is possible. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3064 11/29/2019 8:55 1/24/2020 LaPronda Spann Lain Consulting LLC
I would like an electronic copy of all winning proposals for RFQ 269-2020-011 Internal Audit Report and 
Consulting Services. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3063 11/27/2019 18:20 12/11/2019 Matteo Serritella
Any and all records including but not limited to arrest reports, case reports, photos, notes and memoranda 
involving Carlos Federico Del Pozo Guevara (DOB:04JUN1977). Fulfilled Closed Police No

3066 11/27/2019 13:17 2/6/2020 David Hodges

Please provide me electronic copies of the following. All emails sent and received by Jason Kay. All emails sent and 
received by Tracy Dodson. All emails sent and received by "Mr. Adams, Consultant hired by the City Manager." 
(potentially Mr. Abrams). Please use the following criteria when searching for emails. - Between 10/20/18 and 
11/20/18 - The following key words "Detroit" "Glick" "Ilitch" "Granger" Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office Yes

3062 11/27/2019 10:15 12/9/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC

If you have any approved or conditionally street and noise amplification permits for the Eastland site for 
December, can you provide them?

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

3060 11/27/2019 8:14 12/2/2019 Harriett Ellis 
I was in a collision with a city transit bus on the corner of West sixth street and Graham street on November 21 
,2019 at approximately 8:00 in the morning. I am requesting to see the video of the collision. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

3061 11/27/2019 6:07 12/2/2019 Jacob  Berman 

I'm writing a history of public transit in America, and I'd like to get electronic copies of any pre-1945 streetcar 
service guides or maps that you have from CATS' predecessors. (Specifically, I'm looking for old maps of 
Charlotte's old streetcar system from the days that it was run by Southern Power or by Duke Energy.) Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3058 11/26/2019 1:06 12/2/2019 Katelyn Geitner Select Trees

I am seeking the name of thelandscape architect or landscape architecture firm who created the landscape plans 
for the upcoming Joint Operations Center (JOC) by the City of Charlotte, Aviation Department. Could you please 
review the landscape plan and advise? If you have an electronic copy/PDF of the planting plan, I could receive that 
and review personally instead. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3056 11/25/2019 23:46 2/7/2020 Trenton  Huntley 
I would like all emails sent fromTrenton.Huntley@charlottenc.gov; sent to (trenton.huntley@charlottenc.gov) or 
received bynrstorey@charlottenc.gov; to (trenton.huntley@charlottenc.gov) or byTwarshauer@charlottenc.gov; Fulfilled Closed Economic Development;#Neighborhood Services No

3055 11/25/2019 23:06 1/10/2020 Kristi Smith 

Please accept this message as an official public records request for information. TeamDynamix would like to 
formally request the following information to be shared pertaining to City of Charlotte's PPM RFP #269-2019-080. 
1. All Submitted Proposals from each vendor in their entirety. 2. City of Charlotte’s evaluation criteria and 
accompanying Score Sheets for the proposals submitted by each vendor in their entirety. 3. All dates, times and 
duration for every sales and product demonstration performed by each vendor in their entirety. 4. Recordings of 
all sales and product demonstrations performed by each vendor in their entirety. Please respond to me via email 
with the requested information or if you have any questions. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3059 11/25/2019 15:20 12/3/2019 Linnell Stanhope Crowder Construction

Please forward the proposals received for CLT Water's RFQ FY20-DB-01: Progressive Design-Build Services for the 
960 Pressure Zone North South Transmission Main, North Tryon Pressure Zone Boundary Change, Idlewild 
Booster Pump Station Supply Main, and Airport Area Transmission Main Design Build project. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Planning;#Water No



3054 11/25/2019 10:49 12/4/2019 Gavin Off

Can you send me an updated spreadsheet of Charlotte's city salary? I looked at the city's data portal and the last 
update was from July.
Please provide the data in a format that is compatible with Excel. A delimited text file or a CSV file is fine.
And please provide a record layout if one is needed to understand the data. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources Yes

3053 11/25/2019 9:01 1/10/2020 Chrissy Hall 

I am requesting Wireless Tower Leases with Charlotte/Douglas International Airport. I have a Word document 
with the complete information needed. Please let me know if this is the correct form to use as this was on their 
website. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3052 11/23/2019 14:27 12/4/2019 Kevan Dugan Alentado Training Consultants
All releasable reports, videos, and statements related to the Rueben Galindo shooting which occurred on 6 
September 2017. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3049 11/21/2019 23:46 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal

I am seeking the name of the company hired by the city either last year or this year to serve as a consultant for 
negotiations and/or analysis of and with the Carolina Panthers regarding Bank of America Stadium and/or a new 
NFL stadium. In addition to the company's name, I am also seeking any contracts signed between the two parties, 
total amount of fees/expenses paid to date, date the firm was hired and any outline/description of terms of 
future work or deadlines. Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development Yes

3050 11/21/2019 16:56 12/11/2019 Luis Lopez Police report # 2018-0418-2144-00 Fulfilled Closed Police No

3047 11/21/2019 15:27 12/3/2019 Christopher Barbour Rhine Law Firm

This written and electronic request is made under the Freedom of Information Act pursuant to 5 U.S.C. §552 and 
N.C.G.S. §132-1. This firm represents the family of the late Kendrick Hudson in an investigation of the luggage tug 
rollover accident (“ROLLOVER INCIDENT”) that claimed Mr. Hudson’s life on August 11, 2019 while he was 
working at the Charlotte Douglas International Airport (hereinafter “AIRPORT”). This request supplements this 
firm's previous request submitted by attorney Martin Ramey on November 15, 2019 at 4:34pm. At this time, we 
are requesting the following additional documents and information: - Complaints - formal, written, or otherwise, 
from employees, or others at the AIRPORT, relating the the luggage tugs used at the AIRPORT, including 
complaints regarding their susceptibility to rolling over, tipping, complaints regarding the seatbelts, lack of roll 
cages, and any and all other complaints regarding the luggage tugs. - Complaints - formal, written, or otherwise, 
from employees, or others at the AIRPORT, regarding the lights on the tarmacs and the luggage handlers and 
other employees' ability to see at night while working and driving equipment. - Complaints - formal, written, or 
otherwise, from employees, or others at the AIRPORT, regarding the placement of luggage on the tarmac, 
including but not limited to its intrusion into the flow of traffic of vehicles, or hazards created by the placement of 
luggage or the failure to secure luggage properly. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3039 11/21/2019 14:08 1/9/2020 Steve Harrison WFAE

Can you send me a copy of the score sheet for the Innovation Barn? You sent a matrix for the scoring, but not the 
actual scoring sheet itself.

Fulfilled Closed General Services Yes

3057 11/21/2019 10:16 11/26/2019 Lawton Rabeler
This is Lawton Rabeler with D.E.S.P., I talked to Mike Wirth, and he said I could request a copy of the proposals. I 
would like a copy of all three if possible, to review to see how to proceed in the future.  Fulfilled Closed Water No

3048 11/21/2019 9:52 11/21/2019 Natasha Abdelhalim
I am requesting video footage from the CATS city bus involved in an auto accident on 11/20/2019 involving driver 
Tiana Adams between approximately 7:40am-8:00am. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3051 11/21/2019 4:19 James Mills


 
I would like a copy of the PO, what vendor and what price? I have attached a copy of my original quote for full 
licenses not upgrades as requested by Ms. Campbell.
____________________________________________________________________
Purchase of olympus software upgrade between 9/15 to 11/15/2019
 Submitted to Departments Open Finance No

3035 11/20/2019 15:35 11/20/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC Request for memo from City Manager Jones to City Council regarding Sabrina Joy-Hogg's resignation. Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

3038 11/20/2019 11:22 11/21/2019 Chris Appling State Farm Insurance

We are Requesting Bus Video footage of an accident involving Bus 1045 on 10/30/2019 at approx. 9:00 pm. Please 
email this footage to our email address with claim number 40-B965-8Z8 in the subject line, or mail a copy directly 
to the address provided with Attn to the claim number. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3033 11/20/2019 8:49 11/21/2019 brent stoney Progressive

I NEED BUS FOOTAGE FROM ACCIDENT ON BUS "CATS- BUS - DTB343" accident date was 10/31/2019 at 12:58 
pm. Driver of the bus was Albina Forney. Passenger was Mary Jordan. need closed circuit bus footage for claims 
investigation. questions call or email 910-473-6325 orbstoney@progressive.com . NOTE CITY OF CHARLOTE 
CLAIM NUMBER : VATA124502 MY INSURED TYDREQCUIZ DEWESE, DRIVER AUNDREA BELTON Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3042 11/19/2019 21:57 12/16/2019 bobby Pittenger 

The 3rd Submittal Plans from Accela Record SDRSF-2019-00058, which is called Miranda Village. There are three 
files with the names: 1018216 MIRANDA PHASE 1 25 to 36.pdf 1018216 MIRANDA PHASE 1 13 to 24.pdf 1018216 
MIRANDA PHASE 1 01 to 12.pdf Fulfilled Closed Planning No

3032 11/19/2019 16:54 11/17/2020 David Hodges

Please consider this a records request NCGS 132. Please provide me with electronic copies of the following 
records. • Please provide me with all emails sent or received by Trey Lanier that contains the following key words. 
"Doug Groce" "Groce" "Timothy Conard" Conard." Please provide me with all emails meeting this criteria from 
9/1/19 - 9/30/19. • Electronic copies of all E-Builder internal notes, memos or any other documentation related 
to PO number 19006416/Creelman. Copies of all invoices related to PO number 19006416. • All publicly 
releasable documents for the personnel files of Jerry Schwinghammer and John Hilgers. • All emails sent and/or 
received by Schwinghammer and Hilgers. Hilgers emails from 5/1/19-6/30/19 and Schwinghammer emails from 
3/1/19 - 4/30/19. • Copies of all "On-Call" IT contracts with City of Charlotte Aviation. Please let me know if you 
have any questions. I would like to stress that I am still hoping to received records from my other records request 
related to IT contracts first. Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#Human Resources;#Water Yes

3031 11/19/2019 16:22 12/17/2019 KM  Thomas 
Data request for annually allocated business contract dollars, distributed by race and sex for FY 2014 through FY 
2019. Also request Charlotte police officer hiring data by race and sex for 2014 through 2019. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources;#General Services No

3037 11/19/2019 15:40 1/8/2020 Nupoor Shedbale

Hello, This is a request under the Section § 132-6 of the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting a copy 
of Requests For Proposals or any contractual agreements (including permits) between Charlotte, North Carolina 
and the following vendors, in relation to the following products: Kimley-Horn Curbside Management (Vendor : 
Kimley-Horn and associates) FleetMatics In Vehicle Telematics (Vendor : FleetMatics) Lime - E (Vendor : Lime) 
MapAnything In Vehicle Telematics (Vendor : MapAnything) Mobike (Vendor : Meituan Bike) Passport Curbside 
Management (Vendor : Passport Inc.) Remix Modeling and Planning (Vendor : Remix) VersiCharge (Vendor : 
Siemens) HERE Traffic (Vendor : Traffic.com) I would prefer an electronic scan of responsive documents. However, 
if that is too difficult or time consuming, I am more than willing to discuss any alternative options. Please don't 
hesitate to Nupoor Shedbale contact me at this email should you have any questions. I truly appreciate your hard 
work and look forward to receiving these documents. Thank you and have a great day! Sincerely, Nupoor 
Shedbale Closed Unfulfilled No Response General Services No

3028 11/19/2019 15:38 Hannah Smoot 

I would like to request a digital copy of all emails, texts and voicemails to and from Marcus Jones, Tracy Dodson, 
Taiwo Jaiyeoba, Angela Lee, Victoria Johnson and Vi Lyles that include keywords "MLS," "soccer," "Tepper," 
"Garber" or "stadium" from October 2019 to present. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes



3030 11/19/2019 9:53 12/4/2019 Lindsay Castiglioni 

REQUESTING PHOTOS the officers took and the criminal investigation for Tyrell Kirkland who was arrested at the 
scene and is in federal prison on other warrants. Did they locate driver of 3rd vehicle owned by Malcolm 
Cameron. Charlotte Mecklenburg PD Report #: 20190717-172603 DATE OF LOSS: 07/17/2019 Fulfilled Closed Police No

3036 11/19/2019 0:44 11/21/2019 Kayla Jones Apex Company, LLC
Any records pertaining to environmental issues concerning the property located at 194 S Sharon Amity Road in 
Charlotte, North Carolina (Former Hallmark Store located in the Cotswold Village Shops). Closed Unfulfilled Referred General Services No

3029 11/18/2019 17:36 Katie Peralta 

Hi -- I'd like to request all written communication between city council members, city staff and CRVA staff with 
staff from the Big South Conference. This includes emails, letters, texts and closed-door meeting minutes about 
bringing the conf. I'm looking for communication from November 2018-present. Thank you! Submitted to Departments Open Office of Constituent Services;#Economic Develo   Yes

3024 11/18/2019 16:57 12/4/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

We are requesting employment status of Deputy City Manager Sabrina Joy-Hogg. We request the ability to review 
her personnel file tomorrow. We also request a copy of the separation letter, should one exist.

Fulfilled Closed Human Resources Yes

3027 11/18/2019 14:05 12/2/2019 Manasseh Zechariah 

I would like the get the following information for research purposes. Thanks. Miles traveled by CATS fleet of buses 
FY2019, 2018, 2017. Miles traveled by LYNX Blue Line vehicles in FY2019, 2018, 2017. Miles traveled by CATS' 
Special Transportation Service FY2019, 2018, 2017. Number of passenger trips provided by CATS fleet of buses in 
FY2019, 2018, 2017. Number of passenger trips provided by LYNX Blue Line vehicles in FY2019, 2018, 2017. 
Number of passenger trips provided by CATS' Special Transportation Service in FY2019, 2018, 2017. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3025 11/15/2019 16:26 2/13/2020 Martin Ramey Rhine Law Firm

This written and electronic request is made under the Freedom of Information Act pursuant to 5 U.S.C. §552 and 
N.C.G.S. §132-1. This firm represents the family of the late Kendrick Hudson in an investigation of the luggage tug 
rollover accident (“ROLLOVER INCIDENT”) that claimed Mr. Hudson’s life on August 11, 2019 while he was 
working at the Charlotte Douglas International Airport (hereinafter “AIRPORT”). • Incident reports relating to all 
accidents involving rollovers of luggage tugs at the AIRPORT for the time period of January 1, 2014 to the present. 
• Incident reports relating to all accidents involving vehicles, including luggage tugs, colliding with or impacting 
luggage (on carts or loose) on the tarmac at the AIRPORT for the time period of January 1, 2014 to the present. • 
Copies of videotaped footage and still images from airport cameras showing the ROLLOVER INCIDENT involving 
the tug driven by Kendrick Hudson on August 11, 2019. • Copies of videotaped footage and still images from 
airport cameras showing the area where the ROLLOVER INCIDENT occurred on August 11, 2019 for the hour prior 
to the time that Kendrick Hudson was injured. • Copies of all procedures, protocols, guidelines, regulations, rules, 
and other related standards for the operation of luggage tugs at the AIRPORT that would have been in effect on 
August 11, 2019. • Copies of all procedures, protocols, guidelines, regulations, rules, and other related standards 
for the handling, moving and removal of luggage on the tarmac and in traffic areas that would have been in effect 
on August 11, 2019. • Copies of all documents, including but not limited to e-mails, memoranda, correspondence 
and other such documents referencing or relating to the ROLLOVER INCIDENT involving Kendrick Jackson. • Copies 
of all lease, operating, service, rental and other agreements between the City of Charlotte and Piedmont Airlines 
that relate to luggage operations at the AIRPORT and gates managed, maintained, leased, serviced or otherwise 
attended to by Piedmont Airlines. • Copies of photographs taken by any of your employees, agents, 
representatives, or investigators of the accident scene including, but not limited to, the tug driven by Kendrick 
Hudson, photographs of the light towers in the immediate vicinity and other surroundings. • Copies of documents 
that identify the make, model and ownership of the luggage tug driven by Kendrick Hudson that was involved in 
the ROLLOVER INCIDENT. • Copies of documents relating to the luggage tug driven by Kendrick Hudson that was 
involved in the ROLLOVER INCIDENT, including, but not limited to maintenance records, purchase records, service 
records, incident reports, repair records, and invoices for replacement parts. • Copies of relevant plans, maps and 
other drawings that show the area where the ROLLOVER INCIDENT occurred that show the placement of gates 
and other airport equipment and assets. • Copies of documents that relate to the illumination of the gates 
surrounding the E concourse, in the area where the ROLLOVER INCIDENT occurred. This document includes, but is 
not limited to, plans, maintenance/service records, maps and drawings that describe the illumination of the area Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3022 11/15/2019 12:58 11/22/2019 Jennifer Herring wasteprousa
Waste Pro is requesting copies of the most recent Recycling Contract with Waste Management. Waste Pro is 
requesting copies of the most recent two Cart Contracts with Otto. Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services No

3026 11/15/2019 12:09 Erik Spanberg 

I am requesting all transcripts, meeting notes and documents from closed council meetings/sessions related to the 
city, the mayor and city council discussing and/or negotiating Major League Soccer-related investments or 
assistance with David Tepper, Tom Glick and anyone else with the Carolina Panthers starting January 1, 2019, and 
running through the date a decision is rendered by council. Closed Session Minutes Awaiti  Open City Clerk Yes

3019 11/15/2019 9:58 12/4/2019 Adam Lawson WBTV
1)We are requesting employment status of Deputy City Manager Sabrina Joy-Hogg. We request the ability to 
review her personnel file tomorrow. We also request a copy of the separation letter, should one exist. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources Yes

3021 11/14/2019 14:22 11/19/2019 Shannon Rumage maser consulting Request for winning submittals for RFQ: FY20-RFQ-03. Fulfilled Closed Water No
3018 11/14/2019 11:25 12/10/2019 Alejandro Lepe I am requesting the city's adopted budget books from fiscal years 2017 - 2015. Fulfilled Closed Strategy & Budget No

3023 11/14/2019 9:53 12/11/2019 Alyssa Edwards 


Good Day I need a Police order and the dissolution to event on 04/23/2015 of simple assault complaint number is 
20150423-0153-00.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Looking for any information on case number 5902015214476 for employment needs. Fulfilled Closed Police No



3020 11/13/2019 20:21 1/9/2020 Morgan Williams 

Information Request Related To  As part of the Johnson Brothers Contract with the city of Charlotte Section 2.11 
entitled Safety and Security - Additional C21 reports must be submitted whenever a significant safety violation is 
observed or when minor violations of a repetitive nature are observed. Information Requested - Please provide 
C21 reports for any and all significant safety violations as well as minor violations of a repetitive nature. We are 
particularly interested in the following geographic areas as outlined in the Johnson Brothers contract: Segment F – 
The intersection of Hawthorne Lane and 5th Street. Segment G – Hawthorne Lane from 5th Street to the east side 
of 7th Street Intersection. Segment H – Hawthorne Lane from the east side of 7th Street to Central Avenue 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Information Request Related To - As part of the Johnson Brothers Contract with the city of Charlotte Section 
2.11.1 entitled Imminent Danger states: The City may stop those operations, which create an imminent danger to 
employees (as defined by Federal, State, and Local agencies), to the public, and to property. Information 
Requested - Please provide any and all records in which the city stopped operations that created an imminent 
danger to employees (as defined by Federal, State, and Local agencies), to the public, and to property since the 
inception of the project. Please include the date and time the safety concern was identified, the individual 
identifying the dangerous condition, member of the city staff that was tasked with the investigation and the 
action that they took to stop operations, and how long the operations were stopped for. We are particularly 
interested in the following geographic areas as outlined in the Johnson Brothers contract: Segment F – The 
intersection of Hawthorne Lane and 5th Street. Segment G – Hawthorne Lane from 5th Street to the east side of 
7th Street Intersection. Segment H – Hawthorne Lane from the east side of 7th Street to Central Avenue 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Information Request Related To - As part of the Johnson Brothers Contract with the city of Charlotte Section 
2.11.3 - entitled City Safety and Security requirements the contractor is required to: 1. Immediately notify the City 
of inspections conducted by NCDOL/OSH at the Project site and transmit any copies of citations and alleged 
violations. 2. Submit a copy of OSHA Form No. 300 monthly to the Engineer and include in the upper left corner 
the total staff-hours worked for that month. 3. Contractor shall prepare and submit a Construction Safety 
Inspection Report (C21 report) weekly 4. Authorize immediate action to correct substandard safety and security 
conditions. Information Requested - Please provide copies of all C21 weekly reports submitted to the city since 
the inception of the project. We are particularly interested in the following geographic areas as outlined in the 
Johnson Brothers contract: Segment F – The intersection of Hawthorne Lane and 5th Street. Segment G – Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3017 11/13/2019 16:46 12/9/2019 Hannah Meinholdt 
I am requesting electronic, emailed copies of the winning vendor's proposal and contract forRFP No. 269-2017-
042, Security Audit and Assessment Services for the City of Charlotte, North Carolina. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

3016 11/13/2019 15:54 11/18/2019 Deonn Leath I would like a copy of the winning proposal for 512-16-070. Fulfilled Closed General Services No
3015 11/13/2019 15:51 11/21/2019 Deonn Leath I would like a copy of the winning proposal for FY20-RFP-12. Fulfilled Closed Water No
3008 11/13/2019 14:32 11/13/2019 Greg Lacour Charlotte Magazine Audio and Video of the 7-16-18 City Council Discussion on the RNC. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

3012 11/13/2019 10:06 11/14/2019 April Byrd Sunshine Cleaning 

This is my second request for the following: original RFP proposal submission, supporting documents, 
presentations, & relevant emails from Sunshine Cleaning Services & United Maintenance Company related to RFP 
Number AVIA19-40. If requested information is sent in the form of a shared file please email 
toapril@abnogroup.com. Thank you for your assistance. Kind regards, April Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3007 11/13/2019 9:24 11/14/2019 John Csehill United Maintenance Company wants the proposals and the evaluation notes. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

3006 11/13/2019 8:21 1/10/2020 Beryl Lipton MuckRock News

Charlotte City Clerk
North Carolina Public Records Law Office
7th Floor
600 East 4th Street
Charlotte, NC 28202-2857
November 8, 2019
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
The following materials related to this jurisdiction’s recently-initiated three-year agreement with Microsoft as 
part of a smart city initiative.
 
1. AGREEMENTS and CONTRACTS
Any and all agreements related to this partnership or purchase. 
This includes (but is not limited to) all contracts (as well as associated amendments, attachments, and exhibits), 
data sharing agreements, insurance agreements, intergovernmental services agreements, licensing agreements, 
memorandums of understanding, and nondisclosure agreements regarding or relevant to this relationship.
Please provide a copy of any informal agreements, insurance agreements, liability waivers, and warranties that 
may reference or guide the relationship between this agency and this external entity. Please also provide any 
materials detailing the plans or programs to be developed as part of this relationship. 
 
2. BIDDING and PROCUREMENT
A copy of any available or relevant Requests for Expressions of Interest, Requests For Proposal (or equivalent calls 
for bids), responses to Requests for Expressions of Interest, letters of interest, responses to Requests for 
Proposal, sole source or limited source justification and approval documentation, documentation of selection, 
and other materials generated in the consideration and selection of the technology in question.
 
3. FINANCIAL and FUNDING MATERIALS
Any records related to the financing or funding of this relationship and related projects, including a copy of any 
invoices, related funding opportunity announcements, grant applications, grantor status/progress reports, Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing;#Innovation & Tec   Yes

3011 11/13/2019 7:56 11/14/2019 Julie Kaye Hi I am looking for a current list of city issued uncashed checks of $10,000+ from 1/1/2015-8/1/2019. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

3013 11/12/2019 21:36 12/16/2019 Peter Brown 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain a 
list of all residential properties that have received a citation from code enforcement between 1-1-2018 to 11-12-
2019. I only need property addresses or property parcel number. I do not want any customer information or 
reason for citation. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

3010 11/12/2019 16:18 2/5/2020 Alex Lefitz synterra corp

Records of emergency response for the following properties: - 2517 Oneida Road Charlotte NC 28269 (Parcel ID: 
04519103) - 4801 N Graham Street, Charlotte NC 28269 (Parcel ID: 04519101) - 4823 N Graham Street, Charlotte 
NC 28269 (Parcel ID: 04519101) - 2529 Oneida Road Charlotte NC 28269 (Parcel ID: 0459104) - 4923 N Graham 
Street Charlotte NC 28269 - undeveloped Property with Parcel ID 0451911 - undeveloped Property wit Parcel ID 
04519112 Fulfilled Closed Police No



3009 11/12/2019 15:57 11/14/2019 Michael  Hayes 

Michael Hayes 6 Bills Place Brooklyn, NY 11218 November 12, 2019 To whom it may concern: Under the North 
Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting records relating to the Charlotte Police Department 
use of mobile device forensic technologies (MDFTs), as well as the Charlotte Police Department’s policies and 
procedures governing such use. I am seeking records regarding the Charlotte Police Department’s use of mobile 
device forensic tools (MDFTs). This includes any software, hardware, process, or service that is capable of any of 
the following: extracting any data from a mobile device, recovering deleted files from a mobile device, or 
bypassing mobile device passwords, locks, or other security features. Examples of MDFTs include, but are not 
limited to, products or services offered by vendors such as Cellebrite, Grayshift, Oxygen Forensics, BlackBag 
Technologies, Magnet Forensics, MSAB, AccessData, Paraben, Katana Forensics, BK Forensics, and Guidance 
Software/OpenText.4 I am specifically requests the following records: Purchase Records and Agreements: Any and 
all records reflecting an agreement for purchase, acquisition, or license of MDFTs, or permission to use, test, or 
evaluate MDFTs since 2014. Records of Use: Any and all records describing the Charlotte Police Department’s use 
of MDFTs since 2014. In particular, I am seeking records reflecting the Charlotte Police Department’s aggregate 
use of MDFTs. For example, monthly reports that reflect total number of MDFT cases for each month, broken 
down by type of crime, number and type of phones, and number and type of other devices. Please specify any 
instances where the Charlotte Police Department used Cellebrite Advanced Services, or otherwise transferred 
possession of a device or its contents to a vendor for off-site processing, including Regional Computer Forensics 
Laboratories. Please include any instances of forensic examination of a device (e.g. using JTAG or chip-off 
processes) that may not involve a vendor’s product. Policies Governing Use: Any and all records regarding policies 
and guidelines governing the use of MDFTs, including but not limited to: training materials regarding their 
operation, restrictions on when they may be used, limitations on retention and use of collected data, security 
measures taken to protect stored and in-transit data, guidance on when a warrant or other legal process must be 
obtained, and guidance on when the existence and use of MDFTs may be revealed to the public, criminal 
defendants, or judges. This request applies to any and all records where vendor names or products are 
misspelled, e.g., “Greykey” instead of “Graykey,” “Greyshift” instead of “Grayshift,” and “Celle Brite,” “CellBrite”, 
or “Cell Brite” instead of “Cellebrite.” The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as 
possible,” generally within 5 to 10 business days. If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling 
this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the 
requested records. For records that contain some exempt material and some non-exempt material, I request that Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

3005 11/12/2019 14:28 12/2/2019 Andy Bratton 
I'm interested in the methods used to gather data about ridership on the Light Rail. Are statistics based on ticket 
sales or some other metric? Thank you! Andy Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

3004 11/12/2019 14:22 11/22/2019 Guy  Smith 
Please provide all responses, presentations, notes, documents associated with City of CharlotteRFP 2019-429 
Utility Coordinator Services Closed Unfulfilled Referred General Services No

3003 11/12/2019 14:16 11/13/2019 Chamekia Spencer Charlotte Water’sRFP # FY19-RFP-26 Fulfilled Closed Water No

3002 11/12/2019 14:10 11/19/2019 Paul Osowski nelson mullins

Please provide a copy of Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department's entire investigative file, including but not 
limited to witness statements, interviews, e-mails, scene diagrams, notes, reports, photographs and videos, 
pertaining to the incident at Charlotte-Douglas International Airport during the evening of September 25, 2019 
where Jaiden Cowart (3 year old child) fell near the escalator and stairway in the "A" area of baggage claim and 
later perished. Fulfilled Closed Police No

3001 11/12/2019 13:43 12/18/2019 Tamara Cagle Pyramid Enviromental

Any available documentation of Fire Department responses to environmental incidents such as fires, hazardous 
materials, underground storage tanks, or petroleum spills at 301 Eastway Drive in Charlotte, NC. Thank you for 
your assistance. Fulfilled Closed Fire No

3000 11/12/2019 13:40 11/13/2019 Christopher Brown
Requesting the winning proposal and contract for Charlotte Water Tree Removal Services for the contract period 
prior to the period covered by the currently active RFP: #FY20-RFP-16. Fulfilled Closed Water No

2999 11/12/2019 12:44 12/18/2019 Ave  Leath I would like to request a copy of the winning proposal for RFP #2019-431. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

3496 11/12/2019 9:12 11/13/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Please provide me with a copy of the following documents.All statements of economic interest for Councilman 
James Mitchell.
Thank you for your help.
 
https://charlottenc.gov/CityClerk/Documents/Statement%20of%20Economic%20Interest.pdf“By February 1 of 
each year, the Mayor and Council members shall file with the city clerk a statement of economic interest using 
the form set forth in Exhibit A attached hereto. The statements required by this section are public records 
available for inspection and copying by any person during normal business hours.” Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

3014 11/11/2019 10:51 11/18/2019 Richard Stifter AT&T
I am working on behalf of AT&T to obtain copies of any ROW permits that were issued for a boring project on E 
Arrowood Rd, near Nations Ford Rd. Please search from 4/2018 - 4/2019. Thank You Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

2997 11/8/2019 20:01 12/2/2019 Theresa Weihing I am requesting city bus video for Bus 951 relating to an auto accident that occurs on 11/22/2018. Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2998 11/8/2019 15:40 11/8/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title


Good Day, 
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property address 
8610 Sawleaf Court, Charlotte NC 28215 (PARCEL 108-065-85). If you could please assist us in obtaining the 
following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do you 
provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. Open, 
closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days?Can 
you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel Vargas
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No



2993 11/7/2019 22:48 12/11/2019 Paul Osowski nelson mullins

1. Please provide a copy of all security video from every camera that captured images of passengers Jiterria 
Lightner (adult) and Jaiden Cowart (3 year old child) at Charlotte-Douglas International Airport during the evening 
of September 25, 2019 beginning with their arrival from Florida on the jetway at unknown gate on concourse "A", 
continuing as they walked through the "A" concourse into the atrium and down into the baggagJiterria Lightnere 
claim area, and continuing with every camera in the baggage claim area that captured their images up through 30 
minutes after Jaiden Cowart falls near the escalator and stairway in the "A" area of baggage claim. If either of 
them departed from the above route, please include every camera that captured their images during such 
departure. On November 6, 2019, the Transportation Security Administration ("TSA") responded to my FOIA 
request for the above described videos by stating that it does not control video recordings at airports and is 
unable to provide those records. It recommended that I request the video recordings from the local airport 
authority. If you deny this request, please provide me with the basis/authority for your contention that the TSA is 
in control of the video recordings, not the City of Charlotte or Charlotte Douglas International Airport. 2. Please 
also provide me with the name and contact information for a local person at TSA that is knowledgeable about the 
above requested video. 3. We also hereby request a copy of the accident report related to the Jaiden Cowart 
incident prepared by the Charlotte Douglas International Airport and/or the City of Charlotte. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2996 11/7/2019 14:06 12/9/2019 George Rhyne 
Requesting year to date spending for the Vehicle Cleaning Contract and Decontamination Contract: #269-2016-
003. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

2995 11/7/2019 13:47 12/2/2019 Kimberly Hayford North County Transit District of San Die  

Hello, I am a planner with North County Transit District in San Diego, CA. I am analyzing on time performance 
measurements of peer agencies. I’m hoping you can provide the following information for both bus and 
paratransit modes: • Does CATS establish an OTP target or goal for bus and paratransit? If so, what is it? • What 
was the FY2019 actual OTP for bus and paratransit? • How does CATS measure OTP (ie., using a system like GPS 
or by using human observation)? • What is the “on time” threshold (ie., between one minute early and five 
minutes late)? • When is OTP measured (at each timepoint for bus or at the trip destination for paratransit)? 
Thank you for your assistance! Kim Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2994 11/7/2019 12:42 11/12/2019 Toni Emehel sherrill and emehel
Request for copy of video footage from CATS bus accident associated with City of Charlotte claim VATA123875. 
Date of loss: 08/18/2019. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2988 11/7/2019 12:22 1/13/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC
How much did the City of Charlotte spend on the independent review by Poyner? I am making a formal request 
now for the contract and information. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes

2992 11/7/2019 5:58 1/10/2020 Stephen Rivers Earnest Buyers

Open Record Request Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full 
addresses for the month of October (1-31), 2019 please. A copy through email is just fine. Thank you in advance! 
Stephen Rivers 817-229-5155 Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2991 11/6/2019 11:26 11/7/2019 Jim Struve 
Haskell-Black & Veatch Statement of Qualifications for the Mount Holly Pumping Station and Force Main - FY19-
DB-03 Fulfilled Closed Water No

2990 11/6/2019 10:19 12/11/2019 Dilia Camacho ASh Britt  Enviromental

AshBritt, Inc. is kindly requesting copies of the following documents for the City of Charlotte RFP #2019-418 
Disaster Debris Removal and Debris Management Services • Copies of the proposals (including pricing) from each 
respondent (excluding AshBritt) • Copies of any scoring documents and/or notes from each evaluation committee 
member supporting their scores • Copies of any bid tabulations and/or documents that outlined each 
Respondent’s line-item fees. Regards, Dilia Camacho AshBritt, Inc. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

2989 11/6/2019 9:49 11/6/2019 HERBERT  HANSMAN Critek Engineering  Group
We are requesting copies of the winning proposals for FY20-RFQ-03: Water & Sewer Street Main Design. • Gavel 
and Dorn Engineering • STV Engineers, Inc. • Willis Engineers Fulfilled Closed Water No

2987 11/6/2019 9:43 11/7/2019 greg winterhalter The Citys bid evaluation documents and vendors proposal for RFP # 269-2019-080 dated May 6, 2019. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

2986 11/5/2019 18:31 2/5/2020 David Hodges WBTV 

Please provide me with an incident reports between January 1, 2015 through November 5, 2019 for the following 
locations. 9601 Monroe Re 4601 South Blvd 3308 South Blvd 1350 N Wendover Rd 3304 Eastway Dr 1000 N 
Graham St 7307 University City Blvd 5801 W WT Harris Blvd 10140 S Tryon St 10609 Johnston Rd 11838 
University City Blvd Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2985 11/5/2019 17:44 2/5/2020 Kevin Sherlock

I am requesting a list of all calls for service (police calls, alarms, assistance, etc.) from January 1, 2019 to the 
present (the day your department processes this request), for the following address: 700 S. Torrence St., 
Charlotte, NC 28204 A CAD spreadsheet or printout would satisfy my request, as long as it has date and time of 
each incident, type of incident, and disposition. I am not looking for any names of victims. I’m just doing a due 
diligence search on the address. Along with the list of all calls for service, please provide an explanation for any 
codes or abbreviations used on the list of all calls for service. Please e-mail me copies of these Fulfilled Closed Police No

2984 11/5/2019 10:27 1/14/2020 Eliana Trink moovit

Dear Sir/Madam, I hope you are well. My name is Eliana Trink, and I am the North American operations manager 
for Moovit, a leading MaaS (Mobility as a Service) provider and the world's # 1 urban mobility app. We support 
the city of Charlotte in our app, but are wondering if you have updated GTFS static data as well as a real-time API 
(ideally poller) that you can share with us? Please let me know if you have any questions. Looking forward to your 
response. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2981 11/5/2019 10:17 11/27/2019 Laura Coenen SunClean

This is a records request for #AVIA 19-40 Janitorial Services at CLT for any and all communication received by CLT 
staff or City of Charlotte from any company who participated in the RFP process and is writing regarding any 
question or objection to the RFP process or intent to award to ABM. The information received on Friday Nov 1, 
2019 did not include any such communications. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2983 11/5/2019 9:46 11/27/2019 Laura Coenen SunClean

This is a public records request for Proposal #AVIA 19-40 Janitorial Services at CLT. I am putting all outstanding 
items and 2 new items on the same requested.1. Minutes of, and notes from, meetings of the Evaluation / 
Selection Committee. (Previously requested, but none received.) 2. RECORDINGS (audio and video) of meetings of 
the Evaluation / Selection Committee and Presentations by ABM and Sunshine. (Not yet requested; should be 
added to existing request.) 3. Scoring spreadsheets / scorecards for ALL members of the Evaluation / Selection 
Committee. (Previously requested, but we have only received scoring spreadsheet / scorecard for Ella Moultrie.) 
4. Communications received from other unsuccessful proposers following the October 3 announcement of ABM 
as the proposed winner of the RFP process. (Previously requested, but none received.) 5. Any and all 
documentation reflecting scoring or consideration of pricing information contained in the proposals received by 
the City, IRRESPECTIVE of (a) the particular stage(s) in the RFP evaluation process during which the scoring / 
consideration took place, and (b) the individual(s) or body / group who undertook the scoring / consideration. 
(Not yet requested; should be added to existing request.) Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2979 11/4/2019 16:55 11/8/2019 Swathi Ramprasad 9th street journal 

Hello, I would like to access any and all data you have about the efficacy of the ShotStopper technology in the 
years that it was implemented in Charlotte. I'm with the 9th street journal and have a tight Tuesday, Nov 5th 
deadline. I would really appreciate this information! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

2982 11/4/2019 10:00 2/11/2020 Katy Solt Spectrum News

I am requesting statistics from CMPD for the following: the number of calls for service on the Greenways in 2018 
and 2019. In addition to the total number of calls, I am looking for the specific breakdown on calls to service in 
regards to the following charges along the Greenway: assault, robbery, sexual assault, and ADW. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes



2978 11/4/2019 8:54 11/5/2019 Maykel Eusebio 

Good evening, My name is Maykel Eusebio. I am a research assistant working for Professor Charles Clark of St. 
John's University. We are doing research on police pay and I am looking for the contracts or salary scales for your 
city's Police Officer for the years 2017, 2018 and 2019. Please send these to:maykel.eusebio15@stjohns.edu 
orclarkc@stjohns.edu. Any assistance you can provide is greatly appreciated, Sincerely, Maykel Eusebio Fulfilled Closed Police;#Human Resources No

2980 11/3/2019 10:08 11/21/2019 Laura Coenen Sun Clean

This is public records request for RFP #AVIA 19-40 Janitorial Services at CLT. I am specifically requesting the Scoring 
Excel spreadsheets from each evaluation committee member titled "Evaluator Template for Janitorial 
Service.xlsx. In the previous documents received we only received committee member Ella Moultrie's 
spreadsheet. I am requesting this spreadsheet from all other evaluation committee member. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2974 11/1/2019 22:24 11/1/2019 Marc Kruse Erie Insurance
VATA124291 Bus 1012 - Please provide the CATS VIDEO for the Accident which occurred on 10/07/2019.involving 
Bus # 1012 Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2977 11/1/2019 16:01 12/4/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC-TV

Electronic copies ofmemos, reports and/or investigative summaries related to the death of 3-year-old Jaiden 
Cowart on September 28, 2019 As well as emails with the words “Cowart” “Jaiden Cowart” and “Jaiden” sent 
and/or received by Brent Cagle, Jack Christine, Lella Lahbabi and media@cltairport.com from September 28, 2019 
through October 8, 2019.Electronic copies of all public video captured of the child, including five minutes before 
the child fell, the entire fall and 10 minutes after the fall.Electronic copies of escalator inspections from 1/1/2014 
through 11/8/19 for the escalator in question where he fell and electronic copies of all other escalator inspections 
for this calendar year only. (Mr. Hazen will delegate to responsive department) 
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

2976 11/1/2019 13:36 11/6/2019 Cameron Taylor WSMV

I’m a reporter with News4 in Nashville, TN. We’re working on a story regarding settlements paid out by the city to 
citizens. In our investigation, we found that the police department and public works paid out the most. We were 
hoping to compare our numbers to other cities.
We would like to request the following:
-The total amount of money paid out from the city for [any settlement paid out by the city whether that involved 
litigation or not] over the last three years (2017-present)
-Which departments paid out the most in settlements and the amounts 

Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Finance Yes

2973 10/31/2019 16:02 12/4/2019 Joe Zimmermann 

We would like to request electronic copies of submissions (e.g. original bid, clarifying documents, best-and-final 
offers) in response to RFP# 269-2019-117 for Technology Products and Services, as well as electronic copies of 
the City’s summaries of all of the bids which indicate the scoring of the various offers. If you need any additional 
information, or if this request should be directed to another contact, please let me know. Fulfilled Closed General Services;#Innovation & Technology No

2967 10/31/2019 15:00 10/31/2019 Stu Holcombe Travel Retail Partners see attached documents Fulfilled Closed Aviation No
2965 10/31/2019 14:47 10/31/2019 Stu Holcombe Travel Retail Partners see attached documents Fulfilled Closed Aviation No
2958 10/31/2019 14:47 10/31/2019 Stu Holcombe Travel Retail Partners see attached documents Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2975 10/30/2019 23:48 11/4/2019 David Janisch 
I am a private investigator in Wisconsin looking for any police reports, contacts, arrests, citations, etc. for SARA L. 
MANNER, SARA L. HOLTE, SARA L. MACKERLEY Born in July 1976 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2956 10/30/2019 22:34 11/8/2019 Chris Infami 

Per the foia and NC foia please send all would you kindly send all fire reports, eMedic Reports, 911 Incident Recall 
Sheets, all EMS reports, Calls For Service Reports, all Incident Reports, all 911 audio (digital) calls, all log book 
entries, dispatch logs and everything in the file pertaining to 421 N. Wendover Street from May 1, 2019 to the 
present. Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Police No

2957 10/30/2019 15:57 12/9/2019 Laura Coenen Sunshine Cleaning System

This is an official request for any letters and correspondence received by the City of Charlotte or CLT from other 
proposers regarding the intent to award RFP AVIA 10-40 Janitorial Services to ABM or regarding the bidding / 
proposal process and scoring. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2955 10/30/2019 15:50 11/6/2019 Paul Vucish
I always like to review the proposal and numbers of public bids so that we can learn how to get better for these 
types of opportunities. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2954 10/30/2019 14:29 11/20/2019 Michael Falero WFAE

Will,

 
I hope your week’s been going well! I have a few more questions for you. I know the Uptown Connects Study 
process had at least two public comment meetings in the past few years. Is that information publicly available 
somewhere on your department’s website?
 
All I can find is Stewart’s PDF summary of the public meetings from Feb. 2017 and Sept. 2016. I’m looking for any 
public meeting comment that showed concern about the project design or implementation, or even outright 
opposition if there was any. If you have access to those full comments, could you send them to me or otherwise 
direct me to them?
 
Second, I know that the Stewart Inc reps (Jacob and Kristy or Kaitlin, I regretfully didn’t get her name written 
down after I spoke to her) mentioned engagement with businesses along the route. Did your department have 
any hand in that engagement? If so, which businesses did you all speak to in order to get their feedback about the 
project?
 
Finally would you be available to speak by phone for a recorded interview, possibly on Wednesday if not next 
week? I have a couple of follow-up questions for you about the project that I wasn’t able to dig into in our 
interview at the info session.
 
Thanks for all of your help with this.

 Best,
Michael Falero Fulfilled Closed Transportation Yes

2952 10/30/2019 10:15 10/30/2019 Brandon Gott 

I would like to request a copy of the following submitted bids (electronic), for the following RFQ: FY20-RFQ-03: 
Water & Sewer Street Main Design. - Gavel and Dorn Engineering - STV Engineers, Inc. - Willis Engineers - Kimley-
Horn - Mckim & Creed - Dewberry If there is anything else you need please let me know. Thanks Fulfilled Closed Water No



3495 10/30/2019 7:32 11/1/2019 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group

We would like to submit a Public Records Request for all Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period October 
11 – October 31, 2019. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection Notes" and "Parcel 
IDs". 
 
Would like both the Nuisance Cases as well as the Housing Code Cases for all property zoning types.
 
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out.
 
Thanks,
 
Douglas Walker Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2972 10/29/2019 14:57 11/4/2019 Danielle Chemtob Charlotte Observer

I am requesting all emails and documents associated with the land development application for the property at 
1401 East Boulevard, at parcel IDs 15302512, 15302513 and 15302514. According to the city's land development 
records site, the record number is LDPSMN-2019-00234. In addition to any supporting documents related to the 
application that was submitted for the property, I'd like to request any emails sent to and from staff in the city's 
development services, planning or other departments in relation to this application. Closed Unfulfilled No Response General Services;#City Clerk;#Planning Yes

2949 10/29/2019 14:38 10/29/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC
Any memos from October?

Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

2950 10/29/2019 10:59 11/5/2019 Connie Bradley Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein

Need information with respect to the closing/abandonment of Mill Road, Sparrow Street, and Biddle Street. It 
appears that this may have happened around 1986 and was a part of the Five Points Neighborhood Strategy Area. 
These roads are shown on map recorded in Map Book 21, Page 307, Mecklenburg County Register of Deeds and 
are within the campus of Johnson C. Smith University. The Deed from the City to JCSU recorded in Book 5491, 
Page 586, MCRD, states that the roads are abandoned and give a historical background of how the City became 
owner. We need evidence of an official abandonment by the City such as Resolution(s). Thank you in advance for 
your help!! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Transportation;#City Clerk No

2948 10/29/2019 9:46 11/10/2020 Ann Webb American Civil Liberties Union of North 

We are writing on behalf of the American Civil Liberties Union of North Carolina (ACLU NC) to request public 
records related to the City of Charlotte’s hosting of the 2020 Republican National Convention (2020 RNC). The 
ACLU-NC is a nonprofit organization dedicated to defending and preserving the constitutional rights of North 
Carolinians. This request is made pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Act, N.C. Gen. Stat. 132-1 through 
132-11. The ACLU-NC requests that the City of Charlotte (the City) and any of its agencies, offices, or political 
subdivisions produce the following public records (including, but not limited to, any electronic or paper 
documents, forms, recordings, meeting minutes, computer records, correspondence, or other documentary 
material, regardless of physical form or characteristics) that are responsive to the following: 1. All contracts 
related to the 2020 RNC entered into by the City, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department (CMPD), and/or any 
other City entity, with CLT Host 2020, Inc., and/or the Republican National Committee, not including the 
previously-released Framework Agreement and Arena License agreement released with Public Records Request 
#2606, and the three-page Executive Summary released in July 2018. 2. Documents, including requests, 
agreements, and contracts pertaining to any federal grants or funds related to security and/or law enforcement 
for the 2020 RNC sought by or awarded to the City, CMPD, or any other City entity after July 1, 2018. 3. Records 
related to any and all planned, proposed, initiated, or completed purchases, acquisitions, and/or leases by CMPD 
or any other City entity between July 1, 2018 and the date on which the City responds to this request that are 
related to security and law enforcement, including, but not limited to, for example the following: a. Crowd-
Control equipment, including, but not limited to, Tasers, tear gas, pepper spray, devices for delivering chemicals, 
and Long-Range Acoustic Devices; b. Surveillance equipment, including, but not limited to, electronic body 
scanners, tracking software including facial recognition software, Stingray tracking devices, cell phone signal 
disrupters, ShotSpotter, and cameras; c. Military grade equipment, including, but not limited to, weapons of any 
kind, automatic assault rifles, body armor and personal protective gear, mine resistant armored vehicles, 
grenades, flash bang grenades, or similar explosives and grenade launchers. 4. Most recent City and CMPD draft 
or approved budgets for the 2020 RNC. 5. Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs), Mutual Aid Agreements 
(MAAs), or intergovernmental law enforcement agreements between the CMPD and any other local government 
entity (including Mecklenburg County or the Mecklenburg County Sheriffs Department), state government agency, 
or federal agencies (including Department of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs Enforcement, and 
Customs and Border Patrol). 6. Documents related to any request, bid, proposal, agreement, proposal or contract 
for private security and/or law enforcement services and/or consulting or advising between the City, CMPD Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#City Manager’s Office;#Police;#Financ  No

2947 10/29/2019 8:35 12/16/2019 Katy Solt Spectrum News

-I am looking for the *average* response time from CMPD on calls to service on Snow Lane. -I am requesting the 
response time for the following dates: 1/4/19, 4/28/19, 10/12/19 and 10/28/19. -I am requesting the number of 
calls for service to Snow Lane from 1/1/2019 to 10/28/2019, as well as a breakdown of the types of calls 
(robbery, ADW, etc). Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2951 10/29/2019 5:03 10/30/2019 Matthew Berthold Carolina Law

Any and all correspondence/communications between the Citizens Review Board and the Chief of Police, including 
but not limited to, emails, letters, faxes, and/or other correspondence/communications along with any 
attachments to such correspondence/communications. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police;#City Clerk No

2953 10/29/2019 3:44 10/30/2019 Ellie Mierzejewski Hazen and sawyer 

I downloaded the Transportation Analysis Zones data and was hoping to get more information such as if the 
population within that zone is residential, employees, students, etc. And in the data, is the TAZ number the 
population in that zone? Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Transportation Yes

2946 10/28/2019 11:56 11/26/2019 Sarah Henderson Records of complaints on the sidewalks in the city of Charlotte, NC Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

2945 10/28/2019 10:34 12/2/2019 Allie Starnes Marcari, Russotto, Spencer & Balaban L  

I am a paralegal with Marcari, Russotto, Spencer & Balaban. We represent Ms. Shirley Mayers who was a 
passenger on bus 2130 which was involved in an accident on 9/13/19 in Charlotte on S Tryon. We are requesting 
a copy of the bus footage for our investigation. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2941 10/26/2019 10:50 11/18/2019 Dana LeJune 

On 8/23/2019 at approximately 7:30 PM, Ms. Theresa Diaz was at Charlotte Douglass Airport, walking from the 
currency exchange booth (near the food court area) toward her gate. Tess was getting near the entrance to one 
of the moving sidewalks, when she slipped and fell down. Lying on the floor, she first noticed that water had been 
dripping from the glass atrium ceiling for some amount of time, and in scattered fashion onto the floor. While she 
was lying there, she witnessed another travelerslip and fall. Please provide copies of any and all video of this area 
of the airport from 6:00 PM ET to 8:30 PM ET on 8/23/2019. Please also provide all documents relating to and/or 
concerning roof leaks at this area of the airport that were created from 1/1/19 through 8/31/19. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2943 10/25/2019 12:06 10/30/2019 Scott Murray 

I would like to request the intent to award letter sent to American Building Maintenance, and the intent to award 
letters sent to all other contractors who submitted proposals for AVIA19-40, the Charlotte Airport Janitorial 
Services request for proposal (RFP). Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



2942 10/25/2019 12:02 11/18/2019 April Byrd Connect South

We are making a Public Records Request under North Carolina's Public Records Act and Open Meetings Law. The 
records we are requesting pertain to Request for Proposal #AVIA 19-40 Janitorial Services at Charlotte Airport. 
We are requesting the following: • All RFP submittal documents received from Sunshine Cleaning Services 
pertaining to the evaluation process to include the following: ALL documents related to the evaluation 
committee's tools/measures used to determine awarding of contract, scoring/ranking documents, related 
emails/correspondence to include meeting notes & minutes, presentations to the evaluation committee in person 
or in writing by Sunshine, and any additional documentation related to the evaluation of their submission for RFP 
AVIA 19-40. Thank you for your assistance in fulfilling this request.
_________________________________________________________________________________
I am requesting all documents submitted by United Maintenance Company, Inc. for RFP #AVIA 19-40. Many 
thanks your assistance. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2940 10/25/2019 10:40 2/14/2020 James Rosell 

Hello, I would like to make a public record request. I am requesting a copy of the City of Charlotte’s email 
subscriber list; e.g. a complete list of email addresses currently subscribed to the city’s e-newsletter or equivalent 
email-based communication that is sent to residents who choose to subscribe. Please advise to when fulfillment 
of this request can be expected, as well as any fees that are required for this request. If this records request 
cannot be fulfilled, please let me know reasons as such. If you have any questions, please feel free to email myself 
atjames@topofmind-pr.com. Many thanks, James Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology No

2939 10/25/2019 10:18 10/25/2019 Sherilee  Goins 

Richard Allen Clements, Jr. Blood test in the case of murder by Cordero Spencer road rage. Sept 4 2019.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Information concerning Cordero Spencer who killed my Son, Richard Allen Clements, Jr. Sept 4 2019 Road Rage. 
City of Charlotte published my Son's name the next day did not let Cordero name be in the public eye. Killer more 
important than my Son? Fulfilled Closed Police No

2944 10/24/2019 18:11 11/19/2019 Kenny Smith 

I would like all emails and texts between CDOT, City Council & City Staff (department heads, assistant city 
managers) regarding No Parking Signs on Sagamore and Henshaw. I made this request on 10/8 and is not showing 
up in the portal. I made second request that does. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServNo

2938 10/24/2019 15:53 11/6/2019 Kevin Rudiger 

Dear Sir or Madam: This is a request for public records under the North Carolina Public Records Law. I am writing 
to request copies of documents providing the current number of badges issued to each entity operating at the 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport. In addition, I am requesting copies of the ground handling permits issued 
to the following companies which operate at the airport: Prospect Airport Services Menzies Aviation Delta Global 
Services G2 Secure Staff Please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. If for any reason 
the requested information is deemed to be exempt from public disclosure, please provide a description of the 
information and reason for its exemption. In the interest of preserving time and resources, and to the extent that 
this information is available in a readily-accessible electronic format such as a Microsoft Word document or PDF, I 
request that responsive records be emailed to me atkevin.rudiger@seiu.org I agree to pay any reasonable copying 
and postage fees. However, if the charges are expected to be greater than one hundred dollars ($100), please 
notify me as soon as possible with an itemized account of the charges atkevin.rudiger@seiu.org before 
proceeding with the request. If you have any questions regarding this request, you may contact me at the above 
email address or by phone at (503)459-6452. I appreciate your time in this matter. Sincerely, Kevin Rudiger 
Research Coordinator SEIU Property Services Division Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2936 10/24/2019 15:22 10/25/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title


Good Day, 
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property address 
4135 Beauvista Drive, Charlotte NC 28269 (PARCEL 029-423-25 ). If you could please assist us in obtaining the 
following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do you 
provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. Open, 
closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days?Can 
you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder? Fulfilled Closed Water No

2937 10/24/2019 10:33 11/5/2019 Tyler Atkinson Water & Sewer Authority of Cabarrus C Job description for "Instrument Technician", and "Electronics Technician 1" Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No

2934 10/23/2019 16:51 11/26/2019 April Byrd 
I am requested all RFP submissions by Sunshine Cleaning Services including presentations, questionnaires, and any 
available supporting documentation submitted to support all RFP submission since 2012. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2933 10/23/2019 13:38 10/25/2019 Rachael Buchanan 

I am requesting the video footage from an accident with a city bus on 10/4/19. The bus VIN is 
1M8PDMBA4HP014634 and the driver was Gwendolyn Price. The accident occurred on I 77 at 5:09 PM and the 
claim # is VATA 124279. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS Yes

2930 10/23/2019 8:34 2/7/2020 US News Group Legal Team

     Hello,
 
There is no indication how Nathan C. Peachey is affiliated with the city of Charlotte. However, we request all 
emails to and fromNathan C. Peachey in the year 2019.
 
Thank you
 
US News Group Legal Team
_________________________________________________________________________________
This is a N.C. Public Records Request for any and all emails to and from Nathan C. Peachey in the year 2019. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

2935 10/23/2019 4:29 10/29/2019 Kevin Ragan 
ABM would like RFP submittals for the following companies: Sunshine, Flagship and Pride Industries RFP # AVIA19-
40 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2929 10/22/2019 14:23 10/23/2019 Scott Murray pride industries

I would like to request all evaaluation information and documents from the selection process for for AVIA19-40, 
the Charlotte Airport Janitorial Services request for proposal (RFP). this would include the following: - Best and 
Final Offers from all contractors,and responses to the BAFO document. - Scoring from the selection committee, 
Including the initial selection process and the final selection process. This should include each individual score 
from each member of the committee. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2928 10/22/2019 12:40 12/16/2019 Mary  Moriarty cigna

Hello Ms. Flotree, On behalf of Cigna I would like to request a complete copy of all proposal responses to the 
Medical, Pharmacy, HSA and Stop Loss Proposal released in 2019 and the Dental Proposal released in 2019 that 
were submitted to the City in 2019. In accordance with Chapter 132 - North Carolina General Assembly (Public 
Records Law) Requests for Proposals or Invitation for Bids and the responses thereto are in the public domain and 
available for request. If any additional information is needed to process this request please let me know. I 
appreciate any help you can provide in obtaining this information. Thank you, Mary Moriarty Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No



2925 10/22/2019 12:33 10/22/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title


 
Good Day, 
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property address 
13315 Edgetree Drive, Pineville NC 28134 (PARCEL 029223-014-23). If you could please assist us in obtaining the 
following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do you 
provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. Open, 
closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days?Can 
you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel Vargas
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2932 10/22/2019 9:54 11/6/2019 Gregory Keresi Wallbridge 
We are requesting copies of all submitted bid forms and CBI forms for the CDIA Concourse E Expansion Phase 9 
Charlotte, NC Project Number: TM19-008 Project Bid Date: 10/17/19 @ 2:00 pm Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2931 10/22/2019 9:46 11/1/2019 Taylor Marcantel 
Please provide electronic copies of all proposals submitted for RFP #: 269-2019-7592- Transit Oriented 
Development Planning Services for LYNX Silver Line Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2927 10/21/2019 14:08 10/30/2019 Stefan Varner City of Charlotte Nondiscrimination Code/Laws for City employees and overall population. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

2926 10/21/2019 13:51 10/23/2019 Matt  Ferlisi Walsh Group
Please provide a full-scan or copy of Walbridge Southeast LLC. (License: 54774) "Good Faith Efforts" as submitted 
to CLT Airport / City of Charlotte for the CLT Central Receiving and Distribution Center project (CG16-28). Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2924 10/21/2019 11:53 12/11/2019 Reuben Jones Spectrum News


Good Morning,
 
I'm requesting the following numbers:
 
-How many staff at CMPD over the past five years have received agreements prior to retirement that they would 
be hired back?
-How many current staff at CMPD are working in some capacity that are retired from the department? Are 
the current staff working in a full-time or part-time capacity? 
 
Thanks and please let me know if you would like me to clarify the request or have any questions.
 
Reuben
 
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2923 10/21/2019 9:20 11/6/2019 Matt Ferlisi Walsh Group
Please provide the Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing, and Fire Protection subcontractors that were listed by Edison 
Foard, Walbridge, Turner, and Whiting Turner on the CLT Concourse E Phase 9 bid. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2922 10/20/2019 7:56 10/21/2019 David Driggs 

Looking for any restraining orders issued against Chris Lee Driggs. Most interested in the years, 1980-1990. I am 
tracking a history of Chris Driggs's abusive behavior that began in childhood, so restraining orders from any time 
would be appreciated. One possible victim from the 1980's first name might be Troy. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2921 10/19/2019 11:48 11/4/2020 Vishal Gaurav 

Various other reasons of accidents - no dedicated crossings, push buttons not working, confusion around 
pedestrian signals/rules
_____________________________________________________________________
 Traffic data in Uptown/CBD at different hours of day/night - Pedestrian vs. Automobile volume - last two years
_____________________________________________________________________
Age group of Pedestrian and Drivers involved in traffic accidents for last two years
_________________________________________________________________________________
Past records on 311 calls, feedback, suggestions on Pedestrian Safety or Traffic signals
_________________________________________________________________________________
Signal outage data in last two years in high traffic zones (e.g. CBD, Ballantyne etc.). Kids experienced first hand 
traffic signal outage past Tuesday (Oct 15th) on Exit 61 around 6PM
_____________________________________________________________________
Various causes of Signal outages in CBD and Ballantyne in last two years
_____________________________________________________________________
Recovery time for Signal outages for last two years - SLA met, not met, time taken to recover
_________________________________________________________________________________
Accidents/Incidents data due to Signal outages in last two years in CBD and Ballantyne
_________________________________________________________________________________
Current action plans, during outages - Collaboration with other departments, resource sharing etc.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Past records on 311 calls, feedback, suggestions on Signal outages
_________________________________________________________________________________
 
 Fulfilled Closed Police;#Transportation No

2920 10/19/2019 11:42 12/9/2019 Vishal Gaurav Data on Pedestrian vs. Drivers being reason of accidents/incidents in last two years Fulfilled Closed Police No

2919 10/19/2019 11:41 11/19/2019 Vishal Gaurav 
Comparison data on Pedestrian accidents in Uptown/CBD vs. other areas (like Ballantyne, Southend/South park) 
in last two years Fulfilled Closed Police No

2916 10/18/2019 16:36 10/21/2019 Brenda  Schrodetzki 


I would like a copy of the results of the investigation conducted regarding the high water bill at 11720 Verhoeff 
Drive, Huntersville.  
________________________________________________________________________________
Request for results of high bill investigation. Order # 10633796 Fulfilled Closed Water No

2917 10/18/2019 10:02 1/27/2020 Mike Stolp
 A list of the tort claims the city has paid from 4/1/19 – present. Please include date paid, to whom, reason and  
how much was paid. Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes

2918 10/17/2019 16:22 11/12/2019 Dennis Edens Duke Tech solutions Contractor responses to RFQ #269-2020-019. Fulfilled Closed General Services No



2913 10/17/2019 13:29 11/4/2019 Tim Moroz 

I am seeking an excel spreadsheet detailing the space leased by the city of Charlotte. Ideally, the database would 
contain the address, square footage, annual rent, lease term, and the agency that leases space at a private 
facility. To clarify further, the facilities should be places where Charlotte pays rent to a private individual or 
company to lease space within a building. We are an asset management company specializing in purchasing 
federal, state, and local government properties. We are interested in seeing the inventory properties that your 
city either leases or owns. Fulfilled Closed General Services No

2912 10/17/2019 11:51 10/23/2019 April Byrd 

I would like to request copies of the following contracts with Charlotte Douglas Airport... #2015001845-Airport 
Passenger Assistance Services and #1401089-Valet Parking Managements Services. In addition I would like to 
know where these contract will be up for bid next since it appears the current contracts expired on 6/30/2019. 
Many thanks! Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2910 10/16/2019 20:03 10/18/2019 Dalisa Williams do have any warrents Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2911 10/16/2019 9:33 10/18/2019 Joshua Leibner 

I would like to request footage from a CMPD camera at the intersection of Carmel Rd & Johnston Rd, from 
10/8/19, from 10:09 PM - 10:12 PM, containing footage of an accident that I was involved in. Requests to the 
CMPD division that responded to this accident, for this footage, have not been answered. Thanks. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2909 10/15/2019 17:55 10/22/2019 Scott Tyler Moore & Van Allen


On behalf of our client ASVRF SP Ballantyne, LLC, we hereby make a request for inspection, examination, and/or 
copying of public records pursuant to NCGS § 132-6.  We request any public records (as defined in NCGS § 132-1) 
relating to ZBA Case No. 2019-067, from July 1, 2019 to the present, including but not limited to communications 
between applicants Robert Bruner and Ballantyne Village Parking, LLC and/or their counsel and representatives of 
the City of Charlotte (including planning or zoning department personnel and attorneys) or the ZBA (including 
board members).  Please advise if there is any expense for copying of such records.  If possible, we would like to 
receive the records on or before October 21, 2019 (in light of the rescheduled ZBA hearing—although please 
confirm the new date of the hearing if not 10/23).  Let me know if you have any questions or if we can make this 
process easier in some way. Fulfilled Closed Planning;#City Attorney No

2908 10/15/2019 16:09 Alexandra Elich WCCBTV
From the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department, I would like the number of stranger sexual assaults we've 
had so far this year. I'd also like the numbers we've had for the past three years. Thank you very much. Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

2905 10/15/2019 14:14 10/16/2019 David Hodges WBTV
I’m still missing the CMPD Waiver as well as the City Manager Memo to increase contract capacity. 
(See attached excel sheet; requestor inquiring about 2018000003 and 2019000966 contracts) Fulfilled Closed Water;#Police Yes

2907 10/15/2019 14:13 10/29/2019 Patricia Rosenberg The City of Asheville

I would like detailed information regarding benefits offered to employees. Specifically, I would like to know what 
are the requirements to have dependents covered on the City of Charlotte's medical plan. Are all spouses of 
employees eligible? If a spouse is offered insurance through their own employer, are they required to take it? 
What documentation is required of dependents in order to be eligible? Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No

2906 10/15/2019 11:14 11/13/2019 Steve Harrison WBTV

Can I also get copies of the bids/proposals sent to the city for the Innovation Barn? 
JEDunn was selected for the $2m job. I need to get a copy of their bid/proposal, as well as a copy of the other 
proposals from other firms.

Fulfilled Closed General Services Yes

2904 10/15/2019 0:00 Molly Grantham WBTV News

Should be relatively easy. Looking for total number of homicides per year in CMPD dating back to 1985. I have 
2013-2018. CMPD PIO office said to fill this request form out to get data for that long of a period. (I'm saying 
1985 because I remember there were some really violent years in the 1990's and want to make sure to get all of 
them.) Here is what I currently have, based on numbers from CMPD website long ago. All of 2018: 58 All of 2017: 
85 All of 2016: 68 All of 2015: 60 All of 2014: 44 All of 2013: 53 Can you please help me fill out how many each 
year back to 1985? Thank you. Feel free to call me if any questions. Molly Grantham 704-578-5718, cell WBTV 
News Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

2902 10/14/2019 16:29 Cathy Williams Levine Law Group

Under  the North Carolina Public  Records Law,  N.C.G.S. §132-1, I am requesting  copies of public records 
regarding  any liability  insurance  policies for the City of Charlotte that were in effect on April 25, 2017 and in 
effect for the five years prior to April 25, 2017.
Copies of any such policies are being requested pursuant to our investigation of an incident dated April 25, 2017, 
wherein our client, Mr. Roy Knopp, was involved in a two-car motor vehicle collision while in the City of Charlotte 
(see attached Accident Report). The other driver, Julie Marie Barry, was driving a city-owned police vehicle. 
According to the Accident Report, Ms. Barry was driving in excess of the speed limit and failed to stop at a duly 
erected stop sign. As a result, Ms. Barry was faulted for causing the collision.
 
It is necessary to confirm the existence of these policies, and to review the policy language contained  therein, to 
properly  evaluate  the  application  of N.C.G.S.  § 160A-485  to Mr. Knapp's potential case against the City of 
Charlotte. If  there are any fees for copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $100.00.

 
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request  "as promptly  as possible."  If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information  about when I might expect 
copies or the ability to inspect the requested records.
If  you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. 

 
Thank you for considering my request.  Assigned to Individuals Open Finance No

2901 10/14/2019 16:00 10/18/2019 Ashley Fahey Biz Journals

I’m seeking crime statistics (number of annual incident reports) from uptown’s CMPD division over a five-year 
period (2014-2019 YTD). If CMPD has these statistics broken down by “type” of incident (number of robberies, 
assaults, etc.), that would be helpful, too. I am only interested in incidents reported in uptown. I am requesting 
this information as a member of the media. My request is related to news-gathering purposes. This information is 
not being sought for commercial purposes. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2895 10/14/2019 15:22 Alexandra Elich WCCB Charlotte

I am requesting information from the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department regarding the dates that Major 
Kornberg and Lt. Huber retired, and the dates they were hired back.I am also looking for the number of sworn 
offers who have been retired, and hired back and the dates of those incidents. Thank you in advance. Partial Fulfillment Open Police Yes

2915 10/14/2019 15:02 12/16/2019 John  LaRoach 

Cheyenne
      I’m looking for the new water and sewer layout along with any new road access to my property lot 20A show 
on the attached drawing. 
______________________________________________________________________________
new public road access for my address. Fulfilled Closed Water;#Transportation No



2891 10/14/2019 15:01 11/13/2019 Steve Harrison WFAE
I need a list of all contracts the city has with the construction company JE Dunn for each year, starting in 2019.
So I need the name and amount of each contract in 2019; 2018; 2017; 2016 and 2015. Fulfilled Closed General Services Yes

2894 10/14/2019 7:47 12/11/2019 Katherine Peralta Charlotte Agenda

I wanted to get a request to you a little in advance of when I want to write this story. Does the city/CMPD track 
the weapons used in each homicide that takes place here? In short, I want to know which/how many weapons 
used in each is stolen/considered black market. Is this the kind of request y'all could help fulfill? Would be helpful 
to have around late Nov. or early Dec. to assess the weapons used for all of the homicides throughout the year. 
Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2903 10/14/2019 4:40 10/25/2019 Damiana Dendy Unite Here

I write to request the following information: - The amount distributed (or given) to American Airlines pursuant to 
the non-airline terminal revenue for each of the past five years Please provide documents electronically wherever 
possible. I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees, but please notify me of the amount prior to 
completing this request if more than $200. If you deem any of the requested documents to be confidential, please 
provide a written explanation referencing the salutatory examples on which you rely and provide the name, 
address and email address of the person or body to whom an appeal should be directed. Thank you in advance for 
your help. If you have any questions, please contact me by phone at (516)343-9933 or by email 
atddendy@unitehere.org. Sincerely, Damiana Dendy UNITE HERE Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2893 10/11/2019 15:57 2/21/2020 Ryan Quinn

Working with Kathy Dennis (CDOT) (704-336-7527) and she asked me to complete this form in order to request 
documents. I am doing that now - please reach out to her with questions on items as she is familiar with situation - 
 it is regarding 1st Ward Parking proposed changes. Thanks. Formally Requesting: - Policy document that outlines 
governance (creation, updates, and approval) of all policies at CDOT (official policy) - Public Policy Appeal Process 
(official policy) - not what I am doing but what was originally raised - Public Policy Appeal Process (official policy) - 
what I am communicating - HOA Voting Policy (official policy) - Original compliant correspondence from resident 
in first ward - Document/email distributed to HOA's requesting support/veto - Park-it / CDOT communication 
regarding their cost/benefit analysis of said proposal (their cost incurred or expected revenue to warrant 
adjustment) - Timeline from original parking appeal to today - Names/emails of other people in my shoes Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

2888 10/11/2019 14:32 11/21/2019 Tammy  Faughey City of Savannah in the Public Works an    

Good Afternoon: My name is Tammy Faughey, and I work for the City of Savannah in the Public Works and Water 
Resources Department. I have been tasked with updating our Safety Shoe Policy; and as part of the update, I want 
to compare our safety shoe stipend to other nearby counties, cities, and organizations. We currently offer an $80 
shoe stipend to offset the cost of purchasing safety shoes to employees that are required to wear safety shoes 
($125 for composite-toe boots for electricians). These amounts have not been updated in years. Our police and 
fire employees are issued boots/shoes at no cost. Does the City of Charlotte offer a safety shoe stipend to 
employees that need safety shoes? If so, how much? Or does the City pay for the boots outright? I would 
appreciate any information you are willing to share. If you have any questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate 
to contact me. Thank you in advance for your help, and I hope you have a lovely weekend. Tammy Faughey 
TAMMY FAUGHEY PUBLIC WORKS – SPECIAL PROJECTS COORDINATOR (912) 525-3100 X2564 Fulfilled Closed General Services No

2892 10/11/2019 13:41 12/10/2019 Anne Marie Hagerty WBTV

I need numbers of hit and run incidents on Beatties Ford. The family involved a recent incident (CMPD 20191006-
2251-02) says there are a lot of hit and runs in the area. Can you provide any numbers of pedestrian involved 
incidents on Beatties Ford (near 2300 if its easier to search for incidents with a block number) over the past year? 
Past 3 months? Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2887 10/11/2019 11:33 11/1/2019 Sharay Timmons 

I would like a record of calls made to the police from the above address. This is where most of the 911 calls came 
from between May 2017 thru April 2018, I am currently in the midst of an appeal process and need the records as 
supporting documentation. If applicable I would like the records sent to my current mailing address which is P.O. 
Box 16696 Charlotte,NC 28297, or email. Thank You Ms.Timmons Fulfilled Closed Police No

2883 10/10/2019 15:32 12/18/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Electronic copies of emails, memos, text messages and electronic communications including the words “retire” 
and/or “retirement” and/or “retiring” and the terms “hire back” “and/or “hireback” and/or “hired back” and/or 
“rehired” and/or “re-hired” sent and/or received by Sheila Simpson and/or Patrick Baker from January 1, 2019 
through October 10, 2019. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources;#City Attorney Yes

2882 10/10/2019 14:25 11/20/2019 Anh Nguyentran 

10/10/19 To whom it may concern: I am writing to request a record of all responses to calls for service (dispatch 
responses) from the Charlotte Police Department for the years 2005 to the present, or as many years as are 
available. Specifically, I am requesting the following information: • Data Observation (Rows): Call for service 
responses • Time Frame: 1/1/2005-Present • Data Fields: Dispatch code, Call Description, Priority Level of Call, 
Call Disposition, Address (with Street, City, Zip), Geographic Coordinates, Police Division, Police Beat, Time of Call, 
Date of Call I am requesting these records in digital format as csv or excel files transferred via email or some 
other internet platform transfer, rather than as DVD discs. Please let me know if there is any way that I can help 
to clarify or complete the request. I understand that completing this request may require payment to cover 
administrative or operational costs. Thank you for your assistance and help in this matter. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2885 10/10/2019 12:11 10/15/2019 Bonnie Carson Water & Sewer Authority of Cabarrus C


Is it possible to obtain a copy of Charlotte Water’s job classification list (including salary grades and assigned 
ranges)?  Any help/direction you can provide would be much appreciated!  Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Water No

2880 10/10/2019 12:10 2/10/2020 Nick de la Canal WFAE

I would like copies of any emails between Kerr Putney and members of the city manager’s office regarding his 
retirement.
Search terms may include “retire” “rehire” “Republican National Convention” “RNC” “step down” “interim chief” 
“new leadership” … etc.
Could you search within the last six months? That would be from April 9, 2019 through October 9, 2019.

Also, we’d like to request any emails between Kerr Putney and city of Charlotte Human Resources employees 
using the same criteria as well.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Manager’s Office;#Police;#Human ResourcesYes

2884 10/10/2019 11:54 12/18/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Electronic copies of emails, memos, text messages and electronic communications sent to and/or received by 
Sheila Simpson and/or Patrick Baker from January 1, 2019 through October 10, 2019 where post-retirement part-
time and/or full-time future employment with the city was discussed. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Human Resources Yes



2881 10/10/2019 11:54 Nate Morabito WCNC

The same records requested by WBTV in this pending:  “I am a reporter at WBTV and am writing with a public 
records request. I am requesting public records regarding the statement sent out to media outlets yesterday from 
the Charlotte Communications and Marketing team regarding Chief Putney’s retirement. A copy of the email can 
be found below. I am requesting to see all emails, email chains and electronic communication regarding this 
statement from the time period of 10/8/19 from noon until 10/9/19 at 9 a.m. This request includes all emails 
from CMPD, the city attorney’s office, and the city’s human resources office along with other department/people 
who might have been involved. The request includes any discussion of the writing and planning of this statement, 
along with discussion of the state statute GS 128-21(19).”

Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Communications & Marke  Yes

2889 10/10/2019 11:47 Liz Dawson Odom Firm

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 132 1, et. seq., I request the right to inspect 
and examine the following public records, in whatever form the records are kept: All public records in the 
possession of the City; its employees; boards, both elected and appointed; commissions and committees, 
including but not limited to, public records generated or maintained by the following: the City of Charlotte, the 
Charlotte City Council, the Charlotte City Manager, the Charlotte City Attorney and any associate or staff member 
of the Charlotte City Attorney, the Charlotte Planning, Design & Development Department and its staff, the 
Charlotte Planning Committee and its members, the Charlotte Planning Commission and its members, and the 
Charlotte Planning Board and its members, that refer in any way to real estate acquisition/ right-of-way 
acquisition that is planned to occur in the City of Charlotte, from November 2019 – December 2025, including but 
not limited to the following: 1. All available appraisals and valuations related to property acquisition. 2. All 
Requests for Proposals (“RFP”) for Right-of-Way & Property Acquisition Services made by the City, all RFP 
submissions, and all related records from 2017-present. 3. Written documentation provided by consulting 
companies that have been hired by the City for current and future projects that outlines their acquisition and 
valuation methodology. 4. Written documentation provided by consulting companies that have been hired by the 
City for current and future projects that explains the appraisal methodology used and identifies their rationale 
with respect to project acquisition recommendations. 5. Acquisition documents and records, including but not 
limited to, property owner’s name, property address, and right-of-way and/or easement description per 
acquisition plat. 6. Project construction plan sheet(s) and plats, identifying applicable right-of-way and easements 
for the City’s projects. 7. A list of all projects currently scheduled to go into right-of-way acquisition from 
November 2019 – December 2025. 8. All records related to property acquisition funding. 9. A list of all names 
(persons and/or businesses) and their addresses (both property and mailing) being considered for property 
acquisition. 10. All available maps related to property acquisition. 11. Any and all current plans or documentation 
related to general property acquisition. 12. Any and all other current information available related to property 
acquisition. 13. All correspondence, documents, maps, and/or other tangible things related to the City’s 
expansion. 14. A schedule showing all of the City’s projects and their current expected right-of-way, construction 
and let dates. 15. All other information related to the City’s real estate/ right-of-way acquisition. “Project” or 
“Projects” include but are not limited to road widening projects, new road construction, intersection and road 
improvement projects, bridges, light rail, and public utilities. Pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1, “Public Record” 
or “Public Records” shall mean all documents, papers, letters, maps, books, photographs, films, sound recordings, Submitted to Departments Open Aviation;#CATS;#City Clerk;#City Manager’s Offic      No

3483 10/10/2019 8:00 10/11/2019 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group

We would like to submit a Public Records Request regarding Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period 
September 9 – October 16, 2019. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection Notes" and 
"Parcel IDs".
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out.
 
Thanks,
 
Douglas Walker
Acquisition Manager
 
Correction:

It usually takes about week for the request to complete and we did not want to miss those days when the final 
report is generated and delivered. New date range below.
September 9 – October 10, 2019 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2878 10/9/2019 16:16 12/10/2019 Joanna DeHart 

I would like two records if possible. First I'd like the CMPD Animal Control record for an animal bite that involved 
me. The cat bite happened on July 16th, 2019. The cat bit me on the property of Chuck Morgan and Susan Joyce 
Morgan, Old Oak Lane, Mint Hill. Secondly I'd like the CMPD Animal Control record for the same cat that bit the 
owner Susan Joyce Morgan on or around approximately the 16th of June 2019. Thanks you.................. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2877 10/9/2019 15:45 1/14/2020 Estephany Escobar Spectrum News

I had the following questions regarding the employment of Chief of Police Kerr Putney: 1. What is the current 
salary of Police Chief Kerr Putney? 2. How much does the city plans to pay him when he's hired back from March 
through September of 2020? Fulfilled Closed Police;#Human Resources Yes

2873 10/9/2019 11:02 Paige Pauroso WBTV

I am a reporter at WBTV and am writing with a public records request. I am requesting public records regarding 
the statement sent out to media outlets yesterday from the Charlotte Communications and Marketing team 
regarding Chief Putney’s retirement. A copy of the email can be found below. I am requesting to see all emails, 
email chains and electronic communication regarding this statement from the time period of 10/8/19 from noon 
until 10/9/19 at 9 a.m. This request includes all emails from CMPD, the city attorney’s office, and the city’s human 
resources office along with other department/people who might have been involved. The request includes any 
discussion of the writing and planning of this statement, along with discussion of the state statute GS 128-21(19). Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Communications & Marke  Yes

2876 10/9/2019 9:49 10/10/2019 Brent Stoney LifeSource Counseling & Mental Health 

I need the closed circuit bus footage from an accident involving a Charlotte Metro Bus- loss was 9/13/2019 - claim 
number for the city was VATA124164 Loss was 9/13/2019 at 11:44am , driver of bus Marcus Devode Miller. 
Driver of my insured vehicle Frederick Lachoun Brown. Progressive Claim 19-4169750. please advise if you have 
questions or need more info to fulfil my request at 910 473 6325. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No



2872 10/9/2019 8:50 10/9/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title


Good Day, 
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property address 
7315 Lockmont Drive, Charlotte NC 28212 (PARCEL 165-021-70). If you could please assist us in obtaining the 
following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do you 
provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. Open, 
closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days?Can 
you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel Vargas
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2914 10/9/2019 8:09 12/30/2019 Michelle England Smart Procure

Hello, We have received the file(s) you provided in response to our records request and thank you. I have 
reviewed the data and note that the dates were not included. Can you please provide new file(s) to fulfill our 
request entirely? As a reference, SmartProcure submitted a public records request to the City of Charlotte for an 
electronic record (without physically copying, scanning or printing paper documents) of purchase orders dated 
2018-11-29 (yyyy-mm-dd) to current. The specific information requested from your record keeping system is: 1. 
Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, 
encumbrance, or check number 2. Purchase date 3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase) 4. Line 
item quantity 5. Line item price 6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email address If 
you have any questions, please feel free to respond to this email or I can be reached at the phone number below 
in my signature. Best Regards, Michelle England Data Acquisition Specialist NEW Direct: 1-561-609-6855 | 
Support: 888-998-6348 Email:mengland@smartprocure.com|www.smartprocure.com 700 W. Hillsboro Blvd. 
Suite 4-100, Deerfield Beach, FL 33441 Fulfilled Closed General Services No

2875 10/8/2019 17:44 10/15/2019 David Dyrek Sunshine Cleaning Systems Inc
Requesting all submitted bids for pertaining to Request for Proposal #AVIA 19-40 Janitorial Services at Charlotte 
Airport Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2886 10/8/2019 16:42 10/16/2019 Antoinette Mingo

Thanks for contacting me.  What I would like to know is the name of the company or person who holds the 
current custodial contract at the government center building at 600 E Fourth Street?  The date the contract 
expires.  Who I would contact, in the city government, for a copy of the contract?  I would also like to know if all 
the other city government buildings are serviced by the same company as the government center on Fourth 
Street?  If not, to which company(ies) was/were those custodial  contracts awarded?  Thanks loads. Fulfilled Closed General Services;#City Clerk No

2874 10/8/2019 16:28 10/23/2019 Nick Christoffersen J.E. Dunn Construction
Can I please request a copy of the CMAR contract that was written to Holder Construction for the CLT Terminal 
Lobby Expansion. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2867 10/8/2019 14:13 10/8/2019 Jasmine Cosey

I am trying to see if an ROW permit /contract was issued for the intersection Catawba and HWY 115, Charlotte, 
NC during the time period of 3/1/2018-5/1/2019 for an water line installation. I am trying to see who was out 
there that hit our AT&T line during this process the contractor I have on file is Propst Construction. If you have 
this information along with the general liability insurance and can provide it that would be great! 
R#BLST63201904480587 Thank you in advance Closed Unfulfilled Referred Transportation No

2870 10/8/2019 12:16 10/21/2019 Erik Maltby ISS

Dear Public Records, This letter constitutes an official public records request. I am requesting information with 
regards to the JANITORIAL SERVICES contract (RFP: AVIA 19-40), recently won by ABM Aviation, Inc. I am 
requesting the following information in electronic format: 1. Entire proposal submitted by ABM Aviation, Inc. and 
Sunshine Cleaning Systems, Inc. and Flagship Airport Services, Inc. 2. Entire pricing submitted by ABM Aviation, 
Inc. and Sunshine Cleaning Systems, Inc. and Flagship Airport Services, Inc., including Best and final pricing 
submitted. 3. Entire presentation document/PowerPoint slides and handouts by ABM Aviation, Inc. and Sunshine 
Cleaning Systems, Inc. I am willing to cover all expenses in obtaining this request and can provide a credit card, a 
check or money order to your offices. Thank you very much for your help with this. Please advise when this 
information is available. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2866 10/8/2019 9:58 11/6/2019 Randy Kierce Sunshine Cleaning 

We are making a Public Records Request under North Carolina's Public Records Act and Open Meetings Law. The 
records we are requesting pertain to Request for Proposal #AVIA 19-40 Janitorial Services at Charlotte Airport. 
We are requesting the following: • All RFP submittal documents received from ABM Aviation Inc. pertaining to 
this procurement. • All documents related to the selection committee's work used to determine the basis of 
award. This would include any scoring and ranking documents and related emails and correspondences including 
meeting notes and minutes. I would also appreciate any information regarding the procedure and time frame for 
protesting the award under North Carolina/City of Charlotte law. If there is any charge for responding to this 
Request, please let us know and we will pay accordingly. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2865 10/8/2019 9:40 11/13/2019 Kenny Smith
I would like all email correspondence between former council member Kenny Smith and CDOT that involves "on 
street parking", no parking signs, Colony Rd, South Meck High School. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No



2868 10/7/2019 14:18 10/14/2019 Dave Finley City of Hendersonville

Request for Information Pertaining to Special Assessment Project Procedure: My name is Drew Finley and I am 
with the City of Hendersonville in the Water & Sewer department. We are currently in the process of developing a 
Special Assessments policy for projects associated with water and sewer service and are reaching out to you 
because we are interested in learning more about how your utility approaches Special Assessment project 
procedure. We are compiling Special Assessments-related information from other utilities around the state as a 
way of informing our own work in developing a more detailed and well-defined procedure that describes the 
process to be followed to take a project from initial planning to final construction. We would be very grateful for 
any information you would be willing to share with us regarding how your utility approaches Special Assessment 
projects. Attached please find a brief questionnaire that describes the particulars of what we are interested in 
knowing. We feel that utilities throughout the state can benefit from knowledge-sharing and would be happy to 
share the final results of our survey once it is completed. Please feel free to contact me at this email with any 
questions you may have. My office number is also listed below if you would prefer to reach me by phone. Thank 
you in advance for your help, and I look forward to hearing from you. Best, Drew Finley Lead for North Carolina 
Fellowdfinley@hvlnc.gov (828)-697-3073 Ext.2992 305 Williams Street Hendersonville, NC 
28792www.hendersonvillenc.gov Special Assessment Procedure Questionnaire Does your utility have a petition 
process in place for water and/or sewer special assessments? If so, how does this process work? If a petition 
process is in place, does your utility impose any percentage cutoffs? (i.e. at least 66% of property owners must 
agree to a per parcel assessment) Does your utility hold public hearing(s) on projects related to special 
assessments? If so, how does this process work? Does your utility have a local ordinance pertaining to special 
assessments? (on top of the state law that already exists) What is the payment method that your utility uses for 
special assessments? (i.e. annual installments over a given number of years, upfront payment etc.) Does your 
utility have any specific procedure with respect to special assessments levied against vacant lots? In general, does 
your utility follow the procedure set out in G.S. 160A Article 10, (“Special Assessments”) or G.S. 160A Article 10A 
(“Special Assessments for Critical Infrastructure Needs”)? Is there any other information about your utility’s 
special assessments procedure that you think might be helpful to know? Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2879 10/7/2019 7:55 11/5/2019 Reece Blackwell Greenway Waste Solutions


An Industry Greenway Waste Solutions IUP# 3031 requested  two years of data from the following industries: 
1.- Liquid Environmental Solutions IUP# 1024  and,
2.- L&L Environmental, IUP # 5015  Fulfilled Closed Water No

2863 10/7/2019 6:49 11/27/2019 David Hodges WBTV
What is the release date for the closed session minutes from this date? I'd like to go ahead and request those.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk Yes

2864 10/7/2019 6:05 10/22/2019 Andrew Rivers
A copy of all Headway Sheets valid from October 7 for bus, streetcar and light rail. Including the route, block 
number, run number, pull in/out times and trip times. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2871 10/4/2019 12:13 10/28/2019 Nicholas Lee Parker Poe

Stephanie C. Kelly, City Clerk City of Charlotte Charlotte-Mecklenburg Government Center 600 East 4th Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 Re: Public Records Requests for Documents Concerning Olmsted Subdivision and 12425 
Eastfield Road, Huntersville, North Carolina 28078 Dear Ms. Kelly: Greetings. I am submitting a public records 
request to the City of Charlotte pursuant to North Carolina’s public records statutes, N.C.G.S. §§132-1 et. seq. I 
am requesting copies of all public records that reference or concern the development and construction at the 
Olmsted Subdivision in Huntersville, North Carolina, as defined by the Declaration of Protective Covenants for 
Olmsted recorded in Book 23753, Page 807 of the Mecklenburg County Register of Deeds (the “Olmsted 
Subdivision”), Phase 1C, Map 1; the Olmsted Subdivision’s developers John Wieland Homes and Neighborhoods of 
the Carolinas, Inc. (“John Wieland”), Pulte Home Corporation (“Pulte”); or the property and the owners of the 
property located at 12425 Eastfield Road, Huntersville, North Carolina 28078 (the “Eastfield Property”), all as 
they relate to the Olmsted Subdivision. Below, I have listed examples of the types of records that should be 
included in the City’s response. These are merely examples, though, and are not intended to limit the scope of this 
request. The time period for which I am requesting records is from January 2013 to the present. 1. Documents 
concerning the approval of any subdivision plat for Olmsted Subdivision. 2. Documents concerning any Erosion 
Control Plan for the Olmsted Subdivision. 3. Documents concerning the permitting, review, and approval of the 
stormwater management system for the Olmsted Subdivision. 4. Documents concerning any violation or alleged 
violation of the Erosion Control Plan for the Olmsted Subdivision, the North Carolina Sedimentation and Pollution 
Control Act (N.C.G.S. § 113A, Article 4), the North Carolina Administrative Code Title 15A Chapter 4, or 
Mecklenburg County Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Ordinance at the Olmsted Subdivision. 5. Documents 
concerning any notices of violation or any other action concerning Olmsted Subdivision. 6. All records that 
constitute, reference, or concern any correspondence about Olmsted Subdivision or the Eastfield Property, or 
John Wieland and/or Pulte conduct relating thereto, including without limitation all such records of Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Storm Water Services and records of Nicholas Finelli, Environmental Specialist for Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Storm Water Services. This would include any letters, emails, or text messages that reference or 
concern those subjects. It would also include any memos or other records that reference or concern any 
telephone calls, meetings, or other oral communications about Olmsted Subdivision, John Wieland, Pulte, or the 
Eastfield Property. 7. All records that reference or concern any investigation, review, or due diligence concerning 
the Olmsted Subdivision or the Eastfield Property, or John Wieland and/or Pulte conduct relating thereto, that 
was performed by or for the County or City. 8. All memos and other records that reference or concern any Closed Unfulfilled No Response General Services No

2858 10/3/2019 19:42 10/22/2019 Tim Spears Spectrum News

My name is Tim Spears. I'm a reporter with Spectrum News. I'm hoping to get three things from CMPD.... - 
Number of total Murders/homicides, this year - Number of justified homicides, this year - List of homicides 
considered "justified" or being investigated as such Let me know if there's anything I can do to help. Feel free to 
email me back or call/text Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2857 10/3/2019 12:34 12/5/2019 Vanessa Gut Adsposure

I am looking for any information regarding the transit advertising contract for Charlotte's Transit assets. We are 
interested in being considered for future contracts. I would appreciate a copy of the current contract, the most 
recent RFP for advertising services and an updated list of assets that allow advertising. I look forward to hearing 
from you. Vanessa Gutvgut@adsposure.com Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2861 10/3/2019 11:59 12/23/2019 Brett Baldeck Fox 46

I would like to request any and all documents, contracts, bills related to the Republican National Convention and 
beautification/improvements being made around the city ahead of the convention. Whether that be gardening, 
new road signs, road improvements, changes to pedestrian walkways. 

Closed Unfulfilled Denied General Services Yes

2854 10/3/2019 10:13 10/7/2019 Kaelan McCloud

I am writing to make a public records request. Specifically, I am requesting a copy of the postage equipment lease 
for the mailing equipment used at your facility. I believe it is Pitney Bowes equipment, and the lease agreement 
would be with Pitney Bowes Global Financial. Thank you in advance for helping me with this request. Sincerely, 
Kaelan McCloudk.mccloud@neopost.com Neopost 2304 Tarpley Road Carrollton, TX 75006 Fulfilled Referred General Services No



2856 10/3/2019 9:55 11/19/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Electronic copies of all scooter citations issued related to this 
ordinancehttps://charlottenc.gov/Transportation/Programs/Documents/Shared%20Mobility%20Ordinance%20A
mendments.pdf so far in 2019. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

2853 10/3/2019 1:08 11/20/2019 Anh Nguyentran

10/2/19 To whom it may concern: I am writing to request a record of crimes reported to police from the Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Police Department for the years 2005 to the present, or as many years as are available. Specifically, 
I am requesting the following information: • Data Observation (Rows): Crime incidents reported to police • Time 
Frame: 1/1/2005-Present • Data Fields: Offense Type, Offense Level (Misdemeanor/Felony Class), Time and Date 
of Offense, Location of Offense (Address and/or Geographic Coordinates), Police Division, Police Beat I am 
requesting these records in digital format as csv or excel files transferred via email or some other internet 
platform transfer, rather than as DVD discs. Please let me know if there is any way that I can help to clarify or 
complete the request. I understand that completing this request may require payment to cover administrative or 
operational costs. Thank you for your assistance and help in this matter. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2855 10/2/2019 17:47 10/22/2019 Mark Carr Federated Consultants

Wednesday, October 2, 2019 City of Charlotte 600 East Fourth Street Charlotte, NC 28202 
Email:corporatecommunicationsandmarketing@charlottenc.gov Submitted via Online Form Dear Sir or Madam, 
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law (Chapter 132), I respectfully request copies of the following 
listed items below (as available): The first 10 pages, the scope/statement of work, the signature page and all 
clauses dealing with compensation of all contracts between the City and Little Diversified (also known as Little 
Diversified Architectural Consulting) from September 1, 2018, to October 2, 2019. I authorize your office to 
accumulate up to $50 in fees in order to fulfill this request. If the cost of fulfilling this will exceed that amount, I 
request that you provide me with a written cost estimate for making these records available to me prior to 
incurring any costs. My preferred reproduction format is an electronic file e-mailed to my office 
atfoias@federatedconsult.com. If you have any questions concerning my request, please feel free to contact me 
by email. I am also reachable by fax at 302-351-8849 or by phone at 302-310-4281. If all or any part of this 
request is denied or redacted, please cite the specific exemption used to justify the redaction(s) or refusal to 
release the information and inform me of your agency’s appeal procedures available to me under the law. 
Respectfully submitted, Mark Carr Federated Consultants, LLC 7635 148th St W. #336 Apple Valley, MN 55124 
Phone: 302-310-4281 Fax: 302-351-8849 Email:foias@federatedconsult.com Fulfilled Closed General Services No

2869 10/2/2019 16:20 11/20/2019 Aiden Graham North Carolina State AFL-CIO

Dear Clerk Kelly & Ms. Kunze,
Braxton suggested that I reach out to you to follow up on a question I have regarding the Airport Commission 
that the City of Charlotte had in place before the attempted state takeover back in 2013.
 
My understanding is that before SB 380 passed there was an Advisory Board that existed under the Airport 
Authority with different appointments by the Mayor and City Council. When the State Legislature passed SB 380 
in 2013 -- attempting to put control of Charlotte Douglass International Airport under the state's control -- that 
Advisory Board was disbanded and a new State-based Commission was formed. However, when the Court 
overturned that legislation, disallowing the State Commission, the Airport Advisory Board was never 
reconstituted.
 
I've done a little bit of research online, but was unable to find any record of a former City-level Airport Advisory 
Board. Can you confirm whether such a body existed previous to 2013? If so, can you also send me any records 
detailing the minutes of those meetings?
 If you have any questions please let me know. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

2852 10/2/2019 14:42 10/29/2019 Robin Kanady Fox TV

I am requesting two pieces of information: -How many officers did CMPD have 10 years ago, and how many 
officers does CMPD have now? -How much funding did CMPD get from the City of Charlotte 10 years ago, and 
how much funding does CMPD get from the City of Charlotte now? Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2850 10/2/2019 14:06 10/8/2019 Scott Murray Pride Indutries
I would like to request copies of the proposal submittal documents from the various contractors for AVIA19-40, 
the Charlotte Airport Janitorial Services request for proposal (RFP). Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2851 10/2/2019 10:58 Sarah Delia WFAE Radio

*How many of 2019’s homicides have been committed by people who are in the ankle monitoring program? Of 
those, how many were cut when murders occurred? *How do those figures compare to 2018, 2017, 2016 and 
2015 stats related to homicides? Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

2859 10/1/2019 12:03 12/11/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Any addendums to the following Contracts
BC ForwardCreelmanMilestone Utility Services, Inc.Modis
Any documents, memos, notes attached to the following PO 
numbers.19014821160221301700162816O27655(Modis – couldn’t find PO number)
All invoices for the following PO numbers19014821160221301700162816O2765510546952(Modis – couldn’t 
find PO number) Fulfilled Closed General Services;#Water;#Aviation;#Finance Yes

2848 10/1/2019 10:54 1/14/2020 Tyler Murphy Rosenwood, Rose & Litwak

Please produce any and all documentation in the City's possession related in any way the list of units (the “Units”) 
(which is being emailed separately to the City Clerk per instructions provided by Cheyenne Flotree) in the Lake 
Arbor Apartments located at the common address of 4929 Tuckaseegee Road, Charlotte, NC 28208 (“Lake Arbor 
Apartments”). This request includes, but is not limited to, all correspondence with tenants living in the Units, all 
correspondence with ownership and/or property management of the Lake Arbor Apartments, notices of housing 
code violations found at any and all of the Units at the Lake Arbor Apartments, Notices of Hearing for any and all 
of the Units at the Lake Arbor Apartments, Findings of Fact and Orders to Repair for any and all of the Units at the 
Lake Arbor Apartments, Lis Pendens Notices for any and all of the Units at the Lake Arbor Apartments, any 
photographs taken of any and all of the Units at the Lake Arbor Apartments, Compliance Letters, correspondence 
to/from the City of Charlotte's Code Enforcement Department and correspondence to/from The Housing Appeal 
Board. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2843 10/1/2019 10:20 10/2/2019 Elizabeth Smith Law Firm Vague request for Electronically Stored Information on Transit Management of Charlotte employees. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn CATS No

2847 9/30/2019 22:47 10/25/2019 Stephen Rivers Earnest Buyers

Open Record Request Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full 
addresses for the month of September (1-30), 2019 please. A copy through email is just fine. Thank you in 
advance! Stephen Rivers Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2846 9/30/2019 18:26 12/10/2019 Katy Solt Spectrum News

I would like to request CMPD's statistics from the last five years (2014-2019) of the number of domestic violence 
homicides/intimate partner homicides. Thank you for the assistance.
I am requesting CMPD‘s statistics for domestic violence homicides/intimate partner homicides for 2018 and 2019. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2845 9/30/2019 15:25 10/21/2019 James Mikacich FlagShip Facility Services

Request copies of all competitors responses to the'Request for Clarification' questions with regards to the CLT 
Airport Janitorial Services RFP. These secondary items were due "Responses are due back no later than Friday 
August 23, 2019 @ 4:00pm EST to email address:procurement@cltairport.com" as requested by: "CRYSTAL 
BAILEY, CLGPO | CONTRACTS COMPLIANCE MANAGER CHARLOTTE DOUGLAS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
cltairport.com" Thank you for your help with these items. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



2844 9/30/2019 13:29 10/2/2019 Gabrielle Pickens Law Offices of Michael J Bednarik
A copy of the video from City of Charlotte Transit Bus # 2121 for date 9/5/19 to see if it shows an accident that 
happened on the driver's side of the bus. The bus was not involved in the accident. Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2862 9/30/2019 11:11 Steve Harrison WFAE

Can I go ahead and get copies of all city documents relating to the second round of improvements at Spectrum 
Center? 
I understand the city and the Hornets met earlier this month about upgrades to the arena, as required by the 
arena contract.
I need all documents relating to the renovations/improvements, including, but not limited to: e-mails, 
presentations, text messages, presentations, power points, spreadsheets.
The time frame would be April 1, 2019 to October 1, 2019. Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development;#General Services Yes

2826 9/30/2019 9:38 9/30/2019 Jeremy Ghent Cornell Pump Company


Hey Ms. Lewis,
     I hope you are well.  I would like to request a bid tab copy ofBypass Pumping FY19-RFP-18.  Im not sure if you 
remember me or not, I was the Sunbelt rep who handled this contract a few years ago.  Let me know if this is 
available.  Thank you for your time,
JG
 Fulfilled Closed Water No

2825 9/30/2019 9:22 10/1/2019 Kimberly Fritz The Fall Line/Exactly Right Media 


 
Kimberly Fritz • The Fall Line/Exactly Right Media 
4142 Brockett Creek Drive 
Tucker, GA 30084
08/10/2019,
Greetings,

Under theNorth Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 
copies of all records, including coroner’s reports and autopsies, that relate to the disappearance of El-Jahid 
Forever Allah on or about March 14, 2003  when his father picked him up in the 600 block of Wagon Oak Road in 
Charlotte. He’s not been seen since. There haven’t been any sightings of his father since this date either, so it’s 
unclear if his father abducted him or if someone caused harm to both of them. 
 
I am a researcher of The Fall Line podcast of Exactly Right Media, an investigative project that raises awareness of 
the cold cases of people who’ve historically been marginalized. We are working with or have worked with a 
variety of law enforcement agencies, including APD, Dekalb Medical Examiner, and the GBI, to bring attention to 
cold cases—especially those of people who experience marginalization.  We deal with a wide variety of cold 
cases, and focus particularly on Does and missing persons—thus, trying to gather as much information as possible 
so as to aid in potential matches.
 
Our goal is to make our audience (7 million and counting) aware of these cases and to boost public interest in cold 
cases, with the hopes of providing law enforcement with new tips and/or information in cases. We do ask that, at 
the least, we are provided with an incident report. The more information we can gain, the more time we can 
devote to this case. Various LE officials will vouch for our responsible coverage and attention to accurate 
presentation, and these testimonials can be arranged upon request.
If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $100. 
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2842 9/28/2019 15:00 Frankmicbobby

Manager Jones, Mr. Flotree,
Per NCGS 132, please provide the following records. Please provide an approximate date they will be available.  
Should you determine any are not public records, please provide the statutory reason for each item that is 
denied.  Should any items be denied because of allegations of confidentiality, please be reminded of your legal 
obligation to provide redacted copies of any items which allegedly contain confidential material.
 
Thank you for providing the following as promptly as possible:
 
all minutes from the CRB for 2018 and 2019 Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

2841 9/28/2019 14:58 10/14/2019 Frankmicbobby

Manager Jones, Mr. Flotree,
Per NCGS 132, please provide the following records. Please provide an approximate date they will be available.  
Should you determine any are not public records, please provide the statutory reason for each item that is 
denied.  Should any items be denied because of allegations of confidentiality, please be reminded of your legal 
obligation to provide redacted copies of any items which allegedly contain confidential material.
 
Thank you for providing the following as promptly as possible:
 
Any 2017, 2018 and 2019 information on repeat drunk/under influence driving charges and their dispositions Fulfilled Closed Police No

2840 9/28/2019 14:55 Frankmicbobby

Manager Jones, Mr. Flotree,
Per NCGS 132, please provide the following records. Please provide an approximate date they will be available.  
Should you determine any are not public records, please provide the statutory reason for each item that is 
denied.  Should any items be denied because of allegations of confidentiality, please be reminded of your legal 
obligation to provide redacted copies of any items which allegedly contain confidential material.
 
Thank you for providing the following as promptly as possible:
 
all 2017, 2018 and 2019 reports (of any description, including emails) concerning "repeat offenders" of crimes in 
Charlotte.
 
Please also provide any information (if not already included) of their crimes/arrests as a percentage of all 
crimes/arrests and any tracking concerning the outcome of charges and convictions. Submitted to Departments Open Police No

2832 9/27/2019 17:17 1/7/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC
-  A copy of all memos issued by Marcus Jones to Charlotte City Council in the month of September  

Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Manager’s Office Yes



2849 9/27/2019 15:38 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal

I am writing to request any and all public records, written or electronic, sent to or from any of the 11 council 
members as well as the mayor and city manager regarding the investigation and possible impeachment of 
President Trump and/or the potential impact of the investigation on the Republican National Convention in 
Charlotte. Please provide documents beginning September 1, 2019 through the present (Sept. 27, 2019). Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

2834 9/27/2019 12:03 10/3/2019 Jordan Spears Spectrum News

I'm looking for statistics about homicides in Charlotte this year. I'd like to confirm how many were domestic in 
2019 compared to this time last year. I'd also like to know the number of domestic calls received so far this year; 
if that isn't available if a monthly or weekly number that would help too! Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2828 9/27/2019 9:29 2/17/2020 David Hodges WBTV

Please provide me with any copies of contracts and/or invoices that CMPD has entered into, received or paid, for 
services related to work on Sharepoint and Brightworks. Please limit your search from 6/1/2018 - 9/27/2019 
Previous records requests have not made clear which contractor or subcontractor completes this work. Fulfilled Closed Police;#Finance Yes

2529 9/27/2019 8:54 10/3/2019 William Rubio Schindler Worldwide Looking for the bid tabulations or records for the elevator maintenance service providers for the CAT system. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2827 9/26/2019 21:32 10/7/2019 Erin Edwards WSOC
AMOUNT OF CITATIONS GIVEN TO DRIVERS FOR PASSING STOPPED SCHOOL BUSES BETWEEN AUGUST 1 2019 TO 
SEPTEMBER 26, 2019. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2823 9/26/2019 16:46 9/26/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title


Good Day, 
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property address 
11001 Fox Mill Lane, Charlotte NC 28277(PARCEL 229-203-62). If you could please assist us in obtaining the 
following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do you 
provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. Open, 
closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days?Can 
you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel Vargas
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2830 9/26/2019 16:41 10/7/2019 Janelle Wendorf MGC Law

I am looking for a report regarding the crimes that were reported at/near the parking garages on Piedmont Row 
Drive at the Piedmont Town Center. It does not appear the parking garages have an exact address so any crimes 
reported in the area will be fine. We need the report to go back to 2016 if possible. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2839 9/26/2019 14:52 9/30/2019 Frankmicbobby

Manager Jones, Mr. Flotree,
Per NCGS 132, please provide the following records. Please provide an approximate date they will be available.  
Should you determine any are not public records, please provide the statutory reason for each item that is 
denied.  Should any items be denied because of allegations of confidentiality, please be reminded of your legal 
obligation to provide redacted copies of any items which allegedly contain confidential material.
 
Thank you for providing the following as promptly as possible:
 all 2018 and 2019 statstics concerning calls for service, arrests, incidents dismissed "MI" (Miscellaneous Incident), 
court charges related to calls for service, disposition of those charges.  Please provide by type (ex: shooting, 
assault, fire, etc...) to whatever breakdown is most convenient and in use by the City as opposed to just total calls. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2838 9/26/2019 14:49 10/3/2019 Frankmicbobby

Manager Jones, Mr. Flotree,
Per NCGS 132, please provide the following records. Please provide an approximate date they will be available.  
Should you determine any are not public records, please provide the statutory reason for each item that is 
denied.  Should any items be denied because of allegations of confidentiality, please be reminded of your legal 
obligation to provide redacted copies of any items which allegedly contain confidential material.
 
Thank you for providing the following as promptly as possible:
 
all 2018 and 2019 emails to/frominternalaffairs@cmpd.org or other email used to report to internal affairs. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2837 9/26/2019 14:46 10/25/2019 Frankmicbobby

Manager Jones, Mr. Flotree,
Per NCGS 132, please provide the following records. Please provide an approximate date they will be available.  
Should you determine any are not public records, please provide the statutory reason for each item that is 
denied.  Should any items be denied because of allegations of confidentiality, please be reminded of your legal 
obligation to provide redacted copies of any items which allegedly contain confidential material.
 
Thank you for providing the following as promptly as possible:
 
all 2018 and 2019 emails to/fromemployeearrests@cmpd.org or other email used to report employee 
arrests. Same for non-CMPD city employees. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2836 9/26/2019 14:42 12/30/2019 Frankmicbobby

Manager Jones, Mr. Flotree,
Per NCGS 132, please provide the following records. Please provide an approximate date they will be available.  
Should you determine any are not public records, please provide the statutory reason for each item that is 
denied.  Should any items be denied because of allegations of confidentiality, please be reminded of your legal 
obligation to provide redacted copies of any items which allegedly contain confidential material.
 
Thank you for providing the following as promptly as possible:
 
2019 text messages re: Henry Black (to/from & about) in whatever form stated.
 
Henry Black was the appointed head of the Citizens Review Board and may be mentioned only by title or by his 
name or email address or other.  If you have records for any other Henry Black, those are not necessary but if 
they are included, I will remove them if you prefer. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No



2835 9/26/2019 14:33 Frankmicbobby

Manager Jones, Mr. Flotree,
Per NCGS 132, please provide the following records. Please provide an approximate date they will be available.  
Should you determine any are not public records, please provide the statutory reason for each item that is 
denied.  Should any items be denied because of allegations of confidentiality, please be reminded of your legal 
obligation to provide redacted copies of any items which allegedly contain confidential material.
 
Thank you for providing the following as promptly as possible:
 
2019 emails re: Henry Black (to/from & about) in whatever form stated.
 
Henry Black was the appointed head of the Citizens Review Board and may be mentioned only by title or by his 
name or email address or other.  If you have records for any other Henry Black, those are not necessary but if 
they are included, I will remove them if you prefer. Submitted to Departments Open City Clerk No

2829 9/26/2019 14:11 10/2/2019 Megan Lee LeadsOnline

I am looking for some help with the below questions, and was directed here for answers. How many pawn shops 
are in Charlotte? How many are currently reporting their transactions to the police department? How many 
tickets are received by CMPD each year? How many tickets are entered manually by a CMPD employee? How 
many tickets are automatically uploaded via the business' software? How many officers are using your current 
pawn software? How long is the gap between when the transaction is made and when it is entered into the CMPD 
pawn system? Fulfilled Closed Police No

2819 9/26/2019 14:06 9/26/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title


Good Day,
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property address 
18711 Vineyard Point Lane, Cornelius NC 28031 (PARCEL 001-463-45 ). If you could please assist us in obtaining 
the following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do 
you provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. 
Open, closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 
days?Can you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the 
account holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel Vargas
First American Title Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2822 9/25/2019 19:44 9/30/2019 Sharon Daniels

Video from bus route 14, Providence Rd. Date of September 12th, 2019. The bus slammed to a stop, sending me 
tumbling to the front of the bus. I was injured and had to take an ambulance to the hospital, but no police report 
was filed. I am requesting any and all video evidence of this incident so that I may receive a lawyer and file a 
lawsuit. I was forced back to the hospital yesterday afternoon from the continued pain from this accident. My 
injuries and the bills from them should be taken care of by transit, but with no police report, I am left with no 
other option but to get the video released to me for a lawsuit. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2821 9/25/2019 15:20 10/18/2019 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal

 I am writing to submit a public records request for the minutes from the September 23 council closed session 
(when available) as well as an and all written or electronic communications (including text messages) sent to or 
from Tracy Dodson, Mayor Lyles and Marcus Jones regarding the economic development project/expansion 
discussed as part of that closed session.
My assumption is those documents/communications will be available as soon as council and the city make a final 
decision on whether to proceed with the project/request in question. Please let me know if you need any 
additional information from me and thanks for your help. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Economic Development;#City Manager’s Office;#     Yes

2805 9/24/2019 23:30 Allison Latos WSOC-TV

I am requesting statistics on how many times CMPD airport officers have responded to complaints of disruptive, 
combative, drunk passengers at Charlotte Douglas Airport and all police reports associated with them from 
January 1, 2019-present. Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

2811 9/24/2019 17:40 9/24/2019 Michelle Ye Hee Lee Washington Post

I’m a politics reporter at The Washington Post. I saw that the RNC convention was discussed at a recent city 
council meeting’s public comments portion in July, but I could not find the contract in the meeting materials. Is 
that available on the council’s website somewhere? If not, could you send me a copy, or do I need to submit a 
public records request? Please let me know.

Fulfilled Closed Communications & Marketing Yes

2816 9/24/2019 17:00 10/18/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC
-  Meeting minutes from the September 23 closed session meeting pertaining to MLS and any audio that may have 
been recorded Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk Yes

2820 9/24/2019 16:43 12/2/2019 Luis Enrique Ramos

Hello, My name is Dr. Luis Enrique Ramos, assistant professor at Clemson University- Department of City Planning 
and Real Estate Development. My research agenda focuses on transit and land-use planning and I am interested in 
studying light-rail ridership trends in legacy and modern systems in the US. Specifically, I am interested in: 1- multi-
year ridership statistics at system-wide and station-level level up to year 2018 for Charlotte's LYNX light-rail; 2-
multi-year average weekday boardings and alightings at light-rail stops and stations; 3-and the most recent O-D 
passenger trips matrix (station-to-station). If finer (more disaggregate) ridership statistics exists (e.g. peak/non-
peak; or by hour) I would also be interested. In addition, 4-multi-year customer satisfaction reports and/or 
surveys, up-to year 2018 are also of interested for the study. 5-GIS shapefiles of light-rail lines, stations, and 
station portal locations would also be helpful in the analysis.Finally, 6-Performance indicators as per NTD 
standards are hereby requested: a. General Performance indicators as per NTD b. Effectiveness Measures c. 
Efficiency Measures For example: Ridership (trips/boardings; muli-year: annual, monthly); Service Productivity 
(PKM/VKM); Cost Effectiveness ($ per trip); Speed (RKM/RH)... up-to year 2018. The data and findings would be 
used exclusively for research and educational purposes and will be shared with all participants. Sincerely, L. 
Enrique Ramos, Ph.D. Assistant Professor 2-221 Lee Hall Department of City Planning and Real Estate 
Development Clemson University Clemson, SC 29634-0511 Tel:864.656.9889; Mobile:787.509.5942 
Email:eramoss@clemson.edu Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2815 9/24/2019 16:21 10/18/2019 Kim Golden Spectrum News
We are looking to obtain minutes and any notes from the Monday 9/23/2019 closed session for CLTCC through a 
FOIA request.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk Yes



2814 9/24/2019 16:10 Mike Stolp WSOC

I request that digital copies of the following documents be provided to me:          
-All emails sent to and from Tracy Dodson between 7/1/19 – present sent to and from 
Tom.Glick@panthers.nfl.com
-All emails sent to and from Tracy Dodson between 7/1/19 – present sent to and from 
Mark.Hart@panthers.nfl.com


Submitted to Departments Open Economic Development Yes

2806 9/24/2019 16:01 10/29/2019 Damiana Dendy Unite Here

I write to request the following information: • Any and all leases or contracts between the City of Charlotte 
and/or Charlotte Douglas International Airport and Lufthansa Airlines • Any and all leases or contracts between 
the City of Charlotte and/or Charlotte Douglas International Airport and Southwest Airlines • Any and all memos, 
summary documents, and presentations related to the expansion of Concourse B at Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport • Any and all memos, summary documents, and presentations related to the expansion of 
Concourse C at Charlotte Douglas International Airport • Any presentations given before Charlotte City Council 
regarding the expansion of Concourse B at Charlotte Douglas International Airport • Any presentations given 
before Charlotte City Council regarding theexpansion of Concourse C at Charlotte Douglas International Airport • 
Any communications with American Airlines since January 1, 2019 regarding additional space for existing lounges, 
new airline lounges, or requests for airport funding for American Airlines’ lounges at Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport • Any communications with American Airlines since January 1, 2019 related to the 
expansion of Concourse B and/or Concourse C. Please provide documents electronically wherever possible. I 
agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees, but please notify me of the amount prior to completing 
this request if more than $200. If you deem any of the requested documents to be confidential, please provide a 
written explanation referencing the salutatory examples on which you rely and provide the name, address and 
email address of the person or body to whom an appeal should be directed. Thank you in advance for your help. 
If you have any questions, please contact me by phone at (516) 343-9933 or by email atddendy@unitehere.org. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2817 9/24/2019 10:55 10/18/2019 Paige Pauroso WBTV

I’m reaching out to see if it’s possible to get the addresses and case numbers for all sexual assault/rape cases 
where the suspect was not known to the victim in the last month? (From august 24 to the current date). Also 
please include any breaking and entering cases that include a sexual element. Thanks so much if possible. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2797 9/23/2019 22:53 10/15/2019 Savannah Levins WCNC

Good morning! I'm a reporter for NBC Charlotte, and would like to file a public records request copies of 
complaints filed with CMPD (financial crimes) in the past few months or so about counterfeit currency. Ideally 
from year start, 1/1/2019 to today 9/23/2019. But we'd like the information ASAP for a story turn this week, so 
whatever you're available to quickly gather would be great, even if it's just complaints filed over the past month 
(8/23/2019 to today 9/23/2019), or simply a number of complaints rather than copies of each. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2831 9/23/2019 19:44 9/27/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC

Manager just provided council with a “30 day memo” 
Is this online?

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office Yes

2807 9/23/2019 16:03 10/14/2019 Baron Murphy WBTV

I'm requesting any traffic video from the intersection of Freedom Drive and Ashley from September 17th between 
the hours of 10:30am-11:10am. I'm looking for video that might show the accident involving a WBTV vehicle and 
another vehicle at that intersection. The WBTV vehicle was traveling outbound on Freedom and the other vehicle 
was making a left turn on to Freedom from Ashley. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

2796 9/23/2019 14:47 10/3/2019 Wes Wilson KXAN TV News

This is a Media PIR from TV news station KXAN in Austin, Texas: 1. Does CMPD have a database of which cars drive 
for Uber or Lyft? 2. If not, if CMPD is looking for a suspect vehicle or issues its own BOLO on a vehicle, is there any 
way CMPD checks to make sure that vehicle does not drive for Uber/Lyft and does not continue to make 
passenger pickups? 3. Does CMPD turn over BOLO information to rideshare companies Uber or Lyft? This may 
take a little bit longer, but… 4. How many arrests has CMPD made where there was a rideshare driver in the 
vehicle being stopped? Thank you very much for your help with these requests! Please let me know if you need 
anything more formal with this like a FOIA Request. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

2795 9/23/2019 14:09 9/27/2019 Alexandra Elich WCCB Charlotte I would like the violent crime statistics for 2018-2019. Especially the last quarter crime stats. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes
2808 9/22/2019 17:09 9/24/2019 Margaret Storms Please send me the incident report 20190918211002 regarding my automobile incident. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2809 9/20/2019 16:33 9/25/2019 Renika Devore Progressive Insurance

Requesting video from inside a city bus at the time of an accident that occurred on 9/05/19. The accident 
occurred at approximately 3:30pm on Monroe Rd in Charlotte. The risk management claim# is VATA124032. VIN 
number for the bus 15GGD2715H3190412. License Plate 99307v Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2798 9/20/2019 16:31 11/19/2019 Kari Beal
Number of people charged with DUI while riding an electric scooter. Or/and the number of complaints of people 
on an electric scooter to Charlotte-Mecklenburg police (reckless driving, drunk, etc,) Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2793 9/20/2019 16:12 9/20/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title


    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property address 
4135 Beauvista Drive, Charlotte NC 28269 (PARCEL 029-423-25 ). If you could please assist us in obtaining the 
following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do you 
provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. Open, 
closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days?Can 
you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter. Fulfilled Closed Water No



2792 9/20/2019 15:05 9/20/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title


 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Huntersville, specifically for the property 
address 1952 Dietrich Lane, Charlotte NC 28269 (PARCEL 047-064-59). If you could please assist us in obtaining 
the following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do 
you provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. 
Open, closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 
days?Can you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the 
account holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel Vargas
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2794 9/20/2019 14:20 7/29/2020 Robert Faturechi

Please provide all emails since September 1, 2018 exchanged between Council Member James Mitchell Jr. and 
anyone with the domain address "@nationaldmo.org" Please provide all emails since September 1, 2018 sent to 
or received by Council Member James Mitchell Jr. with the term "DMO" or "Democratic Municipal Officials" Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

2799 9/20/2019 13:17 9/23/2019 Alexandra Elich WCCB Charlotte

Hi! I hope y’all are doing well! Would you be able to pass on the video from the light rail that the UNC Charlotte 
shooter took before he committed the act? 

Fulfilled Closed CATS Yes

2789 9/20/2019 12:37 9/24/2019 Michelle England SmartProcure

Dear Public or Custodian of Public Records, SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport for all current employee/staff contact information. The request is limited to readily 
available records without physically copying, scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic 
document is acceptable. The specific information requested from your record keeping system is: 1. First Name 2. 
Last Name 3. Position Title 4. Department 5. Employment Type ie: full-time, part-time, contractor 6. General 
Office Phone Number 7. Direct Office Phone Number 8. Business Cell Phone (if provided by Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport) 9. Office Fax 10. Email Address 11. Office Physical Address 12. Office Mailing Address Please 
email the information tomengland@smartprocure.com. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2788 9/20/2019 10:11 John Sullivan Washington Post

Hello I'd like to request the following: The number of police pursuits annually from 2015-2018? The number of 
injuries associated with these pursuits, also annually? The number of fatalities associated with pursuits annually? 
If there were any policy changes that would show disparities in the data please let me know what those are. 
Thank you Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

2787 9/20/2019 10:01 4/16/2020 Jacob Weis Winthrop University

Pursuant to the state open records law N.C. Gen. Stat. Secs. 132-1 to 132-11, I write to request access to and a 
copy of the records showing the details of a proposed ban on single-use plastic items as part of the plan for a 
"Circular Charlotte." If your agency does not maintain these public records, please let me know who does and 
include the proper custodian's name and address. I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not 
more than $0. If the cost would be greater than this amount, please notify me. Please provide a receipt indicating 
the charges for each document. I would request your response within ten (10) business days. If you choose to 
deny this request, please provide a written explanation for the denial including a reference to the specific 
statutory exemption(s) upon which you rely. Also, please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt 
material. I would note that violation of the open records law can result in the award of reasonable attorney fees, 
for which you may be held personally liable. See N.C. Gen. Stat. Sec. 132-9(c). Thank you for your assistance. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Economic Development;#   No

2786 9/20/2019 9:57 9/24/2019 Allison Latos WSOC
I would like to request access and copies of the CMPD case file involving suspect, Trystan Terrell, and the deadly 
April 30, 2019 shooting at UNC-Charlotte. This request includes any videotaped interviews with Terrell. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2804 9/20/2019 9:02 9/23/2019 Shakira WSOC

Hope you're doing well. We are reaching out in reference to the newly released surveillance video of Trystan 
Terrell, the man convicted of shooting and killing two UNC Students today. We saw reports that there was new 
video of him boarding a light rail before the shooting. Will CATS be releasing that video?

Fulfilled Closed CATS Yes

2833 9/19/2019 11:51 11/18/2019 Chelsea Vinton Rmsource
rmsource is requesting a copy of the winning bid for RFP #269-2019-109 so that we may evaluate areas to 
improve on our bid responses. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology No

2785 9/19/2019 10:09 Joe Bruno WSOC

Hey Brittany,
 
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
 
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
 
A Copy of all emails, texts and voicemails to Tracy Dodson, Marcus Jones, Sabrina Joy-Hogg, James Mitchell, Vi 
Lyles and Kay Cunningham with the keywords“MLS”“soccer”“Tepper”“stadium”“expansion” “garber”
 
Timeframe- August 1- to date

Thank you
Joe Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Serv  Yes

2810 9/18/2019 14:26 9/25/2019 Janelle Joyner RSCM Law CFD 911 Recordings and Incident Audio for INC# 19-0156933 Fulfilled Closed Fire No



2791 9/18/2019 12:44 9/30/2019 Melissa Lewis PETA - Animal Control Records

Dear Sir/Madam: On behalf of PETA and pursuant to the North Carolina Public Information Act, N.C. GEN. STAT. 
SECS. 132-1 TO 132-11, I hereby request copies of the following records from September 1, 2019, through the 
date of fulfillment of this request: • All Charlotte Animal Control records related to reference/activity #: 
T0915225201, including but not limited to complaints and notes, memoranda, reports, and correspondence 
regarding investigations. If any of the records described above are considered to be exempt from release, please 
segregate and provide copies of non-exempt portions, and itemize and justify deletions by reference to specific 
exemptions. PETA is prepared to pay copying fees, but kindly asks that such fees be waived or reduced in light of 
the organization’s nonprofit status and because disclosure of the requested information is primarily in the public 
interest, as it is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations and activities of the 
Department. If the aforementioned request for a waiver or reduction of fees is denied and fees are expected to 
exceed $50, please notify me to this effect before the request is processed. Please provide the aforementioned 
records to me electronically atMelissaLewis@peta.org, if available, or via fax at 757-628-0781. I look forward to 
receiving your response promptly. Please feel free to contact me at 757-943-0090 if you have any questions. 
Sincerely, Melissa Lewis, Senior Cruelty Caseworker Cruelty Investigations Department 757-943-
0090;MelissaLewis@peta.org Fulfilled Closed Police No

2784 9/17/2019 23:38 9/23/2019 Ken Garfield

I am needing the number of domestic violence-related calls that Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police received in 2018, 
and through June 2019. If it can be broken out: All calls for 2018, then calls for first half of 2019. This is for the 
Jamie Kimble Foundation for Courage impact report. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2782 9/17/2019 13:25 10/23/2019 Michelle England Smartprocure

SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the Charlotte Douglas International Airport for all current 
employee/staff contact information. The request is limited to readily available records without physically copying, 
scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic document is acceptable.The specific information 
requested from your record keeping system is:
 First Name Last NamePosition TitleDepartmentAviation City Employee (Employment Type) ie: full-time, part-
timeGeneral Office Phone Number Direct Office Phone NumberBusiness Cell Phone (if provided by Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport)Office FaxEmail Address Office Physical AddressOffice Mailing Address
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2790 9/17/2019 12:54 9/24/2019 Jesenia Delgado Zapata Need the police report for #20190910075401 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2778 9/13/2019 14:42 10/2/2019 James Mikacich Flagship Facility Services 

Copies of all bid proposals submitted for ITB Number: AVIA19-40,CLT AIRPORT JANITORIAL SERVICES RFP. The 
submitting companies are: • Flagship Airport Services, Inc. • ABM Aviation, Inc. • Interstate Corporation • 
Sunshine Cleaning Systems, Inc. • ISS Facility Services, Inc. • HHS Aviation, LLC • CleanNet, USA • United 
Maintenance Company, Inc. - United Service Companies • Temco Service Industries, Inc. dba ATALIAN Global 
Services • LGC Global Energy FM, LLC • PRIDE Industries One, Inc. • The Budd Group Thank you in advance for 
help with this matter. Jim 408-569-6218 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2781 9/13/2019 13:31 12/2/2019 William Brian Morningstar Law Group

Re: Public Records Request to the City of Charlotte
Dear Mr. Flotree:
Pursuant to the authority granted by the North Carolina Public Records Law (N.C.G.S. § 132-1 et seq.), we 
respectfully request that the City of Charlotte (the "City") produce the Public Records specified herein no later 
than October 14, 2019.
As used in this request, the term "Public Records" shall have the definition set forth in the North Carolina Public 
Records Law, and shall include, but not be limited to, any responsive correspondence, electronic mail, 
handwritten or typewritten notes, documents, business records, electronic data, minutes of public meetings and 
drafts of any of the foregoing materials.
As used in this request, the term "North Tryon Street" shall refer to North Tryon Street as it runs through the City 
of Charlotte, North Carolina.
As used in this request, the term "the Property" shall refer to the property located at 800 North Tryon Street, 
Charlotte, North Carolina.
As used in this request, the term "the Property" shall refer to the property located at 800 North Tryon Street, 
Charlotte, North Carolina.
We respectfully request that the City produce the following Public Records in accordance with the terms of this 
letter:
1. All Public Records which relate to, refer to, or reflect the environmental testing, assessment, studies, or status 
of the Property.
2. All Public Records which relate to, refer to, or reflect the presence or absence of underground storage tanks on 
the Property.
3. All Public Records which relate to, refer to, or reflect road access to and/or from the Property, including but 
not limited to Property access to and/or from North Tryon Street.. All Public Records which relate to, refer to, or 
reflect road access to and/or from the Property, including but not limited to Property access to and/or from 
North Tryon Street.
4. All Public Records which relate to, refer to, or reflect development or proposed development of the Property 
by any person, firm, corporation, or any other entity, from January 1, 2010 to the present.
5. All Public Records which relate to, refer to, or reflect communications with NF 800 North Tryon, LLC or any 
employee, agents, contractors, or any person or entity acting by, through, or on behalf of NF 800 North Tryon, Fulfilled Closed Planning No

2780 9/13/2019 12:03 10/9/2019 Lena Wadlington Cinemark West Plano
I would like to request a list of all police calls for service made to our Cinemark Movie Bistro theatre located at 
9630 Monroe Rd., Charlotte, 28270 from 09/01/2018 to present. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2779 9/13/2019 11:15 9/16/2019 Hannah Smoot Charlotte Observer
I would like to request the full report on the suspicious item investigation at the Charlotte Douglas International 
Airport Sept. 9. This may be under law enforcement purview or aviation. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2783 9/13/2019 10:16 1/8/2020 Rob Robinson Century Link

I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies of any items related to the RFP response for City of Charlotte's 
Security Operations Center. I would like copies of the business and technical responses and scoring matrix for 
each of the last 3 finalist. Also the final pricing offered to the City of Charlotte and a copy of the final executed 
contract with the company awarded the contact. Please also provide the cost and or fees associated with this 
request. Please provide the information an whatever media is available, however electronic is preferred. Please 
submit to the email address and/or mailing address listed above. Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology No

2777 9/13/2019 8:50 10/28/2019 Nyki Hardy City of Albemarle

To Whom it May Concern,
I am requesting a copy of a contract that the City of Charlotte would have with Wells Fargo or with Mark Vitner, 
Wells Fargo economist. Mark provides annual economic outlook presentations to the Charlotte City Council. The 
contract may have originated from your Finance Department, Budget Department or City Manager's Office. I am 
requesting that a copy of the contract be emailed. to me atnhardy@albemarlenc.gov or faxed to me at 704-984-
9406.
Thank you,
Nyki Hardy
Assistant City Mangager, Albemarle NC Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn General Services No

2776 9/12/2019 16:06 9/12/2019 Mike Rapp Spectrum News
Can you send Henry Black’s Citizen Review Board Application?

Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes



2775 9/11/2019 13:42 10/14/2019 John Henry

I would like to receive a printout of all automobile accidents that incurred property damage and/or bodily injury 
for the last five years in and around my home address and the intersections of Sharon Road and S. Wendover 
Road and Forest Drive and S. Wendover Road. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2771 9/10/2019 23:30 9/11/2019 Jennifer Strickland

I am a liability adjuster working on an auto accident involving one of the city buses on 9/06/2019 My driver is 
Melissa Spalt . Claim # VATA124047. I was advised there was video footage of the incident taken from the bus. 
Would it be possible for that footage to be emailed over to me for my liability investigation. 
email:jstrickl@travelers.com. Travelers claim # FMM8235. Please let me know if you have any questions. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2770 9/10/2019 14:08 9/10/2019 Allen C. Brotherton
Audio recordings of sequence of calls to CharMeck 311 betweeen July 29,2019 and August 7,2019. Details in 
attached email Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2774 9/10/2019 5:01 9/27/2019 Julia Rock MuckRock News

To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
All documents pertaining to the city’s emergency plans for a heat wave or for extreme heat.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response 
to this request within 10 business days.
Sincerely,
Julia Rock Fulfilled Closed Police;#Fire Yes

2772 9/6/2019 16:41 8/31/2020 Mark Carr

Submitted via Online Form Dear Sir or Madam, Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law (Chapter 132), I 
respectfully request copies of the following listed items below (as available): All e-mails, including attachments, 
exchanged between Lt. Governor Dan Forest OR Harold "Hal" Weatherman and the leadership of Charlotte 
Economic Development. This review should include but not be limited to communication with the following email 
addresses:halcweatherman@gmail.com,zuknowit@earthlink.com,hweatherman@yahoo.com,hal.weatherman@n
c.gov, anddan.forest@nc.gov. In addition to the email addresses provided, our request includes a search of your 
email system for Mr. Weatherman and Mr. Forest by name. This request covers January 1, 2013, to September 5, 
2019. I authorize your office to accumulate up to $50 in fees in order to fulfill this request. If the cost of fulfilling 
this will exceed that amount, I request that you provide me with a written cost estimate for making these records 
available to me prior to incurring any costs. My preferred reproduction format is an electronic file e-mailed to my 
office atfoias@federatedconsult.com. If you have any questions concerning my request, please feel free to 
contact me by email. I am also reachable by fax at 302-351-8849 or by phone at 302-310-4281. If all or any part 
of this request is denied or redacted, please cite the specific exemption used to justify the redaction(s) or refusal 
to release the information and inform me of your agency’s appeal procedures available to me under the law. 
Respectfully submitted, Mark Carr Federated Consultants, LLC 7635 148th St W. #336 Apple Valley, MN 55124 
Phone: 302-310-4281 Fax: 302-351-8849 Email:foias@federatedconsult.com Fulfilled Closed Economic Development No

2760 9/5/2019 14:11 Nate Morabito WCNC

See request #1875

I’m wondering if you could pull and provide electronic copies of the actual invoices for these expenses:
650416 7/27/2018        118667 BUDDY'S BBQ JL1218 6000-40-40-4080-408010-000000-981-521910-          Misc 
Contractual Services                            7,150.00                      7,150.00
657092 9/10/2018        290793 JENNIFER PLYMOUTH           RFC8195         1000-30-30-3010-301022-000000-000-
529000-    Travel & Meetings                                5,595.00                      5,595.00
693750 3/29/2019        295799 JESSICA BATTLE       R042919AZ295799JB 1000-30-30-3010-301003-000000-000-
529000-    Travel & Meetings                                881.80             881.80
667234 11/1/2018        293528 EBONY JONES           RFC14683       1000-30-30-3020-302035-000000-000-529000-
           Travel & Meetings                                8,998.00
672569 12/6/2018        287306 SHAWN COFFMAN     E100918NC287306SC 6200-70-00-7010-701010-000000-
000-529000-    Travel & Meetings                                4,251.53
687432 2/25/2019        292080 CLARA LAWANA SLACK MAYFIELD  E012719NC292080CS 1000-10-13-1010-
000000-000000-000-521910-  Misc Contractual Services                                351.68

693319 3/27/2019        200639 VIOLA ALEXANDER LYLES    E012719NC200639VL 1000-10-13-1010-000000-
000000-000-521910-   Misc Contractual Services                                17.50 Partial Fulfillment Open Finance;#Police Yes

2765 9/5/2019 13:45 9/6/2019 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group

Hello,
We would like to submit a Public Records Request regarding Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period July 
29 - September 6, 2019. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection Notes" and "Parcel 
IDs".
 
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out.
 
Thanks, Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2769 9/5/2019 13:06 9/6/2019 Robert Herford Ted A Greve & Associates PA
Requesting video footage of CATS bus on August 21, 2019 that was involved in an incident on N. Graham St and W 
10th street where Andrew Spann was injured. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2768 9/4/2019 16:16 9/16/2019 Patrick Bradey
Final report, recommendations, and/or findings, as well as other associated documents produced by the Charlotte 
Charter Review Commission chaired by Richard Vinroot in 1979. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

2766 9/4/2019 15:49 10/23/2019 Montana Cole Reef Technology What are the terms of the current airport parking management contract? When does it expire? Thank you Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2758 9/4/2019 13:16 9/17/2019 Tigress McDaniel Full disclosure of pay rate and schedule for City Council members, Board of Commissioners and City Manager. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No



2773 9/4/2019 10:56 10/7/2019 Jennie Smith Acme Research

Copies of documents, such as − but not limited to – Construction Notice to Proceed, daily field reports, contractor 
reporting forms, work orders, and the like that specify subcontractors and other salient points (noted below) for 
all phases of the most recent construction or renovation project at Spectrum Center. We do not need every 
document that mentions subcontractors, just one for each subcontractor or set of subcontractors. Specifically we 
seek: • Project name • Project number • Projected completion date • Prime/General Contractor name(s) • 
Construction Manager (at Risk) name • Architect/Engineer names • Subcontractor names Excel spreadsheets 
containing similar information are welcome. The information is used for research aimed at identifying patterns of 
spending by public entities. No part of the data will be used as a mailing list and supplying the information cannot 
be construed as an endorsement of either y ur payees or our work. We are willing to reimburse your office for 
any reasonable expense incurred in providing the requested information if an estimate of costs is provided for our 
approval before the work is performed. We prefer to receive the data via e-mail attached as a PDF or Excel 
document. If my request is too broad or does not reasonably describe the records being requested, please contact 
me via e-mail or by phone, so that I might clarify my request, and when appropriate, inform me of the manner in 
which the records are filed, retrieved, or generated. If the City of Charlotte is not the custodian of the records 
sought, please direct us to the entity responsible for the above listed records. Thank you for your assistance! Fulfilled Closed General Services No

2756 9/3/2019 14:05 9/5/2019 Madison Broers WSU

I am a graduate student doing research into floor collapses, and I understand there were collapses at 9024 
University City Blvd, Charlotte NC (Jan 30 2015) and 1505 Monument Hill Rd, Charlotte NC (May 2015, date may 
be incorrect). Please provide any records on these collapses or apartment buildings to aid in the research. 
Specifically floor plans, engineers reports or repair plans would be helpful. Please submit them to me via email 
only at the email provided. Closed Unfulfilled Referred Planning No

2767 9/3/2019 13:02 9/6/2019 Jessica Kreamer Bid Desk Analytics
I was wondering if RFP 269-2019-006 was rewarded? If so, could you send me the awarded documents and 
contract? Fulfilled Closed General Services No

2753 9/3/2019 9:58 9/20/2019 Kimberly Fritz The Fall Line/Exactly Right Media


Under theNorth Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 
copies of all records, including coroner’s reports and autopsies, that relate to the unsolved murder of Franklin 
Freeman, who went by the Drag monikor Aretha “ReRe” Scott. The victim was found shot to death on June 2, 
2002 at 10:30PM at the corner of Church and Liddel Street. 
 
I am a researcher of The Fall Line podcast of Exactly Right Media, an investigative project that raises awareness of 
the cold cases of people who’ve historically been marginalized. We are working with or have worked with a 
variety of law enforcement agencies, including APD, Dekalb Medical Examiner, and the GBI, to bring attention to 
cold cases—especially those of people who experience marginalization.  We deal with a wide variety of cold 
cases, and focus particularly on Does and missing persons—thus, trying to gather as much information as possible 
so as to aid in potential matches.
 
Our goal is to make our audience (5 million and counting) aware of these cases and to boost public interest in cold 
cases, with the hopes of providing law enforcement with new tips and/or information in cases. We do ask that, at 
the least, we are provided with an incident report. The more information we can gain, the more time we can 
devote to this case. Various LE officials will vouch for our responsible coverage and attention to accurate 
presentation, and these testimonials can be arranged upon request.
If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $100. 
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect 
copies or the ability to inspect the requested records.
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law.
Thank you for considering my request, and for your time!
Sincerely,
Kimberly Fritz
717-405-2929
reasearch.falllinepod@gmail.com  Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2755 8/31/2019 23:19 10/29/2019 Stephen Rivers

Open Record Request Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full 
addresses for the month of August (1-31), 2019 please. A copy through email is just fine. Thank you in advance! 
Stephen Rivers 817-229-5155 . Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2752 8/30/2019 23:53 9/18/2019 Brad Williams Thompson Thrift Retail Group

Please forward PDF records for Petition #00-132 revision #5 dated 06/12/0, regarding City Council Approved (06-
18-01) rezoning and schematic redevelopment plans prepared and presented by DPR, Design- Planning-Research 
Associates, Inc. for a 101 acre assemblage of land located just north of the new interchange of I-485 and Mallard 
Creek Road Fulfilled Closed Planning No

2754 8/30/2019 19:17 1/10/2020 Timothy Bell

All emails from Chief Fire Inspector Kevin Miller from Wednesday Aug 28 2019 to close of business (5pm) Friday 
Aug. 30. Specifically looking for emails referring to "audit questions". If possible, I would like these emails before 
noon on Tuesday Sept. 3 for a hearing. If that deadline is not possible, as soon as possible will be acceptable. Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2751 8/30/2019 12:48 10/2/2019 Alicia Morales Pillsbury Law

Dear custodian of records: Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an 
opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of the winning/successful/selected proposal for the Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport terminal expansion project, and any other documents analyzing the decision including but 
not limited to, contractor, pricing, time, or any other document related to the award. If there are any fees for 
searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $1,000. The law requires that you 
respond to and fulfill this request “as promptly as possible.” If you expect a significant delay in responding to and 
fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to 
inspect the requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel 
justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the 
law. Thank you for considering my request. Sincerely, Alicia Morales 202-663-9016 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



2747 8/29/2019 13:43 9/19/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Follow up to 2600 - 
I’d be interested to see the results if the same search requirements were used but instead of “Technology” being 
selected in the type field “Professional Services” was selected instead.My original request states -  “A copy of all      
 active contracts for “Information Technology Contract Professional      Services.”
Here is my new request.Please provide me a copy of any active contracts in the      City of Charlotte under the 
“Professional Services” type field for Munis.      Please search for all City of Charlotte contracts. Please limit the      
contracts provided to those with keyword “Technology.” If Munis does not      provide results for “Technology” 
please open the individual “Professional      Service” contracts and check to see if they are in any way related to 
“Technology.”Please provide me with copies of the most recent      invoices for each contract that meets this 
category.
I would like to have these records by the end of next week. Please let me know if you have any questions.

Fulfilled Closed General Services Yes

2750 8/29/2019 12:49 9/3/2019 Andrew Wilson

Any and all documents from the Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department related to the February 17th, 2011 
death of William Kevin Goodnight and subsequent CMPD investigation into the cause of Mr. Goodnight's death. 
Complaint #20110217163200 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2749 8/29/2019 10:14 9/18/2019 Kristi Neidenthal MRK Hotels Collection

I would like a list of events that led to closing down our Valet Parking at The Ivey's Hotel valet located at 127 
North Tryon Street from Jan 1, 2018 thru present. Thank you If you have any questions please call me at 980-699-
6374 Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

2759 8/28/2019 16:05 9/4/2019 Sam Grundman YodasWs
CATS has just announced they're entering discussions with someone to redevelop CTC. I'd love to look over their 
original proposal. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2744 8/28/2019 15:53 10/30/2019 Alex Shabad NBC Charlotte

Hi Scierra,

 It’s Alex Shabad with NBC Charlotte.  I hope your week is going well.
 I am making a public records request about crashes that have occurred in construction zones in Charlotte in 
recent years.   I am requesting an electronic spreadsheet about the information listed below:
  The total number of crashes at construction zones in      Charlotte in 2016, 2017, 2018The total number of 
injuries/and or deaths for each      year listed aboveThe location of the crash in each case
  If you have any questions feel free to reach me on my cell at 704-589-0557.
 Best,
 Alex Fulfilled Closed Transportation Yes

2743 8/28/2019 14:56 9/16/2019


Good afternoon,
 
It’s Alex Shabad with NBC Charlotte.  
 
I am making a public records request about crashes that have occurred in construction zones in Charlotte in 
recent years.   I am requesting an electronic spreadsheet about the information listed below:
 
 The total number of crashes at construction zones in Charlotte in 2016, 2017, 2018The total number of 
injuries/and or deaths for each year listed above The location of the crash in each case
 
 
I’ve also sent the request to CDOT to see if they could provide the data.  If you have any questions feel free to 
reach me on my cell at 704-589-0557. 
 
Best,
 
Alex Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2745 8/28/2019 13:21 10/15/2019 David Hodges WBTV

I'm looking for the RFP's associated with the city manager contracts awarded in the excel sheet sent to me on 
this. Please ignore my previous email where I requested the bids.
Update: "Please also include the RFQ's." Fulfilled Closed General Services;#City Clerk;#Aviation;#CATS;#W  Yes

2757 8/28/2019 12:20 12/18/2019 Mark Shields
Can you please email me copies of all proposals and any available evaluation/scoring materials submitted for RFP 
# 269-2017-015 Right of Way Inventory and Assessment Services? Thank you! Fulfilled Closed General Services No

2748 8/28/2019 11:52 8/30/2019 Priya Rajawat Cambrian Innovation

Pursuant to the Public Records Act, I would like to obtain a copy of the following public records: A detailed list of 
industrial facilities discharging wastewater to your public wastewater treatment works. The list will include the 
industrial facilities’ name, address, water consumption, sewer volume, and total annual fees from the past three 
years. If the above information is not available, any other information available regarding the specific wastewater 
discharge facilities would be appreciated, as well as total monthly water and wastewater charges. I understand 
that if I seek a copy of this record, there may be a copying fee. Please inform me of that cost prior to making the 
copy. I can be reached atprajawat@cambrianinnovation.com. Thank you very much for your time and assistance 
on this matter. Fulfilled Closed Water No



2742 8/28/2019 10:44 12/9/2019 Emma Best MuckRock News


August 26, 2019
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
Copies of any emails, letters, memos or other records of consultations regarding public records requests 
(FOI/FOIL/FOIA etc.) with either the Department of Justice, including the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Drug 
Enforcement Agency components.
I am a member of the news media and request classification as such. I have previously written about the 
government and its activities, with some reaching over 100,000 readers in outlets such as Gizmodo, MuckRock, 
Motherboard, Property of the People, Unicorn Riot, and The Outline, among others. As such, as I have a 
reasonable expectation of publication and my editorial and writing skills are well established. In addition, I discuss 
and comment on the files online and make them available through non-profits such as the library Internet Archive 
and the journalist non-profit MuckRock, disseminating them to a large audience. While my research is not limited 
to this, a great deal of it, including this, focuses on the activities and attitudes of the government itself. As such, it 
is not necessary for me to demonstrate the relevance of this particular subject in advance.
As my primary purpose is to inform about government activities by reporting on it and making the raw data 
available, I request that fees be waived.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response 
to this request within 10 business days.
Sincerely,
Emma Best Closed Unfulfilled No Response Police Yes

2741 8/28/2019 10:36 10/1/2019 Nathan Morabito WCNC


Good Morning,
 
Can you all please provide me with an electronic list of every person who has used the dignitary protection team 
so far in 2019, the dates and times of use and their titles if readily available as well as any other publicly 
releasable information?
 
Thanks,
Nate
 
Nathan Morabito
WCNC Defenders
(704) 329-3764
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2740 8/28/2019 10:27 8/28/2019 David Hodges WBTV


Good Afternoon,
 
Please consider this a public records request under NCGS 132-6. Please provide me electronic copies of the 
following.
 A copy of all active contracts for “Information Technology Contract Professional Services.”
 
Given that this is not an extensive records request by any means I am hoping it can be fulfilled relatively quickly. 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
David Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2739 8/28/2019 10:19 8/28/2019 Beryl Lipton MuckRock News


August 23, 2019
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
The user manual and any supplemental appendices, exhibits, indices, and auxiliary documentation for the use and 
operation of the body camera (or cameras) employed by officers and representatives of this agency. 
If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at 617-299-1832.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response 
to this request within 10 business days.
Sincerely,
Beryl Lipton Fulfilled Closed Police Yes



2738 8/28/2019 10:13 8/28/2019 Beryl Lipton MuckRock News


August 23, 2019
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
Any and all materials, indices, directives, and guiding documentation regarding the forms generated and retained 
by this agency, including but not limited those used in the course of all duties: response to an incident or call, 
collection of evidence, interaction or communication with individuals or potential witnesses, patrol, arrests, 
booking, investigation, follow-up visits and interactions, chain of custody, creation of criminal files. 
Please also provide the name or documentation sufficient to show the primary and supplemental records 
management systems in use by this agency. 
If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at 617-299-1832.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response 
to this request within 10 business days.
Sincerely,
Beryl Lipton Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2737 8/28/2019 10:11 8/28/2019 Beryl Lipton MuckRock News


August 23, 2019
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
Any and all materials, indices, directives, manuals, and other guiding documentation regarding the records 
generated and retained by this agency, including but not limited to any and all applicable:
• Record retention schedules
• Indices to the records management program
• Any other data structures used for the management of records: digital, paper, and otherwise
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response 
to this request within 10 business days.
Sincerely,
Beryl Lipton Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2818 8/27/2019 12:20 10/14/2019 Pam Kelley Charlotte Journalism Collaborative

Number of employees increased to $15/hr in 2018. Number of employees increased to $16/hr in 2019-2020. 
Temporary staffing, janitorial services and security services contracts. Estimate expenditure for temporary 
staffing, janitorial services and security services. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources;#General Services Yes

2735 8/27/2019 10:55 9/5/2019 Robert Lynch Gallagher Sharp
I am requesting a complete copy of a police report, all narratives, and any supplement reports: report #2016-
182846 dated August 8, 2016 involving Reginald Brazzille. LERMS#16-182846. Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2733 8/26/2019 15:44 9/12/2019 Patrick Colson Mecklenburg County 

I am requesting data of the amount of encounters CMPD make on the average with the community on a daily 
basis during the year (2019) so far? I would also like to know how many traffic stops are made daily on the 
average for this year? Fulfilled Closed Police No

2734 8/26/2019 12:58 8/30/2019 Renee Oliver Neo Post

Could you please send me a copy of the lease agreement for the mailing equipment used at your facility per the 
public records request process? I believe it is Pitney Bowes equipment, and the lease agreement would be with 
Pitney Bowes Global Financial. Thank you in advance for helping me with this request. Sincerely, Helen (Renee) 
Oliverh.oliver@neopost.com 866-992-0799 ext. 67171 Fulfilled Closed General Services No

2728 8/23/2019 20:29 Allison Latos WSOC-TV

I'd am requesting all reports from January 2019-present involving CMPD airport division officers responding to any 
gate and/or restaurant,bar at Charlotte Douglas Airport regarding intoxicated or disruptive passengers. Thank 
you, Allison Submitted to Departments Open Police Yes

2730 8/23/2019 14:48 12/18/2019 Amanda Mingo Rawls, Scheer, Clary & Mingo Law Firm

Can you please send all work permits for the intersection of W. 6th Street and N. Poplar Street for the timeframe 
of January 1, 2017 through March 31, 2017 as well as all 811 tickets requested by any company other than 
Fullbore Contracting for any work to be done in the same intersection during the same timeframe. Please provide 
all email requests made to Eric Weidemann (or anyone else with CDOT) requesting a right of way use permit 
application including the traffic control diagram specified for the work area for the intersection of W. 6th Street 
and N. Poplar Street for the timeframe of January 1, 2017 through March 31, 2017. Please provide any 
attachments to work permit 9551 as well. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

2729 8/23/2019 13:53 8/30/2019 Toni Ingram
Requesting the names ofContracting and Engineering Consultant Companies that currently (2018 to present) have 
ongoing contract with CLT Douglas International Airport during its major renovation and construction projects. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2732 8/23/2019 11:20 8/27/2019 Michelle England SmartProcure

Any and all purchasing records from 2019-05-20 (yyyy-mm-dd) to current. The request is limited to readily 
available records without physically copying, scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic 
document is acceptable.
The specific information requested from your record keeping system is:
1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, 
encumbrance, or check number
2. Purchase date
3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase)
4. Line item quantity
5. Line item price
6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email address Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



2731 8/23/2019 11:16 8/23/2019 Bernavie De Leon First American Title


We are currently conducting research on a property located at 8017 Heatherdale Court under WELLMAN CHERYL 
G
parcel  16510340. If you could please assists us in obtaining the following information regarding water and sewer 
services. We would greatly appreciate it.
 
*What services do you provide to this property?
 
*What is the account status?
 
*Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good through date of 08/31/2019.
 
*Can you provide an account history?
 
*Do you lien properties for outstanding balance or does it follow the account holder?
 
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Berna
First American title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2736 8/23/2019 10:07 9/9/2019 David Hodges WBTV


Good Morning,
 
I would like to request the call log and any incident and/or crime reports associated with 2340 Lucena St 
Charlotte, NC.
 
January 1, 2018 to August, 23 2019.
 
Thank you for your help.
 
David Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2727 8/22/2019 1:33 Calvin Swomley I would like to request all invoices from the vendor Cityworks from 2014 through 2019. Submitted to Departments Open Innovation & Technology;#Water No

2723 8/21/2019 16:46 8/31/2020 Bruce Henderson Charlotte Observer
Seeking records of suicides/ suicide attempts at Charlotte parking decks July 1, 2016-June 30, 2019, e.g. search of 
CMPD incident reports of deaths by suicide with "parking deck" in narrative field. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2726 8/21/2019 13:52 1/23/2020 Heather Dawson Massey Zoning

RE Eliott Bay Healthcare (Dialysis Center) 1534 N Hoskins Road Charlotte NC Parcel ID 03906126 Are you aware of 
any current or future road construction projects such as road widening, resurfacing, easement, condemnation, 
sewer or sidewalk repair that would affect access to this property or result in the taking of right-of-way? Closed Unfulfilled No Response General Services;#Water No

2725 8/21/2019 10:56 9/5/2019 Lynette Cullom Allstate

I am requesting the results of the investigation into the accident involving Allstate insured driver Charles Miller 
and pedestrian fatality Vivek Pathipati. The CMPD case number is20190802-2357-06. Please advise as to the 
outcome of the investigation and whether or not any charges were filed. Any information on witnesses that may 
have been identified will be helpful, also. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Police No

2722 8/21/2019 10:40 12/27/2019 Katie Peralta Charlotte Agenda RFQ Responses that are due 9/17/2019 for the Charlotte Gateway Station. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS Yes

2724 8/21/2019 10:03 9/23/2019 Madelyn Chavis

Charlotte Mecklenburg City Police Police Records 601 East Trade Street Charlotte, NC 28202-2940 RE: Our 
Client/Driver: Brian Lamont Young, Jr. Other Driver's Name: Brent Niblett David Date of Accident: 7/28/2019 
Location of Accident: Mallard Creek Church Report Number: 20190728004500 Dear Sir or Madam: Our office has 
been retained by the above-referenced individual with regard to injuries sustained in an automobile accident on 
7/28/2019. Please allow this letter to serve as our Freedom of Information Request for the investigating officer's 
complete file (911 calls, incident reports, dash cam video, standard field sobriety tests roadside video, SLED ID 
and Password, statements, pictures, etc.) If you have any questions regarding my request, please contact my Case 
Manager, Madelyn Chavis, at 803-744-7381 orMadelyn@bill-green.com. With kindest regards, I am, Sincerely, 
Bradd W. Bunce Attorney at Law BWB;mac Fulfilled Closed Police No

2718 8/20/2019 14:11 12/6/2019 Josh Bratton Agree Realty Corporation 
I am submitting an FOIA request to reach full architectural and civil engineering plans digitally of 4255 Statesville 
Rd, Charlotte, NC. Fulfilled Closed Planning No

2721 8/20/2019 11:15 8/20/2019 Carmen Rasted Nationwide Insurance

As part of accident claim investigation involving one of the City Of Charlotte buses, the dashcam video needed for 
accident on 9/28/2018, Accident Report # 20180928085401 Driver Lionel Withers, bus NC plate #69122V, 
accident location NC 49 Charlotte NC at 08:54 am.Nationwide claim # 411633-GJ. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2720 8/20/2019 9:18 10/22/2019 Sarah Peters Bellamy Genn Group, LLC

All bids/proposals responsive to the City of Charlotte- Charlotte Area Transit System IVR System 269-
20170210001 procurement and all scoring information. If there are any fees for searching or copying these 
records, please inform me of the cost. If this information exists whole or in-part in electronic database form, I 
would like to receive the information in that format. In the interest of expediency, please communicate with me 
by telephone or email rather than by mail. My telephone number is 410-322-2320 and my email address 
issarah@bellamygenngroup.com. Thank you for considering my request. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2719 8/20/2019 8:23 9/12/2019 Chelsea colley Shaw Law Firm

Pleases provide any and all 9-1-1 Communications, written and/or recorded, CAD reports, photographs, video, 
investigative notes, witness statements and any other pertinent information for the accident of August 17, 2019 
that occurred on Wilkinson Boulevard / Morris Field Drive involving Benjamin Franklin Britton Jr. and Jonathan 
Hunter Hill. The report number is 20190817062501. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2714 8/19/2019 13:25 8/27/2019 Mark Soltero Tulsa Airports Improvement Trust

Soliciting information regarding the construction cost of ATCTWhat's the total estimated construction budgetWhat 
% of that is construction cost ans what is FAA equipmentWhat source of funds is being used for the 
constructionWhat source of funds is being used for equipmentCan they tell us what % of the construction cost is 
materials/supplies and what is the labor

Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2713 8/19/2019 12:39 8/20/2019 Clark Neilson R. B. Pharr & Associates

   5920 WILKINSON BV CHARLOTTE NC 28208--Tax Id: 06128108   
We are surveying the adjacent property to the City’ listed above and conveyed in the attached deed.  It might be 
helpful to have your survey of this property to do ours.  
See the attached 

Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#General Services No

2712 8/19/2019 12:30 8/22/2019 Ryan C. Maker

Please send me historical enplanement/deplanement statistics for the last 10 years.

I would like to include this information in our Charlotte Lodging Overview, which will be utilized in commercial 
appraisal reports for local hotels in the Charlotte area. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



2717 8/19/2019 11:33 Sal Leone

Hi, I asked prior for all emails for 2012 Democratic National Convention regarding the Thomasville Police 
Department, no documents were found but I have names now. I like all emails from 2012 regarding the 
convention, payroll, over pay, refunding money, any report, document regarding Thomasville police and the 
Convention. Names of Police Department personnel for Charlotte Michael V Adams Harold Medlock Emails for 
Thomasville Jeff Insley Tony Jarrett Kelly Craver Sonja Crumbly or Crumbley Thanks Sal Leone Submitted to Departments Open Police No

2710 8/19/2019 11:04 11/4/2020 Chloe Leshner NBC Charlotte


 
Hello,
 
I was hoping you could pass along some stats on attacks/assaults on women. We’re working on a piece on self 
defense. Looking for any numbers you may have (this year or longer), the most common types of attacks and 
most common places these happen. Has there been a rise in these incidents? I’d appreciate your help!!
 
Thanks so much,
Chloe Leshner 
 
--
Chloe Leshner
Reporter, NBC Charlotte
704-806-7771
@ChloeLeshner
cleshner@wcnc.com
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2715 8/17/2019 19:33 9/3/2019 Robin Taylor

A copy of the Headway Sheets currently valid for Charlotte Area Transit System fixed route bus and Lynx Gold 
Streetcar and Blue Light Rail services. This is generated by the scheduling software and shows the route, block 
number, run number, pull in/out times and trips assigned to each vehicle on Weekdays, Saturdays, Sundays from 
each garage. If it is necessary to modify my request, and an email response is not preferred, please contact me . If 
for any reason any portion of my request is denied, please inform me of the reasons for the denial and provide 
me with the name, address and email address of the person of body to whom an appeal should be directed. This 
is a non-commercial request. Thank you. Regards. Robin Taylor Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2711 8/16/2019 14:39 Anna Douglas Charlotte Observer Requests records provided in requests #2102, 2256, 2545, 2686 and 2685. Partial Fulfillment Open City Manager’s Office;#City Clerk;#Economic Dev    Yes

2709 8/15/2019 15:59 9/13/2019 Matt Calloway

(1) A full copy of the memorandum of agreement between the City of Charlotte andSouthern Railway Company 
dated or or around November 21, 1950 relating to a railroad grade crossing elimination program in Charlotte. (2) 
A full copy of the report of consulting engineer Frank T. Miller to the City of Charlotte dated on or around August 
22, 1950, including all supporting documents, relating to a railroad grade crossing elimination program in 
Charlotte. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

2706 8/15/2019 4:34 8/20/2019 Vanessa Leon Spectrum News

I’m a reporter with Spectrum News. I’m doing a story this morning with Safe Alliance in Charlotte. We had a 
domestic violence murder Monday, Aiesha Summers, the one on Perugia Way. Could you please look up the 
number of domestic violence calls CMPD has had this year? And maybe how it compares to last year? Also how 
many were deadly this year and last year? Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2708 8/15/2019 3:14 8/16/2019 Nick de la Canal WFAE Charlotte homicide numbers for the years 2008-2018, broken down year by year. Thx. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes
2707 8/14/2019 10:44 8/19/2019 Stuart Hughes Delliner Inc. Requesting bid tabs for NASCAR Site - Corporate Hangar Site Development project. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2705 8/14/2019 7:41 8/21/2019 Richard Stifter

I would like to request the certificate of liability insurance for your contractor, "Johnson Brothers Corp." that 
covers the date of 3/13/2019. They were excavating for utilities and road work as part of the light rail project on 
W Trade St, near Montgomery St, when they damaged an AT&T underground cable. Efforts to contact Johnson 
Brothers Corp. have not brought resolution to this claim. Thank You Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2700 8/13/2019 14:58 Katie Peralta Charlotte Agenda

Hi Britt and Cheyenne,
Hope that you're both doing well. I wanted to piggyback off a public records request that Tony Mecia of the 
Charlotte Ledger made on 8/3 regarding the Discovery Place master plan. 
I'd also like to request all city correspondence (city council, city manager, mayor and CATS officials incl. John 
Lewis), received and sent, as well as closed-door meeting minutes, related to the Gateway Station project. From 
Aug 2018-present. I'm looking specifically for anything related to the station part of the project, and anything on 
the search for a private developer to partner with the project.
Thank you,

Katie
Submitted Open Office of Constituent Services;#City Manager’s Of   Yes

2716 8/13/2019 13:56 11/6/2019 Greg Winterhalter EPM Solutions
City's Bid Evalaution Documents and vendors proposals (excluding EPM Solutions proposal) for RFP 269-2019-080 
Portfolio Management Tool dated May 6, 2019 Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology No

2699 8/13/2019 11:28 8/19/2019 Melinda Myers      Can you send me a detailed bid tab of all the participants?  and related documents Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2703 8/13/2019 10:41 8/14/2019 Coly Lor Crumley Roberts, LLP

Re: Douglas McRae DOI: 06/01/2019 Accident Report: 20190601021900 Dear Sir/Madam, We represent Mr. 
McRae for injuries sustained in an motor vehicle accident on above date. We were advised that there may have 
been traffic cameras at that intersection that may have captured the accident and need to obtain the video 
footage. Please contact me at 1-800-288-1529 ext 1706 for any additional information needed. Sincerely, 
Crumley Roberts, LLP Coly Lor Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2701 8/13/2019 9:31 8/14/2019 Vanessa Elias Immigration Charlotte
I AM REQUESTING THE INCIDENT REPORT FOR MY CLIENT MR. JOSE SANTOS PEREZ. CASE NUMBER: 20190805-
1120-04 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2704 8/13/2019 4:13 9/13/2019 Todd Capitano Erwin Bishop Capitano & Moss, PA

I am seeking records concerning a parcel of land(Mecklenburg County Parcel No. 07842509) located within the 
city. In particular, I am seeking records concerning sinkholes that have developed on that parcel. It is my 
understanding that the city has investigated the cause of the sinkholes and possible associated repairs. I seek 
records related to that investigation. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2702 8/13/2019 3:40 11/4/2020 Alexander Elich WCCB Charlotte 

Updated statistics on the number of stranger sexual assaults. I know a few months ago, the media was told 
stranger sexual assaults are rare, and account for only 10% of the departments sexual assault cases. Is this still 
true? How many stranger sexual assaults have their been this year compared to last? Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2695 8/12/2019 15:31 12/6/2019 Pam Kelley

Hi, I'm a journalist but making this request for a history I'm writing for UNC Charlotte's Urban Institute. I'm trying 
to find out when JW Clay Blvd. got its name. I think it was changed from Carley Boulevard around 1994. I'd like to 
know when the change was made and get any documentation related to the name change. Fulfilled Closed Planning No



2694 8/12/2019 13:44 8/27/2019 April Byrd Northcross

I would like to request copies of current service contracts the City/Charlotte Douglas Airport has with service 
vendors at the airport...Contracts related to the following service areas: busing, parking, HVAC Service, baggage 
handling, general maintenance, and related service areas (pursuant to NC G.S. 132-1). Please submit requested 
information electronically. If you are unable to provide requested information please provide an explanation for 
the denial including supporting reference to the specific statutory exemption upon which you based your decision. 
Thank you in advance for your assistance. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2698 8/12/2019 3:50 8/14/2019 Renee Obringer Purdue University I would like annual estimates of the water utility service population from 2007 through 2018. Fulfilled Closed Water No

2697 8/10/2019 10:01 8/13/2019 Matt Calloway
Full copy of the contract between the City of Charlotte and Southern Railway Company signed on our around June 
13, 1952 by Mayor Victor Shaw relating to a $5 million railroad grade crossing elimination program in Charlotte. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

2689 8/8/2019 21:40 9/5/2019 Shawn Thompson Integrity Forensics & Engineering

Please provide a copy of the fire incident and run report # 20-0013281 which occurred on 7/28/2019 at 
approximately 10:29PM. I am also requesting a 911 transcript of the call alerting the fire department of the fire 
and any associated photos taken at the scene. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2693 8/8/2019 21:09 Allison Latos WSOC-TV

All emails, texts, meeting minutes, voice messages between City Council members, City Manager Marcus D. Jones, 
Deputy City Manager Sabrina Joy-Hogg,Assistant City Manager Tracy Dodson, Assistant City Manager Taiwo 
Jaiyeoba, Assistant City Manager Angela Lee, and Economic Development staff from January 1, 2019-present 
regarding "Charlotte Pipe and Foundry". Submitted Open City Manager’s Office;#Economic Development;#    Yes

2691 8/8/2019 19:33 8/20/2019 Micah Mahallawi Advantage Surveillance

Report number: 20190620-0348-00. Location: Growlers Pourhouse at NODA in Uptown. Please provide a 
complete and detailed report, containing statements provided by any and all parties involved in the above-
referenced incident, including, but not limited to any and all statements and/or information provided by 
responding law enforcement officers, etc. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2692 8/8/2019 16:49 8/20/2019 Cameron Moore
I would like a copy of all NOVs associated with non-compliance with stormwater control measure inspection and 
maintenance that were issued in July. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2687 8/8/2019 13:29 8/14/2019 Tonian Simonelli Partner Engineering and Science Inc.
Property Name: Brit Charlotte Innovation II Property Address: 8105 IBM Drive, Charlotte, NC 28262 Parcel 
Number: APN: 04711107 Requesting: 1) Information on any open fire code violations Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2688 8/8/2019 13:28 8/14/2019 Tonian Simonelli Partner Engineering and Science, Inc. 

Property Name: Brit Charlotte Innovation I Property Address: 8335 Classic Drive, Charlotte, NC 28262 (also 
addressed as: 8335 IBM Drive, Charlotte, NC 28262) Parcel Number: APN: 04711105 Requesting: 1) Information 
on any open fire code violations Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2696 8/8/2019 13:05 8/21/2019 Robert Bruner Dunavant Companies

From July 15, 2019 to present, all documentation, correspondence, emails, letters, phone records, notes, and/or 
communications regarding or related to the loading spaces at Ballantyne Village Shopping Center, Charlotte, NC 
as described in that email, dated July 15, 2019, fromrbruner@dunavantcompanies.com to John Marshall and 
Shad Spencer with the City of Charlotte. Fulfilled Closed Planning No

2686 8/7/2019 17:05 Tony Mecia Charlotte Ledger

Same documents as #2545, but with date range extending to August 7, 2019. 
#2454: Can you please provide all communication, emails, voicemails, texts, memos between City Council, the 
City Manager’s Office, the City Economic Development staff from January 1, 2019-present regarding Panthers, 
practice facility, bubble, incentive, Bank of America stadium, stadium, Rock Hill, David Tepper, Panthers bill, S.655.

Partial Fulfillment Open Office of Constituent Services;#City Manager’s Of  Yes

2685 8/7/2019 16:49 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal

Duplicate of #2256 with addition of records to present date (Aug. 7, 2019): 
Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, I'd like to request written communication (emails, texts, letters) 
between the city of Charlotte officials (particularly members of city council, Tracy Dodson, Marcus Jones, Ron 
Kimble) and the Carolina Panthers (Mark Hart, Tom Glick, Kristi Coleman, David Tepper, Steven Drummond, 
Jonathan Gasthalter) between July 2018-present. I'd like to request the minutes of any close-door meetings that 
have taken place, too. I'm looking specifically for anything related to stadium renovation negotiations and an 
extension of the tether that expires in June.
Partial fulfillment in #2102 Partial Fulfillment Open City Clerk;#City Manager’s Office;#Economic Dev    Yes

2684 8/7/2019 16:04 8/12/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC 
Any recorded audio from the July 22 closed session meeting related to the 2020 Republican National Convention

Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk Yes

2682 8/7/2019 14:49 8/27/2019 Alex Shabad NBC Charlotte

Any  and all reports of wildlife sightings at the airport (if that information is tracked) and any and all reports of 
incidents involving wildlife at the airport in 2016, 2017, and 2018the type of wildlife involved in each case 
Any interference, damage, or other impact caused by the wildlife in each case Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

2680 8/7/2019 14:21 8/20/2019 Robbi Jones Prism Lab I am trying to get an updated listing of the Charlotte Water Industry permit holders. Fulfilled Closed Water No
2690 8/7/2019 13:24 8/12/2019 Lanaisha Dowd Police report from car accident dated 8-5-2019 Fulfilled Closed Police No
2677 8/7/2019 10:46 8/12/2019 Anthony Lee June monthly car rental revenue by brand Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2681 8/7/2019 10:33 8/7/2019 Jonathan Drew Associated Press

Can I get a copy of the documents released pertaining to the July 22 closed meeting where the council discussed 
the RNC?  (The ones referenced in this WSOC story https://www.wsoctv.com/news/local/city-officials-release-
info-from-closed-door-meeting-about-rnc-contract/973650059)  Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2676 8/7/2019 9:26 8/27/2019 Robert McDonnell Mcdonnell Law Firm

Contract and related contract documents (project manual) for the elevated roadway project completed by Blythe 
(think it was actually a joint venture) and also the COI and any other insurance documents we have related to that 
project. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2670 8/6/2019 17:08 12/20/2019 Steve Harrison WFAE Hi. I’m trying to get council member attendance for regular meetings and committee meetings Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Clerk Yes



2669 8/6/2019 14:34 9/20/2019 MuckRock News


August 6, 2019
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
A copy of all data related to citations/arrests made by your agency for marijuana offenses. We are specifically 
seeking any statistics related to the total number of arrests and/or citations for offenses related to marijuana 
possession as well as the location of the incident and the race, ethnicity, age, sex, and other demographic 
information of the persons arrested and/or cited. The time frame for which we are seeking records is from 
January 2017 through December 2018.
If you determine that any portion or portions of this request cannot be fulfilled as promptly as any other portion 
of this request, we ask that you first fulfill whatever portion of this request you can fulfill within 10 business days 
and then fulfill the remainder of the request as promptly as possible.
We are happy to work with your office to make this request as simple as possible and eliminate unnecessary 
work. Please contact us before you incur labor costs or the use of information technology resources beyond those 
that your agency has already established for reproduction of the information requested. We can probably find an 
efficient solution that serves the public interest while minimizing your effort.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response 
to this request within 10 business days.
Sincerely,
Working Narratives
Filed via MuckRock.com
E-mail (Preferred): 78598-18375753@requests.muckrock.com
Upload documents directly: 
https://accounts.muckrock.com/accounts/login/?url_auth_token=AAATnJgfpzcHzx2rU9iQppMgUFc%3A1hv0ia%3 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2671 8/6/2019 13:55 8/6/2019 Steve Harrison WFAE

Can I get the closed session minutes for Honeywell, as well as all city presentations shown to council about the 
project?

Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2668 8/6/2019 13:45 8/6/2019 Bernavie De Leon First American Title


Hi
 
We are currently conducting research on a property located at 4019 Barclay Forest Drive under BOGLE ROCHELLE
parcel 05120346. If you could please assists us in obtaining the following information regarding water and sewer 
services. We would greatly appreciate it.
 
*What services do you provide to this property?
 
*What is the account status?
 
*Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good through date of 08/31/2019.
 
*Can you provide an account history?
 
*Do you lien properties for outstanding balance or does it follow the account holder?
 
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Berna
First American title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2667 8/6/2019 13:27 8/6/2019 Bernavie De Leon First American Title


Hi
 
We are currently conducting research on a property located at 11122 Travis Gulch Drive under NOLAN NANCY A
parcel 22902771. If you could please assists us in obtaining the following information regarding water and sewer 
services. We would greatly appreciate it.
 
*What services do you provide to this property?
 
*What is the account status?
 
*Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good through date of 08/31/2019.
 
*Can you provide an account history?
 
*Do you lien properties for outstanding balance or does it follow the account holder?
 
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Berna
First American title Fulfilled Closed Water No



2666 8/6/2019 13:14 8/6/2019 Bernavie DeLeon First American Title


 
Hi
 
We are currently conducting research on a property located at 6534 Wedron Court under COLLIER DEXTER, 
COLLIER CORLISS
parcel 03515743. If you could please assists us in obtaining the following information regarding water and sewer 
services. We would greatly appreciate it.
 
*What services do you provide to this property?
 
*What is the account status?
 
*Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good through date of 08/31/2019.
 
*Can you provide an account history?
 
*Do you lien properties for outstanding balance or does it follow the account holder?
 
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Berna
First American title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2664 8/6/2019 10:14 8/6/2019 Ronel Vargas


Good Day,
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Huntersville, specifically for the property 
address 12626 Cross Dale Drive, Huntersville NC 28078. If you could please assist us in obtaining the following 
information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do you provide to 
this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. Open, closed, 
Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days?Can you 
provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel Vargas
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2674 8/6/2019 10:13 9/16/2019 Harold Brauer FOIA

I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of the original check. Please forward the list to my attention atfoia@recoveryassetnetwork.com Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2675 8/6/2019 4:59 8/7/2019 Raissa Dantas UIC

Dear Ms/Mr, hope this e-mail find you well! I am a PhD economics student at UIC and am currently studying 
housing assistance. I am trying to submit a Freedom of Information Act request to learn about households on 
housing assistance waitlists. I am hoping you can provide me with data on waitlist size and composition. In 
particular, I would like to know, on a quarterly basis since 1990, the total number of households on waitlist for 
public housing and/or housing choice vouchers, with breakdowns by the number that are above and below age 62 
(for household head) and whether the household head is disabled or non-disabled. If the household receive 
income from SSI or SSDI, please include them as disabled. In an attempt to make myself clearer, I have attached a 
sample template, but please contact me if you have any questions about what I am asking for. Data Format: 
Period: From 1990 to 2019 Frequency: Quarterly Breakdown: Indication of the type of Information: Size of the 
waiting list (i.e. Number of households on the waiting list) Number of those on the waiting list: - Non-elderly non-
disabled (under 62) - Non-elderly disabled (under 62) - Elderly non-disabled (62 and over) - Elderly disabled (62 
and over) Thank you so much for any help you can provide. Sincerely, Raissa Dantas Closed Unfulfilled Referred Neighborhood Services No

2663 8/5/2019 15:17 8/20/2019 Tony Mecia The Charlotte Ledger
land/ground leases for Hangar:
BB&T, Lowes, Duke Energy, BOA. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

2678 8/5/2019 9:26 Tracy Thomason Hamilton Stephens Steele + Martin, PllC
Any and all complaints made to the City, through 311 or by any other means, by Brian Wolhar regarding code 
violations for the time period 2009 through 2019. Submitted Open Neighborhood Services No

2662 8/5/2019 9:17 8/14/2019 Jane Wester The Charlotte Observer


Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting the CMPD personnel record for John Juhasz, 
including:
 
The date and amount of each increase or decrease in his salary,
 
The date and type of each promotion, demotion, transfer, suspension, separation, or other change in position 
classification,
 
A general description of the reasons for each promotion he recieved
 
The date and type of each dismissal, suspension, or demotion for disciplinary reasons, and if the disciplinary 
action was a dismissal, a copy of the written notice of the final decision of CMPD, setting forth the specific acts or 
omissions that are the basis of the dismissal.
 
Please let me know if I can clarify anything about this request, and please confirm you've received it.
 
Thanks --
Jane
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes



2661 8/5/2019 9:14 Jenyne Donaldson FOXTV


Good afternoon, 
 
Can you provide numbers on how many pedestrians have been struck in the University Area, in the past 3 
months? How many were killed? Also, do you know if the victim Vivek Pathipati was associated with UNCC?
 
Thank you,
 
Jenyne Donaldson
Reporter/ Digital Journalist
Cell: (704) 614-7722
Email: Jenyne.Donaldson@FOXTV.COM
Twitter: @JenyneDonaldson
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DonaldsonFOX46/ Submitted Open Police Yes

2673 8/3/2019 16:47 Tony Mecia CLT Ledger 

Under North Carolina's public records law, I am writing to request all city correspondence, received and sent, 
related to the Discovery Place master plan after the city approved the contract with an outside firm in 2017. This 
includes any emails, draft plans, correspondence with the outside firm working on the plan and internal city 
emails about the plan. The most likely location of these records is in the city's engineering and property 
management department, but there might also be records in management and financial services and in the city 
manager's office and the mayor's office. Thank you. Submitted to Departments Open Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Finance;#Office o     Yes

2672 8/3/2019 9:37 8/7/2019 Eric Torres
I'm looking for body cam footage & a report about the heroic actions taken by two CMPD officers. The report 
number is20190802184800. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2659 8/2/2019 21:14 8/5/2019 Carl Winchester
I am requesting a copy of the awarded contract for RFP # FY19-RFP-26 Mail and Laboratory Sample Courier 
Services for the City of Charlotte. Fulfilled Closed Water No

2657 8/2/2019 13:28 8/2/2019 Bernavie De Leon First American Title


Hi
 
We are currently conducting research on a property located at 9430 Peckham Rye Road under STEWART 
CHARLES A IV parcel  13720143. If you could please assists us in obtaining the following information regarding 
water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.
 
*What services do you provide to this property?
 
*What is the account status?
 
*Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good through date of 08/31/2019.
 
*Can you provide an account history?
 
*Do you lien properties for outstanding balance or does it follow the account holder?
 
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Berna
First American title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2656 8/2/2019 13:22 8/2/2019 Bernavie De Leon First American Title


Hi
 
We are currently conducting research on a property located at 220 Gum Branch Road under CASSTEVENS HAL  
parcel  03126306. If you could please assists us in obtaining the following information regarding water and sewer 
services. We would greatly appreciate it.
 
*What services do you provide to this property?
 
*What is the account status?
 
*Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good through date of 08/31/2019.
 
*Can you provide an account history?
 
*Do you lien properties for outstanding balance or does it follow the account holder?
 
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Berna
First American title Fulfilled Closed Water No



2655 8/2/2019 13:09 8/2/2019 Bernavie De Leon First American Title


We are currently conducting research on a property located at 7050 Sycamore Grove Court under CHAPMAN 
DEMAR QUIONNE parcel  13502516. If you could please assists us in obtaining the following information 
regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.
 
*What services do you provide to this property?
 
*What is the account status?
 
*Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good through date of 08/31/2019.
 
*Can you provide an account history?
 
*Do you lien properties for outstanding balance or does it follow the account holder?
 
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Berna
First American title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2653 8/2/2019 11:43 8/2/2019 Berna DeLeon First American


Hi
 
We are currently conducting research on a property located at 6907 Valhalla Court under MEINZER JOHN M, 
MEINZER KATHLEEN for parcel 02944535. If you could please assists us in obtaining the following information 
regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.
 
*What services do you provide to this property?
 
*What is the account status?
 
*Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good through date of 08/31/2019.
 
*Can you provide an account history?
 
*Do you lien properties for outstanding balance or does it follow the account holder?
 
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Berna
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2652 8/2/2019 11:32 8/2/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title


 Good Day,
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Huntersville, specifically for the property 
address 9003 Buck Court, Charlotte NC 28269. If you could please assist us in obtaining the following information 
regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do you provide to this property 
address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. Open, closed, Inactive)Is there a 
balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days?Can you provide an account 
history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel VargasFirst American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2651 8/2/2019 11:10 8/7/2019 Caroline HIcks WBTV


 
Good morning,
 
I am working on a story regarding the dangers of domestic violence calls after last night's deadly shooting.
 
Could I please request how many domestic violence calls CMPD has responded to in the last 5 years including this 
year?
 
Additionally, is there anyone with your department who focuses on domestic violence who I would be able to do 
a quick on-camera interview with today?

Thanks so much,
 
Caroline Hicks
WBTV News Reporter
(704) 347-9700 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2660 8/2/2019 10:26 8/5/2019 Jacob Baum UNCC I would like a copy of City of Charlotte code enforcement case 20190040044 specifically the complaint made. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2650 8/1/2019 19:51 8/2/2019 Sara Neuhaus

FY 2019 Salary for the Director/Chief of Charlotte Mecklenburg Animal Care and Control Shelter If the person in 
the current position is an interim director, please provide their salary and that which is being offered to the new 
director Thank you! Closed Unfulfilled Referred Human Resources No



2649 8/1/2019 16:08 8/6/2019 Steve Harrison WFAE

Can I get a copy of [the July 22, 2019, Republican National Convention] closed session minutes when you release 
them?

Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

2648 8/1/2019 16:02 12/31/2019 Ashley Fahey Charlotte Business Journal

I am requesting to obtain copies of all public records that include the city of Charlotte’s correspondence about the 
new Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group office (Project Echo Lake), which calls for 300 new jobs in Charlotte. I am 
looking for any correspondence between city economic development staff members, city council members, the 
mayor, the city manager’s office, MUFG, the Charlotte Regional Business Alliance and any other relevant parties 
involved in discussions.
Specifically, I am seeking details about where MUFG was considering going elsewhere for its expansion and what 
negotiations took place at the city level as it relates to MUFG’s expansion into Charlotte. Conversations about the 
amount of any grants/incentives considered by the city and discussions about the size of the operation or real 
estate would be considered especially relevant.
Emails, text messages, closed-session meeting minutes and other documents discussing MUFG would be 
considered pertinent. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Economic Development;#     Yes

2658 8/1/2019 15:15 8/1/2019 Ontonette Awosika
Please provide a list with address, description of code violation and date(s) of violation for single family homes in 
the city of Charlotte from July 2019 - January 2018. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2646 8/1/2019 12:10 8/5/2019 Bonn Vanessa JCDecaux North America

Requesting access to, and copies of the Jan-June 2019 Monthly Concession Reports for Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport. Just as a reminder, these reports detail monthly gross revenues, fee percentages, monthly 
amounts due to the airport, minimum monthly guarantees and advertiser contract details. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2645 8/1/2019 8:48 8/1/2019 Erika Robinson Wail Enterprises

     Requesting either the winning proposal for the Painting Contract (RFP 246-2019-389) and  the last winning 
proposal from the prior Painting Contract.equesting either the winning proposal for the Painting Contract (RFP 
246-2019-389) and  the last winning proposal from the prior Painting Contract.
 
Her company  Wail Enterprises (City Certified SBE (MBE pending)) submitted but did not win the aforementioned 
contract. She has therefore requested the winning proposals as a debrief. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2647 8/1/2019 3:11 9/5/2019 Stephen Rivers

Open Record Request Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full 
addresses for the month of June (1-30) and July (1-31), 2019 please. A copy through email is just fine. Thank you 
in advance! Stephen Rivers 817-229-5155 Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2641 7/31/2019 15:51 8/1/2019 Anthony Lee PAR Capital Management

Requesting May and June rental car data?
· May and June monthly car rental revenue by brand
· May and June monthly car rental days by brand Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2824 7/31/2019 14:59 Terry Lansdell BikeWalkNC
Requestor would like emails to and from Rob Phocas with any of these keywords: stakeholder group, SEAP, 
Strategic Energy Action Plan, resolution Assigned to Individuals Open General Services No

2642 7/31/2019 11:35 8/13/2019 Rhonda Ledbetter Greenberg Farrow Hydrology Report for Shops at Beaver Farms. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2639 7/31/2019 10:48 7/31/2019 Danielle Chemtob Charlotte Observer
I was wondering if you or someone with planning staff could send me a copy of the rezoning petition for 
Ballantyne's big revamp? Fulfilled Closed Planning Yes

2643 7/31/2019 10:44 8/1/2019 Vanessa Elias
I AM REQUESTING THE INCIDENT REPORT FOR MY CLIENT SANDRA ELIZABETH ESCOBAR, CASE NUMBER: 
20190729131502. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2644 7/31/2019 9:59 8/15/2019 Rhonda Ledbetter Greenberg Farrow Traffic Impact Analysis/Study for Shops at Beaver Farms and/or Cresswinds Colonnade Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

2640 7/30/2019 18:00 8/1/2019 Jennifer Vu USP Technologies

My name is Jennifer, and I am contacting you on behalf of USP Technologies. In preparation for the City’s 
upcoming bid opportunities regarding its wastewater treatment chemical contracts, I am writing to request the 
last contract awarded for the City’s chemicals purchase (i.e. hydrogen peroxide, calcium nitrate, magnesium 
hydroxide, ferric chloride, ferric sulfate, ferrous chloride, ferrous, sulfate). Should a copy of the CONTRACT 
and/or BID TABULATION not be readily accessible, could you let me know: 1) Who is the current 
incumbent/vendor for your HYDROGEN PEROXIDE purchase? 2) What is the city’s annual usage volume? 3) What 
is the city currently paying per unit? 4) When is the expiration of the current contract or when is the next 
estimated opening bid date for the current contract? Thank you for your help! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2637 7/30/2019 10:40 8/30/2019 Andrew Valli Southern States Police Benevolent Asso

Please provide a copy of the draft revised deadly force policy that was created by the Citizens Review Board and 
delivered to Police Chief Kerr Putney in June or July 2019, including any and all other existing policies, transcripts, 
exhibits, appendices, etc...that may be incorporated by reference into the draft revised deadly force policy. Please 
produce the requested records, where possible, via .pdf file format attachment to an email to the attention of 
Andrew Valli atavalli@sspba.org. Thank you for your prompt response. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

2638 7/30/2019 9:17 7/30/2019 Ashley Fahey Charlotte Business Journal

     Hi Richard,
Hope you’re well. Reaching out because I believe Northwood Office submitted a rezoning application 
last week for Ballantyne (the Ballantyne Center project, behind the hotel/on the golf course) but have 
not found it in the city’s rezoning documents.
 
If the application has been filed, would you be able to send it over? Thanks. Fulfilled Closed Planning Yes

2635 7/29/2019 18:35 8/12/2019 Genevieve Curtis WSOCTV

CMPD overtime budgets (projected and actual) for homicide detectives, crime scene investigators, forensics team, 
crime lab division for 2019-YTD (until time of data produced), 2018, 2017. Overall overtime costs for CMPD 
employees for 2019 YTD, 2018 and 2017. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2634 7/29/2019 17:36 David Cox

We are completing a study on the Top 25 U.S. cities. Please provide a spreadsheet or database file for the City of 
Charlotte contracts valued at $10,000 or more. Generally, the information would include dates (start, end), 
vendor name, award type and amount, deparrtment, and a short description of the contract. Followed Up with Requestor Open Finance No

2679 7/29/2019 15:12 8/20/2019 Andy Acosta Intertek

I am emailing to request a listing of the industrial pre-treatment users being monitored by the City of Charlotte. 
Please provide the IU name, address, and permit ref#.I am currently only seeking the information for industrial 
users. Fulfilled Closed Water No

2633 7/29/2019 10:06 Edwin Banks

Thank you, Captain Koch, for your prompt response!

Yes, we would appreciate if we can get the data by divisions (within the Charlotte area from 2017-2019) in a 
spreadsheet. Below is a link similar to the data you provided to others.

We are trying to avoid the address column and lump them into areas – or divisions as you said – if possible. I 
guess something that breaks up Charlotte's data into groups.

We would be very thankful if the data included date/s (either by day, week, month), type of crime, and divisions 
(area/location). Any other field would help too.

link:https://www.crimemapping.com/map/agency/65

Thanks again!

Submitted Open Police No



2636 7/29/2019 5:17 8/15/2019 Christopher Derrenbacher Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith, LLP

Any and all notes, documents, video, photographs or other items, things, writings or data related to the assault of 
Royace Davis at 5615 Paces Glen Avenue Charlotte NC on 02/02/2016, Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department 
Complaint #20160202-2116-00 and any and all notes, documents, video, photographs or other items, things, 
writings or data related to the investigation, capture, and conviction or pleas of the Carl Mayes PID 452661, 
Anshawn Pearson PID 441520, Jon-Alexander Kwaiagaye PID 441190, and Thonasena Chisholm PID 44266. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2632 7/26/2019 22:25 8/2/2019 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group

     Hello,
 
We would like to submit a Public Records Request regarding Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for 
the periodJune 1 – July 26, 2019. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection 
Notes" and "Parcel IDs".
 
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out.
 
Thanks,
 
Douglas Walker
Acquisition Manager
info@newlegacypg.com
(980) 406-5975 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2628 7/26/2019 10:40 7/29/2019 Brittney Johnson WSOC TV

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. 
 
I would like to request electronic copies of the complaints/grievances to CDOT regarding scooters and sidewalk 
obstruction concerns and related responses from CDOT from 3/13/2019-7/25/19

 Thank you for your consideration of this request, I look forward to your response.
 
-Brittney   Fulfilled Closed Transportation Yes

2631 7/26/2019 9:55 3/10/2020 Savannah Levins WCNC

Good morning, I'd like to request copies of any formal complaints to the city, mayor or council members 
containing the keywords "homeless" or "panhandling" filed by individuals or businesses since 01/01/2019. Thank 
you! Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services;#Neighborhood Se Yes

2630 7/26/2019 9:42 8/8/2019 John Taylor Rogers Builders

I am the owner of the above listed property and understand that an agreement was executed with the prior home 
owner prior to my purchase to excavate and expose a storm line on the private property. I am requesting to 
obtain the executed agreement between the City and the home owner along with any pictures/video that were 
taken during this excavation. Additionally, was a notice given to the home owner of concerns/problems with the 
storm pipe that was exposed? The prior owner was Lewis Tabb. My mobile number is (704) 913-1222 if you have 
any questions. Thank you in advance. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2623 7/25/2019 16:24 11/4/2020 Joe Bruno WSOC-TV


 
I request that a digital copy of the following information be provided to me:
 
Since January, how many citations have CMPD issued for improper scooter usage pursuant to the ordinance 
amending Chapter 14 and Chapter 19 of the city code (attached)?
What are the police report numbers related to these citations?
 
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
 
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
 
 
Joe Bruno Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2627 7/25/2019 16:04 1/23/2020 Savannah Levins WCNC

Hello, I'd like to request copies of any email or text correspondence featuring the keywords "superintendent," 
"clayton," and/or "wilcox" exchanged between Charlotte city council members between the dates 4/1/2019 and 
7/25/2019. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

2625 7/25/2019 15:57 9/5/2019 Savannah Levins WCNC
Hello, I'd like to request the number of fires ruled arson by CFD between the dates of January 1, 2018 and the 
date of this request (7/25/2019). Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Fire Yes

2622 7/25/2019 13:28 7/25/2019 Edwin Banks UNC Charlotte

I'm a student who is part of a team of students at UNC Charlotte. We are researching the number of crimes by zip 
codes in Charlotte between 2017-2019. Could you provide this information on a spreadsheet? We will be happy 
to get the data (CVS file) with, dates, location (no address), just the area, and the types of crime. Thanks! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2621 7/25/2019 11:02 8/27/2019 Liz Dawson The Odom Firm, PLLC

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 132-1, et. seq., I request, all available public 
records related to the Aviation Department’s July 5, 2019 Request for Qualifications – Acquisition-Relocation 
Property Management Services (Solicitation Number: AVIA19-48), including but not limited to the following: 1. A 
list of the currently projected 300 plus parcels to be affected (referred to in Question 3 of Addendum No. 1 of the 
RFQ, dated 7-19-2019) stating the owner name, property address, mailing address and parcel number; 2. All maps 
showing of the currently projected 300 plus parcels to be affected (referred to in Question 3 of Addendum No. 1 
of the RFQ, dated 7-19-2019); 3. All acquisition plans for of the currently projected 300 plus parcels to be affected 
(referred to in Question 3 of Addendum No. 1 of the RFQ, dated 7-19-2019); 4. An updated project timeline with 
acquisition and construction start dates; and 5. All other information related to property acquisition. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2624 7/25/2019 1:27 8/8/2019 Ilonka Aylward Aylward Family Law

In connection with the work performed or planned to be performed in the immediate vicinity upstream and 
downstream of the Providence (HWY 16) Bridge over Briar Creek (sometimes spelled as Brier Creek). The bridge is 
indexed by NC DOT as structure 590168. In this request, “Immediate vicinity” refers to land starting inside the 
bridge culvert and ending at the outer borders of the surrounding parcels listed below 15512301 18102199 
18102183 1802184 1810535 15310527 15310528 please provide: 1. all issued permits 2. all draft and final permit 
applications 3. all notices of violations 4. all emails 5. all geotechnical studies, reports, recommendations, 6. field 
notes 7. notes reflective of pre-application recommendations by permitting agents (for instance, but not limited 
to, field visit note summaries prepared after visits with Clean Water Act Section 401, 402 and 404 permitting 
agents electronic versions are preferable. Please emaildraylward@carolina.rr.com or call 704.334.5902 to clarify 
or fine-tune the request. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2616 7/24/2019 22:58 7/24/2019 Steven Alston
Requesting a Copy of Police Report for Car Accident dated 1/31/19. Can you please let me know who I should 
speak to to retrieve a copy of this report? Thank You Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No



2619 7/24/2019 16:04 10/3/2019 Roberta Whitlock First Group America Inc.

Request for documents pertaining to RFP#269-20180730-571. The specific documents that we are looking for are: 
• technical proposals for all respondents. • cost proposals and BAFO cost proposals of all respondents. • all 
evaluation materials generated by the evaluation committee. • the written staff recommendation submitted to 
your governing board. • the notice of award and final executed contract with the winning bidder. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2617 7/24/2019 15:54 8/14/2019


Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect 
or obtain copies of public records such as dispatcher call logs, any transcriptions or audio recordings of 
communications related to, and/or any body-worn camera footage from officers involved in an incident 
at or near 601 East Trade Street, Charlotte, NC (CMPD headquarters) on Wednesday, July 24, 2019 at 
or around 3:00 PM. To be specific, the incident refers to contact made with an individual, a white male, 
medium height, wearing a ball cap and taking photographs on the sidewalk adjacent to the CMPD 
headquarters. Two officers from the Targeted Response and Apprehension Unit (TRAP) of CMPD first 
contacted the individual (white male wearing a ball cap) and asked why he was taking photographs. 
These officers were quickly joined by two other uniformed police officers, and all four officers 
proceeded to surround the individual in an intimidating fashion. The individual was cleared and free to 
go after a conversation with the officers, but all of the officers failed to identify themselves and were 
not wearing clearly visible name tags, so no officer names are available for purposes of this request 
and/or any formal complaints that might be submitted. At least one of the TRAP officers was wearing a 
body-worn camera but this requestor does not know if said body-worn camera was turned on during 
the incident. If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost 
will exceed $25. However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the 
requested information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s 
understanding of the activities and asset use of public officials acting in their official capacity in 
Charlotte, in particular as it relates to CMPD's respect for and knowledge about the first amendment. 
As an independent journalist, this request is related to news gathering purposes. This information is not 
being sought for commercial purposes. Please email me at 'randerson28031@gmail.com' with any and 
all requests, information, and/or regarding when and where I can inspect and/or retrieve the public 
records detailed above and any other relevant public records associated with this incident. The law 
requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I 
might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. If you deny any or all of this 
request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and 
notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for fulfilling my request to 
the extent required under State law. A. Citizen Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2618 7/24/2019 14:49 11/18/2019 Mary Maerz PETA Foundation


On behalf of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Inc., and pursuant to North Carolina’s Public Records 
Law, N.C. GIf any of the documents described above are considered to be exempt from release, please: 1) 
redact the portions to which you are asserting an exemption and provide access to all reasonably 
segregable non-exempt portions; 2) specify the specific legal authority exempting such record(s) from 
disclosure; and 3) state with particularity the reasons that such records are deemed exempt in the location 
where any such redaction is made. 

See N.C. GEN. STAT. § 132-6 (c).   
We respectfully request that production of the responsive documents be fulfilled without charge pursuant 
to Section 132-1 (b) of the Public Records Law o Section 132-1 (b) of the Public Records Law in light of 
PETA’s non-profit status and the fact that releasing the requested records is in the public interest. 

See N.C. GEN. STAT. § 132-6.2. I look forward to hearing from you as promptly as possible. See id . § 132-
6.   

Dear Mr. Flotree:  Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2615 7/24/2019 14:09 7/24/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title


 
 Good Day,
 
    We are currently conducting research on a property located in Huntersville, specifically for the property 
address 7521 Rolling Meadows Lane, Huntersville NC 28078. If you could please assist us in obtaining the 
following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.What services do you 
provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?What is the account status (i.e. Open, 
closed, Inactive)Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days?Can 
you provide an account history?Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder?
Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further from my 
end.
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Best Regards,
Ronel Vargas
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No



2611 7/24/2019 10:23 8/7/2019 Brooklyn Cooper The Charlotte Observer


Good morning Lt. Koch,
 
I'm working on an article about DWI arrests in Mecklenburg County, and Melissa Treadaway directed me to you. I 
have data from NC Highway Patrol from 2014 until May of  this year, and I also have data from the state 
courthouse from 2011 until 2017.
 
I'm trying to get an idea of how many arrests are coming from which areas of law enforcement (highway patrol 
only has their numbers), so if you could send me CMPD's arrests from 2014 until most recently, that would be 
really helpful. I could also share the data I have from highway patrol and the court if you'd like it.
 
Thank you, and please let me know if you have any questions.
 
All the best,
 
-- 
Brooklynn Cooper
Metro | The Charlotte Observer
704-358-5123 / 919-475-6156
t: @dodgebrooklynn Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2620 7/24/2019 10:13 8/2/2019 Kidada Muhammad Dover Staffing

To whom it may concern, Good day! We are DoverStaffing, a staffing firm based in Atlanta, Georgia. We have 
been tasked by the HR Department of Hartsfield–Jackson Atlanta International Airport to come up with a 
comparative analysis for some of their employees’ annual wages. For us to come up with firsthand results, we are 
collecting data from a couple of International airports regarding the annual salaries of select positions. That being 
said, we would like to seek your assistance in providing us with the needed data to come up with a concrete 
evaluation to supply our client. Said positions are as follows: -Electrician Specialist - Electrician Supervisor - HVAC 
Supervisor - HVAC Technician Senior - HVAC Technician - IT Manager Senior - Network Engineer - Network 
Technician - Programmer Analyst Lead - Telecom Project Manager Upon completion of our research, we can give 
you a copy that you may also use as a reference for employee wage comparison; however, this will be contingent 
upon our client's approval. Thank you for your time and for granting us access. We deeply appreciate it and if you 
have any further questions from us, please feel free to email us. Sincerely, Kidada Muhammad Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2612 7/24/2019 9:28 8/13/2019 David Hensdale Liberty Mutual 

I spoke with Ashley Short in reference to claim #VATA123377 related to a 06/30/2019 motor vehicle accident 
invlovling one of your buses. She provided this link so I can request a copy of the dash cam footage showing the 
accident taking place. The fdriver of your bus was Tony Harkey. Please send a copy of the footage 
todavid.hensdale@libertymutual.com or my mailing address listed above and reference our claim number 
040306774-06 . Thank you! David Hensdale Sr Claims Resolution Specialist I P.O. Box 515097 Los Angeles, CA 
90051-5097 Direct Phone: 704-977-2295 Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2610 7/24/2019 9:05 8/27/2019 Kelly Nieves Geico
I am with GEICO insurance company and need a copy of the city bus video of an accident that occurred 7/8/19. 
The police report number is 20190708073707. The city bus driver was Lenord Adams, Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2609 7/23/2019 23:14 7/24/2019 Sylvia Oben Telemundo Charlotte
Good morning, I am a reporter for Telemundo Charlotte. And I will like to get statistics of how many robberies 
have registered so far in 2019 and 2018. My deadline is today at 2:30p.m. Thanks. Regards, Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2613 7/23/2019 17:44 7/31/2019 Tony Mecia Charlotte Ledger Ballantyne town center rezoning submittal Fulfilled Closed Planning Yes

2608 7/23/2019 15:04 7/24/2019 Bernavie DeLeon First American Title


Weare currently conducting research on a property located at 7920 Horse Chestnut Lane under THOMPSON 
VIRGINIA A for parcel 22515216. If you could please assists us in obtaining the following information regarding 
water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.
 
*What services do you provide to this property?
 
*What is the account status?
 
*Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good through date of 08/31/2019.
 
*Can you provide an account history?
 
*Do you lien properties for outstanding balance or does it follow the account holder?
 
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Berna
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No



2607 7/23/2019 14:02 7/23/2019 Jenell Verow Garrison Minerals, LLC


Ref: ITB# FY18-ITB-05

 
Good Afternoon,
 
I am requesting the bid tabulation/awarding information for the most recent Sodium Hydroxide, Calcium 
Hydroxide bid for wastewater treatment (referenced above)
 
Any historical bid information (beyond what is available on your website attached to this bid) would be helpful as 
well.
 
Also- does the WWTP in your area utilize Magnesium Hydroxide?
 
Thank you
Jennell Verow
Marketing Director | Garrison Minerals, LLC
www.garrisonminerals.com
P |  2054 Broadway Denver, Colorado USA 80205
M |  P.O. Box 2940 Denver, Colorado USA 80201
O |  720.389.7609 

Fulfilled Closed Water No

2606 7/23/2019 11:04 7/23/2019 Louis Lesesne
Contract between City of Charlotte and Republican National Committee to hold Republican National Convention 
in 2020. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney No

2603 7/22/2019 21:07 8/6/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC The minutes from the July 22 closed session meeting Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

2602 7/22/2019 20:21 7/30/2019 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal
This is my public records request for transcript/notes from the July 22 City Council closed session as soon as they 
are available to media/public. Thanks for your help. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

2629 7/22/2019 16:42 7/30/2019 Andrew Wickard Mancon
MANCON, LLC requests an electronic copy of the Genuine Parts Company (NAPA) proposal in response to the 
City's RFP # 269-2018-014 for Parts Department Outsourcing. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2601 7/22/2019 15:30 7/23/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC Can you send me a copy of the contract between the city and the RNC? Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes

2600 7/22/2019 13:17 10/15/2019 David Hodges WBTV
A copy of all active contracts for “Information Technology Contract Professional Services.”
Please limit your search to the following departments – CATS, Charlotte Water, CMPD and Solid Waste. Fulfilled Closed CATS;#Water;#Police;#Solid Waste Services Yes

2599 7/22/2019 10:32 7/22/2019 Stuart Holcombe Travel Retail Partners

I would like to request the following informationEnplanement      Statistics by Concourse for 12-months (2018) 
and 2019 YTD (most      current).  If these statistics are posted on the airport's website,      please let me know 
where.Sales      performance by store for all stores in the airport during the entire      12-month of 2018, and YTD 
2019 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2605 7/22/2019 9:05 7/23/2019 Andy Schmitz Andy@ARSchmitz.com 
Hello! I would like to see the host agreement, and any addendums or supplemental contracts, that we signed in 
order to host the upcoming RNC convention. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed City Attorney No

2604 7/22/2019 5:10 7/22/2019 Ayesha Hayma

All documentation from the investigation Myers did. Including hand written notes and copies of signed witness 
statements. Also included- written information taken from phone calls to Liz and Joyce Copy of the actual 
complaint that the people from Pure submitted. 208-A / 208-B documentation from “coaching sessions” for 
incidents in June 2018 and Jan. 2019. Also, documentation of what was discussed during the coaching sessions. 
Written explanation of why June 2018 incident was used for this write up. If it was a coaching session, it should 
have been purged after 6 months and it was in prior PRD period. All hand written notes and emails regarding the 
investigation that Kjeldsen and Agular did in April including any signed statements Chief Johnson’s notes and 
documentation of “interviewing several people”. Who were they? What was asked? And were there any 
statements signed and submitted. Written copy of any SOG pertaining to fire watch. The document Chief is citing 
is a capacity plan. John Leonard’s comment of calling people. Request the dates, times, and people he has called 
in the last 6 months before there was a complaint filed. Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2626 7/20/2019 22:32 8/1/2019 Jacqueline Pounds HR Unequivocally

I am requesting a copy of the winning proposal for proposal number is 269-2019-100; the Job and Career 
Readiness Training for the Mayor’s Youth Employment Program. The winning contractor is Next Level Experience 
for $128,120. Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2596 7/18/2019 16:10 3/31/2020 Danielle Teumou Love's

I am submitting a records request for the contract/documents associated with the following three. The supply of 
natural gas, Renewable natural gas(RNG) and/or Compressed natural gas(CNG). This contract would include the 
terms of the agreement. Also send the documents that cover the RIN credits earned, if applicable. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2595 7/18/2019 15:05 7/19/2019 Joe Rogoski East Coast Diesel LLC Requesting a copy of RFP 269-2015-052 and related documents. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2654 7/18/2019 13:40 8/1/2019 Reuben Jones Spectrum News
Streets with greater than five crashes that occured with the indication of alchol use.

Fulfilled Closed Transportation Yes

2593 7/18/2019 13:16 Alex Shabad WCNC


Hello,
 
It’s Alex Shabad with NBC Charlotte.   I wanted to make a public records request for information from CMPD 
about a company called, Wheel Blockers, in Charlotte.  Please see the specific information I’m requesting below:
 The total number of complaints/reports, investigations, or charges filed against Wheel Blockers in 2017, 2018, 
and 2019If applicable, the police report number in each case The names of any suspects from Wheel Blockers who 
have been charged with a crime
 
You can also reach me on my cell at 704-589-0557 with any other questions about my request. 
 
 
Best,
 
Alex 
 Submitted Open Police Yes

2594 7/18/2019 13:06 12/18/2019 Mikael Jus
i would like a copy of ALL the jobs, the job descriptions and the salary ranges for all jobs with the city of Charlotte 
sent to me via email. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No



2592 7/18/2019 13:03 7/24/2019 Bernavie De Leon First American Title


Hi
 
We are currently conducting research on a property located at 4519 BIESTERFIELD DR under WELDON 
GLENWOOD D for parcel 04111405. If you could please assists us in obtaining the following information regarding 
water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it.
 
*What services do you provide to this property?
 
*What is the account status?
 
*Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good through date of 08/31/2019.
 
*Can you provide an account history?
 
*Do you lien properties for outstanding balance or does it follow the account holder?
 
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Berna
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2597 7/18/2019 11:03 8/13/2019 Erin Reysack Utilimarc

FOIA Benchmark Request: I am requesting information on vehicles and off-road equipment maintained by city’s 
fleet department during the calendar year of 2018. “Vehicles” in this request would include police vehicles, 
ambulances, fire trucks, plows, refuse trucks, pickup trucks, service trucks, vans, sedans, motorcycles, etc. “Off-
road equipment” in this request would include trailers, lawn mowers, generators, backhoes, trenchers, 
excavators, dozers, street sweepers, etc. The information requested for each vehicle or off-road equipment 
should include: ID Number, Status code, Class code, Unit Description, Make, Model, Model Year, VIN, In Service 
Date, Disposal Date (if applicable), Total Purchase Price, Annual Lease Cost, Annual Depreciation Cost, Annual 
License Cost, Annual Mechanic Labor Cost, Annual Vendor Cost, Annual Parts Cost, Annual Fuel Cost, Annual 
Labor Hours, Annual Miles Driven, Annual Fuel Gallons Consumed, Life-to-date Miles Driven This data is typically 
stored in a Fleet Management Information System (FMIS). I am familiar with a variety of FMISs if help is needed in 
extracting information. We can also provide a secure FTP site to assist in the transfer of relevant txt, csv, or xls 
files. Employee Info Request: I am also requesting information on employees who worked within the city’s fleet 
department during the calendar year of 2018. An “employee” in this request could include a mechanic, 
serviceman, foreman, parts person, apprentice mechanic, analyst, clerk, fleet manager, or other administrative 
positions. The information requested for each employee should include: employee name or id number, job title, 
hire date, leave date (if employee no longer works with city), base wage or salary, loaded wage or salary 
(including benefits). Purpose: We are conducting a study to better understand the cost of vehicles and equipment 
operated by municipal organizations. Raw information collected will only be used internally, but aggregate 
information may be made available to our clients through an online benchmark or pdf report. Closed Unfulfilled Referred Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2598 7/18/2019 10:33 7/22/2019 Griffin Reid American Tower

Thank you for the response.  However, my open records request is specifically requesting copies of the 
applications that have been submitted to the city to build new cell phone towers within the city. I am 
writing to request copies of those applications submitted to the city since 06/06/2019.
 
Thank you for your time,
 
Griffin Reid
 Closed Unfulfilled Referred Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2590 7/17/2019 16:05 8/1/2019 David Hodges WBTV


Good Morning,
 
Please consider this a records request under GS 132-1.
 
Please provide me with electronic copies of the following.
 Log of calls to CMPD in reference to 116 Dorton Street/Charlotte Body & Paint between 7/1/2018 – 
7/17/2019Please include information on which responses resulted in reports/narratives.
 
If there is a simpler way to request this information please let me know and I will be happy to accommodate.
 
David
 
David Hodges
WBTV Investigative Reporter
704-617-5504
Twitter - @hodgesreporting
Facebook - @davidhodgesreporter Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2591 7/17/2019 15:02 11/14/2019 Stephanie Gardner

Communication between gov’t officials (City Council, Mayor, Planning Dept) regarding Planned Parenthood, 
Secure Source LLC, Torrence. Communication between govt officials (City Council, Mayor, Planning) AND Marcie 
Shealy, Jenny Black, Jill Dinwiddie, Crandall Bowles, Linda Hudson, Secure Source LLC, Planned Parenthood, Sally 
Gambrell Bridgeford, Sylvia Bittle-Patton, Rosalyn Allison-Jacobs. Dates: May 2017-present Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services;#Planning No

2589 7/17/2019 13:11 7/26/2019 Christopher Whetzel Edge Point Contracting, Inc.

Edge Point Contracting, Inc. hereby requests a copy of the following in electronic format and/or whatever format 
exists: 1. An accounting of all uncashed checks/warrants and returned checks that have been issued by your 
government agency and have remained outstanding for six (6) months or older as of the date of this letter. Please 
only include items that can still be claimed by the payee and have not been escheated to the state. • Please 
include the payee name, date, amount and check number. • If it is less time consuming and more cost effective, 
please only provide amounts which equal $250.00 or more • If possible, please include the last known address of 
the payee. 2. An accounting of any unclaimed funds which have not been escheated to the state. • Please include 
the payee name, date, amount, and any additional information if available. • Please only provide amounts which 
equal $250.00 or more • If possible, please include the last known address of the payee. Fulfilled Closed Finance No



2588 7/17/2019 11:12 7/24/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title  Company

Good Day, We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property 
address 13315 Edgetree Drive, Pineville NC 28134. If you could please assist us in obtaining the following 
information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it. 1. What services do you provide 
to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)? 2. What is the account status (i.e. Open, closed, 
Inactive) 3. Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days? 4. Can you 
provide an account history? 5. Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder? Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further 
from my end. Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter. Best Regards, Ronel Vargas First American 
Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2587 7/17/2019 8:33 7/17/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title  Company

Good Day, We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property 
address 9443 Brighthaven Lane, Charlotte NC 28214. If you could please assist us in obtaining the following 
information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it. 1. What services do you provide 
to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)? 2. What is the account status (i.e. Open, closed, 
Inactive) 3. Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days? 4. Can you 
provide an account history? 5. Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder? Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further 
from my end. Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter. Best Regards, Ronel Vargas First American 
Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2614 7/17/2019 7:49 7/19/2019 John Paul WSOC

Morning,
Could you tell me how many requests the city has gotten to add speed bumps since council amended the traffic 
calming policy in November?
Also- could you provide the roads/neighborhoods—and tell me how many have been approved/denied.
Thank you,
John Paul
WSOCTV Fulfilled Closed Transportation Yes

2586 7/16/2019 12:38 9/23/2020 John Paul WSOC-TV


Can you give me all the aggressive driving reports for this year so far- with the location?
 
Can you add 'reckless driving' to that query?
 
 
John Paul
WSOCTV Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2585 7/16/2019 12:24 7/24/2019 Carolyn E Miller-Case Manager Altizer Law All records related to 03/03/2019 MVA involving Anita J Reed and Travis Burrell Fulfilled Closed Police No
2584 7/16/2019 12:21 8/14/2019 Ryan Love Garrett Law Offices Personnel file and all records related to the arrest of Officer Michael Santiago Fulfilled Closed Police No

2583 7/16/2019 8:34 7/19/2019 Ann Watkins

Existing ATM (Automated Teller Machine) contract AND the original RFP plus addendums and supporting 
schedules for the Charlotte Douglas International airport. In addition, I would like to see a listing pre-bid 
participants and their contact information. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2582 7/15/2019 14:56 7/16/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title  Company

Good Day,   We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property 
address 4622 Brenda Court, Charlotte, NC 28269. If you could please assist us in obtaining the following 
information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it. 1. What services do you provide 
to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)? 2. What is the account status (i.e. Open, closed, 
Inactive) 3. Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days? 4. Can you 
provide an account history? 5. Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder? Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further 
from my end. Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter. Best Regards, Ronel Vargas First American 
Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2581 7/15/2019 14:55 7/16/2019 Ronel Vargas rovargas@firstam.com 

Good Day,   We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property 
address 5511 Chasewind Drive, Charlotte NC 28269. If you could please assist us in obtaining the following 
information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it. 1. What services do you provide 
to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)? 2. What is the account status (i.e. Open, closed, 
Inactive) 3. Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days? 4. Can you 
provide an account history? 5. Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder? Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further 
from my end. Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter. Best Regards, Ronel Vargas First American 
Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2580 7/15/2019 14:49 7/17/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title Company

Good Day, We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte, specifically for the property 
address 3030 Studley Road, Charlotte NC 28212. If you could please assist us in obtaining the following 
information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it. 1. What services do you provide 
to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)? 2. What is the account status (i.e. Open, closed, 
Inactive) 3. Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days? 4. Can you 
provide an account history? 5. Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder? Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further 
from my end. Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter. Best Regards, Ronel Vargas First American 
Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2579 7/15/2019 14:47 7/17/2019 Jessieree Meneses First American Title Insurance

Good Day, We are currently conducting research on a property located in Mecklenburg County, specifically for the 
property address 7007 Duchamp Drive Charlotte NC 28215 . If you could please assist us in obtaining the 
following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it. 1. What services do 
you provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)? 2. What is the account status (i.e. 
Open, closed, Inactive) 3. Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 
days? 4. Can you provide an account history? 5. Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow 
the account holder? Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything 
further from my end. Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter. Best Regards, Jessieree Meneses 
First American Title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2575 7/15/2019 11:13 8/7/2019 Debra Powell Weingarten Realty Calls for service from 01/01/2018 to 06/30/2019 (offense type and disposition) for Galleria Shopping Center Fulfilled Closed Police No

2576 7/15/2019 11:09 12/19/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide electronic copies of all emails sent to and/or from city council members, the city 
manager’s office, CATS CEO’s office, communications and CATS communications employees with the words 
“HNTB” “NBC Charlotte” WCNC” and/or “Morabito” from Thursday, July 11 through today, July 15 at 10:00 am 
excluding any emails sent from my email address to any of these parties?

Fulfilled Closed CATS;#City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Commu    Yes



2572 7/15/2019 10:08 Cynthia Johnson Youth Leadership


Hello,
 
I am requesting juvenile statistics for male and female offenses to show the need of an all male elementary school 
in Charlotte, NC. My focus right now is elementary but soon to look at secondary schools.
My interest is to have the school in the Northwest area of Charlotte ( Beatties Ford Road, Moores Chapel Road, 
Mt. Holly Huntersville Road, Statesville) 
Is it possible to provide statistics of juveniles who live in the above area mentioned as well?
I would also like statistics of all juvenile male and female in Charlotte, NC.
 
Thank you for your time,
 
Cynthia Johnson
www.mswyouthleadership.org
704-491-0176
 Submitted Open Police No

2573 7/15/2019 9:47 8/2/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

I read the Charlotte Observer article about the July 2, 2019 rescue after the home on James Jack Lane exploded 
that indicated there was video used at the end of a pole to find the survivor of the explosion.
Can you please provide an electronic copy of that video that documents the search for Jebran Karam and his 
subsequent rescue? Closed Unfulfilled Denied Fire Yes

2578 7/12/2019 9:53 7/16/2019 Tyler Stiles Motorcycle Law Group

Case Name: Michael Cuthbertson v. Johnson Brothers Corp
Our Client: Michael Cuthbertson 
Date of Collision: 3/30/2019 
Date of Construction: 3/30/2019 
Location of Collision: lndependence Blvd (Briar Creek) and surroundings areas 
Location of Construction: lndependence Blvd (Briar Creek) and surroundings areas
Approximate Time: 15:44:00 
Local Report Number: 20190330154401  
Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. § 132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 
copies of public records that are associated with the above mentioned collision. These records should include but 
are not limited to any and all contracts that the City of Charlotte had with any contractor or subcontractor, 
iocluding but not limited to the Southlands Holding, LLC, Southlands Contracting, Inc. or the Johnson Brothers 
Corporation and any other parties that may have been involved in this construction project wherein the above 
mentioned collision took place. It is our understanding that they be responsible for roadwork in the Independence 
Blvd area between Westover and Iris Drive during March of 2019, Specifically, we are seeking to identify all 
parties responsible for construction and construction materials in the area duriog this time period. 
If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $ I00.00 . This 
information is not being sought for commercial purposes. 

The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect 
copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. 
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. If you are not the 
Custodian of Records or proper party for this request please inform us at your earliest convenience and provide 
the information of who belongs  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2569 7/11/2019 15:18 7/16/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title

   4622 Brenda Court, Charlotte, NC 28269 and
      5511 Chasewind Drive, Charlotte NC 28269      
   What      services do you provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer,      waste, storm water)?What is the 
account status (i.e. Open, closed,      Inactive)Is      there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a 
good thru      date of 30 days?Can      you provide an account history?Do      you lien properties for outstanding 
balances or does it follow the account      holder? Fulfilled Closed Water No

2566 7/11/2019 14:36 7/11/2019 Farrah Powers eBridge Global


2019 contract between the State of North Carolina and Peralta Garcia Government Innovations for Reverse 
Auctions 
 
I could not located the new contract number online, but I do have other information that might make locating the 
contract easier.
 
Peralta Garcia Vendor ID#: 301732
Previous Contract #: 2016000852RFP #: FY19-RFP-13 for providing Reverse Auction Services to Charlotte Water Fulfilled Closed Water No

2577 7/11/2019 13:35 7/15/2019 Brian Landes JJL

Our firm is doing a snapshot report comparing the growth of population and office space and looking at potential 
transit impacts.  I’m looking for a little help tracking down some total ridership stats for both the Bland and 
East/West Stations.  I’m looking for the most recent number of total riders at each station.  I appreciate any help 
you can provide and will share the report when complete. Fulfilled Closed CATS No



2565 7/11/2019 12:20 7/11/2019 Nathan Morabito WCNC-TV


Good Morning,
 
Can you all please provide me with an electronic breakdown of every person currently under the supervision of 
CMPD through electronic monitoring, including their names, dates of arrest, charges and any past criminal history 
that’s available, plus any other publicly releasable information?
 
I’d love to be able to know how many of these people are considered violent and repeat offenders.
 
Thanks in advance,
Nate
 
 
 
Nathan Morabito
WCNC Defenders
(704) 329-3764
 
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/NateInvestigates/
Instagram:  nateinvestigates Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2570 7/11/2019 11:26 7/11/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC  Any permits have been issued for today at 741 Kenilworth Ave, the Mecklenburg County Board of Elections. Fulfilled Closed Police;#Transportation Yes

2563 7/11/2019 9:48 7/11/2019 Jay Faulkenberry Heartland Realty

I am trying to get in touch with someone concerning a current biosolid project on a site that we currently own. 
The property is located at 9,11 and 13 Fairfield Hill Rd. Winnsboro being in Fairfield County. The current owner 
name is Southern Land Investments, LLC and tax parcel number is 040-00-00-007-000 containing 497.88 acres.  
This property is currently being used to spread biosolid from the city of charlotte and it has 3 monitoring wells. If 
at all possible, I would like to speak with someone about the well reports and get a copy of that. I think the wells 
are monitored at least 1 time each year and the most current well reports would be sufficient. Please contact me 
at your earliest convenience to discuss or you can reply with a copy of the well reports for this property. I 
appreciate your time and look forward to speaking with someone.

Fulfilled Closed Water No

2564 7/11/2019 6:49 7/24/2019 Douglas Walker New Legacy Property Group

Hello,
We would like to submit a Public Records Request regarding Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period June 
1 – June 7, 2019. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection Notes" and "Parcel IDs".
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out.
Thanks, Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2562 7/10/2019 16:23 7/16/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC
A list of all people/ accounts Charlotte City Councilmembers have blocked and muted on Twitter 

Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2571 7/10/2019 14:39 7/12/2019 Reuben Jones Spectrum News

Hi Tamara, 
I'm trying to find out the top roads in Charlotte where drunk driving crashes occurred. Is this something you can 
help me access?
Thanks,
Reuben Fulfilled Closed Transportation Yes

2568 7/10/2019 12:06 7/26/2019 Elise Wilkins Phoenix Finders Group I am writing to request a list of stale dated checks written, 6 months or older. Fulfilled Closed Finance;#City Clerk No

2561 7/10/2019 11:46 7/16/2019 Bart Farmer Union County

I am requesting any Industrial Waste Surveys (IWS) performed by, or on behalf of, Charlotte Water pertaining to 
the Union County Water Reclamation Facilities and industries doing business in Union County. I would also like 
copies of any other Industrial Pretreatment Program (IPP) documents pertaining to the Union County Water 
Reclamation Facilities and/or any industries doing business in Union County. I am making this FOIA request 
because multiple phone and email requests have gone unanswered.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2560 7/10/2019 9:52 7/11/2019 Alan Parent PC Construction Company

I am requesting the scoring information that pertains to the Mount Holly Pumping Station and Force Main FY19-
DB-03. This project had a bid due date of 1/22/2019 at 2PM I am interested in obtaining any scoring or selection 
documentation that is associated with the how the City determined the chosen proponent. Thank you for your 
efforts Fulfilled Closed Water No

2558 7/9/2019 12:58 8/20/2019 Reuben Jones Spectrum News


weapons that the department owns. I'm interested mainly in firearms but I put weapons to make it broader in 
case there are other weapons missing.
 
The deadline isn't pressing.
 
Thanks,
Reuben Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2557 7/9/2019 11:47 Reuben Jones Spectrum News


 
I recently requested records from MEDIC on the average response time for dispatchers to answer 911. They're 
only able to provide the response time from when the call is transferred to them and not when the actual 911 call 
is made. They said to reach out to CMPD for those numbers. 
 
Are you able to assist? I'm hoping to get the average length of time it took for CMPD dispatchers to answer 
911 calls for FY 17, 18 and 19.
 
Thanks and please let me know if you would like me to clarify the request.
 
Reuben Submitted Open Police Yes

2559 7/8/2019 22:07 Moe A

Police reports indicating the loss or thefts of laptops, between the dates of January 1st, 2019 and June 30th, 2019. 
Reports must include reports from detectives. The reports should include serial numbers, and/or descriptions of 
the lost or stolen laptops. - Please _do not_ include reports of lost or stolen cell phones (such as iPhones) or 
tablets (such as iPads). Here are some suggested keywords to search for (but you are not limited to them): ---- 
apple laptop mac macbook macbook pro mbp imac imac pro mac air macbook air mac book mac book air apple 
mac mac mini macmini  Submitted Open Police No

2555 7/8/2019 14:56 7/18/2019 Krutesha Prime I would like to know the amount of breaking and entering cases for the last 3 years at 6911 Baraway Drive. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2550 7/8/2019 13:27 David Hodges WBTV
Can I get a copy of the Lowe’s incentive deal approved by the city as well as grants?

Submitted Open Economic Development Yes



2554 7/8/2019 12:11 9/3/2019 Nancy Amert

How many dogs, puppies, cat, kittens and other animals are euthanized on a monthly basis by Charlotte Animal 
Control from Jan 2015 to present? (Even the past 1-2 years is helpful) I need this to create a public awareness 
appeal so that there is increased attention and awareness for people to spay or neuter their pets. Thanks Fulfilled Closed Police No

2556 7/8/2019 11:27 7/30/2019 Michael Adams Parker Poe

Dear Ms. Kelly: 
Greetings. I am submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte pursuant to North Carolina's public 
records statutes, N.C.G.S. §§132-1 et. seq. The City's website, as best I can tell, does not specify a particular City 
official or employee to whom public records requests should be sent. As a result, I am submitting my request to 
you as the City Clerk. If any part of this request should be directed to someone else at the City, I would appreciate 
your forwarding this request to that person. 
I'm requesting copies of all public records that reference or concern the road "Country Lane" which intersects 
with both Providence Road and Kuykendall Road. Below, I have listed examples of the types of records that 
should be included in the City's response. These are merely examples, though, and are not intended to limit the 
scope of this request:
 1.All surveys of any portion of Country Lane, including any document or survey referencing the Survey of A 
Portion of Country Lane Providence Township Mecklenburg County recorded in Map Book 14 Page 209 of the 
Mecklenburg County Register of Deeds;
2.All Right of Way Agreements for any portion of Country Lane, including but not limited to the Right of Way 
Agreements recorded in Book 5111 Pages 18, 123, 181, 184, 337 of the Mecklenburg County Register of Deeds;
3.All maps prepared by or for the City regarding Country Lane, including but not limited to the maps prepared by 
the Charlotte Engineering Department: (a) dated June 20, 1985 titled "R.O.W. to be acquired by the City of 
Charlotte, Property of M.M. Fletcher and T.T. Fletcher"; (b) dated July 18, 1985 property of J.R. and P.S. Allen; (c) 
dated July 18, 1985 property of R.R. and D.M. Remus; (d) dated July 18, 1985 property of Lyde Matthews Rice; 
and ( e) dated July 18, 1985 property of H.J. and G.C. Stucky;
4.Documents concerning the approval of the subdivision plat for Fletcher Creek which connects Genevieve Court 
to Country Lane;
5.Documents concerning the dedication or the opening of a Right of Way for any portion of Country Lane;
6.Documents concerning the approval, disapproval, evaluation or other action concerning the proposed 
subdivision Chelsea Off Providence;
7.Documents concerning the dedication or the opening of a Right of Way for any portion of Loma Linda Lane;
8.Documents concerning the dedication or the opening of a Right of Way for any portion of Providence Retreat 
Lane;
9.Documents concerning the dedication or the opening of a Right of Way for any portion of Addison Gray Lane; Fulfilled Closed Planning;#Transportation;#City Clerk No

2553 7/8/2019 9:00 8/7/2019 Ben Ryu Byrider

Title: Motor Vehicle Dealership Applications Request: 1) Planning applications submitted to the city of Charlotte, 
specifically regarding car dealerships / used car dealerships. Additionally, the status of those applications, 
whether they be accepted or rejected. 2) Applications for re-zoning requests by car dealerships / used car 
dealerships. Additionally, the status of those applications (accepted or rejected). Dates: It would be wonderful if I 
could receive data that dates back to the early 2010s (2010 - 2019). Thank you so much!  Fulfilled Closed Planning No

2548 7/8/2019 8:11 7/8/2019 De Leon, Bernavie T. First American Title


We are currently conducting research on a property located at 7315 LOCKMONT DR under LOTZ ROSEMARY 
parcel  16502170. If you could please assists us in obtaining the following information regarding water and sewer 
services. We would greatly appreciate it.
 
*What services do you provide to this property?
 
*What is the account status?
 
*Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good through date of 07/31/2019.
 
*Can you provide an account history?
 
*Do you lien properties for outstanding balance or does it follow the account holder?
 
 
Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter.
 
Berna
First American title Fulfilled Closed Water No

2551 7/7/2019 23:32 7/8/2019 Michael Coulbourn Home Offer America

RE: Open Records Request
Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting a list of all residential properties in 
your city that have had the water shut off at any time within the last 30 days. I am also requesting a list of all 
residential properties in your city that have had the water shut off for 6 months or longer. I specifically need the 
property addresses that are associated with these records. I authorize you to redact any confidential information 
in accordance with G.S. §132-1.2.
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect 
copies or the ability to inspect the requested records.
If possible, please e-mail to mike@homeofferamerica.com
Thank you for servicing my request. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2552 7/6/2019 10:50 7/17/2019 Deborah Hardesty
Please provive a copy of noise complaints submitted to the Charlotte Douglas airport from January 1 2018 to 
current July 6 2019. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2549 7/5/2019 22:38 Allison Latos WSOC

I'd like to request all communication, emails, texts, memos, voicemails from Aprril 1 to present to and from all 
council members, Mayor's office, City Manager's office and Chief Kerr Putney regarding homicides, crime rate, 
electronic monitoring, bond, magistrates.

Submitted Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

2547 7/5/2019 11:41 7/8/2019 Ronel Vargas First American Title Insurance Company 

Good Day, We are currently conducting research on a property located in Charlotte NC, specifically for the 
property address 7304 William Reynolds Drive,Charlotte NC 28215. If you could please assist us in obtaining the 
following information regarding water and sewer services. We would greatly appreciate it. What services do you 
provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)? What is the account status (i.e. Open, 
closed, Inactive) Is there a balance dues? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days? Can 
you provide an account history? Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it follow the account 
holder? Please provide us with as much information as possible, and advise should you need anything further 
from my end. Thank you for your immediate assistance to this matter. Best Regards, Ronel Vargas First American 
Title Fulfilled Closed Water No



2546 7/5/2019 10:24 Allison Latos WSOC

From Jan 1, 2019- July 4, 2019 please provide all communication, emails, texts, voicemails, memos to and from 
City Council, the City Manager's office, City Economic Development Staff, regarding Lowes, tech hub, technology, 
incentives, South End, Design Center Tower, Childress Klein. Submitted Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Serv  Yes

2545 7/4/2019 19:31 Allison Latos WSOC

Can you please provide all communication, emails, voicemails, texts, memos between City Council, the City 
Manager’s Office [Marcus Jones, Sabrina Joy-Hogg, Tracy Dodson, Taiwo Jaiyeoba, Angela Lee], the City Economic 
Development staff from January 1, 2019-present regarding Panthers, practice facility, bubble, incentive, Bank of 
America stadium, stadium, Rock Hill, David Tepper, Panthers bill, S.655.

Partial Fulfillment Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Serv  Yes

2543 7/3/2019 16:27 Steve Harrison WFAE

Can I get copies of all documents – e-mails, presentations, spreadsheets, documents – related to the Innovation 
Barn from the following people:
Gina Shell
Steve Marlowe
William Haas
Kim Eagle
Steve Gucciardi
Marcus Jones
Sabrina Joy-Hogg
WFAE needs all documents sent or received by those people from Oct. 1 2018 to Jul 1, 2019.
We are requesting the documents on a rolling basis. We don’t want to wait for the entire batch of documents to 
be complete before we receive them.
Update: Include Patrick Cerri, Tony Korolos, Mike Davis, David Wolfe, Amanda Byrum, Laura Oates, Rad Suacedo

Updated to Include: Rob Phocas
Partial Fulfillment Open City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property MYes

2540 7/3/2019 15:33 7/3/2019 Matt Grant Fox 46

One of our competitors is reporting that there was a private gas line installed at the Ballantyne home and 
Piedmont Natural Gas is sending me information on private lines. Was there a private line installed at 11812 
James Jack Lane, Charlotte (Parcel ID 22310334)? Can I get permits for any private gas lines installed at the 
home? 

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Planning Yes

2544 7/3/2019 14:58 7/5/2019 Kristi Sturgill Charlotte Observer

I was wondering if the city keeps any records about the times that it has opened a cooling location for homeless 
people or people who would otherwise be outside on a hot day. If so, I'd love to request access to those 
documents about the cooling location from the past 10 years.
If possible, I would love to receive copies of these records in an electronic format. 
Please notify me of any fees associated with this request in advance. Because your agency's response to this 
request may consist of several parts, please provide these records as they are processed. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Fire Yes

2542 7/3/2019 12:47 8/12/2019 Kate Jennings Stax

1. The Charlotte Area Transit System total spend on paratransit services in 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018. 2. The 
percentage of Charlotte Area Transit System's paratransit spend that was reimbursed by the federal government 
for 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018. 3. The percentage of Charlotte Area Transit System’s paratransit spend that was 
reimbursed by the state for 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018. 4. The amounts Urbanized Area Formula Grants (5307), 
Enhanced Mobility of Seniors & Individuals with Disabilities (5310), and Formula Grants for Rural Areas (5311) 
that Charlotte Area Transit System received in 2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018. 5. The percentage of 5307, 5310, and 
5311 funds that Charlotte Area Transit System spent on paratransit services in 2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2541 7/3/2019 7:26 8/20/2019 Maxine Rozzelle
I am in need of police service call requests records to our address. We need them in an upcoming child custody 
hearing July 15, 2019. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Police No

2538 7/2/2019 13:32 7/2/2019 Anna Giantonio Parker Poe
Can you please provide a list of the tow companies that do police initiated tows for the City of Charlotte?
Thank you Fulfilled Closed Police No

2537 7/2/2019 12:19 7/31/2019 Bobbi Cass Please provide a copy of the audio 911 call placed to my address on June 9, 2019 Thank you, Bobbi Cass Fulfilled Closed Police No
2535 7/2/2019 10:52 7/30/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC All items lost and found at the Charlotte-Douglas International Airport in 2019  Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

2534 7/2/2019 9:09 7/22/2019 Ayesha Hayman

I would like to request any documentation (text and emails) pertaining to myself Inspector Ayesha Hayman and 
the situation at the store Pure in South Park Mall and any and all NBA all-star Correspondence between inspector 
Deshawn Wilson, Inspector Brittany Hobday, Senior inspector James Meyers, Chief Fire Inspector Kevin Miller and 
Fire Marshal Jon Leonard Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2533 7/2/2019 9:08 9/5/2019 Stephen Rivers
Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full addresses for the month 
of June (1-30), 2019 please. A copy through email is just fine. Thank you in advance! Stephen Rivers 817-229-5155 Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2532 7/2/2019 9:06 7/18/2019 Andrea Taylor
Please share the public information of Impervious Usage for all new homes being built in the Miranda 
Neighborhood In 2019. Miranda is under an Averaging Program. Fulfilled Closed Planning No

2531 7/1/2019 15:22 Joe Bruno WSOC

A Copy of all emails, texts and voicemails to Tracy Dodson, Marcus Jones, Sabrina Joy-Hogg and James Mitchell 
with the keywords “MLS” “soccer” “Tepper” “stadium” “expansion” 
Timeframe- Past month to date 

A copy of all emails, texts and voicemails from Ron Kimble to Tracy Dodson, Marcus Jones, Sabrina Joy-Hogg and 
James Mitchell 
Timeframe- Past month to date. 


Submitted Open City Manager’s Office;#Economic Development;#    Yes

2530 7/1/2019 14:45 7/24/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC

-             A copy of the contract between the city of Charlotte and RS&H on January 14 related to Airport Customs 
and Border Protection Facility Renovations
-        A copy of any site plans for the renovations
-       A copy of all current contracts the city of Charlotte has with CBP at the Airport.  


Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes
2539 7/1/2019 14:38 7/3/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC Standing request for rezoning petition packets Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes
2528 7/1/2019 13:22 9/5/2019 Samuel Jenkins 911 Fire Dept Report for my apartment bathroom pipe bursting Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2526 7/1/2019 11:07 7/9/2019 Cameron Moore Mid Atlantic
I would like a copy of every Notice of Violation (NOV) letter issued by the Stormwater
Department within the last 30 days. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No



2525 7/1/2019 11:05 7/5/2019 Tobe Holmes University City Partners

A record showing the geographic location (address) of affordable housing projects that have received funding from 
the City of Charlotte at or over $1 million dollars and the amount of public financial the support.
Clarification (7/1/19)
I thought about right after sending –

10 years Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2524 7/1/2019 11:02 Tony Mecia Charlotte Ledger

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1, I am requesting all correspondence related to the 
efforts to locate Lowe's tech hub in Charlotte (which was announced on June 27, 2019). This request includes all 
proposals, correspondence, emails and related materials between Lowe's officials and the city -- probably with 
the city's economic development department, but also potentially including the mayor and City Council members -
- as well as any materials on this subject exchanged internally within the city or with other outside groups 
including the Charlotte Chamber, the Charlotte Regional Partnership, the Charlotte Regional Business Alliance, 
Charlotte Center City Partners and local private companies. Thank you. Please let me know if you have any 
questions. Submitted Open City Clerk;#Economic Development;#City Manage     Yes

2523 7/1/2019 11:00 8/8/2019 Michael Anderson Anderson Law Firm
I would respectfully request a copy of all agreements and contracts between the City and Carolina Right of Way, 
LLC. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2519 6/28/2019 10:50 7/2/2019 Laura Smith Dates when drainage concerns were reported to Storm Water Services related to 812 E. Kingston Ave. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2520 6/28/2019 8:47 9/10/2019 Alexander Bruning

On or around late May 2019, CMPD was called to investigate a physical altercation at East 6th Street and Caldwell 
in Uptown at 505 E 6th Street, Charlotte, NC 28202. Alledgedly there was a fight in/near the lobby of the building. 
Request the 911 call audio and applicable police report, citation(s) etc. as applicable related to the incident. 
Please don't hestiate to email me with any questions. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Police No

2518 6/27/2019 15:31 Ashley Fahey Charlotte Business Journal

I am requesting to obtain copies of all public records that include city of Charlotte’s correspondence in relation to 
the new Lowe’s new technology center being added here. I am looking for any correspondence between staff 
members of the city’s economic development department, city council, the mayor’s office, state economic 
development officials, Mecklenburg County officials and commissioners, Lowe’s, the Charlotte Regional Business 
Alliance and any other relevant parties involved in discussions.
Specifically, I am seeking details about where else Lowe’s was considering for its expansion and what other 
negotiations took place at the city levels as it relates to Lowe’s growth and tech center. Conversations about 
incentives or real estate would be considered relevant, for example. Emails, text messages, closed-session 
meeting minutes and other documents discussing Lowe’s would be considered pertinent. Submitted Open City Manager’s Office;#Economic Development;#     Yes

2517 6/27/2019 13:02 8/20/2019 William Adams Allen Adams Realty

I need full copies of all reports and the containment order related to Case #A19-564668. My wife and dog were 
the victim of this incident and no reports or anything has been provided to us. We need copies of everything you 
have for our records. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2516 6/27/2019 12:58 8/20/2019 Stacey Stroup I am requesting the animal control full report and containment order for case a19-564668. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2514 6/26/2019 15:21 2/14/2020 Justina Inoh

Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1I am requesting the following: 1. A complete list of all 
city employee email addresses; e.g. mayorjohnsmith@city.gov. Should you deny my request, or any part of the 
request, please state in writing the basis for the denial, including the exact statutory citation authorizing the 
denial. Please advise as to when fulfillment of this request can be expected, as well as whether any payment of 
any statutorily prescribed fees will be required. If you have any questions in the interim, you may contact me at 
justina.inoh@citygrader.com Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology No

2513 6/26/2019 15:04 7/2/2019 Beverly Hampton Kotarides
My name is Beverly Hampton, I am the property manager of Belmont at Tryon (located off Caprington), I am 
wanting to get a copy of all the calls to 311 regarding the tractor trailers parking on Caprington. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2508 6/26/2019 10:13 6/26/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Hey Jeremy
Can I get a copy of the agenda for the meeting tomorrow? (Economic Development Committee Agenda for June 
27) Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

2521 6/26/2019 9:20 7/12/2019 Lauren Lindstrom Charlotte Observer

Hi Katie-
I've been unsuccessful in reaching Pam Wideman this week. I was hoping to chat with her to talk through this 
request but I will file it and go from there. 
I heard her interview on WFAE this week saying the city had met its 5,000 units of affordable goal as the 3-year 
deadline approached. I want to break down what those projects are, including new builds, funding allocations for 
down payment assistance, etc.
Please consider this a public records request for documents to show the city's accounting or tallying system for 
documenting progress on the 5,000-unit goal. I would like a list of projects, funds, or other metrics used to count 
up to the goal amount. 
I am happy to speak by phone today if that helps.
Lauren Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services Yes

2509 6/26/2019 6:07 7/3/2019 Courtney Leigh I want any records from 2004 until now for code enforcement for parking on the lawn at my address above. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2507 6/25/2019 17:12 12/23/2019 Genevieve Curtis WSOC

Hello, I'm looking for the number of calls for down trees and the number of trees removed between June 21-June 
25th 2019 including addresses and any associated costs (if available). Thank you. Best Regards, Genevieve Curtis 
Anchor WSOC  Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Neighborhood Se  Yes

2512 6/25/2019 15:44 6/27/2019 Courtney Francisco WCCB A copy of the new noise ordinance Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

2506 6/24/2019 15:37 7/3/2019 Amy Underkofler
I would like a copy of the property inspection petition that resulted in the inspection of 1520 South Rensselaer 
Place (case 20190030794)  Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2505 6/24/2019 15:03 David Hodges

All City Council travel expenses reported for current City Council members since they took office through the end 
of FY19.

Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

2504 6/24/2019 14:31 Chuck Chandler Valeo Partners

Please provide any document such as, but not limited to: legal services contract/agreement; legal services 
engagement letter; approved budget; and/or addendum for legal services from any private law firm for any legal 
practice area dated 2014 to the present. It is preferable that the following information be provided: name of law 
firm, full name of attorney, hourly rate of attorney, retainer or total legal fees budgeted, type of legal work to be 
performed. If individual attorney name is unavailable, generic title such as “Partner” is acceptable.   Lastly, if the 
private law firm serves as any type of bond counsel, then please provide the amount of proceeds of the bond 
issuance(s).   Please email us the documents at this email address or mail the documents to: Valeo Partners LLC, 
1337 Massachusetts Avenue, #124, Arlington, MA 02474. If there is a charge, please let us know the amount and 
payment method (check by mail or online via credit card).   Thank you. Followed Up with Requestor Open City Attorney No



2503 6/24/2019 14:13 10/25/2019 John Cacheris Plumides, Romano, Johnson & Cacheris

Dear Ms. Kelly:
Persuant to N.C.G.S. 132-1, et. seq., this letter shall serve as my request to obtain copies of public records related 
to the Airport Taxi Operating Agreements in connection with service at Charlotte Douglas International Airport 
commencing in 2016 and continuing to the present. More specifically, for the period of January 1, 2016 to the 
present, I am seeking the following records or documents:
1) The specific contracts for each of the taxicab companies;Aviation
2) The criteria used to select the taxicab companies;Aviation
3) Documents pertaining to the extension of any contract period of service for the taxicab companies;Aviation
4) Meeting minutes of any occasion in which the contracts for service were discussed or voted on by City Council;
5) Meeting minutes of any occasion in which the contract extensions were discussed or voted on;Aviation-None 
(ES)
6) Records of any votes taken by City Council with respect to the contracts or extensions;Aviation
7) Documents or records pertaining to the performance of the taxicab companies providing service at the 
Airport;Aviation
8) Documents or records pertaining to any citations or violations issued to Crown Cab, City Cab, LLC, Yellow Cab 
Co., and Green Cab of Charlotte;
9) Documents or records of communication, including but not limited to emails, memoranda, notes and letters, 
between City Council, the City Manager, or the Aviation Director and Crown Cab, City Cab, LLC, Yellow Cab Co., or 
Green Cab of Charlotte;
10) Records or reports of any kind concerning any violation of the PVH Ordinance, Airport Rules or Regulations, 
the Code of the City of Charlotte, or the Criminal Code of North Carolina by Crown Cab, City Cab, LLC, Yellow Cab 
Co., or Green Cab of Charlotte.Aviation
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect 
copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. 
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
the information and notify me of the appeal procedures availabe to me under the law.
Regards,
John J. Cacheris Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#City Clerk;#Office of Constituent Servic    No

2502 6/24/2019 13:10 7/9/2019 Alan Parent PC Construction Company

PC Construction is requesting documents that where accepted by Charlotte Water in conjunction with the Request 
for Qualifications for Progressive Design-Build Services for Mount Holly Pumping Station and Force Main FY19-DB-
03. This project had a bid due date of 1/22/2019 @ 2pm. I am interested in obtaining any submissions from 
design build teams in response to the RFQ stated above. I am also interested in obtaining any scoring and/or 
selection documents that the Department of Water may have on conjunction with this RFQ. Lastly I would like to 
receive the contract that the Department of Water has in place with the selected Design Build Firm that was 
selected for this project. Thank you for your efforts. Fulfilled Closed Water No

2501 6/24/2019 12:30 12/10/2019 Bruce Henderson Charlotte Observer

Request the number of citations by CMPD for "failure to signal" under GS 20-154 in calendar year 2018, and the 
number of those citations that involved accidents. Note: I'm not looking for "unsafe movement" charges that may 
also be cited under GS 20-154.  Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2498 6/24/2019 12:11 6/25/2019 Keith A. Bost Management Solutions for Emergency S  

Re: Public Records Request under NC Chapter 132
ChiefJohnson:
As a past Fire Chief myself, I hate to have to send this request. First, and foremost, neither I nor my company wish 
to cause any legal or other harm to the excellent fire department of the City of Charlotte.
I simply need to ask for a few pieces of information, and I want to do it properly, so that is why I am asking 
through a Public Records request.
I need the following information:
l. What fire station in the City of Charlotte has the IP Address of: 205.141.0.1?
2. What are the first and last names of the fire personnel who were on-shift at the station location with the above 
IP Address on May 30, and June 1st
ChiefJohnson, I wish I could disclose why I need the above information in full detail, but at this point, I cannot. As 
a professional courtesy, I can only disclose that we (MSFES) are doing an external investigation on an attempted 
breach of one of our systems. At this point, it appears that possibly one of your firefighters is trying to breach our 
system while on shift at one of your fire stations. We have identified five different IP Addresses that have been 
used, and we have determined the location of most of those addresses. If the person who is doing the bad deed is 
on the list of firefighters on shift those days, then we can place him at more than two locations.
If we provide you with the name of the person who we believe is attacking our system, we might disparage a 
good person. We never want to negatively affect someone's life, until we are absolutely sure of our facts.
Chief Johnson, again, we have no ill will against the Charlotte Fire Department. Our company is in the business of 
helping and protecting fire departments, and I never want to hurt one. If we could quickly obtain the above 
information, we can then make a quick determination as to whether one of your employees is attacking our 
information
When we finish our investigation, if we believe that one of your firefighters is using your fire department Wi-Fi 
improperly, we will be glad to disclose the full nature of the investigation to you.
Please feel free to call me at any time. I shall be happy to speak with you.
Sincerely,
Keith A. Bost
Founder / CEO
Management Solutions for Emergency Services, LLC. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Fire No

2500 6/24/2019 11:56 9/3/2019 Bruce Henderson Charlotte Observer

Data on pedestrians struck by motor vehicles in Charlotte-Mecklenburg year-to-date 2019. Request pedestrian's 
name, DOB and address; date and location of incident; incident report number; resulting injury or fatality; name, 
DOB, address of anyone charged.  Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2497 6/24/2019 9:52 7/1/2019 John Paul WSOCTV

Morning-

 
Can you tell me how many repairs have been made within a few blocks of that major break over the last year?
 
Do you have any programs that identify any potential problem spots before there’s a break like this?
 
John Paul
WSOCTV Fulfilled Closed Water Yes



2522 6/24/2019 9:20 7/1/2019 Reuben Jones Spectrum News

-How many water breaks have occurred in the city of Charlotte the past two years?

-What is the average age of the water system in Charlotte? Do you have the specific age for the main on Freedom 
and Morehead?

-How much money has been invested by the city to update and replace the water system in Charlotte and what is 
the plan going forward?

Fulfilled Closed Water Yes

2499 6/23/2019 15:58 6/28/2019 Bethany Clifton
I need the police report, arrest record and disposition document for my arrest 8/10/2009. I need it for a 
background check for an employer. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2496 6/21/2019 15:08 6/21/2019 Roth Johnson HVS Hotel Brokers Survey
I’d like to include more recent passenger statistics from CLT in my report. The most recent we have in our 
database is through February. Would you be able to provide through April or May? Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2495 6/21/2019 14:44 Mary Jo  Shepherd UNC Charlotte

Captain Lontz,
Thank you for your help and information in our conference call earlier this week.  As part of our ongoing study of 
how cities and local governments manage events such as the national political conventions, we are requesting any 
Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) or Mutual Aid Agreements (MAAs) between the CMPD and other local, 
state, or federal agencies or governments.  We would like any such agreements pertaining to the 2012 
Democratic National Convention, and in the future would like the agreements from the 2020 Republican National 
Convention.  
 
Please keep in mind that we are not journalists and we keep any and all information and data locked in secure 
facilities.  If you or your legal department have further questions, we are happy to answer them.

Thanks,
Mary Jo Shepherd
Suzanne Leland Submitted to Departments Open Police No

2494 6/21/2019 13:17 6/27/2019 Brian deBrun Law Offices of Brian Debrun
Bus incident on 11-16-2018. Our client is passenger on CATS bus on Davidson Street. File # VACC121612. We'd like 
to see or obtain a copy of the incident under that file number. Our client is Carol Boulware. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2493 6/21/2019 13:12 10/14/2019 Ingrid Vespoint Vernis & Bowling of Charlotte

Animal control/dog bite report and all case notes and witness statements for an incident that occurred on 3/3/18 
re a dog named "Buster" owned by Erin and Larry Watson at 18310 Flagman Circle, Cornelius, NC 28031. This 
request is made pursuant to a civil lawsuit filed in Mecklenburg County 19-CVS-9524  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2492 6/20/2019 19:19 7/5/2019 Sal Leone

Hello I am seeking all emails between the city of Thomasville, City of Thomasville Police from about Nov 2011 to 
Jan 2013 and the city of Charlotte and the CMPD. I am looking mostly emails and documents regarding the 
Thomasville Police being paid for the 2012 Democratic National Convention. I want emails on the Thomasville 
Police department officers fixing their time sheets. I already know and have some emails as I once worked in 
Thomasville so I know they exist. I like them all. Please Call if You must.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2491 6/20/2019 16:20 6/20/2019 Jeremy Heard GSTX has requested self-reports from WWFS. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2490 6/19/2019 15:36 6/24/2019 Courtney Schultz
I would like to receive the documentation for the FY 2020 Transportation Demand Management Grant Charlotte 
Area Transit System received from the North Carolina Department of Transportation. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2489 6/19/2019 13:57 7/5/2019 Tricia Hickey

Patricia Louise Hickey - previous address: 11324 Buchanan Brake Lane #1414, Charlotte, NC 28277, former 
Spectrum Enterprise (Charter Communications) employee. I am seeking from CMPD: Any Law enforcement 
communications (including sheriff) that involved personnel at Charter Communications (Spectrum Enterprise) 
about Patricia Louise Hickey. Including cell phone conversations or texts, emails to / from personnel at the 
company. April-Aug 2017 Per Orlando Betancourt - Spectrum Enterprise Employee he had a conversation with 
Ballantyne police and police stated to him that they wanted to "lock Patricia up and throw away the key." 
Orlando communicated this to Patricia on or about July 11, 2017. Would like to know who from CMPD stated that 
to Orlando, and context of conversation. Dates would have occurred between April 2017 and Aug 2017. 
Conversation could have also included Spectrum Enterprise Human Resources employee. Orlando cell phone 980-
328-8471 but he may also have work, home, and spouse cell phone If applies, any access made to personal 
records of Patricia - ie, phone records, employment personnel files, etc. made by CMPD or on behalf of CMPD and 
reason for such access, dates. JAN 2017- DEC2017 Any Law enforcement communications (including sheriff) that 
included any community notices, or involvement of any citizen, professionals (attorneys, doctors, etc) or 
Ballantyne Parks personnel about Patricia Louise Hickey. ** some examples, notices to shopping centers (ie, 
Talbots employees, community citizens groups, watch groups, Ballantyne security/parks, and others) JAN 2012- 
DEC 2017 Any Law enforcement formal or informal investigation of Patricia Louise Hickey to include all 
communications to anyone and copies of any video that included Patricia Louise Hickey in or around Ballantyne 
parks. And, any distribution of those videos to who. Any Law enforcement communications (including sheriff) that 
included any communications with Denver, Colorado police about Patricia Louise Hickey. Time period June 2017-
July 2017. (possible July 3/4) and context of communications, and parties involved. Any Law enforcement activity, 
reason for activity that included personal residence of Patricia Louise Hickey @ 11324 Buchanan Brake Lane 
#1414 Charlotte NC 28277 from APRIL 2017 - SEPT 2017 Communications include voice, email, phone, cell, in-
person, text, etc. Communications should include content, people involved, dates. Title of record request (if 
known) not known Date of record requested (if known) May 1 through Sept. 1, 2017 Location of record requested 
(if known) law enforcement Indicate the format in which you wish to receive the requested record I want record e-
mailed to above address (no cost). Fulfilled Closed Police No

2488 6/19/2019 13:55 8/16/2019 Kevin Gordon

I am requesting the following: Phone records, text messages, emails, or other related writing communications 
to/from the following: Reggie Johnson, Jerry Winkles, Cindy Bonham, Paula McDaniel, Jason Warren, Matt 
Westover, Dennis Gist, and Jackie Gilmore - This request is related to the NC Fire and Rescue Commission 
Certification Board meetings of March 19, 2019, June 11, 2019, and the WSOC inquiry on or around June 11-12, 
2019. On the WSOC request, I'm requesting the original media inquiry and any/all responses. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Fire;#Corporate Communications No

2487 6/19/2019 13:53 8/16/2019 Kevin Gordon

The records request is for all email related to the following: • To/from Kim Williams (NC Department of 
Insurance), from April 10, 2019 and the date of the records production, to anyone associated with the Charlotte 
Fire Department (CFD) and/or Central Piedmont Community College (CPCC). • To/from the following CFD 
employees: Jason Warren, Reginald Johnson, Jerry Winkles, and Paula McDaniel. Topic is fire/rescue certification 
training and a meeting which occurred on/around February 14 between CFD, CPCC, and OSFM. • To/from the 
following CPCC representatives: Mike Price and Leonard Edge. Topic is fire/rescue certification training and a 
meeting which occurred on/around February 14 between CFD, CPCC, and OSFM. • Topic of interest in the said 
meeting and, any and all emails, related to the February 14 meeting and, any and all emails, to the NC Office of 
State Fire Marshal (OSFM). • This request is limited to any/all emails between CFD, CPCC, and NC OSFM. All 
records since request 2067 was filled on April 11, 2019 - Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Fire No



2480 6/18/2019 10:45 9/13/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Most recent account statements for each individual city      council member and the mayor for their expense 
allowance, auto allowance      and technology allowance.

Copies of receipts provided by council members and the      mayor that correspond with expenditures in 
allowance accounts. 
Please limit your time frame for this search from      January 1, 2018 to June 18, 2019. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

2482 6/18/2019 10:26 8/12/2019 Casey Vaughn Smith Anderson

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Act, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132 1 et seq., we hereby request the following 
Public Records, as defined in the statute. Without limitation, this request includes a request for all responsive 
emails, letters, agreements, contracts, plans, meeting minutes, and any other documents whatsoever that 
constitute Public Records: 1. All Public Records reflecting, memorializing or relating to any agreement or contract 
between the City of Charlotte and Talbert, Bright, & Ellington, Inc. (“Talbert”) related to the Concourse “A” West 
Ramp Expansion Phase 2 Site Preparation and Paving project at the Charlotte Douglas International Airport (the 
“Project”), including all drafts, changes, modifications, or supplements to such agreements or contracts, and all 
exhibits and attachments thereto; 2. All Public Records reflecting any other agreements or contracts entered into 
by the City of Charlotte (“City”) or Talbert related to the Project and any changes or supplements to those 
agreements or contracts. 3. All Public Records related to or discussing the design and construction of the fuel 
islands or fuel systems for the Project and the timing thereof, including without limitation all design drafts, 
proposals, modifications, permitting application documentation, and design and construction schedule-related 
documentation; 4. All Public Records related to or discussing changes to the access locations for the Project, 
including any documents or communications regarding changes to the location or accessibility of Gate 80 or any 
other construction or supply access locations. 5. All Public Records related to the request for adjustment in the 
Contract Amount and for Extra Work and Acceleration, submitted by Flatiron Blythe Development Co., a Joint 
Venture (“FBJV”), and all supplements thereto (the “FBJV Claim”), including without limitation all Public Records 
of, between or among, CDIA, the City, Talbert, FBJV, and their respective sub-consultants, agents, or employees; 
6. All Public Records not included in response to request no. 5 above related to Contract change orders, Extra 
Work, Contract Time extension requests, or other Contract changes or modifications on the Project, including any 
emails, documents, or correspondence discussing or related to claims or requests for additional compensation by 
FBJV or others in connection with the Project; 7. All Public Records related to or discussing the projected, 
anticipated, or expected schedule for designing, constructing, and completing the Project. 8. All Public Records 
related to or discussing funding, funding sources or payment for the Project, including without limitation, requests 
and applications, CDIA and City Project budget information, AIP-related funding documentation, and/or funding 
from any department, division, or section of the City, county, state, or federal government. 9. All Public Records 
not provided in response to the above requests related to the design, bidding, award, cost, projected cost, and 
construction of the Project, including without limitation, all Public Records between or among the City, CDIA, 
Talbert, FBJV, and their respective sub-consultants, agents, or employees; Please do not hesitate to contact us Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2478 6/18/2019 9:21 6/18/2019 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer

Hope this message finds you well. I'd requested records between Krispy Kreme and city of Charlotte officials a 
while ago (late Dec. 2017) and Jordan-Ashley informed me a few weeks later the city didn't have anything of 
substance, which is understandable. Wanted to renew that request, though, since some time has passed. I'm 
wondering if anything has progressed re KK's headquarters in Charlotte. Looking for any correspondence, as well 
as closed-door meeting minutes between the company (Sarah Roof Garling, CEO Michael Tattersfield, Jim 
Morgan, Casandra Williams and Josh Charlesworth) and the city (Marcus Jones, James Mitchell, Vi Lyles, city's ED 
department and city attorney

Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Attorney;#City Clerk;#City Manager’s Office;     Yes

2481 6/18/2019 9:13 6/24/2019 Jennifer Vinson Wayne J. Griffin Electric, Inc. 

Attn: City of Charlotte RE: CMPD Central Division Office Project, Charlotte, NC Public Records Request Pursuant to 
Section 132-6 of the North Carolina Public Records Law and on behalf of Wayne J. Griffin Electric, Inc., I hereby 
request copies of the public records described as follows: 1. A copy of Edifice Inc.’s signed contract to perform 
work on the project; 2. A copy of Edifice Inc.’s Payment and Performance Bonds (including Power of Attorney 
Form); 3. Builders Risk and General Liability insurance certificates; 4. Any notice to proceed; 5. A copy of the 
General Contractor Bid Forms. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2484 6/17/2019 14:23 6/18/2019 Christine Crees State Auto Insurance Companies

RE: Claim #AU-0000000-469-413
Insured: AAA City Plumbing
Date of Loss: 5/14/2019
Police report number: 20190514153400
To whom it may concern:
Please consider this a Freedom Of Information Act request for all materials related to the investigation of an auto 
accident that occured on May 14, 2019. This accident involved Evetria Smith and Robert Torrence. It is my 
understanding there are cameras in the area at the intersection located by Buds Plants. Please provided this 
request to the proper authority. I will look forward to hearing from you soon. Thank you for your time.
Christine Crees
CARE Associate
State Auto Insurance Companies Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2477 6/17/2019 10:51 2/19/2020 Tony Mecia Charlotte Ledger

Under North Carolina's Open Records Law, I’m writing to request copies of all correspondence or materials 
exchanged between Northwood Office and city officials regarding plans to redevelop part of the golf course near 
the Ballantyne hotel. This includes correspondence between Northwood and the planning department, 
transportation department, and CATS. In addition, I request any correspondence between city employees about 
the proposal. The project emerged publicly last week and is being referred to mainly as “Ballantyne Reimagined” 
or “Ballantyne Center.” Thank you. Please let me know if you need any additional information. I am a member of 
the media and requested these via your media email a week ago, but I do not see the request in your data portal. Fulfilled Closed CATS;#Planning;#Transportation;#Economic DeveYes

2476 6/17/2019 10:49 7/24/2019 Tony Mecia Charlotte Ledger

Under North Carolina's Open Records Law, I’m writing to request a copy of the lease agreement between the city 
(airport) and Bank of America for the purpose of leasing land and building a hangar. Thank you. Please let me 
know if you require additional information. I am a member of the media and requested these via your media 
email a week ago, but I do not see the request in your data portal. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

2475 6/17/2019 10:47 7/30/2019 Tony Mecia Charlotte Ledger

Under North Carolina's Open Records Law, I’m writing to request a copy of the city’s (airport’s) contract with 
Wilson Air Center. Thank you. Please let me know if you need any additional information. I am a member of the 
media and requested these via your media email a week ago, but I do not see the request in your data portal. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

2474 6/17/2019 10:34 7/23/2019 Tony Mecia Charlotte Ledger

Under North Carolina's Open Records Law, I’m writing to request a list of companies that lease land from the 
airport for the purposes of building a hangar or hangars, the amount of money they pay annually, the size of the 
hangars, and the details on the planes in those hangars. Thank you. Please let me know if you require additional 
information. I am a member of the media and requested these via your media email a week ago, but I do not see 
the request in your data portal. Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications;#Aviation Yes



2473 6/17/2019 10:32 4/6/2020 Tyler Dell Transit Data Support

We are submitting a commercial FOIA request to your organization for any and all purchasing records from 
January 1, 2019 to the present. The request is limited to readily available records without physically copying, 
scanning, or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic format is acceptable, especially Excel or CSV. The 
specific information requested from your record keeping system is: 1) Purchase date 2) A description of the 
product purchased 3) The product number, and any “cross references” or matching part numbers used by other 
manufacturers 4) Quantity of the product purchased 5) Price of the product purchased 6) Vendor name and 
address Please email the information to us at the following address:tyler@transitdatasupport.com For this 
request, we are willing to pay up to $ 15.00. If you believe that our request will cost more than this, please let us 
know so we can authorize the additional expense. If this request was misrouted, please forward to the correct 
contact person and reply to this communication with the appropriate contact information. If you have any 
questions, please feel free to respond to this email or we can be reached attyler@transitdatasupport.com Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2471 6/17/2019 10:30 6/24/2019 Linda Mooney Dates, times and addresses of each noise compliant from a medical facility during 2018. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2485 6/17/2019 10:15 6/17/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Jeremy,
Can you send me the public speaker sign up list for the zoning meeting tonight?
Can I get copies of the following agendas?
Intergovernmental Relations Committee
Charlotte Tree Advisory Commission
Charlotte International Cabinet
Neighborhood Development Committee Meeting
Business Advisory Committee
David Hodges
WBTV Investigative Reporter Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

2470 6/14/2019 16:19 12/23/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC

I am requesting all apps downloaded on city issued phones to Charlotte City Councilmembers and Mayor Vi Lyles. 
Screenshots of Council Members' phone home pages will suffice.

Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes
2468 6/14/2019 11:55 6/14/2019 Michelle Holman Univ of Nebraska-Kearney Crime stats for 4419 Tuckaseegee Rd Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2469 6/14/2019 11:37 10/11/2019 William Graves

Looking for the Agenda for the FTA Quarterly Review meetings between CATS and the Federal Transit 
Administration. The previous agendas were all posted on Charmeck.org (here is the most recent: 
https://charlottenc.gov/cats/about/boards/FTA%20Quarterly/FTA-Quarterly-Agenda-181211.pdf ) but the search 
engine has not uncovered the agendas from March or June of 2019. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2467 6/14/2019 10:53 7/17/2019 Jennie Smith Acme Research

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, we formally request that your office provide us with the following 
public spending information: Copies of documents, such as − but not limited to – Construction Notice to Proceed, 
daily field reports, contractor reporting forms, work orders, project directories, and the like that specify 
subcontractors and other salient points (noted below) for construction or renovation projects valued at 
$2,000,000 or more at Charlotte/Douglas International Airport. Please include information for both currently 
active projects as well as those completed since June 1, 2018. We do not need every document that mentions 
subcontractors, just one for each subcontractor or set of subcontractors. Specifically we seek:· Project name· 
Project number· Projected completion date· Prime/General Contractor name(s)· Construction Manager (at Risk) 
name· Architect/Engineer names· Subcontractor names Excel spreadsheets containing similar information are 
welcome. The information is used for research aimed at identifying patterns of spending by public entities. No 
part of the data will be used as a mailing list and supplying the information cannot be construed as an 
endorsement of either your payees or our work. We are willing to reimburse your office for any reasonable 
expense incurred in providing the requested information if an estimate of costs is provided for our approval 
before the work is performed. We prefer to receive the data via e-mail attached as a PDF or Excel document. If 
my request is too broad or does not reasonably describe the records being requested, please contact me via e-
mail or by phone, so that I might clarify my request, and when appropriate, inform me of the manner in which the 
records are filed, retrieved, or generated. Thank you for your assistance! Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2466 6/14/2019 10:51 6/21/2019 Kristi Upton Acme Research

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, we formally request that your office provide us with public spending 
information, including both capital and operating expenditures, for payments made by or on behalf of 
Charlotte/Douglas International Airport during fiscal year 2018. Specifically, for any payee, other than an 
employee, that was paid a cumulative total amount of $25,000 or more, we seek the payee name, address and 
the cumulative total dollar amount paid to the subject payee over the relevant time period. The $25,000 
threshold was established to minimize reporting for respondents. If a data sort of this type is not possible, please 
supply the requested information for all non-employee payees. We hope to receive the data electronically, if at 
all possible. The information is to be used for research aimed at identifying patterns of spending by public entities. 
No part of the data will be used as a mailing list and your supplying the information cannot be construed as an 
endorsement of either your payees or our work. Acme is willing to reimburse your office for any reasonable 
expense incurred in providing the requested information, if an estimate of costs is provided for our approval 
before the work is performed. We prefer to receive the data electronically in a CSV, Text, PDF, or Excel 
spreadsheet. If it cannot be sent via e-mail, please send the data on a PC-formatted disk by mail. Should you have 
questions or need to advise us to redirect this request; you can contact our offices by telephone at 800-810-3846 
or via e-mail atmunicipal@acmeresearch.com. Please confirm receipt of this request and contact our office to let 
us know your time frame for a response. Thank you for your assistance. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2465 6/14/2019 10:48 5/1/2020 Liz Dawson The Odom Firm

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 132-1, et. seq., I request to inspect all available 
public records regarding the expansion of Charlotte's Light Rail System, including but not limited to the following: 
1. The current Master Plan and all proposals that may affect the current Master Plan; 2. The current plans for 
property acquisition for all lines of the light rail; 3. A list of all names and/or addresses being considered for 
property acquisition; 4. All available maps related to property acquisition; 5. The current plans for general 
property acquisition; 6. Any and all other current information available related to property acquisition; and 7. All 
correspondence, documents, maps, and/or other tangible things related to the light rail's expansion. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2464 6/14/2019 10:45 6/14/2019 Kevin Brogan

I need footage from the traffic camera on Independence Blvd Eastbound where Charlottetown exit ramp merges 
for May 20, 2019 at 4:38-4:43pm. In addition, the camera 1/4 mile further East Independence Blvd towards Briar 
Creek. I am trying to locate the license plate of a red Jeep Cherokee that was involved in a multi-car accident, 
causing tens of thousands of damage but did not stop. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police;#City Attorney No

2483 6/13/2019 20:18 7/2/2019 Michael Avelar

List of properties that are on the condemned or demolition list...thank you 
Clarification (7/1/19)
If you can go back 1 year I would greatly appreciate it...thank you I truly appreciate you for getting this list 
together for me

Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No



2460 6/13/2019 10:41 9/13/2019 Andrew Wingo

All documentation concerning dog complaints at 3108 Sudbury Rd for the last 7 years including the date and time 
of the request and the date and time the offers responsed and a complete copy of the investigating officer's field 
notes.  I am also requesting any correspondence from an animal control supervisor to any investigator or officers 
concerning this residence Fulfilled Closed Police No

2486 6/12/2019 20:34 Allison Latos


Dennis, 
Hope this finds you well.
I have a few questions about the violation related to the NC Fire & Rescue Commission testing policies.
Below I included information from the Department of Insurance.
 
-When specifically and how did CFD discover this violation?
 
-please explain the testing procedures that CFD was using instead?
 
-how long did this occur?
 
-how is CFD addressing this violation?
 
-is any upcoming testing impacted?
 
-how is this impacting operations and how training is administered?
 
I’d also like to request all emails from 2018-present pertaining to “violation”, “NC Fire Rescue Commission”, 
“NCDOI”, “testing” sent and received by the Chief, Deputy Chiefs and those over training and testing. Partial Fulfillment Open Fire Yes

2458 6/12/2019 15:40 6/20/2019 Victoria Huerta

Dear Custodian of Records: Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an 
opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records that are in related to Permit Record LDPSMU-2019-
00113, for a hotel project. I found the project on accela and am interested in the application and plans that may 
have been submitted related to the permit. I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure 
of the requested information is not for commercial use. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this 
request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, 
please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested 
records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to 
release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for 
considering my request. Sincerely, Victoria Huerta Closed Unfulfilled Denied Planning No

2457 6/12/2019 15:36 6/12/2019 Cameron deBrun

I am requesting video footage from a CATS bus that was involved in an accident on 12/9/17 as part of an 
investigation into this accident. The collision report number is 20171209133002 and the CATS bus plate # is 
FBE172. There is an open claim associated with this accident and the claim number is VATA118891. Please send 
me the video footage from approximately 5 minutes before the accident till 5 minutes after the accident. Thank 
you very much! Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2456 6/12/2019 13:08 6/17/2019 Steven Nielsen P3 Partners
Copy of the executed "Pre-development Agreement" for the Eastland Mall property between the City and C4 
Development LLC dba Crosland SE executed by the Economic Development Department Fulfilled Closed Economic Development No

2461 6/12/2019 12:06 7/22/2019 Alex Shabad WCNC

I’m making a public records request about sidewalk complaints in the city of Charlotte.   Please see the specific 
information I’m requesting below:The total number of reports of hazardous sidewalks or      reports of sidewalks 
in need of repair in the city of Charlotte in 2017,      2018, and 2019 (through present day).The city’s response or 
action taken in each of the      reports referenced above. Fulfilled Closed Transportation Yes

2455 6/12/2019 10:18 7/1/2019 Damiana Dendy Unite Here

I write to request the following information: • Any and all active leases or contracts for food and beverage and/or 
retail concessions at Charlotte Douglas International Airport. • Any and all active leases or contracts between 
American Airlines and the City of Charlotte and/or Charlotte Douglas International Airport. • A complete list of all 
current leases and/or contracts covering the provision of concessions services (specifically all retail & duty free 
sales, food & beverage, and passenger lounge operations) at Charlotte Douglas International Airport including the 
location, square footage, start and expiration dates, and the name of the contracting party. • A complete list of all 
contractors with employees who have been issued ID badges to operate at Charlotte Douglas International 
Airport including the total number of badges currently issued to each employer. • 2017 and 2018 annual and 
quarterly financial statements for food and beverage and retail concessions programs at Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport including sales by outlet or concessionaire. • Any and all bids or proposals submitted for 
food and beverage or retail concessions packages at Charlotte Douglas International Airport since January 1, 
2018. • Any and all evaluations of bids or proposals submitted for food and beverage or retail concessions 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport since January 1, 2018, including but not limited to staff rankings, 
memorandums and other document or materials used to make presentations or recommendations. • Any and all 
appeals to Charlotte Douglas International Airport concessions awards and/or recommendations since January 1, 
2018, and all related records to such appeals including but not limited to records from appeal hearings, decisions, 
letters and memorandums. •Any documents, presentations, or memos shared with Charlotte Douglas 
International Airpot regarding facility upgrades made on any active leases held by food and beverage or retail 
concessionaires at Charlotte Douglas International Airport since January 1, 2016. • Any audits of food and 
beverage, retail concessionaires, or airline catering companies conducted by Charlotte Douglas since January 1, 
2016. • Any and all documents or other internal reports documenting instances of delays in openings and closures 
of food and beverage or retail concessions at Charlotte Douglas International Airport since January 1, 2016. • Any 
customer feedback reports pertaining to food and beverage or retail concessions at Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport since January 1, 2018. Please provide documents electronically wherever possible. I agree to 
pay any reasonable copying and postage fees, but please notify me of the amount prior to completing this request 
if more than $200. If you deem any of the requested documents to be confidential, please provide a written 
explanation referencing the salutatory examples on which you rely and provide the name, address and email 
address of the person or body to whom an appeal should be directed. Thank you in advance for your help. If you 
have any questions, please contact me by phone at 516-343-9933 or by email atddendy@unitehere.org. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2459 6/12/2019 9:13 6/12/2019 Steve Nielsen P3-Partners

This came in tomy phone line as a records request so I filled what I could.  See attached. The specific request was 
the council action that approved selection of Eastland Community Development Corp to redevelop the property.  
It includes reference to an agreement that would be executed but was not part of this request. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

2453 6/11/2019 14:47 6/12/2019 Cameron deBrun

Videos from CATS Bus that was involved in an accident on May 23, 2019. I am requesting the video footage from 
15 minutes before the accident till 5 minutes after the accident for the purposes of an investigation. The collision 
report number is 20190523080701 and the CATS Bus's plate # is 53574V. Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2452 6/11/2019 14:42 7/17/2019 Mike Miller
Can I have a pdf copy of the following; 1) current elevator maintenance contract with pricing 2) itemized elevator 
maintenance, renovation, and repair expenditures for 2018 Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt;#City Clerk No



2454 6/10/2019 19:26 6/20/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Can you send me any policy that exists on the City Council salaries, expenses, auto, etc and how they are 
supposed to report those expenditures?

Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

2450 6/10/2019 11:45 6/13/2019 Kristi Sturgill Charlotte Observer

Hi Cheyenne,
I hope that you are doing well. I was wondering if you would be able to help me with a records request. 
I was wondering if the city keeps any records about train crossing gates falling on cars, bikes or pedestrians. If so, 
I'd love to request access to those documents. 
If possible, I would love to receive copies of these records in an electronic format. 
Please notify me of any fees associated with this request in advance. 
Because your agency's response to this request may consist of several parts, please provide these records as they 
are processed. 
If you need any additional information to fulfill this request, please send me a note at 
ksturgill@charlotteobserver.com. 
Thank you for your help, 
Kristi Sturgill
Clarification
I would love to have the records from the past 5 years if possible!

Fulfilled Closed CATS Yes

2448 6/9/2019 15:39 6/10/2019 Vanessa James We Buy Houses Charlotte
Good evening, I would like to submit an open records request ,for all residential properties that had the water 
disconnected in the last 30 days. Thank you Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2447 6/7/2019 23:00 Taylor Amarel

To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
I would like to obtain all emails sent to, from, or copied to Mayor Vi Lyles from January 1, 2019 to June 1, 2019 
containing any of the following non-case-sensitive key-strings:
"EB-5" or "Whistleblower"
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response 
to this request within 10 business days.
Sincerely,
Taylor Amarel Submitted Open Office of Constituent Services No

2441 6/6/2019 19:05 1/31/2020 David Sentendrey Fox 46

I’m requesting, per FOIA, all email correspondence from Director of Housing and Neighborhood Services Pamela 
Wideman to code enforcement’s Ben Krise from August 2018 until today’s date, June 6, 2019.
This would include emails from Pam to Ben that also include other recipients. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services Yes

2440 6/6/2019 17:04 8/16/2019 Mike Stolp WSOC

All      emails sent to and from HR Director Sheila Simpson from 2/1/19 – present      that include the terms 
“Pledge Fund”, “fund”.
All      emails sent to and from HR Director Sheila Simpson from 2/1/19 - present      to and from CMPD Deputy 
Chief Jennings.
All      emails sent to and from Deputy HR Director Paula Patterson from 2/1/19 –      present that include the 
terms “Pledge Fund”, “fund”.
All      emails sent to and from Deputy HR Director Paula Patterson from 2/1/19 -      present to and from 
CMPD Deputy      Chief Jennings.
All      emails sent to and from HR Analyst Teresa Curlin from 2/1/19 – present      that include the terms “Pledge 
Fund”, “fund”.
All      emails sent to and from HR Analyst Teresa Curlin from 2/1/19 - present to      and from CMPD Deputy 
Chief Jennings.   Fulfilled Closed Human Resources;#Police Yes

2438 6/5/2019 17:06 6/7/2019 Cedric Rainey Law Office of Cedric Rainey

Charlotte Area Transit System bus (route #56) on August 31, 2018, at approximately 4:30 PM, at the intersection 
of E. Arrowood Rd. and Nations Ford Rd. At this time, we are requesting the onboard video from the incident 
including video(s) in the 10 minutes preceding the accident, the accident itself, and continuing for 10 minutes 
afterwards. Charlotte/Meck Police Accident ID: 20180831162900  Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2437 6/5/2019 16:32 7/24/2019 Alex Shabad WCNC


I wanted to make a public records request regarding reported ATV incidents in the Charlotte area.    Please see 
the information I’m requesting below:
 The total number of 911 calls to report ATV’s in each of 2016, 2017, and 2018The police report number for any 
and all cases in which a report was filedAny video evidence that exists, which is no longer part of an ongoing 
investigation (specifically from the five most recent cases that have been closed or ten most recent cases if there 
are no results) 
 
If you have any questions, just let me know.  

Best,
 
Alex Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Police Yes



2436 6/5/2019 11:30 9/3/2019 Gregory Yee The Post and Courier


Good afternoon,
 
I’m working on a story about the city of Columbia, SC adopting ShotSpotter technology and I’ve reaching out to 
other agencies who’ve used the tech in the past to get a sense of how well or not it works and whether it was 
useful. 
As I understand it, CMPD recently canceled its contract or otherwise discontinued the use of ShotSpotter. 
Would like to get the following:Which years has CMPD used ShotSpotter?How much money was spent on the 
system?How many arrests can be attributed to using ShotSpotter?Any documents related to the discontinuation 
of ShotSpotter.
In addition, I’d love to speak with someone at CMPD who can give any context/perspective on how well the 
system worked. What were its benefits? Its flaws? Was it helpful overall, neutral or a waste of resources? Were 
there issues with false alarms? Did it help make the community safer? What was it like to use overall? 
I can be reached directly at this email address or via my cell, 843-323-9175. 
 
Best,
 
Gregory Yee
Reporter
The Post and Courier
843-323-9175
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2435 6/5/2019 9:36 6/17/2019 Jose Lambiet


I am requesting: the list of all crimes and incidents substantiated or not that occurred inside and in the outside 
parking lots of 444 Tyvola Road in Charlotte from Jan. 1, 2017 until today.
I am willing to pay for any expenses related to this request. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2434 6/4/2019 13:02 Robert Dawkins

I am requesting all information the city has on The City Of Charlotte's involvement and funding of the Uprising to 
Uplifting (U2U) events conducted by the Charlotte Mecklenburg NAACP and its President Corine Mack. I would 
like copies of any contracts signed, funding provided by the City of Charlotte, fundraising appeals made for U2U 
by the City of Charlotte, Any reporting on results of the U2U events including line item budgets as well as internal 
communications between Charlotte city staff pertaining to all U2U events. Submitted Open City Manager’s Office No

2433 6/3/2019 19:22 7/16/2019 Mason Plumley

I am looking for information on a stone grotto with a brick fireplace area on the far end of Cordelia Park. The road 
Parkwood is the closest road to it, through some trees and a building. Its down the hill from the gardens.
 
Note by Emily Kunze: I search through City Clerk records and did find reference to a fireplace existing in Cordelia 
Park as far back as 1967, but could not find further detail.  I am hope E&PM may have something, at that time 
Cordelia Park was managed by the City. Closed Unfulfilled Referred Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2432 6/3/2019 11:45 6/6/2019 Stephen Rivers Earnest Buyers

Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full addresses for the month 
of January (1-31), February (1-28), March (1-31), April (1-30) and May (1-31), 2019 please. A copy through email 
is just fine. Thank you in advance! Stephen Rivers 817-229-5155 Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2431 6/3/2019 11:39 6/6/2019 Barbara Reichman National Animal Interest Alliance

We are requesting from Animal Services your animal intake and disposition numbers sorted by species for the 
years 2014 through 2018. On intake, please include the details that make up the total, including stray, seized, 
owner surrender, adoption return, transfers in, etc. On outake please include the details that make up the total, 
including adoptions, return to owner, transfers out, return to field or TNR, euthanasias, etc. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2430 6/3/2019 11:25 Richard Bean

I am requesting all emails to and from the following council members’ government email addresses, both between 
between each other and to the public and on the following ranges of dates: Councilman Justin Harlow 
:Justin.Harlow@charlottenc.gov (January 1, 2019-May 31, 2019) Councilman Larken Egleston 
:Larken.Egleston@charlottenc.gov (January 1, 2019-May 31, 2019) Councilman James Mitchell, Jr. 
:james.mitchell@charlottenc.gov (January 1, 2019- May 31, 2019) Mayor Pro Tempore Julie 
Eiselt:julie.eiselt@charlottenc.gov (November & December 2017; January 1, 2019-May 31, 2019) Councilman 
Braxton Winston:Braxton.Winston@charlottenc.gov (January 1, 2019- May 31, 2019) Councilwoman Lawana 
Mayfield :lmayfield@charlottenc.gov (January 1, 2019- May 31, 2019) All of these emails should be considered 
public and available upon request. I would prefer them to be provided in a universally accessible format such as a 
word .doc or .pdf please. You may redact any sensitive information such as someone's address/identification 
number/etc should they have included them in one of the emails. Let me know the best way to retrieve this data 
from you and the earliest I may access it. Thank you so much! I appreciate your hard work. Submitted Open Office of Constituent Services No

2427 5/31/2019 23:32 5/31/2019 Charles Hinnant

This is Attorney Charles Hinnant at Ted A. Greve & Associates, PA. I was informed by ML Tubby at Preferred 
Solutions that I needed to submit a public records request on this website in order to obtain a copy of a traffic 
camera video in the City's possession showing a traffic accident that occurred on March 27, 2018. My client is 
named Astrid Johnson. The time of the accident was approxiamtely 1:08 pm and the location was at the 
intersection of Old Pineville Road and Tyvola Road. My client was a passenger within a City of Charlotte Fire 
Department Vehicle. Please produce the video of the accident to me directly at my above-stated address and/or 
email address. Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2426 5/31/2019 22:35 6/20/2019 Ilonka Aylward

For forthcoming Storm Drainage Improvement Project “Hinsdale / Tinkerbell” (Project manager John Keene, 600 
East 4th St, 14th Floor, Charlotte, NC 28202jkeene@charlottenc.gov, Office: 704-432-5216, Mobile: 980-293-
2086) please provide: all issued permits; all draft and final permit applications; all records, reports and plans 
submitted to all permitting authorities; any document reflective of identity of permitting entity and person under 
Section 402 of Clean Water Act (simply put, I just need the name and contact of whoever issues permits under 
402 to Stormwater; for some reason, nobody seems to know who that person is) Specifically for the Hinsdale 
culvert area of the above project: any geotech studies, reports and recommendations (including those prepared 
prior to the Hinsdale-Tinknerbell project.) notes reflective of pre-application recommendations by permitting 
agents (for instance, but not limited to, field visit note summaries prepared after visits with Clean Water Act 
Section 401 and 404 permitting agents) any writings that mention “bedrock” any writings that mention “perched 
sewage pipe” PDFs and like electronic versions are preferable. Please emaildraylward@carolina.rr.com or call 
704.334.5902 to clarify or fine-tune the request. Partial Fulfillment Open Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2429 5/31/2019 13:24 6/7/2019 Andres Carlos Clean Energy Fuels I am requesting Solid Waste Services' CNG volume, number of CNG trucks and CNG station maintenance contract Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services No



2428 5/31/2019 12:11 7/3/2019 Jose Castrillo Gate Safe Inc.

I would like to request copies of the following documents related Charlotte International Airport Contract For 
Airport Terminal Traffic Control Services ( No. 269-2017-070) contract for xxx: • Current contract and all contract 
amendments • A copy of the winning proposal • A copy of any bid tabulations • A copy of all evaluation 
documentation, to include all evaluators' notes • A copy of all commission/board/council meeting minutes 
related to the contract In keeping with our environmental policy, I respectfully request that all documents are 
provided electronically. If there is anything I can do to assist in clarifying or expediting this request, please let me 
know and thank you very much in advance for your assistance in gathering these records. Regards, Jose Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#City Clerk No

2424 5/31/2019 11:22 5/31/2019 US News Group Legal Team


Hello,
 
This is a NC public records request for the CMPD file photo of officer Aimee Aquino.
 
-Thank you Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

2425 5/31/2019 11:19 6/11/2019 Edmond Ross Stutts CMPD Retiree

The information I’m requesting from you is how many times during the last 10 years has Charlotte City Council 
discussed COLAs for retirees. Although, I believe the pay scale for CMPD is public record Ms. Emmanuel 
“suggested” that I compete and send a Freedom of Information Act form in order receive this information.  
(Please read attachment)
Per email with Mr. Stutt 06/01/2019 - he would like FY2019 and FY2020 salary scales for sworn personnel Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#Human Resources;#Police No

2423 5/31/2019 8:29 5/31/2019 Christine Crees State Auto

I am requesting video from the stop lights at Rozelles Ferry and Mount Holly Huntersville rd in Charlotte on 
5/14/2019 around 1500 hours in relation to an accident reported under police report number 20190514153400 
investigated by Officer Easter. This would have been by buds plants and happened around a school bus. Thank 
you. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2421 5/30/2019 14:30 6/14/2019 Patricia Williams

            All records, which identify dollars that you are holding on accounts that are owed to citizens, 
company, and/or     
corporations. This list may be called, but not limited to Unclaimed Funds, Open items, Open warrant list, Check
Reconciliation list. We are interested in Tax lien surplus, Tax lien overpayments, Mortgage Foreclosure Proceeds,
Mortgage Forclosure Overage, or Foreclosures surplus balances sheets. We ask that this information include 
payee’s
name, last known address, dollar amount owed. Check number, and all other information that identify payee. 
Please
include property tax overpayment in this list. If possible please only show dollar amount greater then $1000.00 
(See attachment) Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2420 5/30/2019 13:29 6/6/2019 Adam Horner James McElroy % Diehl, P.A. Attorneys A  

Any and all documents related to any complaints submitted for 2200 Lockart Drive, Charlotte, NC. For purposes of 
this request "documents" shall include, but not be limited to any emails, letters, phone recordings, text messages, 
reports, or notes. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Police No

2419 5/30/2019 12:51 6/13/2019 Malerie Barton Street Delivery

On behalf of Erie Insurance, we are requesting photos, officer's notes, witness statements, 911 calls, CAD report, 
and anything additional, other than the accident report, for accident Report 20190426090300/27. Date of Loss: 
04/26/2019 Loss Location: Moores Chapel Rd and Charlote Hipp Rd Party Involved: Jonathan Campbell Claim 
Number: A00001790623 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2422 5/30/2019 9:53 6/5/2019 Mike Stolp WSOC
An      Excel spreadsheet containingall calls into 311 for fiscal year 2019. For      reference I’ve attached a copy of 
the spreadsheet I was provided last      year. I’d like this same information for this year. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services Yes

2417 5/29/2019 12:49 6/26/2019 Susan Allen City of Mount Holly

1. A copy of the written notice of the final decision of the public employer setting forth the specific acts or 
omissions that are the basis of Thomas K. Medlin dismissal. 2. Date of original employment or appointment to the 
service for Thomas K. Medlin. 3. Job Title for Thomas K. Medlin upon hire. 4. Starting salary for Thomas K. Medlin 
upon hire. 5. Date of separation for Thomas K. Medlin. 6. Date of Hire for Thomas K. Medlin. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No

2416 5/29/2019 12:29 6/17/2019 Sheila Williamson Sankofa Logistics I am requesting copies of the following two contracts: 2017000135 and 2017000250. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Water No

2418 5/29/2019 10:49 5/30/2019 Anna Pogarcic Charlotte Observer

Pursuant to state public records law, I'd like to request access to and copies of a survey that was mentioned and 
presented to the city council at its budget adjustment meeting on May 23, 2019. At the end of the meeting, city 
staff presented a survey that was conducted within Municipal Service Districts 2, 3, and 5 about a potential rate 
increase. I would like to see the survey, the methodology, and the results.
Ideally, I would like to receive copies of these records in an electronic format.
Please notify me in advance of any fees associated with this request. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask 
that you justify all deletions and redactions by reference to specific exemptions in the state open records act.
Because your response to this request may consist of several parts, please provide these records as they are 
processed.
If you need any additional information to fulfill this request, please send me a note at the email address below. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Strategy & Budget Yes

2413 5/29/2019 9:18 5/30/2019 Caroline Hudson Charlotte Business Journal

I saw on the May 28 agenda that BB&T is planning to build a hangar at the Charlotte Douglas International 
Airport. Can you provide me with any related documents, including the lease agreement or other contracts the 
city is scheduled to approve Monday?

Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

2411 5/28/2019 14:04 6/11/2019 Ronald Singer

The City of Charlotte placed a lien on our property at 11026 Beau Riley Road Charlotte NC 28277 around October 
or November of 2018. The lien was placed to ensure payment of a demolition bill of $27,825 after the City of 
Charlotte demolished the property for code violations. The lien was paid off and satisfied on 2/22/2019. I need a 
copy of the lien placed on the 11026 Beau Riley Road property for my records. My current address is 1500 
Twiford Place Charlotte NC 28207 as noted above. Closed Unfulfilled Referred Finance No

2410 5/28/2019 14:02 6/6/2019 Favour Sunday
I hereby request a list of residential properties which have had reported fires i.e a list of fire damaged properties 
and their damage cost as estimated by the fire department from 05/1/2019 to 05/27/2019. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2409 5/28/2019 13:58 5/29/2019 Joe Redding Premium Power Systems
We would like to request a current copy of the Generator PM/Inspection Services contract that currently serves 
the City of Charlotte-Charlotte Water. Many thanks for your time and consideration. Fulfilled Closed Water No

2408 5/28/2019 10:15 6/3/2019 Nathan C. Peachey ICE-Homeland Security Investigations


We are looking in to a potentially gang related subject.  Luis Pineda-Anchecta, PID 480727.  He was recently 
arrested this week and is in Mecklenburg County Jail.  Could you see if you can find the report from his arrest?
 Fulfilled Closed Police No



2407 5/28/2019 9:15 6/14/2019 Jane Wester The Charlotte Observer


, I am requesting the personnel records for the following current or former CMPD officers:
 
Reginald Harris
Jared Whitner
Richard Andringa
Shaheen Fadel
Matthew Watts
Kevin Marin
Byron Blair
Phillip Barker
Jennifer Wolfe
Matthew E. Porter
Samuel Yaravitz
Tyler Kishpaugh
Michael Santiago
Todd Beltrone
Robert Milton
 
These records should include, but are not limited to, the following:

The date and amount of each increase or decrease in their salaries,

The date and type of each promotion, demotion, transfer, suspension, separation, resignation, retirement or 
other change in position classification,

A general description of the reasons for each promotion they received
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2665 5/27/2019 10:11 6/27/2019 MuckRock News
Emails to, from, copied to Marcus D. Jones containing any of the following non-case-sensitive key strings:  'EB-5', 
'Regional Center', 'USCIS', or "EB5'. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office Yes

2406 5/24/2019 15:05 6/3/2019 Carimar Tavera-Batista

I am an employee of Apex Companies, LLC and I would like to request documents of all the open Notices of 
Violation (NOVs), Corrective Action Requests (CARs), and Notices of Maintenance from the Storm Water Services 
Department. Thank you, Carimar Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2405 5/24/2019 10:14 5/31/2019 Elke Spraul Falcon Research
Copy of the original contract as well as the renewal from 2016 between the City of Charlotte, NC and Fleetcor 
Technologies Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2404 5/23/2019 15:58 5/29/2019 Brian Mickelsen Mickelsen Dalton LNC


I am wanting to know (1) if the following apartment complexes had off-duty officer working on their properties 
between January 1, 2019 to present; and (2) the names of the officers 
 Timber Ridge Apartments 7123 Barrington Drive, Charlotte, NC 28215
 Delta Crossing Apartments 6000 Delta Crossing Ln, Charlotte, NC 28212 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2403 5/23/2019 15:51 8/8/2019 Brian Mickelsen Mickelsen/Dalton LLC

1 Initial Incident Report (for both incidents)
 2. Any and all 911 audio recordings (for both incidents) 
3. The investigating officer’s complete investigation file pertaining to the above indicated incident, including but 
not limited to, photo-lineup, video/audio from any source, reports, etc. (for both incidents) 
4. The EMS report pertaining to the above indicated incidents
 5. Crime grid and crime stats for both Timber Ridge Apartments and Delta Crossing Apartments from January 1, 
2015 through April 30, 2019. This is to include the case number, date and time the incident occurred, type of 
crime, address of incident location, case status, etc. 
6. Calls for Service Log for each property (Timber Ridge Apartments and Delta Crossing Apartments) from January 
1, 2015 through April 30, 2019 as well as any publicly available police incident reports during the same timeframe. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2402 5/23/2019 10:24 6/14/2019 Brooklyn Cooper The Charlotte Observer


A report that includes all accidents in the CMPD jurisdiction related to alcohol consumption from 2015 until the 
most recent incident. If possible, I'd also like to know whether or not fatalities occurred in each incident. Thank 
you.
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2401 5/23/2019 10:00 5/23/2019 Karina Batista

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an Open record request with the 
opportunity to obtain copies of public records of All Residential Properties that has had their water shut off within 
the last 30 days and not turned back on. I’m allowing you to redact anything under North Carolina Public Records 
Law, G.S. §132-1 that is considered confidential but will request the address of the properties. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2400 5/23/2019 9:50 5/28/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC


Can you all please provide me an electronic breakdown of the number of officers and names of officers flagged in 
March 2019 as part of the early intervention system (EIS), plus the top five reasons they were flagged?
 
In addition, can you please provide the average risk score since March 2018 and provide the scores for Wende 
Kerl and Larry Deal on March 25, 2019?
 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

2399 5/22/2019 16:10 9/3/2019 Alex Shabad WCNC

The police report numbers for each missing person case involving a child in the entire years of 2016, 2017, and 
2018The result of the investigation; whether the child was found and whether any charges were filed in the 
case.The names of any suspects, their date of birth, and their charges for each of the reports requested above Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2398 5/22/2019 15:43 5/23/2019 Jared Maciej The Claims Center

Hello, I am working on behalf of AT&T to obtain a copy of any ROW permits for the location near Griffith Rd & 
Westpark Dr and a copy of the certificate of liability insurance if required for these permits. Please search 
between the dates of 6/1/2018 – 11/1/2018. Thank You Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Transportation No

2445 5/22/2019 15:10 5/22/2019 Anna Pogarcic Charlotte Observer

Good afternoon,
I hope you're doing well! My name is Anna Pogarcic, and I'm an intern with the Charlotte Observer. I'm reaching 
out to see if you can give me the list of speakers from the 5/13 city council meeting, specifically those who signed 
up to speak at the budget public forum? My deadline is Friday morning.
Let me know if you need anything else from me!
Thanks,
Anna Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

2397 5/22/2019 13:29 5/22/2019 Suzanne Snodgrass Zoning/Fence requests for her property address received between May 5th and May 13th. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No



2396 5/22/2019 11:27 5/22/2019 La'Keita Redfern

Hello, May you please send me a list of your homes that have not had water service in the last 4 months or more. 
Our goal is to purchase these homes and give them a new life. This is part of our business mission statement and 
focus on revitalization. Thank you in advance for your assistance.🙂🙂 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2395 5/22/2019 11:17 5/22/2019 Pam Kelly Freelance Journalist

I'm writing about Charlotte's affordable housing history for the Charlotte Journalism Collaborative.
 
I'd like to request a September 1994 memo from Mayor Richard Vinroot to the Charlotte City Council responding 
to a school board report exploring ways to encouraged integrated neighborhoods. 
 
I've attached a story that references this memo. Let me know if you need more information. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

2394 5/22/2019 10:50 6/10/2019 Jared Maciej The Claims Center

Hello, I am working on behalf of AT&T to obtain a copy of any Utility or CATV permits for the location near 4319 
Glenlea Commons Dr in Charlotte and a copy of the certificate of liability insurance if required for these permits. 
Please search between the dates of 1/1/2018 – 7/1/2018. Thank You Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2393 5/22/2019 10:45 5/22/2019 Alexa Wilson

We need the 911 call log and the audio from a call I made early November 2018 when my ex fiancé was trying to 
run me off the road. I have requested it thru the PD site, thru email and phone to the Police Department and legal 
counsel and we are yet to hear from anyone. This information is vital to upcoming domestic violence protective 
order hearings. We have been requesting this for weeks. Please call my Dad Greg Wilson at (918) 906-0021 ASAP. 
I am now safely in OK and cannot come there to pick these items up. I need urgent help please Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2442 5/22/2019 10:29 5/31/2019 Alicia Brown New Legacy Property Group

We would like to submit a Public Records Request regarding Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period 
April 28 - May 18, 2019. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection Notes" and "Parcel 
IDs".
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out.
Thanks, Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2392 5/22/2019 9:16 7/28/2019 Teo Armus The Charlotte Observer

The total number of homeless homicide victims in Charlotte each year -- for the past 5 years or so, or as far back 
as you have data forOf those, how many were killed by another homeless person (per year, or aggregate)?Any 
updates you may have on the investigation into the death of James "Scott" Anderson on April 5? Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2443 5/22/2019 8:43 5/22/2019 Bethany Hilton MAA

Hello!
Can you send me a copy of the proposed water and sewer rates for FY 2020?  I need to prepare to apply to NCUC 
for approval. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

2391 5/21/2019 16:18 5/21/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide me with the mayor’s schedule for tomorrow, specifically related to the RNC Kick Off and 
vice president’s visit?

Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2390 5/21/2019 12:09 5/24/2019 Christopher Lanphear Deltek

Please provide the awarded contract and bid tabulation (if available) for the below listed project. Name: Online 
Booking System & Parking Commercial Management Services Bid Number: 2018-10-006 Submittal Date: 
12/4/2018 12:00:00 PM Please inform me in advance if a fee greater than $10.00 will be required. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2389 5/21/2019 10:43 5/28/2019 Mitchell Carter Toledo Ticket
I am looking to get the bid results for the Charlotte Douglas International Airport parking tickets from 2018. They 
are tickets for Scheidt and Bachmann equipment. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2388 5/20/2019 18:28 5/29/2019 Stuart Holcombe Travel Retail Partners

I would like to request a copy of the original retail concession lease the city has with Paradies for services at 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport, as well as copies of all addendums, extensions or modifications to the 
original lease. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2387 5/20/2019 18:21 5/24/2019 Michael Birnhaum Thyssen Krupp
Copy of existing Elevator Maintenance Agreement the City of Charlotte has in place for Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport as well as current maintenance pricing. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2444 5/20/2019 14:55 6/17/2019 Kelly Cressman and Steve D. SmithLMC Pipe video of E. 9th Street Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No
2386 5/20/2019 14:49 5/21/2019 Lynn McAlpine Excessive barking complaint. 5-19-2019. Who filed complaint. 9213 Essen Lane. Charlotte nc 28210 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No
2385 5/20/2019 13:37 6/10/2019 Valerie Del D2Construction Services Request to obtain information the current contract for locating services. Fulfilled Closed Water No

2384 5/20/2019 13:29 5/29/2019 Courtney Schweda Interstate Reporting

I am looking to obtain a list of any and all municipal citations related to the below individual from 01/01/2017 to 
present. We are looking for the date issued and type of citation. Please also reference a citation number in the 
case we may need to order the complete record. For disclosure of personal information, our permissible use is as 
an authorized contractor of an insurer and the records being requested will be used only in connections with 
claims investigation, anti-fraud activities, and/or rating/underwriting. This request is for insurance and risk 
assessment purposes only and does not need to be certified. NAME: Rosalind C. Byars | DOB: 06/03/1976 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2383 5/20/2019 10:20 1/10/2020 Cade Lee UNCC

I am requesting that ALL of Vi Lyles' travel expenses to Washington, D.C. paid for with city money are released to 
public record; dating from January 2018 to May 2019. I am also requesting that the travel expenses of Vi Lyles' 
trip to Texas for the Republican Convention in July 2018 are released to public record. Closed Unfulfilled No Response Office of Constituent Services No

2382 5/20/2019 10:18 1/10/2020 Cade Lee UNCC
I am requesting that all texts and call logs on Julie Eiselt's city cell phone be released to public record for the 
following time periods: January 2017 to September 2017; and January 2019 to May 20, 2019. Closed Unfulfilled No Response Office of Constituent Services No

2381 5/20/2019 10:14 1/10/2020 Cade Lee UNCC
I am requesting the emails and text of former Charlotte Fire Chief Jon Hannan from January 2017 to September 1, 
2017. Closed Unfulfilled No Response Fire No

2380 5/20/2019 10:13 1/10/2020 Cade Lee UNCC I am requesting that the past 6 months of Councilman Tariq Bokhari's emails be released to public record. Closed Unfulfilled No Response Office of Constituent Services No

2379 5/20/2019 10:11 1/10/2020 Cade Lee UNCC
I am requesting that the past 6 months of Council Members Lawana Mayfield's emails and texts are released to 
public record. Closed Unfulfilled No Response Office of Constituent Services No

2378 5/20/2019 10:05 1/10/2020 Cade Lee UNCC
I am requesting that ALL texts on her city provided phone and emails of Mayor Vi Lyles be released to public 
record going back 6 months. The people of Charlotte have a right to know what the mayor has been involved in. Closed Unfulfilled No Response Office of Constituent Services No

2377 5/20/2019 10:03 6/21/2019 Jeremy Tipton Walden University

I am a student with Walden University. I am currently working on my dissertation on a study related to police use 
of force and citizen assaults on police. I was able to get all the use of force information from the data terminal 
with exception of citizens assaults on police (AOP). For my study I need five years of data from the Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Police Department for total # of citizens assaults on police from the following years. AOP 2013- AOP 
2014- AOP 2015- AOP 2016- AOP 2017- If you could please help me with this information or lead me in the 
correct direction to obtain the information. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2376 5/17/2019 12:52 5/23/2019 Chelsea Dongelewic CMR Claims
I would like to request the certificate of insurance for R H Price Inc for a sewer install the did for the city near Sam 
Newell Rd and E Independence Pointe Pkwy in November of 2018 Fulfilled Closed Water No



2375 5/17/2019 12:14 5/22/2019 Robert Cox Williams Mullen Law Firm

This request is on behalf of Brayman Construction Corporation, a subcontractor to Flatiron-Blythe Development, a 
Joint Venture on the City of Charlotte Project No. LD15-007, CDIA Elevated Roadway. Brayman is constructing the 
drilled shafts for the project. Brayman requests the document titled "Drilled Shaft Log" that was prepared by the 
field inspectors on behalf of the Airport Authority for each drilled shaft Brayman has constructed to date for the 
project. There are presently 100 drilled shafts constructed to date in Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the Project. In 
response to our prior requests, we were provided the "Drilled Shaft Log" for some 30 of the drilled shafts in Phase 
2 only. This request is for the "Drilled Shaft Log" report for each shaft constructed to date in Phase 1 and Phase 2. 
There is another document entitled "Drilled Pier Drilling Log" for the Project. That is a different report and not the 
subject of this request. Thank you. Robert K. Cox Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2374 5/17/2019 10:59 6/20/2019 Beryl Lipton MuckRock

May 17, 2019

To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
Materials related to agreements and proposals, solicited and unsolicited, for the ownership, operation and/or 
management responsibilities of the water system, the sewer system, a water treatment plant, and/or wastewater 
treatment (or any portions thereof), including (but not limited to) those materials referencing the entities listed 
below.
Please include as responsive the following records:
1. Agreements: Any contracts, services agreements, memorandums of understanding, or like agreements related 
to the ownership, operation and/or management responsibilities of the water system, the sewer system, a water 
treatment plant, and/or wastewater treatment (or any portions thereof);

2. Procurement: Any request for qualifications, request for proposals, or other bids (both solicited and 
unsolicited) for the ownership, operation and/or management of the water system, the sewer system, a water 
treatment plant, or a wastewater treatment; and
3. Communications: For the period between January 1, 2018 and May 1, 2019, any communication (including 
postal mail, emails, memoranda, meeting agenda or minutes, presentations, and text messages) between 
representatives of each utility (including the directors of the utility, general managers, the purchasing director, 
and any other applicable utility representatives) and representatives from water companies or other private 
water system operators, including:
a. Suez (domain: suez-na.com), including “Jim.Perron@suez-na.com”
b. Veolia
c. American Water or a state affiliate, subsidiary, or representative
d. Aqua America or a state affiliate, subsidiary, or representative

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water Yes

2373 5/17/2019 10:34 5/17/2019 David Hodges WBTV

I’d like to request the meeting minutes and agendas from the CMPAC Advisory Board from January 1, 2017 to 
present day.

Also I’d like to request the most recent financial audit of CMPAC as mentioned in the Form 990 filing. (See 
attached audit document; David is checking if the city has a copy to authenticate it)

Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk Yes

2372 5/16/2019 10:13 1/10/2020 Cade Lee UNCC
I am requesting that Mayor Pro Tem Julie Eiselt's email correspondence over the past six months is released to 
public record. Closed Unfulfilled No Response Office of Constituent Services No

2370 5/15/2019 12:14 5/20/2019 Murtagh Hunt TakeMobi

To Whom It May Concern: Our company provides routing and planning information results for businesses. 
Charlotte is one of the top metros in the US, and updated GTFS data for transit is critical to the accuracy and 
services we provide to our customers. We do not see a consistent published schedule for Charlotte. If there is a 
link or a site you can point me to that I'm missing much appreciated. If there isn't, I'd like to request the following 
records: All current and (where available) future CATs schedules, fares, and stop/route alignments in a machine-
readable format, preferably GTFS (the General Transit Feed Specification). I also request that, if appropriate, any 
fees be waived as I believe this request is in the public interest. In the event that fees cannot be waived, I would 
be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the 
request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available. Thank you in advance for your anticipated 
cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request. Sincerely, Murtagh Hunt 
Operations, Mobi Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2371 5/15/2019 11:37 1/10/2020 Cade Lee UNCC

I am requesting the emails of Mayor Vi Lyles from April 30th to May 3rd to be released to public record, with 
emphasis on the emails that contain anything regarding "UNC Charlotte," "shooting," "tragedy," or related 
keywords/phrases. The public has a right to know the correspondence the mayor took part in following the 
shooting at UNC Charlotte. Closed Unfulfilled No Response Office of Constituent Services No

2369 5/15/2019 8:59 5/23/2019 Chris Cogdill Cogdill Law

I hereby request a copy of the training manual for the ecrash reporting software for the Charlotte Mecklenburg 
Police Department. This software training manual should include, but not be limited to, ecrash reporting software 
known as Report Beam and/or Aptean. I also request all contracts between Charlotte Mecklenburg Police 
Department and Report Beam and/or Aptean between the years 2012 to present. Please send the training manual 
in digital format. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2366 5/14/2019 14:33 12/10/2019 Tim Spears Spectrum News


1)  
Current Collective Bargaining Agreements for Police Officers, Corporals, Detectives, Sergeants, and Lieutenants.
2)  
Documents that reflect the pay plans for Police Officers, Corporals, Detectives, Sergeants, and Lieutenants. In the 
absence of pay plans, then pay ranges (minimum and maximum pay for each rank).
3)  
Documents that reflect specialty pay for Police Department officers.
4)
List of salaried positions, exempt from overtime pay
5)     2013-2018 Budgets 
6)     2013-2018 Budget balance sheet per division (for the budgets)
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2367 5/14/2019 12:52 5/15/2019 Jesse Matteson USIC LLC

ATTN: Katherine Osborne, I am requesting the two most current months of invoices for your current underground 
utility locating company. I would also like a copy of your current contract with your underground utility locating 
company and the pricing sheet that was used. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Water No



2365 5/14/2019 11:26 6/21/2019 Omar Bizzell Please send all calls for barking for this address for a court case Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Police No

2364 5/14/2019 11:24 6/3/2019 Bobbi Cass

I need a transcript as well as an audio copy of the 911 calls coming into my home. I need this information for 
court on May 17, 2019. Below are the event numbers: T0505184302 T0506091403 T0508134301 T0509092500 
T0513195201 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2362 5/14/2019 10:07 5/29/2019 Jay Ramsey Marksfirm.com 

Dear Records Custodian: Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am kindly asking for a copy 
of the “Call for Service Summary, by Address,” routinely stored at the 911 Center/Dispatch, within the Computer 
Aided Dispatch System (CAD). Specifically, the report should include data regarding: All law enforcement, fire, 
rescue, ambulance, coroner/medical examiner responses (calls) for the period of November 1, 2017 to May 10, 
2019, including nature of call, for the following facility/address: Brookdale Carriage Club Providence 5800 Old 
Providence Rd Charlotte, NC 28226 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2361 5/14/2019 10:04 5/29/2019 Jay Ramsey MarksFirm.com

Dear Records Custodian: Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am kindly asking for a copy 
of the “Call for Service Summary, by Address,” routinely stored at the 911 Center/Dispatch, within the Computer 
Aided Dispatch System (CAD). Specifically, the report should include data regarding: All law enforcement, fire, 
rescue, ambulance, coroner/medical examiner responses (calls) for the period of November 1, 2017 to May 10, 
2019, including nature of call, for the following facility/address: Brookdale Charlotte East 6053 Wilora Lake Rd 
Charlotte, NC 28212 Fulfilled Closed Police;#Fire No

2360 5/14/2019 10:02 5/29/2019 Jay Ramsey MarksFirm.com

Dear Records Custodian: Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am kindly asking for a copy 
of the “Call for Service Summary, by Address,” routinely stored at the 911 Center/Dispatch, within the Computer 
Aided Dispatch System (CAD). Specifically, the report should include data regarding: All law enforcement, fire, 
rescue, ambulance, coroner/medical examiner responses (calls) for the period of November 1, 2017 to May 10, 
2019, including nature of call, for the following facility/address: Brookdale South Charlotte 5515 Rea Rd 
Charlotte, NC 28226 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2359 5/14/2019 10:00 9/16/2019 G. Harold Christian ExpertMoneyFinders.com

Charlotte Finance Department Public records request for check policy, etc. (Our File 149188) Dear Official Records 
Custodian: Please note: This request is *not* for records of uncashed checks/warrants and is specifically intended 
to *exclude* the records of uncashed checks/warrants your office regularly makes available. I seek records to 
understand how often the records you provide are updated and after what period of time from the date issued is 
a check/warrant no longer negotiable or is otherwise not presentable for payment. Accordingly, pursuant to your 
state public records act, I respectfully request you provide public records via email 
toFOIA@expertmoneyfinders.com. Please provide an exact copy of: 1. Policy(ies) and procedure(s) evidencing, 
reflecting, referring to or relating to the intervals check records are updated (i.e., automatically, daily, weekly, 
monthly, etc.). 2. Policy(ies) and procedure(s) evidencing, reflecting, referring to or relating to the day of the 
month the check records are updated. 3. A blank or voided check (properly redacted) or any negotiated 
check/warrant issued to a business between January 1, 2018 and the date the search is conducted. 4. Policy(ies) 
and procedure(s) for the final disposition of uncashed checks/warrants (i.e., retained by your agency, transferred 
to your state's unclaimed property office, etc.). 5. Policy(ies) and procedure(s) evidencing, reflecting, referring to 
or relating to all reason(s) uncashed checks/warrants become ineligible for reissue (i.e., statute of limitations, 
record retention periods, forfeiture, statute, policy, etc.). 6. A representative copy of all notices sent to payees of 
uncashed checks. 7. Policy(ies) and procedure(s) for the handling/disposition of checks returned as not deliverable 
(change of address, forwarding time expired, nixie, etc.) 8. Policy(ies) and procedure(s) for the 
handling/disposition of all notices returned as not deliverable (change of address, forwarding time expired, nixie, 
etc.) Please inform me if, after a reasonable search, no responsive records whatsoever were located. Please also 
inform me if you determine to withhold a responsive record its entirety or disclose it in redacted form. If you do 
intend to disclose any responsive record in redacted form, I ask that you redact that record for the time being (by 
blacking it out not whiting it out) and make the rest of the records available as requested. Thank you for your 
assistance in fulfilling this request. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2363 5/13/2019 19:19 6/14/2019 David Hodges WBTV

> As soon as the city attorney sends out the letter to council members about CMPAC I would like a copy of that 
and all the attachments as well.

Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes

2355 5/13/2019 15:06 5/20/2019 Lyndsay Winkley The San Diego Union Tribune


. Could you please tell me if Charlotte police officers are allowed to use the carotid restraint, also called the 
lateral vascular neck restraint, as a use of force? If so, is it reserved for situations in which lethal force is 
authorized, or can it be used in other situations?
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2358 5/13/2019 14:50 5/29/2019 Jay Ramsey Marks Balette Giessel & Young

Dear Records Custodian: Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am kindly asking for a copy 
of the “Call for Service Summary, by Address,” routinely stored at the 911 Center/Dispatch, within the Computer 
Aided Dispatch System (CAD). Specifically, the report should include data regarding: All law enforcement, fire, 
rescue, ambulance, coroner/medical examiner responses (calls) for the period of November 1, 2017 to May 10, 
2019, including nature of call, for the following facility/address: Brookdale Cotswold 3610 Randolph Rd Charlotte, 
NC 28211 Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Police No

2356 5/13/2019 14:48 5/20/2019 Heather Kirkpatrick Pride Industries

PRIDE would like to request a copy of the current janitorial services contract for services provided at CLT, Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport and any amendments. The contract is currently held by Sunshine Cleaning Systems 
and we request copies in pdf. We also requestthe winning proposal that led to this contract. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2357 5/13/2019 14:45 5/29/2019 Jay Ramsey

Dear Records Custodian: Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am kindly asking for a copy 
of the “Call for Service Summary, by Address,” routinely stored at the 911 Center/Dispatch, within the Computer 
Aided Dispatch System (CAD). Specifically, the report should include data regarding: All law enforcement, fire, 
rescue, ambulance, coroner/medical examiner responses (calls) for the period of November 1, 2017 to May 10, 
2019, including nature of call, for the following facility/address: Brookdale South Park 5326 Park Rd Charlotte, NC 
28209 Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Police No

2354 5/13/2019 13:54 5/13/2019 Jack Thompson


Thank you, Ms. Queen, for taking my call.
 
This is a formal written request for copies of all search warrants pertaining to Trystan Terrell, who allegedly 
criminally shot up the UNC-Charlotte campus last week.  I would like and hereby request copies of those warrants.
 
I am also requesting copies of the returns or inventories  pertaining to those warrants, which would indicate what 
has been seized.  Regards, Jack Thompson, 305-588-3005,amendmentone@comcast.net  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2353 5/13/2019 10:12 5/20/2019 Bob Wall Bank of America Records request is for 2005 BOA fuel inspection report. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



2352 5/13/2019 9:19 5/13/2019 Mark Carr

Dear Krystal King, I would like to request copies of the proposal submissions of the respondents for the Out of 
School Time Program solicitation RFP# 269-2019-041/ #269-2019-016 .along with the awarded recipients 
submission. Who should I contact and what is the process for receiving public records? Thank you and I look 
forward to hearing from you. Mark Carr, MCC Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2351 5/10/2019 16:44 5/24/2019 Stephen Chichelli 

The specific information requested from your record keeping system is:
1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e. invoice, 
encumbrance, or check number
2. Purchase date
3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase)
4. Line item quantity
5. Line item price
6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email address Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2350 5/10/2019 15:50 5/15/2019 Karen Vasko

I would like all police reports and any other police documentation and court records re the below incident Jordan 
Efird arrest on 11/11/2018 1768567 PID: 476856 DOB: 11/16/1995 Race: W Sex: F Weight: 110 Height: 5' 4'' 
Address: CHARLOTTE NC 28209 Alias: Arrested By: CHARLOTTE MECKLENBURG POLICE DEPARTMENT Arrest Date: 
11/11/2018 Arrest Time: 02:44 View Inmate Information (if available). Fulfilled Closed Police No

2349 5/10/2019 15:45 5/31/2019 Jane Wester Charlotte Observer


Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I’m requesting the number of homicides in CMPD’s service 
area for each year 1980 to 2018. If possible, please include the population of CMPD’s service area for each of 
those years.
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2348 5/10/2019 15:43 7/22/2019 Grace Vaughan Chauntry
Hello, I am making a public records request for proposals submitted under RFP "Parking Access and Revenue 
Control System Installation and Maintenance". Kindest Regards Grace Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2368 5/10/2019 15:31 5/14/2019 Daniel Guest
Residential Water ans Sewer Line Protection Program RFP FY19-RFP-04 responses for all companies other than 
HomeServe USA. Fulfilled Closed Water No

2347 5/10/2019 11:28 5/14/2019 Hector Salgado American Heart Association

*Pleaseprovide names and contact information of vendors that provide vending machine services in your building 
for the request below. 
I am new to Charlotte and The American Heart Association, I am working on an initiative that seeks to work with 
Vending machine vendors to increase the number of healthy options that they offer. I would be very grateful if  I 
could have five minutes of your time to learn more about the vending machine vendors in Charlotte. thank you 
once more,Best,Hector Salgado
 Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Aviation;#Water;#Engineering & Property M    No

2346 5/9/2019 16:49 6/28/2019 Mike Stolp WSOC
All      emails sent to and from Internal Audit Supervisor, Craig Terrell from 4/30      – present (May 9, 2019). 
Update May 10, 2019: Requestor altered date range to April 30, 2019, to May 2, 2019. Fulfilled Closed Internal Audit Yes

2343 5/9/2019 14:59 5/14/2019 Jasmine Cosey The Claims Center

I am requesting for the contract and certificate of liability insurance for the contractor BRS Inc they were hired by 
you to install water and sewer service. This company was working at the intersection of Andres Duany Dr and 
Amalden Ln, Huntersville, NC around the time period of 9/1/2018-11/1/2018 this company ended up hitting an 
AT&T line during this excavation. I am requesting this information if you have it on file and can provide it that 
would be great! R#AF0256 Fulfilled Closed Water No

2345 5/9/2019 13:45 5/20/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Names, addresses, phone numbers of people in      attendance, notes and any other documentation provided by 
the petitioner      for Re-Zoning petition 2019-44 related to the meeting held 5/8/2019. If      the city is not yet in 
possession of the records, please provide them as      soon as they are made available. Fulfilled Closed Planning Yes

2342 5/8/2019 13:11 5/13/2019 Carmine Mento Ethos Risk Services


 
My name is Carmine Mento and I am writing on behalf of Liberty Mutual, who has retained Ethos Risk Services to 
secure all photographs related to CMPD Case Number: 2019-0123183800. 
 
Mr. Cleophas Graham has reported a theft at his home located at 6400 Bonnybrook Lane, Charlotte NC 28212. 
Mr. Graham did report the loss to Liberty Mutual. The Liberty Mutual Claim number is: 0390908-0001, and they 
would appreciate your cooperation in this matter. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2344 5/8/2019 12:50 5/13/2019 Nicole Taylor
Hello, I need a copy of the video footage referenced on police report case #: 20181229010902 Thank you, Nicole 
Taylor Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2340 5/8/2019 10:06 5/8/2019 Alexandra Elich WCCB


What is the police pledge fund?
-who administers the fund?
-Is there any formal paperwork (just an example) you can send me that officers have to fill out about the pledge 
fund?
-Is the police pledge fund a CMPD entity?
-What is the status of the police pledge fund?
-Is the fund being audited?
-Is Deputy Chief Jennings able to speak with me about this tomorrow afternoon or sometime this week? Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2339 5/7/2019 14:40 5/8/2019 William Cavanaugh Cavanaugh Law Group
RE: Certified Copy of Criminal Records and Traffic Tickets from Mecklenburg County. Defendant: LOPEZ, Carlos 
Rolando Aka LOPEZ, Leonzo DOB: 01/13/1982 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2338 5/6/2019 19:54 5/17/2019 Harold Brauer Recovery Asset Network

I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of the original check. Please forward the list to my attention atfoia@recoveryassetnetwork.com Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2332 5/6/2019 14:38 8/8/2019 Leigh Ann Papajcik Seamon Whiteside

We would like to request any and all information that was submitted to the City of Charlotte during commercial 
plan review for the Goodwill Opportunity Campus, LLC (Parcel ID: 115 13 318). This includes, but is not limited to: 
construction drawings, erosion and sedimentation plans, drainage analysis, drainage report, SWPPP report, 
CSWPPP report, exhibits, maps, traffic studies and other supporting documentation, as well as approved 
contruction drawings. Please let me know if you need any additional information to fulfill this request. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Planning No

2341 5/6/2019 12:47 5/8/2019 Tim Sullivan Key Community Management 11544 Innes Ct Pipe Video Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2331 5/6/2019 12:14 8/6/2019 Edward Garber

The City of Charlotte unveiled a new street sign, "Los Amigos Ave." on May 2, 2019 at the Eastland site on Central 
Ave.. I am requesting records related to any application, consideration, approval, and the process that this street 
sign and the street name was approved by the City of Charlotte, in its current installation and any previous 
installations at this location. This includes communication among staff, city council, mayor, public, any petitoners, 
communication to the community, community meetings and input sessions. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

2412 5/3/2019 15:39 5/6/2019 Pete Weber City of Raleigh
Do you have documentation on how you fulfill, or what application you use, to obtain text messages from mobile 
phones to complete public records requests? Thank you. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No



2334 5/3/2019 11:06 7/30/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Please consider this a public records request under General Statute Chapter 132.
Please provide me with a list of all city manager authorized purchases, contracts, spending, etc. since December 1, 
2018. Please only include spending that was not authorized by city council.
David Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes

2328 5/2/2019 15:51 Delores Hamilton

Hello, I am requesting any previously awarded contracts for the year of 2018 in the area of professional business 
services, organizational consulting, leadership services. If you can assist me getting me this information as soon as 
you are able, I would greatly appreciate it. Submitted to Departments Open Finance;#Aviation No

2330 5/2/2019 12:32 5/3/2019 Chelsea Dongelewic  Claims Management Resources
I would like to request the certificate of insurance for Sealand Contractors Corp for work they did for the City near 
Beam Rd and Shopton Rd in July of 2018. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2335 5/2/2019 10:41 9/12/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you all please provide electronic copies of all video surveillance captured by Blue Line Extension cameras and 
other nearby city cameras along the line that run from Seventh Street Station to UNC Charlotte from April 30 
starting at Noon and ending at 5:40 pm?

Fulfilled Closed CATS;#Police Yes

2329 5/2/2019 0:40 6/6/2019 Stephen Rivers Earnest Home Buyers

Open Public Record Request (Fire Department) Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all 
structural fires with full addresses for the month of March (1-31) and April (1-30), 2019 please. A copy through 
email is just fine. Thank you in advance! Stephen Rivers 817-229-5155 Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2325 5/1/2019 23:15 5/2/2019 David Gamble

Dear Ms. Kelly, 
Under the public Records Act. I formally request a current list of all vacant properties in Charlotte.
Sincerely, 
David Gamble Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk No

2327 5/1/2019 21:40 5/9/2019 Citizens Information Center

Per the foia and NC foia please send all would you kindly send all fire reports, eMedic Reports, 911 Incident Recall 
Sheets, all EMS reports, Calls For Service Reports, all Incident Reports, all 911 audio (digital) calls, all log book 
entries, dispatch logs and everything in the file pertaining to 421 N. Wendover Street from Nov. 1, 2018 to the 
present Thank you very much. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Police;#Fire No

2318 5/1/2019 12:31 5/3/2019 Cathy Ellington Weinberg, Wheeler, Hudgins, Gunn & D

Second request (please disregard my previous request) Subject location: 2808 Cross Point Circle, Matthews, NC 
28105 for "Part 1 Crimes" for the time period of 01.01.2014 - 12.31.2016 Dear Crime Analysis Staff: Our firm 
represents Tracey Willis, mother of a murder victim in North Carolina. The incident occurred on December 7, 
2016, at Sardis Place at Matthews by Cortland apartment complex, 2808 Cross Pointe Circle, Matthews, NC 
28105. I am submitting my request pursuant to the NC Public Records Law, G.S., Section 132-1, in to obtain all 
“PART 1 CRIMES” for the above address for the time period of January 1, 2014 through December 31, 2016. If 
there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please contact me immediately. The law requires 
response to and fulfillment of this request as promptly as possible. If you expect a significant delay in responding 
to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when we might expect copies. If you deny 
any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption and notify me. Due to some upcoming court-
imposed deadlines, I would like to inquire to see if I can pay for an expedited search and response. I appreciate 
any help you can provide. Can you please contact me upon receipt of my request to provide a timeframe for the 
response? Cathy Ellington 404-591-9695 or cellington@wwhgd.com Thank you and look forward to receiving the 
requested documents. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2317 5/1/2019 9:09 5/16/2019 John Paul WSOCTV

Can you tell me how many times crews have repaired water mains between Margaret Wallace and krefeld drive 
on Independence since 2016?

Fulfilled Closed Water Yes

2316 4/30/2019 23:52 5/6/2019 Nathaniel Jones Supreme Sweepers

The City of Charlotte Storm Water Department performs inspections on Industrial sites around Mecklenburg 
County to assess storm water contamination. Is there a report of the sites that have performed poorly during 
these inspections that can be provided? Also is there a general list of Industrial Sites that you could provide? Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2315 4/30/2019 13:48 Carley Gordon WSMV
I am hoping you can tell me how many new recruits the Charlotte police department has had graduate the 
academy over the past 5 years and, out of those recruits, how many have since left the department? Submitted Open Police Yes

2320 4/30/2019 11:57 5/1/2019 Alicia Brown New Legacy Property Group

Hello:
We would like to submit a Public Records Request regarding Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period 
April 13 - April 27, 2019. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection Notes" and "Parcel 
IDs".
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2414 4/30/2019 11:51 5/30/2019 Tony Mecia The Charlotte Ledger

Hi, I was wondering if I could please get a list of what companies at the airport haveagreements to rent hangars 
for corporate planes. I don’t know what kind of information you have on that, but I would think you would at 
least have the companies, the square footage, the rent they pay annually — if you happen to have information on 
the planes they house at the airport, that would be great, to Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

2314 4/30/2019 11:39 5/1/2019 Elton Parker map of sewer line and connection to this property Closed Unfulfilled Referred Water No

2313 4/29/2019 16:05 10/7/2019 Stephen Chamberlin

1) Any document which gives general information or explanation about the City's public records portal and/or 
online form, including any user manuals, training documents, or guidelines or recommendations for both city staff 
and/or public users. 2) Any pricing guidelines for fees incurred during copying, mailing, or document handling 
including price per page. 3) From 4/16/18 to 4/19/19 (ends inclusive), any emails between city staff mentioning 
the public records portal or online form, public records or open records, (Please provide in native format if 
possible, not PDF). 4) Any document showing or reflecting the total revenue received from handling public 
records requests for any dates or time periods in which those records were kept. 5) Any document showing or 
reflecting the total costs incurred as a result of handling public records requests for any dates or time periods in 
which those records were kept. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

2312 4/29/2019 16:03 5/1/2019 Robert Karney Karney Law
911 call for incident on 4/26/2019 Police Report Number 20190426090300 Our client is Jonathan Derrick 
Campbell. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2311 4/29/2019 15:55 4/30/2019 Arrita Lawson

This is a request for a copy of all documents related to the zoning enforcement case 20190017423, 20190009992, 
20190009990 including but limited to the original complaint(s) that created the case and all case notes, including 
closure and current activity notes. Intent: review with the current and closed complaints on this property 4127 S. 
Tryon. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2310 4/29/2019 15:53 4/30/2019 Arrita Lawson

This is a request for a copy of all documents related to the zoning enforcement case Z20140016009, including but 
limited to the zoning observation notes that created the case and all case notes, including closure notes. Intent: 
review with the current complaints on this property 4127 S. Tryon. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No



2309 4/29/2019 15:35 5/1/2019 Arrita Lawson

Per a 4/16/17 voice mail from Victoria Crisco in the zoning department, stated she attended meetings related to a 
property under complaint: 4127 S Tryon. A written request was submitted by email to Shad Spencer on 4/17/19 
to request the minutes of the meetings she attended related to this property, including the attendees of the 
meeting. Copies of the 4/16/19 transcribed voice mail is available as well as the 4/17/1 email sent to Mr. Spencer. 
This is a formal request for a copy of all meeting minutes with any City of Charlotte entity, with a list of 
attendees, related to the property at 4127 S Tryon from 6/24/15 (date of rezoning petition 2015-113) to present, 
4/18/2019. Purpose: to resolve the current zoning complaint.
 
 Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#Planning No

2333 4/29/2019 15:26 11/5/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Please consider the following a public records request under the North Carolina Public Records Act. Please provide 
me with an electronic copy of the following.Comments, questions, responses etc. sent to Gracie      Myers 
regarding the City of Charlotte’s exempt compensatory time policy.      Please limit your search from April 17, 
2019 to present day.Average amount of time compensatory time balance for      exempt employees.Total number 
of exempt employees and titles of exempt      employees.Copy of Charlotte’s new “ONE city, ONE exempt      
compensatory time policy.”Total amount of overtime payed to exempt employees last      fiscal year.
Update (5/9/19): I have learned that the new policy is not official yet. I’d like a copy of the policy proposal please.

Update: (6/12/19): All but "Comments, questions, responses etc. sent to Gracie Myers" has been provided to 
David. 

 

Fulfilled Closed Human Resources Yes

2308 4/29/2019 15:24 5/3/2019 Alexandros  Kordatzakis 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 
copies of public records about: · All warrant/arrest (etc.) , records related to Michael Daniel Kelley, 32 along with 
the photo of him. · Any records related to January 16 (2019) Officer Involved Shooting incident (any 911 calls, 
Radio Traffic from Dispatch, Death Certificates, Dash Cam footage, Body Cam Footage, Reports, Security Camera 
Footage from the area) If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies 
the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. 
Thank you for considering my request. Sincerely, Alex K. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2307 4/29/2019 15:18 6/26/2019 Aimee Ballenger Shi.com
Responses to RFP 269-2016-010 released 8/12/15. Please provide a copy of Mosaic's full response as well as any 
evaluation documents. Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology No

2302 4/26/2019 15:47 5/29/2019 Tyler Dukes WRAL
copies of any data tracking the incidents of firearm discharges among sworn officers of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg 
Police Department for the last five years Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2319 4/26/2019 14:37 5/1/2019 Vickie Adams information on The Charlotte Three. or T. J. Reddy. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

2301 4/26/2019 14:13 5/6/2019 Jose Lambiet


 
Dear Madam, Sir,
This is Jose Lambiet, a reporter based in Florida, and I am requesting public records under North Carolina's public 
records law GS 132.1.
I am requesting any and all documents, including witness statements, video, audio, emails and police notes 
pertaining to the death in your jurisdiction of Nicholas Barone, dob 4/4/1961 and dod 10/26/2018.
My understanding is that the investigation conducted by R.E. Collins in the homicide unit is now completed.
Should you reject this request in full or in part, or should you redact any document, please mention the precise 
exemption in the law that allows your office to act in such a manner.
Of course, I am available by telephone should you have any question about my request, at 561-801-0893.
Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2305 4/26/2019 12:33 5/8/2019 Quincy Kea Addresses of Residential Properties that have been fire damaged. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Fire No

2300 4/26/2019 9:18 5/13/2019 Nick Ochsner WBTV

Any and all communication records—including but not limited to emails, text messages,
instant messages, letters, memos and voicemails—between Chief Kerr Putney, his attorneys, command
staff, and/or other advisers regarding petitions to release video from the shooting of Danquirs
Franklin and subsequent court proceedings created on or since March 25, 2019.

Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2304 4/26/2019 8:53 6/6/2019 Favour Sunday
I hereby request a list of residential properties which have had reported fires from 04/01/2019 to 04/26/2019. 
Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2303 4/25/2019 13:21 5/1/2019 Lee Seltzer

I would like a list of all code violations reported on properties located in Charlotte from 2000 until the present. I 
need the address of the violation, the penalty associated with the violation, a description/classification of the 
violation, and the date the violation was issued and/or the complaint was made. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2299 4/25/2019 12:16 4/30/2019 Andres Cerritos Andres Cerritos Law Offices

I am seeking the police report for a robbery that occurred on October 9, 2006 for a victim named Omar Flores. It 
occurred at an apartment complex on Hilo Drive in Charlotte, NC. The victim was shot and killed during the 
robbery.  Fulfilled Closed Police No



2306 4/24/2019 18:10 5/16/2019 Dave Levinthal Center For Public Integrity

Dear Gregg and Robert:
I’m writing an article that’s a follow-up to a piece the Center for Public Integrity published in January 2017. This 
article concerned municipal governments that billed presidential campaigns for public safety services, but never 
received payment: https://publicintegrity.org/federal-politics/cities-to-trump-clinton-and-sanders-pay-your-
police-bills/ 
I’m writing you today to request information about President Trump’s Oct. 26, 2018, political rally in Charlotte.
Specifically, I’d like to know the following:
•Did your municipal government and/or police department bill President Trump’s campaign for any costs related 
to the city providing security or public safety services for this event?
•If so, please let me know how much money you billed the Trump campaign for. Also: please email me a copy of 
any bill or invoice you sent the Trump campaign, as I’d be most interested in reviewing the original documents.
•What is the status of any bill/invoice you’ve sent the Trump campaign? (Is it paid or does it remain outstanding? 
Has the Trump campaign communicated with you about payment?)
•Did you bill the Trump campaign for any non-public safety services the city government provided the Trump 
campaign regarding the above event? If so, what were these services and how much did you bill the Trump 
campaign?
•Since 2017, has the municipal government billed any other political campaigns to offset costs incurred by your 
government / police department? If so, please name the candidates and indicate whether they have paid or not 
paid.
Thank you very much for your consideration. My deadline is end of business Tuesday, April 30. 
Please feel free to call me if you’d like to discuss.
Sincerely,
Dave Levinthal
Federal politics editor, senior reporter Closed Unfulfilled Denied Finance Yes

2297 4/24/2019 14:25 4/24/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Please make the following items available for inspection as soon as possible.The flash drive of body-camera 
footage from the      shooting of Danquirs Franklin provided to city council members for disclosure/viewing      of 
the video. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Corporate Communications Yes

2295 4/24/2019 10:51 4/24/2019 Tristine Turner Any records relating to herself Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2294 4/23/2019 15:50 12/23/2019 Anna Douglas, David Hodges, Joe Charlotte Observer, WSOC, WBTV, WCN   

Under North Carolina General Statute Chapter 132, The Charlotte Observer, WSOC, WBTV, WCNC, WCCB and 
Fox46 request records related to the fatal officer-involved shooting of Danquirs Franklin, and the release of body 
camera video of the incident. This records request covers, but is not limited to:
The fatal March 25 office-involved shooting incident of Danquirs Franklin and related activities.
Court petitions, hearings or orders seeking body camera and dashcam footage of the incident
The preparation of the video, which includes editing, copying and disseminating the video, including release to the 
public.
Review of the video by city employees and elected officials, including but not limited to during meetings on April 
15.
The public release of the body camera video.
Any additional communications/records related to the incident and the body camera video. 
1. The request is relevant to all written communications, including but not limited to email and text 
communications, as well as voicemails, from March 25, 2019, to April 22, 2019, for the following:
Mayor Vi Lyles
Charlotte City Council members
City Manager Marcus Jones
Deputy City Manager Sabrina Joy-Hogg
City Attorney Patrick Baker
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Chief Kerr Putney
Assistant City Attorney Jessica Battle
Keyword searches for these written communications may include, but are not limited to: video, shooting footage, 
body camera, court, petition, Ochsner, Morabito, motion.
2. Additionally, the phone logs for Marcus Jones and Mayor Vi Lyles from April 14-18, 2019.

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

2293 4/23/2019 14:58 5/16/2019 Morgan Frances Fox 46 News Charlotte


Hi Cam and Jordan,
 
Pursuant to the federal Freedom of Information Act, I request copies of the following records:
 
A list of fire hydrants (and addresses/locations of those hydrants) that were broken or out of service throughout 
Charlotte within the past two years (dates from April 17th, 2017 – April 17th, 2019). I am also requesting when 
those hydrants were deemed out of service, when they were inspected and when they were fixed to operational 
status.
 
If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to email or call me. 
 
Thanks!
 
 
Morgan Frances
FOX 46 Charlotte Anchor/Reporter
Phone: 704.412.0123,  Twitter: @MorganFOX46

                 
Newstips46@foxtv.com Fulfilled Closed Water;#Fire Yes

2290 4/23/2019 10:04 4/26/2019 Brian Hamel UCLA

To Whom It May Concern, My name is Brian Hamel and I am a Ph.D. student in the Department of Political Science 
at UCLA. I am writing to request access to the log of all 311 data requests. I am particularly looking for a file that 
includes the date that the request was made, the date completed, the type of request, and the latitude and 
longitude for the address of the request. I want only those requests coming from within the city of Charlotte. 
Please let me know if these data are available. Thank you. Best, Brian Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No



2289 4/23/2019 9:20 4/23/2019 US News Group

This is a request for the April 15, 2019 press conference email announcement headed by Charlotte, NC Mayor Vi 
Lyles. In addition to the email announcement, please also send all the email addresses that the announcement 
was sent to.

Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2296 4/23/2019 9:00 4/24/2019 Daniel Petrillo

I have a police report I am trying to gain more details on an event that occurred to me on 11/5/2012, CMPD 
officer Stanze was at the scene #4536, Police Report Complaint # 2012 1105-2251-00 Division: University City 
office # 704-432-3900 I tried to search online but cannot find any update/details on this event. Please advise 
where/whom I can reach out to find more details on this event that occured to me a few years back . Thank you 
Daniel Petrillo Fulfilled Closed Police No

2291 4/22/2019 18:29 6/7/2019 Sara Ash Troutman Sanders

Thomas – 
I hope you are well (and enjoying life as a newlywed!)
I am writing with a public records request to the City of Charlotte and Charlotte Water.  Please advise ASAP if I 
should direct this to someone else with the City or Charlotte Water:
•Any and all documents and communications relating to Charlotte Water’s determination that water and sewer 
service to the Mayes Hall development in Davidson, North Carolina is an “extension” rather than a “connection”;
•Any and all documents and communications relating to the Water/Sewer Determination Request submitted to 
Charlotte Water for the Mayes Hall development in Davidson, North Carolina;
•Any and all documents and communications relating to Charlotte Water’s determination that water and sewer 
service to the Ambleside Residential aka Lake Cornelius Residential development in Davidson, North Carolina is a 
“connection,” rather than an “extension”; and
•Any and all documents and communications relating to the Water/Sewer Determination Request submitted to 
Charlotte Water for the Ambleside Residential aka Lake Cornelius Residential development in Davidson, North 
Carolina. 
To avoid any potential confusion about the requests, I have attached the Town of Davidson Board of 
Commissioners’ meeting agenda which includes the referenced Water/Sewer Determination Requests (Mayes Hall 
on p. 16, Ambleside/Lake Cornelius on p. 27).  
Please let me know as soon as you can when you think you will be able to get these documents to us. Fulfilled Closed Water No

2288 4/22/2019 16:29 5/3/2019 Elizabeth Dumbaugh THG Expert Consultants
I would like crime data from March 2016 – March 2019 to the property and within a quarter mile radius around 
the property. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2287 4/22/2019 16:19 4/22/2019 Courtney Francisco

I am requesting a copy of personell files of Officer Larry Deal and Officer Wende Kerl. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2286 4/22/2019 16:15 4/22/2019 Courtney Francisco WCCB-TV

I would like to review all documents relating to Officer Larry Deal's body camera on 03/25/19 during the Danquirs 
Franklin shooting, documents relating to why he was placed on active suspension on 4/5/19, documents related 
to his discipline records, documents related to Officer Wende Kerl's discipline records. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

2298 4/22/2019 10:49 12/23/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Please provide me with electronic copies of the following public records.All written      communications from city 
council members, Marcus Jones, Vi Lyles to City      Attorney Patrick Baker. All written communications received 
by Patrick      Baker from Vi Lyles, Marcus Jones Kerr Putney.Please include      communications that contain any of 
the following search words – video,      shooting, footage, body camera, court, Ochsner, Morabito, motion.Please 
include all prior      and subsequent communications. For example, but not limited to, all emails      in an email 
chain and all text messages sent and received from that day.Please limit your search      from March 25th to 
present day.
Please let me know if you have any questions. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Police Yes

2281 4/22/2019 10:46 4/25/2019 Jane Wester The Charlotte Observer


Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting information about each time CMPD 
discovered employee violations related to body camera use (or non-use) since Jan. 1, 2016.
 
Please include:
-the date of the violation
-the nature of the violation
-the discipline provided
 I am not requesting the names of the employees involved. Feel free to redact them, but please provide each 
employee with a unique ID so that we can tell whether employees were involved in repeat body camera violations Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2285 4/22/2019 10:25 12/23/2019 Anna Douglas Charlotte Observer

Dear Custodian of Public Records: Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I request that you allow 
immediate inspection of the following public records, in whatever form the records are kept, or please provide 
copies of the following records: Any written correspondence, from April 10, 2019 to the date of fulfillment of this 
request, regarding 1. the public release of police video footage 2. the selection, editing, copying, dissemination, or 
preparation of such video, or 3. the viewing of police body camera video footage by city elected officials or 
employees. For the purposes of this request, I seek any written correspondence on the above matters sent to or 
from the following people: Charlotte Mayor Vi Lyles, City Manager Marcus Jones, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police 
Chief Kerr Putney, and any City Council member. In fulfilling this request, please provide records including but not 
limited to text messages, memos and emails. If you take the position that the above-described public records are 
not open to public inspection under the Public Records Law, please explain the basis for your position and identify 
any statute, rule of law or other authority upon which you rely. Pursuant to the Public Records Law, I am willing 
to pay the actual cost of the copies I am requesting but ask that I be furnished with an estimate prior to any costs 
being incurred in excess of $20. Electronic delivery of these records is preferred. Sincerely, Anna Douglas The 
Charlotte Observer Fulfilled Closed Police;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constitu  Yes



2284 4/22/2019 10:24 12/23/2019 Anna Douglas Charlotte Observer

Please note this is one of two records request I am filing this morning and I request the city of Charlotte respond 
to each one individually, as soon as the records become available. Dear Custodian of Public Records: Pursuant to 
the North Carolina Public Records Law, I request that you allow immediate inspection of the following public 
records, in whatever form the records are kept, or please provide copies of the following records: Any written 
correspondence, from March 25, 2019 to the date of fulfillment of this request, regarding court petitions seeking 
police video and regarding Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department’s response to requests or petitions for body-
worn camera footage and dashcam footage. For the purposes of this request, I seek written correspondence on 
the aforementioned subjects sent to or from the following people: Charlotte Mayor Vi Lyles, City Manager Marcus 
Jones, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Chief Kerr Putney, and any City Council member. In fulfilling this request, 
please provide records including but not limited to text messages, memos and emails. Please note this request 
seeks records including but not limited to correspondence regarding court petitions, court hearings or court 
orders, as well as the selection or preparation of video submitted to the court and the selection, preparation, or 
editing of video to be released to the public. If you take the position that the above-described public records are 
not open to public inspection under the Public Records Law, please explain the basis for your position and identify 
any statute, rule of law or other authority upon which you rely. Pursuant to the Public Records Law, I am willing 
to pay the actual cost of the copies I am requesting but ask that I be furnished with an estimate prior to any costs 
being incurred in excess of $20. Electronic delivery of these records is preferred. Sincerely, Anna Douglas The 
Charlotte Observer Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

2280 4/22/2019 10:21 4/25/2019 Courtney Francisco WCCB/TV


I would like to review all emails, text messages or other documentation related to the decision not to provide the 
entire 11 minute body camera video of Officer Wende Kerl to Judge Donnie Hoover. 
I would like to review all emails, text messages or other documentation related to the decision on who at CMPD 
decided what portion of body camera video CMPD released to the public on April 15, 2019 in the case of Danquirs 
Franklin. I would like to review all emails, text messages or other documentation related to whether this person 
could or will face disciplinary action for deciding to edit the video.
I would like to review all emails, text messages or other documentation related to: body worn camera, body worn 
cameras, BWC, BWCs, etc. in the case of Danquirs Franklin.
I would like to review documents that show how many CMPD body worn camera videos has CMPD released to 
the public since the department started using them in 2015. I would like to review documents that show how 
many CMPD body worn camera videos CMPD edited before releasing to the public. I would like to review 
documents on who made the decisions to edit BWC video in each case. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

2283 4/22/2019 0:31 4/25/2019 Benjamin Horvat Louis Structures

All contracts and schedules for municipal solid waste removal, pickup, transport, and disposal including landfilling 
costs, incineration, or any recycling program. The following information is requested: Overall cost of municipal 
solid waste collection and removal per month and per year. Current waste hauling contract and landfill contract 
agreements with all schedules. Dates that contracts are expiring. Tipping fee of landfills. How many routes of 
waste hauling are there? What is the cost per route for recycling and the cost per route for non-recycled trash 
pick up?  Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services No

2282 4/19/2019 9:28 12/23/2019 David Hodges WBTV

I would like to request electronic copies of any and all emails and texts sent and received by the following city 
employees.
Vi Lyles
Marcus Jones
Please limit your search from Sunday April 14 - Thursday April 18.
I would also like to request a copy of the cell phone call logs for both individuals listed above for the same time 
frame. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

2277 4/18/2019 16:28 4/22/2019 Atty Court Fulton City of Charlotte-City Attorney's Office Public personnel file for Officer Shon Paul Sheffield Fulfilled Closed Police No

2276 4/18/2019 15:58 12/18/2019 Melissa Hall Maloney Law & Associates

Dear Ms. Flotree:
Please accept this as a request for public records, as defined by N.C. Gen. Stat. §132-1(a), from the City of 
Charlotte (the “City”). We request the following documents:
1. Information and documents, including emails, with any confidential personnel information redacted, regarding 
grievances submitted by Fire Department employees to City or Fire Department HR representatives alleging 
retaliation, discrimination, or harassment from January 1, 2014 to present and whether each grievance was:
a. Determined to be a grievable matter;
b. Substantiated or Unsubstantiated;
c. Appealed to the City Manager; and,
d. Whether the City Manager upheld the HR Director’s finding.
If any records requested contain both public and confidential information, the City is still required to permit 
inspection or to provide copies of the public, non-confidential parts of these records pursuant to N.C.G.S. § 132-
6(c).
Please see the attached Definitions enclosed herewith. All documents may be produced electronically rather than 
paper form to mhall@maloneylegal.com. This firm will reimburse the City for reasonable costs to copy and 
provide the requested documents. I can be reached by telephone or email. Please feel free to contact me for any 
questions.
Sincerely,
MALONEY LAW & ASSOCIATES, PLLC
Melissa B. Hall Closed Unfulfilled Denied Human Resources;#City Attorney No



2278 4/18/2019 15:58 12/6/2019 Melissa Hall Maloney Law & Associates

Dear Ms. Flotree:
Please accept this as a request for public records, as defined by N.C. Gen. Stat. §132-1(a), from the City of 
Charlotte (the “City”). We request the following documents:
1. Any communications, including emails and text messages, between or among Fire Department employees 
regarding Linda Havery from August 1, 2014 and present.
Pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1.3, please produce the following:
2. All documents related to any settlement agreement entered in following cases:
a. Laba v. Copeland, No. 3:15-CV-00316-RJC-DSC (W.D.N.C. 2016);
b. Belton v. City of Charlotte, No. 3:04-CV-600-DCK (W.D.N.C. 2007);
c. Fredrick v. City of Charlotte, No. 3:04-CV-599-DCK (W.D.N.C. 2007);
d. Johnson v. City of Charlotte, No. 3:01CV477–MCK (W.D.N.C. 2002); and,
e. Clumpner, et al v. City of Charlotte, Mecklenburg Co. Case No. 17-CVS-15741.
3. All settlement agreements, and related documents, between the City and any employee, former employee, or 
applicant to the Charlotte Fire Department or Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department, finalized after January 
1, 2000, resolving alleged claims based on:
a. Discrimination;
b. Retaliation;
c. Hostile work environment;
d. Failure to promote;
e. Failure to hire;
f. Due process rights under Federal Constitution; or
g. State Constitution claims.
Additionally, pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132–1.1:
4. Any communications between the City and any attorney representing the City, including the City Attorney and 
his staff and outside counsel, received by the City between January 1, 2000 and three years prior to the date of 
this letter, referencing any settlement agreements or settlement negotiations identified in response to Request 
No. 2.
5. Any communications between the City and any attorney representing the City, including the City Attorney and 
his staff and outside counsel, received or sent by the City between January 1, 2014 and three years prior to the Fulfilled Closed City Attorney No

2275 4/18/2019 14:14 4/22/2019 Jennifer Dyer Nationwide Insurance

Claim No.: 791800-GI / Report #: 20190327181804 Hi, I represent Nationwide Insurance and am handling a 
liability claim for an auto accident. I am requesting the video that was saved from this auto accident. Officer 
McDade handled the investigation and advised me that I would need to complete a request form and complete a 
subpoena. Please advise. Thank you! Jennifer Dyer 919-881-3338 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2270 4/18/2019 11:12 10/1/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Please provide the following information from the personnel file of Laura Johnson.

1)Name
(2)Age.
(3)Date of original employment or appointment to the service.
(4)The terms of any contract by which the employee is employed whether written or oral, past and current, to the 
extent that the city has the written contract or a record of the oral contract in its possession.
(5)Current position.
(6)Title.
(7)Current salary.
(8)Date and amount of each increase or decrease in salary with that municipality.
(9)Date and type of each promotion, demotion, transfer, suspension, separation, or other change in position 
classification with that municipality.
(10)Date and general description of the reasons for each promotion with that municipality.
(11)Date and type of each dismissal, suspension, or demotion for disciplinary reasons taken by the municipality. If 
the disciplinary action was a dismissal, a copy of the written noticeof the final decision of the municipality setting 
forth the specific acts or omissions that are the basis of the dismissal.
(12)The office to which the employee is currently assigned.
Please also provide me with copies of any and all contracts awarded for CATS safety and security services since 
2014. Fulfilled Closed CATS;#Human Resources Yes

2279 4/18/2019 9:51 4/22/2019 Sara Delia WFAE

Good morning,
 
Pursuant to N.C.G.S. 160A-168 I’m requesting the personnel files of Officer Larry Deal. 
 
Thank you,
 
Sarah Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2269 4/18/2019 9:49 4/18/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide me with electronic copies/information that reveal all of these publicly releasable details 
related to CMPD Officer Wende Kerl’s personnel file? I ask that the items in bold be considered immediately 
releasable if available before the other information.
-Date of original employment or appointment to the service.
-The terms of any contract by which the employee is employed whether written or oral, past and current, to the 
extent that the city has the written contract or a record of the oral contract in its possession.
-Current position
-Title
-Current salary
-Date and amount of each increase or decrease in salary with that municipality
-Date and type of each promotion, demotion, transfer, suspension, separation, or other change in position 
classification with that municipality
-Date and general description of the reasons for each promotion with that municipality
-Date and type of each dismissal, suspension, or demotion for disciplinary reasons taken by the municipality. 
If the disciplinary action was a dismissal, a copy of the written notice of the final decision of the municipality 
setting forth the specific acts or omissions that are the basis of the dismissal.
-The office to which the employee is currently assigned.
I ask that the city release any additional publicly releasable information related to her employment as well that 
may not be covered above. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources;#Police Yes



2268 4/18/2019 8:54 12/23/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC

I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
-             All texts and emails to and from Charlotte City Councilmembers, Marcus Jones and Sabrina Joy-Hogg from 
April 11- April 18 about the officer involved shooting of Danquirs Franklin and the body camera video release. 
Update: Please add Patrick Baker to the list

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Serv  Yes

2267 4/18/2019 7:16 5/13/2019 Allison Latos WSOC - Channel 9 News


HI Dennis,
Good afternoon.
I hope you’re well.
I’m writing regarding the UASI money given by FEMA.
Below you will see information provided to me regarding Charlotte’s allocation since 2003.
Can you provide an explanation of how this money is used?
How is in distributed among local agencies and for what purposes?
 
Did Charlotte participate in validating their draft risk profile earlier this year?
If yes, can you provide copies of that?
 
How will not receiving these funds for FY19 impact the department and region?
 
Would this money have been used for any preparations for the RNC?
 
Thank you,
Allison Fulfilled Closed Fire Yes

2274 4/17/2019 17:49 4/22/2019 Susan Feingold City Gate Associates

I would like to request the following information from Charlotte-Mecklenburg Animal Services: 1. A Chameleon 
software system Kennel Statistics report showing intakes (stray, surrender, confiscate, etc) and outcomes 
(adopted, reclaimed, euthanasia, owner request for euthanasia, transfer, etc) for calendar year 2018 (Jan 1, 2018 
- Dec 31, 2018). 2. I would also like to obtain a document which shows the number of employees at Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Animal Services, their job title, number per job title and their department (shelter, field, office, 
veterinary, etc). An organization chart would be sufficient as long as it shows how many people per position so 
that a total number count of employees can be made. Thanks! Susan Fulfilled Closed Police No

2265 4/17/2019 16:35 7/1/2019 Morgan Frances Fox 46 Charlotte


Any and all emails (date range March 20, 2019 – April 17th, 2019) within CMPD containing the following words in 
the body of the email or in the subject line:
Body 
Cam
Camera
Footage Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2263 4/17/2019 16:14 4/22/2019 Nick Ochsner WBTV

I request the following personnel information for Wende Kerl and Larry Deal
-How many BWC audits have been conducted in the past 12 months?
-How many officers have been disciplined for violation of the BWC directive in the past 12 months?
-How many officers are assigned body worn cameras?-How many body worn cameras does CMPD own? How 
many are in active use and/or assigned to officers? Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2273 4/17/2019 16:07 5/1/2019 Larry Steven Moore Applied Building Sciences

For the Marriott presently under construction at Rexford Road and Roxborough Rd in the South Park area, we 
request the following documents: all civil drawings especially all storm drain / detention including phases; all 
storm drain submittals including detention and routing; all erosion conrrtol plans including all phases; and all 
storm water daily records and inspections reports including rain totals, repairs, flood events, etc. It is our 
understanding that Bohler was the civil engineer of record and that Barringer is the general contractor. You may 
email me the records atsmoore@appliedbuildingsciences.com. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2272 4/17/2019 15:38 4/30/2019 Bryn Grunwald National Renewable Energy Laboratory

Hello,
My name is Ursula “Bryn” Grunwald and I am a graduate research intern at the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL). My colleagues and I are currently working on a project looking at electric utility franchise 
agreements, or the contract between a city and a utility allowing for use of the right-of-way in a municipality for 
powerlines and other infrastructure.
We wanted to see if your city has such a contract/agreement and if so, could you send a copy of to us? We are 
particularly looking for information on the franchise fee, the fee charged to the utility for the right to operate in 
the right-of-way, along with information on energy objectives, such as renewable energy procurement or energy 
efficiency requirements incorporated into the agreement.
If you think someone else would be better able to address these questions, feel free to send me on to them. We 
would be happy to answer any questions you may have about this project and look forward to hearing from you.
Thanks for all your help!
Regards,
Bryn Grunwald

Fulfilled Closed City Attorney No

2271 4/17/2019 12:35 4/17/2019 Alicia Brown New Legacy Property Group

Hello:
We would like to submit a Public Records Request regarding Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period 
April 1st - April 12, 2019. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection Notes" and "Parcel 
IDs".
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out.
Thanks, Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2266 4/17/2019 11:38 4/17/2019 Katherine Waddell

What is the current agreement between the city of Charlotte and Charlotte Mecklenburg Public Access Corp? Also 
does this agreement only cover Charlotte for the public access station or does the agreement include all cities 
within Mecklenburg County? Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No



2261 4/17/2019 10:46 4/18/2019 Jane Wester Charlotte Observer


Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting the CMPD personnel record for Larry Deal Jr., 
including:
 
The date and amount of each increase or decrease in his salary,
 
The date and type of each promotion, demotion, transfer, suspension, separation, or other change in position 
classification,
 
A general description of the reasons for each promotion he received
 
The date and type of each dismissal, suspension, or demotion for disciplinary reasons, and if the disciplinary 
action was a dismissal, a copy of the written notice of the final decision of CMPD, setting forth the specific acts or 
omissions that are the basis of the dismissal. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2260 4/17/2019 10:28 4/17/2019 Attorney Corbin J. Walker Brannen & Walker Law Firm PLLC
Make, model and model number of the Radar, VASCAR used to determine speed of vehicles by  Officer A. Dorris 
on 08/28/2018 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2264 4/16/2019 15:22 4/18/2019 Chelsea Dongelewic
I would like to request the certificate of insurance for Sealand Contractors for work they did for the City near 
Shopton Rd and Beam Rd in September of 2018. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2256 4/16/2019 14:24 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer

Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, I'd like to request written communication (emails, texts, letters) 
between the city of Charlotte officials (particularly members of city council, Tracy Dodson, Marcus Jones, Ron 
Kimble) and the Carolina Panthers (Mark Hart, Tom Glick, Kristi Coleman, David Tepper, Steven Drummond, 
Jonathan Gasthalter) between July 2018-present. I'd like to request the minutes of any close-door meetings that 
have taken place, too. I'm looking specifically for anything related to stadium renovation negotiations and an 
extension of the tether that expires in June.
 Update 5/13/19: Tim Spears with Spectrum News requests the same information.

Partial Fulfillment Open Economic Development;#City Manager’s Office;#     Yes

2257 4/16/2019 11:35 6/6/2019 Zack Cziryak Financial Investment News

Hi Cheyenne,
I hope you’re doing well!
I’m reaching out today to request the following items of the city’s long-term investment program:
1.)Sept. 30, 2018 and Dec. 31, 2018 quarterly investment reports as provided by consultant Dahab Associates.
2.)Any committee or board meeting minutes specially related to that program from June 1, 2018 through Feb. 28, 
2019.
Please let me know if you need anything additionally of me and thanks very much for your time and assistance. I 
look forward to hearing from you.
Best,
Zack Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes

2262 4/15/2019 19:30 5/20/2019 Bill Hoster

Greetings, I am writing to submit an open records request for a copy of any current bid tabulations for medical 
supplies your county may have (fire department, emergency medical services). The purpose of my request is for a 
research project of medical supply costs, compared across the US. Warm Regards, Closed Unfulfilled Denied Fire No

2259 4/15/2019 16:31 Philip Fleming Construct Connect Construction Report  

My name is Philip M. Fleming, of ConstructConnect, a construction reporting company and plan room in Chicago. 
I'm following the proposed New $5.8 million New Fire Station - City of Charlotte. I would like to know the 
following (If Available) : · Is this still an active project? · When will the designer bidding start on this project? · 
When will the contractor bidding start on this project? · When is construction scheduled to start on this project? 
Thanks in advanced, Philip Fleming Senior Content Specialist Construct Connect Construction Reporting 28 N. 
Clark St, Suite 450, Chicago IL 60602 Submitted Open General Services No

2255 4/15/2019 16:29 4/30/2019 Rachel Miller Alrig USA
Hi, my company is under contract to purchase the former O'Charley's Restaurant at 8420 University City Blvd. I am 
looking for the as-builts as part of our due diligence. Thank you! Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2258 4/14/2019 16:14 4/17/2019 Sean Kim Pricewaterhouse Coopers

Dear Sir or Madam, Pursuant to the state open records law N.C. Gen. Stat. Secs. 132 1 to 132 10, on behalf of 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP ("PwC"), I am writing to request copies of the City of Charlotte’s financial records 
concerning unclaimed, uncashed, undeliverable, and/or outstanding funds or obligations due back to non-
individuals (businesses), including any and all: Checks or warrants issued for payments on obligations incurred by 
any City of Charlotte, department, office, or other authorized authority that have remained outstanding. 
Amounts on deposit that are held in trust for recipients whose whereabouts are unknown, including instances in 
which payment was never attempted, payment was never requested, and/or instances when payments were 
returned as undeliverable. Such payments may relate to (but are not limited to) tax refunds/overages/refunds, 
overpayments, vendor payments, cash deposits, cash escrows, and unsuccessful electronic fund transfers. PwC is 
ONLY interested in outstanding obligations that meet the following criteria: Amount is greater than $999.99; 
Payee retains the right to claim the funds (i.e. The payment has not been replaced, was not issued in error, and/or 
the obligation to the payee has not been voided by law.); Is owed/payable to a business (companies, 
corporations, partnerships, etc.; we are not interested in payments owed to individuals or government entities); 
Has remained outstanding for a period of six months or longer; Are not in the process of being reissued, to the 
best of your knowledge; and Has not been turned over to your State’s Abandoned Property Office. The 
appropriate report from your accounting database should include the following if available/applicable: Payee 
name (Required); Amount (Required); Original payment date (Required); Check number; Address; Nature of the 
funds (i.e. vendor payment, property tax refund, etc.); and If tax-related: Name of the taxpayer and/or intended 
recipient; Account number or property index number (PIN); and Tax year; tax installment date; original tax 
payment date. PwC is only interested in receiving records pertaining to non-natural persons (businesses). PwC is 
not seeking any records which could invoke a personal privacy exemption. None of the information requested by 
PwC will be used to solicit owners or third parties. If any of the requested information above is restricted by state 
statute, please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. Kindly email the records, preferably 
in Excel, CSV, Adobe Acrobat, or TXT format in that order, as well as any correspondence to me and to Judith 
Cáceres Salinas atJudith.caceres.salinas@pw.com. If your agency does not maintain these public records and/or 
you are not the custodian, please provide me with the proper custodian’s name and email address. Please notify 
me for approval if there are any costs associated with fulfilling this request. Please also confirm when and how 
frequently the requested records would be updated. I will expect your response within the timeframe as specified 
by state statute pertaining to open records law. If you choose to deny this request, please provide me with a Fulfilled Closed Finance No



2254 4/12/2019 15:11 5/2/2019 Pam Kelley Freelance journalist

Hi Brittany,
I'm writing a story about Charlotte's affordable housing history and I'm looking for a 1991 Planning Department 
document that outlines Ballantyne's development standards. I've got the first three pages, but I'd like to see the 
whole document.
Can you help me with this? I've attached the first pages. 
Further Request:

Also, I'm trying to get the vote and discussion for a 2013 council vote. Can I get that in a recording on the city's 
website?
I assume the date was Nov. 11, 2013. Here's a story about what I'm looking for:

https://www.wfae.org/post/council-exempts-blue-line-extension-affordable-housing-policy#stream/0 Fulfilled Closed Planning Yes

2252 4/12/2019 14:46 6/12/2019 Brandon Winkler Partner Engineering North Carolina, PLL

Partner Engineering North Carolina, PLLC, a real estate due diligence firm, is currently preparing an Environmental 
Site Assessment at the following property:
 2230 Park Road 
Charlotte, NC 28203
Parcel ID:12110127
In accordance with the rules and regulations of conventional Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) provisions, we 
are requesting any information available from your agency.
Specifically, any information regarding (conducted at the property):       Zoning              Zoning      Violations              
 Historical      Addresses              Permits       Closed Unfulfilled Referred Planning No

2253 4/12/2019 10:19 4/17/2019 Julie Kaye
I am making a request for a list of uncashed checks of $25,000+ from the finance department from 1/1/2016-
1/1/2019. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2248 4/12/2019 8:57 7/22/2019 Pau McIlvride Designa
we would also like to obtain copies of all other Proposer’s Bid documents ofParking Access and Revenue Control 
System Propsal Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2249 4/12/2019 3:06 4/12/2019 Justin Sutton G&S Enterprises

Hello, I would like to submit a request of all residential properties that have had water services disconnected 
and/or terminated in the last 30 days. Please remove all personal and sensitive data and provide only street 
addresses if the above request is in violation of any privacy protect laws outside of FOIA. Thank you and Have a 
great day! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2246 4/11/2019 16:11 4/15/2019 David Hodges WBTV


I’m working on a follow up to my towing story on David Satterfield/DARTS/Automobile Recovery and Towing 
Solutions 
 
- Number of reported tows from Satterfield or any of his business entities listed above.
- Copies of all incident reports involving David Satterfield (2/21/68).
 
 
 
David Hodges
Investigative Reporter
704-617-5504
Dhodges@wbtv.com Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2245 4/11/2019 16:03 4/12/2019 Jenna Liston Fox42 Omaha

Jenna from Fox42 in Omaha is interested in getting accident reports related to use of the electric scooters. They 
are looking to engage Passport to create a similar tiered system as CLT.  She is copied on this email. Her number 
402.618.1752

Fulfilled Closed Police;#Transportation Yes

2250 4/11/2019 13:07 4/12/2019 Tierra Mendes

Hello, I would like to request a listing of all homes in the city of Charlotte that have had water services shut off 
within the past 6 months. I need to know if this is something that can be e-mailed or do you have to mail it. Thank 
you, Tierra Mendes Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2251 4/10/2019 17:21 4/12/2019 Ryan Evans Paracle Realty
Hello, I am requesting a list of disconnected single or multifamily properties in Mecklenburg County, NC that have 
been disconnected for at least 2 months consecutively. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2244 4/10/2019 11:39 6/11/2019 William Riggs University of San Francisco 

Good afternoon/morning: I hereby request the following records: Records regarding the acquisition, maintenance, 
upgrade and subscription costs of any products or services related to mobility analysis and data platform 
software (for example for the analysis and oversight of shared scooter services), including but not limited to the 
following vendors: Remix, Passport. Records requested include invoices, purchase orders, contracts, procurement 
documents (but not limited to solicitation documents or notices of proposed contracts, proposed bids, unsolicited 
proposals, and/or documents justifying contracting without full and open competition for free or paid services), 
agreements for data-sharing, and similar documents under which these companies may be a sub vendor from 
June 1, 2016 to the date of this request. In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform 
me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-
mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this 
matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 10 calendar days, as the statute requires. 
Thank you. William Riggs Professor School of Management University of San Francisco Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

2243 4/9/2019 12:06 4/10/2019 Joey Hampton
I am requesting a list of properties/houses that have had their water disconnected or have been disconnected for 
at least 2 months consecutively in Mecklenburg County. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2242 4/9/2019 12:04 4/12/2019 Joey Hampton I am requesting a list of properties/houses that have had a fire in the last 3 months. Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2241 4/9/2019 10:59 5/23/2019 Kamisha Charles Boston University

I would like to put in a public record request to obtain violent crime incident data and drug arrest data from 2013-
2018. I am requesting five years of violent crime data. The violent crimes should contain homicide, aggravated 
assault (including non-fatal shootings), forcible rape, and robbery. At a minimum, I would like the street address 
for the crime incident or drug arrest. It would be ideal if the arrest records contained coordinates. In addition, I 
would like the date and type of crime. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2237 4/8/2019 11:50 Tara Gomez University of North Carolina at Charlott

Hi, 
I was wondering if I could receive an email copy of public records regarding Charlotte's Smart City initiatives, 
regulations, safety protocols, etc.  
Complete description of the record requested: 
"Smart City" initiative plans, policies, protocols. Plans for sustainability. Smart technology initiatives. Health and 
safety protocols for smart technology.  
Date of Request: 04/08/2019 
Thank you, 
Tara Gomez 
Graduate Assistant 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte Submitted Open City Manager’s Office No



2236 4/8/2019 9:47 4/19/2019 Hannah Moran AEI Consultants

Attn: Planning/Zoning Compliance Department
Subject: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request/File Review Request
Complete Care Dartmouth – 300 Providence Rd, Charlotte, NC 28207
AEI Project #401883
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Please accept this as request for any information/documentation/files with your department regarding the above-
referenced property. AEI Consultants is currently conducting the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment for the 
property. The ASTM Practice E1527-13 Standard Practice of Environmental Site Assessments requires that a 
records search be conducted with local regulatory departments for information regarding the subject property. Of 
particular interest are the following items:
1 . Records of any Activity Use Limitations (AULs) in connection with the property? AULs are  typically in place at 
sites which would prevent future uses of a property.
2. Zoning associated with the Property:
 Legal: Conforming
 Legal: Non-Conforming
 Not Legal: Not-Conforming
 No Zoning
3. Records of outstanding zoning code violations associated with the Property. If any open violations exist, please 
email relevant documentation.
4. Can the property be rebuilt as-is if destroyed? If no, please explain why.
Please email (hmoran@aeiconsultants.com) me with any file information or indicate in the space below and 
return this sheet if you do not have any records for the property. You can also call 857-321-8586, to discuss the 
file information or if you require further information. Thank you for your time and attention regarding this matter.
Respectfully,
Hannah Moran
Project Manager Fulfilled Closed Planning No

2235 4/8/2019 9:47 4/19/2019 Hannah Moran AEI Consultants

   
Subject: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request/File Review Request
Complete Care Charlotte – 2616 E 5th St, Charlotte, NC 28207
AEI Project #401883
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Please accept this as request for any information/documentation/files with your department regarding the above-
referenced property.
AEI Consultants is currently conducting the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment for the property. The ASTM 
Practice E1527-13 Standard Practice of Environmental Site Assessments requires that a records search be 
conducted with local regulatory departments for information regarding the subject property. Of particular 
interest are the following items:
1.   Records  of  any  Activity  Use  Limitations  (AULs)  in  connection  with  the  property? AULs  are typically in 
place at sites which would prevent future uses of a property.
2.   Zoning associated with the Property:
□ Legal: Conforming
□ Legal: Non-Conforming
□ Not Legal: Not-Conforming
□ No Zoning
3.   Records of outstanding  zoning code violations associated with the Property. If  any open violations exist, 
please email relevant documentation.
4.   Can the property be rebuilt as-is if destroyed? If no, please explain why.
Please email (hmoran@aeiconsultants.com) me with any file information or indicate in the space below
and return this sheet if you do not have any records for the property. You can also call 857-321-8586, to
discuss the file information or if you require further information. Thank you for your time and attention
regarding this matter.
Respectfully,
Hannah Moran
Project Manager               

Fulfilled Closed Planning No

2239 4/7/2019 10:46 4/8/2019 Kristen Ritz
Hello. I am trying to obtain the fire and/or police report for a house fire that occurred on 10/31/2016 in 9128 
covey hollow court in Charlotte 28210. Is that possible? Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Police No

2238 4/5/2019 19:17 4/10/2019 Quianna Dotson Code enforcement code I filed in 2013 for address 6320 pinto pl apt 11. Case number H20130015203 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2234 4/5/2019 16:22 9/2/2019 Mike Stolp WSOC

Copies of the CATS monthly response report spreadhseets for each of the last 12 months.

Customer Service reports Fulfilled Closed CATS Yes

2233 4/5/2019 15:48 4/18/2019 Kate Bertash MuckRock


This is a follow up to a previous request:
Thanks Lt. Koch. To confirm, there are no records of any kind for either the November 17th, 2018 and December 
2nd, 2017 protests? The correction is mine, it seems as it was on 12/2/17. 
I ask because it was well-publicized in news outlets that Flip Benham was arrested at the 12/2/17 event for 
violating a noise ordinance. Is there no record of this arrest at CMPD?
To further clarify do you have lists of how many officers were staffed at each event on those dates? Lists of the 
equipment like barricades brought by CMPD to the event? Or copies of the permits that would have had to be 
filed for both events?
Thank you for any information you can provide. I sincerely appreciate all the work put in to check for these 
materials. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes



2232 4/5/2019 12:40 4/8/2019 Janes Wester Charlotte Observer


, I am requesting an electronic spreadsheet including the number of sworn CMPD officers assigned to each of the 
following units on each of these dates: 1/1/2019, 1/1/2018, 1/1/2017, 1/1/2016, 1/1/2015 and 1/1/2014.
 
- Domestic violence unit
- Crimes against children unit
- Financial crimes unit
- Cyber crimes unit
- Robbery unit
- Sexual assault unit
- Cold case unit
- Homicide/ADW unit
- Missing persons unit Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

2231 4/4/2019 14:23 4/5/2019 Jessica
911 call report from A Preferred Women's Health Center of Charlotte located at 3220 Latrobe Dr. Charlotte, NC 
28211 on Wednesday, April 3, 2019  Fulfilled Closed Police No

2247 4/4/2019 14:21 4/11/2019 Amy Dupont Fox6 Milwaukee

We learned today that the City Of Charlotte has offended to share information and tips with city leaders here in 
Milwaukee about hosting the DNC convention. I would like to know if I can speak to someone who was with the 
City of Charlotte in 2012 and is helping Milwaukee.

 I would also like to get a copy of your City’s after action document. At a city meeting here in Milwaukee this 
morning, our Commission Of Public works mentioned working with Charlotte and that city leaders there has 
produced this document after the convention in 2012. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office Yes

2229 4/4/2019 10:51 4/4/2019 Allison Latos WSOC

Good morning Mr. Frey,

I am reaching out to request copies of the actual plans for the legs of the Cross Charlotte Trail, specifically 
through Hidden Valley.
Can you email me that?
I’ve been looking online but I don’t see the actual route the property would take.
Thanks,
Allison Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt Yes

2230 4/4/2019 3:37 4/12/2019 Favour Ita
I hereby request a list of residential properties which have had reported fires from 03/1/2019 to 03/31/2019. 
Thank you!  Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2228 4/3/2019 17:01 4/29/2019 Fred Clasen-Kelly The Charlotte Observer


The Charlotte Observer requests an electronic spreadsheet of all homicides the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police 
Department  has investigated since 2015. Please include the following fields of data:
 
- Homicide date
- Homicide location (latitude/longitude or full address)
- Victim's name
- Victim's race
- Victim's gender
- Victim's age
- Suspect's name (if a suspect has been identified)
- Suspect's race
- Suspect's age  
- Suspect's gender
- Suspect's arrest date (if an arrest was made)
- Status of investigation (open or closed)
- Case clearance status (i.e. cleared by arrest, exceptionally cleared by death of offender, prosecution declined by 
district attorney, etc.)

Update 5/13/19: Spectrum News requests same records
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2223 4/3/2019 12:07 Mike Stolp WSOC

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation.
I request that digital copies of the following documents be provided to me:         
All      emails sent to and from Danny Pleasant from 11/1/18 – present that include      the words “Hawthorne”, 
“girder”, “delay”, “RNC”.
All      texts sent to and from DannyPleasant from 11/1/18 – present that include      the words “Hawthorne”, 
“girder”, “delay”, “RNC”.
All      emails sent to and from Sabrina Joy-Hogg from 11/1/18 – present that      include the words “Hawthorne”, 
“girder”, “delay”, “RNC”.
All      texts sent to and from Danny Pleasant from 11/1/18 – present that include      the words “Hawthorne”, 
“girder”, “delay”, “RNC”.
All      emails sent to and from Marcus Jones from 11/1/18 – present that include      the words “Hawthorne”, 
“girder”, “delay”, “RNC”.
All      texts sent to and from Marcus Jones from 11/1/18 – present that include      the words “Hawthorne”, 
“girder”, “delay”, “RNC”. 
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. Submitted to Departments Open City Manager’s Office Yes

2222 4/3/2019 9:29 4/4/2019 Alicia Brown New Legacy Property Group

Hello:
We would like to submit a Public Records Request regarding Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period 
March 24 - March 30, 2019. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection Notes" and 
"Parcel IDs".
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2227 4/2/2019 17:12 4/12/2019 Stephen Rivers Earnest Home Buyers

Greetings! I am writing to your good office to request a list of all structural fires with full addresses for the month 
of January (1-31), February (1-28) and March (1-31), 2019 please. A copy through email is just fine. Thank you in 
advance! Stephen Rivers 1101 Brae Ct, Fort Worth, TX 76111 817-229-5155 Fulfilled Closed Fire No



2221 4/2/2019 9:27 2/27/2020 Anna Douglas Charlotte Observer

Request for public records Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I request that you allow immediate 
inspection of the following public records, in whatever form the records are kept, or please provide copies of the 
following records. Relating to calendars/schedules of the following public officials: All members of City Council, 
Mayor Vi Lyles, CMPD Chief Kerr Putney, and Executive Director of Community Relations Willie Ratchford A copy 
of each individual’s calendar (or may be referred to as schedule) to include meetings, appointments, phone calls, 
conference calls, appearances, consultations, visits, meals, speaking engagements, workshops or any other work-
related duty. The requested public records should include, but not be limited to, calendar entries or scheduling 
details that provide the date, time, location, duration, purpose, and names of individuals present. For the 
purposes of this request, I ask that you provide the relevant calendar or scheduling records from only the 
following time periods: January 1 to 31, 2018 February 1 to 28, 2018 May 1 to 31, 2018 August 1 to 31, 2018 
December 1 to 31, 2018 January 1 to 31, 2019 March 1 to 31, 2019 If you take the position that the above-
described public records are not open to public inspection under the Public Records Law, please explain the basis 
for your position and identify any statute, rule of law or other authority upon which you rely. Pursuant to the 
Public Records Law, I am willing to pay the actual cost of the copies I am requesting but ask that I be furnished 
with an estimate prior to any costs being incurred in excess of $20.  Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services;#Police;#Communi   Yes

2226 4/1/2019 17:27 4/4/2019 Ashely Wathen Project Resource Group

I am requesting the certificate of general liability insurance valid on 01/30/2019 for city sub contractor Sonny 
Development. They were contracted to perform work on City Agenda #: 23.File #: 15-8680 for storm drain 
improvement Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2225 4/1/2019 16:53 4/4/2019 Debbie Wilson
I am requesting information on the body pulled from the lake march 31 , Lake Wylie. WAS IT A FEMALE? MALE? 
NAME? Fulfilled Closed Police No

2220 4/1/2019 16:10 4/3/2019 Matthew LaValley American Tower
any building permit applications, issued building permits, zoning permits, applications, and site plans for the 
construction of brand new cell phone towers between 2/20/19 and 4/1 Closed Unfulfilled Referred Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2224 4/1/2019 16:01 7/9/2019 Joshua Windham Institute for Justice

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, N.C. Gen. Stat. §§ 132-1, et seq., I write to request copies of all 
documents in your possession or control since January 1, 2016, regarding enforcement of Charlotte Zoning 
Ordinance §§ 2.201, 12.408, and any other municipal restriction on the practice or advertising of home 
occupations. Responsive documents shall include, but are not limited to: (1) complaints; (2) warning letters; (3) 
enforcement notices; (4) decisions on requests for permits, exemptions, or variances; and (5) all documents of a 
similar nature. Because the Institute for Justice is a non-profit, public-interest organization, I request that these 
documents be provided without charge and as soon as practicable. Electronic copies are preferred. If fees are not 
waived, I will reimburse all reasonable fees up to $100. If you estimate that fees will exceed this amount, please 
contact me for approval prior to filling this request. Materials can be emailed directly tojwindham@ij.org  
(preferred), or mailed to me at the Institute for Justice, 901 North Glebe Road, Suite 900, Arlington, VA 22203. I 
appreciate your help in this matter. If I can assist you in any way, or if you have questions or concerns, please do 
not hesitate to contact me. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2219 4/1/2019 12:12 4/1/2019 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer

Wanted to piggyback a records request made by the Tampa Bay Times on Feb. 2 about the Tampa Bay Rays. I'd like 
to 1) request the same records associated with this request and 2) check on the status of it (in other words, if it's 
been fulfilled, perhaps you can send me the file you send Josh Solomon?)

Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2217 3/29/2019 16:23 3/29/2019 Johnny Irving
I am requesting a list of all residential properties that have had water services disconnected within the last 6 
months. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2216 3/29/2019 9:23 4/15/2019 Shannon Mullen Roman & Associates, Inc



Please 
We respectfully submit this request, in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Law, to 
obtain copies of crime grids/maps (detailing any and all felony or misdemeanor related crimes) dating 
back 
five years, beginning 12/01/2013 up to and including the date of loss of 12/01/2018, for 
Belle Haven Apartments, including all incidents at Sandy Spring Lane, Post Canyon 
Lane, and Autumn Lake Court, in Charlotte, NC. 

Fulfilled Closed Police No

2215 3/29/2019 9:10 4/29/2019 Casey Geraldo Today's TMJ4


The number of arrests made by police on September 4, 5 and 6 for the following years: 2010, 2011, 2012 and 
2013 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2213 3/28/2019 15:10 4/29/2019 Megan Schellong NPR

If you would be so kind as to send or direct me to the latest annual statistics of number of firearms stolen from 
cars in CHARLOTTE, That would be great.
(
 
 
If the same data for previous year is also available from the same search, please enclose those going back 10 
years.  
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2214 3/28/2019 12:25 5/6/2019 Gonzalo Garcia The Regional Transportation Commissio    Request RFP and Contract for Armed Security Provider for Charlotte Area Transit System  Fulfilled Closed CATS No



2212 3/27/2019 15:45 4/29/2019 Azadeh Shahshahani Project South

Project South seeks disclosure of any and all records, created from January 2000 to the present, that were 
prepared, received, transmitted, collected, and/or maintained by the North Carolina State and Local Agencies or 
any formal or informal group, gathering, or coalition involving employees, agents or representatives of any of the 
North Carolina State and Local Agencies, consisting of, including, relating, discussing, referencing, or otherwise 
pertaining to any of the following:
1)   All suspicious activity reports, “tips,” or other information, gathered, retained or shared through tips-based 
programs such as, but not limited to, the Nationwide Suspicious Activity Reporting Initiative, covert informants, 
data-mining, hacking, wiretapping, "stingrays," or any other investigative tools or sources by the North Carolina 
State and Local Agencies or their agents or via state or local partners or civilian partners, (hereafter termed “the 
Intelligence”) regarding:
a.   places of worship, Muslim communities, Middle Eastern communities, South Asian communities, immigrant 
communities from any foreign nation, the African- American or Black communities, persons affiliated with those 
communities, the demographic or geographic "mapping" of those communities or any other ethnic, racial, or 
national community;
b.   any instance in which the Intelligence refers to a person's race, ethnicity, religion, 
national origin, or ancestry;
a.   any and all First Amendment-protected activity or that mentions First Amendment-protected activity, 
including but not limited to protests, picketing, demonstrations, petitioning, vigils, conference attendance or 
organizing, public assembly, newspaper writing, book or essay publishing, pamphleteering, or political activity, 
including online political activity.
2) All records indicating the number
a. of persons about whom the Intelligence was gathered, retained, or shared in the eGuardian, Guardian, 
Intelligence Sharing Environment (ISE), Intelligence Sharing Environment – Functional Standard respectively;
b. of incidents referenced in the Intelligence that were gathered, retained, or shared in the eGuardian, Guardian, 
Intelligence Sharing Environment (ISE), Intelligence Sharing Environment – Functional Standard respectively, 
divided by their source;
c. of incidents referenced in the Intelligence that were gathered, but not retained or shared, divided by their 
source.
3) All complaints concerning, internal audits of, investigations of, or review of records falling under the Fulfilled Closed Police No

2211 3/27/2019 15:18 3/28/2019 Alina Johns International Union of Police Associatio
Policy on limited duty status (program that allows officers who are injured or sick to work administrative positions 
in the office) for Police Officers Fulfilled Closed Police No

2210 3/26/2019 14:19 3/28/2019 Sarah Delia WFAE

My colleague Alex (cced here) and I are working on a series of stories regarding activity outside of the clinic on 
Latrobe Drive. We understand there is pending litigation between the city/CMPD and some of the groups that 
regularly protest outside of the clinic (Cities For Life and Love Life Charlotte).
We’re not asking for a comment at this moment but rather for available case numbers between the city/CMPD 
and these groups regarding pending litigation. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes

2209 3/26/2019 13:25 4/24/2019 Danielle Chemtob Charlotte Observer

I'm reaching out because I'm working on a story about LISC now that they're up and running here in Charlotte. I 
know that the council approved the money to fund them last year and I was wondering if there's any kind of 
contract I could get a hold of between the city and LISC. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services Yes

2218 3/26/2019 12:41 3/29/2019 Alicia Brown New Legacy Property Group

Hello:
We would like to submit a Public Records Request regarding Nuisance and Housing Code Cases for the period 
March 16 - March 23, 2019. Would like the export to include respective "Violation", "Inspection Notes" and 
"Parcel IDs".
If you require any more information from us, please do not hesitate to reach out.
Thanks, Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2207 3/26/2019 10:11 4/5/2019 Lena Bradtke-Litwack DCCC

•     2216 Whilden Ct, Charlotte, NC 28211
•     4521 Sharon Rd, Suite 350, Charlotte, NC 28211
•     2801 Wintergreen Dr, Charlotte, NC 28211
•     2810 Wintergreen Dr, Charlotte, NC 28211
•     251 S Canterbury Rd, Charlotte, NC 28211
•     4101 Morrowick Rd, Charlotte, NC 28226
•     5608 Rebel Dr, Charlotte, NC 28210
•     3004 Somerset Dr, Charlotte, NC 28209
•     3319 Moores Glen Dr, Charlotte, NC 28209
•     1108 Heather Ln, Charlotte, NC 28209
•     5950 Fairview Rd, Apt 622, Charlotte, NC 28210
•     3219 Meadow Glen Dr, Charlotte, NC 28209
•     1209 Aldershot Ct, Charlotte, NC 28211
•     4209 Aldershot Ct, Charlotte, NC 28211
•     5008 Sunningdale Ct, Charlotte, NC 28226
•     5352 Sandtrap Ln, Charlotte, NC 28226
•     3117 Goneaway Rd, Charlotte, NC 28210
•     1124 Linda Ln, Charlotte, NC 28211
•     5935 Quail Hollow Rd, Apt F, Charlotte, NC 28211
•     6409 Cameron Forest Ln, Apt 3C/33C, Charlotte,
•     3301 Cotillion Ave, Charlotte, NC 28210
•     4112 Providence Rd, Charlotte, NC 28211
•     8004 Sunnyvale Ln, Charlotte, NC 28210

Fulfilled Closed Police No

2205 3/25/2019 15:33 3/25/2019 Amanda Aycock WCNC

Do you know who I could reach out to to get these 
renderings? https://twitter.com/JoeBrunoWSOC9/status/1110251498125094913

Fulfilled Closed Planning Yes
2204 3/25/2019 15:09 3/25/2019 Danielle Ferguson WCCB Rezoning petition for the Carolina Panthers' practice field Fulfilled Closed Planning Yes



2202 3/25/2019 11:49 3/25/2019 Marianne Skorupski NEWMARK KNIGHT FRANK

Do you have the airport traffic and activity report for January 2019

Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2203 3/25/2019 10:29 3/25/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC
Petition documents for rezoning of Carolina Panthers practice fields. Rezoning petition believed to be filed in 
March 2019. Fulfilled Closed Planning Yes

2206 3/25/2019 10:02 6/2/2019 Tim Spears Spectrum News

Hello, My name is Tim Spears. I'm a reporter with Spectrum News hoping to get a copy of any emails to/from the 
city manager Marcus Jones, and to/from CATS CEO John Lewis, about permanently moving the transportation 
center from it's current location. As a means of limiting the request, I'll ask for any emails between Jan 2017 til 
Jan 2019. Feel free to email back or call/text 704-577-5443 If there are any questions or suggestions to speed the 
process. Regards, Tim

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#CATS Yes

2191 3/25/2019 5:28 3/27/2019 John Paul WSOC
I’d like to get a list of the system development fee that have been refunded to developers over the last 3 years.
It’s my understanding that cities have to refund those fees and towns like Harrisburg have already done so. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water Yes

2185 3/22/2019 14:09 4/10/2019 John Paul WSOC TV
Can you tell me how many you dealt with for the winter? December to now?

Fulfilled Closed Water Yes

2188 3/22/2019 12:07 4/4/2019 Mike Stolp WSOC
All      emails sent to and fromDeputy Chief Johnny Jennings from 2017 - present      that include the terms 
“pledge”, “fund”, “pledge fund”, “benevolent”,      “expenditure”, “short fall”, “funds”, “broke”. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2189 3/22/2019 11:55 4/8/2019 Mike Stolp WSOC  The 2017 and 2018 Form 990s for theCharlotte Mecklenburg Police Benevolent Fund. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes
2178 3/22/2019 10:54 3/22/2019 Ashley Piper Northwest Immigrant Rights Project 911 calls made by Swait Gupta 11/21/1984 between 2017-2018 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2174 3/21/2019 15:25 4/2/2019 Breanna Gibson Lamar Advertising

I am writing to request access to and a copy of the most recent award for transit advertising services on Charlotte 
Area Transit System including: *All RFP bidder responses *Interview notes *Financial proposals *Scoring results 
*Current contract and any addendums for transit advertising services between Charlotte Area Transit System and 
Vector Media *The RFP and any exhibits or attachments *Estimated issue date of the next RFP to provide 
advertising services Additionally I am requesting access to and a copy of the following: *Previous 5 years payment 
history, showing the annual guarantee and the associated revenue share over the minimum paid in each year to 
Charlotte Area Transit System *Previous 5 years annual sales history, by month, associated with any agreement 
to provide transit advertising services. Please let me know when I can expect to receive the requested 
information. I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not more than $50. If the cost would be 
greater than this amount, please notify me. Please provide a receipt indicating the charges for each document. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2187 3/21/2019 14:35 3/28/2019 Julie Fosbinder Fosbinder Law Offices

Re: Archibald Property, 1115 Colville Road, Charlotte, N.C. 28207, (located at the Corner of Colville Road and 
Providence Road) and all other documents pertaining to 1115 Colville Road property and Intersection since 
November 1, 2014
Dear Gentlemen;
Pursuant to N.C.G.S. sec. 132-1 et.seq., the North Carolina Public Records Act, I respectfully request access to the 
following public records as defined by that statute:
Please either provide my office with a copy of or allow us the opportunity to review the following public records 
in your custody which were received by or created between November 1, 2014, and today. If you are providing 
copies of the documents, you may email them to my address of jhanfos2@gmail.com or mail them to the address 
above.
The records we request are all documents related to any and all complaints against Mr. Archibald and/or his 
property at 1115 Colville, as well as all of the alleged violations of the transportation code, and any inspections of 
his property and the relevant intersection at Providence and Colville Roads. Such documents should include but 
are not limited to all records of communications between your office and other City, county, and state offices 
concerning the 1115 Colville Road property and the intersection of Colville road ; all records of communications 
between your office and individual citizens or groups of citizens concerning the 1115 Colville Road property; all 
internal correspondence in your department regarding the 1115 Colville Road property; and all findings and 
photographs pertaining to the property. “Communications” and “documents” as used in this paragraph includes 
all emails, text messages, letters, memoranda, reports, recordings, notations of conversations, and other forms of 
electronically or physically stored information. The Colville Road property as used in this paragraph refers also to 
the intersection of Colville Road and Providence Road.
I have directed this request to you, but ask that you direct it to any and all individuals associated with the City of 
Charlotte Department of Transportation, who may have had contacts with citizens or groups pertaining to this 
property, and who have been involved with Mr. Archibald and the 1115 Colville Road property, during the time 
since he purchased it in 2014.
I request that you make these records available on or before April 1, 2019. The Public Records act provides that 
public records requested by any member of the public be made available “as promptly as possible.”
If you believe that any of the requested records are exempt from disclosure, please cite the specific statutory (or 
other) basis for that belief. If there is a charge for these records please let me know immediately and cite the Fulfilled Closed Transportation No



2186 3/21/2019 14:25 4/2/2019 Julie Fosbinder Fosbinder Law Offices

Re: Archibald Property, 1115 Colville Road, Charlotte, N.C. 28207,
Cases Number H20160043807, 20170033632, 20190011121, and all other documents
pertaining to 1115 Colville Road property and Tax parcel 15512102 since November 1, 2014
Dear Ms. Freeze;
Pursuant to N.C.G.S. sec. 132-1 et.seq., the North Carolina Public Records Act, I respectfully request access to the 
following public records as defined by that statute:
Please either provide my office with a copy of or allow us the opportunity to review the following public records 
in your custody which were received by or created between November 1, 2014, and today. If you are providing 
copies of the documents, you may email them to my address of jhanfos2@gmail.com or mail them to the address 
above.
The records we request are all documents related to any and all complaints against Mr. Archibald and/or his 
property at 1115 Colville Road, as well as all of the alleged violations of the housing code, and inspections of his 
property. Such documents should include but are not limited to all records of communications between your 
office and other City, county, and state offices concerning the 1115 Colville Road property; all records of 
communications between your office and individual citizens or groups of citizens concerning the 1115 Colville 
property; all internal correspondence in your department regarding the 1115 Colville property; and all findings 
and photographs pertaining to the property. “Communications” and “documents” as used in this paragraph 
includes all emails, text messages, letters, memoranda, reports, recordings, notations of conversations, and other 
forms of electronically or physically stored information.
I have directed this request to you, but ask that you direct it to any and all individuals and or other City entities 
associated with the City of Charlotte who have been involved with Mr.
Archibald and the 1115 Colville Road property during the time since he purchased it in very late 2014.
I request that you make these records available on or before April 1, 2019. The Public records act provides that 
public records requested by any member of the public be made available “as promptly as possible.”
If you believe that any of the requested records are exempt from disclosure, please cite the specific statutory (or 
other) basis for that belief. If there is a charge for these records please let me know immediately and cite the 
portion of the Public Records act which you believe support such charges.
Thank you.
Very truly yours, Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2190 3/21/2019 13:44 Christopher Tackson
I am seeking the number of candidates who sat, each year, for the Charlotte Fire Department entrance written 
exam from 2010 to 2018. Thank you. Submitted Open Fire No

2173 3/21/2019 10:39 5/20/2019 David Hodges WBTV

Emails sent and received by Joe Frey, Mike Davis, Dan Gallagher and Liz Babson.Please include the following 
search words – “XCLT” “Cross Charlotte Trail” “Cross-Charlotte Trail”Please limit your search from 9/1/2018 – 
11/1/2018 Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Transportation Yes

2172 3/20/2019 15:04 4/1/2019 Mike Stolp WSOC

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation.
I request that digital copies of the following documents be provided to me: A      list of every parking citation 
issued from 1/1/18-present. Please include      date, time and location. Fulfilled Closed Transportation Yes

2177 3/20/2019 13:27 3/21/2019 Marty Puckett

Ms. Flotree,
I know I have asked for, and you have provided a partial list before of my records requests. However, could you 
please send me a record of my requests for the last 5 years and the date they where filled? I really appreciate 
your responsiveness and willingness to help as always.
Thanks, 
Marty Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

2171 3/20/2019 9:53 4/18/2019 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal

I’m also looking for background on the NBA All-Star weekend and how the perimeter and light-rail security plan 
was developed and put in place. My records request is for the six months leading up to the game — Sept. 20, 
2018 to Feb. 20, 2019 — for written and electronic communication between the city, NBA and CMPD regarding 
how and why the perimeter was established the way it was, how this differs or not from NBA standards and what 
the costs were.
Let me know whether that is specific enough. I’m trying to define how the strategy was developed, what the 
conversation was between the city manager, police chief and NBA, among others, what it cost and how those 
costs were shared. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police;#CATS Yes

2170 3/20/2019 8:50 4/10/2019 Allison Latos WSOC

Can you tell me if there have been any complaints/concerns/etc. pertaining to Roof leaks and duct cleaning and 
mold at station 17?...
Can you please provide me with the notice sent to Charlotte Building Maintenance?
Was mold found in the duct work?
If yes, when and what type?

Are there any environmental/health concerns? Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt Yes

2169 3/19/2019 16:42 3/20/2019 Lena Bradtke-Litwack DCCC-Democratic Congressional Campa  
Arrest reports, call logs, police incident reports, supplemental reports, dispatch reports, internal correspondence 
in the sheriff's office and case files Fulfilled Closed Police No

2163 3/19/2019 12:13 3/19/2019 Danielle Chemtob Observer

This is the tweet I was referring to. https://twitter.com/BraxtonWinston/status/110766910420120780
There are two letters, one from Crescent Communities and one from REBIC. Based on the pics in the tweet, it 
looks like the crescent one was sent on March 15 addressed to the city of Charlotte. The other one was sent on 
March 14 addressed to the planning commission. Since we're working on a story about the hearing last night, my 
deadline is today. 

Fulfilled Closed Planning Yes

2027 3/19/2019 10:49 3/19/2019 Claire Yan Rutgers University

Dear Officer, This is Claire Yan, an assistant professor in Accounting at the State University of New Jersey. In 
conducting an academic research in state and local governmental financial reporting issues, I’m collecting City of 
Charlotte CAFRs. I’m wondering if you can send me a copy of City of Charlotte CAFR FY 2002 through 2008, at 
your convenience. They are currently not available on your website. Your help and kind assistance would be 
greatly appreciated! Please feel free to send me those CAFRs in separate emails as needed. Thank you very much 
for your kind assistance! Warm regards, Claire Yan Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2168 3/19/2019 5:21 4/12/2019 Stephen Rivers Earnest HomeBuyers

Open Record Request from January 1-31 to February 1-28, 2019 Good day, I would like to request a list of all 
structural fires with full addresses for the month of January 1-31 to February (1-28), 2019 please. And a copy 
through email is just fine. Thank you in advance! Stephen Rivers Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2167 3/18/2019 21:48 Timothy Stricker

I would like records of the total number of commercial building structure fires run by all of Charlotte Fire 
Department for the nearest year that you have records for. Also, if possible, I would like the total dollar amount 
of fire code violations for the same year if available. I am in under-graduate school at Columbia Southern 
University taking a class titled Fire Prevention and Code Enforcement. This info is strictly needed for a short paper 
that I have to write. Thank-you very much.  Submitted Open Fire No

2166 3/18/2019 15:22 3/21/2019 Gregory Camp Can we see RFP CDOT 2017-124 proposal submitted along with bid numbers from all bidders please. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No



2240 3/18/2019 13:04 6/10/2019 Bill McGinty WCNC

I am making a public records request for a copy of all “property damage release” documents from present 
going back to January 1, 2014. 
     (Note: Bill would like to quantify how many release documents have been signed as part of settlement 
agreements for this time period)     
          Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Finance Yes

2165 3/18/2019 12:16 3/20/2019 Sandra Schimchak Reilly, McDevitt & Henrich, P.C.
We are requesting and all records including by not limited to Police Records, Reports, Criminal Records, etc. 
related to James Leon Winchester, JR., (DOB 02/29/1964).  Fulfilled Closed Police No

2164 3/18/2019 9:09 3/20/2019 Lauren Ward Payment Processing Services

Pursuant to your state public records act, I respectfully request you produce public records in an electronic format 
to ltward@expertmoneyfinders.com. For all bank accounts checks/warrants (“checks”) are issued from, please 
provide a list/report, electronically stored records, or individual records evidencing, reflecting, referring to or 
relating to *all uncashed checks* - in all amounts - that meet the following criteria: 1. Were issued between 
January 1, 2010 and the date the search is conducted; and 2. Have *not* been presented for payment (uncashed, 
not negotiated, etc.); and 3. Have *not* been reissued; and 4. Are *not* ineligible to be reissued; and 5. Have 
*not* been remitted to any state unclaimed property office. Please provide all available fields, including but not 
limited to, (i) payee/vendor name, (ii) payee/vendor address, (iii) amount, (iv) date of item, (v) check number, etc. 
Please note: This request specifically excludes all checks that have already been reissued, and/or are ineligible to 
be reissued, and/or have already been remitted to a state unclaimed property office. Excluding checks that cannot 
be reissued is extremely beneficial, as processing only eligible reissue requests conserves the resources of all 
parties. Please inform me if, after a reasonable search, no responsive records whatsoever were located. Please 
also inform me if you determine to withhold a responsive record its entirety or disclose it in redacted form. If you 
do intend to disclose any responsive record in redacted form, I ask that you redact that record for the time being 
(by blacking it out not whiting it out) and make the rest of the records available as requested. Thank you for your 
assistance in fulfilling this request.  Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2161 3/16/2019 14:44 4/12/2019 Michael Breisch I would like a list of houses that are fire damaged in the last 60 days  Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2159 3/15/2019 16:13 3/15/2019 US News Group Legal Team

We request the settlement amount reached between the city of Charlotte and Benjamin Rivera. Mr. Rivera was a 
CATS employee that filed a lawsuit. 

Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS Yes

2158 3/15/2019 15:38 3/15/2019 Donald Oakes

Incident reports from his 2004 and 2008 arrests, arrest info-booking number, address, driver's license number, 
mugshots, details of arrest, time booked, time arrested, bail, location, witness/passenger/victim address and 
phone number, age, sex, hair, eyes, height, weight Fulfilled Closed Police No

2157 3/15/2019 15:33 3/15/2019 Donald Oakes

Name of CMPD Records division manager
Photos of Chad Denton, Angelo Demaioribus, Michael Ford, Kirk Bynoe, Joshua Allman, Daniel Kennedy, Ricky 
Robbins, and Wayne Grooms Fulfilled Closed Police No

2162 3/15/2019 12:33 3/18/2019 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal After action reports for 2017 and 2018 Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2151 3/14/2019 12:30 3/14/2019 Donald Oakes
Copy of Automatic License Plate readers policy
400-003, 900-019, 600-012, 700-003, 700-004 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2150 3/14/2019 12:08 Donald Oakes
From 01/01/2008 to 12/31/2008 all traffic citations issued by Officers Chad Denton and Angelo Demaioribus.  The 
time/date citation issued, location, related reports, gender/race of those who received the citations Submitted Open Police No

2155 3/14/2019 11:36 12/6/2019 Mary Fletcher King Johnston, Allison & Hord, PA 

All documents, faxes, records, emails, correspondence, notes relating to the road named Country Lane in 
Charlotte, NC including but not limited to documents referencing: 4609 Country Lane; right-of-way; abandonment 
of right-of-way; fence erection/removal; disputes over property lines; and dedication and/or ownership of the 
right-of-way, from 1952 through the present. For searching purposes, City employees with knowledge include 
Shannon Frye; Jeffrey Boenisch; Linda B. Beverly; Robert E. Hagamann; David H. Snider; Dennis Smith; David 
Meacham; and J.T. Campbell. External persons who communicated with City employees include Eric Craig; Gina 
Craig; Greg Whitehead; and Faye White. As this is a public request, I do not wish to publicly disclose the external 
persons' email addresses, but I can provide them over the phone. Please inform me if there are any fees for 
searching or copying these records. If there are charges, please provide the total cost and the method by which I 
can provide payment. Please call if there is any other information you need to assist in your search. Thank you in 
advance for your help. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Transportation;#Planning No

2149 3/14/2019 10:43 4/24/2019 Donald Oakes Arrest warrants, mugshots, incident reports, 911 radio traffic for the recent traffic stop of Bobby Morgan Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2154 3/14/2019 9:15 6/6/2019 Michelle England SmartProcure

Modified Request:
SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte for any and all electronic purchasing 
records from 2018-11-29 (yyyy-mm-dd) to current. The request is limited to readily available records without 
physically copying, scanning or printing.
The specific information requested from your record keeping system is:
 1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, 
encumbrance, or check number
 2. Purchase date
 3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase)
 4. Line item quantity
 5. Line item price
 6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email address

 If you would like to let me know what type of financial software you use, I may have report samples that help to 
determine how, or if, you are able to respond.

 Please email the information or use the following web link. There is no file size limitation:
http://upload.smartprocure.com/?st=NC&org=CityOfCharlotte

 If this request was misrouted, please forward to the correct contact person and reply to this communication with 
the appropriate contact information.
If you have any questions, please feel free to respond to this email or I can be reached at the phone number 
below in my signature.

Requestor Withdrew This Portion of Request:
Dear Sheila or Custodian of Public Records, SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the City of 
Charlotte for all current employee/staff contact information. The request is limited to readily available records 
without physically copying, scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic document is Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No



2156 3/13/2019 16:23 4/10/2019 Allison Latos WSOC-TV

Hi Dennis,
Can you tell me if there have been any complaints/concerns/etc. pertaining to Roof leaks and duct cleaning and 
mold at station 17?
IF yes, what is being done about it?
I am also requesting all emails on this subject to and from Chief Damian Owen in the past 2 years.
Thank you,
Allison Fulfilled Closed Fire Yes

2146 3/13/2019 15:52 3/9/2020 Alex Shabad WCNC


It’s Alex Shabad with NBC Charlotte again.   I am making a public records request for data about Found Property 
cases at CMPD.   Please see the information below that I’m requesting through an electronic spreadsheet:
 Records for any and all Found Property cases at CMPD from January 1, 2018 to the present day (March 13, 
2019).The type of item found in each caseThe location in each caseThe police report number in each case
 
Feel free to reach me anytime on my cell at 704-589-0557 with any questions.  
 
Best,
 
Alex 
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2147 3/13/2019 15:25 3/13/2019 Tim Spears Spectrum News Charlotte

This is Tim Spears with Spectrum News. I'm working on a story about the Panthers economic impact to Charlotte. 
Any chance I could get a copy of the economic impact information the city has on the Panthers. I know they had 
to present some data around they time they were asking for the latest rounds of renovations.  Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2153 3/13/2019 13:45 3/14/2019 Verlene Earl CASE NUMBRER# 20190308110702 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2144 3/13/2019 13:25 4/9/2019 Matthew C. Dellinger Dellinger Law PLLC


Mr. Montgomery,
 
I hope you are well. I have a client in a civil lawsuit stemming from an incident at 2923 S. Tryon Street on 
September 10, 2018, in which my client was shot by a third-party. We are seeking information on incidents in the 
general area of 2923 S. Tryon Street that occurred prior to my client’s incident. When I attempted to pull the 
information I need from CMPD’s Crime Mapping application online, it only provides the information for the last 
180 days and thus does not go back as far as we need it. 
 
I was referred to you by CMPD’s Central Division as the person who could help us. I left a message with your 
phone attendant earlier. To hopefully make this easier and more efficient, I’m sending this email to outline what 
we’re seeking. Essentially, it is the same information we would be able to pull off Crime Mapping if it were not 
beyond the 180-day window. What:  all incidents involving Assault; Burglary; Homicide; Motor Vehicle Theft; 
Robbery; Sex Crimes; Theft/Larceny; Vandalism; Vehicle Break-In; WeaponsWhere:  2923 S. Tryon Street AND 
WITHIN A 1-MILE RADIUS OF THAT LOCATIONWhen:  1 to 5 years prior to and including September 10, 2018  
 
If we can, we would like to obtain this information in a report/list format, as well as on a map like Crime Mapping 
provides if that is available. Ultimately, if I get the list of all incidents with their incident numbers, dates and 
locations, I can go through and pull from online the individual incident reports for each. 
 
If I need to send a formal written request, please let me know and provide the name and address to whom I 
should direct the request. 
 
We sincerely appreciate your help. Please call me if there are questions or you would like to discuss anything with 
me. 
 
Best regards,
Matt
 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2143 3/13/2019 12:46 4/5/2019 Brittney Johnson WSOC

I would like to request electronic copies of the complaints/grievances to CDOT regarding scooters and sidewalk 
obstruction concerns and related responses from CDOT from 5/2018-3/13/2019. 

Fulfilled Closed Transportation Yes

2152 3/13/2019 12:08 3/28/2019 Heather Flohr Ricoh I would like to request a copy of the current contract Charlotte Water has in place for bill inserts printing services. Fulfilled Closed Water No

2141 3/13/2019 9:33 4/17/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you all please provide me with electronic copies of any/all after action reports related to NBA All-Star 
Weekend, specifically any citywide, transportation, public safety after action reports?

Fulfilled Closed Police;#Fire Yes

2148 3/12/2019 17:45 3/27/2019 Margaret Quigley StreetLight Data

Hello City of Charlotte: We are looking for (ideally daily) counts from all of 2018 of the Uber/Lyft/Any TNC pick-
ups and drop-offs at Charlotte area airports (definitely Charlotte Douglas International, but if you have others, we 
will be interested in that as well) in a .csv format. We also would like to know if there is a designated lane at the 
airports for TNC drivers to use. We are also looking forshapefiles of the FIFO zones/Staging Areas for TNC drivers 
at Charlotte area airports; definitely Charlotte Douglas I'nal but we will look at any others you have as well. Best, 
Margaret  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2142 3/12/2019 16:05 3/12/2019 Kim Golden Spectrum News Charlotte

Can you confirm that the city has paid $950,000 to the family of James Short following the 2017 crash involving 
CMPD officer Phillip Barker?

Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2160 3/12/2019 15:40 3/15/2019 Carli Brosseau News & Observer

I'm a reporter with The News & Observer. I would like to receive an electronic copy of the city's involuntary 
commitment transportation agreement. Please let me know if you have any questions.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes
2139 3/12/2019 13:14 3/12/2019 Anthony Lee PAR Capital Management Rental Car monthly revenue report Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2135 3/12/2019 11:01 3/12/2019 Tommiesha Purnell

I will like to have a list of properties whose water has been disconnected in the last 6 months. I am writing a 
report on water usage in Charlotte NC, and I will be using it to reference of my census.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No



2134 3/12/2019 10:58 3/14/2019 Patricia Wiley
All available records of 911 calls from cell phone number 704-535-3887 and/or responding to the residence at 
5820 Old Meadow Rod., Charlotte, NC 28227. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2131 3/12/2019 10:52 3/12/2019 Dawond McKinney

Request audio and video footage from law enforcement on 02/24/2019, at the above listed address and also 
audio and video from transporting officer/deputy vehicle on the same date.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No
2132 3/12/2019 10:51 4/2/2019 Alejandro Henao ADVAM’s Request made to see all proposals submitted Fulfilled Closed Aviation No
2130 3/12/2019 9:38 4/2/2019 Rhodri Edwards AeroParker public records request to be supplied with the responses to the OBS project Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2136 3/12/2019 9:25 3/12/2019 Josh Rotenstreich Teague Rotenstreich Stanaland Fox & H

This is an attorney request for the entire investigative file (including but not limited to photos, statements, and file 
notes) for an auto-mobile accident which occurred on 1/5/2019 at 3:46 am on S. Tryon St. (Accident report # 
20190105034600). This request is made in connection with a potential civil suit. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2137 3/12/2019 9:16 3/25/2019 Billy Prutzman CATS 2017 annual report Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

2124 3/11/2019 15:48 3/11/2019 Annmarie Rosenquist WSOC

Can we request the settlement documents from the City of Charlotte and the Family of James Mitchell Short in 
reference to the fatal accident that occurred on July 8, 2017 at the intersection of Morehead St and Euclid Ave?

Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2126 3/11/2019 15:20 3/11/2019 Danielle Ferguson WCCB

Good afternoon. Can you confirm if the city of Charlotte has settled with the family of James Michael Short and if 
so, can you provide details of the amount of that settlement?

Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2122 3/11/2019 10:47 3/12/2019 Meghan Miroslaw Construction Journal


Hello, 
Can you please provide the information requested for each public solicitation below. You can reply via this email 
or print email and fax back to me at the fax number below.
-------------Project ID: 1615813-------------
Hoseless Residuals Collection Equipment System
Owner Proj Num: FY18-RFQ-19
  ::Information Requested:: 
    Submittal List and Amounts if available: 
 
-------------Project ID: 1620365-------------
Residential Water and Sewer Line Protection Program
Owner Proj Num: FY19-RFP-04
  ::Information Requested:: 
    Submittal List and Amounts if available: 
 
-------------Project ID: 1669401-------------
Solids Storage Tank Cover Removal at McAlpine Creek WWMF
Owner Proj Num: FY19-RFP-12
  ::Information Requested:: 
    Submittal List and Amounts if available: Fulfilled Closed Water No

2123 3/11/2019 10:20 3/11/2019 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal CIAA after-action report Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes
2121 3/11/2019 10:03 3/11/2019 Chris Salesman Requested copy of confidential incident report 20190124-1947-01.  He already has the public version Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2120 3/11/2019 9:59 4/9/2019 Donald Oakes
Names of those in Arvin Fant and Miguel Santiago's chain of command in 2008, name of watch commander on 
the night of 11/20/2008, copy of index showing records released by IA in relation to public records requests Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2119 3/11/2019 9:56 3/11/2019 Donald Oakes Arrest warrants, mugshots for Jonathan Chavis, Donovan Gaines, Antonio McKay, Crystal Hamilton, Ray Bynum Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No
2118 3/11/2019 9:53 3/11/2019 Donald Oakes Copies of CMPD Directives 300-015, 300-026, 400-003, 500-004 ABC Fulfilled Closed Police No
2116 3/11/2019 9:44 3/11/2019 Donald Oakes Hard copies of CMPD Directives 700-001 through 700-006 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2111 3/11/2019 9:42 4/26/2019 US News Group Legal Dept


Hello,
 
Please furnish the following public records request.
 
All emails, including attachments to and from Felipe Hemming, californiapolicenews@gmail.com, 
blackcoatmedia@gmail.com for the year 2017
 
-Thank you 
 
US News Group Legal Team Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2127 3/11/2019 9:39 3/13/2019 Karen Guido Skyline Lien Search

We are currently conducting research on a property located inCity of Cornelius, specifically property address  
16821 America Cup Rd, Cornelius, NC 28031. If you could please assist us in obtaining the following information 
regarding water and sewer services we would greatly appreciate it:
 
1.            What services do you provide to this property address (i.e. water, sewer, waste, storm water)?
2.            What is the account status (i.e. Open, closed, turned-off)?
3.            Is there a balance due? If so, can you please provide us with the amount and due date?
4.            Is the balance delinquent? If so, can you please provide us with a good thru date of 30 days?
5.            Can you provide an account history?6.            Do you lien properties for outstanding balances or does it 
follow the account holder? Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

2138 3/9/2019 19:30 3/21/2019 Daniel Clayton

The following information is requested under the Freedom of Information Act Description of Information 
Requested: Residential code enforcement violations written between February 2018 & February 2019 to Include: 
• Residential Structures that are vacant and open to trespass • Residential Properties with grass or weeds in 
excess of city’s height limit • Residential Structures without a current city certificate of occupancy • Residential 
Properties on the cities vacant property registry (if applicable) Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2110 3/8/2019 16:19 3/27/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide me with inspection reportscompleted by or submitted to the oversight management of 
the Charlotte Airport of Airport Jetways (Passenger Boarding Bridges) from 01/01/2016 to today, 3/8/19?

Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes



2107 3/7/2019 10:54 3/7/2019 Meghan Miroslaw


-------------Project ID: 1662036-------------
Pre and Post Blast Survey and Monitoring Services
Owner Proj Num: FY19-RFP-10
  ::Information Requested:: 
    Submittal List and Amounts if available: 
 
-------------Project ID: 1686108-------------
SCADA Development and Instrumentation Services
Owner Proj Num: FY19-RFP-08
  ::Information Requested:: 
    Submittal List and Amounts if available: Fulfilled Closed Water No

2108 3/6/2019 15:45 3/13/2019 Elizabeth Dumbaugh THG Consultants
Police calls for service to 9550 Community Commons Lane, Charlotte, NC 28277. This request is made on behalf of 
the company managing this property. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2145 3/6/2019 13:30 6/26/2019 Mark Barber WSOC

March 6, 2019 Request
We are requesting electronic copies of the following documents be provided tous:
 
-Allemails and texts to or from CATS employees that contain any of the following words: Hawthorne, Johnson 
Bros, Johnson Brothers, mistake, street car or gold line, from December 1, 2018 through the date this request is 
fulfilled.
 
March 7, 2019 Modification
From: Green, Krystel
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2019 5:02 PM
To: 'Barber, Mark (CMG-Charlotte)' <mark.barber@wsoc-tv.com>
Cc: Walker, Jordan-Ashley <Jordan-Ashley.Walker@ci.charlotte.nc.us>; Kinard, Olaf 
<kkinard@ci.charlotte.nc.us>
Subject: RE: [EXT] Channel 9 open records request regarding Hawthorne bridge construction delays 
 
Hi Mark,
 
It was great speaking with you yesterday.  As we discussed on the phone, I will modify this request to 
pull records beginning February 1, 2019, instead of December 1, 2018.  I will also change the 
search term to “streetcar” instead of “street car.”  All other terms will remain the same.  You also 
said that sending the information in batches is acceptable.  Please let me know if I’ve missed 
anything from our conversation.  Otherwise, I will begin work incorporating the changes above.
 
Thanks,
Krystel Green
Public & Community Relations Manager
Charlotte Area Transit System
www.ridetransit.org
(704) 432-0496 Office Closed Unfulfilled No Response CATS Yes

2106 3/6/2019 11:33 4/2/2019 Grace Vaughan Chauntry
Good Morning, I am making a public records request for the proposals submitted for consideration for the OBS 
project at Charlotte Douglas International Airport. Kindest Regards Grace Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2104 3/5/2019 17:14 3/21/2019 Charles Gossett

Hello CATS! Last Wednesday you had a large attachment/presentation explaining the changes in the 2030 plan and 
why you were moving for with the Silver and Red line projects in the manner you were. You also had a letter from 
Norfolk Southern in this where they explained why commuter rail would be incompatible with their operations. I 
wanted to read it more detail tonight but I can no longer find it. Would you be able to send it to me? You can also 
email it to midlandstransit@gmail.com Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2100 3/5/2019 15:38 3/5/2019 Ranulfo Campos
I'd like to submit a request for a pdf, excel or csv file of the code violations in Mecklenburg County filed from 12-
01-2018 - 03-04-2019 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2102 3/5/2019 14:54 7/22/2019 Steve Harrison WFAE

I need to make a records request concerning correspondence the city has had with the Carolina Panthers, or about 
the Carolina Panthers, since October 1, 2018.
That would include, but not be limited to: text messages, e-mails, letters, presentations, power points, or draft 
documents.
The request includes all correspondence to and from City Manager Marcus Jones, as well as Sabrina Joy-Hogg, 
about the Panthers, or to and from the Panthers.In addition, it would include all correspondence to and from the 
Panthers, or about the Panthers, from Tracy Dodson, as well as from other members of the city’s economic 
development staff. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Economic Development Yes

2101 3/5/2019 13:24 3/12/2019 Anthony Lee PAR Capital Managment December Rean-A-Car report Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2099 3/5/2019 11:18 Danielle Chemtob Charlotte Observer

Hi Jordan,
Hope you're well. I'm the new reporter for growth and development at the Observer. I wanted to submit a 
records request for some emails and was told to reach out to you. The following is my request: 
"I am requesting all communications (emails, texts) between city officials, including but not limited to any 
member of the staff of Housing & Neighborhood Services and city council members, and Peter Pappas, Scaleybark 
Partners LLC, Cherokee South End LLC, or any attorneys or individuals representing any of those parties from 
2015 to present."
Let me know if there's anything else you need. 
Best,
Danielle
--
Danielle Chemtob
Growth and Development Reporter
The Charlotte Observer
office: 704-358-5611
cell: 415-913-9731
@daniellechemtob Submitted Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Serv  Yes



2103 3/5/2019 10:40 3/13/2019 Michael Timko

Dear Pubic Records Unit, I recently retired an now am a volunteer for the Gifford Law Center, whose mission is to 
save lives from gun violence. I am writing to mayors of over 80 U.S. cities seeking information that can be used to 
save lives. The information I seek from your office is: 1. The number of homicides due to gun use in the city of 
Charlotte in each of the years 2015 2016, 2017 and 2018; and 2. The number of non-fatal injuries due to gun use 
in the city of Charlotte in each of the years 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018. I thank you in advance for the assistance 
of you and your staff. Should you or your staff require any additional information or have any question, please 
feel free to contact me via email or by telephone at 732-673-7941. Again, thank you for your help saving lives 
from gun violence. Best regards, Michael Timko Fulfilled Closed Police No

2097 3/5/2019 9:20 3/15/2019 Gavin Off Charlotte Observer An updated database of all city employee salaries Fulfilled Closed Human Resources Yes

2105 3/4/2019 19:49 1/30/2020 Ralph Brand
Total amount of yearly income for all City of Charlotte employees each year that were paid over $100,000 every 
year they have been employed, including their job description. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Human Resources No

2098 3/4/2019 16:07 3/18/2019 Laurence Johnson Hello. If possible, please send a pdf file of Charlotte's fiscal 2008 CAFR to me via email. Many thanks, LJ  Fulfilled Closed Finance;#City Clerk No

2109 3/4/2019 15:16 3/18/2019 David Hodges WBTV
All emails sent and      received from the following city email accounts.Larken Egleston, Vi      Lyles, Federico 
Rios.Please limit your search      to March 4th. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Office of Constituent Se Yes

2094 3/4/2019 11:33 3/21/2019 Jessica Giles Vector Media

I am working on an advertising study with Vector Media, the company that owns advertising units inside of your 
transit station. We are looking to gather data regarding ridership by station and were able to find data on your 
website, but still need some additional information. The level of data needed is average daily ridership per 
station, average weekday alightings, average Saturday boardings, average Saturday alightings, average Sunday 
boardings, and average Sunday alightings. Additionally, It would be especially helpful if you are able to provide 
any origin-destination data that shows the specific ridership to and from each station. 2018 data is preferred, 
however if this is not possible the most recent data is requested. Please contact me at jgiles@standard-data.io for 
any questions. If this is not the correct avenue to request the data, if you could direct me to the correct 
department it would be tremendously helpful. Thank you for your assistance. Jessica Giles Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2128 3/4/2019 9:48 3/20/2019 Adam Nagle Brenntag a list of the pre-treaters in the area. a list of the industries that release waste water Fulfilled Closed Water No

2129 3/1/2019 10:03 3/12/2019 Ed Luberda

We are asking for history on the referenced projects below. Please email the archived Bid Tabulation (including 
past unit prices, names and addresses of bidders) along with the previous Award of Contract specifying who won 
this project whenever it was last bid upon...
 
This is for reference only. The bid has not opened yet. We are asking for the bid results the last time this 
referenced bid was actually bid upon. For example if this was last bid upon 12 months ago then that is the 
information we are requesting.
 
Bid Title:  Bill inserts Printing       
Bid due date: 4-18-19Reference: Bid RFP FY 19-RFP 16 Fulfilled Closed Water No

2089 2/28/2019 11:05 3/25/2019 Mark Becker WSOC-TV
I am comparing the clearance rates for the major index crimes in various towns from 2104-2018.   I would like to 
have CMPD’s numbers to use as a base line for comparison. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2087 2/27/2019 16:18 2/28/2019 Glenn Tingen

I am requesting any video footage from any surveillance cameras filming in the general direction of the 
intersection of Josh Birmingham and Wilkinson Blvd. More specifically any camera that would capture a traffic 
accident that involved my wife occurring on Sunday, February 17th, 2019 at approximately 2:30pm. The traffic 
camera at the actual intersection was not directed at the intersection. We are hoping to locate some video 
footage that captures the accident, even if it is from a distance. Thank you in advance for any assistance you can 
offer. Best Regards, Glenn Tingen Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2085 2/27/2019 14:50 2/27/2019 Tom Gibson bid tabulation for this project Fulfilled Closed Aviation No
2079 2/27/2019 14:45 2/27/2019 Louis Andujar Roof Repair and Coating for 3628 Yorkm,Is there a bid Tab for the airport repair bidont Rd, Cargo 6 and 7 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2077 2/27/2019 10:57 2/27/2019 Eric Bradley Copy of closure and disposition of the case involving the 2009 murder of William Billy Henderson aka "Bill Blast" Fulfilled Closed Police No

2086 2/27/2019 10:32 3/25/2019 Richard Stifter The Claims Center

I would like to request the certificate of liability insurance for your contractor, Onsite Development that covers 
the date of 9/5/2018. They were excavating for you to install underground piping behind 5800 Whitingham Dr, 
when they damaged an AT&T underground cable.I e-mailed supports for this claim to Tonie Richards (Risk 
Manager) on 2/19/19. Thank You Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2076 2/26/2019 16:47 2/26/2019 Vilma Betancourt

Hi Lauren - I missed yesterday's City Council meeting and wanted to know about the nominations and voting 
record for the replacement of Noah Cartagena's seat at the CBIAC.
 
I'd like to receive copies of the application for everyone who applied for the at-large seats and the voting that 
took place last night. In other words, who nominated whom and how did the Council vote for each candidate. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

2075 2/26/2019 13:32 5/9/2019 Bria Bell WBTV
Requesting any proof of correspondence, documentation, and an outlined plan for CMPD's officers to catch John 
Bocek for his outstanding warrants. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

2074 2/26/2019 12:08 2/26/2019 Tamea Jones Requested a copy of incident report 20181230-1750-00 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2078 2/25/2019 17:30 2/27/2019 Nick Cellino Cash Recovery Now

I'm requesting an update to the following file. Outstanding Accounts Payable Checks_as of December 2018 
ORIGINAL.xlsx February 1 message from Cheyenne Flotree Hi Nick, Yes, we can do that. Can you please resubmit 
your public records request through our system whenever you wish that information? Cheyenne Flotree Citywide 
Records Program Manager I'm making this request to eliminate listings that have been claimed or cashed since I 
received the original file and are no longer uncashed. Many of the listings in the original file were dated December 
2018 which is not a long time ago so I thought it best to wait until the end of February to begin working the list. If 
checks have gone uncashed for at least 2 months, they probably were never received so those cases would be 
workable. If my request is too difficult, I can provide an edited file sorted by amount that has only 300 listings. 
Thank you. Nick Cellino NickCellino@CashRecoveryNow.com Fulfilled Closed Finance No



2140 2/25/2019 16:00 5/10/2019 Lauren Dugan Fox 46

This is Lauren Dugan at FOX 46 Charlotte. Per the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) I would like to 
put in a formal request for information relating to CMPD’s Police Pledge Fund. This request includes…
1.       Names and titles of all board members (past and present).
2.       How much money, in total, has gone into the fund since it started until today, Feb. 25, 2019
3.       How many people have been signed up for pledge fund in its history? It is my understanding that 
about 1,100 people are currently signed up for the pledge fund. I would like to know a specific number.
4.       How many retired employees are on the waiting list to receive their payout?
5.       How much money would it take to pay out all active members of the waiting list?
6.       Deputy Chief Jennings said the payout “fluctuates.” What is the minimum payout that a retired 
employee has received and what is the maximum?
7.       We would like to request a copy of the Pledge Fund Contract.
8.       I would like to have a copy of a current bank statement relating to the pledge fund. I understand 
that there might be sensitive bank account information that needs to be blurred out.
Those eight questions are considered a “priority” for our upcoming stories. On top of those questions, 
I’m requesting additional information relating to emails.
1.       I would like to request all CMPD emails with the combined words “pledge fund” between Feb. 1 
through Feb. 25.
Please let me know if you have any questions. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources Yes

2073 2/25/2019 11:30 2/25/2019 Shay McRedmond LandDesign
Public proposals submitted for the following RFQ issued by Charlotte Water: FY19-RFQ-05: Civil Site Work Services 
for Miscellaneous Projects Fulfilled Closed Water No

2070 2/25/2019 10:39 2/25/2019 C. Alex Woodyard The Law Offices of William K. Goldfarb

This request was mailed to the Manager's Office and brought to our office.
The Law Office of William K. Goldfarb is representing Heather Carter.  She was involved in an incident on 
10/16/16 where she was struck by a vehicle in the crosswalk of 7th & Kings Dr. 
The correspondence alleges a race or walk event was occuring that date.  The requestor is seeking any and all 
information regarding permits requested to host such an event.  See attached request for complete information. Fulfilled Closed Transportation;#Police No

2069 2/25/2019 10:34 3/19/2019 Jonathan McCall Spectrum News


Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 
copies of public records that will detail the top 5 locations CMPD officers were dispatched to during 2018, 
based on the number of calls for service. I would also like to know what the majority of the calls at the 
location were for. If that information isn’t readily available, is it possible to get a list of all of the calls CMPD 
officers responded to, during the 2018 calendar year Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2072 2/25/2019 5:49 3/1/2019 Jace Whitmer

Hello, Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1. I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies 
of public records related to the murder of Sherrell Faulkner who was attacked 11/30/2016 and subsequently died 
on 5/16/17. If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed 
$25. However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information 
is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of violence perpetrated 
against the transgender community. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. If access to 
the records I am requesting will take longer than a ‘reasonable’ amount of time, please contact me with 
information about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. If you deny any or 
all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and 
notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my request. 
Sincerely, Jace Whitmer Fulfilled Closed Police No

2068 2/22/2019 16:39 2/22/2019 David Harris Accident Report -20190221-1716-01 - Please Email to me. I can not locate the Report. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2067 2/22/2019 15:03 4/12/2019 Kevin Gordon

The records request is for all email related to the following: • To/from Kim Williams (NC Department of 
Insurance), from January 01, 2019 and the date of the records production, to anyone associated with the 
Charlotte Fire Department(CFD) and/or Central Piedmont Community College (CPCC). • To/from the following 
CFD employess: Jason Warren, Reginald Johnson, Jerry Winkles, and Paula McDaniel. Topic is fire/rescue 
certification training and a meeting whcih occurred on/around February 14 between CFD, CPCC, and OSFM. • 
To/from the following CPCC representatives: Mike Price and Leonard Edge. Topic is fire/rescue certification 
training and a meeting which occurred on/around February 14 between CFD, CPCC, and OSFM. • Topic of interest 
in the said meeting and, any and all emails, related to the February 14 meeting and, any and all emails, to the NC 
Office of State Fire Marshal (OSFM). • Not interested in the day-to-day operations of CFD or internal CFD 
discussion related to fire/rescue training. • This request is limited to any/all emails between CFD, CPCC, and NC 
OSFM.  Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2066 2/22/2019 13:40 3/13/2019 Michael Timko

Hi, I am looking for: 1. The number of homicides due to gun (any type) in Charlotte each year for the years 
2015,2016 and 2017; and 2. The number of non-fatal injuries due to gun (any type) in Charlotte each year for the 
years 2015, 2016 and 2017. Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed Police No

2064 2/20/2019 21:42 2/22/2019 Kate Tingen

I am writing to request footage of a traffic accident I was involved in at Wilkinson and Josh Birmingham on 
Sunday, February 17th, 2019 at approximately 2:30pm. I would like footage leading up to and after the accident 
for my records. I understand it is standard policy for footage to be retained for 10 days. Thank you in advance for 
your assistance.  Fulfilled Closed Police No

2065 2/20/2019 19:45 2/22/2019 Karen Vasko Mayer Brown
I seek a copy of a police report filed by Mr.Jesse Waslh with the Charlotte Mecklenburg police department on 
approximately 1/15/2019 or 1/16/2019 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2062 2/20/2019 15:10 3/5/2019 Cindee Brason Clear Channel Airports

     A copy of the advertising concessionmonthly revenue reports, net receipts and gross receipts, 
received by     
Charlotte-Douglas International Airportfrom the current advertising concessionaireand any 
amendments, from and includingJanuary 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018. If such 
monthly review reports are unavailable, please provide the amount of fees, net and gross amounts, 
paid by your present concessionaire to the Airport from and includingJanuary 1, 2018 through 
December 31, 2018. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2061 2/20/2019 9:52 3/12/2019 Nathan Morabito WCNC-TV

Can you please provide me with electronic copies of allrunway work orders and repair orders since January 1, 
2016? I request a waiver of fees because this request is meant to show the public how its government operates. 
However, if you expect a cost, please provide an estimate and let me respond before moving forward with this 
request. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes



2063 2/19/2019 20:14 2/22/2019 Toni Scott Sports One CLT

To whom this may concern,
I am contacting on behalf of Sports One CLT, 521 N. College st, Charlotte, 28202. We are requesting all reports or 
incident records pertaining to our establishment between the dates of 2/16/2019- 2/19/2019. Please send at your 
earliest convenience
I have CC’d owner Peter Thomas as well. 
Thank you in advance.
Toni Scott
VP of Operations Fulfilled Closed Police No

2060 2/19/2019 13:02 2/20/2019 Laura Dunn The Fierberg National Law Group

I request copies of all records, reports, transcripts, recordings or other documentation referencing or relating to 
an incident occurring on or about October 22, 2014 involving Nicole "Nikki" Wombwell, including 911 or other 
calls to the Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department for service. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2059 2/19/2019 12:57 3/4/2019 Catherine Miller City of Dallas 

requested RFP info for Big Belly trash compactors
Please share your smart waste procurement documents with our team? We are developing our solicitation 
documents now, and we would greatly appreciate reading your bid language.   Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2860 2/19/2019 2:41 10/4/2019 Tim Spears Spectrum News
I am requesting an opportunity to obtain a digital copy of the request for proposals for the 2020 Republican 
National Convention.  Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Communications & Marketing Yes

2071 2/18/2019 16:09 3/22/2019 Wanda Wallace

With reference to Request for Proposal (RFP) # 269-2014-041, Facility Management and Operations Services for 
Mecklenburg County, dated January 23, 2014, we request a copy of all technical proposals and pricing submitted 
in response to the RFP. Please advise if there are any fees associated with this request or if additional information 
is needed. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2058 2/15/2019 17:20 2/18/2019 MaryJo Burd

I am in the process of obtaining an annulment in the Catholic Church with the Diocese of Charleston. The divorce 
was finalized with Craig Stephen Burd in July 2015. The Diocese has requested documentation of Craig Burd's two 
DUI arrests. One in 2002 and the other in 2004. I can no longer look up these records online. I am willing to pay 
for these documents. If you need more information from me, please do not hesitate to call or email me. I truly 
appreciate your assistance in this matter! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2056 2/15/2019 12:36 9/4/2019 David Hodges WBTV

     Please consider this a public records request under NCGS 132. Please provide me with electronic 
copies of the following.List of all personnel changes in Strategy and Budget division since November 1, 
2016. That includes any personnel actions in which a person gains employment, is no longer employed 
or is transferred to a new position. Please include that date on which the personnel action happened. Fulfilled Closed Strategy & Budget;#Human Resources Yes

2055 2/15/2019 2:48 4/12/2019 Stephen Rivers Earnest Buyers
Good day, I would like to request a list of all structural fires with full addresses for the month of January (1-31), 
2019 please. And a copy through email is just fine. Thank you in advance! Stephen Rivers 817-229-5155 Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2054 2/14/2019 14:06 3/4/2019 Elisabeth Fisher
I would like the public records of the water treatment plant off of Neck Rd in Huntersville, NC. Everything I can get 
my hands on dating back to as far as they go Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Water No

2053 2/14/2019 14:05 2/15/2019 Tim Melis Moelis & Company

We would like to request the contracts/concession agreement records Charlotte Douglas International Airport has 
with any third-parties to manage concession programs in the airport. In addition to the contracts, please share 
any supplemental financial, service, and operational reporting you have on file. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2057 2/13/2019 15:19 2/19/2019 Matthew LaValley American Tower
Any applications, building permits, special use permits, site plans, etc. for the construction of new cell 
phone/telecommunication towers built/proposing to be built between 1/01/2019 and 2/13/2019. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2049 2/13/2019 14:53 2/21/2019 Jenna Bussiere Entertainment One/BET

All police records, mugshots, 911 recordings, interrogation video, crime scene photos, Rae's ATM records, 
Cherica's injury photos, hospital records for Cherica and Chancellor, notes made by Cherica after the shooting, 
voicemail Rae left on Tanya Ferguson's cell phone Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2052 2/13/2019 14:09 2/27/2019 Andrew Mazza American Water

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS- RESIDENTIAL WATER AND SEWER LINE PROTECTION PROGRAM RFP # FY19- RFP- 04 
July 16, 2018 *Please provide: copy of RFP responses, awarded contract, pre-bid conference, formal presentation 
notes  Fulfilled Closed Water No

2051 2/13/2019 11:45 2/19/2019 Laarni Dandal ConstructConnect

Good Day! I’m with ConstructConnect. I would like to know the awarded bidder, amount and star date and end 
date of the Charlotte Douglas International Airports Request for Proposals for South Campus Fiber Installation - 
269-2019-031 project. Thank you for your assistance. Regards, Laarni Dandal Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2048 2/12/2019 15:27 2/13/2019 Zenylisse Melendez Esq

 I am requesting for a copy of a U-Visa recertification on behalf of a client. A recertification request was submitted 
on 11/16/2017. CMPD signed this recertification in 2017, but it has been misplaced and proof of completion has 
been requested. Our client is Mr. Damian Peña Monroy with DOB 04/12/1980 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2047 2/12/2019 13:06 2/14/2019 Michael Feehley
I would like to request a copy of all information pertaining to the lawsuit files by Captain Sylvia Phifer and Captain 
Lance Patterson of Charlotte Fire Department. Thank you in advance. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney No

2176 2/11/2019 14:54 3/21/2019 Ely Portillo Charlotte Observer 2019 expenses for the City Council retreat Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2046 2/8/2019 14:22 3/21/2019 Anne Macion

2018-10-004, 4020901846, 18049 South Campus Node Communications Room Construction I am writing to 
request a copy of the bid tabulation for the above mentioned project and, if available, the awarded bidder. I 
would also like to know the anticipated project start date/end date, if determined. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Aviation No

2041 2/8/2019 10:17 3/25/2019 Briana Harper WSOC-TV
Between 2017-2018I am looking for stats on teens between the ages of 14-17 years old that have committed 
violent crimes including murder, armed robbery, and carjacking/ possession of a stolen car Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2044 2/8/2019 9:37 2/8/2019 Cynthia Burch
I need NEP record of calls i made to Nep to for any cmpd ofgicers or detectives and IA dates in question from 
11/24/2017 to June/2107. I need copies of the calls and conversayions. Thanks  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2043 2/8/2019 7:22 2/8/2019 Michael Redder

I would like find out if I may receive previous months water usage at my address, I am not asking for billing 
information just gallon per hour/usage. I am looking to do some updates to the home to try to and conserve 
better and would like to have an idea on potential return on investment. It would be great if I could see the 
previous 12 months so I can have a better base line. Please feel free to email or call, Thanks Fulfilled Closed Water No

2042 2/7/2019 18:22 2/20/2019 Robin Taylor

A copy of the Headway Sheets valid from the service change February 4 2019 for Charlotte Area Transit System 
fixed route bus and Lynx Gold Streetcar and Blue Light Rail services. This is generated by the scheduling software 
and shows the route, block number, run number, pull in/out times and trips assigned to each vehicle on 
Weekdays, Saturdays, Sundays from each garage. If it is necessary to modify my request, and an email response is 
not preferred, please contact me . If for any reason any portion of my request is denied, please inform me of the 
reasons for the denial and provide me with the name, address and email address of the person of body to whom 
an appeal should be directed. This is a non-commercial request. Thank you. Regards. Robin Taylor  Fulfilled Closed CATS No

2039 2/7/2019 13:15 2/19/2019 Tommy Odom 
Fred Beck’s appraisal for Mac’s clients – RK Investors - that is referred to in the emails that the City has andthe 
information and appraisals on the Fuller  Blackmon property purchased by the City. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2040 2/7/2019 13:06 2/11/2019 Trey Jenkins

Hey Pat,
I sent a request to Ben Krise for some information and he referred me to you for Public agency referral.
I wanted a copy of the public agency referral or the directive emails that triggered a comprehensive inspection of 
all units at Lake Arbor Apartments including those vacant and the basis for the request. 
Thank you
Trey  Jenkins
(704) 622-4678 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No



2038 2/7/2019 10:57 2/14/2019 Alina Johns International Union of Police Associatio


1)     Current Collective Bargaining Agreements for Police Officers, Corporals, Detectives, Sergeants, and 
Lieutenants.
2)     Documents that reflect the pay plans for Police Officers, Corporals, Detectives, Sergeants, and Lieutenants. In 
the absence of pay plans, then pay ranges (minimum and maximum pay for each rank).
3)     Documents that reflect shift differential for Police Department officers.
4)     Documents that reflect specialty pay for Police Department officers.
5)     The health insurance benefits packet for employees or other documents that reflect the bi-weekly or 
monthly cost of all medical, dental, and vision plans offered to employees (individual, with spouse, with children, 
and family plans) as well as the copays for plans offered to employees.
6)     Documents that reflect retirement benefits, to include documents that reflect whether employees have a 
defined benefit or a defined contribution plan as well as the employee and employer contribution percentages 
into retirement. Fulfilled Closed Police No

2037 2/7/2019 10:49 2/7/2019 Jason Blake Butler Butler Law Firm 911 recording at 1116 Scaleybark Rd on 06/14/2018 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No
2036 2/7/2019 10:32 2/7/2019 Michael J. McCann NC National Guard Incident reports related to the suicide of Tajean Barnett Fulfilled Closed Police No

2035 2/6/2019 20:40 2/7/2019 Christina Irinco ShareSquared

Good Afternoon: ShareSquared is requesting a copy of Charlotte Water's official retention schedule (a.k.a. file 
plan) electronically (e.g. in Microsoft Word, Excel, or Adobe PDF format). We work with state and local 
government agencies throughout the U.S. and Canada to implement comprehensive Electronic Document and 
Records Management System (EDRMS) solutions on the O365 and SharePoint platforms. One of the obstacles to 
providing agencies with an EDRMS solution is that many agencies do not have a robust retention schedule, which 
is a prerequisite to implementing the solution for them. To assist them, we are seeking to gather and homogenize 
retention schedules from various agencies within specific government verticals (e.g. Water/Wastewater, City, 
Transportation, Port, Airport, etc.). Our aim is to develop comprehensive, best-of-breed, file plans for Cities and 
Special Districts, which will serve as the foundation of an EDRMS solution for agencies that do not already have a 
mature file plan. We are asking for your assistance specifically because you are either a large or award-winning 
agency. Given that this endeavor is intended to contribute significantly to local government agencies with regard 
to their ability to store, manage, retrieve, and produce records, both internally and for the benefit of the general 
public and in accordance with state and federal laws, we request a waiver of any fees for this request. Thank you 
for your consideration of this request! Sincerely, Christina Irinco Christina Irinco Engagement Coordinator 
www.ShareSquared.com Transforming the way you store, find, govern and use enterprise content 
Christina@ShareSquared.com 800.445.1279 x500  Fulfilled Closed Water No

2034 2/6/2019 20:37 2/7/2019 Brandon Anderson Complaint # 20170609175802 This happened june 8th 2017. Thanks  Fulfilled Closed Police No

2033 2/6/2019 17:44 4/12/2019 Henry Foutner
I would like to request a record of all residential fires that has taken place in Charlotte, Nc from September 1, 
2018 - February 6, 2019. Thank you in advance Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2045 2/6/2019 12:49 2/13/2019 Ed Knish Storm Drainage System pipe video files for 341 Abbotsford Ct Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No
2031 2/6/2019 11:19 2/6/2019 Mariam Aoraha Sherlock Investigations Inc All incident reports for Edrina Payne DOB: 10/19/1965 Fulfilled Closed Police No

2032 2/6/2019 11:08 2/28/2019 Josh Solomon Tampa Bay Times

Hello, My name is Josh Solomon and I'm a reporter in Florida with the Tampa Bay Times. Please accept my public 
records request for the following items: 1) All communications -- including, but not limited to, emails, text 
messages, memos -- from all city employees between Jan. 1, 2016 to present day that include the phrase "Tampa 
Bay Rays." 2) All communications between any city employee and any email address with the domain 
"@raysbaseball.com," during the term of Jan. 1, 2016 to present. Please let me know if any part of my request 
requires clarification. If my request is denied in whole or in part, or if any of the materials I requested are exempt 
from public disclosure, please provide for me in writing the applicable statute that provides for the exemption. 
And please let me know before any work begins if my request will exceed $50. Best regards, Josh Solomon  Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office Yes

2028 2/5/2019 16:42 2/6/2019 Steigen Johnson

Need excel report of names, salaries, titles, and departments for all Administrative Officers (levels I through V), 
Management Analysts, and Management Analyst Seniors. I was hoping to receive a more up to date report (as of 
January 2019). Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No

2026 2/5/2019 10:43 4/2/2019 Bill Dwyer Rezport
Copies of proposals submitted for the RFP #: 269-2018-10-006 - Online Booking System and Parking Commercial 
Management Services Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2025 2/4/2019 10:48 2/19/2019 Anne Macion Construct Connect
FB18-0018, 9197-000 Wilson Air Center North Terminal I am writing to request a copy of the bid tabulation for 
the project listed below. I would also like to know the anticipated project start date/end date , if determined. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

2024 2/1/2019 15:57 4/4/2019 David Hodges WBTV


Good Morning,
 
I’m working on a story airing two weeks from today updating our viewers on towing regulations.
 
I’d like to request data that is available on towing for this story. Im not sure what records city hall keeps 
vs the police department so I’ll just list the items I’m interested in obtaining.
 
- Total amount of tows from 2017 to present.
- Fines levied against towing companies for “predatory towing.” Please list dates and which companies 
received fines.
- total number of complaints filed by citizens about towing practices.
- amount of Compliance by towing companies and downtown businesses regarding proper signage.
 
Please let me know if you need any more information from me.
 
Sincerely,
 
David Hodges
Investigative Reporter
704-617-5504
Dhodges@wbtv.com Fulfilled Closed Police Yes



2023 2/1/2019 15:42 2/27/2019 David Sentendrey Fox TV


Greetings,

I wanted to get the number of totaled abandoned cars that have been tagged, towed, etc. on the side 
of roads in Charlotte for 2018. I reached out to the Highway Patrol and they are providing me their 
numbers for I-77, I-485, etc. but I wanted to group CMPD’s totals for their respective jurisdictions as 
well.

Also, can I get a brief rundown of protocol for when these cars are tagged (what the process is)?

Let me know if you have any questions. Would I be able to get these by 5 today? Thank you!

David J. Sentendrey
FOX 46 CHARLOTTE
Cell: (704) 589-7951 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2022 1/31/2019 18:39 5/1/2019 Lee Seltzer

I would like to make a public records request for all code violations complaints received by the Code Enforcement 
Division of the Department of Housing and Neighborhood Services. In particular, I need: -The date of each 
complaint -The relevant address for each complaint -The resolution of each complaint -A description of each 
complaint While I can see some data is available on the website, it appears to only provide records created over 
the last two days. I would like all data that you have collected. Please let me know the cost of completing this 
request before doing so. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2019 1/31/2019 17:04 2/11/2019 Jane Wester The Charlotte Observer


Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting the personnel records for CMPD 
Officers Timothy Kiefer, Joshua Skipper and Edward Gonzalez and CMPD investigator Derek Ruf, 
including:
 
The date and amount of each increase or decrease in their salaries,
 
The date and type of each promotion, demotion, transfer, suspension, separation, or other change in 
position classification,
 
A general description of the reasons for each promotion they received
 
The date and type of each dismissal, suspension, or demotion for disciplinary reasons, and if the 
disciplinary action was a dismissal, a copy of the written notice of the final decision of CMPD, setting 
forth the specific acts or omissions that are the basis of the dismissal.
 
Please let me know if I can clarify anything about this request, and please confirm you've received it.
 
Thanks --
Jane
 
—
Jane Wester
Public safety reporter, The Charlotte Observer
o: 704-358-5128 // c: 980-229-5901
@janewester Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2021 1/31/2019 15:54 2/1/2019 Taikara Millner

I was in a car accident on January 1st anywhere between 1230 am and 150am, and although I have the police 
report stating that the other individual didn't abide by the traffic signal,the insurance company is still trying to 
deny my claim. I would like to get the video from the accident so I can submit it to the insurance company.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2018 1/30/2019 14:22 3/25/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide an electronic copy of CMPD’s uniform crime reporting dataset for the most recently 
available last two years? I request a waiver of fees for this request, since I’m a member of the media and this data 
is provided routinely to the FBI. However, if you expect a cost, please provide me with an estimate and let me 
respond before moving forward with this request.

Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2017 1/30/2019 14:17 3/20/2019 Harold Brauer Recovery Asset Network

I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of the original check. Please forward the list to my attention atfoia@recoveryassetnetwork.com Fulfilled Closed Finance No

2015 1/30/2019 12:41 3/22/2019 Brandon Maxwell

I spoke with Ben Krise and Jane Taillon regarding a request of information for code violations. I would like to get a 
list of properties in Charlotte that have lengthy lists of violations and debt that the city is trying to collect, but 
cant. If the list can possibly be any violator the city has been trying to collect for a year or more please and if they 
can pertain to only the condition of the house (just residential neglect of property). Please also include any houses 
that are being reviewed for a possible demolition. If we could also have a list of houses that are having the grass 
cut on a regular basis and accruing debt from that as well, we would truly appreciate that! Thank you so much for 
your time. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Neighborhood Services No

2020 1/30/2019 11:02 3/19/2019 Alex Shabad WCNC


 
It’s Alex Shabad NBC Charlotte again.  I’m making a new public records request about a topic we 
discussed recently. I’m looking for data from CMPD about the total number of child abuse 
investigations for each of 2017 and 2018, which began from a DSS referral or call to CMPD.  I am also 
requesting the police report numbers for each case.  I’ve attached one recent report as an 
example, which appears to show a case that stemmed from a DSS referral. 
 
As always, you can reach me on my cell anytime at 704-589-0557.
 
Best,
 
Alex Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2014 1/30/2019 10:06 2/1/2019 Todd Capitano Erwin, Bishop, Capitano & Moss, P.A.

By letter dated February 12, 2018, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Storm Water Services issued a Notice of Violation to 
Wells Fargo, Corporate Properties Group. The Notice of Violation was signed by Olivia Edwards, Water Quality 
Supervisor. We seek all records related to the Notice of Violation, including notes, reports, photographs, 
diagrams, correspondence and the like. Thanks very much. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No



2013 1/28/2019 14:10 6/17/2019 Kathleen Cleaton

I request electronic PDF files of the final Construction Plans and Specifications for the Oakdale Road farm to 
market improvements phase 1 project. Please email or provide them via an FTP link at your earliest convenience. 
Thanks for your time. Kathleen Cleaton  Closed Unfulfilled No Response Engineering & Property Mgmt No

2012 1/28/2019 13:36 3/28/2019 Allison Latos WSOC

Could you please provide me with the recent CFD employee survey results?

01/30/19 Update - I mistakenly asked for the CFD employee survey when I meant to ask for the City employee 
survey results. Can you please provide those?

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Human Resources Yes

2011 1/27/2019 14:26 1/28/2019 Cynthia Burch

I an requesting a form to pull records for 911 non police emergency numbers I've called. They are dates for 
11/29/2017, 11/30/2017, 01/23/2018, 01/26/2018, 03/04/2018, 03/05/2018, 03/07/2018, and my phobe 
number i called from was 704 777 0729. This infirmation is very important i need this form and the 911 calls i 
made. Thanks Sincerely, Cynthia Burch Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2009 1/25/2019 13:41 1/29/2019 Patricia Lopez Leon

I NEED COPY OF EACH POLICE DEPARTMENT INCIDENT REPORT REGARDING MY HUSBAND DAVID LOPEZ LEON, 
WHICH I AM SEPARATED FROM DUE TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE/COMMUNICATING THREATS. THE SHERIFF 
DEPARTMENT HAS HIM DIFFERENT WAYS IN THE SYSTEMS SO HE GETS CAUGHT. THE TWO LAST NAME IS 
CONFUSING AND THEY DELIVERED THE RESTRAINING ORDER, BUT I DIDNT REALIZE THAT THERE WAS WARRENTS 
TOO. I HAVE THE ORIGINAL INCIDENT OF 8-20-2018 AND EACH OF THE RESTRAINING ORDER VIOLATIONS.. THERE 
ARE 7 DIFFERENT DAYS. THE HOUSE WE SHARED WAS AT 9240 CLIFTON MEADOW DRIVE MATTHEWS NC 28105. 
WE HAD THE INDEPENDENCE DIVISION (MONROE ROAD) BUT I HAVE RELOCATE FOR MY SAFETY.  Fulfilled Closed Police No

2008 1/24/2019 15:59 1/25/2019 Brandon Carter

the public records for inspections: Housing 20170047042 at 8807 hollow creek cr #104 complaint Zoning 
20170037754 at 8800 Hollow Creek Cr Field Observation Housing H2016004479 at 8807 hollow creek Cr #104 
complaint  Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

2007 1/24/2019 15:51 4/4/2019 David Hodges WBTV


 
Hey again,
 
Another traffic related inquiry. I’m looking to get the amount crashes, incidents related to the escooters 
and ebikes over the last two years 2017, 2018, 2019 to date. Is there any way to pull that data and get 
the incident report numbers?
 
David Hodges
Investigative Reporter
704-617-5504
Dhodges@wbtv.com Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2175 1/24/2019 14:49 3/21/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC Expenses for the 2019 City Council retreat Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

2003 1/24/2019 13:01 2/11/2019 Alex Shabad WCNC


Hi Lt. Koch,
 
It’s Alex with NBC Charlotte again.  I’m just writing to you about another public records request we 
talked about.   Please see the information I’m requesting below:
 The total number of overdose calls CMPD responded to between October 1st, 2018 and December 
31st 2018, in which there was a CDCP referral made because children were involvedThe police report 
number for each caseAny action taken against the people involved in each case
 
 
As always, you can also reach me on my cell at 704-589-0557.
 
Best,
 
Alex Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2000 1/24/2019 12:00 1/28/2019 Eric Feldman WISH TV in Indianapolis

I am seeking records from Charlotte Police about its body camera program. 
I am requesting all documents related to the program when it was officially launched (cost, 
contracts). Additionally, if it can be specified how the city paid for the program (through police funds, through 
grants, etc.).
Additionally, if you could provide the cost every year after the first year and how the city paid for the 
program.Lastly, please break down the cost expected for storage, where the department stores footage, for how 
long. Any documents describing and outlining the storage process and procedures should be included Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

2005 1/23/2019 22:20 4/11/2019 Timothy Bell

I am requesting all P-Card transactions from Retired Deputy Chief Rich Granger (CFD) from January 1, 2016 until 
he retired in 2018. This is the second request. The first request that was made December 20, 2018. In that 
request, I was told that his card was not used for the time period I had given so there were no transactions to 
show. I now have documents that show reimbursements made to that P-Card. So I am requesting P-Card 
transactions or any type or reimbursement made for Rich Granger's P-Card. I am also requesting the transaction 
statements for P-Cards related to Charlotte Mecklenburg Emergency Management for the dates of Jan. 1, 2017 to 
current date of Jan. 23, 2019.  Fulfilled Closed Fire No

2010 1/23/2019 16:50 1/25/2019 Kelly Frederick Charlotte Observer

Hi.
Could you provide us with a list and details from code enforcement complaints against Lake Arbor Apartments? 
The address is  4929 Tuckaseegee Rd, Charlotte, NC 28208
Many thanks in advance. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services Yes

2004 1/23/2019 14:27 2/5/2019 Natalie Tran UNITE HERE

Dear Public Request Officer, Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I write to request the 
names and contact information, including email addresses and telephone numbers, of the station agents or other 
airline representatives for all passenger air carriers operating at Charlotte Douglas International Airport (CLT). If 
you choose to deny this request in whole or in part, please provide a written explanation for the denial including a 
reference to the specific statutory exemption(s) upon which you rely. So as to minimize costs and response time, I 
would prefer to receive the information electronically via email, otherwise by mail. I am prepared to pay 
reasonable costs associated with this request. Please notify me in advance what those costs will be. Feel free to 
contact me with questions or if I may be of assistance in clarifying any parts of this request. Thank you in advance 
for your assistance. Sincerely, Natalie Tran 714-788-0404 UNITE HERE! 1205 3rd Street Oakland, California 94607 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1995 1/23/2019 12:26 1/23/2019 Morgan Williams Wants to see the contract for the Gold line and Johnson Bros. Corp. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1998 1/23/2019 12:26 4/3/2019 Jacob Baum

I am looking for the 2017 and or 2018 traffic safety report. The 2016 version is here 
https://charlottenc.gov/Transportation/PlansProjects/Documents/2016%20Annual%20Traffic%20Safety%20Repor
t.pdf Fulfilled Closed Transportation No



1999 1/23/2019 12:16 2/12/2019 Karen Jensen

Hello,
Please provide the following records:
All calls placed to/from the City of Charlotte by Joseph Blakeney of 305 Baldwin Ave, 28204 on Thursday, Jan 10, 
2019 (occurred mid-afternoon & probably began between 2:30 p.m. & 3:00 p.m.)
All resulting contacts and information stemming from his calls, including but not limited to "radio traffic," call 
logs, reports, emails, text messages, etc...
Please provide confirmation of receipt and approximate time to deliver to this email address.
Thank you,
Karen Jensen Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police;#Neighborhood Services No

2001 1/23/2019 12:05 2/20/2019 Ames Alexander Charlotte Observer

Pursuant to state public records law, I'd like to request access to and copies of all settlement agreements entered 
into by the City of Charlotte (or any of its department or agencies) and any third party, including any addendums, 
from Jan. 1, 2014 through Dec. 31, 2018.
Ideally, I would like to receive copies of these records in an electronic format.
Please notify me in advance of any fees associated with this request. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask 
that you justify all deletions and redactions by reference to specific exemptions in the state open records act.
Because your agency’s response to this request may consist of several parts, please provide these records as they 
are processed. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes

1993 1/23/2019 11:20 3/25/2019 Claire Schuch UNC Charlotte


I would like to request the following information by year for the 2001-present time frame:Any internal policies on 
how to work with immigrants and/or non-English speaking community membersAny internal policies on how to 
work with/without Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE)Any internal policies and procedures around the U-
visa certification processWhat demographic information do you collect from domestic violence victims? (e.g. 
race/ethnicity, language, country of origin, documentation status, citizenship, educational attainment, age, if 
children were involved in the DV incident or if victim has minor children, whether the victim shares children with 
the abuser). Is this demographic data available?Similarly to the previous point, what demographic information do 
you collect from domestic violence perpetrators? Is this demographic data available?The number of arrests for 
domestic violence related charges where the victim and/or perpetrator were Latino/a. Terms to look for may be:
- AOF, assault on a female
- strangulation
- communicating threats
- violation of 50b
- habituation misdemeanor assaultThe number of U-visa certifications submitted since 2001 and those approved 
vs. denied Fulfilled Closed Police No

1997 1/23/2019 8:04 1/31/2019 Sus V

I'm inquiring about the incident that happened during training on 7/6/16 with Jeremy Matthew Moseley 
(Deceased) at 1750 Shopton Rd, Charlotte and this is a public records request. Please tell me if the "herbal 
supplement" that was reported as being taken by the deceased recruit was taken into "evidence" and identified 
by a forensics lab. Can I request a picture of this herbal supplement, and a description of it of it including the form 
(Capsule, tablet, powder or other) as well as the description of the color of this herbal supplement? Was the 
herbal supplement in a labeled bottle or other container?  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

2006 1/23/2019 7:09 1/29/2019 Tina Walker
I am requesting all complaints that I filed against Cathy Houser in the last two years. I'm needing this information 
asap for a court case against Cathy Houser, thanks.  Fulfilled Closed CATS No

1996 1/22/2019 14:22 1/30/2019 Ann Moss Joyner Cedar Grove Institute for Sustainable Co
I'd like the cad files (NCDOT uses dgn/dsn) for the r/w for U-5874, the North University Research Park I-85 
overpass, from SR 2722 to Doug Mayes Place. Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1992 1/22/2019 14:22 1/23/2019 Nick Cellino Cash Recovery Now

Hello, Please provide information about City of Charlottes uncashed warrants also known as uncashed checks, lost 
checks, outstanding warrants or outstanding checks. These are checks that have been issued and mailed by 
Charlotte but not cashed by the payee for 6 months or more due to a mailing error or payee negligence. Charlotte 
is required to maintain a database of these outstanding checks and establish procedures for their reissue before 
the funds can be legally escheated by the Charlotte. In many cities, these claims are handled by the Auditor, 
Auditor-Controller, Controller or Treasurer. Im making a formal request for your most current and complete 
database of these checks and all the claim forms and instructions that are required to file claims to recover the 
money. Thank you very much. Nick Cellino Director, Cash Recovery Now (213) 618-1241 Mobile 
NickCellino@CashRecoveryNow.com Fulfilled Closed Finance No

1991 1/22/2019 14:06 2/6/2019 Megan Rodder Purdue University

I am an undergraduate student at Purdue University working on a research project with Dr. Roshanak Nateghi. The 
project is focused on predicting water demand/supply under climate change scenarios. We have selected 
Charlotte as part of our research domain due to its size and location within the United States. In order to 
complete the project, I would like to access some data that I was unable to find online. Specifically, I would like to 
request the following data: 1. The monthly pumping records for the city water treatment plants from January 
2007 through December 2018 2. The number of metered residential accounts on the first day of each month from 
January 2007 through December 2018 3. The daily reservoir levels for the city-owned water supply reservoirs 
from January 2007 through December 2018, separated by reservoir 4. The daily water withdrawals from the city-
owned water supply reservoirs from January 2007 through December 2018, separated by reservoir Please let me 
know if you have any concerns or questions. Thank you, Megan Rodder Purdue University Industrial Engineering 
rodder@purdue.edu  Fulfilled Closed Water No

1990 1/22/2019 13:27 1/22/2019 Bria Bell WBTV Looking to verify CMPD officer Aimee Aquino's employment with the department.  Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1989 1/22/2019 12:07 3/28/2019 Laura Farrell City of Phoenix 

we are looking to adopt a cooperative agreement with Vaisala, Inc., to maintain our Lightning Detection System at 
Sky Harbor International Airport. I was able to find online the City Council agenda item and information that an 
ordinance was recorded for the City of Charlotte to award a contract with Vaisala for the same type of system for 
the Charlotte Douglas International Airport. Are you able to share that contract with us so that we may look into 
adopting part of this scope for our own agreement? Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1988 1/21/2019 19:46 2/22/2019 Ryan Pope Earthscape Company

1) Total amount of public information request that have been submitted to the Charlotte Fire Retirement System 
(CFRS) between January 1st, 2013 and January 21st, 2019. 2) All public information request for the Charlotte Fire 
Retirement System (CFRS) between January 1st, 2013 and January 21st, 2019. Information to include the 
following: a: Individual and/or organization requesting the public information b: Description of what was 
requested 3) Estimated labor hours and cost to the City of Charlotte and the Charlotte Fire Retirement System 
(CFRS) associated with fulfilling the public information request between January 1st, 2013 and January 21st, 2019. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No



1987 1/21/2019 19:41 1/29/2019 Ryan Pope Earthscape Company

1) Total amount of public information request that have been submitted to the Charlotte Fire Department (CFD) 
between January 1st, 2013 and January 21st, 2019. 2) All public information request for the Charlotte Fire 
Department (CFD) between January 1st, 2013 and January 21st, 2019. Information to include the following: a: 
Individual and/or organization requesting the public information b: Description of what was requested 3) 
Estimated labor hours and cost to the City of Charlotte and Charlotte Fire Department (CFD) associated with 
fulfilling the public information request between January 1st, 2013 and January 21st, 2019.  Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

1986 1/21/2019 14:24 1/24/2019 Manegaelle Agenor ARC Claims

To Whom It May Concern: I, Manegaelle, represents Velocity Insurance Company, Roadrunner Transportation 
Systems (RRTS), their contractor and driver regarding the above captioned accident or incident. At this time we 
are requesting a copy of the police accident report involving the parties stated above. 
Further Clarification (1/22/19):
Good Morning, 

Thank you for your prompt response. In reference to the request, Velocity Insurance Company, Roadrunner 
Transportation Systems, are requesting a copy of the police accident report involving the parties associated with 
this police report number 201810181456-03. Please confirm if you have this report number in your system and 
what my next steps should be in obtaining the report. Thank you in advance. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1994 1/20/2019 16:47 2/12/2019 Crystal Green

Hello Ms. Kelly,
Can you please provide the following information? (I have searched the City website, but was unsuccessful in 
finding these items.)
1. Full Report for the CAMP STEWART SOUTH 2011 Annexation Plan, City of Charlotte, North Carolina. (I already 
have the Summary Report and am requesting the Full Report.)
2. Records of administrative and/or judicial review of the annexation to ensure that the city has complied with the 
applicable legal requirements, including following through with its plan to extend services.
Thank you for your help,
Crystal Green
Charlotte, NC Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#Planning No

1985 1/19/2019 10:38 1/22/2019 Brad Schmaldinst

I wish to request traffic camera footage on Westinghouse road, rt 77 south ramp intersection. An accident occured 
on January 18, 2019 at about 11 PM. The vehicle traveling east on Westinghouse, in front of a truck, is said to 
have been traveling without headlights and head on collided with a vehicle turning left onto the 77S ramp. Traffic 
cameras on Westinghouse rd, west of the accident, may also have footage of the vehicle.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1984 1/18/2019 16:34 2/11/2019 Matthew Weatherly

We would like to collect job title, pay range, and actual salary data for about 35 specific job tiles, or alternatively 
for all City classifications, positions, and personnel. We have a survey template for data entry or we will accept 
anything the City already has available to save your time. We are collecting this data for a survey for the City of 
Fort Worth, Texas. Thanks!  Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No

1979 1/18/2019 14:03 4/17/2019 David Hodges WBTV
Please provide me with electronic copies of the following.-         Bids and awarded contract for 269-2016-252 RFP 
Safety & Security Certification Service.-         HR complaints regarding CATS employee Laura Johnson. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS Yes

1978 1/18/2019 13:44 2/28/2019 Anna Douglas Charlotte Observer

At the Jan. 14, 2019 meeting, the council approved this contract and I would like a copy of the contract.
It was item #19 on the consent agenda. It's a contract related to the Community Policing Crisis Response Team. 
The contract is between CMPD and Matrix (CriSys). Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1977 1/18/2019 13:04 3/18/2019 David Hodges WBTV

I would like to request electronic copies of the following.The awarded contract for RFQ2017-323Bids for RFQ2017-
323Contract changes for awarded RFQ2017-323Incoming and outgoing emails from City Engineer Michael      
Davis between November 1, 2018 – January 10, 2019 with keywords “XCLT”      and/or “Cross Charlotte Trail” 
and/or “Brandywine” Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt Yes

1983 1/18/2019 10:50 3/20/2019 Lauren Ward Payment Processing Services

Please note: This request is *not* for records of uncashed checks/warrants and is specifically intended to 
*exclude* the records of uncashed checks/warrants your office regularly makes available. I seek records to 
understand how often the records you provide are updated and after what period of time from the date issued is 
a check/warrant no longer negotiable or is otherwise not presentable for payment. Accordingly, pursuant to your 
state public records act, I respectfully request you provide public records via email to 
ltward@expertmoneyfinders.com. Please provide an exact copy of: 1. Policy(ies) and procedure(s) evidencing, 
reflecting, referring to or relating to the intervals the records are updated (i.e., automatically, daily, weekly, 
monthly, etc.). 2. Policy(ies) and procedure(s) evidencing, reflecting, referring to or relating to the day of the 
month the records are updated. 3. A blank or voided check (properly redacted) or any negotiated check/warrant 
issued to a business between January 1, 2018 and the date the search is conducted. 4. Policy(ies) and procedure(s) 
for the final disposition of uncashed checks/warrants (i.e., retained by your agency, transferred to your state's 
unclaimed property office, etc.). 5. Policy(ies) and procedure(s) evidencing, reflecting, referring to or relating to 
all reason(s) uncashed checks/warrants become ineligible for reissue (i.e., statute of limitations, record retention 
periods, forfeiture, statute, policy, etc.). 6. A representative copy of all notices sent to payees of uncashed checks. 
7. Policy(ies) and procedure(s) for the handling/disposition of checks returned as not deliverable (change of 
address, forwarding time expired, nixie, etc.) 8. Policy(ies) and procedure(s) for the handling/disposition of all 
notices returned as not deliverable (change of address, forwarding time expired, nixie, etc.) Please inform me if, 
after a reasonable search, no responsive records whatsoever were located. Please also inform me if you 
determine to withhold a responsive record its entirety or disclose it in redacted form. If you do intend to disclose 
any responsive record in redacted form, I ask that you redact that record for the time being (by blacking it out not 
whiting it out) and make the rest of the records available as requested. Thank you for your assistance in fulfilling 
this request.  Fulfilled Closed Finance No

1982 1/17/2019 18:06 4/2/2019 Mark Foster

I am requesting a copy of the surveillance video footage for the Park It Office customer lobby on 11/29/18 
between 4:30 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. It is needed for the defense of a Park It employee who is falsely accused of an 
assault in the lobby.  Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

1981 1/17/2019 15:48 1/22/2019 Shirley Criswell Geico

Pursuant to N.C. G.S. 132, et.al., we are requesting the following records or information be provided to us. The 
911 call recording to report number 20181211091608. The call would have come from Mary Evans-Broughton 
and phone number 919-971-1574 reporting the accident. I would also like to obtain any body camera footage the 
responding officer MC Cochran may have been wearing, if he was wearing any at the time of the accident. Thank 
you.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No



1974 1/17/2019 14:10 1/28/2019 Alex Shabad WCNC


Hi Shannon,
 
It’s Alex Shabad with NBC Charlotte.  I am making a public records request related to CMPD policies 
for promoting officers within the department.  Please see the information I’m requesting below:
 The dates and costs for any and all tests, which CMPD officers need to pass in order to be promoted, 
between January 1st, 2009 and the present day, January 17, 2019.   The current and previous CMPD 
policy requirements for promoting officers A list of names of any and all CMPD officers who were 
promoted in the latest promotional ceremony, the number of years of service for each officer, and the 
previous job title and current job title after the promotion.  The name of the company that conducted 
the latest promotional test for CMPD officer promotions 
 
As always, you can reach me on my cell at 704-589-0557.
 
 
Best,
 
Alex 
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1980 1/16/2019 15:50 1/28/2019 Jennilyn Lumawag North Carolina Bid Network
I am with the North Carolina Bid Network. I would like to request for the bid tabulation/bid results of the South 
Campus Fiber Installation - 269-2019-031 with a bid date of 12/06/18. Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1975 1/15/2019 14:57 1/18/2019 Sarah Atkins TEAL Consulting Group

Re: Request for Records
To Whom It May Concern:
Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., please accept this letter as my formal request for a 
copy of the most current record, financial report or corresponding ledger available that accounts for all uncashed 
municipal-issued checks and/or stale-dated warrants over $399 that were issued three (3) or more months from 
the date of this letter and remain uncashed by the payee as of Tuesday, January 15, 2019, or as of your most 
recent bank statement.
Please only include items that can still be claimed by the payee and have not yet been escheated to the State as 
unclaimed property. It is requested that the information provided contain the payee name, check issue date, 
check number, amount and any additional information, if available. Please note that I am not requesting any 
details that are exempt from disclosure due to privacy regulations as outline within the Freedom of Information 
Act guidelines.
In an effort to reduce staff-time, production and postage costs it is preferred that the records be provided via 
email, if possible. Should there be a cost associated with the fulfillment of this records request that exceeds that 
amount of $15.00, kindly notify me with the estimated cost, prior to incurring any charges.
Please do not hesitate to contact me via telephone or email with any questions or clarifications needed with 
regard to this request for public records. Thank you in advance for your time and attention to this request.
Sincerely,
Sarah Atkins
(571)409-7071 Ext. 902
s.atkins@teal-usa.com Fulfilled Closed Finance No

1976 1/15/2019 14:18 1/22/2019 Tiffany Tucker

I have been struggling with my recycling pickup since November and have made a number of missed pickup 
requests. I wondered if it were possible to obtain a list of the requests I have filed with 311 in order to provide 
this to the recycling company and try to escalate resolution of my problem? Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

1973 1/15/2019 11:51 3/13/2019 Reuben Jones Spectrum News


Good Morning,
 
I have a records request I would like to file:
 
-The number of police pursuits (separated by year) from 01/01/2009-01/01/2018
-Outcome of the pursuits (was there an arrest [if available, what the charges were], was there a crash, 
did suspect escape, were there any injuries)
 
Please let me know if you would like any clarifications or have any questions. I'm not exactly sure how 
pursuits are recorded in the records system.
 
Thanks,
Reuben Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1971 1/14/2019 18:43 1/15/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC

Hey Jordan-Ashley

 
May I have the meeting minutes for related to the closed session for the city attorney hire?
 
Thanks
 
Joe Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk Yes

1972 1/14/2019 16:46 1/28/2019 Joshua James
I request a copy of the contract between Charlotte International Airport and the entity which provides valet 
parking services to Charlotte International Airport.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1970 1/14/2019 16:36 3/1/2019 Allison Latos WSOC 

Can you please provide the hire back or additional time      worked forms for the following people in 2017: Samuel 
Jones, Scott Hunter      Sr, Glyn Hasty, David Mitchum III, Robert Graham II, Peter Skeris, Brandon      Caputo, 
Bobby Cash Jr.Were any of these people used for minimum staffing?How many FF positions were approved by 
council this      year?How many of those positions have been moved to staff      positions?How many firefighters 
are hired back on overtime to      meet minimum staffing requirements on average per day from July      2018-
present?How many times since July 1, 2018 has CFD not met      minimum staffing?How many current vacancies 
are thee in operations? Fulfilled Closed Fire Yes

1969 1/13/2019 17:26 1/17/2019 Samantha Barnes

Subject:  Freedom of Information Request Regarding (Your City) Code Violations
I am requesting all of the code violations for the past 3 months for (Charlotte, NC), not a specific address but all of 
the addresses that have received a violation, or have an open violation.
In accordance to the Freedom of Information Act to obtain records from North Carolina public governmental 
bodies I am requesting a list of all property addresses who have received or have active open status code 
violations and order to vacate for the past 3 months beginning December 1, 2018.
Please include any and all available information for the most recent account holder as well. Please let me know 
who I can reach out to in regards to this matter. Thank you for your time and help, I truly appreciate it. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No



1965 1/11/2019 12:02 1/25/2019 Justina Inoh Hammer Construction Corp.

Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting copies of the following public records: a list of all 
current City of Charlotte employees; including names, titles, and the department in which they work. Please 
include employee identification numbers if they exist and do not consist of social security numbers or other 
private forms of identification. Electronic file format, .xls, .doc, .docx is preferable. Please advise as to when 
fulfillment of this request can be expected, as well as whether any payment of any statutorily prescribed fees will 
be required. If you have any questions in the interim, you may contact me at justina@hammercc.com  Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No

1964 1/10/2019 21:51 1/17/2019 Devon Ivie New York Magazine

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. I would like to request copies of all public records, 
documents, and public and private emails containing official information that mention the financial agreement 
between the city of Charlotte, North Carolina (and/or its representatives) with the ABC reality series “The 
Bachelorette,” specifically, how much the city paid ABC to be featured on the program during its 8th season.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Attorney Yes

1968 1/10/2019 14:10 4/1/2019 Dan Nimmo Utilimarc

I am requesting information on vehicles and off-road equipment maintained by the city’s fleet department during 
the calendar year of 2018. “Vehicles” in this request would included police vehicles, ambulances, fire trucks, 
plows, refuse trucks, pickup trucks, service trucks, vans, sedans, motorcycles, etc. “Off-road equipment” in this 
request would include trailers, lawn mowers, generators, backhoes, trenchers, excavators, dozers, street 
sweepers, etc. The information requested for each vehicle or off-road equipment should include: ID Number, 
Status code, Class code, Unit Description, Make, Model, Model Year, VIN, In Service Date, Disposal Date (if 
applicable), Total Purchase Price, Annual Lease Cost, Annual Depreciation Cost, Annual License Cost, Annual 
Mechanic Labor Cost, Annual Vendor Cost, Annual Parts Cost, Annual Fuel Cost, Annual Labor Hours, Annual Miles 
Driven, Annual Fuel Gallons Consumed, Life-to-date Miles Driven This data is typically stored in a Fleet 
Management Information System (FMIS). I am familiar with a variety of FMISs if help is needed in extracting 
information. We can also provide a secure FTP site to assist in the transfer of relevant txt, csv, or xls files. I am 
also requesting information on employees who worked within the city’s fleet department during the calendar 
year of 2018. An “employee” in this request could include a mechanic, serviceman, foreman, parts person, 
apprentice mechanic, analyst, clerk, fleet manager, or other administrative positions. The information requested 
for each employee should include: employee name or id number, job title, hire date, leave date (if employee no 
longer works with city), base wage or salary, and loaded wage or salary (including benefits). We are conducting a 
study to better understand the cost of vehicles and equipment operated by municipal organizations. Raw 
information collected will only be used internally, but aggregate information may be made available to our clients 
through an online benchmark or pdf report. Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1967 1/10/2019 13:59 1/14/2019 Carlos Coria
Please provide me with the names and contact information for the lawyers who have sued the City of Charlotte in 
the past. Thank you.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Attorney No

1963 1/10/2019 10:25 3/10/2020 Seth Larson

Please provide the most recent OPEB actuary study and OPEB plan description (eligibility, subsidy, post-65 details, 
life insurance). It may be that the actuary report provides the plan description, in which case that is all that is 
needed. Thank you.  Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Finance No

1959 1/9/2019 14:31 1/14/2020 Tim Spears Spectrum News

Any and      all external and internal correspondence (text messages, emails, memos,      etc) regarding the CIAA 
tournament bid sent to or from members of City      Council, the mayor and the city manager beginning July 1, 
2018 to the      present. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

1957 1/9/2019 13:41 1/15/2019 Martha Sellers WCCB

Who is responsible for the security camera and surveillance video inside the government center?  I'd like to FOIA 
the security footage of Mark Harris leaving by the fire escape last night.

Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt Yes

1962 1/9/2019 13:11 4/3/2019 John Brophy

To whom it may concern: I request all written contracts between the City and any third party, and any staff reports 
related thereto, from January 2017 until now, for any City streetlight or traffic pole engineering and/or project 
management. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

1966 1/9/2019 13:10 4/18/2019 John Brophy

To whom it may concern: I request all written contracts between the City and any third party, and any staff reports 
related thereto, from January 2017 until now, for any staff augmentation for plan check services, engineering or 
project management services for the building department and public works.  Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Transportation No

1961 1/9/2019 13:07 1/18/2019 Christopher Whetzel Edge Point Contracting, Inc.

1. An accounting of all returned checks, and uncashed checks/warrants that have been issued by your government 
agency and have remained outstanding for six (6) months or older as of the date of this letter. Please only include 
items that can still be claimed by the payee and have not been escheated to the state. • Please include the payee 
name, date, amount and check number. • If it is less time consuming and more cost effective, please only provide 
amounts which equal $250.00 or more • If possible, please include the last known address of the payee. 2. An 
accounting of any unclaimed funds which have not been escheated to the state. • Please include the payee name, 
date, amount, and any additional information if available. • Please only provide amounts which equal $250.00 or 
more • If possible, please include the last known address of the payee.  Fulfilled Closed Finance No

1956 1/9/2019 11:04 3/11/2019 Allison Latos wsoc-TV

Has the City of Charlotte issued an eviction notice to Carolinas Aviation Museum?
Is the plane from Flight 1549 being moved?
If yes, why and when is the deadline?
I would like to request all emails, texts, phone call records and meetings between the City and Carolinas Aviation 
Museum pertaining to "eviction, notice, flight 1549, deadline, Carolinas Aviation Museum"
Thank you,Allison Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

1960 1/8/2019 14:42 2/6/2019 Scott Hodes Scott A. Hodes, Attorney at Law

I seek certain information concerning the bikeshare program in the city of Charlotte, including the contract with 
BCycle to administer the bike share program in Charlotte. I seek this information for the past ten (10) years. 
Specifically, I seek: 1.) Any contract(s) between Charlotte and BCycle related to a bikeshare program in Charlotte; 
and 2.) Any solicitations, requests for proposals (RFPs), or any other posting seeking vendors to submit 
information for a bikeshare program in Charlotte; and 3.) All proposals, bids, and responses to requests for 
proposals or related materials for a bikeshare program in Charlotte. I seek this information in electronic format if 
it exists. I promise to pay up to $500 for this information. If the cost for this information exceeds this amount, 
please contact me as soon as possible. If you are not the proper party to send this request to, please forward it to 
the correct party or let me know who to direct this request to. If you have any questions concerning this request, 
feel free to contact me at your convenience.  Fulfilled Closed Transportation No



1958 1/8/2019 13:47 1/23/2019 Mike O'Malley RealPage, Inc.

We are performing a 2018 Water Benchmarking project for a property in Charlotte, North Carolina for Cortland 
Partners LLC. In order to comply with the requirements of the green loan, we are requesting monthly whole-
property (common area and tenant area combined) water usage and cost data form 1/1/2018-12/31/2018. 
Ideally, we would like this value these monthly values aggregated in one total for every month rather than broken 
out by each account number. For verification purposes, we have provided more information below about the 
property in question. Please let me know if you need anything else from us in order to obtain this data.

 
Property Name: Sovereign at Belgate
Tax ID: 46-4744851
Name on Bill: DD BELGATE, LLC
Master Account Number(s): 1039895-416268, 1039895-416269, 1068337-416464, 1068337-416466
Service Address: 7831 MAYORES LN, CHARLOTTE, NC 28262; 5905 LEWIS ST, CHARLOTTE, NC 28262; 7804 IKEA 
BV, CHARLOTTE, NC 28262; 7813 IKEA BV, CHARLOTTE, NC 28262 Fulfilled Closed Water No

1953 1/8/2019 11:14 1/14/2020 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal

I am sending this to you as a public records request to obtain any and all external and internal correspondence 
(text messages, emails, memos, etc) regarding the CIAA tournament bid sent to or from members of City Council, 
the mayor and the city manager beginning July 1, 2018 to the present. Please let me know if you need any 
additional information and thanks for your help.

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

1952 1/8/2019 9:55 1/28/2019 Sam Taneyhill 

All video recordings in the possession airport personnel of curbside vehicle exchanges by peer-to-peer car sharing 
companies including Turo, RelayRides (also styled as Relay Rides), Maven, Getaround, JustShareIt, CarHopper, and 
FlightCar taken atCharlotte Douglas International Airport from January 1, 2017 to present.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation No

1954 1/7/2019 14:22 2/7/2019 James Puritz

HI Thomas,
I hope you are doing well and had a great new year.  Thank you for the previous correspondence.  In my research, 
I now have a need for further documents.  I need all public records regarding any contract or lease with the City 
of Charlotte related to Spectrum Center.  This, I imagine, would include the hornets, but everyone else- security 
providers, medical providers, tourism bureaus, etc.  I'll take them all.
Thank you very much for your time and consideration.
Best,
Jim Fulfilled Closed City Attorney No

1948 1/7/2019 9:45 1/17/2019 Brittney Johnson WSOC-TV


Can you please provide the disciplinary record and personnel file for Officer Aimee Aquino and her current status 
with the department.  If any part of this request is withheld or denied, please cite each specific exemption you 
feel justifies the refusal to release the record. Thank you for your consideration of this request, I look forward to 
your response.
 
-Brittney Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1950 1/7/2019 9:43 Marty Puckett
1. Phone calls and text messages for the 704-301-7343 for from July 1, 2017 and Jan. 10, 2018. 2. All emails from 
Jackie Gilmore (Fire) from July 1, 2017 and Jan, 10, 2018. Submitted Open Fire No

1951 1/7/2019 9:37 1/20/2019 Dante Strobino UE Local 150

On behalf of the Charlotte City Workers Union, UE Local150, we request the following public records pursuant to 
Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes, the Public Records Act:
1) Documents that contain total sum of expense to City for employee health insurance for FY 2018,
2)  Documents that contain total contributions of health care premiums paid by City employees in FY2018, and
3) FY 2018 Budget documents regarding city employee health care costs.
We are simply trying to calculate the average expense to the City per city employee  for health insurance.  If this 
number is already available or there is an easier way to communicate this to us, then you can forgo the request 
for documents above. 
We request all the above information within the next 10 business days. If possible, please send electronically. 
Yours for quality jobs and quality services Fulfilled Closed Human Resources;#Finance No

1949 1/5/2019 10:14 1/7/2019 Sharon Thomas Police Report 20190104182201 Car accident occurred on January 4, 2019  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1947 1/3/2019 20:14 1/4/2019 Gina Hoover Matthews Watch

Ms. Kelly,
I would like to request a copy of the statement that is read during city meetings before public comment.
Thank you.
Gina Hoover  Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk No

1946 1/3/2019 14:36 Marty Puckett

1. Emails and text messages Sheila and Kristi Kjeldsen, from November 1, 2017 until December 31, 2018. 2. Emails 
and text messages Kevin Gordon and Kristi Kjeldsen from November 1, 2017 until November 1, 2018. 3. Emails 
and text messages Kevin Gordon and Sheila Simpson from November 1, 2017 until November 1, 2018. 4. Emails 
and text messages Sheila Simpson and Howard "Pete" Key from November 1,2017 until November 1, 2018. 5. 
Emails and text messages between Kristi Kjeldsen and anyone in City Human Resources. From November 1, 2017 
until December 31 2018. 6. Emails and text messages between Cynthia Bonham (Fire) and Ryan Pope (Fire), from 
May 1, 2018 until the date of production.  Submitted Open Fire;#Human Resources No

1944 1/2/2019 11:06 1/2/2019 Nate Jensen University of Texas at Austin

I’m a professor at UT Austin researching HQ2 proposals. I saw that the Biz Journal received your proposal through 
a public records request. I am writing to see if i can receive an electronic copy of this request.

Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications No

1945 1/2/2019 11:03 1/15/2019 Steve Dorsey CBS News
Inspection reports completed by or submitted to the oversight management of the Charlotte Airport of Airport 
Jetways (Passenger Boarding Bridges) from 01/01/2016 to 12/31/2018. Please provide as electronic PDFs.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

1942 12/29/2018 14:02 12/31/2018 Nick de la Canal WFAE

Hey Stephanie,
I have a rather obscure request that I wonder if you might be able to track down. I’m trying to find a document 
that was distributed to city council members during their Sept. 24, 2007 meeting.
It’s a “detailed spending plan” attached to item #28 – a Justice Assistance Grant to CMPD that includes funding to 
purchase a “Sky Watch Eagle Mobile Tower.”
I’m trying to find out how much CMPD planned to spend on the tower.
Here’s the agenda from that council meeting, for reference: 
https://charlottenc.gov/CityClerk/Agendas/September%2024,%202007.pdf
I realize this is a document from 10+ years ago, so I have no idea if it still exists, but figured I’d check in with you 
just in case.
Thanks!
Nick Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes



1941 12/28/2018 18:25 2/6/2019 Diarra Porter

I would like to request the following records from the date range of 6/1/17-12/28/18. All agreements between 
the city and Bird Rides, Inc. All citations regarding parking placement of Bird Rides, Inc. vehicles. All complaints 
and communication from property owners regarding parking placement of Bird Rides Inc. vehicles. All 
communications with companies and individuals relating to complaints about Bird Rides, Inc. operating in the city. 
All documents involved in negotiations with Bird Rides, Inc. All weekly, monthly, and quarterly reports submitted 
to the city by Bird Rides, Inc. All weekly, monthly, and quarterly reports relating to Bird Rides, Inc. All requests for 
proposals involving Bird Rides, Inc. All submissions to the city involving Bird Rides, Inc. My contact information: 
Diarra Porter 1029 N. Hayworth Ave. #10 West Hollywood, CA 90046 email: diarra.porter@gmail.com Thank 
you!  Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

1939 12/28/2018 14:53 Rob Kidwell Final contract awarded and summary of bids for solicitation number 269-2017-CES.  Fulfilled Closed Water No

1940 12/28/2018 13:56 Brenda W. Goodman

Dear FOIA Officer:
Persuant to federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C.A. 552, I request Access to and copies of 
City Council's vote in September 10, 2018 City Council meeting for the demolition of property (residence) at 2415 
Newland Road.
City Council minutes from the September 10, 2018 City Council meeting,
All notifications of the demolition orders of said property, 2415 Newland Rd. Charlotte, NC 28216.
All prior and present tax records for 2415 Newland Road, Charlotte, NC.
If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of 
the act. I will also expect you to release all segregrable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of course 
reserve the right to appeal your decision to withold any information or to deny a waiver of fees.
I look forward to your reply within 20 business days, as the statute requires.
Thank you for your assistance.
Respectfully submitted, 
Mrs. Brenda W. Goodman Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#Neighborhood Services No

1927 12/26/2018 16:38 12/18/2019 Marty Puckett

1. All recommendations from any Charlotte Firefighter's Retirement System Actuary for the last 5 years regarding 
unfunded liability, increase in contributions (city and employees),and any communications or meeting minutes to 
or from the CFRS Board and Administrator regarding sick and vacation payout used in final average salary 
calculations. Any communications or meeting minutes regarding VHOL, compensatory time, or pension spiking. 2. 
Any information provided to the CFRS Board members by any attorney regarding fiduciary responsibility, 
including any training materials and minutes where fiduciary responsibility was discussed for the last 3 years. 3. 
Job posting, job description, job analysis, educational requirements, hiring process, and market salary analysis for 
the last three CFRS System Administrators. Final or current salary for the last 3 CFRS System Administrators Fulfilled Closed Fire No

1926 12/24/2018 8:30 Brent Cortelloni
I would like to obtain copies of CMSWS inspection reports SR#4905 (July 19, 2016) and SR#6777 (October 20, 
2016) for Seacon Corporation located at 1917 John Crosland Jr. Dr. This is for a Phase I ESA on that property. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1924 12/21/2018 11:55 1/18/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Good Afternoon. I am hoping you can help me with a public records request related to the Civil Service Board.
Can you please provide me with electronic copies of all video, audio and documents that are publicly releasable in 
the case of Harry Inch? The board dismissed him on April 18, 2018 due to excessive use of force on July 16, 2017, 
according to his dismissal notice.
I request these records be made available as soon as reasonably possible. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

1922 12/20/2018 16:31 4/3/2019 Nick Clanton
I'm requesting copies of any complaints filed with the city for streets/sidewalks being blocked at the following 
addresses: -222 S. Caldwell St. -435 E. Trade St. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

2208 12/20/2018 16:10 3/26/2019 Steve Harrison WFAE

Can we get the closed session documents from city council cognizant? Included in that are the closed session 
minutes.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk Yes

1925 12/20/2018 8:48 Matthew Ventimiglia Shiel Sexton Company

Please provide a list of subcontractor names (HVAC, Plumbing, and Electrical) that were submitted by each bidder 
on the bid form for the Charlotte Vehicle Operations Center (CVOC) - New Training Center Building. I believe this 
information is public record and that I should be able to have access to these names. Thanks.  Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1919 12/19/2018 16:41 1/30/2019 Alex Shabad WCNC

Any and all incidents at the Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department dispatch center, in which a 
dispatcher communicated no units were available to respond to a call, between December 1, 2018 
through present day ( December 19th, 2018).The type of call for each incident (traffic crash, assault, 
etc.)The priority level for each callThe time and date of each callThe time and date units responded to 
the scene for each incident Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1923 12/19/2018 9:15 10/3/2019 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer

I'd like to request any written communication (emails, texts, letters, etc.) and presentation materials the city has 
between AvidXchange and the city (city council members, Marcus Jones, Vi Lyles, etc.) between December 2017-
present. Also would like to see minutes from the closed-session meetings during which city voted on AvidXchange 
incentives. 
Would be ideal to have these within two weeks.  Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Office of Constituent Services;#City Manager’s Of   Yes

1920 12/18/2018 22:51 1/2/2019 Timothy Bell

1. Copy of invoice from August 2018. Purchase Order # 18004665. To Emergency Management 2. All P-Card 
Transactions from January 1, 2017 to present day for the following people: Deputy Chief Richard Granger (ret), 
Division Chief Rusty Garrison (ret) Captain Walter "Buddy" Caldwell (ret) and Captain Jeff Bright.  Fulfilled Closed Fire No

1917 12/18/2018 14:49 Courtney Schultz

I would like a copy of the completed application that Charlotte Area Transit System submitted to NCDOT for the 
TDM grant for FY2020. This includes the budget, work plan, justification form, MTC resolution and rideshare data 
forms.  Fulfilled Closed CATS No

1943 12/18/2018 14:09 Ashley Fahey Charlotte Business Journal

Under N.C. public records law, I am requesting to obtain copies of all public records that involve the city’s 
conversations — including emails, text messages, closed-door meeting minutes and other recorded 
documentation — that specifically deals with the economic impact on Charlotte following the repeal of House Bill 
2 and subsequent passage of House Bill 142 in March 2017. I am looking for specific information and 
correspondence between elected local officials, city staff members, the N.C. Department of Commerce, the 
Economic Development Partnership of North Carolina, Mecklenburg County, the Charlotte Regional Partnership, 
the Charlotte Chamber, the Charlotte Regional Business Alliance, the Charlotte Regional Visitors Authority, and 
any/all other parties that have discussed HB 2/HB 142’s direct impact on economic development, business 
recruitment and retention, marketing efforts, etc., in the city of Charlotte.
Communication and meetings between elected officials, companies and economic development groups that 
specifically discusses any economic impact, fallout or perception issues, for example, from HB2 and 142 would be 
considered relevant.
Pertinent information I am seeking includes any and all discussions relating to House Bill 2/142 between the city 
and other economic development groups, site selectors and private sector groups interested in expanding or 
relocating to the Charlotte region. Other relevant information would include any data or anecdotal information 
about increased marketing efforts by economic development groups or others at the city level specifically tied to 
HB2/142. Submitted Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Serv   Yes



1918 12/18/2018 14:09 Ashley Fahey Charlotte Business Journal

Under N.C. public records law, I am requesting to obtain copies of all public records that involve the city’s 
conversations — including emails, text messages, closed-door meeting minutes and other recorded 
documentation — in relation to the AvidXchange jobs expansion in Charlotte, N.C. I am looking for specific 
information and correspondence between the N.C. Department of Commerce, the Economic Development 
Partnership of North Carolina, the city of Charlotte, Mecklenburg County, the Charlotte Regional Partnership, the 
Charlotte Chamber, the Charlotte Regional Business Alliance and all other parties involved in the process.
All information, including communication between AvidXchange and elected officials as well as economic 
development groups, related to incentives and jobs expansion for AvidXchange would be considered relevant.
Pertinent information I am seeking includes any and all incentives offered and negotiated at the state and local 
levels, number of jobs and expected salaries, communication about what AvidXchange sought in its search, real 
estate information, other cities and states in contention for the headquarters/expansion, and any other 
discussions among city and state officials and economic development persons. Any communication that relates to 
AvidXchange’s expansion would be considered pertinent. Submitted Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Serv  Yes

1921 12/18/2018 13:24 2/12/2019 Adam Berry

Plans Volume 1 Wendover Green First Submittal 1 of 2.pdf SDRMF-2018-00113 1st Submittal - Plans 33.26 MB 
12/11/2018 Actions Plans Volume 2 Wendover Green First Submittal 2 of 2.pdf SDRMF-2018-00113 1st Submittal 
- Plans 23.50 MB 12/11/2018  Fulfilled Closed Planning No

1916 12/18/2018 12:01 2/14/2019 John Brien

I am looking for the recorded notes to a Parks & Recreation Commission meeting that was held on December 6, 
1954. At that meeting a Mr. David B. Clark presents Mr. Ernest Sifford the deed to a parcel of land that has 
become Shamrock Park. The Registrar of Deeds office has no record of this deed. If it is possible, can I obtain 
minutes of Parks & Recreation Commission meetings for all of 1954 and 1955 to see if there was further 
discussion of this donation? I have asked staff at the current Parks & Recreation department and they tell me they 
only have records of meetings that occurred after the merger of City and County parks in the late 1990's. Thank 
you for your time and consideration.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk No

1915 12/18/2018 10:06 Heidi Casey

I am looking for all related documentation from CMUD Project #397-02-551 regarding Hearthstone Subdivision 
Street Encroachment. More specifically any paperwork indicating all of our roads being maintained and owned by 
NCDOT. Thanks. Fulfilled Closed Water No

1914 12/17/2018 21:01 1/7/2019 Sahil Chinoy New York Times

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies of 
public records that contain data recorded by ShotSpotter gunshot detection sensors. If available, I am seeking 
records showing the date, time, and location (latitude and longitude) for each incident recorded by the 
ShotSpotter sensors. If available, I am also seeking records showing the type of incident (single, multiple, possible 
gunshot) and/or number of rounds fired for each incident. To the extent your records do not contain all or exactly 
this data, I am prepared to accept records containing only some or part of the data I am seeking. I am requesting 
all such records, from the date of the first recorded incident to the present. I would like the records in the form of 
a spreadsheet or CSV file sent via email. I am not seeking the locations of the sensors themselves.
If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $50.  
However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in 
the public interest. I am requesting these records on behalf of The New York Times, and they will be used in a 
public-facing project that will increase understanding about the underreporting of gun violence.
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect 
copies of the requested records.
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

1912 12/17/2018 9:25 Sharon May
I am requesting to receive the name of the examiner/test consultant/company to be used for your upcoming 
firefighter written examination, AND the date for this written examination. Thanks for your assistance! Fulfilled Closed Fire No

1911 12/16/2018 12:57 Alexander Alvarado
More information on the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department's Missing Person case of Kyle Fleischmann. 
Incident Date: 11-09-2007 Case Type: Missing person NIC No: M826970506 CMPD: 20081109-201500  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1909 12/14/2018 15:04 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide me with electronic copies of checks sent to Lillian Wofford since January 1, 2017?
The checks are in relation to a settlement reached with the city in a lawsuit.
The lawsuit was settled early this year.

In addition, I’d ask that you provide an electronic copy of the actual settlement agreement too. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#City Attorney;#Finance Yes

1901 12/13/2018 10:14 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please tell me how many pothole damage claims the city received in 2016 and 2017 and how many the 
city actually approved/paid? In addition, can you provide me with an electronic list of all approved pothole claims 
for 2016 and 2017? Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes

1907 12/12/2018 22:34 Mike Katz-Lacabe Mikes Bytes

• All contracts, addenda, attachments, memoranda of understanding, amendments, modifications, or other 
agreements between your agency and any vendors of license plate readers • All purchasing records related to 
license plate readers, including requests for proposal (RFPs), purchase orders, invoices, checks, grant applications, 
sole source letters or justifications, and budget requests. • The Charlotte Police Department’s published license 
plate reader (LPR) policy and all previous versions of the policy. • The names of agencies and/or organizations 
with which your agency shares LPR data • The names of agencies and/or organizations that share LPR data with 
your agency • A list of all "hot lists" shared between your agency and outside entities, including "hot lists" created 
by your agency and those created by outside entities. • All audits and audit reports of your agency’s LPR 
information, including but not limited to (a) any audits produced pursuant to your agency’s published LPR policy; 
and (b) audits of access, proper usage, and data retention  Fulfilled Closed Police No

2446 12/12/2018 19:20 7/24/2019 Gregory Lee

Iwould like all emails, texts and telephone calls, between Charlotte City Manager, Marcus Jones and Charlotte 
Water Director, Angela Lee, that have occurred since September 1, 2017. This request is limited to 
communications occurring between these two individuals only.

Fulfilled Closed Water No

1906 12/12/2018 14:52 Maddy Witt

My brother was killed by a drunk driver in your state and county, I am requesting a police report on this incident. 
The date was November 14,2018 His name was Michael Villasenor DOB-03-12-1964 case number 18cr241714. 
the person that was incarcerated for my brothers death was Robert Pilot. Please e-mail or mail me a copy of the 
police report ASAP. Thank You, Maddy Witt  Fulfilled Closed Police No



1899 12/12/2018 13:23 Lauren Ward Payment Processing Services

Pursuant to your state public records act, I respectfully request you produce public records in an electronic format 
to ltward@expertmoneyfinders.com. For all bank accounts checks/warrants (“checks”) are issued from, please 
provide a list/report, electronically stored records, or individual records evidencing, reflecting, referring to or 
relating to *all uncashed checks* - in all amounts - that meet the following criteria: 1. Were issued between 
January 1, 2010 and the date the search is conducted; and 2. Have *not* been presented for payment (uncashed, 
not negotiated, etc.); and 3. Have *not* been reissued; and 4. Are *not* ineligible to be reissued; and 5. Have 
*not* been remitted to any state unclaimed property office. Please provide all available fields, including but not 
limited to, (i) payee/vendor name, (ii) payee/vendor address, (iii) amount, (iv) date of item, (v) check number, etc. 
Please note: This request specifically excludes all checks that have already been reissued, and/or are ineligible to 
be reissued, and/or have already been remitted to a state unclaimed property office. Excluding checks that cannot 
be reissued is extremely beneficial, as processing only eligible reissue requests conserves the resources of all 
parties. Please inform me if, after a reasonable search, no responsive records whatsoever were located. Please 
also inform me if you determine to withhold a responsive record its entirety or disclose it in redacted form. If you 
do intend to disclose any responsive record in redacted form, I ask that you redact that record for the time being 
(by blacking it out not whiting it out) and make the rest of the records available as requested. Thank you for your 
assistance in fulfilling this request. Fulfilled Closed Finance No

1897 12/11/2018 17:18 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide me with an electronic breakdown of the addresses, dates and case numbers of all human 
trafficking police reports from January 1, 2015 through December 11, 2018?

 
CMPD says police reports are labeled human trafficking if it’s suspected. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1908 12/11/2018 14:23 4/8/2019 Dan Maloney Nathan Associates

Good afternoon, I am writing in connection with an ongoing matter regarding Starr Davis Co. Inc. Starr Davis was 
engaged in business as an industrial and commercial insulation distributor and fabricator with distribution 
facilities in various locations. The company was headquartered in Greensboro, NC until it filed for bankruptcy in 
1993. There are claims being brought against the Starr Davis estate for which certain lines of insurance coverage 
would be potentially valuable, specifically commercial general liability coverage. I am writing to inquire as to 
whether you can initiate a search of your files for any and all information and documentation you might have 
regarding Starr Davis insurance coverage, which they would have provided as part of any contracts with the City 
of Charlotte, work completed in the City of Charlotte, licensing, or other purposes, including policy numbers, 
carriers, years of coverage, lines of coverage, and/or broker information. Please let me know whether you can 
assist in this matter or if you have thoughts on who else I could contact. I would be happy to discuss further by 
phone to provide any additional information. Thanks, Dan Maloney Closed Unfulfilled Denied Finance No

1896 12/11/2018 10:44 Ryan Tilley

Current inventory of buses used in shuttle service at Charlotte Douglas International Airport. Inventory shall 
include vehicle number, make/model, and vehicle identification number (VIN) for each bus. Please note this 
request is for personal avocational use and not for any commercial purpose. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1895 12/11/2018 10:35 3/25/2019 Kevin Gordon

On or about November 01, a letter written by Meg Maloney, was emailed/mailed to the Fire Chief, Manager, 
Mayor and Members of City Council. This letter named me and touches my personnel file. With that, I'm 
requesting a copy of the original email (letter), any associated attachments, and all emails, back and forth, 
regarding this topic from all parties participating in the discussion/dialogue. I read the letter but was refused a 
copy. The topic of the email was the 2018 Battalion Chiefs process of CFD. Thank you on advance for your 
attention to this matter. Kevin S. Gordon Fulfilled Closed Fire No

1910 12/10/2018 15:40 Andrew S. Jacobson Please send copies of anything that you have that has the placement of the the existing storm drain pipe. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1898 12/10/2018 15:09 Marcia Bogarty
I am trying to get a Police Report of my son Aaron Cloud he was in a fight with a class mate name Elijah. They 
both go to Mallard Creek High School. The incident was 12/3/18 Fulfilled Closed Police No

1894 12/6/2018 15:27 7/15/2019 Carol Gray-Adler I would like to obtain a listing of all investment funds the city is currently invested in.  Fulfilled Closed Finance No

1892 12/5/2018 11:11 2/11/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Good Morning. I have a follow-up request related to city car washes/detailing. I’ve attached a spreadsheet of 55 
specific expenses. I am requesting electronic copies of the actual invoices for those expenses. You will notice in 
the spreadsheet the vendor, the invoice doc number, the invoice number, the cost and much more.

Fulfilled Closed Finance;#City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & P  Yes

1902 12/4/2018 10:23 David Ramsey Commercial Photography


Mr Jones
 
This email is to request a copy of the Engineering Study/Calculations of the Cutchin Drive SDIP City Project #671-
14-257. Digital files can be emailed to 
 
mail@davidramseyphotography.com
 
or mailed to
 
David Ramsey
3400 Cambria Rd
Charlotte, NC 28210
 
Please advise of any costs associated with this request.
 
If you have any questions regarding this request or any other matter I can be reached by phone at the #s below.
 
Sincerely
David
 
David Ramsey
Commercial Photography
1124 South Mint Street
Studio D
Charlotte, NC  28203

704.376.2139 p
704.957.9476 c Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No



1891 12/3/2018 15:50 John Ciroli HUB Parking Technology USA Inc.

I am formally requesting the following information which I believe is used by, in the possession of, or under the 
control of your governmental/public body: The bid responses from all bidders who are not HUB Parking 
Technology Inc., plus all scoring information, the final executed contract with the successful bidder, and any email 
correspondence mentioning HUB, HUB Parking, or HUB Parking Technology (inc,) in regard to the Parking and 
Revenue Control System City of Charlotte RFP No. 269-2018-041, Issue Date August 27, 2018 If the documents 
are available in electronic format, I am requesting electronic copies. I am willing to pay reasonable fees for the 
fulfillment of this request. However, if the cost of locating and copying the information exceeds $200.00, please 
contact me before proceeding. If this request is denied in whole or in part, please justify the denial in writing by 
referencing the specific exemption(s) with the specific legal authority exempting the requested record or records 
from disclosure by Code section, subsection, and paragraph, together with a clear description of the nature of the 
information redacted. I also request the release all nonexempt portions of any record containing both exempt 
and non-exempt information. Your prompt attention is appreciated. Sincerely, John Ciroli, Esq North American 
Legal Counsel  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1890 12/3/2018 12:27 12/6/2018 Mariah Stoeckmann The Claims Center

I am contacting you on behalf of AT&T. I am looking to see if the police department responding to some damaged 
cables of theirs and may have a report on file for it. The cables were damaged by a large truck that caught and 
pulled them down. This occurred back around the date of 10/17/2018 in the 8900 block of Research Dr. in 
Charlotte.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1885 12/3/2018 10:26 4/23/2019 Gina Esposito WSOC

-Documents and data pertaining to CFD’s involvement in Mecklenburg EMS Agency’s Alternative Response Time 
Program (Feb 2017-October 2018)

- MEDIC data shows from Feb 14, 2018  – Oct 16, 2018, Police and fire were dispatched without MEDIC on 3975 
HOLD calls. Does CFD have data on those calls? If so, please provide a copy. What was the average length of time 
spent on those calls? Fulfilled Closed Fire Yes

1884 12/3/2018 9:13 Gina Esposito WSOC-TV


Number of ‘cyberstalking cases’ CMPD handled per year (2015/2016/2017/2018).
-Report numbers for those cases Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1889 11/30/2018 22:58 6/13/2019 Deon Roberts Charlotte Observer

The Charlotte Observer is requesting all records -- including presentation materials, reports and communications, 
including, but not limited to, emails -- within city's possession related to Honeywell's relocation to North Carolina. 

Fulfilled Closed Economic Development;#Office of Constituent Se    Yes

1886 11/30/2018 15:47 6/13/2019 Ashley Fahey Charlotte Business Journal

Under N.C. public records law, I am requesting to obtain copies of all public records that involve the city’s 
conversations — including emails, text messages, closed-door meeting minutes and other recorded 
documentation — in relation to the Honeywell headquarters coming to Charlotte. I am looking for specific 
information and correspondence between the N.C. Department of Commerce, the Economic Development 
Partnership of North Carolina, the city of Charlotte, Mecklenburg County, the Charlotte Regional Partnership, the 
Charlotte Chamber and all other parties involved in the process.
All information, including communication between Honeywell and elected officials as well as economic 
development groups, related to the recruitment effort for Honeywell should be disclosed when that information 
is able to be released publicly. Communication from the past six to nine months would be considered most 
relevant.
Pertinent information I am seeking includes any and all incentives offered and negotiated at the state and local 
levels, number of jobs and expected salaries, communication about what Honeywell sought in its search, real 
estate information, other cities in contention for the headquarters, discussions relating to the incentives 
legislation at the state level, and any other communication among city and state officials and economic 
development persons. Any communication that relates to Honeywell would be considered pertinent. Fulfilled Closed Economic Development;#Office of Constituent Se    Yes

1905 11/30/2018 9:10 Lex M. Erwin Erwin, Bishop, Capitano & Moss, P.A.

(1) a copy of each pay application from Wildlands Engineering, Inc. tothe City of Charlotte related to the Project, 
(2) copies of all schedule of values for Wildlands' work for the Project, and (3) a copy of each payment from the 
City of Charlotte to Wildlands in connection with the Projects. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1876 11/29/2018 20:02 Carli McCurry

November 28, 2018
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
Any and all available dog licensing and registration data for dogs within your jurisdiction (all dogs actively 
registered for 2018, I am not seeking historical records)
Please include all available segregable data, including but not limited to:
• the breed of the dog
• the color of the dog
• the dog's date of birth
• the dog's name
• the owner's name
• the owner's address and applicable zip code
• any other available notes (rabies vaccine status, spay/neuter status, license #)
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request fulfilled electronically, by e-mail attachment (excel preferred) if 
available or CD-ROM if not. If your pet licensing is all in one database (cats, dogs) I am happy to receive it all and 
remove the non dog data on my side to save you time.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter.
I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 10 business days.
Sincerely,
Carli McCurry Fulfilled Closed Police No

1882 11/29/2018 15:14 Nate Morabito WCNC

Per Lt. Koch’s direction, can you please provide electronic copies of Civil Service Board written notices of dismissal 
for sworn employees from last fiscal year and so far this fiscal year? 

Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

1883 11/29/2018 14:58 Brittany Lins K&L Gates

I'd like a copy of the Infrastructure Reimbursement for 17th Street and Parkwood Avenue, as discussed in this 
press release:https://charlottenc.gov/newsroom/releases/Pages/CouncilMeetingJune27.aspx City Council 
approved an infrastructure reimbursement agreement for 17th Street and Parkwood Avenue. The agreement 
reimburses the developer of a residential project located in the Optimist Park Neighborhood for the extension of 
17th Street to Parkwood Avenue and streetscape improvements to Parkwood Avenue. This agreement allows the 
city to construct public infrastructure at a lower cost by partnering with the developer. Approval of this request 
also supports City Council's priority to build and preserve vibrant and diverse neighborhoods by expanding the 
supply of affordable and workforce housing through new construction and preservation of the existing housing 
stock. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No



1878 11/29/2018 11:06 12/5/2018 Ashley Rogers Roberts Law Firm


 
Good afternoon,
 
Our office is looking to get service call and crime mapping data from the year of 2016 within a ¼ mile radius of 
210 E. Trade St., Charlotte, NC 28202.  Please let me know if you need any additional information in order to 
process this request.
 
Thank you!
 
Ashley Rogers,Paralegal
 

P.O. Box 2335
Gastonia, NC  28053-2335
(704) 865-1271 - phone
(704) 865-1488 - fax
http://www.robertslawfirmpa.com/ Fulfilled Closed Police No

1879 11/29/2018 9:04 Chelsea Dongelewic Claims Management Resources
I would like to request the certificate of insurance for Sealand Contractors for work done for the City in 
September of 2018 near Beam Rd and Shopton Rd. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1881 11/27/2018 17:25 1/31/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide me with electronic copies of all permits and contracts related to the 2019 NBA All-Star 
Games?

Fulfilled Closed Economic Development;#Transportation;#Police;   Yes

1880 11/27/2018 17:10 1/23/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide me with electronic copies of the most recent planning reports/documents for the 2019 
NBA All-Star Game from all public safety departments, as well as transportation and the mayor’s office? If you 
need my request to be specific as far as dates, I would say for the current fiscal year.

Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services;#Transportation;#P   Yes
1900 11/27/2018 15:50 Nate Morabito WCNC Can you please provide me with electronic copies of the three claims the city actually paid for [in 2018]? Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes

1873 11/27/2018 15:07 1/2/2019 Jonathan Lowe Spectrum News

I am looking for any and all documents related to costs and expenses for the Charlotte city council members Ed 
Driggs, James Mitchell, Tariq Bokhari, Julie Eiselt, and Mayor Vi Lyles' trip to Austin, TX for the RNC annual 
meeting on and around July 18th, 2018. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

1872 11/27/2018 15:04 12/12/2018 Kate Bertash MuckRock News


November 20, 2018
 
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
Compilations of equipment or munitions to be used, after action reports, incident reports, Special Event Threat 
Assessment (SETA) Reports, and any other reports on preparing for the protests in regard to the LoveLife 
Charlotte "Prayer Walk" protest in front of 3220 Latrobe Dr, Charlotte, NC on November 17th, 2018 and the 
LoveLife Charlotte "Prayer Walk" protest on December 3rd, 2017. I would also request department email 
messages for the for the November 17th, 2018 and December 3rd, 2017 protests.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response 
to this request within 10 business days.
Sincerely,
Kate Bertash
Filed via MuckRock.com
E-mail (Preferred):64155-54564693@requests.muckrock.com
Upload documents directly:https://www.muckrock.com/accounts/agency_login/charlotte-mecklenburg-police-
department-391/lovelife-charlotte-protest-police-records-november-2018-
64155/?email=jemken%40cmpd.org&uuid-login=bb0e081e-e178-4dea-81c0-7c9ef296ff4c#agency-reply
Is this email coming to the wrong contact? Something else wrong? Use the above link to let us know.
For mailed responses, please address (see note):
MuckRock News
DEPT MR 64155
411A Highland Ave Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

1871 11/26/2018 22:35 Alejandro Henao National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

The intend of this email is to initiate a formal request for Charlotte airport (CLT) public records with the following 
information: • Number of “parking” transactions per month from 2010 to most current (and total revenues) • 
Number of “car rental” transactions per month from 2010 to most current (and total revenues) • Number of 
“taxis” transactions per month from 2010 to most current (and total revenues) • Number of “transportation 
network companies (TNCs)” transactions per month from 2010 to most current (and total revenues) • Number of 
“air passengers” including “enplaned”, “deplaned” and/or “connecting” per month from 2010 to most current • 
Number of “airport employees” per month from 2010 to most current We understand that there might be a cost 
associated with this request. Please let us know if this is the case. Thank you, Alejandro  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1870 11/26/2018 15:32 Tom Good ISS World

Baggage Handling Systems O & M Contract. Can you please let me know when the current agreement expires and 
its value. Could you also let me know when the RFP for the new contract will be released. Thank you for your 
time. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



1869 11/23/2018 12:31 12/6/2019 Marty Puckett

1. 2017 Audit Report
2. All documents and electronic communications between the Accreditation Manager, anyone on the CFD 
Accreditation Committees, among each other, the Center for Public Safety Excellence (The Commission on Fire 
Accreditation International (CFAI) to include commissioners and peer reviewers.) As well as anyone on the 
Command Staff to include Division Chiefs and Special Assignment Battalion Chiefs.
3. All documents and electronic communications between anyone on the CFD ISO Certification committees or 
team, among each other ISO Mitigation (Verisk also) to include ISO staff as well as field survey inspectors. Also 
include anyone on the Command Staff, Division Chiefs , Specially Assigned Battalion Chiefs.
4. All documents and electronic communications regarding grants received by the CFD from 2012-2018. All emails 
from anyone within CFD working on procuring grants, grant writing, grant application, and grant assurances, 
among each other and anyone within FEMA and Homeland security related to grants.
5. All outside Attorney opinions given for the Charlotte Fire Department Retirement System Board (CFRS) from 
2010 until date of production. All internal CIty of Charlotte Attorney Opinions provided to the Board in writing or 
verbally regarding the CFRS ACT, City Charter, Council Resolutions and Ordinances.
6. All votes taken and outcomes which increased any members retirement, unfunded liability, from 2006 until 
date of production.
7. All Benefit Committee recommendations to the entire CFRS Board.
8. All emails between the CFRS Board Administrator and anyone in the Command Staff, Fire Department HR, City 
HR, Fire Department Payroll, and City Payroll.
9. All emails between the CFRS Board Administrator and Board members between 2010 and the date of 
production. All emails and Documents Between the CFRS Board Administrator and any actuaries between 2010 
and the date of production.

Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Human Resources;#City Attorney No

1868 11/22/2018 20:41 Joshua Leibner
 I am looking for information pertaining to the CLT Airport Concourse D expansion, regarding any  plan s , bids, or 
contracts for the addition/construction of a new airport lounge in this space. Thank  y o u . Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1867 11/22/2018 9:56 David Krug Accident report# 20181121184202 Fulfilled Closed Police No

1913 11/21/2018 14:44 12/17/2018 Patricia Ann Gregg

City of Clerk-Charlotte, N.C.
600 E. 4th Street-7th floor
Charlotte, North Carolina-28202-2857

Dear City of Clerk-Charlotte, N.C.:

Refer to Freedom of Information Act-(5U.S.C.s5.552)-information to crash reports for-Patricia Ann Gregg-the 
information are located by research-in https://charlottenc.gov/cityclerk/minutes/05-12-1969-May-12, 1969-first 
crash-during that time-traffic accident report-132-6-PDF-the second and third Crash-during that time-traffic 
accident reports-reads-July 09, 1984-charlottenc.govcityclerk-PDF-132-6.

After visiting the Local Department of Motor Vehicles-Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department-The Department 
of Motor Vehicles-on the web-Raleigh North Carolina-ask the city for the release these Crash-traffic accidents 
reports with information-copies forward to the address for U.S. Court purposes.

Sincerely Yours,

Patricia Ann Gregg Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk No

1866 11/21/2018 11:53 1/23/2019 David Kinnear Jammin' 4 Water

Biosolids Master Plan and substantial supporting documents. McAlpine Creek Improvements Projects Preliminary 
Design Report and/or other related documents. Long Creek Planning Preliminary Engineering Reports and other 
planning documents. Charlotte Water Capital Improvment Plan My professional email is 
dkinnear@kinnear.engineering but your system does not recognize longer extensions.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

1864 11/21/2018 10:51 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please tell me how many pothole damage claims the city’s received so far this calendar year and how 
many the city’s actually approved/paid? In addition, can you provide me with an electronic list of all approved 
pothole claims for this calendar year? Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes

1865 11/20/2018 17:10 Richard Salame The Nation Institute

To Ms Stephanie Kelly,
This is a request under the North Carolina Public Records Law.
I request public records for each fiscal year, beginning in Fiscal Year 2007 until FY 2018, relating to any 
expenditure of public funds by the City of Charlotte on the Confederate Soldiers Monument, CSA North Carolina 
Military Institute monument, Jefferson Davis Plaque, and Last Meetings of the Confederate Cabinet Marker.
I request records that provide a full count of all spending on maintenance, cleaning, repair, preservation, and any 
other such tasks performed for those monuments. 
I would appreciate if you could provide these records to me as a total dollar figure for each year. Alternatively, if 
that is not possible, I request records including but not limited to, contracts, agreements, invoices, account 
statements, budgets, spreadsheets that pertain to spending on the monument.
This request is not being made for commercial purposes. I am a reporter working on a project for The 
Smithsonian Magazine. The requested information will be made available to the general public. I am on a deadline 
and am hoping you can provide me with these records as soon as possible.
Thank you for your attention to this request. Please feel free to contact me with any questions. 
Sincerely,
Richard Salame
-- 
Richard Salame
The Investigative Fund | The Nation Institute
richard.salame@nationinstitute.org
212-822-0251 Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes



1862 11/20/2018 13:04 Michelle England Smart Procure

SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte for any and all purchasing records 
from 2018-06-28 (yyyy-mm-dd) to current. The request is limited to readily available records without physically 
copying, scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic document is acceptable. The specific 
information requested from your record keeping system is: 1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not 
used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, encumbrance, or check number 2. Purchase date 3. Line 
item details (Detailed description of the purchase) 4. Line item quantity 5. Line item price 6. Vendor ID number, 
name, address, contact person and their email address  Fulfilled Closed Finance No

1859 11/20/2018 10:25 Teresa MacDonald CODA Consulting Group I am requesting copies of backflow prevention device test reports for 1706 Queen City Drive, Charlotte, NC. Fulfilled Closed Water No

1861 11/19/2018 18:16 Douglas Walker

Hello,
We are submitting a Public Records Request to have the nuisance code enforcement cases from 11/09/18 - 
11/15/18 along with the respective inspection notes.
Thanks,
Douglas Walker

Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

1858 11/19/2018 11:31 Marianne Skorupski Newmark Knight Frank
I would like the airport Activity and Traffic Report for September 2018. If that is unavailable, please send August. It 
is not available on the CLT website. Thanks. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1856 11/16/2018 17:31 Margaret Maloney Maloney Law & Associates

Dear Dana:
Please accept this as a request for public records pursuant to N.C.G.S.132-1, which provides that public records 
are: (a)ll documents, papers, letters, maps, books, photographs, films, sound recordings, magnetic or other tapes, 
electronic data-processing records, artifacts, or other documentary material, regardless of physical form or 
characteristics, made or received pursuant to law or ordinance in connection with the transaction of public 
business….
Accordingly, we request the following documents:
1. Documents, including communications and electronically-stored information, regarding any audit conducted 
regarding the Battalion Chief and Captain Promotional Processes of the CFD during 2018, including any audit 
referenced in the attached May 9, 2018 Memorandum from Kristi Kjeldsen.
2. Information from 2006 to present regarding applications for and promotion to Battalion Chief, including the 
following:
a. The total number of applicants by year;
b. The total number of female applicants by year;
c. The total number of Black/African American applicants by year;
d. The total number of applicants that passed all parts of the promotional process by year;
e. The total number of all females that passed all parts of the promotional process by year;
f. The total number of all Black/African Americans that passed all parts of the promotional process by year;
g. The total number of promotions by year;
h. The total number of Black/African Americans who were promoted by year; and,
i. The total number of females that were promoted by year.
3. Information from 2006 to present regarding CFD recruit classes, including the following:
a. Number of applicants for each recruit class, including the race and gender of each applicant; and,
b. Number of graduates in each recruit class, including the race and gender of each graduate and their date of 
graduation.
4. Documents, including communications, and electronically-stored information from 2006 to present regarding 
all CFD recruit efforts, including any recruit efforts taken to attract and increase the number of female and 
minority candidates.
5. All documents, communication, and electronically-stored information regarding CFD or City policies and Submitted Open Fire No

1857 11/16/2018 14:59 Allison Latos WSOC

Hello,
Good afternoon.
I am requesting the following public records from CFD.
-a list of all CFD employees who received overtime from 2016-present
-the amount of overtime 
-the reasons for the overtime
Please let me know when this information will be available.
Thank you,
Allison Fulfilled Closed Fire Yes

1855 11/16/2018 10:46 Tessa MacDonald CODA Consulting Group

City of Charlotte
Charlotte Water
Via email: CharlotteCommunicationsMarketing@charlottenc.gov
CODA Consulting Group, LLC has been commissioned to conduct a Property Condition Assessment located at 1900 
Queen City Drive in Charlotte, NC 28208-2703.
Please respond to the following documentation/information requests. Should you have any questions, or should 
there be any fees associated with providing the requested information, please let us know.
1. Please provide copies of the most recent backflow device testing reports, if available.
2. Are backflow prevention devices required retroactively to protect domestic, fire suppression and irrigation 
water supplies if not installed at the time of construction? What triggers installation? Yes  No 
Please e-mail your completed response to admin@codaconsults.com, via U.S. Mail to 3023 S. University Drive, 
Suite 220, Fort Worth, TX 76109, or via facsimile at 817-500-9084. If you have questions, feel free to contact me 
at 251-424-2069.
Thank you for your assistance.
Response Submitted By (print name/title): ____________________________ Date: __________________
Sincerely,
Teresa MacDonald
CODA Consulting Group, LLC Fulfilled Closed Water No

1854 11/14/2018 14:58 7/24/2019 An Huynh MSW Consultants
Hello, please send me a copy of the city's recyclables processing contract. It also goes by MRF services contract 
and recovered materials contract or single stream processing contract.  Closed Unfulfilled Referred Management & Financial Services;#Solid Waste SNo

1860 11/14/2018 14:38 11/30/2018 James Puritz

Please provide all surveillance video/footage from the Spectrum Center, main lobby area across from the light rail, 
between East 5th and East Tryon Street, on 9/8/18 from 12:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. The Spectrum Center is owned 
by the City of Charlotte, and this footage is a public record. Please also include any incident reports from that 
date, 9/8/18. Thank you very much for your time.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Attorney No



1853 11/14/2018 8:25 Richard Stifter JNR Adjustment

I would like to request the certificate of liability insurance for your contractor, Whiting Construction that covers 
the date of 6/15/2017. They were boring for you to install conduit on E 4th St, near S McDowell St, when they 
damaged an AT&T underground cable.I have sent this request to your Risk Manager Toni Richards with supports 
on 9/11/18, 10/5/18 and 10/15/18, I also called her and left messages regarding this on 10/23/18 and 1031/18. 
Still no response. It has been two months since my original request.I am requesting this Under the North Carolina 
Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1. Please pass this on to the City Manager or Mayor if necessary. Thank You  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services No

1852 11/13/2018 15:21 Christina Garrett CODA Consulting Group

Backflow Testing Records for:
1201 CAMPUS POINTE CT, Charlotte, NC 28262 
11015 Education Way, Charlotte, NC 28262 Fulfilled Closed Water No

1938 11/13/2018 13:09 Lauren Loricchio Tax Notes
Can you please send me a copy of Charlotte’s proposal for Amazon’s HQ2 project?

Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#CATS;#City Manager’s Office;#City Cler      Yes
1935 11/13/2018 11:11 Martha Sellers WCCB All city records related to Amazon HQ2. Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#CATS;#City Clerk;#City Manager’s Offic      Yes

1934 11/13/2018 11:05 Mark Boyle and Nate Morabito WCNC
In case WCNC hasn’t requested it already, when you all releasepublic records related to the bid for Amazon HQ2, 
can you please provide electronic copies of those records to us as well? Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#CATS;#City Clerk;#City Manager’s Offic      Yes

1933 11/13/2018 10:45 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer

Now that Amazon has made itsHQ2 decision official, we'd like to see the city's records regarding Charlotte's bid. 
Please let us know if you need any additional details from us on this request, as well as an expected release time 
for the records. 

Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#CATS;#City Clerk;#City Manager’s Offic      Yes
1932 11/13/2018 10:39 Joe Bruno WSOC All records related to Amazon HQ2 Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#CATS;#City Clerk;#City Manager’s Offic      Yes

1931 11/13/2018 10:31 Ashley Fahey Charlotte Business Journal

Under N.C. public records law, I am requesting to obtain copies of all public records that involve the city’s 
conversations — including emails, text messages, closed-door meeting minutes and other recorded 
documentation — in relation to the Amazon HQ2 bid. I am looking for specific information and correspondence 
between the city of Charlotte and groups like the N.C. Department of Commerce, the Economic Development 
Partnership of North Carolina, the Charlotte Regional Partnership, the Charlotte Chamber and all other parties 
involved in the process.
Now that the search is complete, with Amazon formally selecting New York City and northern Virginia, all 
information including incentives, the Charlotte region’s full and complete proposal, and other relevant 
information relating to HQ should be disclosed.
Pertinent information I am seeking includes any and all incentives offered at the state and local levels, 
communication about what Amazon was seeking for HQ2 and any discussions among city and state elected 
officials and economic development persons on the process. Any communication that relates to HQ2 would be 
considered pertinent. Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#CATS;#City Clerk;#City Manager’s Offic      Yes

1936 11/13/2018 0:00 Matt Grant Fox 46

Any and all communication including but not limited to email, voicemail, letter, FAX, text, sent to and/or from, 
anyone at Amazon to any city official (and/or from any city official to anyone at Amazon) including but not 
limited to: Mayor Jennifer Roberts, City Manager Marcus Jones, Vi Lyles, Julie Eiselt, James Mitchell, Carlenia 
Ivory, Gregory Phipps, Kenny Smith, Claire Fallon, Patsey Kinsey, LaWana Mayfield, Dimple Ajmera, Edmund 
Driggs.
Any and all communication including but not limited to email, voicemail,letter, FAX, text that mentions Amazon 
including but not limited to the following keywords “Amazon”, “HQ2”, “Amazon headquarters”, “bid”, “incentive”, 
“incentives”, “tax breaks”
The bid submitted to Amazon to secure HQ2 for Charlotte
Any and all incentives, tax breaks, perks, benefits, land offered, etc. to Amazon in the bid for HQ2
Any and all economic studies done regarding a potential Amazon headquarters in Charlotte
Any and all communication between Charlotte Mayor Jennifer Roberts and/or City Manager Marcus Jones and/or 
their staff and Governor Roy Cooper and/or his staff regarding Amazon and/or HQ2 and/or (together or 
separately) the anti-discrimination Executive Order signed by Gov. Cooper on 10/18/17. Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#CATS;#City Clerk;#City Manager’s Offic      Yes

1851 11/12/2018 11:16 David Boyer

I am requesting to view the line item bids or accepted line item costs for Specialized Roadway Construction 
Services FY19 A, Specialized Roadway Construction Services FY19 B, Specialized Roadway Construction Services 
FY19 C, Specialized Roadway Construction Services FY19 D, and Specialized Roadway Construction Services FY19 
E. Thank you!  Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1850 11/12/2018 9:14 11/13/2018 Julie Church I need a police report an a drivering record report Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1845 11/9/2018 16:59 11/14/2018 Darmel Lee Global Team Electric

Full Bid tab results (Including Subcontractor listings) for: Project Number: 8010150058 / Bid #:
BM2018-1536 CHARLOTTE VEHICLE OPERATIONS CENTER (CVOC) - NEW TRAINING CENTER
BUILDING Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1844 11/9/2018 16:51 Marty Puckett Audio of the Civil Service Board meeting held November 6, 2018. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

1843 11/9/2018 16:37 11/15/2018 Mike O'Malley Real Page, Inc.

Good Afternoon,
We are performing a Water Benchmarking project for one of our Multi-Family properties in
Charlotte, North Carolina.
In order to comply with the requirements of a Green Loan, we require the 24 month historic
Water Usage and Cost data for the property in this state. Below, I have provided more
information regarding this property.
Property Name:
University Center by Cortland Partners LLC
Mailing Address:
1421 Baseline Road, Charlotte, North Carolina 28262
Service Address:
1421 Baseline Road, Charlotte, North Carolina 28262
Tax ID:
47-4488084
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any further questions in regards to obtaining this wholeproperty
aggregated usage and cost data for this property.
Thank you,
Mike O''''Malley
Energy Solutions Analyst | RealPage, Inc.
333 E. Butterfield Road, 3rd Floor | Lombard, IL 60148
Phone: (972) 810-8131 | Email: mike.omalley@realpage.com Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water No

1842 11/9/2018 16:32 11/14/2018 Dulce Donovan

I am trying to locate a police report from September 3, 1965, involving a car crash that killed four
high school students. I am trying to locate the police report in connection with some family
research I am doing - my brother, Terrence Donovan, dob 11/1/47, was driving and was one of
the individuals killed. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No



1841 11/9/2018 16:27 4/3/2019 Ricardo Rivadeneira

To whom it may concern,
I would like to request any and all documents from January 1st, 2018 till today (October 30th,
2018) containing ridership data from scooter and/or bicycle share companies operating in
Charlotte.
Thank you!
-- Ricardo Rivadeneira Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

1840 11/9/2018 16:22 1/17/2019 Kristen Blazar City of Boynton Beach

Good afternoon,
My name is Kristen Biazar, Human Resources/Risk Coordinator I for the City of Boynton Beach.
As part of the hiring process with the City of Boynton Beach, we are requesting Michael Lynch’s
public record, specifically his employee activity files, any/all discipline or corrective action, any
closed investigation files in which the employee was the subject, and also evaluation or
performance files.
Thank you! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Human Resources No

1839 11/9/2018 16:14 Christopher Lanphear Deltek

Deltek is submitting a public records request. Can you please provide contract award and bid
tabulation information for the following projects?
Onvia ID - BID:36303603
Project Name: Deicing Pad & South Cross-Field Taxiway
Bid Number: 2018-04-002
Submittal Date: 6/7/2018 4:00:00 PM
Please let me know in advance if the fee is going to be greater than $10.00. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1838 11/9/2018 16:04 Harold Brauer Recovery Asset Network

I would like to request a list of the city''''s uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar
value of $500 and above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original
check amount, original check number and date of the original check.
Please forward the list to my attention atfoia@recoveryassetnetwork.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services No

1849 11/9/2018 13:09 Christopher Lanphear Deltek

Deltek is submitting a public records request. Can you please email me a list of every vendor term/annual contract 
with a future expiration date. I would like the list to contain the title/description, expiration date, and awarded 
vendor name for each awarded contract. If any additional contract details are easy to include, please provide that 
as well (example:contract start date, contract renewal terms, pricing information…).
If applicable please inform me in advance if a fee will be required.
Please contact me if you have any questions. My number is (206) 373-9321 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services No

1837 11/9/2018 9:34 Brittney Johnson WSOC-TV


Hello again. Icheck pacer for our station and came across the attached filing in federal court which was filed 
Monday. The judge denied the city's motion for summary judgement allowing former Officer Michael Tinsley's 
discrimination case to proceed to trial. I have several questions about issues brought up in the judge's order that 
are outside of the actual case and complaint and are related to how the city deals with terminations and civil 
lawsuits.
 
Please respond to the following:
 
Is Aimee Aquino still employed as a CMPD officer? If so, can you please share her rank, division and years of 
service?
 
If a CMPD officer is found liable of slander, would they be allowed to continue working for the 
department? Would an officer found liable for slander be allowed to arrest individuals and testify in court?
 
Can the city pay a settlement and attorneys fees on behalf of an officer who is sued in their individual capacity not 
in their official capacity if the city is not a party to the lawsuit?
 
According to the judge's motion, it appears the city paid out attorneys fee'os n Aquino's behalf for a slander 
claim, can you explain why city funds would be used to pay this settlement?
 
Is there a set policy that dictates how officers are disciplined for violating department policies that is used across 
the department?
 
Are supervisors allowed to use their discretion to deviate from the department's disciplinary guidelines if an 
officer violates department policy?
 
Thanks for your time, I look forward to your responses.
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1847 11/8/2018 23:42 11/13/2018 George Goates

Dear Open Record Officer:
Could you please e-mail the following records if possible:
The most recent solicitation for bid, proposal, or quote for passenger and/or employee Shuttle
Service at Charlotte Douglas International Airport along with the corresponding bid, proposal, or
quote. This is shuttle service from terminal to parking lot and back. Service may include Parking
Lot Management. There may also be ancillary employee shuttles that I am interested in if they
are going to be put out to public bid.
I apologize for the inconvenience, I know these requests can be onerous. Please let me know if
you have any questions or if I can make the request easier or clearer in any way.
If the requested records cannot be e-mailed to me due to the volume of records identified in
response to my request, I am happy to pay the actual cost of copying all records onto a CD or
USB drive.
If my request is too broad or does not reasonably describe the records, please contact me via email
so that I may clarify my request, and when appropriate, indicate the manner in which
records are filed, retrieved or generated.
If it is necessary to modify my request, I would prefer to be contacted at 801.819.3691 or at this
email address.
If for any reason any portion of my request is denied, please inform me of the reasons for the
denial in writing and provide the name, address and e-mail address of the person or body to
whom an appeal should be directed.
Kind regards,
George
801.819.3691 Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Aviation No



1846 11/8/2018 19:16 Valeriy Mnatsakanyan

Please convey this request to Animal Control Department.
Dog Bite information: B18-034063
Animal Information: A1141858
Owner information: P1048882
Does ACD has current information regarding rabies vaccination for above mentioned dog, and if
not, what actions ACD planing to take against an owner to enforce city ordinance.
Thank you Fulfilled Closed Police No

1848 11/8/2018 17:57 2/11/2019 Margaret Maloney Maloney Law & Associates

            
Dear Dana:
Please accept this as a request for public records pursuant to N.C.G.S.132-1, which provides that public records 
are: (a)ll documents, papers, letters, maps, books, photographs, films, sound recordings, magnetic or other tapes, 
electronic data-processing records, artifacts, or other documentary material, regardless of physical form or 
characteristics, made or received pursuant to law or ordinance in connection with the transaction of public 
business….
Accordingly, we request the following documents:
1. Documents, including communications and electronically-stored information, related to the Civil Service Board 
meetings on October 2, 2018 and November 6, 2018 meetings, including all documents and information provided 
to Civil Service Board members and/or its chairperson related to the meetings.
2. All documents and information given to Civil Service Board members and/or its chairperson as a follow up to its 
November 6, 2018 meeting.
3. Current job descriptions on file with the City of Charlotte HR Department for the rank of Battalion Chief and 
Deputy Chief with the Charlotte Fire Department.
4. Documents, including communications and electronically-stored information, regarding job descriptions on file 
with the City of Charlotte HR Department for the rank of Battalion Chief and Deputy Chief with the Charlotte Fire 
Department from January 1, 2017 to present.
5. All training material given to Civil Service Board members in 2018, including any documents that have been 
prepared for training during the December 2018 meeting.
Please see the attached Definitions enclosed herewith. I request that the documents be produced in a timely 
fashion. Electronically-stored information such as emails may be produced in electronic, rather than paper form. 
Please let us know when we can expect to receive the documents. This firm will reimburse the City for reasonable 
costs to copy and provide the requested documents. I can be reached by telephone or email. Please feel free to 
contact me for any questions.
Sincerely,
MALONEY LAW & ASSOCIATES, PLLC
Meg Maloney
Margaret Behringer Maloney

Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#Human Resources No

1835 11/7/2018 10:57 3/15/2019 Brittney Johnson WSOC

I would like to request a copy of the report listing the city's general liability and property payments made to and 
or on behalf of claimants from 2013-present. Would these records/report be available online or would a report 
need to be generated? If it's a report that has to be generated, could you please include date, claim number and 
type, incident, name of claimant, amount paid?

Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services Yes

1834 11/6/2018 15:31 3/25/2019 Eric P. Baumer Pennsylvania State Univ


 
Hi Monica,
 
I’m trying to locate monthly or quarterly crime counts (by crime type, if possible) for Charlotte-Mecklenburg from 
2012-2017.  Would you be able to share this with me?  Thanks very much for your consideration.
 
Best,
 
Eric 

Eric P. Baumer
Department Head and Professor
 
Department of Sociology and Criminology
Pennsylvania State University
Oswald Tower 201
University Park, PA 16802
epbaumer@psu.edu
(814) 863-5436
 Fulfilled Closed Police No



1833 11/5/2018 9:42 Michelle Tecson Invitation Homes

Greetings,
 
Our company owns and manages a home located in Charlotte, 3933 Ayrshire Place, Charlotte NC 
28210.
 
We are currently investigating actions by the resident Akiyree Williams and Brandon Dillard (believed to 
be an Unauthorized Occupant)

The time period we are looking for is the last three years (December 21, 2015 to the present as this is 
how long they have been in the property). 
 
We are requesting a copy of your records for Calls to service for this property (complaints by neighbors)

We are also requesting copies of any citations that may have been issued involving either of the above 
persons or to someone at the property.
 
We understand that there may be an ongoing investigation but are trying to determine if there has been 
ongoing criminal activity.
 
I would greatly appreciate if you could email the information to me.
 
Again I assist our Charlotte office and am investigating their breach of the lease agreement.
 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions.
 
Thank you,
Michelle 
 
 
Michelle Fliss Tecson  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1832 11/5/2018 9:29 Nate Morabito WCNC Defenders

Good Afternoon,
 
Can you please provide electronic copies of all communication via email or mail between CMPD and 
the Diocese of Charlotte from August 1, 2018 through today.
 
I request a waiver of fees since this request is meant to show the public how its government operates. 
However, if you expect a cost, please provide an estimate and let me respond before moving forward 
with this request.
 
Thank You,
Nate
 
Nathan Morabito
WCNC Defenders
(704) 329-3764
 
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/NateInvestigates/
Instagram:  nateinvestigates
Twitter:  NateMorabito Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1831 11/1/2018 10:32 11/2/2018 C. Informi

All police reports, fire reports, 911 audio digital/tape calls, log book entries, medical reports, 911 incident recall 
sheets, all calls for service reports, all dispatch logs, all medical emergency services requests, all indicident 
reports, dispatch logs (except alarm calls) and all other documents pertaining to 421 N. Wendover Road, 28211 
from October 1, 2018 through October 31, 2018. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Fire;#Police No

1829 10/29/2018 14:30 I need my dog ace record please  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1828 10/29/2018 11:46 11/26/2018 Alatin Halley

I filed a police report back in 2017 when my car was vandalized in the parking lot of my job which was convergys 
on mallard creek church rd. My car was recently vandalized again and i need to request a copy of that police 
report. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1827 10/27/2018 11:16 Marty Puckett

1. All phone records for [phone #], including text messages and copies thereof, beginning April 1, 2018 until the 
date of production. 2. All emails between Sheila Simpson and Reginald Johnson regarding the promotional 
processes in the Fire Department. 3.Oath of office taken by the members of the Civil Service Board. 4. All emails 
between Reginald Johnson and Kim Eagle.
Requestor was asked for clarification on 10/29/18:
1.    Q: The phone number you have requested, is this a City of Charlotte employee or official’s City issued phone? 
If so, who is the employee or official? What do you mean by “until the date of production”?        A: City Employee. 
Reginald T. Johnson.

2.Q: Do you have a date range for these requested emails?
        A: Reginald T Johnson first official Day was May 1 2018. So, let's use the date range April 1 2018 until the date 
of production ( the date that the records are provided).
3.Q: Do you mean the current Civil Service Board members?
        A: The Oath of Office should be a standard oath. It should have been done for all Civil Service Board members 
past and present, when the oath was introduced. That being said, I would like the oath and any signatures 
acknowledging the oath and or ethics policies for current members and past members for the last 3 years.

4.Q: Do you have a date range for these emails? For any specific topics or for all topics?
        A: As mentioned in #1 one the date range should be April 1 2018 until the date of production. All subjects.

Partial Fulfillment Open City Clerk;#Fire;#City Manager’s Office;#Human RNo

1826 10/26/2018 12:51 James Kennedy SteepSteel

CLOSED Please send the following: Copies of all communications leases / licenses, payment histories, and 
associated documents for cell towers, rooftop antenna installations, small cell installations which are constructed 
on city owned or managed property, atop city street furniture or in the public right-of-way (ROW). We are only 
interested in active agreements (not those that have been decommissioned / cancelled). Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No



1825 10/26/2018 11:33 Robert Cox Williams Mullen

RE: City of Charlotte Contract #11000-581; Project No.: LD15-007; Elevated Roadway System, Underground 
Passageways, and Traffic Control Construction Package; Request for Public Records. Ladies or Gentlemen: This law 
firm represents Brayman Construction Company (“Brayman”), a subcontractor performing drilled shaft 
construction work on behalf of Flatiron – Blythe Development, a Joint Venture, the general contractor performing 
the above referenced contract at Charlotte Douglas International Airport (the “Project”). Pursuant to the North 
Carolina General Statutes, Chap. 132-1 et. seq., this letter requests public records, described below, relating to 
the City of Charlotte Contract #11000-581, Project No. LD15-007. The letter dated March 24,2013 from S & 
ME,Inc.transmitting the S & ME, Inc. Revised Geotechnical Engineering Report dated March 24, 2013 to Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport references prior geotechnical services provided in accordance with S & ME Proposal 
No. 1351-23498-10 dated October 19, 2010 ("Proposal"). Please provide a copy of the geotechnical engineering 
report provided in accordance with the S & ME October 19, 2010 "Proposal" and the prior geotechnical 
engineering report revised by S & ME with its March 24, 2013 Revised Geotechnical Engineering Report. Also, in 
the same March 24, 2013 S & ME Revised Geotechnical Report at page 1 there is a statement identifying a 
geotechnical engineering report for the then proposed Hourly and Rental Car Facility Parking Deck (S & ME 
Project No. 1351-09-095, dated March 3, 2010) at the Airport. Please provide a copy of that geotechnical 
engineering report for the then proposed Hourly and Rental Car Facility Parking Deck as it is identified as 
providing boring information located along the alignment for the new elevated commercial vehicle roadway at 
the Airport, i.e. the Project. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me. Robert K. Cox  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1824 10/26/2018 8:51 Shakia Lane 10/21 around 2:30pm. Phone call to 911 from phone number 704-949-5663 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1823 10/25/2018 13:13 Ken Patton

Project I''''m requesting information: Specialized Roadway Construction Services FY19 C Project: 512-14-047 Bid 
Date: 10/23/2018 2:00pm Contact Person: Sadia Khan Direct # 704-336-3645 I''''m requesting to review or a copy 
of the Itemized Bid Tab on for this project.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1822 10/25/2018 12:07 Frank Bentley-Director of Operati Brian R. Murphy Law Firm PLLC
We would like all records written, audio and video associated with a collision that happened on 9/21/18. Officer 
Fischer # 5763 responded time was 2039 Local Use # 20180921203900 Fulfilled Closed Police No

1821 10/24/2018 17:02 Marty Puckett

1. All City Council Resolutions or Ordinances related to promotions within the Fire Department beginning January 
1 , 1970 until today. 2. All Council Resolutions or that repealed or replaced any City Council Ordinances or 
Resolutions from January 1, 1970, until today. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

1830 10/24/2018 16:55 Maryll Kersting Allied Universal

Documents associated with the RFP for Transit Security Services, specifically documents
associated with RFP#269-20180713-561 released July 13,2018. I'd like to request a copy of the award 
notification, a copy of the notice to proceed, and a copy of all evaluation documentation. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

1820 10/24/2018 14:02 1/10/2020 Marty Puckett

1. Job analysis for the ranks of Battalion Chief, Division Chief and Deputy Chief Fire in the Fire Department, 
beginning in the year 2005 til October 2018. 2. Job description for the ranks of Battalion Chief, Division Chief and 
Deputy Chief, in the Fire Department, beginning in the year 2005 til October 2018. 3. Validation Studies done on 
the promotional process used for the ranks of Battalion Chief, Division Chief and Deputy Chief in the Fire 
Department, beginning in the year 2005 til October 2018. 4. Any and all records in relation to disparate impact for 
the ranks of Battalion Chief, Division Chief and Deputy Chief in the Fire Department, beginning in the year 2005 til 
October 2018. 5. All promotional announcements for the the ranks of Battalion Chief, Division Chief and Deputy 
Chief, beginning in the year 2005 til October 2018.  Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Human Resources No

1819 10/24/2018 12:27 10/31/2018 Sam Taneyhill

To Whom It May Concern: Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, the second request I''''d like to make is a 
copy of the following public records: All e-mails, correspondences, and communications between 
Turo/RelayRentals and Charlotte Douglas International Airport directors or officials. I am requesting that all of the 
responsive records that are available in electronic format be provided electronically. I would request that those 
that are in paper format be scanned and provided on a CD-ROM diskette in lieu of photocopying. If there are any 
fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $250. If you expect a 
significant delay in responding to this request, please contact me at samtaneyhill18@gmail.com with information 
about when I might expect copies of the records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific 
exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures 
available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my request. Sincerely, Sam  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation No

1818 10/24/2018 11:07 10/31/2018 Sam Taneyhill

To Whom It May Concern: I am writing today to request under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I''''d like to 
make the first of two requests. The first request is a copy of the following public records: Permit violations, 
parking tickets, traffic violations or citations, arrest reports, accident reports, officer narratives, or any other 
violation, citation, or report relating to vehicles or individuals operating peer-to-peer rental car services at 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport. Specifically, I am requesting records for those operating under the peer-
to-peer rental service company Turo and RelayRentals (also styled as Relay Rentals). I’d also like to request any 
airport policies or operating procedures, regarding the policing or handling of the peer-to-peer rental service 
companies operating at the airport. I am requesting that all of the responsive records that are available in 
electronic format be provided electronically. I would request that those that are in paper format be scanned and 
provided on a CD-ROM diskette in lieu of photocopying. If there are any fees for searching or copying these 
records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $250. If you expect a significant delay in responding to this 
request, please contact me at samtaneyhill18@gmail.com with information about when I might expect copies of 
the records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal 
to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for 
considering my request. Sincerely, Sam  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation;#Police No

1836 10/24/2018 10:17 Xavier Walton WCNC Video of car breaking crossing arm at East/West crossing Fulfilled Closed CATS Yes

1816 10/23/2018 15:29 Felicia Y. Lee

I'm interested to know how many times the police has been called to the house in the last 5 years. The address is 
4510 Munsee St
Charlotte, NC 28213
 
Thanks,
Felicia Y Lee Fulfilled Closed Police No



1814 10/23/2018 15:14 Joshua Brown-Freelance JournalisPINAC News

Hello,
 
This is a Public Records request. I request:
 
The full names of all police attorneys for CMPD in Charlotte, NC
All email addresses for all police attorneys for CMPD in Charlotte, NC  
The direct office telephone numbers for all police attorneys for CMPD in Charlotte, NC (Note request is for direct 
office lines, not the general office)  
The salary for all police attorneys for CMPD in Charlotte, NC  
The number of years each police attorney for CMPD has been employed as a police attorney for CMPD
 
Thank you 
 
-PINAC News 
Joshua Brown, MBA, Investigative Reporter 
704-281-6941 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1817 10/23/2018 13:41 Greg Kawalek Fred! Lawn Design

I would like any public information related to the contract award for RFP 2013-09-001 (Indoor Plant Maintenance 
Services) for the Charlotte Airport. I am unable to find any public records of this award online and I reached out 
to Crystal Bailey (cibailey@cltairport.com) who is listed as the contact on the RFP and she had me reach out here. 
I am looking for as much information as possible on this contract, including the full, executed contract (if 
available) and any additional amendments, revisions, supporting documentation, etc... Please let me know if you 
have any questions or need any additional information from me. 
http://www.cltairport.com/AboutCLT/Documents/Advertisements%20for%20Bids/RFPIndoorPlantMaintenanceSe
rvices.pdf  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1815 10/23/2018 13:39 Marty Puckett

1. Information requests sent in by Marty Puckett. 2. Date the information request was filled, and by whom. 3. 
Oath of Office Taken by the following: City Manager, Fire Chief, Civil Service Board, Charlotte Firefighter''''s 
Retirement System Board and the City Attorney. 4. Any documents signed as by members of the above (#3) 
regarding fiduciary responsibility, and ethics. 5. From the Budget Office, compensatory time paid out as salary (i.e 
paid time off) to exempt employees in the fire department. from the Budget Office. 6. From the Budget Office.The 
hours awarded to the above (#5), records (i.e time sheets, 409''''s etc.) which indicate when the time was earned, 
any records as verification as to how the compensatory time was earned, and who approved the compensatory 
time award.  Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#Fire No

1812 10/22/2018 15:10 Blaine Tolison WSOC
I’d like to request the NUMBER of complaints filed with the PVH office against ‘Uber’ and ‘Lyft’ for 2015, 2016, 
2017, and the number so far for 2018. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

1811 10/22/2018 14:52 Steven Yoder The Appeal Arrest data for panhandling from 12/01/2017 through 09/30/2018 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes
1810 10/22/2018 9:59 Alexandra Olgin WFAE I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain the closed case file for Krista Maiden. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

1809 10/22/2018 9:29 11/2/2018 Working Narratives MuckRock

All records, including memoranda, policies, procedures, communications, legal opinions, training modules, 
directives, guidelines, and correspondence related to your agency's objective criteria regarding the designation of 
individuals as validated gang or crew members and regarding the designation of groups of people as validated 
gangs or crews. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1813 10/21/2018 22:43 Michael Lazar MarketSphere

Hello, Pursuant to The Freedom of Information Act relevant to your State which grants access to copies of public 
records, we respectfully request the next updated records (July or End of Quarter 2 Update) pertaining to any of 
the following types of obligations: • Records concerning credits, overages, or refunds that are due on an 
overpayment or duplicate payment of taxes. • Unclaimed Bonds or deposits on hand that are redeemable upon 
request from payee. • Outstanding and refundable credit balances. • Checks exempt from Unclaimed Property 
Reporting. • Unclaimed, uncashed, undeliverable, staled-dated, voided, overdue and/or outstanding payments or 
checks/warrants issued and owed by The City of Charlotte. If some of this request is exempt from release, please 
release the remainder of the record which is allowed. Please provide all requested records that are greater than 
$500, are claimable (The obligation to the payee has not been voided by law), The funds have not been turned 
over to the abandoned property office, and the funds are not in the process of being issued or reissued. Also for 
any outstanding checks, please only provide those that the payee still has the right to claim and have been 
outstanding for a period of over 3 months. For each property, please provide issue dates, payee names, 
addresses, and dollar amounts due. If possible, an excel document would be the desired format to receive data 
for all available years. If the requested records could not be found or do not exist in your possession, please 
provide the contact information for the public body from which they may be requested and forward this request 
to them (For example, if another department issues checks on your behalf.) We would appreciate your prompt 
attention to this matter and, if possible, request your response within 15 business days of receipt of this letter. 
We will reimburse for any reasonable costs associated with the provision of these documents. Please notify us 
should costs exceed $50. Thank you for your assistance with this matter. If you have any questions concerning the 
above or need further clarification, please contact me at (404) 264-8545 orMichael.Lazar@MarketSphere.com 
Sincerely, Michael Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services No



1903 10/18/2018 15:55 Margaret Maloney Maloney Law & Associates

Dana Cuberson
City of Charlotte
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Government Center 600 E. Fourth Street Charlotte, NC 28202
dana.cuberson@charlottenc.gov
Re: Captain Sylivia Smith-Phifer // Charlotte Fire Department
Dear Dana:
This firm represents Captain Smith-Phifer. Pursuant to General Statute § 160A-168, which provides in paragraph 
(a) that “...an employee’s personnel file consists of any information in any form gathered by the city with respect 
to that employee and, by way of illustration but not limitation, relating to his application, selection or 
nonselection, performance, promotions, demotions, transfers, suspension and other disciplinary actions, 
evaluation forms, leave, salary, and termination of employment[,]” we request a complete copy of all personnel 
files, records and documents for Captain Smith-Phifer. Captain Smith-Phifer’s signed authorization for release of 
his personnel file is attached hereto.
1. Any and all emails or text messages sent or received by any official or employee of the Charlotte Fire 
Department or the City that in any way pertain to or concern Captain Smith-Phifer’s participation and 
performance in the Battalion Chief Promotional Process from January 1, 2015 to the present.
2. Any assessors’ (including Deputy Chiefs) notes, scoring sheets, rankings, evaluations, or scores recorded for 
Captain Smith-Phifer as well as any communications regarding same, and documents regarding feedback provided 
to Captain Smith-Phifer related to the Battalion Chief Promotional Process from January 1, 2015 to present.
Additionally, please accept this as a request for public records pursuant to N.C.G.S.132-1, which provides that 
public records are: (a)ll documents, papers, letters, maps, books, photographs, films, sound recordings, magnetic 
or other tapes, electronic data-processing records, artifacts, or other documentary material, regardless of 
physical form or characteristics, made or received pursuant to law or ordinance in connection with the 
transaction of public business….
Accordingly, we request the following documents:
1. All communications with any employee, agent or representative of the vendor McCann Associates and anyone 
within the Charlotte Fire Department or the City of Charlotte from January 1, 2015 to present, including all 
electronically-stored information.
2. All documents, communications, and electronically-stored information regarding how cut off scores were Submitted Open Human Resources No

1805 10/18/2018 15:41 Shelley Swain Berry Ruloff, Swain, Haddad, Morecock, Talbe    

All reports of inspection, work orders, change orders, and/or correspondence conncerning work performed on 
the streets, lights, signs, roadways, etc. at the intersection of Eastway Dr and N. Tryon Street for the five years 
prior to May 11, 2018. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

1808 10/18/2018 15:02 Michael Turner City of Key West  am looking for Exhibit A and B from Contract 2017001134 between the City of Charlotte and GameTime  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services No

1794 10/17/2018 15:55 Unknown US News Group


Attorney Emken,
 
We received notification from a local reporter that CMPD crime stoppers videos are only being released to WBTV. 
Those videos are considered public information when released to a media outlet. The purpose of CMPD releasing 
the videos to WBTV is for the purpose of public viewing.
 
The Crime Stoppers videos should be released to all media.
 
We have reviewed NCGS 132-1.4, and there is no information in it that considers the videos that are released to 
WBTV as Criminal investigations, hence the videos are watched by millions of people upon release.
We understand that there is a contract CMPD has with WBTV, but a contract is not required to view public 
records.
 
We also understand that there is a court order required to request video from CMPD. But WBTV has not 
submitted any court orders to obtain the Crime Stoppers videos in question. 
 
We are requesting that the Crime Stoppers videos be released to all local media in the same raw form as the 
videos are released to WBTV. More media distribution will help CMPD solve crimes. 
 
We are awaiting your thorough reply.
 
Thank You
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1807 10/17/2018 15:39 Chue Qha Vang JNR Adjustment Company

Hello Sir/Madam, My name is Chue Qha Vang and I am working on behalf of AT&T. I would like to obtain a copy of 
contractor Eastwood Construction License number 23716 certificate liability insurance that covers the date of 
01/01/2017. Please check your records if you have this contractor liability insurance on file. Our reference 
number AD0679. Chue Qha Vang Research Analyst JNR Adjustment Company P.O B.O.X 27070 Minneapolis, MN 
55427 Phone: 1(800) 279-2567 Ext. 1531 FAX: 1(763) 744-1480 Email: chueqha.vang@jnrcollects.com Closed Unfulfilled Denied Management & Financial Services No

1804 10/17/2018 13:55 Darmel Lee Global Team Electric Full Bid tab results for: Project Number: ITB 2018-07-003 RDK Engineers NC 07058.00 AHU 59 & 60 Replacement  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1803 10/17/2018 13:52 Kristian Laughlin Niagara Consulting

I am looking for a copy of the fully executed contract between the City of Charlotte, and Terry Enterprises which 
was approved by city of Charlotte Council on February 22, 2016 through Item 30 on the agenda; File number 15-
2342. A PDF or other electonic copy is preferred.  Fulfilled Closed Water No



1797 10/17/2018 12:46 Adam Yalowitz UNITE HERE International Union

I write to request access to and copies of the following public records: 1. Any active lease or contract between 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport (CLT) and/or the City of Charlotte, and in-flight catering companies Gate 
Gourmet, Gate Safe, LSG Sky Chefs, Flying Food Group, CC AIR MAINTENANCE and/or EXPRESS CATERING. 2. Any 
active permit or license granted to, or written agreement with, in-flight catering companies Gate Gourmet, Gate 
Safe, LSG Sky Chefs, Flying Food Group, CC AIR MAINTENANCE and/or EXPRESS CATERING, allowing said 
companies access to secured or restricted areas, including but not limited to sterile, secured, security 
identification display, and air operations areas at CLT, or otherwise permitting said companies to service an 
airline(s) at CLT. 3. Any active Non-Exclusive License Agreement, memorandum of understanding, or other written 
agreement with in-flight catering companies Gate Gourmet, Gate Safe, LSG Sky Chefs, Flying Food Group, CC AIR 
MAINTENANCE and/or EXPRESS CATERING, allowing said companies to operate as a service provider at CLT. 4. 
Any direct agreement or memorandum of understanding between an airline, other aircraft operator, or tenant at 
CLT and in-flight catering companies Gate Gourmet, Gate Safe, LSG Sky Chefs, Flying Food Group, CC AIR 
MAINTENANCE and/or EXPRESS CATERING, that has been filed with CLT or the City of Charlotte 5. Any 
documentation related to audits conducted in the past 4 years by CLT or the City of Charlotte of in-flight catering 
companies Gate Gourmet, Gate Safe, LSG Sky Chefs, Flying Food Group, CC AIR MAINTENANCE and/or EXPRESS 
CATERING, regarding said companies’ revenue payments and financial reporting to CLT or the City of Houston. 6. 
Any documentation of revenue CLT or the City of Charlotte derived from permits, licenses, leases, or any other 
agreements with in-flight catering companies over the past five years. 7. Any application(s) made by Gate 
Gourmet, Gate Safe, LSG Sky Chefs, Flying Food Group, Chelsea Food Services, CC AIR MAINTENANCE, EXPRESS 
CATERING, and/or any other company engaged in in-flight catering, to CLT or the City of Charlotte for a permit, 
license, lease, or other agreement. Let me know if you have any questions about any of the above requests. I 
would like to receive the above public records electronically by email to Ayalowitz@unitehere.org whenever 
possible. Thanks, Adam Yalowitz Research Coordinator UNITE HERE International Union 202-826-4086 
Ayalowitz@unitehere.org  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1795 10/17/2018 11:09 2/13/2019 Rose Santos FOIA Group

Good morning, under the provisions of the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request a copy of the 
following documents identified to the City of Charlotte, NC, specifically: 
1.    Agency records – listing of all Charlotte city employees with their complete name, title, annual salary, 
complete city mailing address, telephone number and email address.
If you have any questions please contact me at foia@foia.com.  I agree to pay reasonable foia fees, however, 
please notify me if these fees exceed $55.00 for approval. Thanks, --- Rose Santos, c/o FOIA Group, Inc., P.O. Box 
368, Depew, New York, 14043 Tel: (716) 608-0800, ext 502. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No

1793 10/17/2018 10:09 Chelsea Dongelewic Claims Management Resources

I would like to request the certificate of insurance for Leisure Time Lawn Care for work done in April of 2018 
near3248 India Wilkes Pl. 

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1790 10/16/2018 16:29 Alina Johns International Union of Police Associatio

1.     Documents reflect step plans for officers from the police department who work at the airport or in the 
absence of pay scales, then pay ranges.
2.     Documents that reflect how raises are achieved by airport officers. Fulfilled Closed Police No

1789 10/16/2018 16:24 Julio Colmenares CGR Creative Requestingthe evaluation sheet from the selection committee. Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

1788 10/16/2018 16:12 Kimberly Dawson Progressive Insurance
Officer notes, 911 recordings, witness names-contact information, photos of accident scene, accident 
reconstruction Fulfilled Closed Police No

1787 10/16/2018 15:50 Ryan Fielden Skidmore Investigations
Incident reports for Kristopher Todd Miller
10432 Rockwood Rd Charlotte NC 28215 Fulfilled Closed Police No

1786 10/16/2018 15:10 Nate Morabito WCNC

Good Afternoon,

Can you please provide me with electronic copies of all approved/paid out injury/damage/death claims filed 
against CATS the last three fiscal years and so far this fiscal year? I request the documents include the amount of 
claim, reason for claim, name of claimant, location, date and all other publicly releasable information.
 I request a waiver of fees since this request is meant to show the public how its government operates. However, 
if you expect a cost, please provide me with an estimate and let me respond before moving forward with this 
request.
Thank You,
Nate Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Management & Financial Yes

1791 10/16/2018 14:30 1/17/2020 Robert B. Bruner

Dear City Clerk:

The undersigned respectfully requests the Public Records, as that term is defined and used in N.C.G.S. Sec. 132-1, 
that relate in any way to tax parcel 223-541-03, 223-541-04, 223-541-05, and 223-541-06 (collectively referred to 
as "Ballantyne Village Shopping Center, Charlotte, North Carolina") and/or the following:

1. All building permits relating to parcel 223-541-03 applied for or issued since January 1, 2016;
2. Entitlements, zoning, site plans, and/or site plan amendments at Ballantyne Village Shopping Center, Charlotte, 
North Carolina, since January 1, 2016;
3. The parking spaces and parking rights at Ballantyne Village Shopping Center, Charlotte, North Carolina, since 
January 1, 2016; and
4. All documentation, correspondence, or communications regarding Ballantyne Village Shopping Center, 
Charlotte, North Carolina, including emails and letters since January 1, 2016.

Photocopies of the requested public records are preferred, and the appropriate fee will be paid upon request. The 
undersigned requestor may be contacted at the above address, phone number, or email address.

Please contact me at your earliest convenience, if I may be of some assistance.

Sincerely,
Robert B. Bruner Fulfilled Closed Planning No



1792 10/16/2018 14:26 3/22/2019 Shane Harrison Sell Now Charlotte Last 12 Months of Single Family Houses Open Code Enforcement Violations in Charlotte, NC Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

1775 10/16/2018 2:13 Christyl Etienne
I need all incidence reports for my address 6402 springbeauty dr charlotte, nc 28227. Also I''''d like to know when 
this home wad sold.  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1798 10/12/2018 12:30 Donald Oakes Jr Copies of CMPD Directives 800-001, 600-019, 500-009, 600-017, 700-001 Fulfilled Closed Police No

1747 10/11/2018 15:10 Jung Park

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies 
of the following public records: Initial Financial Plan and Financial Plan Annual Updates of CATS LYNX Blue Line 
Extension. The financial plans of CATS LYNX Blue Line Extension are required by TIFIA loan agreement for the 
purpose of implementing 23 U.S.C. 106. I ask that the requested financial plans available in electronic format be 
transmitted by email. If there are any fees for searching and copying these records, please inform me. However, I 
would like to request a waiver of all fees for this request in that this information is being sought for educational 
purpose. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request “as promptly as possible.” If you expect a 
significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please, contact me with information about when I 
might expect copies of the requested financial plans. If you deny any or all of this request, please, cite each 
specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures 
available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my request. With best wishes, Jung E. Park  Fulfilled Closed CATS No

1751 10/11/2018 9:58 Donald Oakes Jr Personnel file and name of officer named on 09/28/2017 CRB Ruling Fulfilled Closed Police No

1746 10/10/2018 19:29 Cory Zeller

Any Records/ Contract between the city of Charlotte and Preferred Parking Inc. for the location of 1025 S. Cedar 
St. Charlotte, NC or S. Cedar St. at the 700 block of Post St. to allow Preferred Parking to issue monthly parking 
permits and to issue civil parking violations in such area.  Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Transportation No

1745 10/10/2018 15:21 Laura Dunn The Fierberg National Law Group

Records, reports, recordings, or other documentation regarding incidents occurring on or about November 3, 
2015 involving Ramona Smith, including 911 calls, calls from the emergency room of the Pineville location of 
Carolina''''s Health System, etc.  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1744 10/10/2018 12:01 Jacquelyn DeLong

Hello, I am looking for the monthly and/or yearly expense for Charlotte aviation''''s contract for their interior 
landscaping. This is the interior landscaping contract for the Charlotte Douglas Airport. It was just renewed this 
year, 2018, for a three year contract and I would like to know how much they are paying per month and/or per 
year. Thanks!  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1743 10/10/2018 10:44 4/12/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC

A list of and all receipts related to furniture purchases in all city departments since December 1, 2016
Clarification from Requestor on 10/16/18:

Request adjusted to furniture purchases above $999.

Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#City Manager  Yes

1742 10/9/2018 19:48 Joe Bruno WSOC
The corrective action plan presented to Code Enforcement on 10/9 concerning the Lake Arbor Apartment complex

Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services Yes
1802 10/9/2018 13:19 Jacob Ryan The Kentucky Center for Investigative ReHow much cash was seized between 2012 and 2017 Fulfilled Closed Police No

1750 10/9/2018 11:46 Shanti Mullen Hampton Roads Transit

• Number of employees within CATS Quality Assurance (QA)
• QA's Organizational Chart
• QA Job Descriptions and pay scales
• Number of audits issued per fiscal year
• QA/QC Activities conducted and whether consultants are hired to conduct audits Fulfilled Closed CATS No

1748 10/9/2018 11:22 Shanti Mullen Hampton Roads Transit

• Number of employees within Safety and Security Department
• Safety and Security’s Organizational Chart
• Safety and Security Job Descriptions
• Annual budget for Safety and Security Fulfilled Closed CATS No

1893 10/9/2018 11:15 12/5/2018 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide me with an electric list/spreadsheet of all registered passenger caring vehicles in the city, 
including name of person who registered, vin or license plate number and any other publicly releasable 
information?

Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Police;#City Manager’s Office Yes

1740 10/8/2018 15:39 Dante Strobino Charlotte City Workers Union, UE Local 

On behalf of the Charlotte City Workers Union, UE Local 150, we request the following public records pursuant to 
Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes, the Public Records Act: 1) Copy of all text messages from 
Gracie Myers' cell phone from Monday, September 17 to Monday, September 24, 2018 with key words "Antoine 
Jackson". 2) Copy of all email messages to or from Gracie Myers from Monday, September 17 to Monday, 
September 24, 2018 with key words "Antoine Jackson". We request all the above information within the next 10 
business days. If possible, please send electronically.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS No

1739 10/8/2018 10:32 Brett Becker Nexsen Pruet Law Firm

Please provide me with the bids submitted on the FY 19 Water Main Rehabilitation Project. I am informed there 
are 2 bids submitted by primes and I am requesting copies of each of those bids. One is from Mainlining America 
LLC and the other is from Michels.  Fulfilled Closed Water No



1796 10/8/2018 9:36 Shelby Hanssen The Washington Post

This is a public records request for the following records from 1/1/2012 to date of this request:
A database of records of requests sent from the Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department to the prosecutor’s 
office (or similar entity, please specify) seeking approval for a murder arrest warrant(including, but not limited to, 
probable cause warrants, or equivalent requests) for any killing occurring within the city of Charlotte (excluding 
unincorporated areas). Please include:
Arrestee/suspect name (i.e. first, middle, last)o  Arrest date (month/date/year)
o  Date of homicide/murder
o  Date arrest warrant was approved/signed by prosecutors
o  Homicide case number
o  Warrant status (i.e. including, but not limited to, outstanding warrants).

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1738 10/5/2018 17:22 Kenneth Shigley Shigley Law

We represent the family of a woman killed by a Petroleum Transport Company gasoline tanker that continued 
accelerating into a clearly visible line of cars stopped at a red light, without braking. The driver apparently had an 
untreated medical condition affecting alertness. We request police crash reports involving Petroleum Transport 
Company, Inc. #NC0104004326, Date 3/13/2014 #NC0105173409, Date 7/28/2017 #NC010264900, Date 
7/20/2009  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1741 10/5/2018 17:20 Robert Cox Williams Mullen

RE: City of Charlotte Contract #11000-581; Project No.: LD15-007; Elevated Roadway System, Underground 
Passageways, and Traffic Control Construction Package; Request for Public Records. Ladies or Gentlemen: This law 
firm represents Brayman Construction Company (“Brayman”), a subcontractor performing drilled shaft 
construction work on behalf of Flatiron – Blythe Development, a Joint Venture, the general contractor performing 
the above referenced contract at Charlotte Douglas International Airport (the “Project”). Pursuant to the North 
CarolinaGeneral Statutes, Chap. 132-1 et. seq., this letter requests public records, described below,relating to the 
City of Charlotte Contract #11000-581, Project No. LD15-007. Specifically, in regard to Contract Drawing S-001, – 
Structural General Notes – C. Earthwork – 1. provides: The structural design is based on the recommendations 
contained in the Geotechnical Investigation Report prepared by S&ME, Inc. dated March 28, 2014. The Contractor 
shall reference this report for information about the subsurface conditions. I request a copy of the referenced 
Geotechnical Investigation Report prepared by S&ME, Inc. dated March 28, 2014.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1737 10/5/2018 15:57 3/19/2019 Ethan Holland

Pursuant to the state open records act, I request access to and a copy of the application submitted for the 2012 
Bureau of Justice Assistance Convention Security Support Grant. I would like this document in an electronic 
format, preferably PDF. Please let me know if you are unable to provide the document in this format for any 
reason. In addition, please notify me in advance of any fees associated with this request. If my request is denied in 
whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. I look forward to 
hearing from you and thank you in advance for your help. Ethan Holland  Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Attorney No

1736 10/5/2018 10:58 2/20/2020 Malisha Green Rapier Solutions Inc

Please accept this formal request for a copy of the IT audit that was conducted last year that recommended the 
City improve its BC/DR capabilities. This request is related to solicitation RFP #269-2019-004 - Information 
Technology Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery Plan – Phase I. Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology No

1735 10/4/2018 16:05 2/20/2020 Chuck McBride Forsyte IT Solutions
Hi - I would like to have a copy of the resent IT audit that was recently conducted that recommended the City 
improve its BC/DR capabilities.  Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology No

1734 10/4/2018 15:55 3/20/2019 Jacob Behler Student -- UFL

 To Whom It May Concern,
As part of a semester long research project, I am collecting data on current and past efforts by cities to maintain 
ADA compliance, pertaining to accessibility on sidewalks/roads. I would like to request any records pertaining to 
present or future programs for updating curb ramps towards current ADA standards, and how much money is 
being dedicated to these programs annually. I would also like to know what types of ADA truncated dome tiles 
are currently being used for these ramps (brick, concrete, plastic, etc.), and what installation methods were used 
for these tiles (wet-set installation, glued down installation, etc.) as well as the manufacturer(s) of these tiles.
 
Regards,
Jacob Behler Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Transportation No

1733 10/3/2018 16:52 Anna Skaggs Rech Law, P.C.
Any incident report related to Indigo Skye Mew and/or Jordan Elliott on September 6, 2018. The 911 call was 
made from 704-773-0035. The caller's address is 10738 Kempton Square South, Mint Hill, North Carolina, 28227. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1730 10/3/2018 11:48 6/11/2019 Vanessa S. Vaughn Asfalis
Krystal King Procurement Officer City of Charlotte Finance DepartmentIT Business Continuity/ Disaster Recovery 
Plan - Phase 1 (269-2019-004) previous audit referenced at the pre-bid meeting.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Management & Financial Services No

1732 10/2/2018 19:21 Madeline Sharp Zimmerman Reed

To Whom It May Concern: I ask to obtain a copy of any contract or agreement between the city of Charlotte and 
Lyft Inc. I ask for a determination on this request within 10 days of your receipt of it, and an even prompter reply 
if you can make that determination without having to review the record in question. If you determine that any or 
all or the information qualifies for an exemption from disclosure, I ask you to note whether the exemption is 
discretionary, and if so whether it is necessary in this case to exercise your discretion to withhold the information. 
If you determine that some but not all of the information is exempt from disclosure and that you intend to 
withhold it, I ask that you redact it for the time being and make the rest available as requested. In any event, 
please provide a signed notification citing the legal authorities on which you rely if you determine that any or all 
of the information is exempt and will not be disclosed. If I can provide any clarification that will help expedite my 
request, please contact me at 877-500-8780 or madeleine.sharp@zimmreed.com. Thank you for your time and 
attention to this matter.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



1731 10/2/2018 17:17 Marissa Armas KOAT-TV

KOAT-TV in Albuquerque, New Mexico is requesting documents for tax incentives offered to Top Golf in Charlotte. 
We would also like documents showing the monthly sales tax revenue that Top Golf has garnered since it opened. 
Thank you. Please provide any documentation you have available on these questions to koatdesk@hearst.com.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Economic Development Yes

1725 10/1/2018 11:57 Alexandra Hirsch Smith Moore Leatherwood

On June 4, 2018, a large oak tree ( the subject tree ) fell onto the property and home of Jubal and Tina Early 
located at 348 Hempstead Place, Charlotte NC 28207. The tree was planted on a sidewalk easement owned by 
the City of Charlotte. This public records request seeks any and all documents, records, information, etc… related 
to that tree, other trees in the vicinity, and the service and maintenance of City of Charlotte trees in the vicinity, 
including, but not limited to, the specific requests below. Reference to “the vicinity” includes the streets within 
one square-mile of 348 Hempstead Place, Charlotte NC 28207. 1. Documents showing whether the City of 
Charlotte owns and/or maintains the land on which the subject tree grew. 2. Documents showing whether there 
were any visits or inspections made in the vicinity by the City of Charlotte or anyone on its behalf from June 4, 
2017, to June 4, 2018, to determine if there were any trees in the vicinity that might be unhealthy and/or had the 
potential to fall in the event of storms or winds. 3. Documents showing the City of Charlotte’s vegetation 
management plan or landscape management plan or tree management plan setting forth criteria, rules, and/or 
standards whereby trees are inspected and identified for potential removal in the vicinity. 4. Documents or 
records, including telephone records or documentation of telephone calls, showing communication received or 
sent by the City of Charlotte or anyone on its behalf regarding the subject tree from June 4, 2017, to June 4, 2018. 
5. Documentation or records, including telephone records, of phone calls from Jubal or Tina Early to the City of 
Charlotte (including City 311), regarding the removal and/or maintenance of the subject tree from June 4, 2017, 
to June 4, 2018. 6. Documents showing the City of Charlotte’s response to telephone calls from Jubal or Tina Early 
regarding the subject tree. 7. Documents comprising or referring to any report or decision or action made or done 
regarding the subject tree by the City of Charlotte or anyone on its behalf prior to June 4, 2018. 8. Documents 
showing whether the City of Charlotte or anyone on its behalf did any work, service, inspection, or repair 
between June 4, 2017, and June 4, 2018, in relation to the subject tree. 9. Documentation or records related to, 
concerning, or pertaining to any tree in the vicinity owned or maintained by the City of Charlotte that fell from 
June 4, 2017, to June 4, 2018. 10. Documentation or records related to, concerning, or pertaining to any tree in 
the vicinity owned or maintained by the City of Charlotte that has been flagged for any reason from June 4, 2017, 
to June 4, 2018, and the reasons for the flagging. 11. Documentation or records related to, concerning, or 
pertaining to any tree in the vicinity owned or maintained by the City of Charlotte that has been removed for any 
reason from June 4, 2017, to June 4, 2018, and the reasons for the removal. 12. Documents regarding removal of 
the subject tree after it fell on June 4, 2018, including documents/records related to the cause of the fall and facts 
or circumstances relating to the fall. This includes, but is not limited to, any documentation from Jason Nail, Tree Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1727 10/1/2018 11:45 Brittney Johnson WSOC-TV
Civil Service board minutes from July 24, 2014 and any documents related to the hearing and recommended 
actions for former CMPD Officer Michael (Mike) Tinsley. Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1726 10/1/2018 10:56 Mike Stolp WSOC

Hello –
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation.
I request that copies of the following documents be provided to me:
-  A current list of all Charlotte Fire Department employees with the rank of Battalion Chief or higher.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Mike Stolp Fulfilled Closed Human Resources Yes

1729 10/1/2018 10:46 Jared Maciej JNR Adjustment Company

I am working on behalf of AT&T to obtain a copy of any ROW or utility permits for the location of 12930 
Longstraw Rd in Charlotte and a copy of the certificate of liability insurance if required for these permits. Please 
search between the dates of 6/1/2017 – 6/1/2018. Thank You  Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

1752 10/1/2018 9:48 Nate Morabito WCNC

Good Morning,

Can you please provide me with an electronic copy of the after action report from Hurricane Florence?
I request a waiver of fees since this i  meant to show the public how its government operates. However, if you 
expect a cost, please provide me with an estimate and let me respond before moving forward with this request.
Thank You,
 Nate Closed Unfulfilled Denied Fire Yes

1728 9/30/2018 21:14 Isaac Miller Alton Aviation Consultancy

Dear custodian of records: Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an 
opportunity to obtain copies of public records pertaining to your Charlotte CLT’s fuel storage facility (a.k.a. fuel 
farm) for commercial airlines. As part of market research I am conducting, I am seeking the following information: 
- The name of the company or other entity that holds the ground lease or other concession rights to provide fuel 
farm services at the airport; and - The duration of their lease or concession period, and its expected end date. In 
the event there are multiple such facilities at the airport, I request the information described above for each one. 
Such information should be available in lease documents between the airport and such a tenant, or in airport 
boarding meeting minutes or other airport documents relating to this matter. I am willing to receive the materials 
either via email (isaac.miller@altonaviation.com) or by mail to the address shown above. I am willing to pay a fee 
up to $100 for this request should dutifully fulfilling said request require me to do so. The law requires that you 
respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in responding to and 
fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to 
inspect the requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel 
justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the 
law. I will contact your office within 48 hours to discuss when I may expect fulfillment of my request, and 
payment of any statutorily prescribed fees. If you have any questions in the interim, you may contact me at 
isaac.miller@altonaviation.com. Thank you, Isaac Miller isaac.miller@altonaviation.com 412.720.4982  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1724 9/28/2018 16:41 Robin Taylor

A copy of the Headway Sheets valid from the service change October 1 2018 for Charlotte Area Transit System 
fixed route bus and Lynx Gold Streetcar and Blue Light Rail services.
 
This is generated by the scheduling software and shows the route, block number, run number, pull in/out times 
and trips assigned to each vehicle on Weekdays, Saturdays, Sundays from each garage. Fulfilled Closed CATS No



1722 9/28/2018 14:11 Dan Barkin Business North Carolina

Hello:  I am acolumnist for Business North Carolina magazine of Charlotte, I am based in the Raleigh area. I am 
working on a column about the new Amazon distribution center in Garner, NC, outside Raleigh.  The center will be 
identical, it appears, to theplanned distribution centernear the airport that was announced in June, and which is 
receiving incentives from the city of Charlotte.  
I would like to request any documents that would specify the wages that are  going to be paid at the Charlotte 
facility, because I am discussing the wages that will be paid at the Garner center.  The starting pay in Garner will 
be $12.50 an hour, and I believe from media reports that the Charlotte center will pay comparably, but I would 
like to rely on public records rather than media reports. 
In the Charlotte Observer story cited above, it was unclear whether the city had received any documents from 
Amazon or its partners specifying the wages.  
In the absence of any documents, if you or other officials know the wage scale, that would be helpful to me.  One 
of the tricky things about these numbers is that sometimes salary and benefits are lumped together.  I am 
interested in the salary numbers separately from benefits.  
Thanks very much for any help you can give me. 
Dan Barkin Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#Economic Development;#City Manager  Yes

1723 9/27/2018 15:26 8/13/2019 Tanya Davey

Where might I find the oaths of office for:
Need copy of signed oaths of office for the following: cmp Kenneth Jones,
 Officer Busch Michael Gibbons 
Charles K Green Officer 
SJKelly cmp
Judith A Gibson - registrar 
Frederick Smith - registrar
Respectfully prepared by your peaceful and responsible friend who is not at war, nor your enemy.
Truly, sincerely, under protest,
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED WITHOUT PREJUDICE to any of my unalienable rights (cf. UCC 1-207, cf. UCC 1-103, cf. UCC 
3-104.3, cf. UCC 1-103.6, cf. UCC 1-308), WITHOUT RECOURSE
:Tanya-Suzanne; Davey Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

1718 9/27/2018 11:07 Susan Jones Lyerly Agency

I am requesting to see the responses to the following Requests for Proposals: 1. Informal Request to Propose for 
Marketing Agency Services, Airport’s Parking Products, March 2018 2. Request to Propose for Marketing Agency 
Services, Revenue Programs and Digital Products, July 2018 Thank you!  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1721 9/27/2018 10:36 10/12/2018 Brittney Johnson WSOC-TV

Hello, this is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I'm writing to request digital 
copies be provided to me of the July 24, 2014 Civil Service Board meeting minutes and any documents related to 
the hearing and recommended actions for former CMPD Officer Michael (Mike) Tinsley. 
If any part of this request is withheld or denied, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to 
release the record.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
Thank you for your consideration of this request, I look forward to your response.
-Brittney Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

1720 9/27/2018 8:40 Julio Colmenares CGR Creative
I would like to request a copy of the proposals submitted for the Marketing Services RFP # 2018-07-006 as well as 
the selection committee evaluation sheets. Thank you. Julio.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1719 9/26/2018 13:26 Steven Buter City of Greensboro

I would like additional information on the City of Charlotte's City Auto Fee Reduction Policy and impact. 
Information and application for the fee refund available at 
https://www.mecknc.gov/TaxCollections/FAQ/Pages/Elderly%20Exemptions.aspx Specifically, I'd like to know 
how many licensed vehicles there are in Charlotte that require the Auto Fee, and how many of those vehicle fees 
are then refunded. I'd also like to know the total revenue collected for the City of Charlotte for the $30 auto fee 
and the total revenue refunded via the $15 City Auto Fee refund. The information is likely to come from the 
Finance Department; Steven Decker has been in touch with me and requested I complete this form before we 
proceed further. I'd be happy to explain or help refine the request if that would be helpful.  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services No

1717 9/25/2018 18:49 David Finch

Gentlemen: I am conducting a research project to identify and catalogue aviation service providers at mid to large 
hub airports in the US. I am requesting a copy of your tenant listing for aviation service companies providing any 
of the following services: 1. Ground Handling 2. Cabin Cleaning 3. Passenger Handling Services 4. Cargo Handling 
Services 5. Aircraft Into-Plane Fueling Services 6. Porter, wheelchair and Skycap Services If you require a FOIA 
form to be completed to secure this information, kindly e-mail me a copy, and I will return the completed form to 
you. Many thanks for your assistance. Regards, Dave Finch  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1715 9/25/2018 11:51 Derrick Snowden Hampton Roads Transit
I would like to request FY2015, FY 2016, FY 2017 adopted budget for the Charlotte Area Transit Systems, Safety 
and Security Department.  Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn CATS No

1714 9/25/2018 11:49 2/12/2019 Derrick Snowden Hampton Roads Transit

I am requesting copies of job descriptions for the following positions with Charlotte Area Transit System, to 
include pay grades: Manager of Safety - Bus Manager of Safety - Rail Security Manager CMPD Liaison CMPD 
Officer Senior Project Safety Coordinator Senior Safety Coordinator Safety Coordinator Rail  Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No

1712 9/24/2018 16:43 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer 

Hope that you're doing well. Wanted to reach out to see if the city
 can provide for us records (emails, texts, letters etc.) about Krispy
 Kreme's corporate offices here in Charlotte. Would like to see
 communication between city and economic development officials and
 Krispy Kreme, from over the last 12 months. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services;#Community Relat  Yes

1711 9/24/2018 16:33 7/24/2019 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer 

Any communication (emails, texts, letters etc) between the Carolina Panthers and members of city council, Marcus 
Jones, Vi Lyles. From Sept. 2017-present. Specifically I'm looking for anything related to funding for Panthers 
facilities in the area Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

1710 9/24/2018 16:31 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer

Dollar Tree: Any communication (emails, texts, letters etc) between Dollar Tree/Family Dollar officials and 
members of city council, Marcus Jones, Vi Lyles. From Sept. 2017-present. Specifically I'm looking for anything 
related to the decision to close FD's headquarters in Matthews.

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

1704 9/24/2018 12:54 Jarvis Forney
Incident reports from 03/28/2018 at 7237 Point Lake Dr. Apt. 201 Charlotte NC. 
Incident reports from 04/13/2017, 08/12/2017, 12/29/2016, 02/16/2017, 03/09/2017 Fulfilled Closed Police No

1706 9/24/2018 9:57 Roch Smith
Hello, May I please receive a copy of the page or pages from the Basic Law Enforcement Training Manual showing 
both: 1. The author of the manual 2. The copyright. Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed Police No



1705 9/21/2018 12:35 Michelle England Smart Procure

SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the Charlotte Douglas International Airport for any and all 
purchasing records from 2018-05-08 (yyyy-mm-dd) to current. The request is limited to readily available records 
without physically copying, scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic document is 
acceptable. The specific information requested from your record keeping system is: 1. Purchase order number. If 
purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, encumbrance, or check number 
2. Purchase date 3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase) 4. Line item quantity 5. Line item price 
6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email address  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1702 9/20/2018 14:45 Alex Shabad WNBC Charlotte

It’s Alex Shabad withNBC Charlotte.   I am making a public records request about the number of emergency 
landings at Charlotte Douglas International Airport.  If you could provide any and all information requested below 
in an electronic spreadsheet, I would appreciate it:The number of emergency landings at Charlotte Douglas 
Airport since 2015The name of the airline for each of the emergency landings The type of airplane involved in 
each caseThe number of passengers on board at the time The reason for the emergency landing in each case Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

1875 9/20/2018 11:47 8/27/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide me with an electronic copy of the city’s monthly check register for July through November 
2018 (or current month)? I request the register include check number, date, type of expense, amount, vendor and 
any additional public information.

Fulfilled Closed Finance Yes

1701 9/19/2018 16:58 Mariam Aoraha Sherlock Investigations Inc
All records, reports, memorandums, correspondence, complaints, incident reports, investigative reports, accident 
reports, interview reports Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1697 9/19/2018 9:24 Roch Smith

Hello, Please provide me with the currently active Industrial User Wastewater Permits for the top 10 industrial 
users by discharge volume? (It it would be easier to just give me all current permits, so that you don't have to 
determine rank by volume, that would be fine too.) Please also provide me with the most recent monitoring data 
for the top 10 users (again, if easier to provide for all, that is okay too.) If one of these should take longer than 
the other, please provide me with the records as they become available. Thank you. -- Roch  Fulfilled Closed Water No

1695 9/18/2018 11:48 Magnolia Guisao

Had started a project in our yard and someone complained on 9/16/18 and I was told that I can find out who did 
by submitting this request, the person was not anonymous. I was given the Emerald Request #7147435 which was 
used to submit the complaint. Thanks in advance, Magnolia Guisao  Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

1693 9/17/2018 14:21 2/26/2019 Zack Cziryak Financial Investment News

Hello,
I hope you’re doing well! My name is Zack Cziryak and I’m a reporter with Financial Investment News.
I’m reaching out today to request the following items of the city’s long-term investment program:
1.June 30, 2018 quarterly investment report as provided by consultant Dahab Associates.
2.Any committee or board meeting minutes specially related to that program from April 1, 2018 through Aug. 31, 
2018.
Please let me know if you need anything additionally of me and thanks very much for your time and assistance. I 
look forward to hearing from you.
Best,
Zack Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services No

1694 9/17/2018 10:55 Robert Cox Williams Mullen

RE: City of Charlotte Contract #11000-581; Project No.: LD15-007; Elevated Roadway System, Underground 
Passageways, and Traffic Control Construction Package; Request for Public Records. Ladies or Gentlemen: This law 
firm represents Brayman Construction Company (“Brayman”), a subcontractor performing drilled shaft 
construction work on behalf of Flatiron – Blythe Development, a Joint Venture, the general contractor performing 
the above referenced contract at Charlotte Douglas International Airport (the “Project”). Pursuant to the North 
Carolina General Statutes, Chap. 132-1 et. seq., this letter requests public records, described below, relating to 
the City of Charlotte Contract #11000-581, Project No. LD15-007 generated between the dates of 6/16/17 to the 
present. The requested public records are: 1) Inspection reports on the drilled shafts installed by Brayman for the 
Project; 2) Survey reports, logs and records books in regard to the planned or actual location(s) of the drilled 
shafts installed by Brayman for the Project; 3) Photographs, videos or other recordings of the drilled shafts during 
installation and/or as installed by Brayman for the Project; 4) Notices or reports of non-conformance or defects in 
the drilled shafts installed by Brayman for the Project; 5) Correspondence (including e-mails) between the City of 
Charlotte and Flatiron – Blythe Development, a Joint Venture, regarding the drilled shafts to be installed and/or 
installed by Brayman; 6) Meeting summaries or minutes which include discussion of the drilled shaft work for the 
Project; 7) Correspondence (including emails) from or to Summit Engineering regarding the drilled shaft work by 
Brayman; 8) The Project schedules and all schedule narratives, including any and all updates, that Flatiron – Blythe 
Development has issued under the Contract for the Project. Again, as noted above, the date range for responsive 
documents is 6/16/17 to the present date. Should you have any questions regarding this request, do not hesitate 
to contact me. Sincerely, Robert K. Cox  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1691 9/14/2018 11:27 Gregory Lee
Please provide copies of all contracts between Charlotte Water and KCM Consulting Services, LLC or Kenneth C. 
Morgan, including compensation paid for travel and lodging.  Fulfilled Closed Water

1692 9/14/2018 9:50 Grant Welker Worcester Business Journal

Ms. Kelly,
This is Grant Welker at the Worcester Business Journal in Massachusetts. I am making a public records request for 
pertinent documents related to BB&T Park and the city's agreement with the Charlotte Knights and Mecklenburg 
County to develop the stadium.
I am requesting a development agreement, letter of intent or whichever public document best describes project 
costs, lease details, cost and revenue details, etc. Electronic records are preferred.
Please let me know if there are any associated costs with my request, or whether you have any questions. If you 
might not be the correct person to contact with this request, I'd be thankful if you could forward this to the best 
person.
I appreciate your cooperation and your time.
Sincerely,
Grant Welker Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes

1690 9/13/2018 14:04 Christie Finkel I would like a police report/record of the arrest of Paul Ard on 4/21/18. Report number1750449. Thank you  Fulfilled Closed Police



1689 9/13/2018 9:21 10/9/2018 Darren Meyer MKSK


Hi Chantal –
Thank you again for your feedback on the SouthPark proposal and offering to provide the public record 
proposals.  To follow-up on an earlier project that we submitted for, would it be possible to get a copy of the 
proposals (or list of firms submitting) for the above-referenced RFQ from Nov of 2016?
 
Thanks again!
Darren
 
 
Darren J. Meyer, ASLA
principal

MKSK
GREENVILLE | COLUMBUS | COVINGTON | DETROIT | INDIANAPOLIS | LEXINGTON | WEST LAFAYETTE  
office 864 6265715
web mkskstudios.com
blog | facebook |twitter |issuu |linkedin Fulfilled Closed Economic Development No

1749 9/12/2018 15:21 Irena Como ACLU

From 08/01/2016 through 08/23/2018 all incident reports for all school-based offenses including any incident in 
which a person was arrested.  Records related to all school-based incidents for which a person was diverted prior 
to arrest Fulfilled Closed Police No

1688 9/12/2018 10:37 Salmin Monoar Florida Atlantic University

A request for records of LYNX Blue Line on-boarding and off-boarding from June 2008 to June 2011. These records 
are for research purposes. I am currently a masters student of Urban and Regional Planning with Florida Atlantic 
University. Thank you for your help, Salmin Monoar  Fulfilled Closed CATS

1686 9/11/2018 14:06 Michelle Tecson Invitation Homes

Greetings, I was just sent a notice regarding a drug violation on 7/27/18 at 9019 Holland Park Lane, Charlotte NC. 
This property is a rental home owned by our company and occupied by Lauren Sulli and two additional persons 
(Violate Delaney Jimenez and Ava Grace Jimenez - both believed to be minors). I would like to request a copy of 
the arrest report regarding the incident on 7/27/2018 I would also like to request information regarding any calls 
for service at the property from October 2017 to the present September 2018. Also if there have been any other 
arrests at the property, I would like to review that information as well. Thank you, Michelle  Fulfilled Closed Police

1685 9/11/2018 12:34 Michelle Tecson Invitation Homes

Requesting copy of police report/arrest information regarding a drug violation that occurred at my company's 
rental home on 7/20/2018. Property address 5615 Grey Dogwood Court. Charlotte. Would also like records of 
calls for service to property and any other arrests at property from June 2017 to Present (September 2018). 
Home is occupied by Motisha Crawford and 2 others, Tayvion Davis and Arlayah Davis.  Fulfilled Closed Police

1684 9/11/2018 11:50 Charlotte Dulany University of Maryland

Good morning, I am working on a journalism project at the University of Maryland. We are collecting data on 
emergency response calls from cities around the country. Pursuant to G.S. § 132-6, I am requesting the raw data 
for emergency response calls answered by the City of Charlotte Police Records Division for the last five years. The 
fields of data we are requesting include but are not limited to: Date of call Time of call Address of call Reason for 
call Response time Name of agency responding To be clear, this request includes but is not limited to the above 
types of data if that information is collected. If the data are not collected, please let me know. If the data or any 
portion of the data are collected but are not considered public record, please cite the exemption under the law 
and provide the nonexempt portions of the data. Fee Waiver: This request is not being made for commercial 
purposes. The data are being requested for journalism and research purposes, and release of them is in the public 
interest. We are requesting similar data from cities across the country. The data provide insight into the operation 
of government and involve expenditure of public funds. My analysis of the data will be used to inform the public. 
If fees are not waived, please inform me if charges will exceed $20 and the reason for any estimated costs. 
Electronic format: I am requesting the data be provided electronically. I can accept the data in many common 
formats, including delimited text file, spreadsheet or as a database. Please email the data to me: 
charlottedulany8@gmail.com. In the event the data must be sent physically or on a CD or portable drive, please 
mail it to Charlotte Dulany, c/o Sandra Banisky, Knight Hall, 7765 Alumni Drive, College Park, MD., 20742. Thank 
you very much and I look forward to hearing from you, Charlotte Dulany  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1683 9/11/2018 10:28 Angela Burciaga Linko Technology
Please provide me a copy of the SwiftComply response submission to the Charlotte Water request for proposal to 
the "Fats Oil Grease Application Management Solution RFP # FY18 - RFP - 11". Thank you, Angela Burciaga  Fulfilled Closed Water

1682 9/10/2018 14:34 Chris Carpenter Projection I am requesting a copy of the contract between PSAV (Audio Visual Services) and the Charlotte Convention Center  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Management & Financial Services No

1681 9/10/2018 13:28 Daniel Sedlazek SEIU 32BJ

Pursuant to the state open records law N.C. Gen. Stat. Secs. 132-1 to 132-10, I write to request access to and a 
copy of a list of the number of airport employee badges issued to each private company at Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport. If possible, please send a list as a spreadsheet with the following formatting: Company # of 
Badges Company A 1 Company B 23 Company C 1 Please provide this information electronically via email in 
Microsoft Excel format if possible, or via electronic CD. Please contact me at SEIU 32BJ, 25 West 18th Street, New 
York, NY 10011 if you have any questions regarding this request. My office phone number is (212)-388-3047, fax 
(212)-539-2858 and email is dsedlazek@seiu32bj.org.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No



1904 9/8/2018 16:16 Margaret Maloney Maloney Law & Associates

Custodian of Records
c/o Hope Root
City of Charlotte
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Government Center 600 E. Fourth Street Charlotte, NC 28202
hroot@charlottenc.gov
Re: Request for Jessie Horton’s Personnel File and Public Documents
Dear Hope:
This firm represents Jessie Horton in connection with her legal claims against the City of Charlotte.
Pursuant to General Statute § 160A-168, which provides in paragraph (a) that “...an employee’s personnel file 
consists of any information in any form gathered by the city with respect to that employee and, by way of 
illustration but not limitation, relating to his application, selection or nonselection, performance, promotions, 
demotions, transfers, suspension and other disciplinary actions, evaluation forms, leave, salary, and termination 
of employment[,]” we request a complete copy of all personnel files, records and documents for Jessie Horton. 
Ms. Horton signed authorization for release of his personnel file is enclosed herewith.
The documents and records produced should include, but not be limited to, the following:
1. Jessie Horton’s formal or “official” personnel files, both from the Charlotte Fire Department and from the City 
of Charlotte’s Human Resources Department.
2. Any and all formal or informal files or materials generated at any time concerning Jessie Horton maintained by 
any supervisory or management personnel, including Fire Marshall Jon Leonard, Chief Fire Inspector Kevin Miller, 
or Senior Fire Inspector James Myers.
3. Any and all emails or text messages sent or received by any official or employee of the Charlotte Fire 
Department or the City that in any way pertain to or concern Jessie Horton’s performance, timeliness, and GPS 
tracking for her City-issued vehicle. For purposes of emails or other electronically stored messages, at the present 
time, I am only requesting those records from January 1, 2017 to the present.
3. All GPS tracking information and reports for Ms. Horton’s City-issued vehicle from January 1, 2017 through her 
date of termination.
4. Any and all documents, including but not limited to correspondence, emails, text messages, notes, memos, 
reports, trouble tickets, and complaints regarding GPS tracking devices used by the City-issued vehicles used by 
fire inspectors from 2017 to present. Fulfilled Closed Fire No

1687 9/7/2018 15:14 Dave Brown Valicor Environmental Services A map that shows which service area goes to which POTW Fulfilled Closed Water
1679 9/7/2018 14:32 Dorothy Nichols police report 20180828093803 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

1680 9/7/2018 14:25 Carol Eicher

What is the Cost of Living Adjustment former employee David Cooke is receiving at present or if he is not receiving 
pension benefits at the time, what will be COLA he will be receiving at such time as when he is officially receiving 
a pension from your city? Thank you for your time and attention to this inquiry Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No

1696 9/7/2018 13:36 C. Lee Abernethy III

Chief Johnson
I have talked with one of the city attorneys and been informed that City email addresses for all Charlotte 
firefighters or public information.
I am asking that you please send me all City email addresses for all members of the Charlotte Fire Department. 
This is a public information request. I would appreciate this at your earliest convenience.
Respectfully
C. Lee Abernethy III Fulfilled Closed Fire No

1678 9/7/2018 11:11 Shay McRedmond LandDesign
Public proposal submittals for Charlotte Water RFQ number FY19-DB-01: Progressive Design-Build Services for 
Pipeline Projects  Fulfilled Closed Water

1677 9/6/2018 17:18 Lena Wadlington Cinemark Theatres
I would like to request a list of all police calls for service made to our theatre listed below. Cinemark Movie Bistro 
9630 Monroe Rd. Charlotte, NC 28270 Thank you!  Fulfilled Closed Police

1676 9/5/2018 20:00 Eliot Brown Wall Street Journal

-the full monthly data reports for May, June, July and August (if available) for the shared mobility pilot programs 
for all operators of scooters. I submitted this request on July 23 via the email address for media, but never heard 
back. An expedited handling is requested 

Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

1675 9/5/2018 12:27 Sandy Huerta City of Fort Worth
Police Chief Employment Agreement. We are currently in negotiations and would like to compare employment 
agreement terms to our city. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1673 9/5/2018 11:22 Ingrid Vespoint Vernis & Bowling of Charlotte, PLLC

Please provide the complete investigative file including witness statements, exchange forms, photographs, officer 
field notes, and any other materials with regards to a traffic accident that occurred on 8/18/15 on Hickory Grove 
Road, Charlotte, NC. CMPD report number 20150818155601 by Officer B. Miller #4223 

Fulfilled Closed Police

1674 9/5/2018 9:58 9/27/2019 Terry Lansdell Bike Walk NC

     Clarification:
   
Requestor would like emails to and from Rob Phocas with any of these keywords: stakeholder group, SEAP, 
Strategic Energy Action Plan, resolution
Original Request:

all internal communications, reports and contracts related to the SEAP and the renewable energy resolution. 
(including but not limited to envison charlotte, carbon captured and the cities sustainability department) Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Manager’s Office No

1672 9/3/2018 13:59 Cynthia Burch

I am in search of 311 calls made NPE on November 29 th 2017. I was in search of a Detective Steven J. Todd. I 
need the records for that call detective Todd and i had. My reason is This Detective lied on me in statements he 
said i said and my proof isnt just my writting of that call this 311 call is also. I know these calls are recorded. Also 
tgere are others involved with the coverup of this Detective lies on me. I am seeking justifications in this Detective 
wrobg doing. And CMPD suoervisors, IA, and many others I've contacted and i have the information to prove my 
contacts with all involved including the dates and times. Im requesting 311 NPE calls for date 11/29/17 a 10.35am 
with Dective Todd date 3/5 & 3/7 & 3/5 2017 with Cmpd supervisor Bryant sharf detective Steven Todd 
supervusor. And I'll show proof of all contacts reference this case which I've been implemented in as a person 
who gave a statement to Detective Steven Todd on 11/29/2017. Where his lies on me first generated.  Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Police No

1671 9/1/2018 15:53 James Humphrey

Hi, there. While pouring a new sidewalk in front of our property in December of 2017, agents of the City of 
Charlotte damaged our irrigation system. We had a claim investigated by the Risk Management Office that was 
denied, referenced as File No. GCCC120207. I would like to request any and all records related to the 
investigation of that claim, including (but not limited to) any emails, text messages, or other communications to 
or from Claims Representative Debbie Dorsey. Thank you for your assistance.  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1670 8/31/2018 15:42 Matthew Ferretti

Ideally I would like the audio and written transcript from every one of the 911 calls I made at the time stamps 
listed below:  1.7/5/18 (multiple 911 calls - see below for time stamps) 2:03am, 2:04am, 2:30am, 2:36am, 
2:41am. 2:44am  Email attachments will suffice as long as they are certified to be utilized in a court of law: Yes I 
would like both audio and transcribed records from each of these calls Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No



1668 8/31/2018 11:39 Steve Harrison WFAE

Keith –
Hope you are doing well. I’m trying to get some documents related to the Eastland Mall developer selection 
process.
Can I get copies of the e-mails and other documents related to the selection process from Tracy D., Kevin Dick, 
and Todd Delong. Can I get e-mails sent and received from them about Eastland, as well as any documents related 
to the project?
The timeframe would be March, April, May, June, July and August of 2018.
Does that work?
Thanks,
Steve Fulfilled Closed Economic Development Yes

1669 8/31/2018 10:30 Christie Finkel
I would like a police report, and any other documents permitted of the death of my son Christopher Patrick Finkel 
on 4/21/18. He passed away at 629 Northway Dr in Charlotte NC. Fulfilled Closed Police

1667 8/31/2018 8:51 Henry Foutner
I would like to request a list of all residential properties in mecklenburg county that incurred fire damage from 
dates February 1, 2018 - August 31, 2018. Fulfilled Closed Fire

1665 8/30/2018 16:09 Brian Hawkins Siemens Mobility, Inc.
Requests for copies of proposals submitted from Brookville Equipment and Stadler for the following procurement 
opportunity: City of Charlotte RFP No. 269-GLS111115 CATS Gold LIne Streetcar,  Fulfilled Closed CATS

1666 8/30/2018 14:51 3/22/2019 Joyce Brooks

Complete agendas for meetings of the county Zoning Board of Adjustment for the years 1998-2000 BEFORE the 
Zoning Board became exclusively a City of Charlotte entity. I want the records for the transition period when the 
county Zoning Board still existed and was being transitioned to the City of Charlotte.  Fulfilled Closed Planning No

1664 8/30/2018 13:51 Chris Dembofsky Yellow Cab of Charlotte

The City of Charlotte's Passenger Vehicle for Hire Applications for each "Metered" Company that either renewed 
or submitted for a new operating certificate for the 2018-2019 fiscal year. Applications were submitted around 
July of 2018. The applications should comprise of and include all company owner information (personal 
information such as SSN and licenses numbers may be redacted), affiliated driver rosters (names of drivers) , and 
affiliated vehicles roster (year, make, model, and owner) . In addition to the application, all vehicles should have a 
liability insurance certificate on file. Please include the insurance certificate for each permitted vehicle.  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1663 8/30/2018 1:06 Willis Jones Capitol City Research

Dear Charlotte Police Department Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an 
opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of the following public records: Copies of any and all police reports where 
Sandra G. Workman is mentioned, whether she was pulled over, a 911 call, arrested, or had any other contact 
with law enforcement. She has a DOB of 2/17/1950 and lives at 259 Kelsall Drive in Richmond Hill, GA. She used 
to live at 9801 Emerald Point Drive in Charlotte, NC. If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, 
please inform me if the cost will exceed $100.00 However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that 
the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s 
understanding of how the Newton Police Department operates. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill 
this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, 
please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested 
records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to 
release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for 
considering my request. Let me know if you have any questions on this. Sincerely, Willis Jones  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

1662 8/28/2018 16:32 Sarah Atkins TEAL Consulting Group

To Whom It May Concern:
Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., please accept this letter as my formal request for a 
copy of back-up documentation supporting the issue of the following check:
Check# 617624 Dated: 02/06/2018 Amt: $9,650.00
Payable To: Southern Pond Management, Inc.
Please note that I am not requesting any details that are exempt from disclosure due to privacy regulations as 
outline within the Freedom of Information Act guidelines.
In an effort to reduce staff-time, production and postage costs it is preferred that the records be provided via 
email, if possible. Should there be a cost associated with the fulfillment of this records request that exceeds that 
amount of $15.00, kindly notify me with the estimated cost, prior to incurring any charges.
Please do not hesitate to contact me via telephone or email with any questions or clarifications needed with 
regard to this request for public records. Thank you in advance for your time and attention to this request.
Sincerely,
Sarah Atkins
(571)409-7071 Ext. 902
s.atkins@teal-usa.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1658 8/28/2018 13:25 Matthew Porter
All public information pertaining to the arrest and case of Matthew Edward Porter (9/25/1963) by the Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Police Department on February 27, 2018.  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1713 8/28/2018 10:57 Nate Morabito WCNC

I’m listening to last night’s council meeting and I heard one council member mention an advance copy of the 
Vision Zero pedestrian intersection fatality report. Can you please provide me with an electronic copy of that 
report please?
 Thank You,
 Nate Fulfilled Closed Transportation Yes

1661 8/27/2018 13:31 Keith Robertson Duncan Solutions, Inc.

August 27, 2018 City of Charlotte 600 East Fourth Street Charlotte, NC, 28202 Re: Request for materials related to 
RFP# 269-2017-106: Citation Management System and Related Services, originally due on or before November 
27, 2017. To Whom It May Concern: This is a request pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552 
Amended by Public Law No. 104-231, 110 STAT. 3048). Duncan Solutions, Inc. hereby requests copies of the 
following documents related to the RFP outlined above, which was issued by your department: • All competitive 
proposals, including any and all additions or modifications thereto, including but not limited to the pricing and 
technical proposals, any Best and Final Offer (BAFO), presentation documents, clarification documents, and 
documents provided in the course of negotiations. • The winning contract in its entirety, including any and all 
contract amendments. • The evaluation materials including all individual and composite proposal ratings along 
with any supporting documentation and/or written explanations We request that these documents be provided in 
electronic form, where possible, to prevent unnecessary use of paper or consumables. Please send the requested 
materials to my attention at the address provided below: Duncan Solutions, Inc. Attn: Keith Robertson 633 W. 
Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 1600 Milwaukee, WI 53203 I understand that the City may seek compensation to cover 
costs for producing the documents requested. In the event this is necessary, please contact me and I will arrange 
payment accordingly. I can be reached by phone at ( or email at krobertson@duncansolutions.com. If you have 
any questions in regards to this request, please do not hesitate to contact me. If I do not hear from you, I would 
appreciate my request be delivered to me not later than 20 business days post the receipt of this official request. I 
thank you for your assistance with this matter. Sincerely, Keith Robertson Duncan Solutions, Inc.  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services



1657 8/25/2018 16:03 Tanya Davey

Please advise where i can retrieve the name of the person that suggested the “brittish traffic round” on Beam and 
Shopton road? It appears they had a plan in February but i need to know who came up with the recommendation 
to start with. All forms from that project are needed. I have requested information from DOT and they are not 
doing their duty Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1656 8/24/2018 14:58 Alexis Rizzolo Prepango

Good afternoon I would like to request a digital copy of the current Automated Specialty Retail Concession 
agreement with the CHARLOTTE DOUGLAS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (specifically for the Zoom/ NewZoom dba 
ZoomSystems Inc). If the contract/agreement does not include the expiration date, please kindly provide that 
information for future reference. Thank you Alexis Rizzolo  Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1655 8/23/2018 12:44 Sarah Atkins TEAL Consulting Group

Good Afternoon,
Ms. Barnhardt is out of the office, on her behalf could you please send me a copy of the updated/most recent 
spreadsheet of uncashed/stale checks available? 
Thank you! 
Sarah Atkins Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1654 8/23/2018 10:09 Chris Lawley LandDesign
Plans for Storm System at Woodlawn Station Light Rail 
Spoken with Storm Water Rep and this request belongs to CATS as they are the offical records holders. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS

1653 8/22/2018 14:28 Joyce Brooks
Complete agendas for Zoning Board of Adjustment for years 1996 and 1997. Also, complete records related to 
issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy for 11832 Mountain Island Brook Lane, Charlotte, NC 28214 Fulfilled Closed Planning

1651 8/22/2018 14:13 David Chavoustie A PDF of the most recent signed agreement between the City of Charlotte and American Airlines. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1650 8/22/2018 13:00 Elise Wilkins Phoenix Finders Group

Pursuant to FOIA ( Freedom of Information Act), I am requesting a list of all stale dated checks issued by the city, 
written 6 months or older. Please let me know if there is any cost associated with obtaining this list. Also, if you 
could let me know how often this list is updated, I would appreciate that. Thank you in advance.  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services No

1652 8/22/2018 10:49 Noe Perez Garibo Police report from car accident 8/20/18. Complaint # 20180820212000 Fulfilled Closed Police

1649 8/21/2018 16:10 Joan Davis

I am analyzing the 2016 budget data sets that are published on the City of Charlotte Data Portal at http://clt-
charlotte.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets?q=budget . The ACCOUNT field of the data sets contains budget account 
numbers that correspond to "the 10-digit numbering system used at the City's Chart of Accounts." I would like to 
receive a mapping of the account numbers to their corresponding departments, units, etc. Thank you. Regards, 
Joan Davis  Assigned Open Management & Financial Services No

1874 8/20/2018 10:29 Nate Morabito WCNC

I am requesting an electronic breakdown including the names, dates and types of actions against CMPD 
employees last fiscal year and so far this fiscal year. I also request electronic copies of any written notices of 
dismissal.

Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1648 8/18/2018 14:01 Joyce Brooks
Complete agendas from the Zoning Board of Adjustment for the years beginning in 1998 through 2001. Please 
send the records by email to profbrooks@gmail.com. Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed Planning

1647 8/17/2018 12:21 Rachel Lautenschlager University of Miami

This is a request for police stop data from the Charlotte Police Department. Pursuant to the North Carolina Public 
Records Law, G.S. §132-1., we request that your office produce the following materials: (1) Electronic 
Spreadsheets of all pedestrian stops made by police in your agency between January 1, 2012, and December 31, 
2017. (2) As part of these Electronic Spreadsheets, we are requesting the following data fields: incident location 
address (street, city, and ZIP code), x/y coordinates of the incident location, police beat/district, incident date, 
race and ethnicity of the person stopped, age of the person stopped, sex of the person stopped, explanation why 
a stop was conducted, whether a frisk was conducted, whether a search was conducted, and explanations why a 
frisk and/or search was conducted.
(See attachment for information about the request) Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

1646 8/15/2018 13:19 Kerry Beck SP Plus Corporation

Copies of all competitive proposals submitted for the management of the 501 E Trade Street Lot, recently 
awarded to LAZ Parking. Please include copies of the scoring sheets used to evaluate each competitor's bid for the 
location's operation, as well as other selection criteria evaluation metrics & media used to record , discussed or 
communicated between the members of the selection committee (i.e. notes, emails, memorandum, etc). Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1645 8/14/2018 14:23 Chris Smith Red Group Analytics

Tuesday, August 14, 2018 City of Charlotte 600 East Fourth Street Charlotte, NC 28202 Phone: 704-336-7600 
Submitted via Online Form To Whom It May Concern, The following request is being made in accordance with the 
North Carolina Public Records Law (Chapter § 132). I am requesting copies of the following records as available: • 
The first 10 pages, the scope/statement of work, the signature page and all clauses dealing with compensation of 
all contracts between the state (and/or the City of Charlotte) and Little Diversified (also known as Little 
Diversified Architectural Consulting) from 2000 to present. I realize that certain costs may be applicable to this 
request. Please contact me when you can provide a payment amount for my requests. In the meantime, I 
authorize an initial expense cap of $25 to be accrued. I also request that you state the specific legal and factual 
grounds for withholding any documents or portions of documents, should you withhold any. Please identify each 
document that falls within the scope of this request but is withheld from release. If requested documents are 
located in, or originated in, another installation or bureau, I would request that you please refer this request, or 
any relevant portion of this request, to the appropriated installation or bureau. To the extent that the 
information is available in electronic format, I would prefer to receive that information via email or CD, 
particularly if providing the information reduces the time or expense involved. Otherwise, I request to receive the 
information in paper form. You may fax your response to 262-264-1113 or email it 
torequests@redgroupanalytics.com. If you wish to call, please contact me at 571-317-1804 between 9AM and 
5PM (CST). Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. Sincerely, C. Smith Red Group Analytics, LLC 
17145 J West Bluemound Road, #164 Brookfield, WI 53005 Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1644 8/13/2018 15:52 Jay Horowitz

Good afternoon,

On or about June 18, 2018 at approximately 11pm, Kathy Irene Albright broke a window at Charlotte-Douglas 
International Airport. Surveillance video was reviewed, Ms. Albright was located, and reports indicate that she 
received a citation. 
I request a complete and unedited electronic copy in electronic format and in the highest resolution available of 
all video and audio records capturing the above incident, to include all video records capturing Ms. Albright 
beginning five minutes prior to her breaking of the airport window and ending five minutes following her receipt 
of the citation. 
Responsive records can be easily and securely transferred directly to my Dropbox Business account atthis link, at 
no cost and with no requirement to create an account or download anything. The file request system accepts 
individual files up to 20 GB in size and the maximum size of any single upload is 5 TB. 
Thank you for your time and I look forward to your reply.
Jay Horowitz

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation;#Police;#City Manager’s Office
1643 8/13/2018 13:06 Teresa Jefferies Holiday Decoration Addendums for 269-2018-062 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services



1642 8/9/2018 22:19 Ryan Curtis
I would like to request the employment record for former officer Charles L Weaver. He was employed by 
CharMeck Police around 2006.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1641 8/9/2018 17:05 Charles Clark

I am seeking the pay scales for the following job titles: (2017-2019) Police officer Police Detective Police Sergeant 
Police Lieutenant Police Captain Firefighter Sanitation truck driver School teachers Mayor Thank you in advance, 
Charley Clark  Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1640 8/9/2018 16:27 Kashmir Hill Gizmodo Media Group

   q  y y  g  y g y  
policies, practices, or procedures for using social media in the course of an investigation, including, but 
not limitedto:
 
1.      The creation of online aliases for use on social mediaplatforms.
2.      Howtheagencysupervisesofficers'useofsocialmediaforinvestigations&evidence gathering.
3.      Initiationofcontactwithpersonsofinterestfromanundercoversocialmediaaccount.
4.      Retentionofinformationthatis acquiredthroughinvestigationsofsocialmediaaccountsanddeemed 
relevant to the investigation, as well as information deemednon-relevant.
5.      Maintenance of a social media relationship beyond the initial investigatory purpose, e.g. whether a 
target is"unfriended"following the termination of theinvestigation.
6.       Retention or maintenance of the online alias beyond the initialinvestigatory purpose.
7.       Any technology or management system used to maintain onlinealiases.
8.      Anycontracts withvendorsthatprovidesoftwareortechnicalassistancewithinvestigationsonsocial 
media.
9.      Anytrainingmaterialsforofficers onhowtoconductcovertinvestigationsonsocialmedia.
10.   Any logs used to track undercover social mediaaccounts.
 
If you are unable to provide records of a policy or official guidance for the use of social media in 
investigations, or logs/records of online aliases involved in investigations, please stipulate whether it is 
because they do not exist or you do not wish to provide them.
 
r"'askthat you waive processing fees for this request. The public has a strong interest in understanding 
the processbywhich law enforcement agents use social media in carrying out investigations. Thank you 
for your consideration. Please feel free to contact me at 202-441-8241 
orkashmir.hill@gizmodomedia.comifyou wish to discuss this request.
 
Please send records to:
Gizmodo Media Group 
c/o Kashmir Hill 1922 Webster Street, Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1638 8/7/2018 11:16 Britney Callahan Sealed Air
Hello, I would like to know the average landfill diversion rate for the city of Charlotte. I cannot seem to find it on 
the solid waste services website. Thank you, Britney  Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services

1637 8/7/2018 10:56 FOIA Group, Inc.

Good morning, under the provisions of the State Open Records Act, I hereby request a copy of the following 
information “data fields” for the most recent one-year period (calendar year), relevant to the Charlotte employee 
Credit Card Purchase Program, specifically we seek: 1. All credit card holder (names, address, tel #, email) & their 
respective transaction data for the last “FY” year in the format as previously provided. To include - (A) Cardholder 
employee name (Last, MI. First ), Department or Agency, Bureau, Office/Division, agency address (complete 
mailing), CITY, STATE, ZIP, PHONE, CH PHONE_EXT; (B) MCC Code, Transaction Date, Transaction Amount; and (C) 
MERCHANT NAME, ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP, PHONE. 2. Delivery Format: The ideal format is excel but only if 
the file is small enough. If the file is large then have it formatted as a COMMA DELIMITED TEXT FILE or a TAB 
DELIMITED TEXT FILE. If you have any questions please contact me to discuss the scope of this request. I agree to 
pay reasonable processing fees, however, please notify me if these fees exceed $35.00. Thanks! Rose Santos c/o 
FOIA Group, Inc., P.O. Box 368, Depew, New York, 14043 (716) 608-0800, ext 502.  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services No

1639 8/7/2018 9:45 Ron Thompson Thompson Consulting and Analytics, LLC

Ms. Byrd,
We just spoke on the phone. These are the two documents that I was looking at. One is the finished document 
and the other is an RFQ. However, I am not sure that the RFQ is related to the final document since the date on 
the final report precedes the date on the RFQ. I am trying to find the award amount on either of these (if they are 
not related). I really appreciate your help with this. My cell number is below. Thank you! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Neighborhood Services

1636 8/6/2018 23:01 Keesha Roman

I would like to have all of the police records from my fathers house,which was 7900 Ocala Rd Charlotte Nc 28269. 
The property is now mine since he passed away. I'd like a record for everytime the cops has been called or when 
they had just came. Thank you  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1635 8/6/2018 22:47 Brandon Wagner

A list or database of manufactured post construction stormwater BMPs such as: Crystal Stream Units, 
Stormceptors, BaySavers, Downstream Defenders, and similar manufactured devices. (not including catch basin 
inserts such as Floguards) within the City of Charlotte's MS4 area. Stormwater ponds are not needed. The list or 
database can be in Excel, Access, shape file, or any other digital format. This information should be tracked by the 
City's Stormwater Department. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1634 8/6/2018 10:21 Erin Andy 919 Marketing Company

Hello,
I work with a local business in the Charlotte area and I’m seeking public information about the expense and 
removal of damaging bird excrement. Can you inquire with your Public Works Department or refer me to a staff 
member who can tell me the following:
•         How much do you spend on bird dropping removal?
•         Have bird droppings become a serious problem for your community, specifically public property?
This is a time-sensitive request and your help would be greatly appreciated. If possible, please respond at your 
earliest convenience.
With kind regards, 
Erin Andy
Content Strategist
919 Marketing Company Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Engineering & Property Mgmt

1633 8/6/2018 9:57 Douglas Walker
In need of all the code enforcement cases for 2018 in excel format. Recieved a similar report for 2017 and can 
provide that as an example for format reference. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services



1630 8/3/2018 13:04 Working Narratives MuckRock News


August 2, 2018
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
All records, including memoranda, policies, procedures, communications, legal opinions, training modules, 
directives, guidelines, and correspondence (including over e-mail) related to any electronic data collected, 
captured, recorded, retained, processed, intercepted, analyzed, or shared by surveillance/monitoring tools 
involving social media platforms. 
In consideration of the information above, Working Narratives seeks all records that contain, constitute, or 
reference agreements, contracts, and communications with outside agencies and private companies regarding 
social media monitoring , including but not limited to Memoranda of Understanding, Statements of Work, and 
Purchase Orders. 
We also seek records that contain, constitute, or reference training materials, guidance or modules for any social 
media monitoring tools, or that contain, constitute, or reference the testing or evaluation of social media 
monitoring tools, including but not limited to market surveys of vendors of social media analytical tools, and 
qualitative and quantitative assessments of the capabilities provided by various tools.
The time frame for which we are seeking records is from January 2016 through July 2018.
If you determine that any portion or portions of this request cannot be fulfilled as promptly as any other portion 
of this request, we ask that you first fulfill whatever portion of this request you can fulfill within 10 business days 
and then fulfill the remainder of the request as promptly as possible.
We are happy to work with your office to make this request as simple as possible and eliminate unnecessary 
work. Please contact us before you incur labor costs or the use of information technology resources beyond those 
that your agency has already established for reproduction of the information requested. We can probably find an 
efficient solution that serves the public interest while minimizing your effort.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, we would be grateful if you would inform us of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling our request. We would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-
ROM if not. Fulfilled Closed Police No

1629 8/2/2018 11:00 9/27/2019 Ashley Fahey Charlotte Business Journal

Under N.C. public records law, I am requesting to obtain copies of all public records that involve the city’s 
conversations — including emails, closed-door meeting minutes and conversations about incentives — in relation 
to Project Quattro. I am looking for specific information and correspondence between the city of Charlotte, 
Amazon, the Charlotte Douglas International Airport, CF Hippolyta Charlotte LLC and all other parties involved in 
the process. Now that the deal is done, all relevant information should be disclosed.

Pertinent information I am seeking includes any and all incentives offered at the state and local levels, 
communication about what Amazon was seeking for its distribution center and any discussions among City 
Council members on the process. Any communication that relates to Project Quattro would be considered 
pertinent. Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#City Attorney;#City Clerk;#City Manage       Yes

1628 8/2/2018 9:15 Michael Elward J.F. Kiely Service Co.

copy of any documents or plans on file with the Department of Engineering & Property Management reflecting 
the area of a proposed easement or other taking of real property located at 4141 Taggart Creek Road in 
connection with a City project known as CLTW: Upper Taggart Creek Outfall project number TK18150105 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water

1627 7/31/2018 16:23 Nate Morabito WCNC

Good Afternoon,
I’d like to request an electroni spreadsheet of all work orders from the ctiy’s fleet management division for the 
fiscal year that just ended to include, date, cost of service, type of service and all other publicly releasable 
information. I request a waiver of fees. However, if you expect a cost, please provide me with an estimate and let 
me respond before moving forward with this request.

 Thanks!
 Nate

Amended - Aug. 8 
Specifically, I’d like a breakdown of all vehicle cleaning expenses.
  

Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Corporate CommYes

1626 7/30/2018 10:30 Lindsay Middlesworth Middlesworth Law, PLLC


Nyota, 
 
As always it was a pleasure talking with you this morning. At this point I am only requesting a copy of the 
following contract with Sealand. The number description and amount are as follows;
 
2018000566       North Tryon Street Business Corridor       09/26/2017        $9,667,225.45
 
Please let me know once you have time to review the document if you would prefer to email it or if I can pick up a 
copy at your office.
 
Sincerely, 
 
Lindsay
 
 
 
Lindsay Middlesworth
Middlesworth Law, PLLC
528 Pecan Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28204
(980) 721-1431
website: lindsaymiddlesworthlaw.com Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1625 7/27/2018 13:27 Mike Garlick John Bean Technologies
Request to provide copies of all proposals for Charlotte Douglas International Airport RFP for the Maintenance 
and Operation of the Baggage Handling System - RFP Issue Date of 5/23/2018 Fulfilled Closed Aviation



1624 7/27/2018 6:46 C. Informi

Dear FOIA,
Would you kindly send all police reports, all fire reports, all 911 audio digital/tape calls, all log book entries, all 
Medical Reports, 911 Incident Recall Sheets, all Calls For Service Reports, all dispatch logs, all medical emergency 
services requests, all Incident Reports, dispatch logs, (except alarm calls) and all other documents in the file 
pertaining to:
421 N. Wendover Road
Charlotte, NC 28211
from July 17, 2018 to Aug. 26, 2018.
If need be this is per the FOIA and NC public records law.
Thank you very much.
Very truly yours,
C. Informi Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Police No

1623 7/26/2018 16:16 Roch Smith, Jr.
Hello, Please provide me with any record or records sufficient to document the instances where the City of 
Charlotte charged for providing public records since July 1, 2017 including the amount(s) charged. Thank you.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk

1621 7/26/2018 13:37 Samuel Sinyangwe MuckRock


Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department
North Carolina Public Records Law Office
600 East 4th Street
Charlotte, NC 28202
July 26, 2018
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
1. The total number of use of force complaints in 2017.
2. The total number of use of force complaints sustained in 2017.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response 
to this request within 10 business days.
Sincerely,
Samuel Sinyangwe
Filed via MuckRock.com
E-mail (Preferred):58722-66908085@requests.muckrock.com
Upload documents directly:https://www.muckrock.com/accounts/agency_login/charlotte-mecklenburg-police-
department-391/charlotte-use-of-force-complaints-58722/?uuid-login=25b86f2d-eeb5-4e91-a391-
1770c4997178&email=jemken%40cmpd.org#agency-reply
Is this email coming to the wrong contact? Something else wrong? Use the above link to let us know.
For mailed responses, please address (see note):
MuckRock News
DEPT MR 58722
411A Highland Ave Fulfilled Closed Police

1620 7/26/2018 9:38 Tessa Jefferies Requesting copies of the winning bid Holiday Decoration Request For Proposal for the years 2008 thru 2012  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1619 7/25/2018 23:24 Jason Idilbi

Dear Sir or Madam: I understand that Shea Homes is looking to develop multi-family residential units near my 
property on a combination of parcels 09109134 (street address 965 E 36th St), 09109135 (street address 961 E 
36th St), and 09109104 (a landlocked City-owned property with no street address). I respectfully request copies 
of all communications (including attachments) between Shea Homes or any of its agents or representatives and 
any City departments or personnel. Thank you in advance for considering my request. Best regards, Jason Idilbi  Fulfilled Closed Planning

1618 7/25/2018 15:20 Sunshine Request

Hello City of Charlotte,  
I work for a website called Sunshine Request www.sunshinerequest.com. We built a site that makes it easier to 
make public records requests by filling out a simple form, and the results of any requests are posted on our site. 
This allows citizens to learn more about our local government, while saving staff from having to fulfill duplicate 
requests. If you have any questions about the project, please let me know, and I’ll be happy to answer.
We recently received a request for information that may be available in your office. If there’s another party that 
we should be contacting about this request then please let us know.
Here are the details sent by the requester:
Subject: Organizational Chart for the City of Charlotte, NC
Message:
"Please provide an Organizational chart of the City of Charlotte, including number of employees and functions in 
each department.”
We appreciate your help.
Have a great evening!
Sunshine Request Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1616 7/25/2018 12:33 Dante Strobino UE Local 150

Dear City of Charlotte,
On behalf of the Charlotte City Workers Union, UE Local150, we request the following public records pursuant to 
Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes, the Public Records Act:
1) Information regarding all employees hired since 8/15/17 to fill positions for operators in LYNX, including name, 
date of hire, start wage, current wage. 
2)  Information regarding all employees hired since 8/15/17 to fill positions for dispatch in STS, including name, 
date of hire, start wage, current wage. 
We request all the above information within the next 10 business days. If possible, please send electronically. 
Yours for quality jobs and quality services, Fulfilled Closed Human Resources



1615 7/24/2018 14:50 John Paul WSOC

Morning,

 
Based on what some employees said to city council last night- I would like to request the number of employees 
assaulted at Charlotte Douglas in 2017 and so far this year.
 
Do you have those numbers available?
 
John Paul
 
John Paul |Anchor
Cox Media Group| 1901 N. Tryon St.|Charlotte, NC 28206
P: (704) 575-0030|Email:John.Paul@wsoc-tv.com Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1611 7/24/2018 10:47 Samuel Northrup Washington Post


 
Hello,
 
My name is Samuel Northrop and I am a reporter with the Washington Post.
 
I am currently working on a story about Officer Involved Shootings (OIS) and was pointed toward your 
department because of your public tracking of OIS and use of force. I was hoping to speak with someone about 
this program, specifically about how it was implemented and how it has affected policing in the city since going 
live. I am also curious about whether or not it has uncovered any trends that may not have been noticed before it 
was implemented.
 
I can be reached by email at sn9297a@student.american.edu or by phone at (803) 334-8883. 
 
Thank you for your time.

 
--
Samuel Northrop
M.A. Journalism and Public Affairs, 2018
American University Fulfilled Closed Police No

1610 7/24/2018 10:03 Matt Grant Fox46 Charlotte


 
Under North Carolina Public Records Law, I would like to request the following:
 
Any and all e-mails, text messages, printed and/or electronic flyers, discussing the lip sync video. This includes 
anything that mentions planning and scheduling for the video shoot including times employees should show up 
for practice and/or times employees should show up for the actual shoot and/or anything that references how 
long the shoot and/or practice will last.  
 
The names, title of every employee who participated along with their hourly salary.
 
Any and all documents that reference how long each employee participated in the planning, practice, and 
execution of the video.
 
Any and all e-mails from the chief referencing the video.

 
For the days the lip sync video was shot, under North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting any and all 
dispatch logs; calls for service including when the call went out, when the officer arrived, the nature of the call, 
the response time, the location; all incident reports for the dates of the video recording; any and all dispatch 
reports on the days the video was recorded.
 
 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

1614 7/23/2018 11:31 Maryll Kersting Allied Universal

Good morning,

 
We are requesting all Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) data related to any and all crime statistics for the Charlotte 
Area Transit system properties to include Charlotte Area Transit Center, Light Rail, StreetCar, Bus and Rail Yards, 
and any associated properties owned and controlled by the Charlotte Area Transit for Years 2008-2018.
 
If there’s anything I can do to expedite or clarify this request, please don’t hesitate to reach out.
 
Thanks,
Maryll
 
 
Maryll Kersting
National Project Manager
 
Allied Universal
C: 703.599.2324 | maryll.kersting@aus.com
www.AUS.com Fulfilled Closed CATS;#City Manager’s Office;#Police No

1609 7/23/2018 9:51 Mason Greeson Land Design see attached emails Fulfilled Closed Water



1608 7/22/2018 11:36 Joseph Willingham

I would like to find out and get any and all information about a house that has had and still continues to have 
several cars parked in the yard and they do not have the required registration displayed. The last Code 
Enforcement complaint number is 7069930, this has been an ongoing situation and I would like to see how many 
times it has actually been addressed and why has nothing been done to remedy this problem. Give citations and 
then the resident ignores them and the cars are still there.  Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1617 7/20/2018 15:46 Nate Morabito WCNC

Good Afternoon and Happy Friday,

Can you please provide electronic copies of any new AT&T cell tower permits for Charlotte filed this calendar 
year?
I request a waiver of fees for this request. However, if you expect a cost, please provide me with an estimate and 
let me respond before moving forward with this request.
 Thanks,
 Nate Closed Unfulfilled Denied Planning Yes

1607 7/20/2018 15:17 Matt Chapman MuckRock

To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
For all DBMSs owned, maintained, operated, contracted with/through, or supported by the Information 
Technology - or similar - department(s) within your city, please provide me with the following information:
-Underlying engine (eg, postgres, mysql, mariadb, cockroachdb, Mongodb, Oracle database, sybase, MSAccess, 
SQL Server, VoltDB, RethinkDB, Chronos, Elasticsearch, etcd, cassandra, etc)
-Names of software that connect to each DBMS
-Names of departments that use information within the DBMS
-Schema of database (preferably, with granularity down to column names)
-Contract identifier for each database, if relevant
I understand that the information respondent to this request may require the creation of new documents - if that 
will be the case, then please provide me with documents that may contain the information (eg, documentation, 
contracts, etc). I am also happy to narrow the scope of my request if necessary.
Please also let me know if any help is needed with discovering any DBMS services. My background is in distributed 
systems systems administration and I can offer technical tips or advice if it would be helpful in any way.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes. As I believe the information respondent to this request outweighs the costs and burden, I 
would like to kindly request a fee waiver.
I look forward to receiving your response to this request within 10 business days.
With gratitude,
Matt Chapman,
Free Our Info, NFP Closed Unfulfilled Denied Innovation & Technology

1589 7/20/2018 9:26 William Ward I would like a copy of the most recent franchise agreement for electricity between Charlotte and Duke Power. Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Attorney

1588 7/20/2018 7:24 Michelle Dawson GoTriangle

Regarding Charlotte Area Transt System (CATS): Official title of General Manager/CEO and General Counsel/ 
Attorney? What are the annual salaries for these two positions? Is there a bonus? What is the amount of annual 
vacation for these two positions? Is this the same for all agency employees? Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1590 7/20/2018 7:00 Eric Rowell

Ms. Kelly:
Please provide me a copy of any and all policies, procedures, memorandums, emails, or any other document 
outlining Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department's take home vehicle policy, i.e., any policy outlining how and 
when CMPD employees/officers are permitted to use CMPD vehicles for travel to/from work or while off-duty. 
Let me know if there are any questions about this request.
Thank you,
Eric Rowell
Huntersville Fulfilled Closed Police

1587 7/18/2018 22:22
Position description and qualifications for the hazardous materials coordinator housed within emergency 
management as well as the pay for that position over the last 3 years.  Fulfilled Closed Fire

1585 7/18/2018 14:11 Anjellica Figueroa Superion
Finalizing my research I would like to verify the water utility software in use? Community develop software 
currently in use? I look forward to additional information have a great day. Best regards, Anjellica  Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Water

1586 7/18/2018 10:23 Vanessa Bonn JCDecaux North America

Hello,
I am requesting access to, and copies of the January – June 2018 Monthly Concession Reports for Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport. Just as a reminder, these reports detail monthly gross revenues, fee percentages, 
monthly amounts due to the airport, minimum monthly guarantees and advertiser contract details.
Would you kindly email copies of these reports to:Vanessa.bonn@jcdecaux.com?
  Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1583 7/17/2018 16:15 Linwood Bolles Allen Tate Real Estate Co.

In our Clt Mck Water Sewer department, I understand that a Mr. LeBlanc works there. I am seeking information 
on sewer construction in the Park Road area. I understand He may be able to answer my question. Will you help.
Further Clarification:

The sewer line is being extended along Park Road then crossing over near Fairview Road into the Closeburn Road 
area 28210.
Is this in fact occurring and what might be the timetable? Thank you


Fulfilled Closed Water



1582 7/17/2018 14:46 Phoebe Barghouty The Stanford Open Policing Project

Monday, July 16, 2018 Dear Charlotte Police Department: I am a researcher working in conjunction with 
universities across the United States to aggregate data related to traffic stops nationwide. Last year, my team 
received traffic data from your city that was reported to the North Carolina State Government. Due to what 
appears to be a technical error in the State’s data management system, several sporadic periods are missing from 
the state-released data. For this reason, I spoke to a representative from the Charlotte City Clerk who 
recommended that I re-request these files directly from the city. Please find the full request below. I can also 
provide an example of the state-released data for reference. Pursuant to Chapter 132 of the North Carolina 
General Statutes, I am requesting all raw data recorded for traffic stops and/or citations, and pedestrian stops 
and/or citations made by your Police Department and laid out in your record description for the last 10 years. The 
fields of data we are requesting include the following; (I am aware that some fields may not be available, in which 
case a partial fulfillment can be discussed): • case number • defendant gender, race, and date of birth • vehicle 
year, color, make, model, style, and state in which it is registered • date of incident, time of incident, location of 
incident and milepost or other geographic location information. • approximate speed and posted speed • any 
violations and/or sanctions, whether a search was conducted, whether contraband was found, whether the 
person was arrested and what type of enforcement took place. • officer name • department • officer ID number, 
race, gender • officer date of birth and information kept on years of service If officer demographic data is 
recorded and available to the public (including but not limited to race, age, gender, officer ID #, officer name), we 
are requesting this information as well. If this information falls under your legislation’s protected personnel 
information, please exclude it from our request. To be clear, this request is for all data from traffic stops or 
citations and pedestrian stops or citations considered to be public record. This includes, but is not limited to the 
above list of data types if that information is collected. We will accept a partial fulfillment of this records request 
should some information collected during traffic stops of all kinds be considered private or is otherwise 
unavailable. Fee waiver: This request is not being made for commercial purposes. The data are being requested 
for journalism and research purposes, and release of them is in the public interest. We are requesting similar data 
from cities across the country. The data provide insight into the operation of government and involve expenditure 
of public funds. Our analysis of the data will be used to inform the public. If fees are not waived, please inform me 
if charges will exceed $50 and the reason for any estimated costs. Electronic format: We are requesting the data 
be provided electronically. We can accept the data in many common formats, including as tab separated, 
spreadsheet or other database formats. Where to send the data: Data can be emailed to Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1581 7/17/2018 14:13 David Hurd Police accident report 180507005HA  Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Police

1580 7/17/2018 12:52 Sarah Peters Bellamy Genn Group

All documents responsive to City of Charlotte- Charlotte Area Transit System IVR System 269-20170210001 
procurement, including the current contract, all bids/proposals, and any scoring information. If there are any fees 
for searching or copying these records, please inform me of the cost. If this information exists whole or in-part in 
electronic database form, I would like to receive the information in that format. In the interest of expediency, 
please communicate with me by telephone or email rather than by mail. My telephone number is 410-322-2320 
and my email address is sarah@bellamygenngroup.com. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS

1579 7/17/2018 9:27 Allan Blutstein American Rising LLC
Copy of contract/agreement between the NBA and the City of Charlotte (and/or any other entities) that awarded 
the city the NBA All-Star Weekend from Feb. 15 to Feb. 17, 2019, at the Spectrum. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

1577 7/16/2018 21:04 C. Informi

7.16.18
Dear FOIA,
Would you kindly send all police reports, all fire reports, all 911 audio digital/tape calls, all log book entries, all 
Medical Reports, 911 Incident Recall Sheets, all Calls For Service Reports, all dispatch logs, all medical emergency 
services requests, all Incident Reports, dispatch logs, (except alarm calls) and all other documents in the file 
pertaining to:
421 N. Wendover Road
Charlotte, NC 28211 
from Jan. 1, 2017 to the present. 
If need be this is per the FOIA and NC public records law.
Thank you very much.
Very truly yours,
C. Informi Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Police

1578 7/16/2018 12:24 Roderick Jones Western Kentucky University

I am requesting data for use in an academic research study exploring spatial crime concentration across a sample 
of nearly 70 cities throughout the United States. I am requesting access to a digital dataset (Excel) that contains, 
the following data fields: (1) Address (2) X-Y coordinates, (3) Crime Type. Due to differences in how various police 
agencies record crime incidents, I am requesting access to all crime incidents for the year 2016.  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1576 7/16/2018 11:56 Matt Chapman MuckRock News

To Whom It May Concern,
Persuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hearby request the following records:
For all accounts managed by your department, please provide me the following information for all emails sent 
during January, 2017:
1.From address
2. To address
3. bcc addresses
4. cc addresses
5. Time
6. Date
Please note that I am not requesting the contents of each email.
I am more than happy to provide documentation or tips for extracting the information from your mail server if 
needed. Documentation that I have available include methods using excel, powershell, msaccess, Office 365 
eDiscovery tools, and the direct extraction from an exchange database using forensic analysis tools.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfillng my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by email attachment if available or CD-ROM if 
not.
Thank you for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response to this 
request within 10 business days.
Sincerely,
Matt Chapman Closed Unfulfilled Denied Innovation & Technology

1584 7/16/2018 11:48 Zuri Berry WFAE

Under theNorth Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting to inspect or obtain copies of 
Charlotte Mayor Vi Lyles’ calendar from December 5, 2017 to the present day, July 16, 2018, including all 
meetings and events attended, fellow attendees, and locations of said meetings and events on the public’s behalf.

Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes



1613 7/16/2018 11:23 Joyce Brooks

Hello.This is a public records request for the agendas of the Mecklenburg County Zoning Board of Adjustment for 
the years 2002, 2003, and 2004. I submitted this request using the form provided on the county website. I 
received a reply from Rick Christenbury that I needed to send the request to this office. The information from the 
form I submitted is as follows:

 
Joyce Brooks
3611 Mt Holly Hntrsvl Rd
Suite 204
Charlotte NC 28216
704.507.3737
profbrooks@gmail.com
 
I would like to receive the requested records by email. The requested public records are the agendas from the 
Mecklenburg County Zoning Board of Adjustment for the years 2002, 2003, and 2004. 
 
Thank you for your assistance with this request. 
 
Joyce Brooks Fulfilled Closed Planning

1571 7/12/2018 9:26 Whitney Eudy
Looking for a copy of Charlotte-Mecklenburg Utility Department Revenue Manual dated November 26, 2012. 
please email to 12345uncc@gmail.com Fulfilled Closed Water

1570 7/11/2018 16:59 Christopher Lord Saller & Bishop

A client of mine was assaulted on July 9, 2018 at the Holiday Inn, 230 N. College Street, Charlotte, North Carolina, 
28202. As a result, I am looking for all reports of assault, theft/larceny, and disturbing the peace at 230 N. College 
Street, Charlotte, North Carolina, 28202, and particularly the portion of N. College Street between 5th and 6th 
Street (200-230 Block of N. College Street) from July 1, 2015 through July 11, 2018. If I can be of any assistance in 
processing this claim, please contact me at the noted e-mail address.  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1567 7/11/2018 9:03 Anne-Marie Moehring Harper General Contractors see attached email Fulfilled Closed Water
1566 7/11/2018 8:58 Whitney Eudy see attached email Fulfilled Closed Water

1569 7/10/2018 15:03 Rose Meyer Gallivan, White & Boyd
Copies of any and all footage from exterior cameras located at the J.W. Clay Blvd./UNC Charlotte LYNX Station 
from 5:00 PM on June 5, 2018 through 3:00 AM on June 6, 2018  Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS

1564 7/10/2018 11:18 Allan Parrott Tidewater Fleet Supply LLC

Good morning Richard –
I am requesting a copy of Mancon’s proposal to the City of Charlotte for the Parts Department Outsourcing RFP # 
269-2018-014.   I would also like copies of all correspondence between Mancon and the City of Charlotte during 
the evaluation process as well the negotiation of the contract.  Also, if a final contract has been signed by the 
parties, I would like a copy of that as well.
Of course, Tidewater Fleet Supply is happy to reimburse the City for all document reproduction costs as well as 
shipping costs.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
Thank you –
Allan Parrott, CEO
Tidewater Fleet Supply LLC Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1574 7/10/2018 11:17 Trace McConnell Boyd Watterson Asset Managment

I’m looking to obtain an inventory database of all the space that the city of Charlotte leases space at. Ideally, the 
database would contain the address, square footage, annual rent, lease term, and the agency that leases space at 
a private facility. To clarify even further, the facilities should be places where the city of Charlotte pays rent to a 
private individual or company to lease space within a building. Please email the records Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1565 7/10/2018 10:46 Martisha Caldwell car wreck at Charlotte Douglas International Airport on June 30, 2018. Jermil Head.  Fulfilled Closed Police

1575 7/10/2018 9:05 Monique Thompson Jacksonville Transit Authority

Public Record Request: Sponsorship Policy/Procedure Good morning, I would like to receive copies of your 
agency’s sponsorship policies and procedures. If possible, please send the following request in an electronic 
format. Thank you!  Fulfilled Closed CATS;#Corporate Communications No

1563 7/9/2018 11:14 Nate Morabito WCNC

I noticed a couple of goals in this year’s city budget and wanted to send some affiliated requests:Electronic list of 
all      street lights currently out of operation, along with location. In      addition, total number of all city 
streetlights.Electronic breakdown of      response times for fire calls where first company is on scene from July 1,      
  2017 through June 30, 2018. I request the data include all publicly      releasable information including fire 
station, location of call, time it      took for first response, type of call and date. Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Transportation;#City Manager’s Office Yes

1632 7/8/2018 12:31 Emma Best MuckRock News


On July 8, 2018:
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
Copies of your Agency's social media monitoring policies and guidelines, as well as any assessments of its privacy 
or legal implications.
I am a member of the news media and request classification as such. I have previously written about the 
government and its activities, with some reaching over 100,000 readers. As such, as I have a reasonable 
expectation of publication and my editorial and writing skills are well established. In addition, I discuss and 
comment on the files online and make them available through non-profits such as the Internet Archive and 
MuckRock, disseminating them to a large audience. While my research is not limited to this, a great deal of it, 
including this, focuses on the activities and attitudes of the government itself. As such, it is not necessary for me 
to demonstrate the relevance of this particular subject in advance.
As my primary purpose is to inform about government activities by reporting on it and making the raw data 
available, I request that fees be waived.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I look forward to receiving your response 
to this request within 10 business days.
Sincerely,
Emma Best
Filed via MuckRock.com
E-mail (Preferred):57666-32707988@requests.muckrock.com
Upload documents directly:https://www.muckrock.com/accounts/agency_login/charlotte-mecklenburg-police-
department-391/social-media-monitoring-policies-charlotte-mecklenburg-police-department-57666/?uuid-
login=1b8927bd-4b2b-4633-8305-d993fb8478d3&email=jemken%40cmpd.org#agency-reply Fulfilled Closed Police



1559 7/7/2018 10:28 Tony Bey
Under freedom of information act 5 USC 552, I am requesting a Certified copy of the Proclamation signed by 
Mayor Anthony R. Foxx entitled "Moorish American Week" Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

1557 7/6/2018 16:37 Kevin Rice University of California, Davis

I am a researcher with the University of California, Davis, and I am currently working on a project that requires 
data on parking tickets from the top 100 most populated cities in the United States. Is there any data available for 
parking tickets issued throughout the city of Charlotte since 2015 or earlier? If so, is this data available for public 
review? Ideally, this data would include the date/time of the ticket, the type of parking violation, any 
geographical information (address or lat/long), and the issuing agency. We do not need to have any personally 
identifying or incriminating information. This data will be used only for educational and research purposes to 
understand the distribution of parking tickets in large U.S. cities Is Charlotte's parking citation data available for 
public review? If so, how can I obtain it? If not, is there another department or person I could contact for further 
information? Thank you!  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Transportation No

1556 7/6/2018 15:40 7/27/2018 Joe Bruno WSOC

Hi all-

 
Can I make a request for all of the executive session minutes related to the RNC?
 
I understand if this request may take a while to process as you don’t have to release them until a decision is 
announced
 
Thanks! Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Clerk Yes

1555 7/6/2018 14:45 8/10/2018 Ray McKinnon

I would like any public records related to the Republican National Convention bid for Charlotte. In particular, I 
would like any information which points to the Economic Impact for MWBE. Also, I would like to have 
information relative to the costs projections from the CMPD. Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Attorney No

1562 7/6/2018 10:06 Nate Morabito WCNC
   I wanted to make a request for an updated electronic city salary spreadsheet for this fiscal year. I see on the 
open data website the most recent is from March 2018. Can you assist?    Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1553 7/6/2018 9:24 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer
Closed session meeting minutess, closed session powerpoint and RCA for Project Quattro. Steve also asked for a 
developer application, which doesn't exist.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#Economic Development Yes

1554 7/6/2018 8:43 Glenn Burkins Qcitymetro

Relating to City of Charlotte procurement of goods and services I request:

A breakdown of all City of Charlotte expenditures, by department, paid to ALL outside vendors for the fiscal 
years 2015, 2016 and 2017. This breakdown would include the vendors' names and total amounts paid. A 
breakdown of all City of Charlotte expenditures, by department, paid to African American-owned vendors for the 
fiscal years 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017. This breakdown would include the vendors' names and total amounts 
paid.

Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1560 7/5/2018 15:55 7/27/2018 Joe Bruno WSOC
Can I make a records request for all emails sent to and from councilmembers regarding the RNC? 

Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications Yes

1558 7/5/2018 14:51 Brandon Patterson Mother Jones

Hello,
Brandon Patterson, here—reporter at Mother Jones magazine. I would like to submit a public records request. 
Please share UCR/FBI monthly totals for each of the months between January 2012 - June 2018 for the following 
offenses, as defined by the FBI:
- simple assault
- aggravated sexual assault (sodomy)
- forcible fondling
- harassment (Sexual/obscene)
- indecency with child (16 and under)
- indecent exposure
- indecent gesture
- indecent proposal (conversation, other)
- indecent proposal (telephone)
- other sex offense
- prohibited sexual conduct (incest)
- sexual abuse (no weapon)
- aggravated rape
- rape
- rape (attempted)
Please provide the data electronically in chart/table form with numbers for each crime category listed by 
month/year. I've attached a chart I received from another police department as an example.

Fulfilled Closed Police No

1561 7/5/2018 14:39 Nate Morabito WCNC

I’d like to make a police-related request. Can you please provide me with an electronic breakdown of all 
unaccounted for lost/stolen/missing service-issued weapons from CMPD since January 1, 2013. I request the 
breakdown include the type of weapon, its make and model, its serial number, the affiliated officer’s name, rank 
and department, if the officer received discipline and any corresponding police/incident reports.

  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1552 7/5/2018 10:35 David Hoffman

Civic Leadership Academy rubric. An article mention "applications were scored on a rubric and made sure 
residents in all areas of the City were represented. Also, information was used from the Quality of Life Explorer to 
make sure participants matched the demographics in their districts." I am also requesring a description of what 
demographics were used Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

2088 7/4/2018 14:59 3/22/2019 Nate Morabito WCNC

An electronic breakdown of all unpaid parking      citations, including the names of the offenders, the costs of the 
tickets,      any late/interest charges, the location of the tickets, the dates of the      tickets and any other publicly 
releasable information. Fulfilled Closed Transportation Yes

1551 7/3/2018 20:06 7/31/2018 Leslie Dwyer

I would like a copy of any/all analysis presented to the Mayor and Council to support inviting the RNC to Charlotte 
in 2020. At a minimum, please provide a copy of the Cost Benefit Analysis, Fiscal Impact Analysis and the details 
about any incentives being offered. This includes any re-prioritizing of capital expenses including CRVA requests of 
the General Fund. Please call me with any questions. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney No



1631 7/3/2018 13:54 Peter Coutu Virginian-Pilot Newspaper

Records of amounts paid, including claims paid out and to whom, attorneys fees and workman compensation for 
any driving accidents involving a vehicle in CATS since 2012

**reporter provided example of what he wanted

Fulfilled Closed CATS Yes

1550 7/3/2018 13:24 Theo Keith Fox6 Now

Documentation of any and all payments made by the City of Charlotte to settle police misconduct lawsuits or 
claims from Jan. 1, 2015 to the present. I am specifically seeking the name of the lawsuit (plaintiff v. defendant) 
or court case number, the year of the settlement, the issue at hand (ie. police use of force, search and seizure, 
wrongful conviction, etc.), and the amount of the payment.

I do not require a copy of each settlement if the information can be more quickly and easily provided in a list or 
spreadsheet format. If it is easier to provide a summary document, such as a legislative file signed by the mayor 
authorizing the payment, I would gladly accept the information that way.

Through this request, I am gathering information for a news story comparing the City of Milwaukee's $20.6 
million in settlements over the same time period to other cities regionally and nationally. Because this 
information is for newsgathering purposes, I request that fees be waived. If the fee cannot be waived, please 
notify me before proceeding if the amount is greater than $25. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Police Yes

1877 7/3/2018 12:54 Nate Morabito WCNC

Can you please provide me with an electronic copy of Charlotte’s fire hydrant repair list, including addresses, date 
placed on list, problem and expected repair date?

Fulfilled Closed Water Yes

1548 7/2/2018 16:47 7/27/2018 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer

I heard the city and mayor are getting some e-mails from residents about the RNC.
 
 
Can I get copies of those that have come from residents? It would be an easy request to fulfill. 
 
Just forward them over tosharrison@charlotteobserver.com
 
Could we get three months worth of e-mails received from citizens - and any mayoral or council response? That 
would be e-mails from June, May and April/
 
Thanks,
 
Steve Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services Yes

1547 7/2/2018 15:14 Marene Flores
I need the police report which was filled to day at 3815 Brookshire blvd Charlotte North Carolina 28216 I filled the 
police report my self but I forgot to get the paper work from the officers  Fulfilled Closed Police

1545 7/2/2018 11:01 Sarah Atkins TEAL Consulting Group

To Whom It May Concern:
Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., please accept this letter as my formal request for a 
copy of the most current record, financial report or corresponding ledger available that accounts for all uncashed 
municipal-issued checks and/or stale-dated warrants over $399 that were issued three (3) or more months from 
the date of this letter and remain uncashed by the payee as of Monday, July 02, 2018, or as of your most recent 
bank statement.
Please only include items that can still be claimed by the payee and have not yet been escheated to the State as 
unclaimed property. It is requested that the information provided contain the payee name, check issue date, 
check number, amount and any additional information, if available. Please note that I am not requesting any 
details that are exempt from disclosure due to privacy regulations as outline within the Freedom of Information 
Act guidelines.
In an effort to reduce staff-time, production and postage costs it is preferred that the records be provided via 
email, if possible. Should there be a cost associated with the fulfillment of this records request that exceeds that 
amount of $15.00, kindly notify me with the estimated cost, prior to incurring any charges.
Please do not hesitate to contact me via telephone or email with any questions or clarifications needed with 
regard to this request for public records. Thank you in advance for your time and attention to this request.
Sincerely,
Sarah Atkins Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1568 7/2/2018 9:18 Syed Zaki

Hello, I need parking receipt or Car photo that shows my car was parked at CLT long term parking airport on 
02/06/2017 . The reason is i got the parking ticket in NYC on my car but that car was parked at CLT airport 
parking for few days. Can someone please provide me that information.That will be great help to avoid huge fine 
that NYC is putting on me for double parking in NYC on 02-08-2017 even though my car wasn't even there. Here is 
the car information... Car--> Toyota Avalon 2014 Color--> Black Plate Number -->HFD 3759 Parking Date: 02-06-
2017 to 02-10-2017 My flight was from Charlotte - NYC Delta --> HUMOI4 I will really appriciate if i can get some 
proof as NYC issued me huge fine for double parking in NYC. I know i parked this car in CLT airport. Really 
appreciate the help. Thanks Syed Zaki Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Aviation

1546 7/1/2018 14:50 Waheed Haq Rana

Ladies/Gentlemen: On March 25, 2008, the City approved site plans for the following: Parcel ID # 13502297 
Address: 7510 Fire Tree Lane, Charlotte, NC. Would you please share a copy of those plans. With best regards, 
Waheed Haq RANA, LLC  Fulfilled Closed Planning

1544 7/1/2018 14:46 Timothy Bell

I am requesting that CITY IT pull any and all emails, texts and other forms of communication between HR Director 
Shelia Simpson, Battalion Chief Neal Smith, Battalion Chief Matt Westover, and Deputy Chief Rich Granger 
pertaining to or referencing the CMPD Internal Affairs investigation of Charlotte Firefighters. This would be in the 
date range of April 15, 2018 to May 30, 2018. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Fire;#Human Resources



1543 6/28/2018 16:16 Brian Ritherford

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1, I am requesting a copy of the following records:
Copies of all logs showing calls for service to the following addresses since July 1, 2016:
11001 Rushmore DriveCharlotteNC28277
If access to the records I am requesting will take longer than 10 business days, please contact me with 
information about when I might expect copies of the requested records.
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law.
Thank you for considering my request. If at all possible, please transmit these records to me electronically as an 
attachment to an email.  If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me via email at 
brianritherford@gmail.com

Further Clarification from Requestor (after being asked to define calls for service):
Someone calls the police department from that address and asks for assistance. 


Closed Unfulfilled Denied Neighborhood Services;#Police

1549 6/28/2018 12:53 Tara DIllon Englander & Fischer LLP see attached file Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water

1542 6/27/2018 20:13 Jack Cawley

I need my arrest record from November of 2017. I was arrested in an aiport, and I would like all supporting 
material.
Further Clarification from Requestor:
The incidnet occured on November 27. 2017. It was after a flight from Portland to Charlotte. I was arrested in the 
charlotte airport during the morning. My name is Jack Cawley.  Fulfilled Closed Police

1539 6/27/2018 12:38 Athena Forrester Denton County Transit Authority
I am requesting a copy of the pricing proposal submitted by Creative Bus for CATS Bus Purchase dated 1/27/2017. 
I believe your number is PSR 389 STS Bus Purchase VEA. Your PO number is 18007408. Fulfilled Closed CATS

1541 6/27/2018 11:08 Kim Warren DiscoverOrg

To Whom It May Concern: Under North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting copies of the following 
information: The Organizational Chart for the Chief Information Officer or Head of IT of City of Charlotte & 
Mecklenburg County, NC - Mecklenburg Police Department - something that includes the names and titles of the 
people who report to the Chief Information Officer or Head of IT of City of Charlotte & Mecklenburg County, NC - 
Mecklenburg Police Department. I also ask that this chart contains the next level of management, those people 
who report to people that report to the Chief Information Officer or Head of IT. Also, contact information on the 
people listed in the above organizational chart to include: Business Address, Direct Business Telephone Number, 
and Business Email Address would be greatly appreciated. I am requesting this information for commercial 
purposes and I am willing to pay up to a $15 fee to receive this information. Please contact me if the fee for this 
request is greater than $15. I hope the request is thorough/clear enough. If you have any questions about this 
request, feel free to contact me using my information below. The requested information can be submitted either 
through email, fax, or mailed hard-copy, whichever allows me to receive the information as soon as possible. Kim 
Warren Fax: 614-573-6377 805 S Broadway 9th Floor Vancouver, WA 98660  Fulfilled Closed Police

1540 6/27/2018 11:04 Kim Warren DiscoverOrg

To Whom It May Concern: Under North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting copies of the following 
information: The Organizational Chart for the Chief Information Officer or Head of IT of City of Charlotte & 
Mecklenburg County, NC - something that includes the names and titles of the people who report to the Chief 
Information Officer or Head of IT of City of Charlotte & Mecklenburg County, NC. I also ask that this chart 
contains the next level of management, those people who report to people that report to the Chief Information 
Officer or Head of IT. Also, contact information on the people listed in the above organizational chart to include: 
Business Address, Direct Business Telephone Number, and Business Email Address would be greatly appreciated. I 
am requesting this information for commercial purposes and I am willing to pay up to a $15 fee to receive this 
information. Please contact me if the fee for this request is greater than $15. I hope the request is thorough/clear 
enough. If you have any questions about this request, feel free to contact me using my information below. The 
requested information can be submitted either through email, fax, or mailed hard-copy, whichever allows me to 
receive the information as soon as possible. Kim Warren Fax: 614-573-6377 805 S Broadway 9th Floor 
Vancouver, WA 98660  Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology No

1537 6/26/2018 20:30 alexdavisfire

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
Any current contracts for "cloud" type storage and/or external/off-line storage of data as archive or backup for 
the City of Charlotte/departments.
I'm interested in a variety of city email, document, audio, video, and database functions that may be stored, 
backed up, archived.  If you can describe some other way to me because this is too broad, please feel free to ask.  
My thought is that there would not be too many distinct vendors and data storage systems but I'm sure I could be 
wrong and don't mind you telling me before fulfilling this request.  If the number is high,please let me know first 
and I may re-think my request. So, I guess I'm asking first for an estimated number of these systems that would 
then have contracts (7? 25? 300? more?) Thanks.
 I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Innovation & Technology

1536 6/26/2018 11:00 Janice Mirarchi Philadelphia International Airport

We are looking to redo ourOff Airport Parking Agreement - currently we charge $1.92 per transaction (it was 
increasing 1%/year) and they self report.
 If you have time can you please answer the following questions: If you have Off Airport Parking, what rate do you 
charge? (for example, 10% of gross, per transaction fee, etc.)
 How many Off Airport Parking companies do you have? What was your annual revenue for FYs 16, 17 & 18 (or 
the latest you have for 18) Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1535 6/26/2018 8:10 Judson Stringfellow JDSI

This e-mail is to request something showing the proposed Tuckaseegee road realignment to be done in 
conjunction with "Project Quattro", the CF Hippolyta - Amazon project.  I realize any drawing or sketch now is 
conceptual only and subject to revisions, but as an owner of some property near where Tuckaseegee Rd goes 
under I-85, I would really like to understand what is being considered. Fulfilled Closed Planning;#Transportation;#Engineering & Property Mgmt



1538 6/25/2018 21:09 6/28/2019 alexdavisfire

Hello City of Charlotte Custodian of Records Manager Marcus Jones:
I am writing under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1. requesting you to provide electronic 
copies of public records described here:
All emails and text messages exchanged between any & all of the following people described during the month of 
May, 2018 (I don't need multiple copies if there is a memo sent to multiple people--one copy of each distinct 
memo is fine and individual replies if any should be included).  Please note if there are any series of emails which 
could be classified as spam or something you would like to ask if it would be acceptable to me to leave out by 
description, please do if it would be helpful--I don't want anyone to do extra work.  If there are groups of emails 
that can be taken out by category or keyword because you feel they may not be of interest, please let me know. 
Also, I'm asking for those on your "executive staff" without knowing your exact classification of those people, so 
if you would identify a list, I may be able to limit by removing many names. Otherwise, I'm requesting the May, 
2018 texts and emails between these people:
Manager Marcus Jones
Jones' executive staff
City of Charlotte Senior Department Heads
City Attorney Office/employees
City Council and Mayor
Any outside consultants and/or attorneys paid by the City to provide executive-level review, consultation, or for 
legal services on behalf of the city. 
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  Please provide an 
estimated date when you will provide the requested records.
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal for any 
record you wish to deny, identify and isolate the records so they may be reviewed in an appropriate way if it 
becomes necessary, and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law.
Thank you Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office No

1532 6/25/2018 10:53 Elisabeth Kasnicka PhotoFax

Hello, I am requesting a police report for a car accident that happened on December 8th, 2017 involving Leslie 
John Rowlands. The incident took place on Ballantyne Commons & Johnston Road and the report number is 2017-
1208-0638-00. I am requesting this report on behalf of an insurance company. Please contact me if you need any 
further information.  Fulfilled Closed Police

1531 6/22/2018 16:58 Marius Ronge SAR Trilogy Management

Dear Madam, dear Sir, Could I ask you to please send me a copy of the management agreement (original contract 
plus any subsequent amendments) for the Wilson Air Center at the CLT airport? Thank you very much. Sincerely, 
Marius Ronge  Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1530 6/22/2018 14:58 Brent Lewis JobAps Hello, I am seeking the City's current contract for the PeopleSoft 9.2 Candidate Gateway System. Thank you. Brent  Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1529 6/21/2018 18:38 Justine Boyd Boomerang Asset Recovery

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and the City’s unclaimed property laws, I would like to request 
a list of all the uncashed (stale-dated) warrants, all checks outstanding for all dollar amounts that are older than 
6months, and any other unclaimed property that the City of Charlotte might be holding which is not otherwise 
exempt from public disclosure. If you could provide Claim instructions for these items, and let me know how 
often the list is updated and if applicable, how often these items are sent to the State, it would also be 
appreciated. Thank you!  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services No

1528 6/21/2018 15:27 Gary Strassberg John Eastern Company
I would like to obtain an electronic copy of the City's current contract for third party administration of your 
property and casualty liability claims, including the current service fees. Thank you very much!  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1527 6/21/2018 11:34 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer

I spoke with Steve Harrison. He is looking for permits filed by private companies within the last five years to 
request road closures.
What we need is:
1) A list of the permit requests made by private businesses for road closures due to construction.
2) Would need five years worth of data

3) Would need a list of each permit requested - not just a total number of permits requested for the year.

Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1526 6/19/2018 20:34 Joan Davis
Please send me a list of public records requests that the City of Charlotte has received over the past 20 years. 
Additionally, when did the city begin tracking requests for public records? Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed City Clerk No

1525 6/19/2018 12:38 Jeff Henry

Please provide a comprehensive list of all injuries or reports of injuries sustained by CATS workers at the N. 
Davidson Street operation due to a failure by said employees to cross the street in one of the two designated 
cross-walks near the facilities. Additionally, please provide a comprehensive list of the costs associated with any 
workers' compensation bills paid as a result of the injury(s). Closed Unfulfilled Denied Management & Financial Services

1612 6/19/2018 11:16 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive public records regarding car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall 
health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT for the month of April 2018?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.
Best,
Kelly
Kelly Strawbridge
SRS Investment Management, LLC
One Bryant Park, 39th Fl., New York, NY 10036
O: 212-520-7927 | Main: 212-520-7900
kelly.strawbridge@srsfund.com Fulfilled Closed Aviation



1524 6/18/2018 16:28 Mike Stolp WSOC

Hello –
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation.
I request that copies of the following documents be provided to me:
- Copies of all emails sent to and fromJerry Schwinghammer between 6/14/18 – present that include the terms 
“PSA”, “technical”, “cancel”, “cancellations”, “hardware”, “Dayton”, “assignments”, “schedules”, “update”, 
“Isom”, “Parker”, “Eberwein”, “Jeff Joy”, “Joy”, “Knapp”, “Guthrie”.
- Copies of all emails sent to and fromBrent Cagle between 6/14/18 – present that include the terms “PSA”, 
“technical”, “cancel”, “cancellations”, “hardware”, “Dayton”, “assignments”, “schedules”, “update”, “Isom”, 
“Parker”, “Eberwein”, “Jeff Joy”, “Joy”, “Knapp”, “Guthrie”.
- Copies of all emails sent to and fromJack Christine between 6/14/18 – present that include the terms “PSA”, 
“technical”, “cancel”, “cancellations”, “hardware”, “Dayton”, “assignments”, “schedules”, “update”, “Isom”, 
“Parker”, “Eberwein”, “Jeff Joy”, “Joy”, “Knapp”, “Guthrie”.
- Copies of all emails sent to and fromJimmy Mynatt between 6/14/18 – present that include the terms “PSA”, 
“technical”, “cancel”, “cancellations”, “hardware”, “Dayton”, “assignments”, “schedules”, “update”, “Isom”, 
“Parker”, “Eberwein”, “Jeff Joy”, “Joy”, “Knapp”, “Guthrie”.
- Copies of all emails sent to and fromChris Hazen between 6/14/18 – present that include the terms “PSA”, 
“technical”, “cancel”, “cancellations”, “hardware”, “Dayton”, “assignments”, “schedules”, “update”, “Isom”, 
“Parker”, “Eberwein”, “Jeff Joy”, “Joy”, “Knapp”, “Guthrie”.
- Copies of all texts sent to and from Brent Cagle between 6/14/18 – present.
- Copies of all texts sent to and from Jerry Schwinghammer between 6/14/18 – present.
- Copies of all texts sent to and from Jimmy Mynatt between 6/14/18 – present.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Mike Stolp Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Aviation Yes

1523 6/18/2018 16:12 Emma Best MuckRock

To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
Documentation describing the email system(s) used by your agency, including the procedures and methods for 
performing searches of the email system.
I am a member of the news media and request classification as such. I have previously written about the 
government and its activities, with some reaching over 100,000 readers. As such, as I have a reasonable 
expectation of publication and my editorial and writing skills are well established. In addition, I discuss and 
comment on the files online and make them available through non-profits such as the Internet Archive and 
MuckRock, disseminating them to a large audience. While my research is not limited to this, a great deal of it, 
including this, focuses on the activities and attitudes of the government itself. As such, it is not necessary for me 
to demonstrate the relevance of this particular subject in advance.
As my primary purpose is to inform about government activities by reporting on it and making the raw data 
available, I request that fees be waived.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I would request your response within ten 
(10) business days.
Sincerely,
Emma Best Closed Unfulfilled Denied Innovation & Technology

1522 6/18/2018 11:42 Mike Stolp WSOC

Hello –
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation.
I request that copies of the following documents be provided to me:
- A list of all public records requests received by the City of Charlotte from 6/1/17- present. Please include name 
of the requestor, information requested, date of request, whether or not the request has been fulfilled, if fulfilled 
the date of fulfillment.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Mike Stolp Fulfilled Closed City Clerk Yes

1521 6/18/2018 10:11 Matt Grant Fox 46

Hi Jordan-Ashley, 
I would like to request any emails, letters, FAX, text messages, voicemails, etc., to/from anyone with PSA Airlines 
and/or American Airlines to/from anyone employed by Charlotte government including but not limited to the 
mayor, the mayor pro tem, and the city manager and their staff. This includes anything on a personal phone or 
personal email that is related to this, as that would constitute work use.
 Thanks,
 Matt Grant
Investigative Reporter
Cell: 980-406-0105, Desk: 704-944-3342  
Email: matthew.grant@foxtv.com
Twitter: @MattGrantFox46 Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of Consti  Yes

1520 6/18/2018 10:01 1/17/2019 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal 

Jordan-Ashley:

You asked about the subject and dates on my Panthers request. I would like to see any texts, memos, emails, 
letters or any other correspondence sent to, from or among any past or present council members, the city 
manager, Mayors Roberts and Lyles regarding any mention of Carolina Panthers owner Jerry Richardson or David 
Tepper or Alan Kestenbaum or Ben Navarro between Dec. 1, 2017 and the present.
Thanks,
Erik Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services;#City Manager’s OfYes



1518 6/15/2018 11:32 Elizabeth Ignatowicz The Liberty Group

I need this police report for our insurance and cannot locate it on your website. Our associate is the one that the 
complaint was made about: At 5/17/2018 14:06 a police report was taken in the University City Division Response 
Area 2 for 11015 EDUCATION WY. The report generated complaint number 20180517-1406-01.. Here is a brief 
narrative of that complaint: On May 17, 2018 the reporting person stated that several power tools were missing 
from the maintenance room of the apartment complex. Reporting person believes that a temp worker stole those 
items, due to him not seeing that temp worker again after the tool went missing, neither has the temp company 
heard from him. This incident occurred at 11015 Education Way, located at the Flats at Mallard Creek apartments. Fulfilled Closed Police

1519 6/13/2018 17:29 Kelly Vaughan PRG Consulting
I am seeking a copy of the Certificate of Liability Insurance for a city landscaping contractor called : Leisure Time 
Lawn Care 6351 Rockale Dr. Charlotte, NC 28214  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt

1517 6/13/2018 16:18 Moss Brennan Appalachian State University - The Appa

To whom it may concern, Pursuant to state public records law, I request access to and copies of documents that 
pertain to the use of International Mobile Subscriber Identity (ISMI) catchers (also called "Stingrays") by the 
Charlotte Police Department. I'd like copies of these records in electronic format, preferably PDFs or 
spreadsheets. If you are unable to provide the records in this format for any reason, please let me know. If 
applicable, please provide these records as they are processed. Please notify me in advance of any fees associated 
with this request, and if my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions and redactions by 
reference to specific exemptions in the state open records act. If you need any additional information to fulfill this 
request, please let me know. Thank you, -- Moss Brennan Appalachian State University '21 Communication, 
Journalism Major News Editor for The Appalachian 919-451-5458 Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1534 6/13/2018 14:50 Jennie Russo George S. Hall Inc. 

Hi there,
George S. Hall Inc. requests the incumbent contract including cover letters, pricing, technical proposal etc. 
submitted by the current company providing Maintenance & Operation of Baggage Handling System at the 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1533 6/13/2018 14:43 Richard H. Chandler

To whom it concerns;

We are requesting from the City of Charlotte Planning Department the following;
all documents , records of conversations, communications of all  types, and meetings (with Staff and Petitioners  
and others attendance logs)   concerning the Petition Request for rezoning of 2500 Runnymede Ln. ( and 
contiguous parcels-  3.01 ac.) Charlotte,  NC  228209.   Filed as Rezoning Petition  2017-183.  Applicable time 
frames should range  from Jan. 2016 through  May, 31, 2018.0.
 Fulfilled Closed Planning

1512 6/12/2018 17:26 Krista Dresbach

I am trying to obtain the police report from an incident on September 16, 2013. My 2 year old son unbeknown to 
me unlocked the door and went out the door. I was charged with Child Abuse/Neglect. It was dismissed however, 
I would like a copy of the police officer's report please for work background check reasons. I kept a copy of the 
citation the numbers is see are C2446559-4 or 3CR037120. If I could have it emailed to my email address above 
that would be great, otherwise what ever I need to do to obtain it please let me know. Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed Police

1511 6/12/2018 11:36 Thad Faison

I want a copy of the actual, signed petition submitted to Housing & Neighborhood Services, case #20180025150, 
regarding my house at 2520 Portland Avenue (parcel 15308347). Code Enforcement officer Brandon Coes 
referred me to 311 and they told me to file this. Prefer that you email the info ASAP. Petition is not available 
online.  Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1510 6/11/2018 10:50 Latice Spann Woolpert
I am requesting a copy of the winning proposal for RFQ #RFQ2017-306 for Engineering & Property Management 
services:http://charlottenc.gov/DoingBusiness/Pages/SolicitationDetails.aspx?ID=492 Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1509 6/11/2018 10:48 Timothy Bell Fire Department I would like the audio transcript of the following Civil Service Board Meetings: April 3, 2018 June 5, 2018 Thanks. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk

1507 6/6/2018 21:15 Jason Idilbi
Dear Sir or Madam, I would like a copy of all correspondence sent to any member of the Zoning Committee 
regarding Rezoning Petition 2018-023. Thank you in advance. Best regards, Jason Idilbi  Fulfilled Closed Planning

1505 6/6/2018 14:50 Zack Cziryak Financial Investment News

Hello,
I hope you’re doing well! My name is Zack Cziryak and I’m a reporter with Financial Investment News.
I’m reaching out today to request the following items of the city’s long-term investment program:
1.)    Quarterly investment reports from Dec. 31, 2016 through March 31, 2018 as provided by consultant Dahab 
Associates.
2.)    Any committee or board meeting minutes specially related to that program over the same time frame noted 
in #1.
Please let me know if you need anything additionally of me and thanks very much for your time and assistance. I 
look forward to hearing from you. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1504 6/6/2018 11:04 Harold Brauer Recovery Asset Network

I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of the original check. Please forward the list to my attention at foia@recoveryassetnetwork.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1506 6/6/2018 8:56 Barry Gullet Union County see attached email Fulfilled Closed Water

1503 6/5/2018 16:25 Leonard Lorusso Team Zebra Tactical Solutions
ANY Calls For Police Services at a book store involving Shane F. Huish, DOB 09/30/1965. Possible home addresses: 
1) 8436 Headford Road, Charlotte NC 28277 or 2) 7832 Arboretum Drive Apt. #102 Charlotte, NC 28270  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1502 6/4/2018 16:55 Darrell Diggs Data Just Data

A list of all expenditures under $10,000.00 made by using agencies/departments operating within the city of 
Charlotte. List should include at a minimum: Solicitation number, Date of purchase, Purchase amount, 
Department, commodity code(s), buyer, buyer email, buyer phone number, line item(s). 
Clarification:
The requested information is for Fiscal Year 2017.

Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services
1501 6/4/2018 14:39 Lauren Dodson LexisNexis See attached Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police



1499 6/4/2018 10:30 Mark Barber WSOC

Good morning, Jordan-Ashley,
 
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
 
I request that electronic copies of the following documents be provided to me:
 
The amount of money Charlotte-Mecklenburg has had to pay out in connection to lawsuits tied to CMPD from 
January 1, 2017 to June 1, 2018.
 
Thank you for your help!
 
If you have any questions, please call my cell at (704) 591 1305.
 
Sincerely,
 
Mark Barber
Channel 9 Reporter
  Fulfilled Closed City Attorney Yes

1500 6/2/2018 14:12 Sam Krumholz

The names, year of birth, and original start date for all current and former city of Charlotte employees who were 
on the payroll at any time after January 1, 2000. Apologies that I just made a similar request, but I forgot to ask 
for the year of birth variable. Thank you so much for all your help. 
Further clarification: If year of birth is protected than age (for instance as of Jan 1 2018) would also be acceptable.  Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1498 6/1/2018 10:31 Michelle England SmartProcure

SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte for any and all purchasing records 
from 2018-01-31 (yyyy-mm-dd) to current. The request is limited to readily available records without physically 
copying, scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic document is acceptable. The specific 
information requested from your record keeping system is: 1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not 
used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, encumbrance, or check number 2. Purchase date 3. Line 
item details (Detailed description of the purchase) 4. Line item quantity 5. Line item price 6. Vendor ID number, 
name, address, contact person and their email address  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1508 5/31/2018 15:40 Chelsea Rosenberg Democratic Congressional Campaign Co

PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST

Dear: Public Records Officer,

I am contacting you because I believe you are the correct contact to request these records. If you are not, I would 
greatly appreciate it if you pointed me in the right direction.

Persuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. 132-1., I write to request all permits for special events, 
parades, festivals and protests requested by Mark Everette Harris and by First Baptist Church Charlotte from 2005 
to 2017.

I would request that when applicable these records be provided in electronic form. If my request is denied in 
whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific excemptions of the act.

Thank you for your time. Please be in touch if I may provide any further information or claification.

Sincerly, 

Chelsea Rosenberg
Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1496 5/31/2018 15:26 Nathan Morabito

) Can you please provide me with an electronic copy of Charlotte's fire hydrant repair list, including addresses, 
date placed on list, problem and expected repair date?
 
2) I'm hoping you can assist with this initial public records request. I am requesting an electronic breakdown of 
the city's fleet vehicles, including  type of car (make/model), department, year and VIN number.
 
3) Can you please tell me how many police department employees with department-issued phones have 
downloaded the Wickr app on those phones and tell me the number of total employees with department-issued 
phones?
 
Thank You!
Nate Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#City Manager’s Office;#Water;#Polic

1497 5/31/2018 12:05 Carol Tomlinson Vertical Screen

I would like to obtain the police report on Tremika Hamilton dob 03/14/1985 regarding a 08/09/2017 arrest for 
fictitious/altered title/registration card/tag and the arrest dated11/17/2016 for driving while impaired. I am doing 
a dispute for a criminal background report and Tremika Hamilton states she is not the defendant in these cases. 
How do I obtain the police report and booking photos? Thank you Fulfilled Closed Police



1572 5/30/2018 11:00 Blaine Tolison WSOC

Video for some and related documents for all 
            REPORTS:     
 
     Robbery/Altercation—REQUEST FOR VIDEO
Date:   March 3, 2018                                    
Operators Name: Todd Lucas
Employee: 7628
Time: 2:30 P.M.
Accident:  1130 N. Tryon St. @ 100 E. Wadsworth Pl.
Number:  1004
Route: 11U/Run No. 1352
CMPD Report: 2018-0303-143801
 
     Assault—REQUEST FOR VIDEO
Date: 4/11/2018
Name: Michael R. Davis
Employee: 759
Time: 7:45 PM
Accident: Bay R @ CTC   
Vehicle: 1054
Route: 1
 
     Altercation/Threat/Argument—REQUEST FOR VIDEO
Date: 04/30/2018                                            
Operator: Jeryl Staton
Employee Number: 6114
Time: 12:15 pm
Location: 800 E. 4th St.
Vehicle: 965 Fulfilled Closed CATS Yes

1495 5/29/2018 12:44 Karen Cole

On behalf of the insurance carrier for Hamilton Square Apartments we would like to request a copy of an incident 
report. The incident occurred on April 27, 2018 at Hamilton Square Apartments on Williams Road in Charlotte, 
NC. A minor child was involved. The child fell out of an apartment window. The apartment was rented in the 
name of Christopher Whittaker. Thank you for any assistance. Fulfilled Closed Police

1493 5/27/2018 10:23 Jason Idilbi

Dear Sir or Madam, I would like electronic copies of all documents and materials submitted to the City of 
Charlotte and any of its departments and agencies (such as, but not limited to, the Planning Department and 
Zoning Committee) in connection with Rezoning Petition No. 2007-087. Thank you in advance! Best regards, Jason 
Idilbi Fulfilled Closed Planning

1494 5/25/2018 14:36 Teresa Jefferies

"Request for Proposals (Holiday Decorations services from Metrolina Landscaping)"

After discussions with the requestor it was determined that they want the RFP that Metrolina Landscaping 
submitted for 2017 Holiday Decorations Services.
They would also like this information to be supplied in a paper format (they are willing to pick the information up). Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1490 5/24/2018 16:16 Jacqueline Sessa Deltek

Hello,

Deltek is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte/Mecklenburg County. Can you please 
provide the information regarding the following solicitations in the blank cells below? Please also provide the 
awarded contract documents and bid tabulations if available. If your policy does not allow the filling of the table 
or the creation of a new document, please disregard and only provide the requested documents.
Onvia ID
Project Name
Submittal Date
Bid Number
Contract / Award Number
Awarded Vendor Name, Address, Phone
Award Amount
Award Date
Start Date
End Date
Contract Terms (ex., 2 year contract with 3 renewals)
Contract Document (link or attach)
BID:35832705
Storm Water Low Priority Service Request Reinvestigations
1/3/2018
RFQ2017-327
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1489 5/24/2018 13:38 Stephen Otte Lazarus and Lewis

To whom it may concern: I am an attorney with the law firm Lazarus and Lewis, located in Cincinnati, Ohio. Our 
firm represents police unions in the greater Cincinnati area. Currently, I am collecting police contracts in order to 
conduct a national wage and benefits study. The study will be used for internal purposes only and will not be 
published. Pursuant to North Carolina's Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records: 1. A copy of 
the most recent collective bargaining agreement/contract between the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Fraternal Order of 
Police Lodge No. 9 and the City of Charlotte. In the event that fees apply to processing this request, please inform 
me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I am asking that the public records requested herein be 
made available on or before June 7, 2018. I further request that electronic versions of the requested records be 
provided, where such records exist in electronic form. In the event that you cannot comply or refuse this request, 
please notify me of that fact immediately so that I may take the appropriate actions. Thank you for your 
assistance, Stephen J. Otte, Esq. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police



1482 5/23/2018 16:00 Alan Horner James McElroy & Diehl

Provide the following documents to the office of James McElroy & Diehl within 14 days of submission of this 
request. If there are any issues please have a City Attorney contact me at the number listed above. Adam L. 
Horner Attorney 1) All correspondence (both internal and external) that in any way relates to complaints 
submitted by any person for a basketball goal, right of way encroachment, or other ordinance violation on 
Deerfield Place, Charlotte NC within one year of submission of this request. 2) All internal documents, including 
notes, memoranda, or calendar entries maintained by the Charlotte Department of Transportation or any of its 
employees related to a basketball goal, right of way encroachment, or other ordinance violation on Deerfield 
Place, Charlotte NC within one year of the submission of this request. 3) All notices of ordinance violation issued 
on any of the following listed streets within one year of the submission of this request: Deerfield Place, 
Wintercrest Lane, Arundal Drive, Eastham Lane, and Barnsley Place. 4) All recordings of any conversations, 
including any phone conversations, related to a basketball goal, right of way encroachment, or other ordinance 
violation on Deerfield Place, Charlotte NC within one year of submission of this request. Fulfilled Closed Transportation;#Neighborhood Services

1483 5/23/2018 8:08 Derek Sprincis Mount Vista Governors School


Problem: Hello My name is Derek Sprincis. Im a student at Mountain Vista Governors School in Middletown, 
Virginia. Im completing a project through my schools supervision, concerning water main break differences in 
different areas of a city. I would like to request a data set concerning water main breaks in Charlotte. I preferably 
would like this data to contain a record of all the breaks in the past couple of years in the city. Thanks. Assigned 
to: UT-Engineering Fulfilled Closed Water

1481 5/22/2018 18:32 Hassan Peterson

My name is Hassan Peterson. I was an officer with CMPD from July 2001 to August 2015. I am sending this written 
request to ask for my detailed training records while working for CMPD. This should include my academy training 
and curriculum. According to the records retention schedule standard 9 number 13 these files should still be 
available. All I would like is a copy of these records. Thank you in advance. I’ve tried to make this request before 
but doesn’t seem my file is anywhere to be located. Fulfilled Closed Police No

1492 5/22/2018 14:55 Zeke Jackson The Nickel Ride

Dear Respected Official,
I am looking for any ordinance that the city has passed regarding Low-Speed Vehicles as defined by state statue 
20-121.1. An ordinance number or a copy of the ordinance would be best. If a permit is required to operate a 
commercial LSV, I would like to know the cost of that permit per vehicle and the length of the process. I would 
also like to know any regulations regarding external signage on the vehicle, hours of operation, and displaying of 
wage. I also would need to know what are the insurance requirements for each vehicle. In addition, if you have 
road maps which display 35 mph zones, or other pre-approved roads for LSV, I would need to see that as well. 
We are a company based in Florida, so any information on licensing requirements to operate in your city would 
be needed as well. If you have any questions about this request, please feel free to reach out. I look forward to 
hearing from you. Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1479 5/22/2018 13:54 Jose Matamoro TIKD

Good Afternoon, I am contacting you on behalf of TIKD -- we are a company that monitors licenses plates for 
companies that operate fleet of vehicles. In the Charlotte area the company MasTec has about 100 tags 
registered, and we would like to know if it would be possible to send over a list of the plate numbers for the 
vehicles, and be notified of any outstanding parking tickets that need to be paid. This was would be a check 
encompassing any parking ticket received that is still pending payment for the entirety of the tags history. Please 
let me know if this is something you would be able to do and I can have that list sent over to you as soon as 
today. Feel free to contact me back at: jose@tikd.com Thank you in advance! Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1480 5/22/2018 10:20 Blaine Tolison WSOC

This email is a request for two videos from two separate incidents on board CATS buses.
 
The first request is for video from 05/08/2018 on board vehicle number 954. It occurred at 11pm on Fairview 
Road at Park South. This is the 19 South Park Route. The video shows a passenger armed with a knife in the rear 
of the bus. The request is for this segment of the bus number 954’s surveillance video showing the incident in its 
entirety.
 
The second request is for video from 04/07/2018 on board vehicle number 1064. It occurred at 12:04am on 
Tryon Street at 8th Street. This is the 11K route. The video shows an altercation in the rear of the bus between 
two people. The request is for this segment of the video showing the incident in its entirety. 
 
Please provide any incident reports or documents related to both incidents as well.
 
Please make the video available for pick up or download. We would like for the video to be available by 
Wednesday next week. Please reply or call with an questions you may have. I’ll be personally reviewing the video 
and will follow up with questions as well. Fulfilled Closed CATS Yes

1478 5/21/2018 11:48 Christopher Cogdill Cogdill Law Firm

All records from November 1, 2011 through 5/21/18 which contain information relating to the business 
relationship between City of Charlotte government (including Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department) and 
PoliceReports.US and LexisNexis (accident report online distribution website), including, but not limited to the 
following: all monthly accounting and all monthly sales reports and all monthly billing reports and all general 
records relating to all accident reports sold for Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department by or through 
PoliceReports.US or LexisNexis from November 1, 2011 through May 21, 2018; All contracts relating to the 
services of PoliceReports.US or LexisNexis for the distribution of accident reports sold on behalf of Charlotte 
Mecklenburg Police Department from November 1, 2011 through May 21, 2018; All reports or all records 
identifying all specific drivers' accident reports sold or all specific report numbers sold or any other information 
which would specifically identify drivers whose accident reports were obtained or downloaded on the 
PoliceReports.US website or LexisNexis website for accidents occurring within Charlotte Mecklenburg Police 
Department jurisdiction from November 1, 2011 until May 21, 2018; all emails and all correspondence and all 
records of communications between Mecklenburg County government (Including Charlotte Mecklenburg Police 
Department) and PoliceReports.US and LexisNexis (online accident report distribution) from November 1, 2011 
through May 21, 2018. Digital format preferred over hard copies.  Fulfilled Closed Police No

1477 5/21/2018 6:16 Jason Idilbi

Dear Sir or Madam, I would like to receive copies of any correspondence sent to Councilman Larken Egleston in 
connection with Rezoning Petition 2018-023. I'm content at the outset just to receive a letter sent by Benjamin 
and/or Heather Smith of 3338 Spencer Street, Charlotte, NC 28205. Thank you. Best regards, Jason Idilbi Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services



1476 5/18/2018 15:52 Kenneth Herbaugh Saf-Gard

Please provide all invoices from Grainger Industrial Supply Co. for the month of April 2018 and May 2018 through 
today's date (5/18/18). Thank you.
Further request (6/5/18):
Thank you for providing the invoice data.  Can we please get the details for the safety shoe transactions on the 
invoices including the style numbers and unit prices?

Further request (6/18/18):
Thank you again for the information you provided.  I noticed there are very few April invoices for safety shoes in 
the “Safety Shoes” folder.  Will you please furnish all April invoices for safety shoes?  Also please provide the 
detailed invoices for the following lines on the first spreadsheet you sent “Grainger Invoices May 18, 2018”:
Line 72 – Safety
Line 342-343 – Protective Clothing

Line 344 – Safety Supplies and Equipment


Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1475 5/17/2018 17:46 Chet Ratliff
A traffic count was conducted on or around April 12, 2018 on Morrowick Road. It was done using the road tubes 
laid down on the pavement. Could you please email me the results of that study to chetratliff@gmail.com?  Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1474 5/16/2018 14:54 Elise Wilkins Phoenix Finders Group

Pursuant to FOIA(Freedom of Information Act), I am requesting a list of all the uncashed/outstanding checks 
written (6 months or older). How often is the list updated? How often, if ever, is the list turned over to your 
unclaimed property division? Any reissuance instructions would also be appreciated. If there is any cost with 
obtaining this list, please let me know so that I can arrange payment. Thank you in advance.  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1473 5/16/2018 9:51 Kristian Laughlin Niagara Consulting see attached email Fulfilled Closed Water

1573 5/15/2018 15:18 Blaine Tolison WSOC
Request for two videos from two separate incidents on board CATS buses.  
Provide any incident reports or documents related to both incidents as well. Fulfilled Closed CATS Yes

1471 5/15/2018 14:42 Alex Shabad WCNC

Hello,
 
My name is Alex Shabad with NBC Charlotte.  I am making a Freedom of Information Act request related to city 
owned vehicles in Charlotte.    I would like any and all information about how many city owned vehicles currently 
have active recalls, as well as the types of vehicles and the reason they’ve been recalled.  I’m also requesting 
information about what city departments the recalled vehicles belong and whether they are currently being 
operated or not. 
 
My cell number is 704-589-0557.  
 
Thank you very much,
 
Alex Shabad 
 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1472 5/15/2018 12:30 Lovish Soien Shannonside Capital

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. The documents which I am requesting are: • Soft copies of 
records held by City of Charlotte in relation to activities at Charlotte Douglas International Airport for each of the 
following car rental companies: a) Enterprise, b) Hertz, c) Dollar Thrifty, d) Avis, e) Budget and f) Sixt Specifically, 
the records of interest are: • Monthly rent and concession rent paid and/or due including rent charged as a 
percentage of sales and minimum annual guaranteed amounts • Monthly Revenues or Sales by car rental 
companies at the airport in question • Statement of Gross receipts for the car rental company in relation to the 
airport in question • Monthly gross revenue and market share summary • Monthly transactions and market share 
summary for the period starting from January 2012 through present. If your agency does not maintain these 
records, I would request you to please redirect me to the appropriate authority. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1470 5/14/2018 16:06 Chad Buie Mobile Communications America

Original Request:
requesting responses to Vehicle Communications and Electronic Equipment installations and Removal Services 
RFP # 269-2018-039
Further Clarification:
I’m requesting a copy of all vendor responses to the RFP. 

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Management & Financial Services

1469 5/14/2018 9:43 Sam Krumholz University of California San Diego

I would like to make a request for the following information: 1) A listing of all citizen complaints against Charlotte 
PD officers since 2000 with the following information: complaint id, officer name, complaint type, complaint 
brought by officer or civilian, address of complaint (if available) complaint date, result of complaint (sustained, 
unsustained, unknown), disciplinary action if wrongdoing found. 2) A list of all officer-use-of force incidents with 
Charlotte PD officers since 2000 with the following information: incident id, officer name, incident type (person, 
animal, neither), incident date, address of incident (if available), incident id (grouping multiple officers in same 
incident), wrongdoing-found (y/n/unknown). If your public records policy does not allow officer names to be 
released, then I would instead request: 1) The total number of citizen complaints against officers each month (or 
year if monthly data are not available) from 2000 to the present disaggreagated into complaints that were 
sustained, unsustained and still under investigation. 2) The total number of use-of-force incidents each month (or 
year if monthly available are not available) from 2000 to the present, disaggregated into use-of-force incident 
type (person-injured, person-death, animal-injured, animal-death, other). I understand that retained records may 
not go back until 2000. I am somewhat flexible on timeframe, so please let me know if there is a timeframe that 
works better with your retention schedule. Fulfilled Closed Police No



1468 5/13/2018 16:40 Carly Will Sloan Texas A&M University

To Whom It May Concern: My name is CarlyWill Sloan and I am a researcher at Texas A&M University. Pursuant to 
North Carolina Open Records Law, I hereby request the following records: All 911 calls for service and police use 
of force data collected by in Charlotte from January 2013-January 2017. The requested data will be used for 
academic research, and this request is not being made for commercial purposes. (Please note I am just interested 
in the data related to the calls not recordings of the calls.) Specifically, for calls for service: Event history records 
for police 911 calls. This would ideally include: (1) name of dispatcher who picks up the call (2) gender of 
dispatcher (3) race of dispatcher (4) priority of the call (i.e. code 1/2 etc.) (5) police unit dispatched to the call 
(name of police officers if available) (6) whether the unit was assigned to the call or choose to go to the call (7) 
gps location of the call (8) address (9) cross street (10) call time and date (opened and when officer was 
dispatched) (11) incident type (Domestic abuse, traffic hazard etc.) (12) combined response (yes or no) ( 13) 
outcome/disposition of the call (arrest etc.) (14) number of incidence if incident report was generated for the call 
(15) call number Specifically, for police use of force: (1) name of officer involved in use of force (2) race of officer 
involved (3) experience of officer involved (4) sex of officer involved (5) identification number for police officer 
(ideally the same one that is the 911 calls for service data – for example badge number) (6) unit number for the 
officer if different from the id number (7) type of use of force use (empty hand, lethal force etc.) (8) specific type 
of force use (i.e. kick, flashlight, bean gun etc. ) (9) date and time of use of force (10) location (address for 
example) of the use of force In the event that fees cannot be waived, I would be grateful if you would inform me 
of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail 
attachment if available or CD-ROM if not. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. 
Sincerely, CarlyWill Sloan Department of Economics  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

1467 5/11/2018 16:07 Casey Cannone Ross Aviation

Good Afternoon, I am submitting this letter as an open records request for Aviation fuel (both Jet A and 100LL) 
flowage annual volumes by FBO or Corporate Operator for the period from 2005 through 2017 as well as the 
most recent YTD volumes in 2018 for the CLT airport. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me 
at the number below. Thank you so much in advance. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1466 5/10/2018 18:00 Keith Robertson Duncan Solutions

May 10, 2018 City of Charlotte 600 East Fourth Street Charlotte, NC, 28202 Re: Request for materials related to 
RFP# 269-2017-106: Citation Management System and Related Services, originally due on or before November 
27, 2017. To Whom It May Concern: This is a request pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552 
Amended by Public Law No. 104-231, 110 STAT. 3048). Duncan Solutions, Inc. hereby requests copies of the 
following documents related to the RFP outlined above, which was issued by your department: • All competitive 
proposals, including any and all additions or modifications thereto, including but not limited to the pricing and 
technical proposals, any Best and Final Offer (BAFO), presentation documents, clarification documents, and 
documents provided in the course of negotiations. • The winning contract in its entirety, including any and all 
contract amendments. • The evaluation materials including all individual and composite proposal ratings along 
with any supporting documentation and/or written explanations We request that these documents be provided in 
electronic form, where possible, to prevent unnecessary use of paper or consumables. Please send the requested 
materials to my attention at the address provided below: Duncan Solutions, Inc. Attn: Keith Robertson 633 W. 
Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 1600 Milwaukee, WI 53203 I understand that the City may seek compensation to cover 
costs for producing the documents requested. In the event this is necessary, please contact me and I will arrange 
payment accordingly. I can be reached by phone at (414) 847-3754 or email at krobertson@duncansolutions.com. 
If you have any questions in regards to this request, please do not hesitate to contact me. If I do not hear from 
you, I would appreciate my request be delivered to me not later than 20 business days post the receipt of this 
official request. I thank you for your assistance with this matter. Sincerely, Keith Robertson Duncan Solutions, Inc.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Management & Financial Services

1465 5/10/2018 11:53 Ashley Roberts Hedrick Gardner
I need to obtain road closures and construction records for July 27th 2016 on W. Trade Street between N. 
Sycamore Street and N. Tryon Street Fulfilled Closed Transportation;#CATS;#Water

1464 5/10/2018 11:03 Mike Stolp WSOC-TV

Hello – This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I request that a digital copy of 
the following documents be provided to me: - A list of all CMPD employees who’ve worked secondary 
employment from 1/1/17 – Present. Please include employee name, title, date of secondary employment, 
location of secondary employment, type of work done, hours worked, amount paid. In order to help to determine 
my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news media affiliated with WSOC-TV 
and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. Thank you for your 
consideration of this request. Mike Stolp  Fulfilled Closed Police

1462 5/9/2018 11:12 Mike Stolp WSOC-TV

Hello – This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I request that a digital copy of 
the following documents be provided to me: • A list of all overtime hours worked by all CMPD employees from 
1/1/17-present. Please include employee name, title, annual salary, hours overtime worked, total amount 
earned. In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the 
news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial 
use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Mike Stolp  Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1463 5/9/2018 10:03 Marion Morley Requested a copy of the Cease and Desist letter issued to Lime. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

1461 5/7/2018 17:49 Charlotte Observer

According to a report officers from the Charlotte Police visited an "Anti-Defamation League National Counter-
Terrorism Seminar" (hereby the ADL) in Israel. For the last three years: - Any and all records about invoices and 
payments made to cover the cost of this trip - Documents sufficient to show which officers received this training - 
Documents sufficient to show how the trip was paid for - Documents sufficient to show if officers have gone on 
similar trips in the last five years - Documents sufficient to show communications between Charlotte Police, ADL, 
and if available, other offices such as the mayor's office  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police;#Corporate Communications;#Manageme    Yes

1457 5/2/2018 13:03 Timothy Bell
I would like to have a copy of the audio recording from the Civil Service Board hearing held last night. The date is 
May 1, 2018. Thanks. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk

1458 5/2/2018 10:02 Sandra Smith Construction Journal
Good Morning. I am seeking award information for the following projects: Lighting Upgrade Phase III - Bid # 269-
2018-308 and Interactive Voice Response System - Bid # 269-20170210001. Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed CATS

1459 5/1/2018 16:50 Diane Meyer J3K Corporation

Dear Charlotte City Clerks Office,
My name is Diane Meyer residing at 10116 Harwood Lane Charlotte NC 28214. In 2013 American Tower LLC's, 
and tenants AT&T, and Cingular Wireless contract commenced for a cellphone tower which is on Meyer's private 
residential property site 275115, 10401 Bur Oak Drive Charlotte NC 28214, FCC #1282727.
I am making a public records request. How do I obtain copies of all parties recorded agreements, documents 
having to do with that site and the city, county, zoning and government official approvals for equipment located 
at 10401 Bur Oak Drive Charlotte NC 28214 please?
Thank you, 
Diane Meyer
J3K Corporation Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt



1455 5/1/2018 16:15 Charles Horne

Mrs. Kelly, 
Will you pleases send me the audio recording of tonight’s Civil-service meeting when it is available. If I need to 
follow a different process to obtain a copy please let me know. 
Thanks for your help,
Charlie


Fulfilled Closed City Clerk

1460 4/30/2018 17:13 Dante Strobino North Carolina Public Service Workers U

On behalf of the North Carolina Public Service Workers Union, UE local 150, I request the following public records 
pursuant to Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes, the Public Records Act: 1. A copy of budget 
requests for Fiscal Year 2019 from the Water department to the City Manager's office between October 1, 2017 
and April 30, 2018, 2. A copy of budget requests for Fiscal Year 2019 from the Solid Waste department to the City 
Manager's office between October 1, 2017 and April 30, 2018, 3. A copy of budget requests for Fiscal Year 2019 
from the LYNX Lightrail department to the City Manager's office between October 1, 2017 and April 30, 2018, 4. A 
copy of budget requests for Fiscal Year 2019 from the Special Transportation Services department to the City 
Manager's office between October 1, 2017 and April 30, 2018, 5. A copy of budget requests for Fiscal Year 2019 
from the CATS department to the City Manager's office between October 1, 2017 and April 30, 2018, 6. A copy of 
budget requests for Fiscal Year 2019 from the Transportation department to the City Manager's office between 
October 1, 2017 and April 30, 2018, 7. A copy of budget requests for Fiscal Year 2019 from the Aviation 
department to the City Manager's office between October 1, 2017 and April 30, 2018, I request all the above 
information within the next 10 business days. If possible, please send electronically. If you have any questions, 
please feel free to call me at 980-288-8150.  Fulfilled Closed Strategy & Budget

1454 4/30/2018 9:09 Marjo Webster Reach TV

Freedom of Information Request: Good afternoon, My Name is Marjo Webster and would like a copy of the CNN 
(AC Holdings, INC) contract along with the RFP that was used to solicit vendors to provide Network television to 
the airport and the responses. In addition, I would like records of all of the financial payments from CNN to the 
city of Charlotte/ Airport. Thank you in advance! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation

1451 4/27/2018 14:33 Kristal Swope Dentons
The "qualified management agreement" / hotel management agreement for the Westin Charlotte which is part of 
the public-private partnership with the City of Charlotte.  Fulfilled Closed Economic Development

1450 4/25/2018 21:42 Jackson Harris

I request the ability to inspect all documents concerning open Code Enforcement cases on the properties with the 
following Tax Parcel ID #'s: 1. 20906158 2. 20906169 3. 20906160 4. 20906164 5. 20906162 6. 20906128 7. 
20906166 8. 20906167 9. 20906108 10. 20906170 11. 20906109 12. 20906199 13. 20906172 14. 20906171 15. 
20906110 This request includes, but is not limited to, all documents concerning Code Enforcement Cases with the 
following case numbers: 1. 20170037774 2. 20170025313 3. 20170025309 4. 20170025291 5. 20170025283 6. 
20170025280 7. 20170000808  Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1449 4/25/2018 11:29 Gary Leonhardt

I would like to request an copy of a drawing for Chantilly Phase IV Storm Drainage Improvement issued by the City 
of Charlotte Engineering and Property Management Department on September of 2003, Project #671-99-713. In 
particular, Tax Lot Number 127-027-17. 2030 Shenandoah Avenue, Charlotte,NC 28205, Lot #10. The drawing I 
have for my lot notes that it is located in Deed Book - DB 11974. I am interested in the storm drain easement and 
its setback. Thank you so much for your time.  Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1448 4/24/2018 16:06 Kerry Beck SPPlus

Requesting copy of the City of Charlotte On Street Parking Management and Enforcement agreement between the 
City of Charlotte and Republic Parking (current contractor) plus copies of the last three years of Monthly Profit 
and Loss/Settlement Statements/Monthly reporting package from the contractor to the City.  Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1447 4/24/2018 15:54 Kerry Beck SPPlus

Requesting current Parking Management Agreement for the 501 East Trade Street surface lot managed by LAZ 
Parking in the City of Charlotte, as well as last three years of monthly Profit and Loss/Settlement statements 
provided to the City for this same property.  Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1452 4/23/2018 17:47 Morgan Fogarty WCCB

Hi Rob, 
Hope you're well. Submitting an open records request:
Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting all emails to and from the below 
listed employees that are related to active shooter training, procedures, policies or community events & 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools, incl. CMS Police Dept. employees, from February 14, 2018 to now, whether 
those emails reside on governmental or personal computers, and whether they were communicated using 
governmental or personal email accounts. 
Chief Kerr Putney
Deputy Chief Vicki Foster
Major Diego Anselmo 
Lt. Gene Lim 
If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $0.  However, 
I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that I am a member of the news media, and the disclosure of the 
requested information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of 
CMPD and CMS' preparation, policies and training for active shooter events. This information is not being sought 
for commercial purposes.
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect 
copies or the ability to inspect the requested records.
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law.
Thank you for considering my request.
Sincerely,
Morgan Fogarty
704-632-7556 - direct 

Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Police



1445 4/18/2018 13:08 David W. Murray The Odom Firm, PLLC


Mssrs. Mills and Flotree: 
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law (North Carolina General Statute Section 132-1, et. seq.), I 
request the right to inspect and examine the following public records, on behalf of my clients Mark West and 
Nancy Northcott, in whatever form the records are kept: 
1. All public records in the possession of the City; its employees, boards, both elected and appointed; commissions 
and committees, including but not limited to, public records generated or maintained by the City of Charlotte, the 
Charlotte City Council, the Charlotte City Manager, the Charlotte City Attorney and any deputy, assistant and/or 
associate Charlotte City Attorney, Historic District Commission, and the Planning Commission, that refer in any 
way to the Property described as tax parcel number 12105718 at the address of 400 East Worthington Avenue in 
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, the Property described as tax parcel number 12105719 at the address of 
1915 Euclid Avenue in Mecklenburg County, North Carolina (cumulatively “the Properties”), and the Alleyway 
between the properties (“the Alleyway”), including but not limited to the following: 
                       a. The Historic District Commission application regarding 400 East Worthington Ave (2017-713); 
                       b. Any other Historic District Commission applications regarding 400 East Worthington Ave; 
                       c. Any Historic District Commission matters related to the Properties and/or the Alleyway; 
                       d. Any fence, deck, and/or garage on and/or to be constructed on 400 East Worthington Ave; 
                       e. All communications with Kevin Cella (“Cella”), including those related to the Properties and/or the 
Alleyway; 
                       f. All communications with Mark West (“West”), including those related to the Properties and/or the 
Alleyway;
                       g. All communications with Nancy Northcott (“Northcott”), including those related to the Properties 
and/or the Alleyway; 
                       h. All plans and maps related to the Properties and/or the Alleyway; 
                       i. Any matter relating to the Properties; 
                       j. Any matter relating to the Alleyway; 
                       k. Any matter relating to Kevin Cella; and 
                       l. All records, including but not limited to, correspondence, emails, paper documentation of any kind, 
and/or other tangible things related to the Properties, the Alleyway, Cella, West, and/or Northcott. Fulfilled Closed Planning

1444 4/17/2018 17:54 Mekeisha Myles-Vicks

Any information or documentation related to the complaint against several city council members that I filed back 
in January 2018 related to the changing of the solid waste ordinance and solid waste services that the City of 
Charlotte provides through the multifamily refuse contract. I would also like to receive a copy of the latest 
contract between the City of Charlotte and its new vendor for solid waste pick up. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Solid Waste Services

1443 4/17/2018 13:48 Stephanie Smith Absolute Cleaning & Restoration The latest janitorial agreement on file between MVI & JSL for work being down at the Charlotte Rental Car Facility Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1446 4/17/2018 13:12 Michael Ruthsatz
Could I please get a copy of all outdoor advertising permits submitted/applied for within the past 30 days in the 
City of Charlotte?  Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1442 4/17/2018 10:19 Sandra Smith Construction Journal

I am seeking award information for the following projects: On-Call Communications Infrastructure Design Services 
- Project Number - 269-2017-063 and Terminal Fiber - Shortest Path Bridging - Project Number - 269-2017-057. 
Thank you for your help. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1453 4/17/2018 0:00 David Sentendrey FOX 46 Housing code cases performed at 1815 Griers Grove Rd Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1491 4/16/2018 15:00 DaShawn Brown WSOC TV

Good afternoon -
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
I request that a spreadsheet of the following data be provided to me.
-  A list of all mixed income workforce housing funded by the City of Charlotte, that has been approved and 
completed from 1/1/07– present, to also include the developer hired to complete the project.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Regards,
DaShawn Brown
WSOC TV Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1441 4/13/2018 22:19 Brian Clark

I would like to request all public records contained in the personnel file of former officer and human resource 
specialist Antoine Ensley as permitted under the North Carolina Personnel Privacy Act (G.S. 160A-168) This 
includes but is not limited to the following: (b) The following information with respect to each city employee is a 
matter of public record: (1) Name. (2) Age. (3) Date of original employment or appointment to the service. (4) The 
terms of any contract by which the employee is employed whether written or oral, past and current, to the extent 
that the city has the written contract or a record of the oral contract in its possession. (5) Current position. (6) 
Title. (7) Current salary. (8) Date and amount of each increase or decrease in salary with that municipality. (9) 
Date and type of each promotion, demotion, transfer, suspension, separation, or other change in position 
classification with that municipality. (10) Date and general description of the reasons for each promotion with 
that municipality. (11) Date and type of each dismissal, suspension, or demotion for disciplinary reasons taken by 
the municipality. If the disciplinary action was a dismissal, a copy of the written notice of the final decision of the 
municipality setting forth the specific acts or omissions that are the basis of the dismissal. (12) The office to which 
the employee is currently assigned. (2) Investigative reports or memoranda and other information concerning the 
investigation of possible criminal actions of an employee, until the investigation is completed and no criminal 
action taken, or until the criminal action is concluded.  Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1436 4/12/2018 14:36 Kelley Pembroke

As per the FOIA, Freedom of Information Act I was inquiring about getting the following information. Would you 
please provide the invoices that you’ve had since 2013 or when the contract started with Parkmobile? Would you 
please provide a copy of the contract currently in force with Parkmobile? Thanking you in advance for your time 
and assistance with this request.  Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1437 4/12/2018 13:52 Mayra Giraldo Stantec Consulting the number of water breaks/year and miles replaced of pipeline for a 5 - 10year span. Fulfilled Closed Water

1435 4/11/2018 11:15 Lynette Lapeyrolerie GCR Incorporated
Request copies of all proposals submitted in response to RFP # 269-2017-045 Charlotte Douglas International 
Airport Identity Management System on September 8, 2017. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1434 4/11/2018 9:21 John Paul WSOC-TV Water Main Breaks since 2014 - Wallace Ln to Village Lakes - see attached email string Fulfilled Closed Water



1440 4/10/2018 15:18 Fred Clasen-Kelly Charlotte Observer

April 10, 2018
Marcus Jones
City Manager
City of Charlotte
600 East Fourth Street
Charlotte, NC 28202
 
This is a request under the North Carolina Public Records Act, N.C. Gen. Stat § 132-1, by The Charlotte Observer.
 
Please provide the following information about the city's Housing Trust Fund since it was established in 2001:
 
How many units have been financed
How many units have been completed
How much money has been spent from the Trust Fund
How much money has been committed but not yet spent
Names of all projects financed, name of the developer, how much money the project received from the Trust 
Fund, date the financing was approved by City Council, date the project was completed and leverage ratio.
Please specify for each project at the time City Council approved financing how many units were affordable to 
people or families earning 30% of area median income and below; 50% to 60 % of AMI; 60 % to 80 % of AMI; 80% 
of AMI or above or market rate.
Please specify projects where money has been committed but not yet spent, the status of the project and explain 
why the money has not been spent.
 
If this request is denied in whole or in part, please cite the exception to state records law. Thank you for your 
attention to this matter. If you have questions, do not hesitate to call me at 704-358-5027.
 
Sincerely,
Fred Clasen-Kelly
Reporter Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1430 4/10/2018 10:16 Scott Dennis Bringewatt & Snover Law

I am requesting copies of the City's original lease with the Carolina Panthers, and any amendments and 
supplements since the start of the lease. I believe the original lease commenced on April 1, 1991, but I do not 
know the date that it was approved. I also am aware of an agreement revising the lease where the City agreed to 
provide funds for stadium renovations in April, 2013, which coincided with a renegotiation of the term of the 
lease, but please provide that and any other such amendments or supplements to the lease. Please call 919-514-
0179 if you have any questions.  Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

1428 4/10/2018 9:37 Chue Qha Vang JNR Adjustment Company

RE: FOIA - Request for copies of permits and liability insurance
My name is Chue Qha Vang and I am working on behalf of AT&T to locate information on a sidewalk installation 
project. During this project an underground utility cable was damaged.
The near location of area this work was being performed is: 3503 Back Creek Church Rd, Charlotte, NC 28213 
Parcel #05119109
Please search from 09/2016 to end 09/2017
I am requesting copies of the following issued for the above location:
1.) Right-of-Way, Encroachment or sidewalk, concrete permits or contracts.
2.) Certification of General Liability Insurance, if required for above permits.
Please provide copies of permits and insurance documents found via e-mail, fax or post at your discretion. If there 
is a fee for this information, please advise and funds will be mailed.
Kindly advise of any cost for these documents so funds can be sent before documents are disseminated. Further, 
if you anticipate that in order to satisfy this request, "extensive use" of information technology resources or 
extensive clerical or supervisory assistance will be required, please provide a written estimate.
I am happy to answer any questions you may have, so feel free to use my below contact information. Thank you 
very much for your time and assistance! Closed Unfulfilled Denied Transportation

1433 4/10/2018 8:32 Gina Esposito WSOC-TV

Good morning. This is a follow up request to a previous request I made on 2/14. This is a request under Chapter 
132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I request that electronic copies of the following documents be 
provided to me: Request made to City of Charlotte/Charlotte Department of Transportation in regards to Google 
and Google Fiber Installations. -List of complaints city has received about Google in connection to fiber 
installations -Please include the reason for the complaint (damage to property. i.e. sewer line, water main) -Any 
action the city took on those complaints (i.e. made repairs/fined company) -Dollar amount Google Fiber has been 
fined -Timeframe: 2015/2016/2017/2018 What are some ways the city is working to combat problems with 
Google Fiber, to protect private/city property? How is the city holding these companies responsible? If any part of 
our request is withheld or denied, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the 
record. In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the 
news media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial 
use. Thank you for your consideration of this request. I appreciate your time. Please respond to this email to let 
me you've received this request. Gina Esposito Reporter/WSOC 704.575.0731 Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Transportation

1429 4/9/2018 20:12 Brian Clark

I would like to request all public records contained in the personnel file of former officer and detective Garry 
McFadden as permitted under the North Carolina Personnel Privacy Act (G.S. 160A-168) This includes but is not 
limited to the following: (b) The following information with respect to each city employee is a matter of public 
record: (1) Name. (2) Age. (3) Date of original employment or appointment to the service. (4) The terms of any 
contract by which the employee is employed whether written or oral, past and current, to the extent that the city 
has the written contract or a record of the oral contract in its possession. (5) Current position. (6) Title. (7) 
Current salary. (8) Date and amount of each increase or decrease in salary with that municipality. (9) Date and 
type of each promotion, demotion, transfer, suspension, separation, or other change in position classification 
with that municipality. (10) Date and general description of the reasons for each promotion with that 
municipality. (11) Date and type of each dismissal, suspension, or demotion for disciplinary reasons taken by the 
municipality. If the disciplinary action was a dismissal, a copy of the written notice of the final decision of the 
municipality setting forth the specific acts or omissions that are the basis of the dismissal. (12) The office to which 
the employee is currently assigned. (2) Investigative reports or memoranda and other information concerning the 
investigation of possible criminal actions of an employee, until the investigation is completed and no criminal 
action taken, or until the criminal action is concluded. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police



1427 4/5/2018 16:03 Marianne Duffey PricewaterhouseCoopers

Pursuant to the state open records law N.C. Gen. Stat. Secs. 132 1 to 132 10, on behalf of 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP ("PwC"), I am writing to request copies of the City of Charlotte’s fiscal records 
concerning unclaimed, uncashed, undeliverable, and/or outstanding funds or obligations due back to non-
individuals (businesses), including any and all: Checks or warrants issued by the City of Charlotte for payments on 
obligations incurred by any City of Charlotte agency, department, office, or other authorized authority that have 
remained outstanding. Amounts on deposit with the City of Charlotte that are held in trust for recipients whose 
whereabouts are unknown, including instances in which payment was never attempted, payment was never 
requested, and/or instances when payments were returned as undeliverable. Such payments may relate to (but 
are not limited to) vendor payments, tax refunds/overages/refunds, overpayments, cash deposits, cash escrows, 
and unsuccessful electronic fund transfers. PwC is specifically interested in outstanding obligations that meet the 
following criteria: Amount is greater than $999.99 Payee retains the right to claim the funds. (i.e. The payment 
has not been replaced, was not issued in error, and/or the obligation to the payee has not been voided by law.) Is 
owed/payable to non-individuals, (i.e. businesses) Has remained outstanding for a period of six months or longer 
Are not in the process of being reissued, to the best of your knowledge Has not been turned over to your State’s 
Abandoned Property Office The appropriate report from your accounting database should include the following if 
available/applicable: Payee name Amount Original payment date Address Check number Cancellation date Nature 
of the funds Contract/invoice/voucher # or other number(s) used internally to identify the payment. Information 
that clearly identifies the office/division that issued the payment (i.e. agency code) If tax-related: Name of the 
taxpayer and/or intended recipient Account number or property index number (PIN) Tax year; tax installment 
date; original tax payment date PwC is only interested in receiving records pertaining to non-natural persons 
(businesses). PwC is not seeking any records which could invoke a personal privacy exemption. None of the 
information requested by PwC will be used to solicit owners or third parties. If any of the requested information 
above is restricted by your State’s statutes, please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. 
Kindly email the records, preferably in Excel, CSV, Adobe Acrobat, or TXT format in that order, 
tomarianne.r.duffey@pwc.com. If your agency does not maintain these public records and/or you are not the 
custodian, please provide me with the proper custodian’s name and email address. Please notify me if there are 
any costs associated with fulfilling this request. As provided by the open records law, please provide your 
response within a reasonable timeframe. If you choose to deny this request, please provide me with a written 
explanation for the denial including a reference to the specific statutory exemption(s) upon which you rely. If you Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1439 4/5/2018 9:29 Elizabeth Simpson National Immigration Project of the Nat   See attached document Fulfilled Closed Police No

1424 4/4/2018 14:09 Alex Shabad WCNC

I am making a Freedom of Information Act request for data about unpaid parking tickets in the city of Charlotte. 
Below are the specific pieces of information I’m looking for: 1. I am requesting any and all information about the 
number of unpaid parking tickets in the city of Charlotte in the years 2016 and 2017, as well as the total dollar 
amount for all the unpaid tickets. 2. I am also requesting any and all information about city policies and 
procedures for enforcing parking tickets payments. Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1426 4/4/2018 12:46 Mark Boyle WCNC

Can you please send this to the person who handles public records requests for 311 RE: towing complaints?
 
So far this year (Jan. – April 1) how many calls has 311 received for towing complaints and/or predatory towing?
And for comparisons sake, how many calls did 311 receive the same time period in 2017?
 
Can you please provide at least 10 calls to me electronically from this year? Closed Unfulfilled Denied Neighborhood Services

1425 4/4/2018 11:13 Eoin Hurst Tetra Tech, Inc. Any records concerning the property, ie. Sewer or Spetic Issues, Leaks or spills of hazardous materials Fulfilled Closed Water

1423 4/4/2018 10:38 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive public records regarding car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall 
health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT for the month of February 2018?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1418 4/3/2018 14:35

Dear custodian of records:
Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting copies of public records that describe 
the 2017 and 2018 procedures for performing holds on materials necessary for potential or actual litigation in the 
City of Charlotte and/or Mecklenburg County.  
I am also asking for a copy of all such requests that were put into action (the notices or tickets or memos or 
whatever method is used to put a hold on the materials) and the same for any times the holds were released.  At 
this time, I don't need the materials that were put on hold themselves.  If there is any master database or list or 
similar thing that keeps track of these holds and the cases or potential cases with the City and County, together or 
separately, I would like a copy of that also in whatever version is the most user-friendly on a PC.  If it's in a large 
database and can be downloaded to spreadsheet or comma delimited format, please provide that.
I'm asking for all of these records to be provided electronically to my email address:  vahoward@protonmail.com 
as promptly as possible.  Should you have the lists or databases and policy available right away but need a little 
more time to pull the various holds, please send the items separately so they can be sent as soon as possible.
This information is not being sought for commercial purposes.  The law requires that you respond to and fulfill 
this request "as promptly as possible."  If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, 
please contact me with information about when I might expect copies of the requested records.
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
which specific information you wish to deny and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the 
law.
To summarize, I'm requesting these things as soon as each individual item is available:
1: 2017 & 2018 hold policies/procedures for materials necessary for potential or actual litigation with the City or 
County
2: Copies of any databases or lists or spreadsheets keeping track of all of these cases/potential cases and the 
holds as they go on and are released
3: Copies of the actual hold documents and release documents, tickets, memos or whatever the procedures call 
for.
Thank you. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

1410 4/3/2018 10:11 Valerie The City Link Group

My superiors have requested I obtain from you a list of all delinquent account holders for research purposes.  It is 
our understanding that this is public record.  Please forward to me via email. valerie@thecitylinkgroup.com

 Thank you Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water



1411 4/2/2018 10:52 Kristin Garriss Spectrum News

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting electronic copies of the following 
public records: - Statistics about the number of fatal car crashes from 1998-2006 - Locations for red light and 
speed cameras from 1998-2006 If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if 
the cost will exceed $50. However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that this disclosure of the 
requested information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of 
traffic safety. As a reporter for Spectrum News in Charlotte, this request is related to ongoing newsgathering 
purposes. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. The law requires that you respond to 
and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this 
request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the 
requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the 
refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Thank 
you for considering my request. Sincerely, Kirstin Garriss  Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1409 4/2/2018 10:19 Brian Clark
I would like copies of all public complaints filed against Garry McFadden during his tenure as an officer, detective, 
and consultant with the Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

1408 4/2/2018 10:15 Melanie Sorrell

Please send me the public records indicating when a report was made about the very dangerous pothole close to 
9805 Rocky River Road Charlotte, NC 28215 and close to the Plaza Road Extension. It is next to the CVS Pharmacy 
and Times Turnaround Food Store and gas station. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1412 3/30/2018 11:33 ClearCove Systems

Under the Freedom of Information Act and the Open Records Act for the state of North Carolina, ClearCove 
Systems would like to request a list of Industrial Clients and the total $ amount of wastewater treatment 
surcharges (TSS, BOD) levied against them for the calendar years of 2015, 2016 and 2017 for the city of Charlotte
Email: FOIL@clearcovesystems.com
Phone: 585-267-5004 x 224


Fulfilled Closed Water

1407 3/29/2018 11:17 Rueben Jones

I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records that show the number of animals shot 
in Charlotte from 01/01/2010-03/28/2018. Please separate the numbers by year and include the type of animal 
and whether the animal was killed or injured. If there are any charges affiliated with this request please inform 
me before making them. Thanks you for your time and please let me know if you have any questions. Fulfilled Closed Police

1405 3/28/2018 11:56 Maryll Kersting Allied Universal

I’m reaching out to submit a public records request for documents associated with the current security guard 
contract in place with the City of Charlotte, recently awarded to Sunstates. Specifically I’d like to request copies of 
the current contract including wages/bill rates and all changes/addendum, a copy of all evaluation documentation 
from the procurement, and a copy of the winning proposal from the procurement. If there’s someone else I 
should reach out to in order to complete this request, please let me know. In addition, if there’s anything I can do 
to expedite or clarify this request, please feel free to contact me on my cell phone, 703-599-2324. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1404 3/27/2018 15:10 Zachary Cook iParq

Dear Records Department, iParq is requesting access to records regarding CITATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND 
RELATED SERVICES RFP # 269-2017-106 . If available, please provide the award status of the contract, and the 
following information: -All Vendor Proposals -All Scoring Sheets -All Pricing Proposals -The contract or award, 
including approved pricing. Very respectfully, Zachary Cookzcook@iparq.com 619.226.9169 - Direct 
805.963.9400- Office 888.900.7845- Faxwww.iparq.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1403 3/27/2018 11:51 Karyn Lynn

I am looking for any and all police reports and witness/defendant interviews for the April 30, 1985 homicide of 
Judy Lynn Dover. The Defendant was Lee Godfrey Dover. Thank you. 

Fulfilled Closed Police

1402 3/26/2018 16:59 Rachel Lambeth

We are requesting an opportunity to obtain copies of public records for any and all documents related to horse 
carriage incidents and accidents including any carriage company or provider operating within the City of 
Charlotte, North Carolina. In terms of “incident”, we mean any accident involving a horse or horse and carriage, 
any incident involving a horse becoming loose from either the carriage or driver/coach, any event involving a 
horse and person(s) being injured, any event where a horse was injured, any event where passengers on the 
carriage were injured, any event where a horse collapsed, fell, tripped, or laid down, and any other relevant 
accidents or events involving a horse pulling a carriage or interacting with people (accident, bites, kicks, injuries). 
Thank you for your time and assistance with this matter. Please allow this email to serve as our formal request 
under the Freedom of Information Act for any and all documents related to horse carriage incidents in Charlotte, 
North Carolina, including, but not limited to, correspondence, emails, memoranda, applications, proposals, 
reports, certificates, and submittals. If there is a direct department(s) that would hold these records, please let 
me know as soon as possible so I can request this information from the proper department. If there are any fees 
for searching or copying these records, please inform us if the cost will exceed $50. Thank you for considering our 
request.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

1406 3/22/2018 17:17 Vilma Betancourt

Please provide copies of all correspondence pertaining to the Charlotte Business Inclusion Board as it relates to 
the Hispanic Contractors Association of the Carolinas. Thank you.
April 13, 2018 Clarification:
Thank you for following up, Ms. Kunze.
 
Based on the unusual circumstances surrounding the appointment of Noah Cartagena to the Charlotte Business 
Inclusion Advisory Committee, where he introduced himself to the Committee as representing the HCAC, I am 
interested in receiving correspondence incoming/outgoing from all agencies/departments/individuals pertaining 
to the replacement of Marvin Reyes of the HCAC and the recommendation/installation of Noah Cartagena, 
including the required Letter of Recommendation for Noah Cartagena.  Each member of an organization is 
required to have a letter of recommendation, along with the organization’s nomination.
 
I am not sure when the correspondence to replace Marvin Reyes began  -   perhaps in the Fall of 2017. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#Office of Constituent Services;#City AtNo



1401 3/22/2018 16:00 Kenneth Dodd MuckRock

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I hereby request the following records:
RFP response from current parking violation/ticket processing vendor. Current contract with parking 
violation/ticket processing vendor, with contract begin and end dates.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I would request your response within ten 
(10) business days.
Sincerely,
kenneth dodd
Filed via MuckRock.com
E-mail (Preferred):51690-86337342@requests.muckrock.com
Upload documents directly:https://www.muckrock.com/accounts/agency_login/charlotte-city-clerk-8903/parking-
violations-processing-51690/?uuid-login=3a76a55a-53b0-41d6-bcb9-
4255b13d5fae&email=cityclerk%40charlottenc.gov#agency-reply
Is this email coming to the wrong contact? Something else wrong? Use the above link to let us know.
For mailed responses, please address (see note):
MuckRock News
DEPT MR 51690
411A Highland Ave
Somerville, MA 02144-2516
PLEASE NOTE: This request is not filed by a MuckRock staff member, but is being sent through MuckRock by the 
above in order to better track, share, and manage public records requests. Also note that improperly addressed 
(i.e., with the requester's name rather than "MuckRock News" and the department number) requests might be 
returned as undeliverable. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Management & Financial Services

1400 3/22/2018 10:39 Ariel Lim City of Worcester, MA I would like to request a PDF copy of the lease for BB&T Ballpark. Thank you!  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1399 3/20/2018 10:32 Patsey Kinsey


I would like to schedule a time when I can come down and get information off my city computer.  I need my 
contacts list, some of my folders and especially anything from my mayoral days.  UNC Charlotte is asking for that 
information for their archives. It will just take some time to figure out what I need and where to find it so I 
suppose we need to schedule when someone in your office can help me.  Had I known when my “stuff” was being 
de-activated I would have handled things differently.  Sorry but I do need the information for my files.
 
Thanks so much.  I can make myself available pretty much anytime if I know in advance.
 
I really appreciate your help in this.  I hope all is going well these days.
 
Patsy Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services No

1394 3/19/2018 13:59 Latoria McDowell
Maintenance, Repairs, Complaints, and requests records for the two(2) manholes at the 8700 block of Stonehurst 
Drive; submitted via email. Fulfilled Closed Water

1393 3/16/2018 12:03 Paul Zachary Emory University

Data on all requests for service received by Charlotte 311 systems from 01/01/2010 to 02/10/2018. These data 
are to include time, date, and location of request as well as the specific nature of the request as entered by the 
operator. As these records will be used in the public interest to advance the community's knowledge of officer-
citizen interactions, we also request the Department waive any and all costs associated with our request. Thank 
you in advance Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1392 3/16/2018 11:55 Edward Paschall Hemon Bim Consulting

I would like digital records, if available, of; 1. All divorces filed within the past 18 months with names dates and 
addresses 2. All evictions filed in the county within the past 3 months, the list should include names and addresses 
of the parties involved and date of eviction. 3. All arrests within the past 3 months with names addresses and 
date of arrest. 4. A list of property tax delinquent real property owners in the county including property address, 
mailing address, names of owners, tax value of property, amount owed in taxes. I will take any combination or 
format of the information requested. Thank You for your time.
 
Mr. Paschall was advised that he must contact the Clerk of Court for divorce and eviction records and 
Mecklenburg County for property tax records.  He was advised the only records we could supply were arrest 
records. Fulfilled Closed Police

1391 3/15/2018 14:40 Jannie Duong Zoning-Info, Inc.

Please find this as a formal records request for the following property: 8610 Air Park West Drive (PARCEL: 
05554117) Provide copies of any APPROVED Land Development Approvals (Examples: variances, ordinances, 
special permits, site plans (or approval documents regarding site plan approval if site plans cannot be provided), 
conditional/special use permits, zoning cases and resolutions) associated with the property Please notify me in 
advance if fees are to exceed $50! Thank you!  Fulfilled Closed Planning

1389 3/14/2018 10:13 Michael Lazar Market Sphere

Hello, Pursuant to The Freedom of Information Act relevant to your State which grants access to copies of public 
records, we respectfully request the most up to date information pertaining to the following types of obligations: 
• Records concerning credits, overages, or refunds that are due on an overpayment or duplicate payment of 
taxes. • Unclaimed Bonds or deposits on hand that are redeemable upon request from payee. • Outstanding and 
refundable credit balances. • Checks exempt from Unclaimed Property Reporting. • Unclaimed, uncashed, 
undeliverable, staled-dated, voided, overdue and/or outstanding payments or checks/warrants issued and owed 
by The City of Charlotte. If some of this request is exempt from release, please release the remainder of the 
record which is allowed. Please provide all requested records that are greater than $500, are claimable (The 
obligation to the payee has not been voided by law), The funds have not been turned over to the abandoned 
property office, and the funds are not in the process of being issued or reissued. Also for any outstanding checks, 
please only provide those that the payee still has the right to claim and have been outstanding for a period of 
over 3 months. For each property, please provide issue dates, payee names, addresses, and dollar amounts due. If 
possible, an excel document would be the desired format to receive data for all available years. If the requested 
records could not be found or do not exist in your possession, please provide the contact information for the 
public body from which they may be requested and forward this request to them (For example, if another 
department issues checks on your behalf.) We would appreciate your prompt attention to this matter and, if 
possible, request your response within 15 business days of receipt of this letter. We will reimburse for any 
reasonable costs associated with the provision of these documents. Please notify us should costs exceed $50. 
Thank you for your assistance with this matter. If you have any questions concerning the above or need further 
clarification, please contact me at (404) 264-8545 or Michael.Lazar@MarketSphere.com Sincerely, Michael  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1390 3/14/2018 9:42 Justin Byrd Hexagon Geospatial Is it possible for you to introduce us to the geospatial group at CLT along with the shortlist of bidders? Fulfilled Closed Aviation



1382 3/12/2018 9:16 Timothy Bell

All emails, texts, or other forms of communication written or electronic between HR Tonya McGovern, Deputy 
City Manager Danny Pleasant, Chief Rich Granger, HR Shelia Simpson, Chief Kevin Gordon, Chief Pete Key. The 
dates would include December 21, 2017 to present day. All communication requested would be pertaining to the 
grievance and disciplinary action of Battalion Chief Timothy Rogers.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Manager’s Office;#Fire;#Human Resources

1386 3/9/2018 14:01 Jennifer Lijoi Blackstone Consulting

Blackstone Consulting LLC is representing a real estate entity that has interest in the following property: The 
Arboretum, 3219 Pineville Matthew Road, Charlotte, NC 28226 . We are assisting our client in a building condition 
evaluation, therefore, we respectfully request the following information: 1. Building Permit for the original 
building shell. 2. Original Certificate(s) of Occupancy (C of Os). 3. Any current code violations or complaints at the 
above referenced property. What current Building Code is enforced? 4. The zoning classification (not a zoning 
verification letter). These documents may be forwarded by email or mail. If some or all of these documents are 
unavailable or do not exist, please provide a letter of explanation. If there are any fees for this search, please let 
me know before research starts. I am only authorized to approve charges of up to $50. Thank you very much for 
your consideration and assistance with this matter.  Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Neighborhood Services

1380 3/9/2018 13:40 Jennifer Lijoi

Blackstone Consulting LLC is representing a real estate entity that has interest in the following property: Wake 
Forest University - Charlotte Center, 200 North College St., Charlotte, NC 28202. We are assisting our client in a 
building condition evaluation, therefore, we respectfully request the following information: 1. Building Permit for 
the original building shell. 2. Original Certificate(s) of Occupancy (C of Os). 3. Any current code violations or 
complaints at the above referenced property. What current Building Code is enforced? 4. The zoning classification 
(not a zoning verification letter). These documents may be forwarded by email or mail. If some or all of these 
documents are unavailable or do not exist, please provide a letter of explanation. If there are any fees for this 
search, please let me know before research starts. I am only authorized to approve charges of up to $50. Thank 
you very much for your consideration and assistance with this matter. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Neighborhood Services

1379 3/9/2018 10:22 Glenn D. Oliver H2bid, Inc.

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting an electronic copy of the complete vendor list 
(in Excel or CSV format) for the Charlotte Douglas International Airport ,Charlotte, North Carolina.. For each 
vendor, please provide the company name, contact person, contact email, telephone, and address. If available, 
include the category/subcategory and product code for each company. (M&FS will fulfill this part)  I am mainly 
looking for lists containing companies in the water and wastewater area, from Jan 1, 2016 to the present 
(contractors and suppliers).  You can limit your response to those companies, if possible. Otherwise send the 
entire list and we will sort it out on our end. You can also send the information in whatever format you have it in, 
even if you do not have all of the requested information (such as categories or product codes).Note: This request 
includes vendors and companies that have registered to receive notifications of new bids. (Aviation will fulfill this 
part) Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1378 3/9/2018 9:49 Sam Krumholz

Hi, I would like to make a public records request for the following information: 1) The names, race, gender, 
position, salary, start date and termination date (if applicable) for all current and former city of Charlotte 
employees who were on the payroll at any time after January 1, 2000. Thanks, Sam  Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1377 3/9/2018 9:41 Colin Byrd

Good evening.
This message serves as my public records request that you provide the requirements that the Republican National 
Committee sent to the City of Charlotte in December 2017 saying that  staging the Republican National 
Convention in 2020 will cost the host city $68 million to $70 million, including cash and other contributions. 
Warm regards,
Colin Byrd Submitted Open City Manager’s Office

1376 3/9/2018 9:18 Glenn D. Oliver H2bid, Inc.

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting an electronic copy of the complete vendor list 
(in Excel or CSV format) for the Charlotte Water Administrative,Charlottetown, North Carolina. For each vendor, 
please provide the company name, contact person, contact email, telephone, and address. If available, include 
the category/subcategory and product code for each company.   
I am mainly looking for lists containing companies in the water and wastewater area, from Jan 1, 2016 to the 
present (contractors and suppliers).  You can limit your response to those companies, if possible. Otherwise send 
the entire list and we will sort it out on our end. You can also send the information in whatever format you have 
it in, even if you do not have all of the requested information (such as categories or product codes).
Note: This request includes vendors and companies that have registered to receive notifications of new bids. 
If you are not the right person to receive this request, please forward this email to the appropriate person.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. Fulfilled Closed Water

1375 3/9/2018 9:08 Adam Sippy Police report: B+E. 20180305000700 Need police report for renters policy Fulfilled Closed Police

1381 3/8/2018 15:42 Thomas Taylor

I am requesting a copy of the contract for paints and sundries you have with The Sherwin Williams Company. I am 
also requesting copies of any purchase orders issued to The Sherwin Williams Company for the past 24 months. 
Please advise. Thanks.  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services



1374 3/8/2018 14:26 Sarah Atkins TEAL Consulting Group

I am requesting an opportunity obtain copies of public fiscal records concerning credits, overages, or refunds due 
to our client, Delaware North Companies, Inc. This includes any overpayment or duplicate payment of taxes, as 
well as unclaimed, uncashed, undeliverable, overdue and/or outstanding payments of any kind, or any other 
checks issued to Delaware North Companies, Inc. that remains outstanding/uncashed as of March 8, 2018.
I am specifically seeking credits, overages, refunds, uncashed, undeliverable, overdue and/or outstanding 
payments/checks/warrants (collectively the “credits”) that meet the following criteria:
 The credits are for an amount greater than $599.99;
 The credit balances have been outstanding for a period of 3 or more months from the date of this letter;
 The credits have not been turned over to the State’s Abandoned Property Office/Escheated;
When available, the records should include the following information:
 The amount of each credit, overage, refund, uncashed, undeliverable, overdue and/or outstanding 
payment/check/warrant;
 The check or warrant number, as applicable to uncashed/outstanding checks;
 The original check date, as applicable to uncashed/outstanding checks;
 The address of the taxed property, as applicable to property tax refunds;
 The account number or property index number (PIN);
 The tax year and the tax installment date;
 The type of refund.
If your office does not maintain these public records, or you are not the custodian of these public records, kindly 
forward this request to the appropriate office(s) and/or person(s) in possession of the records I am seeking, or 
otherwise please provide me with the correct custodial office(s) and/or person(s).
I understand that there may be a cost associated with the fulfillment of this records request. If the cost exceeds 
$5.00, kindly notify me via telephone or email with the estimated cost, prior to incurring any charges. If please 
forward the requested information via e-mail. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or if 
clarification is needed Thank you in advance for your time and attention to this request. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1395 3/8/2018 13:42 Jacqueline Sessa Oniva

Hello,

Onvia is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte/Mecklenburg County. Can you please provide 
the information regarding the following solicitations in the blank cells below? Please also provide the awarded 
contract documents and bid tabulations if available. If your policy does not allow the filling of the table or the 
creation of a new document, please disregard and only provide the requested documents.
Onvia ID
Project Name
Submittal Date
Bid Number
Contract / Award Number
Awarded Vendor Name, Address, Phone
Award Amount
Start Date
End Date
Contract Terms (ex., 2 year contract with 3 renewals)
Contract Document (link or attach)
RFP:41800156
Professional Architecture/Engineering/Landscape Architecture   Firms To Provide Design Services
8/22/2017
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BID:35617530
A/E design and CA services for Library renov. and possible exp Fulfilled Closed Water;#Management & Financial Services;#City Clerk;#Engineering & P  

1373 3/7/2018 13:52 Dottie Coplon

Please send me official notes of City Council discussion and approval of the recent annexation of  the Castleford 
property in Southeast Charlotte.  Kindly include name(s) of previous owner(s) and the official application for 
annexation.  Also reports of city departments pertaining to the annexation. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Planning

1372 3/7/2018 12:13 Melfrieda Logan Brookstone Schools

a few of our students called 911 and used strong profanity to the 911 operator. We are requesting the tapes so we 
can find out which students actually did the calling. Two students came forward and we want to make sure there 
were no other students involved. There were a total of 5 calls and the event number is 20180306151201 and the 
calls started at 2:54 pm on 3/6/18.  Fulfilled Closed Police

1371 3/6/2018 10:26 William Ratliff

I would like a copy of the study performed for the installation of the new stoplight at Colony Road and Morrowick 
Road. I’m looking for the details the engineer gathered on traffic flows, speed, accidents, etc. I live right near the 
new stoplight and have been impacted by this project, and would like a copy of the data gathered as part of this 
study.  Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1370 3/5/2018 9:04 Mary Jane Maher Clear Cove Systems
Request a list of Industrial Clients and the total $ amount of surcharges (TSS, BOD) levied against them for 2015-
2017. Fulfilled Closed Water

1369 3/2/2018 12:05 David Fusco

Hello, I would like to request copies of the bids submitted for the following RFP issued by the Charlotte-Douglas 
International Airport: --Title 1: Request for Qualifications for Centralized Receiving & Distribution Center --Date: 
05/31/2016 --RFQ Project Manager: Gary Peeples Please let me know when I can obtain these records, and if any 
additional information is required. Thank you, Dave Fusco 516-512-1276  Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1368 3/2/2018 9:14 Adam Carteaux Petroleum Traders

Two invoices per month for the past 12 months along with their corresponding Bill of Ladings for Diesel deliveries 
to the Charlotte Area Transit locations (3145 South Tyron Street, and 901 North Davidson Street). We are looking 
for deliveries under their fuel bid (Bid Number: 269-20150326001). Fulfilled Closed CATS

1367 3/1/2018 9:13 Stephen Rivers
Hello, I would like to request a list of all building/structural fires in Charlotte for the entire month of Feb, 2018 
(Feb 1-28). And an electronic/email copy is fine. Thanks in advance! SR Fulfilled Closed Fire

1366 2/28/2018 16:08 Francisco Cardenas Liquid Environmental Solutions

LES is requesting any and all documentation relied on or used by Charlotte Water to support the issuance of the 
Notice of Violation issued to Liquid Environmental Solutions dated February 18, 2018, including but not limited to 
any reports and supporting documentation provided to Charlotte Water and/or the City of Charlotte by any 
employees or representatives of the United States Environmental Protection Agency, including but not limited to 
Agent Kimmy Poon. Fulfilled Closed Water;#City Attorney

1365 2/28/2018 12:22 Nick Ochsner WBTV See attached. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office Yes



1363 2/27/2018 11:44 Marianne Skorupski Newmark Knight Frank
Hi - I am looking for the Charlotte (CLT) Airport's Activity and Traffic Report for December 2017. Specifically, I 
want the total number of passengers for calendar year 2017. Thank you.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1361 2/27/2018 11:28 Rob C Crane C Design I wanted to reviewthe proposals for the designers Lobby Expansion RFQ Submittals Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1364 2/26/2018 18:32 Amy Willis Transport Workers Union
Collectivebargaining agreement(s) between the Charlotte Area Transit System and unions representing bus and 
light rail operators and mechanics, including SMART Local 1715-- and others, if applicable.  Fulfilled Closed CATS

1362 2/26/2018 14:29 Kara Wolf Artistic Holiday Designs

I am requesting records for the last 5 years (2013-2017): RFP's, RFQ's, Bid Awards, Purchase orders for holiday 
lights and holiday decor for outside decorating (Christmas Season only).
 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1357 2/26/2018 9:51 Rob C Crane Jr. AIA C DESIGN

I was hoping I could stop over and review the submittals for the North Ticket Lobby Expansion project. I’ve heard 
that they were very well put together from multiple sources. 
Rob Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1928 2/23/2018 10:23 Tyler Dukes WRAL

Pursuant to state public records law, I request access to and copies of the following records related to the 
Charlotte area’s bid for Amazon’s second headquarters:
- Any and all drafts of proposals provided to or prepared by City of Charlotte officials regarding the bid for 
Amazon's second headquarters
- Any and all correspondence sent and received byCity of Charlotte officials concerning the bid for Amazon’s 
second headquarters
- Any cost-benefit analysis provided to or prepared byCity of Charlotte officials, including any descriptions of 
assumptions and methodologies, used to evaluate potential incentive packages offered to Amazon for its second 
headquarters.
The solicitation and submission of these bids were announced publicly by Amazon, the state and leaders in the 
Charlotte area. The Charlotte area was also not included in Amazon's list of finalists released on Jan. 18, 2018. For 
these reasons, it is my position that the release of the records above would not “frustrate the purpose for which 
such public records were created,” pursuant to G.S. 132-6(d)(1), and are therefore public.
I’d like copies of these records in electronic format. If you are unable to provide the records in this format for any 
reason, please let me know. Fulfilled Closed Economic Development;#Corporate Communicat       Yes

1358 2/23/2018 8:36 Tina Quizon

All documents,  procurements, payments, communications, authorizations, extensions, budgets, memo's, 
contract's, emails & information for CATS Buses & Routes that allows or had allowed, airport employees to board 
and ride the CATS Bus without having to pay a fare, by only show their Airport Badge to the driver on the CATS 
Buses and ride for free either to or from the CLT Airport . Fulfilled Closed CATS

1356 2/22/2018 15:54 Kevin Cooper Deltek

Hello, I am interested in learning about the city's Automated Fingerprint Identification System. Specifically, I 
would like to learn whether or not Charlotte has its own AFIS program, if it uses one conjointly with Mecklenburg 
County or if the city utilizes the state run AFIS? Who in the procurement office might oversee this type of 
procurement? Would it be possible to examine the documents of such a system if they do exist for the city? Any 
information you could provide would be greatly appreciated. I hope you have a great day. Thank you, Kevin 
Cooper Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1352 2/21/2018 2:42 Glenn Oliver H2bid, Inc.
A list of registered vendors for Charlotte Water from January 2015 to the present, including contact persons, 
phone numbers, addresses, and email addresses. Fulfilled Closed Water

1360 2/20/2018 17:31 Brad Preece Full Bore Contracting
Looking for public records as far as what contractors were permitted to be working in Poplar St. at the intersection 
of 6th St. on our around 3/2/17 in lieu of potential lawsuit against my company  Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1350 2/20/2018 16:17 James Williams Red Group Analytics

Tuesday, February 20, 2018 City of Charlotte 600 East Fourth Street Charlotte, NC, 28202 Submitted via Online 
Form To Whom It May Concern, The following request is being made in accordance with the North Carolina Public 
Records Law (G.S. §132-1.). I am requesting copies of the following records: Special-Event Permits & Applications: 
I am requesting copies of special-event permits and construction applications - including attached exhibits and 
supplementary documents - involving the property listed below (years to search in parenthesis): " 3440 Oakwood 
Avenue, Charlotte, NC (2013-Present): Parcel No. 091-094-08 Zoning Relief Permits & Applications: I am 
requesting copies of zoning relief permits and construction applications - including attached exhibits and 
supplementary documents - involving the property listed below (years to search in parenthesis): " 3440 Oakwood 
Avenue, Charlotte, NC (2013-Present): Parcel No. 091-094-08 Preliminary Renovation Studies & Impact Studies: I 
am requesting copies of preliminary renovation studies and impact studies - including attached exhibits and 
supplementary documents - involving the property listed below (years to search in parenthesis): " 3440 Oakwood 
Avenue, Charlotte, NC (2013-Present): Parcel No. 091-094-08 I realize that certain costs may be applicable to this 
request. Please contact me when you can provide a payment amount for my requests. In the meantime, I 
authorize an initial expense cap of $25 to be accrued. I also request that you state the specific legal and factual 
grounds for withholding any documents or portions of documents, should you withhold any. Please identify each 
document that falls within the scope of this request but is withheld from release. If requested documents are 
located in, or originated in, another installation or bureau, I would request that you please refer this request, or 
any relevant portion of this request, to the appropriated installation or bureau. To the extent that the 
information is available in electronic format, I would prefer to receive that information via email or CD, 
particularly if providing the information reduces the time or expense involved. Otherwise, I request to receive the 
information in paper form. You may fax your response to 262-264-1113 or email it to 
requests@redgroupanalytics.com. If you wish to call, please contact me at 571-317-1804 between 8AM and 5PM 
(CST). Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. Sincerely, James Williams Red Group Analytics, LLC 
17145 J West Bluemound Road, #164 Brookfield, WI 53005

Fulfilled Closed Transportation;#Planning

1349 2/20/2018 16:10 Jacqueline Sessa Onvia

Onvia is submitting a public records request. Can you please provide contract award and bid tabulation 
information for the following project? Onvia ID: RFP:41849444 Project Name: CS1 Legacy Conveyor Bid Number: 
2017-09-001 Submittal Date: 10/5/2017 3:00:00 PM Please inform me in advance if the fee is greater than $10.00 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1348 2/20/2018 8:00 Heather Goldman NC DENR Fulfilled Closed Water

1354 2/19/2018 11:36 Antoinette James

List of residential properties where the water has been shut off
List of vacant residential properties

Hi Cheyenne,
Thank you for your prompt response. Could you provide a list of residential addresses throughout Mecklenburg 
County that are not being serviced by Charlotte Water (names or other identifiable information is not requested)? 
The Statute 132-1.1. C defines billing information as "any record or information, in whatever form, compiled or 
maintained with respect to individual customers.. ". I am requesting a list of unserviced addresses (not billing 
information or names) those would not be considered a customer under the statute as they are not receiving 
services.

Thank you Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water



1355 2/15/2018 13:57 7/17/2019 Joe Bruno WSOC-TV

Update as of Oct. 15, 2018 - Receipts of all reimbursed airfare for the past 5 years to date (Oct. 15, 2018) instead 
of the date originally requested. 

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
 
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
 A copy of all receiptsrelated to reimbursed airfare for all City Councilmembers and Mayors over the past 5 years Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Office of Constituent Services;#Management & F      Yes

1396 2/15/2018 9:05 Rick Stifter JNR Adjustment Company

Good Morning,

                   I would like to request the certificate of liability insurance for contractor, W M Warr and Son Inc that 
covers the date 10/4/2017. They were excavating to install a water main on Shearer Rd, near E Rocky River Rd, 
when they damaged an AT&T underground cable. Thank You 

Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Water

1346 2/14/2018 16:54 David Boraks 90.7 WFAE 


Under North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting copies of monthly data reports 
submitted in 2017 and 2018 by dockless bicycle vendors Ofo, LimeBike, Mobike and Spin under Requirement 
D3 of CDOT's Bike Share Permit Requirements.  This includes data on: number of bikes number of active 
ridersbreakdown of cusotmers by gender/agebike usage, including total biked miles per time periodbike 
distribution Customer comments
 
I would prefer to receive the data electronically. If unavailable in that form, please let me know if reproduction 
costs exceed $100.  However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees, since the information is in the public 
interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of the dockless bicycle program. This 
information is not being sought for commercial purposes.
If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information 
about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records.
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1343 2/14/2018 11:45 10/3/2019 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer 

> Hope that you're doing well. Wanted to put in a request for records

> from the city about Vadata. Looking for correspondence between city
> officials (city council members, Marcus Jones, Jennifer Roberts, Vi
> Lyles) and any from Amazon between Sept. 7, 2017-present. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent ServYes

1342 2/14/2018 11:38 Gina Esposito WSOC-TV

Good morning.
 
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
 
I request that electronic copies of the following documents be provided to me:
 
Request made to City of Charlotte/Charlotte Department of Transportation in regards to AT&T, and contractor 
Ansco
-List of complaints city has received about AT&T & Ansco in connection to fiber installations
-Please include the reason for the complaint (damage to property. i.e. sewer line, water main)
-Any action the city took on those complaints (i.e. made repairs/fined company)
-Dollar amount AT&T and Ansco has been fined
-Timeframe: 2015/2016/2017/2018
 
What are some ways the city is working to combat problems with AT&T/Ansco,to protect private/city property?
How is the city holding these companies responsible?
 
If any part of our  request is withheld or denied, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal 
to release the record.
 
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
 
Thank you for your consideration of this request. I appreciate your time. Please respond to this email to let me 
you’ve received this request.
 
Gina Esposito
Reporter/WSOC
704.575.0731 Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Transportation;#Engineering & Property Mgmt

1341 2/13/2018 11:38 Allison Powers

Please also send, as a separate request, the "anonymous letters" or other non-anonymous letters sent to the City 
in recent months (let's say during the past 6 months) describing alleged discriminatory practices within the fire 
department, police department, or within the City of Charlotte in general, and any correspondence related to 
those letters.  Please confirm receipt of this request and proposed time this will be provided, "as promptly as 
possible" within the meaning and requirements of N.C.G.S. 132. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Human Resources No

1340 2/13/2018 9:48 Noel Thompson Teal USA

I am specifically seeking credits, overages, refunds, uncashed, undeliverable, overdue and/or outstanding 
payments/checks/warrants (collectively the “credits”) that meet the following criteria:® The credits are for an 
amount greater than $699.99;® The credit balances have been outstanding for a period of 6 or more months from 
the date of this letter;® The credits have not been turned over to the State’s Abandoned Property 
Office/Escheated;® The interested parties retain their right to claim the credits (i.e. The Government Office’s 
obligation to the payee has not been voided by law.);® And, to the best of your knowledge, the credits are not in 
the process of being issued/re-issued. When available, the records should include the following information:® The 
amount of each credit, overage, refund, uncashed, undeliverable, overdue and/or outstanding 
payment/check/warrant;® The check or warrant number, as applicable to uncashed/outstanding checks;® The 
original check date, as applicable to uncashed/outstanding checks;® The name of the taxpayer and/or intended 
recipient and their address, as applicable to property tax refunds;® The address of the taxed property, as 
applicable to property tax refunds;® The account number or property index number (PIN);® The tax year and the 
tax installment date;® The type of refund. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services



1347 2/12/2018 15:55 Patsy Kinsey

Good cloudy afternoon Jeff,
 
I would like to schedule a time when I can come down and get information off my city computer.  I need my 
contacts list, some of my folders and especially anything from my mayoral days.  UNC Charlotte is asking for that 
information for their archives. It will just take some time to figure out what I need and where to find it so I 
suppose we need to schedule when someone in your office can help me.  Had I known when my “stuff” was being 
de-activated I would have handled things differently.  Sorry but I do need the information for my files.
 
Thanks so much.  I can make myself available pretty much anytime if I know in advance.
 
I really appreciate your help in this.  I hope all is going well these days.
 
Patsy Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office

1339 2/12/2018 11:52 Marvin Beach WCCB Charlotte no recrods requested, information only (see attached email) Fulfilled Closed Water
1353 2/12/2018 9:42 Mr. Elliott any video related to an incident involving his daughter Amanda Elliott. The incident occurred on 6/15/11 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation

1338 2/10/2018 14:05 Paul Zachary Emory University

I hereby request the following data: 1) Data on all requests for service received by the Charlotte 311 and 911 
systems from 1/1/2010 to 2/10/2018. These data are to include time, date, and location of request as well as the 
specific nature of the request as entered by the operator. As these records will be used in the public interest to 
advance the community's knowledge of officer-citizen interactions, we also request the Department waive any 
and all costs associated with our request. Thank you in advance. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Police;#Neighborhood Services

1359 2/8/2018 15:17 Joe Bruno WSOC-TV


Good afternoon. This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
 
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
 
 Any usage data for the dockless bike sharesAll complaints to date about the dockless bike shares 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions
 
 
Joe Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1324 2/7/2018 14:37 Kelly Carr Quinlan

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I request copies of the following documents: 
Request for proposals, score sheets, bid awards, council minutes and other supplemental materials related to any 
contracts between the City of Charlotte and ShotSpotter, Inc. Please also include any documents related to the 
justification for cancellation of ShotSpotter’s contract with the city. If there are any fees for searching or copying 
these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $100. Please contact me with information about when I 
might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. North Carolina’s Freedom of Information Law 
requires you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you deny any or all of this request, 
please state in writing the basis for the denial, including the exact statutory citation authorizing the denial. Thank 
you in advance and please do not hesitate to contact me directly for any reason at 267.866.7260 
orkelly@quinlan.io. Sincerely, Kelly Carr Senior Associate Quinlan Partners LLC Fulfilled Closed Police

1438 2/7/2018 14:32 Mary Ellen Lowcher Gaming Laboratories International, LLC

1. A copy of each response, including pricing, to the Charlotte Area Transit System RFP # 269-20170131 for Threat 
and Vulnerability Assessment issued 1/31/17.
2. A copy of the scorecard or other written documentation memorializing the evaluation method and results of 
this Solicitation. Fulfilled Closed CATS

1398 2/7/2018 12:14 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
 
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
 
We were hoping to receive public records regarding car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall 
health of the travel market.
 
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT from July 2017 to December 2017?
 
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1323 2/6/2018 16:45 Davon Norris Ohio State Univesity I am looking for any City of Charlotte's credit rating reports from Moody's, S&P, or Fitch from 2002-2009. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1320 2/6/2018 12:35 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer

I have a request to make. 
 
CM Ajmera made a trip to California recently - I believe it was over the holidays.
 
Can I get her expense file pulled for that trip?
 
I also need a copy of her actual itinerary - the receipt for her airfare, and receipts for the conference and any 
other receipts she submitted.
 
Thanks,
 
Steve Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

1312 2/2/2018 16:02 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal 

I’m requesting all council-mayor-city manager texts, emails and letters from Dec. 17, 2017 to the present (or as 
close to the current date as possible when this is fulfilled) sent to or from all council members, the mayor and city 
manager regarding the Carolina Panthers, Bank of America Stadium, Jerry Richardson and the sale of the team. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

1314 2/2/2018 14:49 Shawn Porat Scorely

Hi, we would like to request all non-private information for every business that are vendors to the City of 
Charlotte including the total dollar amount of contracts they've received. This information will be applied to the 
Scorely business database to help the businesses increase their trust ratings among their customers. Thanks 
Shawn Porat Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services



1318 2/2/2018 11:05 Robert B. Bruner Dunavant Properties

        
The undersigned respectfully requests the Public Records, as that term is defined and used inN.C. G. S.
Sec. 132-1, that relate in any way to tax parcels 223-541-03, 223·541-04, 223-541-05, and 223-541-06
(collectively referred to as "Ballantyne Village Shopping Center, Charlotte, North Carolina") and/or the
following:
1. All building, signage, and demolition permits relating to parcel 223-541-03 applied for or
issued since January 1, 2016;
2. Entitlements, zoning, site plans, and/or site plan amendments at Ballantyne Village
Shopping Center, Charlotte, North Carolina, since January 1, 2016;
3. The parking spaces and parking rights at Ballantyne Village Shopping Center, Charlotte,
North Carolina, since January 1, 2016; and
4. All documentation, correspondence or communications regarding Ballantyne Village
Shopping Center, Charlotte, North Carolina, including emails and letters since January 1,
2016.   Fulfilled Closed Planning

1344 2/1/2018 15:26 Allison Powers

1.  Provide any and all correspondence between WBTV Reporter Nick Ochsner and anyone 
representing/responding for the City to his Public Records requests to obtain lawsuit information and settlement 
agreements in recent months.  I define 'recent months' to encompass however many months the recent series of 
requests were exchanged in order for him to obtain a full set of lawsuit information and settlement documents.
2.  Referencing the requests and time frame described in #1, provide any and all records within the City--exclusive 
of those also copied  to Nick Ochsner and provided in #1--referencing his request.  If it is more convenient and 
preferable for the City to duplicate some items provided in #1 instead of removing them, that's perfectly fine.
3.  Provide all lawsuit information and settlement documents, without redaction as required by N.C.G.S. 
132.1.3(a) and (c).  Since these records are already gathered but were then redacted, these should be provided 
within no more than a day or two for someone to supply them.
 
If there is a need to pull records in #1 and #2 separately and they are not already prepared as the records in #3, 
please send #3 records now and the others as soon as available.  If they are not ready within a couple of days, 
please provide an estimated time to provide them.
 Thank you. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

1313 2/1/2018 13:15 Jessica Solis Sorenson Forensics

Hello, We are requesting bid submissions in reference to RFP #269-2017-036, Specifically all submissions for a 
Casework bid we won back in January of 2017. Preferably via emailJsolis@sorensonforensics.com. or hard copy 
to address listed. Thank You! Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1311 1/31/2018 14:02 Danielle.Antonio@protonmail.comDanielle.Antonio@protonmail.com

Subject: Request for records from police department per NC Statute 132
Local Time: November 3, 2017 9:36 PM
UTC Time: November 4, 2017 1:36 AM
From:Danielle.Antonio@protonmail.com
To:marcus.jones@charlottenc.gov <marcus.jones@charlottenc.gov>,kputney@cmpd.org 
<kputney@cmpd.org>,bcunningham@cmpd.org <bcunningham@cmpd.org>,mnewbold@cmpd.org 
<mnewbold@cmpd.org>,akornberg@cmpd.org <akornberg@cmpd.org>,rtufano@cmpd.org 
<rtufano@cmpd.org>,nina.wright@cmpd.org <nina.wright@cmpd.org>
 
Dear Sir/Madam:
 
I'm writing to ask for all electronic communications, email and texts, sent or received for the following people for 
all of Nov. 2, 2017 and Nov. 3, 2017:
 
Kerr Putney
Brian Cunningham
Mark Newbold
Major Andy Kornberg
Robert Tofano
Nina Wright
Stella Patterson
 
for any accounts and phones they use and if they have assistants who send/receive messages for them, please 
include those as well.
This is a very short time frame of data (2 days) and I expect it will take a very short time, but please notify me of 
your expected return time.  
Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Police

1310 1/30/2018 13:31 Alexandra Ellison Deltek

Good afternoon, I would like to request a copy of the contract(s) that cover Revenue Cycle Management (RCM) 
for the City's Emergency Medical Services (EMS). Please let me know if you need further information from me to 
complete this request or confirmation that you received it. Additionally, any contracts from Intermedix or 
Advanced Data Processing Inc. Thank you, Alexandra Fulfilled Closed Fire;#City Clerk;#Management & Financial Services

1315 1/29/2018 21:44 Maryll Kersting Allied Universal

Good morning, I hope you are well.

I’m reaching out to submit a public records request for documents associated with the current security guard 
contract in place for the citywide services (not for the CATS contract or the airport, but specifically for the city). 
Specifically I’d like to request copies of the current contract including wages/bill rates and all changes/addendum, 
a copy of all evaluation documentation from the procurement, and a copy of the winning proposal from the 
procurement.
If there’s someone else I should reach out to in order to complete this request, please let me know. In addition, if 
there’s anything I can do to expedite or clarify this request, please feel free to contact me on my cell phone, 703-
599-2324.
Thank you in advance for your help,
Maryll Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services



1345 1/29/2018 15:34 Juan Hernandez

Request # 1:  I'm seeking all emails and texts to or from Robert Hagemann  and all emails and texts to or from 
Mark Newbold   if they were sent to each other or to/from City of Charlotte executive staff or CMPD Command 
Staff.  (So, not all emails sent or received but only those among the upper level staff.)  Are you able to sort those 
out easily or do you need  me to provide a list of names?  I'm happy to do that if you don't already have a 
programmed segment to search, if you would please let me know.  The date range for this search is Monday, Oct 
30, 2017 - Friday Nov. 3, 2017, inclusive.
 
Request #2:  I would like copies of any proposal, specifications, and contracts for software used by Charlotte 
called "Encase." since its first purchase and usage approximately 7 years ago (I believe it was purchased in 2011, 
but the purchasing agents with the requested information will know) through present.  If there have been 
intervening changes with new software replacing Encase, or adding to Encase with similar functions, please 
consider this a request for the same information outlined (contracts, proposals, emails, references) for any other 
potentially similar software as well.
 
Request #3:  I would like to request all emails or other electronic tickets/requests/similar items which mention, 
incorporate or in anyway make use of "encase" or "Encase" from time of purchase through present.  If this seems 
to be too many records to justify sending at one time, and reviewing to send at one time, I'm open to breaking it 
up.  Maybe we could run just 2010-2011 first and tell me if that is a manageable number of items to review.  
Again, you could let me know.
 
I have separated the requests so each one could be send when prepared without holding back any other request, 
and ask that you do that.  If I can clarify anything for you, please do not hesitate to ask.
 
Thank you. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Police;#Innovation & Technology No

1336 1/29/2018 14:50 Juan Hernandez

Mr. Jones and Mr. Stovall, 
 
Request # 1: I'm seeking all emails and texts to or from Robert Hagemann and all emails and texts to or from 
Mark Newbold if they were sent to each other or to/from City of Charlotte executive staff or CMPD Command 
Staff. (So, not all emails sent or received but only those among the upper level staff.) Are you able to sort those 
out easily or do you need me to provide a list of names? I'm happy to do that if you don't already have a 
programmed segment to search, if you would please let me know. The date range for this search is Monday, Oct 
30, 2017 - Friday Nov. 3, 2017, inclusive.
 
Request #2: I would like copies of any proposal, specifications, and contracts for software used by Charlotte called 
"Encase." since its first purchase and usage approximately 7 years ago (I believe it was purchased in 2011, but the 
purchasing agents with the requested information will know) through present. If there have been intervening 
changes with new software replacing Encase, or adding to Encase with similar functions, please consider this a 
request for the same information outlined (contracts, proposals, emails, references) for any other potentially 
similar software as well.
 
Request #3: I would like to request all emails or other electronic tickets/requests/similar items which mention, 
incorporate or in anyway make use of "encase" or "Encase" from time of purchase through present. If this seems 
to be too many records to justify sending at one time, and reviewing to send at one time, I'm open to breaking it 
up. Maybe we could run just 2010-2011 first and tell me if that is a manageable number of items to review. Again, 
you could let me know.
 
I have separated the requests so each one could be send when prepared without holding back any other request, 
and ask that you do that. If I can clarify anything for you, please do not hesitate to ask.
 
Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Manager’s Office;#Innovation & Technology;#Police

1316 1/28/2018 23:10 Homer Heard JNR Adjustment Comany INC

Copy of right-of-way permit on Davadi Contractors for a bore at 420 S Sharon Amity Rd. around December 5, 
2017. A copy of their liability insurance would also be greatly appreciated. My reference file is AA9360. Please 
contact me if you have any questions. Thank You,
 

Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1309 1/26/2018 14:05 Yosbel Gonzalez Immigration group, LLC

Please be advised that our office has been retained by the above referenced individual in connection with a legal 
matter. To that end, it is imperative that we obtain the requested documents as soon as possible as time is of the 
essence.
Our client was the victim of ASSULT WITH A GUN IN 5709 Electra Ln, Charlotte, NC 28212. Please advise if you 
have any records in regard to this incident in your jurisdiction. We require the police report listing them as a 
victim. Our client’s complete name as indicated on the reportGEOVANNY DE JESUS DE PAZ with date of 
birth 09/06/1980. We thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. If you require any further 
information or fee in connection with this request, please feel free to contact me at 305-443-3900, or via email to 
yosbelgonzalez@jorgerivera.org. We can receive the report electronically by way of the same email or if mailed, 
please mail to the address. Fulfilled Closed Police

1308 1/25/2018 16:10 Amber Simmons Residential properties that have had water shut off in the last 30 days (Mecklenburg County/Charlotte) Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water
1307 1/25/2018 16:08 Ariel Lim City of Worcester, MA I would like to request a copy of the lease for BB&T Ballpark - hopefully as a PDF Document. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Economic Development

1306 1/25/2018 16:06 Lynette Lapeyrolerie GC Incorporated
Request copies of all proposals submitted in response to RFP #269-2017-045 Charlotte Douglas International 
Airport Identity Management System on September 8, 2017. Fulfilled Closed Aviation



1304 1/25/2018 13:17 Mike Stolp WSOC-TV

Hello –
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
·        All emails to and from Mark Styers (mstyers@ci.charlotte.nc.us) from 3/1/17 – present that include the 
words “Lidl”, “contaminated”, “contamination”, “delay”, “asbestos”, “lead”, “toxic”.
 
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.
 
Mike Stolp
 Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1303 1/24/2018 17:28 Lauren Loricchio Tax Analysts

Dear Custodian of Records: Pursuant to the state open records act, I request access to and a copy of Charlotte's 
proposal for Amazon’s second headquarters project, as well as any related contracts or marketing materials. I do 
not require paper copies and would prefer to receive the records via email. If there are any fees for searching or 
copying these records, please inform me in advance if the cost will exceed $0. I would also like to request a 
waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and will contribute 
significantly to the public’s understanding of Birmingham's bid for Amazon’s HQ2 project. I am a reporter for 
State Tax Today and State Tax Notes, a news publication which has subscribers in North Carolina. This information 
is not being sought for commercial purposes. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all 
deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. Thank you for your assistance with this request. 
Sincerely, Lauren LoricchioLauren.loricchio@taxanalysts.org 703-533-4676 Fulfilled Closed Economic Development

1302 1/24/2018 10:21 Morgan Francis Fox TV


From: Morgan Frances [mailto:Morgan.Frances@FOXTV.COM] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 24, 2018 10:06 AM
To: Coley, Cam; Frost, Jennifer
Subject: Interview/ Public Information Request
 
Hi Cam and Jennifer,
 
Are either of you available for an interview this week regarding the water main break that happened Monday 
night? 
 
I’d like to see the system and how each call is prioritized as well. 
 
I’m also making a public records request for all calls made to Charlotte Water in the last two weeks for water 
main concerns and their addresses. Are you the ones to take care of that?
 
Thank you,
 
Morgan Frances Fulfilled Closed Water

1301 1/23/2018 19:04 Michelle England Smart Procure

SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte for any and all purchasing records 
from 2017-10-13 (yyyy-mm-dd) to current. The request is limited to readily available records without physically 
copying, scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic document is acceptable. The specific 
information requested from your record keeping system is: 1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not 
used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, encumbrance, or check number 2. Purchase date 3. Line 
item details (Detailed description of the purchase) 4. Line item quantity 5. Line item price 6. Vendor ID number, 
name, address, contact person and their email address Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1300 1/22/2018 18:34 Timothy Bell Fire Department

Charlotte Emergency Management Office line item budgets for the following fiscal years: 2018, 2017, 2016 Any 
and all expenditures, payments, contracts and PCard refunds for the Charlotte Emergency Management Office 
from May 1, 2017 to present day. Fulfilled Closed Fire

1299 1/22/2018 16:01 Brandon Shepherd Walden Security

Good afternoon, My company (Walden Security) will be submitting a proposal for the City's Security Guard 
Services RFP #269-2018-031. I am in need of copies, preferably digital, of all the responses from all vendors who 
participated in the previous Security Guard Services RFP for the City of Charlotte. The current RFP# is 269-2018-
039, in the event this helps locate the last Security Guard Services RFP. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1298 1/22/2018 10:56 Mike Stolp WSOC-TV

I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
·        A list of all city-paid expenses and purchases submitted for reimbursement by City Manager Marcus Jones 
from 12/1/16-Present. Please include date of purchase, what was purchased, reason for purchase and amount 
paid.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office

1297 1/21/2018 20:42 Linet Ngetich

I would like to get a list of addresses of all properties that are not currently receiving service from the water 
department. This will be a list of houses with water shut off. I will merge that data with the already available real 
estate data that is public is to generate leads for my business. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water

1321 1/19/2018 22:02 Vanessa Bonn JCDecaux North America

Hello,
I am requesting access to, and copies of the July - December 2017 Monthly Concession Reports for Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport. Just as a reminder, these reports detail monthly gross revenues, fee percentages, 
monthly amounts due to the airport, minimum monthly guarantees and advertiser contract details.
Would you kindly email copies of these reports to:Vanessa.bonn@jcdecaux.com?
Best,
Vanessa Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1317 1/19/2018 22:02 Vanessa Bonn JCDecaux North America

I am requesting access to, and copies of the July - December 2017 Monthly Concession Reports for Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport. Just as a reminder, these reports detail monthly gross revenues, fee percentages, 
monthly amounts due to the airport, minimum monthly guarantees and advertiser contract details.
Would you kindly email copies of these reports to:Vanessa.bonn@jcdecaux.com? Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1290 1/19/2018 13:51 Vanessa Bonn JCDecaux North America Fulfilled Closed Aviation



1296 1/19/2018 13:43 NOel Thompson Teal-USA

Pursuant to FOIA regulations and guidelines, kindly accept this letter as my formal request for copies of the 
following public records: • Most current statement or report available containing information on Outstanding City 
of Charlotte-Issued checks (6 months in the amount of $699.or more) that have not-yet been cashed or turned 
over to the State. Information to in include Name, Date, Check # and Amount. Please do not hesitate to contact 
me via telephone or email with any questions or clarifications needed with regard to this request for public 
records. Thank you in advance for your time and attention to this request. Thank you Ms. Noel Thompson 571-
409-7071 EXT 907n.thompson@teal-usa.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1289 1/19/2018 8:59 Gina Esposito WSOC TV


I have a few questions that I’m hoping you can look into for me.
 
There is an AT&T Google Fiber Installation happening in a neighborhood in South Charlotte. Over the past month, 
Neighbors said they’ve seen the fire department, Piedmont Gas, and Charlotte Water in their neighborhood 
multiple times responding to incidents related to the installation.
 
Can you check calls for service on Southbridge Forest Drive, Smith Road, Forest Mist Way, Carriage Lake Drive, 
Walkers Crossing Drive, Rolling Sky Drive, Planters Knob Lane, and Cane Field Drive.
Dates: December 1-January 18th?
How many water main breaks did Charlotte Water respond to during those dates?
How many were caused by a contractor working on the AT&T installation. How many were weather related?
Are you aware of any homes that we damaged in the process – and will Charlotte Water be helping those 
homeowners?
 Fulfilled Closed Water

1295 1/18/2018 21:16 Timothy Bell Fire Department

I am requesting any and all contracts, receipts and monies paid to any subcontracted law firms or attorneys 
commissioned by the City Attorneys Office from Jan 1. 2012 to present day. I am also requesting the members list 
of any commissions or boards from Jan. 1, 2014 to present day. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office

1294 1/18/2018 13:14 Tobe Holmes University Partners

1. Contractual agreement between the City of Charlotte and NAI Southern Real Estate regarding the leasing of 
commercial space at the University City Station and the JW Clay Station on the Blue Line Extension 2. List of 
tenants who have previously expressed interest in leasing commercial space at the University City Station and the 
JW Clay Station on the Blue Line Extension as provided to NAI Southern Real Estate 3. The most recently executed 
lease agreement at the Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) Transit Center (CTC) or other commercial space 
operated by CATS with a private tenant 4. Any parameters, strategy, procurement policy or other guidance 
regarding the leasing of commercial space at the University City Station and the JW Clay Station on the Blue Line 
Extension as provided to NAI Southern Real Estate Fulfilled Closed CATS

1293 1/18/2018 8:34 Farrah Powers-Richardson Ebridge Global

Hello! I am looking for a contract the city of Charlotte (Water) had for Reverse Auction Services. The original 
request for proposal (RFP# 269-2016-CWRA) was published on October 2, 2015, with responses due, October 30, 
2015. The contract would have been put in place after that and was awarded to Peralta Garcia Government 
Innovations (PGGI). It's likely to have expired recently as it was for two years. Any help would be appreciated! 
Please let me know what the next steps are. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Water

1292 1/17/2018 10:39 Jenna Reeve Edge Point

Can you please let me know if these checks are still outstanding? I have attached them in the excel spreadsheet 
 that the City provided to me. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. I greatly appreciate all the help you have been. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1287 1/16/2018 20:51 Carol Borges Baswood

I am requesting a list of the top 50 industrial wastewater customers based on the total dollar amount in 
surcharges fees paid in 2017 for high-strength flows discharge. Please include the company name and the total 
amount paid for surcharges for the 2017 calendar year. Fulfilled Closed Water

1288 1/16/2018 11:14 David Mason Clean Water Technology Inc. list of industrial facilities in the area that are exceeding their wastewater discharge permit levels Fulfilled Closed Water

1286 1/15/2018 10:23 2/7/2018 Brooke Adams

1) All applications for Parade and Public Assembly Permits submitted to the City of Charlotte between January 1, 
2017 and January 15, 2018, and for each, any and all documents indicating whether the application was granted 
or denied; 2) All documents relating to permitting fees charged to organizations to whom Parade and Public 
Assembly Permits were granted during the above period. 3) All documents relating to costs or fees assessed to 
any organization during the above period pursuant to Section 19-312(d) of the City of Charlotte Code of 
Ordinances. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

1285 1/15/2018 8:53 2/14/2018 Noel Thompason TEAL USA | Audit & Financial Assurance

Pursuant to FOIA regulations and guidelines, kindly accept this letter as my formal request for copies of the 
following public records: • Most current statement or report available containing information on residential and 
commercial construction Escrow Accounts, Cash Performance/Maintenance Bonds and any other construction or 
development-related Cash Securities that would be refundable to the depositor upon project completion and 
acceptance by the municipality • Most current record of Outstanding County-Issued checks that have not-yet 
been cashed or turned over to the State as Unclaimed Property to include Name, Date, Check # and Amount 
Some examples of the cash securities we traditionally see include (but are not limited to) deposits for Sewer Taps, 
Right-of-Way, Landscaping, Sidewalk, Curb & Gutter, Winter Handling, Signage, Street Cut/Opening, Grading, 
Erosion & Sediment Control, Subdivision, Storm Water Management, Building, Paving, Street Lights, Driveway, 
Temporary Trailer, Conservation, Certificate of Occupancy, Development and Inspection escrows. Responsive 
departments typically include Building and Development, Engineering, Planning & Zoning, Public Works, 
Transportation and in some cases, the Finance Department. It is requested that the information provided in 
response to escrow portion of this request contain a minimum of the following specific details when available: o 
Name of depositor o Date of Deposit o Current Balance o Project Address [or Block & Lot number] Please do not 
hesitate to contact me via telephone or email with any questions or clarifications needed with regard to this 
request for public records. Thank you in advance for your time and attention to this request. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#City Manager     No

1322 1/12/2018 16:14 Angel Caldwell Pratt Clay LLC Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services



1284 1/12/2018 14:06 3/5/2018 Colin Antaya Yale University

I request that documents containing the following information be provided to me: 1. The number of misdemeanor 
arrests made by the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department each year from 1990 until the most recent 
available year. 2. The number of felony arrests made by the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department each year 
from 1990 until the most recent available year. 3. An explanation of the types of offenses included in the 
misdemeanor category by the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department. For example, are arrests for traffic 
offenses or non-criminal infractions counted as misdemeanors in your records? I am affiliated with an educational 
institution, and this request is made for a scholarly or scientific purpose and not for a commercial use. I am 
conducting research on the relationship between felony and misdemeanor arrests over time as crime rates have 
decreased in major U.S. cities. I am making this request after exhausting all other avenues for obtaining the above 
information. My preferred method for receiving the documents is through email. Please email the documents to 
my research assistant, Colin Antaya, atcolin.antaya@yale.edu. I request a waiver of all fees for this request. 
Disclosure of the requested information to me is in the public interest because it is likely to contribute 
significantly to public understanding of the operations or activities of the government and is not primarily in my 
commercial interest. Thank you for your consideration of this request. Sincerely, Issa Kohler-Hausmann Associate 
Professor of Law and Sociology Yale Law School 127 Wall St. New Haven, CT 06511issa.kohler-
hausmann@yale.edu Office Phone 203.436.3530 Fulfilled Closed Police No

1282 1/10/2018 17:36 Timothy Bell Fire Dept

1. Any and all contracts, receipts and payments made from the Charlotte Fire Department or City of Charlotte to 
MES, or Municipal Emergency Services Inc. 2. All receipts and travel expenses for Chief Rich Granger, Captain Jerry 
Rodgers, Captain Drew Lazarus, and Firefighter Mike Brewer for the trip to SWR Conference in Tasmania from 
November 25th to December 10th. Fulfilled Closed Fire

1281 1/9/2018 14:12 8/22/2018 Cheryl Watkins Law Office of Cheryl R. Watkins
Please email to me an MS Word version (or PDF if MS Word is not available) copy of the successful bid for the 
following RFP: Bid #: 269-2017-029. I would appreciate fulfillment of this request as soon as possible. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services No

1280 1/8/2018 12:45 1/9/2018 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive public records regarding car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall 
health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT for the month of November 2017?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.
Happy New Year,
Kelly Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1279 1/8/2018 11:19 2/9/2018 Nancy Pierce

I'm part of a coalition of near-east neighborhood leaders, on whose behalf I am making this request. Please send 
us a copy of all documents pertaining to any existing agreement between the City (probably CDOT) and those who 
use the public right-of-way of way for its utility poles (probably Duke Energy). We want to understand the 
parameters of that agreement regarding aesthetics and safety. Fulfilled Closed Transportation No

1278 1/6/2018 10:59 1/16/2018 Jack Holtzman NC Justice Center

Please provide the following: 1. Identify by address and unit number all Uniform Federal Accessibility 
Standards/UFAS-compliant units in new construction projects listed in the PR-22 form, dated December 7, 2017, 
provided to me by your office; 2. Identify any new construction rental projects funded with HOME monies that 
are not included in the PR-22 form, dated December 7, 2017, provided to me by your office. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services No

1276 1/5/2018 17:50 2/1/2018 Liz Dawson The Odom Firm, Attorneys at Law

Please allow this e-mail serve as a formal public records request pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1, et. seq., 
requesting the following information regarding LYNX Red Line, LYNX Gold Line, Lynx Silver Line, and Lynx Blue Line 
Extension: 1. Current project plans for each project; and 2. Current right-of-way plans for each project; and 3. All 
environmental impact studies related to these projects; and 4. Current project timelines, for each project 
individually, for each stage of development; and 5. Funding status for each project; and 4. All maps, images, 
additional documentation, and/or any other relevant records. Fulfilled Closed CATS No

1277 1/4/2018 9:38 1/9/2018 Danielle Birmingham Clark Hart Hickman

I am working on a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment for a property in Charlotte and I’m trying to determine 
if the facility previously had an SIU permit.  The facility info is:

 Sensient Technical Colors Inc. / Crompton & Knowles Corp. / Yorkshire Americas Inc.
3001 N. Graham Street Charlotte, NC 28206
Parcel ID 07709112 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water;#Engineering & Property Mgmt No

1283 1/4/2018 9:15 1/19/2018 Michelle England SmartProcure

The specific information requested from your record keeping system is:
1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, 
encumbrance, or check number
2. Purchase date
3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase)
4. Line item quantity
5. Line item price
6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email address Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1271 1/3/2018 8:39 1/11/2018 Joseph McClure

On September 7, 2017 Amazon’s Office of Economic Development published a Request for Proposal, seeking bids 
from cities and other municipalities regarding site selection for Amazon’s second headquarters (commonly known 
as “Amazon HQ2”). Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1, I am requesting an opportunity to 
inspect or obtain copies of public records prepared and/or submitted to Amazon in response to this Request for 
Proposal. If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed 
$20. However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information 
is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of corporate economic 
development. I am a law student working with several attorneys who intend to co-author an article exploring 
corporate growth and contribution to local economy. This information is not being sought for commercial 
purposes. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a 
significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I 
might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please 
cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal 
procedures available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my request. Fulfilled Closed Economic Development No

1272 1/2/2018 11:29 6/7/2018 Mike Stolp WSOC-TV

Can you provide me a list of the tort claims the city has paid from 7/1/17 – 12/31/17? Please include date paid, to 
whom, reason and  how much was paid?
 
Thanks,
 
Mike Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services Yes



1270 12/29/2017 11:36 1/4/2018 Nathaniel Jones Supreme Sweepers LLC 

Can you please advise what year theExterior Surface Cleaning Contract for CLT was originally created.  I 
understand Sunshine Cleaning Systems, Inc had the contract in 2012-2015.  Who held the contract prior to this 
period?Can you please provide the results and vendor submittals for RFP 2017-10-002 Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1269 12/29/2017 11:28 1/4/2018 Scott Robitzer Security 101 Please send me a copy of the newly awarded contract to JCI for the below bid Fulfilled Closed Aviation No
1268 12/19/2017 14:44 4/18/2018 Allan Blutstein A copy of the Mayor's work calendar from December 4, 2017 to the present. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services No

1259 12/18/2017 13:58 Melinda Havens

the most recent copy of the system, database, or spreadsheet which comprises the Citywide Public Records 
Request Tracking system.  If date range is an issue, please provide January 01, 2015 through date provided. If the 
system is complete and historical rather than segregated by years or some other division, please send the entire 
record rather than deleting items older than Jan. 1, 2015.   This should be available now, but if there is any need 
to delay sending, please provide the date it will be sent.the most recent copy of the system, database, or 
spreadsheet used to track items put on  hold and released from hold per the City's Litigation Records Preservation 
Policy. If date range is an issue, please provide January 01, 2015 through date provided. If the system is complete 
and historical rather than segregated by years or some other division, please send the entire record rather than 
deleting items older than Jan. 1, 2015.   This should be available now, but if there is any need to delay sending, 
please provide the date it will be sent.If the following records are not part of the tracking system in #2, please 
send a copy of these items for the date range Jan 1, 2015-current and if this item #3 is necessary because it's not 
included in #2, please provide an estimated time they will be provided 'as promptly as possible':each notification 
of issuance of a Record Hold Noticeeach notification of canceling a Record Hold Notice
Please send each item #1, 2 and 3 as it is downloaded via my email address as separate items so one will not 
delay another. 
Thank you. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#City Attorney

1258 12/18/2017 10:27 Colin Byrd

This message serves as my public records request that you provide the contract related to the city's 2013 
agreement to pay$87.5 million in upgrades to Bank of America Stadium that would keep the Panthers there 
through June 2019. Submitted Open Economic Development

1260 12/15/2017 10:56 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
 
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
 
We were hoping to receive public records regarding car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall 
health of the travel market.
 
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT for the month of October 2017?
 
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.
 
Happy Holidays,
Kelly Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1257 12/14/2017 12:35 Jacqueline Sessa Deltek - Onvia

Onvia is submitting a public records request. Can you please provide contract award and bid tabulation 
information for the following project? Onvia ID: BID:35301602 Project Name: Master Integrator Of Digital 
Systems Bid Number: 269-2017-079 Submittal Date: 7/3/2017 3:00:00 PM Please inform me in advance if the fee 
is greater than $10.00
 
http://charlottenc.gov/DoingBusiness/Pages/SolicitationDetails.aspx?ID=434 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1256 12/14/2017 12:30 Timothy Bell CFD - Firefighter

Records of all phone calls, texts, and electronic messages from Deputy Chief Rich Granger's city issued devices 
from the time period of November 24, 2017 to December 8th 2017. Specifically, the number of international 
charges that were incurred by the City of Charlotte for Chief Granger's trip to Tasmania. Fulfilled Closed Fire

1253 12/13/2017 15:41 Charisse Gonzales Construction see attached email Fulfilled Closed Water

1252 12/12/2017 17:14 Robert Brinkman Brinkman American Structurepoint 

in charlotte, Parcel ID 14326201 was previously cleared and a pond built on site. Also, pipes have been installed 
for drainage on the site that is coming from an adjacent site and going to the installed bmp and an outlet pipe to 
the curb inlet on Oak Lane Bv. We are requesting the calculation that were submitted for that and any storm 
water master plan that is in the area as we are designing a project on that site. Thank you! Rob Brinkman 
American Structurepoint Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt

1251 12/12/2017 17:09 Craig Thomas Shareholder Advocates for Value Enhan  

I am looking to obtain any record relating to car2go N.A. having meetings with the Mayor or Members of the City 
Council of Charlotte. These meetings occurred on or around April 5-6, 2017. If a history of meetings that the 
mayor has taken is part of public record, some acknowledgement that she met with representatives of the 
company on either of those dates and the names of the representatives. Submitted Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

1250 12/12/2017 14:48 Marshiela Glaiza Ramos Construct Connect see attached email Fulfilled Closed Water
1249 12/12/2017 13:32 Sandra Smith Construction Journal see attached email Fulfilled Closed Water
1241 12/12/2017 13:16 Rolando Cabahyg Jr North American Procurement Council see attached email Fulfilled Closed Water

1240 12/8/2017 11:36 Eva Motley Main Street Management Group - Prope    

My management firm has had several break-ins (both vehicular & residential) over the past few weeks in a 
community that we manage. I am requesting a copy of ALL reports from the community Walden Ridge in 
Charlotte over the past 2 months. I am also requesting a copy of ALL reports from a specific property address, 
which is a rental, that several of our other homeowners believe the crime is originating from. It is 9809 Dauphine 
Ct, Charlotte, NC 28216. It is owned by IH6 Property Management. We have had reports of this being a half way 
house and drugs being sold from there. If either of these are true, the board can contact the owner of the 
property and request something be done. Fulfilled Closed Police No

1239 12/7/2017 17:24 Grant Krevda Binham, Greenebaum, Doll LLC

Hello, I would like to submit a request for a copy of the Arena Use and Operating Agreement, entered into in 
January 2003, and any subsequent amendments or agreements by and between the City of Charlotte, the 
Charlotte Regional Visitors Authority, The Auditorium-Coliseum-Convention Center Authority, Charlotte Arena 
Operations, LLC, and/or RLJ Arena Operations. Thank you. Submitted Open Engineering & Property Mgmt;#City Attorney;#Ci   No

1267 12/7/2017 13:48 12/19/2017 Buddy Cox John S. Cox and Associates, Inc

Just wanted to touch base with you regarding the used treatment system we discussed.Info that would be helpful:
--Old proposal or equipment listing of equipment/tankage in the system.
--Manufacturer name and any model # on system. 
--Any drawings such aslayout drawing and process flow diagram.
--Photos of main equipment items. Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

1254 12/7/2017 11:25 Toby Hagedorn
Could you forward me some documentation on when the sink hole was first called in in 2008 timeframe?
 Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt



1275 12/6/2017 15:08 4/30/2018 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer

     >> Hi:
>> 
>> Hope you're doing well. Wanted to put in a request for communication between Krispy Kreme and the city of 
Charlotte over the last 6 months.
>> From Krispy Kreme, some names to look for include Krispy Kreme spokeswoman Sarah Roof Garling, CEO 
Michael Tattersfield, Jim Morgan and Josh Charlesworth. Think you can help? Thanks so much.
>> 
>> Katie
>> 
 
Former Mayor Jennifer Roberts, Marcus Jones, Bob Hagemann, Ron
Kimble

Between June 6, 2017, and December 6, 2017 (6 months)
 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#City Manager’s Office;#C     Yes

1238 12/6/2017 13:33 Jack Holtzman NC Justice Center

This letter is a public records request under the North Carolina Public Records Act, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1, et seq. 
Pursuant to this request, please provide me with copies of the below described records, from FY 1998 to the 
present: 1. Copies of all PR 22 — "Status of HOME Activities" forms/reports and/or data submitted by (A) the City 
of Charlotte, NC, and (B) the Charlotte HOME Consortium, as part of any submission into the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development’s Integrated Disbursement and Information System (IDIS). Please provide the 
requested records in Word, Excel or PDF electronic file format. Electronic copies of these records are preferred. 
(Date Range for Record Search: From 01/01/1998 to 10/18/2018). I would appreciate receiving a response to the 
request set forth above by January 3, 2018. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1237 12/6/2017 12:21 James Cullen New York University

I’m James Cullen, a researcher for the Brennan Center for Justice at NYU law. I am writing to request year-to-date 
data for 2016 and 2017 Index I Crimes. Specifically, I am looking for data on murder/criminal homicide, robbery, 
aggravated assault, burglary, larceny-theft and motor vehicle-theft. Would that be possible? Thanks so much for 
your help! Fulfilled Closed Police

1236 12/6/2017 12:19 John McGuire

I would like any all documents, reports, communications, recordings (audio and video), statements, logs, etc. 
relating to a police presence incident on 25 Nov 17 at the Charlotte Douglas International Airport involving Steve 
Brown, Rosemary McGuire, John McGuire, and Matthew McGuire. I would also request all the same information 
for any subsequent actions such, such as complaints, investigations, etc, related to the same incident. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Aviation;#Police

1255 12/6/2017 11:55 Daniel Fisher

   
1. Dates, records and costs of all improvements, paving and maintenance of Pickway Drive by any City 
agency. 
2. Written communication, reports, studies, cost benefit analysis, analysis of compliance with City 
Transportation Action Plan (TAP) and Urban Street Design Guidelines (USDG) and legal advice City staff 
obtained to make the decision whether to pave Pickway Drive across the Pickway Pond Dam or 
permanently exclude motorized vehicles and replace the Pickway Drive gravel roadbed with topsoil 
and grass. 
3. Engineering studies, reports and communication related to Pickway Pond dam structural integrity, 
details of alleged damage by Marin Builders and plans, specifications and costs related to repairing 
same (our property is located adjacent to and downhill of the dam, so structural integrity is very 
important). 
4. Written communication, studies, reports and costs related to delineation of over 100 feet of 
wetland on my property as shown on the April 2016 Pickway Dam plans, including the name of the 
person who requested the work, their legal authorization to have the work done without my 
permission and the name(s) and qualifications of individual(s) and firm or entity who did the 
delineation. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1235 12/4/2017 17:02 Timothy Bell Fire Department

I am requesting for the City IT Department to pull all emails, texts and other forms of written or electronic 
communication to and from Deputy Chief Rich Granger to and from Division Chief Rusty Garrison from the 
Charlotte Fire Department. The dates in question would be from September 1, 2017 to present day. This request 
is a follow up to earlier requests concerning the disciplinary action done to Battalion Chief Timothy Rogers. 
Thanks. Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Innovation & Technology;#City Manager’s Office

1234 12/4/2017 14:35 Andrew Dunn Charlotte Agenda South Corridor Major Investment Study from the year 2000 Fulfilled Closed CATS

1233 12/1/2017 12:47 Lynette Lapeyrolerie GRC
Request copies of all proposal submitted in response to RFP #269-2017-045 Charlotte Douglas International 
Airport Identity Management System on September 8, 2017. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation

1232 11/30/2017 13:10 Jenna Reeve Edge Point

Edge Point Contracting, Inc. hereby requests a copy of the following in electronic format and/or
whatever format exists:
1. An accounting of all uncashed checks/warrants (checks that have been issued by your government
agency and remain outstanding) for Ninety (90) days or more as of the date of this letter. Please only
include items that can still be claimed by the payee and have not been escheated to the state.
• Please include the payee name, date, amount and check number.
• If it is less time consuming and more cost effective, please only provide amounts which equal
$1,000.00 or more
• If possible, please include the last known address of the payee.
2. An accounting of any unclaimed funds which have not been escheated to the state.
• Please include the payee name, date, amount, and any additional information if available.
• If it is less time consuming and more cost effective, please only provide amounts which equal
$1,000.00 or more
• If possible, please include the last known address of the payee.
Edge Point is prepared to pay for all necessary expenses up to $50.00. Please notify our office if the
labor and materials exceed this amount. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1231 11/29/2017 11:04 George Dennis Biggers

Please see attached email trail.
 I have been given you as a contact by Jason Klingler regarding storm water emeralds. I live at 8516 Castle Cliff Dr 
in Matthews, NC 28105.  My neighbor Mrs Holliday who lives at 8522 Castle Cliff Dr has lodged several 
complaints against myself and other neighbors that somehow drainage on her property has been affected by her 
neighbors. I know the county has been out on several occasions to investigate this issue and have found no 
problems. Mrs Holliday continues to make these complaints to our home owners board and now I need to have a 
copy of your findings to present to them.   Any help you can give in obtaining these reports would be greatly 
appreciated. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt

1262 11/28/2017 10:53 Kathie Glidden N/A
I would like to resquest email records of police incident reports from the last 12 months or from Dec. 1, 2016-
present. I want record e-mailed to above address (no cost). Fulfilled Closed Police No



1230 11/22/2017 13:04 Nick Ochsner WBTV See attached.  Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

1226 11/21/2017 14:57 Andrew Graff
Traffic camera recording from Saturday, November 18, 2017 at the intersection of North Davidson St. and 
Parkwood Ave from the hours of 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM. Required for insurance purposes after a vehicle accident Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1273 11/20/2017 10:03 4/30/2018 Elsa Gillis WSOC-TV

From: Gillis, Elsa (CMG-Charlotte) [mailto:elsa.gillis@wsoc-tv.com]
Sent: Friday, January 5, 2018 9:54 AM
To: Charlotte Communications & Marketing
Subject: Sexual Harassment/misconduct complaints filed in city
 
To Whom It May Concern:
 
On November 20, 2017, I requested the number of sexual harassment/misconduct complaints filed in the city of 
Charlotte in 2015, 2016, and 2017, broken down by department/office.
 
I would like to add to that request, as I wait for that to be filled.
 
Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law (G.S. §§ 132-1 through 132-10), I hereby request the following 
documents:
 
Copies of sexual harassment/misconduct reports filed in the City of Charlotte in 2015-2017, broken down by 
department/office, and the status and action taken in each case.
 
Also, what is the city’s procedure for filing a complaint? What are the steps taken to investigate the situation?
 
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
 
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
 
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I would request your response within ten 
(10) business days. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources Yes

1225 11/20/2017 10:01 Colin Byrd
     Please allow this message to serve as my public records request that you provide Cities4Life's lawsuit 
against Charlotte over limiting demonstrations. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

1224 11/20/2017 9:56 Liz Dawson The  Odom Firm, Attorneys at Law

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law N.C. Gen. Stat.§ 132-1, et. seq., I request, all available public 
records regarding the expansion of the Charlotte Douglas International Airport Expansion, including but not 
limited to the following: 1. The current Master Plan and all proposals that may affect the current Master Plan; 2. 
The current plans for property acquisition; 3. A list of all names and/or addresses being considered for property 
acquisition; 4. All available maps related to property acquisition; 5. The current plans for general property 
acquisition; 6. Any and all other current information available related to property acquisition; and 7. All 
correspondence, documents, maps, and/or other tangible things related to the airport expansion. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1223 11/20/2017 8:55 Joe Bruno WSOC


This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
 
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:A list of the top 10 parking lots in the 
city of Charlotte where crashes have occurred over the past 5 years. Please include how many collisions there 
have been in these parking lots Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police Yes

1222 11/20/2017 8:53 Joe Bruno WSOC


This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
 
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:All documents sufficient to show an 
inventory of property that is missing, lost, or stolen from the City of Charlotte. Please include the cost of the 
items, the dates on which they were purchased, and the dates on which they were reported missing. Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications

1266 11/18/2017 16:40 10/15/2018 Matt Foss Anastopoulo Law Firm LLC

Please find enclosed a FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) request from the Anastopoulo Law Firm as it concerns 
our client's accident.
Please let me know if you have any questions.  The Video/ Audio File/ Docs can be sent via Mail, Email, CD, or 
MP3, whichever is cheaper and of better quality.
Best regards
Thank you, 
Matt Fulfilled Closed Police No

1221 11/17/2017 11:58 Jared Maciej JNR Adjustment Company

Hello, I am working on behalf of AT&T to obtain a copy of any ROW permits or any electrical permits issued near 
the intersection of Hamlin Park Dr & Park Rd in Charlotte and a copy of the certificate of liability insurance if 
required for these permits. Please search between 1/1/2016 - 1/1/2017. Thank You Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1220 11/16/2017 15:18 Danielle Birmingham Hart and Hickman SIU permit and info on permit violations for Chesser Container Fulfilled Closed Water

1219 11/16/2017 13:04 Joe Saxton ConService I would like a copy of the contract the city has with Western Union Speedpay relating to its utility payment portal Fulfilled Closed Water

1228 11/15/2017 18:12 Pat O'Doherty
Our company would like to get a list of properties and their BMP Inspections Dates for the City of Charlotte.

Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1227 11/14/2017 17:46 Michael J. Stading

Letter dated October 23, 2017: Records pertaining to 7400 Oakwood Lane; including but not limited to signed or 
unsigned easements or documents at or adjacent to the property; including property where the city has 
completed construction work involving a dam.
January 19, Senior Assistant City Attorney Karen Weatherly contacted Mr. Stading via email to information him 
records were available for pick-up. He picked them up that same day. He asked for emails in a January 5th request 
and staff is compiling. Karen Weatherly is Mr. Stading's contact moving forward.
 On February 20, 2018, Karen Weatherly (City Attorney's Office) confirmed that emails were provided to Mr. 
Stading. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1218 11/14/2017 16:05 David Cole

Please provide *ALL* records (database records, emails, telephone call records, recordings, hand written notes, 
reports, text messages (SMS, messenger, gtalk, etc)), documents pertaining to incident investigation resulting in 
field office visit by CMPD agent Detective Dunbar, as investigating party David Cole at 9505 Steele Meadow Road, 
Charlotte NC 28273. Please respond with ETA of time to gather pertinent records. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Police No



1217 11/14/2017 15:52 Harold Brauer Recovery Asset Network

I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of the original check.
 
Please forward the list to my attention at foia@recoveryassetnetwork.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1229 11/13/2017 10:56 Jillian Aldebron Howard University Center for Urban Pro

I am a researcher at Howard University in Washington D.C., working on a project funded by the National Institute 
of Justice. Broadly, we are studying civilian oversight of law enforcement and its impact on police accountability. 
In this regard, please see my public records request, below. Please note that I have fully researched all CMPD IAD 
annual reports and CRB reports available online and none of the information I am requesting below is in these 
reports.Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,
Jillian Aldebron
Howard University Center for Urban Progress
1840 7th St. NW, 3rd Floor
Washington, DC 20001
(301) 270-6999 (direct)
 __________________________________________
1.    For each year, 2002-2016, and for all allegations of misconduct (not just major allegations, which are 
available in IAD annual reports) by CMPD officers:
·     The total number of each type of internal allegation investigated, and the findings (sustained, not sustained, 
exonerated, unfounded, or pending if applicable – e.g., 56 allegations of unbecoming conduct, of which 21 
sustained, 23 not sustained, 0 exonerated, 10 unfounded).
·     The total number of each type of external allegation investigated and findings (as per above)
·     The findings of the Independent Chain of Command Shooting Review Board for all discharges of firearms 
(justified, not justified, negligent).
·     Allegations in all categories above that were appealed to the CRB, the CRB findings (Chief clearly erred, did not 
err) and the change (if any) in the disposition.
2.    For each year, 2002-2016, CMPD workforce demographics (total, race, ethnicity) of full-time, sworn officers 
(only).
3.    For each year, 2002-2016, the race and ethnicity of citizen complainants.
My preference for format would be in electronic spreadsheets (Excel). I have no interest in the actual identities of 
any officers or complainants involved in misconduct allegations or any identifiable information whatsoever. We 
are doing a statistical analysis of aggregate data only. Fulfilled Closed Police No

1215 11/13/2017 10:47 Hershel Patel

I request, for the Charlotte CATS public transportation system, any and all written records created in 2017 that 
relate to the inadequacy or lack of functionality of the advertised GPS locator for buses and trains. This includes, 
but it not limited to, records created by government, complaints filed with the city or transportation authority by 
members of the public or in the possession of the city before this request had been filed, and governmental 
responses to complaints in this matter. Again, my request only encompasses the year 2017. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed CATS

1265 11/7/2017 13:29 Jacqueline Sessa Onvia

Hello,

Onvia is submitting a public records request to City of Charlotte/Mecklenburg County. Can you please provide 
contract award information for the following solicitations in the blank cells below and also provide any bid 
result/tab information for these bids?
Onvia ID
Project Name
Bid Number
Submittal Date
Contract / Award Number
Awarded Vendor Name, Address, Phone
Award Amount
Award Date
Start Date
End Date
Contract Terms (ex., 2 year contract with 3 renewals)
Contract Document (link or attach)
BID:35357560
Pedestrian Activated Crosswalk Beacons
RFQ CDOT 2017-200
6/9/2017 10:00:00 AM
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fulfilled Closed Transportation;#City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#    



1213 11/6/2017 15:41 Matthew Grant Fox 46


Good Morning,
 
Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting information on fines for tree 
ordinance violations in the city of Charlotte.  I am requesting information on fines imposed by the city for 
improperly cutting down trees and for improperly trimming of trees in city right of ways.
 
The date range of this request is January 1, 2016- November 6, 2017.
 
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect 
copies or the ability to inspect the requested information.
 
Thank you for considering my request.

Sincerely,
 
 
Matt Grant
Investigative Reporter
Cell: 980-406-0105, Desk: 704-944-3342  
Email: matthew.grant@foxtv.com
Twitter: @MattGrantFox46 Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Engineering & Property Mgmt

1212 11/6/2017 14:33 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer

Can you share with me any written communication (emails, texts, letters etc) between city officials (Marcus Jones, 
Mayor Roberts, Bob Hagemann, anyone else who may apply) and the German grocer Lidl? Looking for 
correspondence from Oct 2016-present. Think you can help?
> 
> Thank you,
> Katie
> 
> --
> Katherine Peralta | Reporter | The Charlotte Observer
> 
> @katieperalta on Twitter | http://www.charlotteobserver.com/business/
> 
> Office: 704-358-5079
 Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of C  Yes

1211 11/6/2017 10:18 Sandra Smith Construction Journal
I am seeking award information forConstruction Management at Risk Services for Terminal Lobby Expansion - 
TM17-006 - Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1210 11/6/2017 10:15 Sandra Smith Construction Journal

I am requesting award information forField Maintenance Building Canopy Addition - LD17-011 - Thank you.
 
http://charlottenc.gov/DoingBusiness/Pages/SolicitationDetails.aspx?ID=428 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1214 11/6/2017 7:59 Beryl Lipton MuckRock


City Attorney's Office
Attn: Tom Jones
600 E. Fourth St.
Charlotte, NC 28202
November 6, 2017
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law (G.S. §§ 132-1 through 132-10), I hereby request the following 
documents:
Absolutely any and all logs, reports, spreadsheets, databases, or other materials detailing all settlements or 
similar dispute resolutions to which this agency, or any division thereof, was a party, including, but not limited to, 
all conciliatory agreements related to complaints or court or legal proceedings against any representative of or 
office of this agency. Please include all available segregable data, including the entities involved, the date on 
which the initial complaint or court action was brought, the nature of the charge or complaint, the nature of the 
dispute resolution (i.e. in-court, out-of-court, in-agency mediation, third-party, etc.), any financial agreements 
associated with the settlement, and the date on which the case was closed. 
Please provide all available materials from January 1, 2010 through October 31, 2017.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I would request your response within ten 
(10) business days.
Sincerely,
Beryl Lipton Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Corporate Communications;#City Manager’s Office



1337 11/3/2017 21:36 2/13/2018 Dani.Antonio

Dear Sir/Madam:
I'm writing to ask for all electronic communications, email and texts, sent or received for the following people for 
all of Nov. 2, 2017 and Nov. 3, 2017:
 
Kerr Putney
Brian Cunningham
Mark Newbold
Major Andy Kornberg
Robert Tofano
Nina Wright
Stella Patterson
 
for any accounts and phones they use and if they have assistants who send/receive messages for them, please 
include those as well.
This is a very short time frame of data (2 days) and I expect it will take a very short time, but please notify me of 
your expected return time.  
Thank you.
 Fulfilled Closed Police No

1264 11/3/2017 13:48 10/4/2018 Emanuella Grinberg CNN Digital

To whom it may concern:
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1 (“PRL”) Cable News Network, Inc. ("CNN") 
requests access to and copies of all records relating to the death of Brian Fitzgerald Sherrell Faulkner, specifically 
including, but not limited to, all incident and supplemental reports.
CNN agrees to pay reasonable duplication fees for the processing of this request in an amount not to exceed 
$500.  Please notify me prior to your incurring any expenses in excess of that amount.
If CNN's request is denied in whole or part, we ask that you justify all deletions by reference to the specific 
exemptions of PRL. CNN will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material.  
CNN reserves the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information.
I would appreciate your communicating with me by telephone (781-424-6649), rather than by mail, if you have 
questions regarding this request.  As I have made this request in the capacity as a journalist and this information is 
of timely value, I would appreciate your expediting the consideration of this request in every way possible.  In any 
event, I look forward to your reply “as promptly as possible.”, as the PRL requires.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,
Emanuella Grinberg
CNN Digital
470-230-9862
e.grinberg@CNN.com Fulfilled Closed Police Yes

1209 11/2/2017 15:42 Timothy Rogers City of Charlotte employee

To: Cheryl Brown, Personnel Director Pete Key, Fire Chief From: Chief Timothy Rogers RE: Request for personnel 
records and documents Date: November 1, 2017 Pursuant to General Statute 160A-168 which provides in 
paragraph (a) that “... an employee’s personnel file consists of any information in any form gathered by the city 
with respect to that employee ...”, I request a complete copy of all of my personnel files, records and documents. 
The documents and records produced should include, but not be limited to, the following: 1. My formal or 
“official” personnel files, both from the Fire Department and from the City’s Human Resources Department. 2. 
Any and all formal or informal files or materials concerning me maintained by any supervisory or management 
personnel. 3. Any and all emails to or from any member of the Command Staff and Officers of the Fire 
Department (Specifically Chiefs Hannan, Granger, Dulin, Zander, Davis, McDaniel, and Captains Bright, Rodgers, 
Curran) that were sent or received during the period from November 1, 2015, through the present that in any 
way concern or pertain to me, or any investigation of allegations about me and my performance that may have 
been made. This request seeks all such emails sent or received on electronic devices owned or operated on behalf 
of the Fire Department or the City. 4. Any and all emails to or from any official of the City that were sent or 
received during the period from November 1, 2015, through the present that in any way concern or pertain to 
me, or any investigation of allegations about me and my performance that may have been made. This request 
seeks all such emails sent or received on electronic devices owned or operated on behalf of the City. 5. All 
documents relied upon by the Fire Department and the City in deciding to terminate my involvement in the 
NCHART program and any other NCEM function regarding each and every instance where I have engaged in 
activities that violate any City Personnel Policy. 6. The complete and entire file or files concerning any 
investigation, inquiry and “seeking to look into the culture”. This includes all records, including notes, recordings, 
or transcripts of interviews with any persons conducted as part of the investigation. It also includes any and all 
reports, memos, correspondence or other documents or communications pertaining to or concerning the 
investigation, prepared or generated by the persons who conducted the investigation. Specifically, the original 
notes and statements collected by Chief Davis from interviews on or about August 16, 2017 through September 5, 
2017 from members at station 10, Battalion 3 and other people involved in the investigation 7. Any and all notes, 
preliminary drafts of documents and internal communications between and among supervisors or officials of the 
Fire Department and/or the City, concerning or pertaining to the investigation about matters relied upon in whole 
or in part as the basis for the decision to discharge me; as well as notes, preliminary drafts of documents and 
internal communications concerning the decision to discharge me. The documents and records produced should Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Fire;#Hum  No

1206 11/2/2017 12:03 Ciel Klein Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commissio
Salary and Compensation for Executive Directors/Administrators of the Charlotte Area Metropolitan Planning 
Organization Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1204 11/2/2017 12:03 Ciel Klein Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commissio
Salary and Compensation for Executive Directors/Administrators of the Charlotte Area Metropolitan Planning 
Organization Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1203 11/2/2017 9:01 unknown allisonpowers@hushmail.com

Since the public records request is not yet filled, I am requesting the contents of the public records requests 
database for all new entries sent since you sent the database previously. 
It is not necessary to send the information sent previously.  However, if it simpler just to send the whole thing 
again instead of pulling the new date range data set, I don't mind receiving the whole item and doing the sorting 
of data myself.  As long as it's the same full set of data fields, it doesn't matter to me.
 
Thank you. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk

1200 11/1/2017 13:31 Anita Staton Miles Technology Solutions
I would like to request the pre-bid meeting sign in sheet for the CMPD Citizen Survey RFP. I reviewed the 
contracting website that included the solicitation details but the sign-in sheet had not been uploaded. Fulfilled Closed Police



1263 11/1/2017 13:14 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive public records regarding car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall 
health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT for the month of September 2017?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.
Best,
Kelly Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1199 10/31/2017 11:24 Mark Knoop


This is a request for open records under North Carolina's applicable law.
 
I request that you make available to me the following records:
 
1) Any and all correspondence; including, but not limited to, digital correspondence, email correspondence, and 
phone records; between Mayor Pro Tem Vi Lyles and Ron Leeper, President and Owner of RJ Leeper Construction, 
that occurred on or between January 1st, 2016 and October 31st, 2017.
 
2) Any and all correspondence; including, but not limited to, digital correspondence, email correspondence, and 
phone records; between employees or agents of Mayor Pro Tem Vi Lyles and Ron Leeper, President and Owner of 
RJ Leeper Construction, that occurred on or between January 1st, 2016 and October 31st, 2017.
 
3) Any and all correspondence; including, but not limited to, digital correspondence, email correspondence, and 
phone records; between Mayor Pro Tem Vi Lyles and any employees or agents of RJ Leeper Construction, that 
occurred on or between January 1st, 2016 and October 31st, 2017.
 
4) Any and all correspondence; including, but not limited to, digital correspondence, email correspondence, and 
phone records; between employees or agents of Mayor Pro Tem Vi Lyles and any employees or agents of RJ 
Leeper Construction, that occurred on or between January 1st, 2016 and October 31st, 2017.
 
I request that the records responsive to my request be copied and sent to me at the following address: 2820 
Selwyn Ave Ste 693, Charlotte, NC 28201.
 
Please let me know in advance of any search or copying if the fees will exceed $200.
 
If portions of the requested records are closed, please separate or redact the closed portions and provide me with 
the rest of the records. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

1198 10/30/2017 9:51 Tim Weegar Augusta Regional Airport, Ga Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1195 10/27/2017 17:03 Whitney Action Center on Race & the Economy (

October 27, 2017 Dear FOIA Officer, Under the Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I write 
to request access to and a copy of the following: • In May 2015, the city of Charlotte announced a $2.25 million 
settlement in the Jonathan Ferrell- Can you please clarify which specific city fund(s) this settlement came from 
within the city’s budget by providing copies of the said funds expenditures. • A description of the portion, or 
fund(s) within the current year's City’ budget that cover(s) costs related to City settlements involving police 
misconduct • A description of the dollar amounts allotted within the Risk Management Fund for settlements 
against the city within the years of 2007-2017 • A description of the dollar amounts allotted within the Risk 
Management Fund for settlements against the City of Charlotte’s police department within the years of 2007-
2017 • A list of any bonds from 2007-2017 where any portion of bond proceeds has been or will be used to cover 
any portion of costs relating to legal judgments or settlements, (including legal representation), in cases against 
the City of Charlotte, its police department, or individual law enforcement officers, in cases involving conduct of 
police officers. Please include the CUSIP. • A description and dollar amount of any legal settlements or judgments 
that have been funded in whole or in part by bond revenue from 2007-2017. Please include case names where 
relevant. • The Official Statements of those bonds described above or link to the bond OS in EMMA. • A detailed 
accounting of the costs for underwriting, advisory services, and legal fees and any other costs related to each 
bond issuance, as well as which firms received these payments within the last ten years (2007-2017). If your 
agency does not maintain these public records, please let me know who does and include the proper custodian's 
name and address. I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not more than $25.00. If the cost 
would be greater than this amount, please notify me. Please provide a receipt indicating the charges for each 
document. I would request your response within ten (10) business days. Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Whitney Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Police No

1194 10/26/2017 15:43 Michael Wang Newbrook Capital Advisors LP latest monthly revenue data for the rental car companies such as Avis, Hertz, Enterprise etc.  Specifically Fulfilled Closed Aviation



1188 10/25/2017 13:21 Howard Lintz


From: Howie Lintz [mailto:hmlintz@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2017 2:42 PM
To: Christopher, David
Subject: Request for public records
 
Dear Mr. Christopher:
 
I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of all permits granted  for events along Latrobe Drive 
(zip code 28211) for March 3, 2017, and to the applications for the granted  permits. If one party submitted 
multiple applications, and only one was granted to that party, I am only requesting access to the application that 
was granted. This refers to all festival permits, demonstration permits, parade permits, or noise permits. The 
request is made under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1. 
 
My preferred format of receipt is e-mail (at this e-mail address). However, a fax transmission will be faster, you 
can fax the records to my attention at 704-588-9392. If possible, please provide these records as they are 
processed (for instance, as direct scans, photocopies, or print-outs).
 
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request “as promptly as possible.” If you expect a significant 
delay in fulfilling this request, please let me know when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the records. 
If the request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions and redactions by reference to specific 
exemptions in the state open records act.
 
I also ask that you kindly waive any associated fees. If you cannot, please notify me as soon as possible by e-mail 
or phone (704-451-7431) so that I can arrange prompt payment. 
 
Thanks,
Howard Lintz Fulfilled Closed Police No

1193 10/24/2017 15:03 Nikole Morgan AKT Peerless | Barringer Management

I received your contact from Zahid Khan (Energy, Mineral, and Land Resources).I am with AKT Peerless and we are 
preparing a Phase I ESA report on a commercial property located at 7215 Lebanon Road Suite A, Mint Hill, NC. 
The only potential concern I have identified at this site is with the X-Ray machine (it’s not digital) and has a 
processor onsite. The developer/processor equipment appears to be connected to sanitary sewer as the owner 
stated no waste is collected or disposed of or pick up. The equipment has been onsite since 2003. Do you have 
any information related to this location?
 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water

1187 10/24/2017 14:10 Megan Smith First Service Residential In search of police records for 9330 Kings Falls Dr. Reports of drug activity and arrests. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police
1186 10/24/2017 9:17 Jim Morrill Charlotte Observer Vi Lyles emails between Ron Leeper within last six months Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

1196 10/23/2017 15:13 Kat Boone Chico & Nunes, P.C.

To Whom It May Concern:
I would like to request a copy of the Utility Franchise Agreement between the City of Charlotte and Duke Energy 
Carolinas. If any invoices are needed to be paid before processing this request, please send directly to me at this 
email address. 
Thank you.
Best, Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1185 10/23/2017 15:00 James Atkins Autoreturn.com 

Good morning, I hope this email finds you well. I'm requesting your support in obtaining copies of the current 
impound and accident towing contracts for the Charlotte Police Department and their corresponding expiration 
dates. Please let me know if the information I am requesting isn't open to the public. Thank you in advance for 
you time and help. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police No

1184 10/23/2017 13:41 Whitney Hill Butler, Weihmuller, Katz and Craig

Dear Sir or Madam: Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, N.C.G.S. § 132-6 et seq., I am requesting 
that the City of Charlotte produce the following documents to me: copies of the complete file and related 
documents regarding damage to a sewer main at or near 8534 Wren Creek Drive, Charlotte, NC 28269 that 
occurred on February 24, 2016, including but not limited to: • all work performed by or on behalf of the City to 
repair the damage; • all invoices for repairs for such work; • all proof of payment by third parties for such work, 
including but not limited to Bechtel / S&N Communications Inc.; • all documents, logs or correspondence 
regarding any 811 requests made by any person or entity to locate the sewer main at issue; and • all 
correspondence between the City and any other party or person concerning the damage, repairs, locates or other 
aspect of the sewer main being damaged. We are willing to pay all reasonable copying and shipping costs 
involved. Please forward these records to my attention via the e-mail address below or the physical address listed 
below. Thank you for your anticipated cooperation and please contact me at (704) 940-9813 with any questions 
or concerns. Very truly yours, Whitney B. Hill Fulfilled Closed Water

1183 10/23/2017 13:40 Greg Lenaz
1) Contract for multi-family solid waste collection services 2) Contract for single-family recycling collection 
services (if one exists) 3) Contract for single-family refuse collection services (if one exists) Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services



1182 10/23/2017 8:48 Bryan Turner Champion Landscapes Inc.


Hello Tammy
 
I would like to request copies of the past TWO contracts for each contract listed below
 
District Grounds Maintenance :
Center City West
Government District
West District
 
District Median Maintenance:
North A
North B
 South B
South A
South C
South E
 
Cats Ground Maint:
Bus Park & Ride Lots
 
 
Thank you
 
 
Bryan Turner

N.C.R.L.C.# 0169
North Carolina Irrigation Contractor # 992 Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Engineering & Property Mgmt

1181 10/19/2017 16:18 Sandra Smith Construction Journa

Project ID: 1442469-------------
Field Maintenance Building Canopy Addition
Owner Proj Num: LD17-011
  
-------------Project ID: 1444217-------------
Construction Management at Risk Services for Terminal Lobby Expansion
Owner Proj Num: TM17-006
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1180 10/19/2017 15:47 Bryan Gorrita Miami-Dade County Aviation Departme
Requesting the executed Parking Management Agreement at Charlotte Douglas International Airport with 
contractor SP+ Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1179 10/17/2017 9:39 John Baker

I am requesting the following information for use in a research project gathering information for a forthcoming 
book on the United States Constitution, to be incorporated specifically into a chapter on the 2nd Amendment. I 
would like to any publicly available report containing statistical information in respect to deaths occurring within 
the corporate limits of Charlotte, NC, for calendar year 2016 - 1) How many deaths occurred where the 
proximate cause of death was the discharge of a firearm ; 2) How many deaths occurred where the proximate 
cause of death was the lawful discharge of a firearm by a law enforcement officer ; 3) How many deaths occurred 
where the proximate cause of death was the lawful discharge of a firearm in self-defense by someone other than 
a law enforcement officer ; 4) How many deaths occurred where the proximate cause of death was the accidental 
discharge of a firearm ; 5) How many deaths occurred where the proximate cause of death was the discharge of a 
firearm in a suicide ; and 6) How many deaths occurred where the proximate cause of death was the discharge of 
a firearm in the commission of a crime. Fulfilled Closed Police No

1178 10/16/2017 10:45 Charles Clark
I am looking for the salary sheets for Charlotte Police Officers from 2007 to 2010. Thank you in advance. Charley 
Clark Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1197 10/13/2017 11:26 Debra Powell WEINGARTEN REALTY See attachment for request details. Fulfilled Closed Police No

1177 10/12/2017 16:39 Stephen Oshman

I was hoping you could help me with an information request. Many airports post monthly data on rental car 
concessionaries monthly gross revenue (by company and in aggregate). For example I posted the links to LAX and 
Las Vegas airports below. I was wondering if 1) this data is posted somewhere on your website and 2) if not could 
I please request the information myself. I would like to see rental car revenue by vendor by month from 2014-
onward to the most recently available month. Let me know if this would be possible or if you need any other data 
from me. Thanks, Stephen LAX airport posts rental car monthly revenues – see example 
here:http://www.lawa.org/welcome_LAX.aspx?id=13215 Las Vegas posts rental car monthly revenue by company 
here -https://www.mccarran.com/Business/Statistics?id=62838 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1175 10/12/2017 11:30 Boyd Stanley Polydyne Inc.

RE: Trial Results for ITB # 269-2015-PMM for Thickening and Dewatering Polymer for McAlpine Wastewater 
Treatment Facility Polydyne Inc. is seeking to obtain the trial results for each of the three vendors who conducted 
trials relative to the above referenced Invitation to Bid (ITB). At minimum, we request to be provided the polymer 
pounds required per dry ton of sludge treated (dosage; Lbs/DT), that was used for the “Performance Based Net 
Price $/dry ton” as shown on the attached Bid Results. Fulfilled Closed Water

1174 10/11/2017 18:16 James Studzinski

I am requesting any video surveillance footage from the CLT Airport rental car parking garage, specifically 
regarding the Alamo rental car lot and exit portion. We are being falsely accused of causing damage to an Alamo 
rental car, white Nissan Pathfinder, that we were verbally told they were already aware of by the attendant who 
brought the car to us. We are looking to show that based on video footage of us leaving the facility with the 
rental car that the damage was already present. The date and time in question are September 17, 2017, between 
2:00pm and 2:30 pm. Our exit ticket shows that we exited the parking area of Alamo rental car at 2:19pm on this 
date. Please contact me if you have any further questions or need any additional information in order to process 
our request. Thank you. Jimmy Studzinski Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation



1173 10/11/2017 18:14 David Kimball Robinson Bradshaw

Dear Sir or Madam: I write to request certain public records under the North Carolina Public Records Law, N.C.G.S. 
§132-1 et seq. Specifically, I am submitting this public records request in connection with the following two 
construction projects at the Charlotte Douglas International Airport (the “Airport”), which were announced in 
2015: • Project # TM12-026, East Terminal Expansion Phase II (RFQ issued 9/15/2015) • Project # TM15-019, 
Concourse A North Expansion - Phase I (RFQ issued 11/6/2015) For each of the referenced projects, I hereby 
request access to and copies of the following: 1. The final contracts executed between the Airport and the 
Construction Managers for each of the referenced projects, including all exhibits and attachments to the 
contracts. 2. All bid or proposal materials that reflect the following financial information for firms or individuals 
proposing to serve as the Construction Manager on either or both of the projects: (a) any proposed guaranteed 
maximum price for the projects; (b) any proposed fee for the projects; (c) any proposed general conditions costs 
for the projects; (d) any proposed profit for the projects; (e) any proposed overhead for the projects; and (f) any 
proposed labor burden for the projects. If applicable, please provide these records as they are processed. If there 
are any fees or costs associated with this request, please let me know if they will exceed $200 prior to incurring 
them. I respectfully request that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible," in accordance 
with applicable law. If this request is denied in whole or part, please justify all deletions and redactions by 
reference to specific exemptions under applicable law. Should you have any questions or concerns about 
promptly fulfilling this request, please do not hesitate to contact me using the information provided below. Thank 
you, –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– David C. Kimball Robinson Bradshaw t : 803.325.2907 | f : 803.985.3786 
202 East Main Street, Suite 201 Rock Hill, SC 29730dkimball@robinsonbradshaw.com robinsonbradshaw.com Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1172 10/11/2017 10:52 Jeremy Scharpenberg The Walsh Group

Archer Western would like to request copies proposal for the CMAR Terminal Lobby Expansion Solicitation, could 
we get a copy of all of them?
 Could you help us with that? Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1171 10/11/2017 9:37 Bryan Cho Green Courte Partners, LLC

I am seeking the following information:
 
·         What are monthly revenues broken down between each of the parking facilities and between self-
park/valet (Long Term Lots 1-4, Hourly Deck, Daily North Lot, Daily Decks, Business Valet Deck, and Curbside 
Valet) over the past five years?
·         What are the historical occupancies by month for the airport parking lots broken down by parking facilities 
(Long Term Lots 1-4, Hourly Deck, Daily North Lot, Daily Decks, Business Valet Deck, and Curbside Valet) over the 
past five years?
·         Specify any changes to the airport parking rates for the parking facilities (Long Term Lots 1-4, Hourly Deck, 
Daily North Lot, Daily Decks, Business Valet Deck, and Curbside Valet) over the past five years.
·         What are the current access fees paid by off-airport parking facilities? Have there been any changes to these 
access fees over the past five years?
·         What are the revenues received by month for access fees paid by off-airport parking facilities car companies 
over the past five year? Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1170 10/6/2017 14:11 Emily Borrello

Official resume of Marcus D. Jones (not online biography) and official employment (or hiring document) record for 
Marcus D. Jones
Ms. Borello is hoping to receive the information by email by Tuesday, October 10, 2017 because it is for a school 
assignment. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1169 10/5/2017 17:49 Various UE150, NC Public Service Workers This is for Risk Management - please see attached emails detailing the request and previous response. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1168 10/5/2017 10:05 Paige Pahlke Brown, Moore, and Associates

All reports and/or documents created on or after March 7, 2017 relating to inspections of the Jet Bridge or jetway 
where Mrs. Joyce Walsh fell on March 7, 2017 conducted by or on behalf of the City of Charlotte, Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport and/or American Airlines.

All photographs and/or images and/or diagrams created on or after March 7, 2017 relating to inspections of the 
Jet Bridge or jetway where Mrs. Joyce Walsh fell on March 7, 2017 conducted by or on behalf of the City of 
Charlotte, Charlotte Douglas International Airport and/or American Airlines.

All incident reports created on or after March 7, 2017 relating to Mrs. Joyce Walsh's fall on March 7, 2017 in the 
Jet Bridge or jetway at the Charlotte Douglas International Airport created by or on behalf of the City of 
Charlotte, Charlotte Douglas International Airport and/or American Airlines.

All reports of needed repairs to the Jet Bridge or jetway where Mrs. Joyce Walsh fell on March 7, 2017 for the 
time period of March 7, 2015 through the present.

The complete maintenance file for the Jet Bridge or jetway where Mrs. Joyce Walsh fell on March 7, 2017 for the 
time period of March 7, 2015 through the present. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1167 10/4/2017 17:49 Sarah Wicklund Patriot Transportation Engineering, PLLC
I am working on the prioritization for NCDOT and need a pdf of the signal plan for the intersection of NC 16 
(Brookshire Blvd) at I-85 (CDOT signal ID 875) (NCDOT signal ID 10-0465). Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1162 10/3/2017 12:55 Jonathan Jones North Carolina Open Government Coali


Mr. Hagemann,
 
I hope you are doing well on this cool, if not sunny, Friday afternoon. 
 
I am seeking a copy of any insurance policy held by the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department or of the City 
which provides coverage for the police department. I've prepared a formal public records request, which is 
attached as a word document to this email. 
 
I look forward to hearing back from you. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Jonathan Jones
Director, North Carolina Open Government Coalition
Instructor, Elon University School of Communications
Phone: 336-278-5345 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services



1274 10/3/2017 12:07 7/6/2018 David Sentendrey 

I'd like to get emails from the mayor, city manager and city attorney with the keyword "Facebook" being used. 
This does not need to include email notifications from Facebook or anything of that nature. Just anything where 
"Facebook" is in the subject, body, etc.
 
Just emails where the actual word "Facebook" is used either in the message, subject, etc. but it does not need to 
be a part of a link.
 
Ahhh! I forgot the timeframe, this can be from Sept. 20, 2016 until Sept. 20, 2017. Thanks. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of C  Yes

1161 10/3/2017 8:53 Leslie Lynch Ryan

Hi Hannah,
 
Thank you so much! Can you or someone in your department answer a few questions regarding how you handle 
outstanding checks?
 
1.   Do you have any instructions or claim forms necessary to have checks re-issued?
2.   Does your jurisdiction remit funds to the State Unclaimed Property Office? If so, after what time period?
3.   If you do not remit funds to the State Unclaimed Property Office is there a point where the payee is no longer 
eligible to claim?
4.   How often and when is the list of unclaimed funds updated and/or released?
Thanks,
Leslie
 Leslie Lynch
Senior Administrative Assistant, Abandoned and Unclaimed Property Consulting
Abandoned and Unclaimed Property Tax
Ryan
857.288.1983 Direct
857.362.7522 Ext. 88-1983
214.669.4541 Mobile Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1160 10/2/2017 12:39 Neil Savage UNC - Asheville
Crime statistics from 1955-1975. Just general rates and, if possible, some geographic breakdown. Looking at the 
Brooklyn neighborhood and how rates changed after its demolition. Fulfilled Closed Police No

1163 10/2/2017 11:22 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive public records regarding car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall 
health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT fromMarch 2017 to August 2017?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1159 9/28/2017 19:29 Sam Perkins Catawba RiverKeeper
Please advise if Charlotte Water or DEQ is aware of any other reported problems since I last made reports in June.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water

1158 9/28/2017 18:48 Eric Chung SmartProcure

SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte for any and all purchasing records 
from 2017-06-05 to current. The request is limited to readily available records without physically copying, 
scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic document is acceptable. The specific information 
requested from your record keeping system is: 1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a 
comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, encumbrance, or check number 2. Purchase date 3. Line item 
details (Detailed description of the purchase) 4. Line item quantity 5. Line item price 6. Vendor ID number, name, 
address, contact person and their email address Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1156 9/28/2017 13:43 Karen Cook Austin Industries

I would like to review all the received proposal packages for the RFQ forCMAR Services for Terminal Lobby 
Expansion at CLT, Project #TM17-006, published May 18, 2017, and I believe it has been awarded. Thank you in 
advance for your time! Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1166 9/28/2017 11:22 Jacob Hale National General 

I am requesting a copy of a 911 call from September 2, 2017.  The call is associated with local report number 
20170902093201.  This call is needed as evidence for my investigation into this matter.

The property owner involved in this call is Lawrence Payne, at 9714 Veronica DR. Charlotte, nc 28215.
Please let me know if additional information is required. Fulfilled Closed Police

1155 9/28/2017 10:51 Derek Manns
Hi, I am requesting video from a bus that I was behind during a traffic accident. 06/02/2017 at 132 E. Trade St. 
Between 10pm and 11pm. Here is the complaint number: 20170602230300 Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS

1154 9/28/2017 10:38 Leslie Lynch Ryan.com

I am requesting a copy of outstanding, uncashed, stale dated checks and/or unreconciled payments issued by the 
city of Charlotte, North Carolina, with regard to accounts payable, property tax and vendor over-payments, 
refunds or credits. We only need amounts over $100 and more than 180 days old. Please include check number 
and amount, payee name, and issue date. Information will not be resold and will only be used to perform a 
forensic review on outstanding disbursements for corporate clients currently under contract with us. Electronic 
files in Excel format are preferred. Records can be sent to me atleslie.lynch@ryan.com. This information is being 
requested under the Freedom of Information Act. If you require an official FOIA Request, or Open Records Form 
to be completed please provide a copy at your earliest convenience. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1150 9/27/2017 10:16 Jake Armellani Marquette University Law School

I am requesting the Charlotte Hornets lease agreement. I am a law student at Marquette University Law School 
and a research assistant for the National Sports Law Institute. I am collecting NBA leases to create lease 
summaries for the NSLI website's database. I believe we currently have the Hornets lease, but are missing 
exhibits. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me with questions. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney



1149 9/22/2017 13:21 Bianca Garcia

Sep 22 2017 Stephanie C. Kelly City Clerk City of Charlotte 600 East Fourth Street Charlotte, NC 28202 Dear Ms. 
Kelly, Pursuant to the state open records law N.C. Gen. Stat. Secs. 132-1 to 132-10, I write to request a copy of 
any and all records of: • Economic development/tax incentive applications submitted by Verizon and/or Cellco 
Partnership to the City of Charlotte from January 1, 2012 to the present date; • Economic development/tax 
incentive awards received by Verizon and/or Cellco Partnership from the City of Charlotte from January 1, 2012 
to the present date; • Economic development/tax incentive-related job and investment performance audits and 
annual/quarterly/monthly reports for Verizon and/or Cellco Partnership from January 1, 2012 to the present 
date; and • Correspondence regarding economic development/tax incentives between Verizon and/or Cellco 
Partnership and staff of the City of Charlotte from January 1, 2012 to the present date. With regard to this 
request, economic development/tax incentives should be understood as including all of the following: grants, 
credits, refunds, deductions, subsidies, abatements, exemptions, reimbursements, bonds, loans and financing. If 
an award was received by Verizon and/or Cellco Partnership prior to January 1, 2012, but continued to be active 
past that date, please provide that documentation as well. If your agency does not maintain these public records, 
please let me know who does and include the proper custodian's name and address. Please provide documents 
electronically wherever possible. I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not more than 
$50.00. If the cost would be greater than this amount, please notify me. Please provide a receipt indicating the 
charges for each document. I would request your response within ten (10) business days. If you choose to deny 
this request, please provide a written explanation for the denial including a reference to the specific statutory 
exemption(s) upon which you rely. Also, please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. 
Thank you for your assistance. Sincerely, Bianca Garcia 121 Decatur Street Brooklyn, NY 11216 813-503-2850 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1148 9/22/2017 11:42 Louann Silvia

Requested document:
Operating contract between Synagro (sp?) Central LLC, or Synagro Technologies and Charlotte Mecklenburg 
Utilities. Synagro operates the WWTP Residual Management Facilities.
(the above is verbatim description in the notes captured by Julie Berger at Mecklenburg County, to whom the 
original letter/request was sent. She forwarded this to me today, September 22, 2017. The original request is 
dated July 12, 2017. Fulfilled Closed Water

1153 9/21/2017 22:05 Allison Latos WSOC-TV

Emails, phone calls, voice messages,  and Texts pertaining to "casio", "watches", "video", "rescue 10", 
and "filming" from 6/2016 to 9/21/2017 for the following people:
Former Chief Jon Hannan, Chief Howard Key, Deputy Chief Rich Granger, Deputy Chief Kevin Gordon, Division 
Chief Kent Davis, Division Chief Lance Foulk, Division Chief Damian Owens, BC Tim Rogers, BC Matt Westover, BC 
Neil Smith, BC Dale Brown, Former BC Rhett Mahaley, Capt Jerry Rodgers, Capt Jeff Bright, Capt Kenny Curran, 
Former Asst City Manager Ann Wall, Former City Manager Ron Carlee, Former Interim Manager Ron Kimble. Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Innovation & Technology;#City Manager’s Office

1152 9/21/2017 22:05 Allison Latos WSOC TV
All emails sent to or received between June 2016 to September 21, 2017 from Chief Bobby Nugent, Chief Craig 
Smith, Chief Jim Robinson at Greensboro FD to any CFD employees. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Fire;#Innovation & Technology

1147 9/20/2017 17:09 Stephen Barilovits

I understand that some neighborhood associations receive city funds in a matching grant program for their tree 
banding efforts against the cankerworms. Since they receive public funds, the list of neighborhood associations 
that received this grant is public information, but I cannot find this information on the city website. If it is there 
can you direct me to it, and if it is not, can you publish this information? I believe Phillip Freeman is in charge of 
the Neighborhood Matching Grant Program. I have emailed Phillip Freeman, about this but hav Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1144 9/19/2017 8:32 Max Maxwell Cash Homes Triad The address of homes in Meck Co without water service for 6 months or more. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water

1141 9/18/2017 13:33 Derrick Adams Round Tree

Can I please get a contract pricing for previous yrs. of median landscape maintenance for:
North A
North C
South A
South B
South C
South D 
South E
 
Thank you, Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Engineering & Property Mgmt

1140 9/18/2017 11:07 Gregory Faulcon Silverback Brothers, LLC We would like to receive a copy of all the proposal that was submitted for this project. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1139 9/15/2017 16:26 Matt Bohlander Ricoh
I would like to request the monthly itemized invoices with amounts for the Kubra Contract over the last 2 years. 
Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1138 9/15/2017 15:19 Paul Specht The News & Observer

Hey Keith,
 
I'm reaching out to see if you can tell me how many of the city's contracts are with companies owned by women 
or minorities.
 
Does Charlotte keep track of this percentage?
 
Has the number of minority-or-woman-owned city contractors ever topped 20 percent?
 
Any help you can offer would be greatly appreciated. Thanks so much,
Andy
 
-- 
Paul A. Specht
PolitiFact NC/state politics reporter
The News & Observer
O: 919.829.4870
C: 919.349.6100
Twitter: @AndySpecht
aspecht@newsobserver.com
newsobserver.com
PolitiFact.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1135 9/13/2017 16:14 Michael White Brookville 

Brookville respectfully requests a copy of all of Siemens proposals (Initial, BAFO1, & BAFO2) for the Charlotte 
Streetcar RFP 269-GLS111115. We also request the completed evaluation score sheet used to rank/comment on 
the proposals so that we may better understand how BROOKVILLE's proposal can be improved. Fulfilled Closed CATS



1151 9/13/2017 13:39 Mike Stolp WSOC TV
Request digital copy of the following documents be provided by 7/13/17:
All emails and texts sent to and from former Chief Jon Hannan from 8/10/17 - 8/19/17 and 8/19/17 - 9/1/17 Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Fire;#Innovation & Technology

1134 9/11/2017 15:45 ETHAN GILL Onvia Inc
A copy of the full winning proposal, proposals from all vendors who submitted one, and the final contract for the 
deal. We are also requesting the presentations, resumes, scoring criterion and evaluations, and task orders. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1136 9/11/2017 10:48 Jana Watt 

Please provide any and all communication from August 1, 2016 and September 8, 2017 between Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Stormwater Services and or CMUD and Susan Irvin and/or any Davidson, NC employee, consultant, 
town staff, board of commissioner member or mayor. 

 Date of record requested (if known) 
    August 1, 2016 -September 8, 2017 

 Indicate the format in which you wish to receive the requested record 
    I want record e-mailed to above address (no cost).  Fulfilled Closed Water;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#City Manager’s Office

1132 9/11/2017 9:09 Harold Brauer Recovery Asset Network

I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of the original check.
 
Please forward the list to my attention at foia@recoveryassetnetwork.com
 
Harold Brauer
FOIA Officer
t: 818-987-1274
f: 888-774-2616
e:foia@recoveryassetnetwork.com
a: 2416 W. Victory Blvd., Suite 593, Burbank, CA 91506 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1137 9/8/2017 14:31 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive public records regarding car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall 
health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT fromFebruary 2017 to July 2017?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1130 9/8/2017 10:57 Chris Donus Spur Consulting
Hello, I would like to request the Rental Car Gross Revenue figures by brand for CLT airport for the month of July 
2017. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1128 9/5/2017 15:36 Conor Hanlon SEIU

I am requesting a list of employee badges at CLT airport, including (1) the total number of active employee 
badges, and (2) a breakdown of the number of active badges at CLT including any information used to classify 
these companies (e.g., whether they are lease agreement/operating permit holders, concessioners, air carriers, 
etc.; types of service they provide; whether they are ramp, terminal, or cargo companies). Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1126 8/31/2017 14:40 Lauren Coles JMS Advisory Group, LLC

To Whom It May Concern:
I’m writing to request a copy (preferably in electronic format) of an accounting of all uncashed checks which have 
been outstanding for 180 days or more. Please include the payee name, check number, amount, issue date, and 
last known address when possible.
 
We are prepared to pay up to $50.00 for this request.
 
Thank You,
Lauren Coles
JMS Advisory Group, LLC
www.jmsadvisors.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1124 8/31/2017 11:24 Whitney Hill Butler, Weihmuller, Katz, & Craig

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, N.C.G.S. § 132-6 et seq., I am requesting that the City of 
Charlotte produce the following documents to me: copies of the complete file and related documents regarding 
damage to a 54” water main at or near the intersection of Tuckaseegee Road/Thrift Road/Berryhill Roads that 
occurred on May 13, 2016, including but not limited to: • all work performed by or on behalf of the City to repair 
the damage; • all invoices for repairs for such work; • all proof of payment by third parties for such work, 
including but not limited to Bechtel / S&N Communications Inc.; • all documents, logs or correspondence 
regarding any 811 requests made by any person or entity to locate the 54” water main at issue; and • all 
correspondence between the City and any other party or person concerning the damage, repairs, locates or other 
aspect of the 54” water main being damaged. We are willing to pay all reasonable copying and shipping costs 
involved. Please forward these records to my attention via the e-mail address below or the physical address listed 
below. Thank you for your anticipated cooperation and please contact me at (704) 940-9813 with any questions 
or concerns. Fulfilled Closed Water

1123 8/30/2017 12:47 Meghan LeBedz

Requesting a copy of the winning bid for RPF #2017-01-003 for Generator mMaintenance and Repair Services for the Charlotte-Douglas International 
Airport. The bid closed on 2/23/2017, and the winner of the bid was announced on 3/16/2017.
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1122 8/29/2017 16:01 1/7/2019 FOIA Group


1.     Requesting all vendor documentation submitted in response to RFP 269-FC1122015 - Electronic Fare 
Collection System. Documentation requested includes: proposals, statements of work, responses, etc.
Please reference our FGI case number in the subject line when corresponding for this request. If you have any 
questions please contact me atfoia@foia.com. I agree to pay reasonable processing fees, however, please notify 
me if these fees exceed $55.00 for approval. Thanks, --- Rose Santos, c/o FOIA Group, Inc., P.O. Box 368, Depew, 
New York, 14043 Tel: (716) 608-0800, ext 502. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn CATS No

1127 8/28/2017 12:34 Caroline Watford Copy of phone call to 311 Fulfilled Closed 311;#Neighborhood Services



1121 8/28/2017 11:14 not given

email excerpt:
1)  This (as you attached) was our exchange from July 21 and I can't understand what you are confused about. 
 You told me the information about the records REQUESTS is in a DATABASE and you are PULLING REPORTS 
choosing fields from that database.  I asked you the NAME OF THE DATABASE and for ALL OF THE FIELDS in the 
DATABASE, which should have been provided the first time.  Instead, you chose particular fields and sent them to 
me in an excel spreadsheet without telling me you left out information.  I don't mind getting it in excel form. 
That's fine with me. However, I want ALL OF THE FIELDS THAT ARE IN THAT DATABASE.  
Please have personnel who are in the computer department read and understand this email if you do not:
 
 Please identify the fields in the database staff is pulling from and the name of the database.  (Is this a unique 
database or part of another set of records?)  I'm sure the staff can put the fields into excel easily or comma 
delimited list or any other format that is convenient.  In terms of the time prior to this database, you mentioned 
the records were kept in different formats and locations.  If you could tell me a bit about that, it would probably 
save us both lots of work.  Thanks. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk

1120 8/25/2017 15:18 Andrew Sigafoos
I would like a copy of the travel records and expense reports for council member Dimple Ajmera for the time since 
she was appointed to the board till present. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

1119 8/25/2017 12:57 David Morgan

Please provide copies of the Charlotte Douglas International Airport complaint databases for the year 2016 and 
2017 in Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, or Microsoft SQL or Microsoft Access database format. The data will be 
analyzed and insights gained published to the public. Prevision by email is acceptable. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1117 8/25/2017 10:52 Anna Douglas Charlotte Observer 

            Delivered via e-mail to the city of Charlotte, Communications-Marketing department             
     
Request for public records           
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law (North Carolina General Statute Section
132-1, et seq.), I request that you allow immediate inspection of the following public records, in
whatever form the records are kept, or copies of the following records.
Relating to the Citizen Review Board, I request:
1. All emails, and attachments, sent to or from Citizen Review Board members, between
the dates of June 28, 2017, and Aug. 11, 2017, on the matter of CMPD Officer Brentley
Vinson and Keith Lamont Scott, Sr. These records should include, but not be limited to,
emails and attachments related to upcoming, current, or past Citizen Review Board
meetings and/or proceedings, as well as communications about objections, motions,
procedures, attendance, scheduling, city and board policies, and hearings.
2. All motions, orders and other written notices filed with the Office of the City Clerk, in the
matter of Keith Lamont Scott, Sr., before the Citizen Review Board, on the following
dates: June 26, June 27, and Aug. 1 through Aug. 11, 2017.
If you take the position that the above-described public records are not open to public 
inspection
under the Public Records Law, please explain the basis for your position and identify any
statute, rule of law or other authority upon which you rely.
Pursuant to the Public Records Law, I am willing to pay the actual cost of the copies I am
requesting but ask that I be furnished with an estimate prior to any costs being incurred in
excess of $100.
Electronic delivery or in-person access to records is an acceptable alternative to the City
providing copies of the requested records.
I look forward to your immediate reply.
Sincerely, Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Clerk

1118 8/24/2017 15:59 Rob Sowby Urban Water Group, University of Utah

   As of 2016, does your organization have a written policy, a written plan, and/or an established program 
addressing energy management for its drinking water system? If so, which, and for how long? Please consider 
linking or attaching supporting documents.   Fulfilled Closed Water

1133 8/24/2017 15:27 LaPronda I. Spann Lain Consulting LLC
I am interested in receiving more information on the DBE/ACDBE Consulting Services proposal that was awarded 
in 2016. More specifically, I have interested a copy of the winning proposal. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1113 8/24/2017 15:07 Earney Smith The Olive Law Firm

1.      Traffic counts performed by any and all parties including tube counts and turning movement counts for one 
mile in both directions along Monroe Road from Greylyn Business Park for the ten year period prior to May 2017. 
2.      All traffic studies of Monroe Road for one mile in both directions along Monroe Road from Greylyn Business 
Park for the ten year period prior to May 2017.
3.      Traffic signal warrant studies for one mile in both directions along Monroe Road from Greylyn Business Park 
for the ten year period prior to May 2017.
4.      Private land developer traffic studies for one mile in both directions along Monroe Road from Greylyn 
Business Park for the ten year period prior to May 2017. Include agency review comments and final required 
approved infrastructure improvements.
5.      All roadway, roadway network, and/or transportation network and/or corridor studies for one mile in both 
directions along Monroe Road from Greylyn Business Park for the ten year period prior to May 2017.
6.      All roadway plans/designs, functional roadway plans/designs, and/or conceptual roadway plans/designs for 
one mile in both directions along Monroe Road from Greylyn Business Park for the ten year period prior to May 
2017.
7.      All traffic crash reports (NC DMV-349) for one mile in both directions along Monroe Road from Greylyn 
Business Park for the ten year period prior to May 2017. 
8.      All traffic crash analyses and/or studies for one mile in both directions along Monroe Road from Greylyn 
Business Park for the ten year period prior to May 2017. 
9.      All complaints about traffic, the roadway, roadway conditions, crashes or near crashes from citizens, law 
enforcement, and/or from any other person, organization, agency, corporation, or entity for one mile in both 
directions along Monroe Road from Greylyn Business Park for the ten year period prior to May 2017. 
10.  All communications and correspondence in any and all forms regarding Monroe Road for one mile in both 
directions along Monroe Road from Greylyn Business Park for the ten year period prior to May 2017. 
11.  All files, drawings, plans, studies, analysis, funding, and/or proposed or actual improvements related to 
Monroe Road for one mile in both directions along Monroe Road from Greylyn Business Park for the ten year 
period prior to May 2017.
 Fulfilled Closed Transportation;#CATS;#City Manager’s Office

1112 8/21/2017 15:28 Mohit Bawa
Has City of Charlotte granted any waiver to section 15.2 of this contract to NWN Corporation  for Intellectual 
Property Rights ? Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#Innovation & Technology



1111 8/21/2017 10:33 LaDonna Williams Law offices of James Scott Farrin

Please provide me with information concerning the pedestrian crosswalks and traffic signals at the intersection of 
Statesville Avenue and Atando Avenue in Charlotte, NC for the month of September 2016. Also, please provide 
any request made for the signals to be inspected on or about September 23, 2016 and any records concerning the 
outcome of the inspection, including but not limited whether the crosswalk signals were working properly. If you 
have any questions, I can be reached at the number above. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1110 8/21/2017 10:24 Reuben Jones
Please provide the amount of money owed to the city in unpaid parking tickets since 2007. Please break down the 
numbers by year and provide how many people owe money in parking tickets. Fulfilled Closed Transportation

1114 8/18/2017 8:34 John Paul WSOC follow up to information - asking for addresses of all individuals who filed noise complaints. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1109 8/17/2017 17:23 Ashley Richards University of Baltimore

Hello. My name is Ashley Richards. I am a current graduate student at the University of Baltimore within the 
Criminal justice program. I am currently conducting a study involving emotional intelligence training within law 
enforcement and overall police performance. The purpose of this email is to obtain information on the following 
for the purpose of this research: Information on any de-escalation training, crisis intervention training, etc. 
provided by this police department. This information should include • When the training was introduced, • 
Whether it is provided at the academy or in-service training, • Is the training mandatory for all officers, • Are 
there “refreshers” police are required to take as part of in-service and • When is this training incorporated into 
the curriculum. If you need to contact me, my email isArichards766432@gmail.com. My phone number is 443-
845-7454. Thank you for your assistance. Fulfilled Closed Police No

1108 8/16/2017 14:25 Mohit Bawa


Thanks for sending us the contracts for NWN corporation.  We request additional information in regards to 
following contracts
Contract# 2017000289
Attachment file name provided by City of Charlotte : 1101013-5
 
Request 1 
Documentation Requested: 
 
1. Provide Quarterly Assessment reports from June 16th 2015
2. Provide mutually agreed test plan procedure between NWN and City of Charlotee
3. Provide test results of the DR test conducted by NWN  signed off by City of Charlotte representative with time 
stamp
 
 
 
 
Section : General Services included on Page 16 of the contract
 
 
Quarterly Operational Assessment
NWN works to go beyond the tactical day-to-day support services, and include a quarterly operational
assessment.
During the course of ongoing monitoring, support, and maintenance, work is performed and problems
are solved on a tactical level. The quarterly assessment process is designed to ensure tactical IT
Operations are in sync with strategic business goals and objectives.
Key components of the Quarterly Operations Assessment include:
•Match business challenges to potential Technology Solutions
Review and adjust existing levels of support. Create action plans for improving level of Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#Innovation & Technology

1107 8/16/2017 10:39 David Petersen

Hello, I'm reaching out on behalf of David Petersen, who is requesting financial disclosures of your city council for 
the year 2016. This should include disclosures from the mayor, vice mayor, controller, and other city officials. If 
these records are unavailable at this time, please provide these disclosures for 2015. Please let me know if I can 
provide any additional information. Email is the best way to reach me. Best, Fin Fulfilled Closed City Clerk

1106 8/15/2017 12:03 Michael Bootier Buchanan, Ingersoll & Rooney PC
A copy of the concessions agreement awarded on or about August 14, 2017 to DFASS Group for duty free 
operations in Terminal D at Charlotte Douglas International Airport. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1105 8/14/2017 16:09 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer

1) Can I get a copy of the letter sent to Deborah Stevenson that notified her was being removed from the Citizens 
Review Board?
2) Can I get get attendance logs from CRB meetings from January 2015 to present?
3) Do you know the date that Deborah Stevenson was appointed to the CRB? Fulfilled Closed City Clerk

1104 8/14/2017 10:51 Milica Ivanis Harvard University

Hi, I hope this message finds you well. My name is Milica Ivanis and I am an intern at the Education Innovation 
Laboratory at Harvard University. We are currently working on research that requires us to gather monthly crime 
statistics on cities across the United States from January 2015 to the present day. I am emailing because I 
attempted to gather this data on the city of Charlotte from your police department’s website, but was unable to 
find data within the specified date range via the crime data. Is there a way for me to gather each month's UCR 
Part I offenses data for Charlotte from 2015-present day, preferably in Excel format? Thank you, Milica Ivanis Fulfilled Closed Police

1103 8/14/2017 10:45 Christina Justus Weinberg, Wheeler, Hudgins, Gunn & D   

Dear Custodian of Records: Our firm represents Tracey Willis, mother of a murder victim in North Carolina. The 
incident occurred on December 7, 2016, at Sardis Place at Matthews by Cortland apartment complex, 2808 Cross 
Pointe Circle, Matthews, NC 28105. Under the NC Public Records Law, G.S., Section 132-1, I am requesting copies 
of public records of the following: Any and all crime statistics for 5 years preceding December 7, 2016 through the 
present, including but not limited to theft, burglary, armed robbery, murder, assaults, harassment, domestic 
violence, trespassing, rape, loitering, weapon offense/complaint, and warrant arrests at Sardis Place at Matthews 
by Cortland; Any and all crime statistics for 5 years preceding December 7, 2016 through the present, including 
but not limited to theft, burglary, armed robbery, murder, assaults, harassment, domestic violence, trespassing, 
rape, loitering, weapon offense/complaint, and warrant arrests within a 1 mile radius of Sardis Place at Matthews 
by Cortland; and any and all documentation that shows the total number of active investigations 5 years 
preceding December 7, 2016 through the present at Sardis Place at Matthews by Cortland. If there are any fees 
for searching or copying these records, please contact me immediately. The law requires response to and 
fulfillment of this request as promptly as possible. If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling 
this request, please contact me with information about when we might expect copies. If you deny any or all of 
this request, please cite each specific exemption and notify me. Thank you and look forward to receiving the 
requested documents. Fulfilled Closed Police No

1102 8/11/2017 12:37

. (1) Stale-dated/Un-Cashed Checks Information (2) Cash Deposits/Performance Bonds/Cash Securities/Escrow 
Information (3) Property Tax Overpayments/Unclaimed Tax Lien Certificate Information and more, please see 
attachment for entire request. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services



1097 8/9/2017 14:12 Mohit Bawa

Thanks for sending us the contracts for NWN corporation.  We request additional information in regards to 
following contracts
Contract# 2015000870
Attachment file name provided by City of Charlotte : 1101013-5
 
Request 1 
Documentation Requested: 
 
1. Provide Quarterly Assessment reports from June 16th 2015
2. Provide mutually agreed test plan procedure between NWN and City of Charlotee
3. Provide test results of the DR test conducted by NWN  signed off by City of Charlotte representative with time 
stamp
 
Section : General Services included on Page 16 of the contract
 
 
Quarterly Operational Assessment
NWN works to go beyond the tactical day-to-day support services, and include a quarterly operational
assessment.
During the course of ongoing monitoring, support, and maintenance, work is performed and problems
are solved on a tactical level. The quarterly assessment process is designed to ensure tactical IT
Operations are in sync with strategic business goals and objectives.
Key components of the Quarterly Operations Assessment include:
•Match business challenges to potential Technology Solutions
Review and adjust existing levels of support. Create action plans for improving level of
support and value.
NWN will perform an annual DR test that simulates loss of NWN's primary datacenter service .
This test will simulate restoration of services for City of Charlotte contact center departments
and representative sample of other departments. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1094 8/9/2017 12:29 Deon Roberts Charlotte Observer


The Observer is putting in this public records request for any and all city records and communications -- including, 
but not limited to, emails, letters, text messages and documents -- related to Allstate's consideration and 
selection of North Carolina for today's announced jobs expansion. 
 
Thanks, and please let me know if you have any questions. 
 
 
Deon Roberts
Business reporter
The Charlotte Observer
704.358.5248
Twitter: @DeonERoberts Partial Fulfillment Open City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

1092 8/9/2017 9:52 Matt Bohlander Ricoh I would like to request a copy of the contract for Charlotte Waters Utility/Statement printing. Fulfilled Closed Water

1090 8/7/2017 10:19 David Morgan

Please provide flight data describing the volume (number of) of flights per day for the year 2016, that passed 
within one mile of each of the addresses below. For each flight denote whether it is a departure or an arrival. 
Please provide this data in a format manageable by Microsoft Excel. Also, for the data above please provide the 
Charlotte-Douglas Airport annual flight path heat map for the year 2016. This map should be integrated with a 
zoom-able street view layer. An example of what I'm describing can be found here:http://www.ladacan.org/flight-
tracks/amr-westerly/ Note: Mr. Kevin Hennesey with the airport noise department should immediately know 
what I'm requesting as he provided the requested detail for my physical location in Gaston County back in early 
2015. 619 CLEMENT AVE,CHARLOTTE,NC,28204 6018 S REGAL LN,CHARLOTTE,NC,28210 2009 QUEENS RD 
WEST,CHARLOTTE,NC,28207 4329 HYDE PARK DR,CHARLOTTE,NC,28216 2307 KERSEY CT,CHARLOTTE,NC,28213 
1801 WOODBERRY RD,CHARLOTTE,NC,28212 8879 LEGACY LAKE LN,CHARLOTTE,NC,28269 2334 GREENWAY 
AVE,CHARLOTTE,NC,28204 6528 MATLEA CT,CHARLOTTE,NC,28215 4901 OLD COURSE DR,CHARLOTTE,NC,28277 
12646 WILLINGTON RD,HUNTERSVILLE,NC,28078 117 NORTH FAULKNER WY,DAVIDSON,NC,28036 16903 FLYING 
JIB RD,CORNELIUS,NC,28031 14119 SALEM RIDGE RD,HUNTERSVILLE,NC,28078 10016 LATTICE 
CT,CHARLOTTE,NC,28269 3054 WAMATH DR,CHARLOTTE,NC,28210 311 BELMONT MT. HOLLY 
RD,BELMONT,NC,28012 Thank you, David Morgan Belmont, NC 28012 PS; Note, physical mail is not delivered at 
my physical address; only PO Box 1498, Belmont, NC 28012. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation

1088 8/4/2017 18:01 Chris Donus Spur Consulting
Hello, Can I please make an open records request to receive the Car Rental (RAC) gross revenue numbers by brand 
for June 2017 for CLT airport? Thanks! Chris Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1078 8/3/2017 15:54 Jared Maciej jnrcollects
I am requesting a copy of the certificate of liability insurance for the contractorBenjamin Construction that covers 
the 10/19/2016 date. Thank You Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1093 8/3/2017 15:33 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive public records regarding car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall 
health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT fromJanuary 2017 to June 2017?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.
 
Best,
Kelly Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1077 8/3/2017 9:35 David Dignam Key Agency
I would like to request a complete vendor's list of all the vendors who do business wirh Charlotte Fire 
Department. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Management & Financial Services

1076 8/3/2017 9:33 Shannon Meehan

I would like to obtain copies of all records pertaining to two Great Pyrenees owned by Claryse Avent from 
Charlotte Mecklenburg Animal Control archives, specifically those pertaining to dogs Lady and Stella. This would 
include any complaints made against Ms Avent and her care of the dogs, as well as full medical reports pertaining 
to the two dogs, and any statements or reports made by animal control or any of their officers. Any of these said 
records would be dated from 5/14/16-present. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Police

1087 8/3/2017 8:40 Justin Smith SS Chemical see attached email Fulfilled Closed Water
1075 8/2/2017 17:00 Julia H. Chrismon Hamilton Stephens Steele and Martin, P    Please see attached request. Fulfilled Closed Water



1074 8/2/2017 16:59 Douglas Walker

Need all the code enforcement cases for 2017. Performed an export from the Housing & Neighborhood Services 
website (http://charlottenc.gov/HNS/Code/Pages/CodeCases.aspx) and the export only has the last 30 days. In 
need of all the code enforcement cases for 2017 in the same format as the export. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1073 8/2/2017 10:34 Doug Kenyon USIC
May I please have the bid results from RFP # 269-2015-LOC for Locating Services from 2015? Thank you! Doug 
Kenyon - 402-415-6227 Fulfilled Closed Water

1072 8/2/2017 10:29 11/18/2019 Michael Pisarski

This is a formal request for all communication between CATS management and any contractors and sub-
contractors working on the Blue Line Extension (BLE). Specifically, any written (email, letters, memos) 
communication between CATS management and any contractor with regard to construction timelines of the BLE. 
Requests for extensions of deadlines. Requests for additional funds. Requests for changes to the contracts. This 
can be emailed to me if available electronically or this information can be mailed to the physical address specified 
in this form. If you have any questions or need clarification, please feel free to reach out to me at 704-900-3130 
Regards, Michael S. Pisarski Fulfilled Closed CATS No

1071 8/1/2017 15:52 Mark Strudwick Garratt Callahan Company listing of significant industrial users Fulfilled Closed Water

1068 8/1/2017 10:33 Greg H. Lee N/A Mobile telephone records for Angela Lee, 704-634-6992, (e.g., all calls and all texts) for the previous 12 months. Fulfilled Closed Water

1065 8/1/2017 10:10 Timothy Bell

Fire Liaison  please read uploaded emails.  The personnel files have been handled already.
 
To: Cheryl Brown, Personnel Director Jon Hannan, Fire Chief From: Captain Timothy Bell RE: Request for 
personnel records and documents Date: July 31, 2017 Pursuant to General Statute 160A-168 which provides in 
paragraph (a) that “... an employee’s personnel file consists of any information in any form gathered by the city 
with respect to that employee ...”, I request a complete copy of all of my personnel files, records and documents. 
The documents and records produced should include, but not be limited to, the following: 1. My formal or 
“official” personnel files, both from the Fire Department and from the City’s Human Resources Department. 2. 
Any and all formal or informal files or materials concerning me maintained by any supervisory or management 
personnel. 3. Any and all emails to or from any member of the Command Staff of the Fire Department (Battalion 
Chief or higher) that were sent or received during the period from November 1, 2016, through the present that in 
any way concern or pertain to me, or any investigation of allegations about me and my performance that may 
have been made. This request seeks all such emails sent or received on electronic devices owned or operated on 
behalf of the Fire Department or the City. 4. Any and all emails to or from any official of the City that were sent or 
received during the period from November 1, 2016, through the present that in any way concern or pertain to 
me, or any investigation of allegations about me and my performance that may have been made. This request 
seeks all such emails sent or received on electronic devices owned or operated on behalf of the City. 5. All 
documents relied upon by the Fire Department and the City in deciding to charge Captain Timothy Bell regarding 
each and every instance where I have engaged in activities that violate Fire Department Policy 208.01 Section III 
Class “A” Rule 15. 6. The complete and entire file or files concerning any investigation which is relied upon to 
support and justify my write up. This includes all records, including notes, recordings, or transcripts of interviews 
with any persons conducted as part of the investigation. It also includes any and all reports, memos, 
correspondence or other documents or communications pertaining to or concerning the investigation, prepared 
or generated by the persons who conducted the investigation. 7. Any and all emails or text messages sent or 
received by persons involved in the investigation relied upon to justify my write up, that concern matters 
pertaining to the investigation. This request is for such communications carried out on electronic devices owned 
or operated by the Fire Department, Police Department or the City. 8. Any and all notes, preliminary drafts of 
documents and internal communications between and among supervisors or officials of the Fire Department 
and/or the City, concerning or pertaining to the investigation about matters relied upon in whole or in part as the Fulfilled Closed Fire

1091 8/1/2017 9:25 Anthony Lee PAR Capital Management
June monthly car rental      revenue by brand
June monthly car rental days      by brand Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1064 7/31/2017 17:23 not given

I realized I forgot to include a date range: Please limit to 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 through fulfillment.
Please also limit for now to fire department, executive branch of City Management and staff, City Attorney staff, 
Executive branch of CMPD and any investigators known to have worked on and/or received emails contact 
referencing the emails below.  Thank you.

On 7/31/2017 at 4:42 PM,allisonpowers@hushmail.com wrote:
 
Please provide information on any records searches completed already for "antiquefiretrucks@gmail.com " and 
or for "lindahavery@yahoo.com "
   
If there are none already requested, please provide all emails to or from "antiquefiretrucks@gmail.com " and or 
for "lindahavery@yahoo.com " and any emails within the city which address the content or implications of 
receiving these emails. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Innovation & Technology



1098 7/29/2017 0:00 Dante Strobino UE Local 150, NC Public Service Worker  


From: Dante Strobino <dantestrobino@gmail.com>
Date: July 29, 2017 at 12:00:51 AM EDT
To: "Roberts, Jennifer" <jennifer.roberts@ci.charlotte.nc.us>, <ssimpson@ci.charlotte.nc.us>
Cc: "Jones, Marcus" <Marcus.Jones@ci.charlotte.nc.us>
Subject: Public Records request
Greetings Mayor Roberts, Mr. Jones and Ms. Simpson,
 
Please pass this request on to the appropriate City personnel. 
 
On behalf of the North Carolina Public Service Workers Union, UE local 150, I request the 
following public records pursuant to Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes, the Public Records Act 
for all City of Charlotte employees, with the exclusion of the police and fire departments:
 
1.      An electronic list of all workers currently employed: their first, last and middle names, job title, hire date, 
race, mailing address, phone number, department, unit and salary.
2.      OSHA 300 logs with cover sheets included from entire year of 2015 and 2016.  If there is aggregate quarterly 
information available about numbers of injuries and days missed from work, we also request this information. 
3.     OSHA monthly or quarterly logs for 2017.
4.     All Employee Injury and Illness Reports from January 1, 2015 through July 27, 2017.
5.     All incident reports or other reports of work-related injuries as a result of heat-related illness or injury for 
January 1, 2016- July 27, 2017 
6.     The City-wide policy along with each departmental policy related to heat mitigation and/or extreme summer 
weather.  
 
I request all the above information within the next 10 business days. If possible, please send electronically. If you 
have any questions, please feel free to call me at     
 
 Fulfilled Closed Human Resources;#Management & Financial Services

1063 7/28/2017 14:20 Mohit Bawa

Dear Sir/Madam, Under Freedom of Information Act, Please provide All RFP responses, Contractual Documents, 
Violation Notices, Project and Service progress reports for NWN Corporation. Your cooperation is really 
appreciated. Please provide the documents with Official Seal. Thanks, Mohit Bawa Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1062 7/27/2017 16:48 James Williams Red Group Analytics

To Whom It May Concern, The following request is being made in accordance with the North Carolina Public 
Records Law (G.S. §132-1.). I am requesting copies of the following records: Records Involving Richard Hudson: I 
am requesting copies of all officer reports, officer narratives, and arrest records (i.e. photos, fingerprint records, 
and other processing documents) involving the individual listed below: • Richard Lane Hudson: Born 11/4/1971, 
SSN: 237-53-XXXX Records Involving Addresses Affiliated with Hudson: I am requesting copies of all officer 
reports, officer narratives, and arrest records (i.e. photos, fingerprint records, and other processing documents) 
involving the following address listed below (years to search in parenthesis): • 8140 Rittenhouse Cir Charlotte 
(1990-Present): 21321132 I realize that certain costs may be applicable to this request. Please contact me when 
you can provide a payment amount for my requests. In the meantime, I authorize an initial expense cap of $25 to 
be accrued. To help assess my status for copying and mailing fees, please note that I am gathering information for 
research-purposes and not for commercial activities. I also request that you state the specific legal and factual 
grounds for withholding any documents or portions of documents, should you withhold any. Please identify each 
document that falls within the scope of this request but is withheld from release. If requested documents are 
located in, or originated in, another installation or bureau, I would request that you please refer this request, or 
any relevant portion of this request, to the appropriated installation or bureau. To the extent that the 
information is available in electronic format, I would prefer to receive that information via email or CD, 
particularly if providing the information reduces the time or expense involved. Otherwise, I request to receive the 
information in paper form. You may fax your response to 262-264-1113 or email it 
torequests@redgroupanalytics.com. If you wish to call, please contact me at 571-317-1804 between 8AM and 
5PM (CST). Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. Sincerely, James Williams Red Group Analytics, 
LLC 17145 J West Bluemound Road, #164 Brookfield, WI 53005 Fulfilled Closed Police

1059 7/25/2017 10:52 Robert Davis Unknown

Specifically, I'd like to have copies of emails between anyone in the command staff and internal affairs staff for the 
CMPD sent to/from domain names ending in @nccourts.org or @ncdoj.gov from June 01, 2017 through filling 
request?  Is that a reasonably small number of emails to review and send?  If you can give me an idea of the total 
number(s) before performing more work, or if you have a better idea on how to phrase or accomplish filling the 
request, I'm happy to hear it.  If you could give me a rough number this would return first, I'd appreciate it. If 
that's not how it works, please let me know (depending on the number, I may modify my request).   Thanks Assigned Open Police

1058 7/24/2017 15:05 Gregory Lee Mobile telephone records for Angela Lee, 704-634-6992, (e.g., calls and texts) for the previous 12 months. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Water

1089 7/21/2017 18:19 Mr. Miles

Cost estimate to repair current rip rap ditch, construction plans and survey data for 1506 Elswick, Pipe and 
Channel Policy, projects constructed from 2000 through 2016 along with contracts, plans, costs, Storm Water 
audits from 1999 to 2017, authorization for storm drainage system construction project at CMPD Firing Range 
and proof that CMPD reimbursed Storm Water for the construction. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1057 7/20/2017 16:46 Joe Bruno WSOC

All emails sent to and from dimple.ajmera@charlottenc.gov from 7/16/17 - present Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

1056 7/20/2017 16:17 Allison Latos WSOC

A request for all emails, texts, and voice mails for all 
·        City council members
·        The City Attorney’s Office
·        Mayor
·        City manager (Marcus Jones)
·        Katie McCoy
·        Ron Kimble (who was also interim city manager during a portion of that time)
 
Related to “MLS”, “Major League Soccer”, “soccer”, “stadium”, “Mark Abbott”, “Marcus Smith”, and “Memorial 
Stadium”?
 
From August 2016 to present Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of C  Yes



1055 7/20/2017 15:50 Michael Lazar Market Sphere

Hello,
Pursuant to The Freedom of Information Act relevant to your State which grants access to copies of public 
records, we respectfully request the next updated records (July or End of Quarter 2 Update) pertaining to any of 
the following types of obligations:
•                    Records concerning credits, overages, or refunds that are due on an overpayment or duplicate 
payment of taxes.
•                    Unclaimed Bonds or deposits on hand that are redeemable upon request from payee.
•                    Outstanding and refundable credit balances.
•                    Checks exempt from Unclaimed Property Reporting.
•                    Unclaimed, uncashed, undeliverable, staled-dated, voided, overdue and/or outstanding payments or 
checks/warrants issued and owed by The City of Charlotte.  
If some of this request is exempt from release, please release the remainder of the record which is allowed. 
Please provide all requested records that are greater than $500, are claimable (The obligation to the payee has 
not been voided by law), The funds have not been turned over to the abandoned property office, and the funds 
are not in the process of being issued or reissued. Also for any outstanding checks, please only provide those that 
the payee still has the right to claim and have been outstanding for a period of over 3 months. For each property, 
please provide issue dates, payee names, addresses, and dollar amounts due. If possible, an excel document 
would be the desired format to receive data for all available years.
If the requested records could not be found or do not exist in your possession, please provide the contact 
information for the public body from which they may be requested and forward this request to them (For 
example, if another department issues checks on your behalf.)
We would appreciate your prompt attention to this matter and, if possible, request your response within 15 
business days of receipt of this letter.  We will reimburse for any reasonable costs associated with the provision of 
these documents. Please notify us should  costs exceed $50.
Thank you for your assistance with this matter.  If you have any questions concerning the above or need further 
clarification, please contact me at (404) 264-8545 orMichael.Lazar@MarketSphere.com
Sincerely,
Michael Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1054 7/19/2017 13:52 Laura Dunn SurvJustice

SurvJustice is requesting all crime reports of incidents that happened within a 0.5 mile radius of Myers Park High 
School, 2400 Colony Rd, Charlotte, North Carolina, 28209, between January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2016. We 
previously requested records for that address and our focus is still on police reports related to any report of a 
misdemeanor or felony sex offenses or physical assault and battery, including any reports subsequently 
determined to be unfounded. SurvJustice is also requesting all 911 recordings for calls made from 2400 Colony 
Rd, Charlotte, N.C. 28209 (Myers Park High School) from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2015. Our contact 
information includes our fax number: 202-869-0696, our address: 1015 15th Street NW, Suite 632, Washington 
D.C. 20005, and our Executive Director Laura L. Dunn, Esq. can be emailed atLaura.Dunn@survjustice.org or 
reached at 202-869-0698. Fulfilled Closed Police

1053 7/19/2017 13:51 Davon Norris Ohio State University City of Charlotte Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports (CAFRs) for 1999 and 1998. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1145 7/19/2017 11:42 Paul Boyd WSOC
...public records request for all photos and videos relating to cracked ties on the BLE. The request is all inclusive 
covering the project start date through today. Fulfilled Closed CATS

1052 7/19/2017 8:45 Harold Brauer Asset Recovery Network


I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of the original check.
 
Please forward the list to my attention at foia@recoveryassetnetwork.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1051 7/18/2017 13:09 James Blackburn BLACKBURN INVESTIGATIONS, PLLC

                     We are requesting any/all police reports (incident and/or offense reports) pertaining to Jennifer Brownscombe, whether she be witness, 
complainant, or suspect. She may be listed as; Jennifer Eleano Brownscombe, Jennifer Eleanor Brownscombe, Jennifer Browns Combe Pitman, 
Jennifer Brownscombe Pitman or Jennifer Brownscombe Pittman. Thank you for your assistance in this matter.            Fulfilled Closed Police

1050 7/18/2017 13:02 Cindy Charlton Kompan

A copy of the bid responses for RFP#269-2017-028- Playground Equipment, Outdoor Fitness Equipment, Site 
Accessories, Surfacing, and Related Products and Services. Please provide electronic copy rather than printed 
copy. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1049 7/18/2017 10:22 Andrew Dunn 

*Jordan-Ashley followed up with the reporter to clarify time frame. He would like claims related to fiber 
installation from the last 6 months.
 
 
Hey, hope you're doing well. You and Kate Luck were really helpful to me last fall when I was doing a story on 
Google Fiber and AT&T Fiber and I'm now working in something of a follow-up.
 
Last fall, you provided a spreadsheet of claims for utilities damage. Would you be able to provide an updated 
spreadsheet that would encompass the last few months? 
 
In addition (or alternately), can you tell me whether and where Google and/or AT&T are pulling permits to dig? 
 
I'm trying to figure out where fiber construction is happening at this stage in the game.
 
Thanks so much,
 
Andrew

 
-- 
Andrew Dunn
Editor-in-Chief
 
phone: 980-224-2343
@andrew_dunn |twitter 
@charlotteagenda |twitter &instagram
www.charlotteagenda.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services



1048 7/17/2017 14:52 Sam Perkins Catawba RiverKeeper

Send all spill incidents (and all associated information; basically, all columns) from McDowell Creek Wastewater 
Treatment Plant going back to 2002? Please include all spills, including those that note there was partial (but not 
complete) treatment? A raw spreadsheet is fine and actually preferred (no need to format a table).

Fulfilled Closed Water
1047 7/17/2017 14:49 Sam Perkins Catawba RiverKeeper Report of lateral blockages for the past five years Fulfilled Closed Water
1046 7/17/2017 13:18 unknown Listing of records requests received along with requestor and fulfillment status Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#City Manager’s Office

1045 7/17/2017 12:29 Jessica Medlin

                     I would like a paper or electronic copy of a list of salaries for the CMPD. I found this information online through ArcGIS, but I do not 
have a way to download it for print. I would like for this request to include the name (where allowed and not sensitive), division, salary, position, rank 
for all employees of CMPD. Please mail this or email an electronic copy that I can print off. Thank you in advance.            Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1043 7/14/2017 16:20 Donna Post General Code, LLC

On behalf of General Code, LLC, under the Open Records act, we are requesting copies of the proposal, contract 
and 3 recent invoices from your vendor Open Counter Enterprises, Inc. for their Zoning Portal product. PDF 
documents via email are preferred. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1044 7/14/2017 15:24 Gavin Off Charlotte Observer


The Observer is looking to update its spreadsheet of salaries for city of Charlotteemployees. Can you send me the 
most recent data? (The data portal has 2016 data.)
 
I'm looking for:
 
Full name
Unit
Department
Job title
Regular/temporary
Full-time/part-time
Annual pay
Hourly rate (if applicable)
 
Please provide the data in a format that is compatible with Microsoft Excel. And please provide any documents 
needed to understand the data. For example, in some databases, departments are coded with numbers and later 
translated to words via a separate document.
 
Thanks, and let me know if you have any questions or if I should send this request to someone else.

 
Gavin Off
Data reporter
Charlotte Observer
704-358-6038 Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1042 7/14/2017 14:00 Jim Lawson Mr. Lawson is looking for RFP 269-2016-088 regarding I&T Employee Recruiting Services. Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology

1041 7/14/2017 8:59 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer

Correspondence between city council, city manager, mayor and MLS4CLT (Marcus Smith, Mike Burch, etc.) from 
lat e April through the present (7/13/17 when the request was submitted).
 
*Note, this is a follow-up request to some previously fulfilled records. Essentially picking up where the previous 
records request ended. Assigned Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

1061 7/13/2017 14:20 Vanessa Bonn JCDecaux North America

Hello,
I am requesting access to, and copies of the January – June 2017 Monthly Concession Reports for Charlotte 
Douglas International Airport. Just as a reminder, these reports detail monthly gross revenues, fee percentages, 
monthly amounts due to the airport, minimum monthly guarantees and advertiser contract details.
Would you kindly email copies of these reports to:Vanessa.bonn@jcdecaux.com?
Best,
Vanessa Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1040 7/13/2017 11:07 Amanda Mingo Rawls, Scheer, Clary and Mingo Law Firm

1. Any and all incident/accident reports filed with or prepared by the City of Charlotte Risk Management 
department for incidents/accidents occurring anywhere in the intersection of 6th Street and Poplar Street from 
January 1, 2017 through present day; 2. Any and all complaints, reports, or calls for service with respect to street 
maintenance, specifically uncovered holes, at the intersection of 6th Street and Poplar Street from January 1, 
2017 through present day; 3. Any photos, diagrams, or video of areas of the road, crosswalk or sidewalk 
referenced in the complaints, report or calls for service in request number 2. 4. Any and all complaints, reports, or 
calls for service with respect to street maintenance, specifically uncovered holes in Charlotte city streets, 
sidewalks and crosswalks from January 1, 2016 to present day; 5. Copies of all claims filed with the City of 
Charlotte for damage to property caused in any part by uncovered holes in Charlotte city streets, sidewalks and 
crosswalks from January 1, 2016 through present day; 6. Copies of all personal injury claims filed with the City of 
Charlotte alleged to have been caused in any part by uncovered holes in Charlotte city streets, sidewalks and 
crosswalks from January 1, 2016 through present day; 7. Any and all contracts for maintenance or work involving 
road work, the cutting of pavement, drilling of pavement or opening of any existing hole in the streets crosswalks 
or sidewalks anywhere in the intersection of 6th Street and Poplar Street from January 1, 2017 through present 
day; 8. Any records reflecting the City of Charlotte (or its agents) filling, recapping, or otherwise closing any hole 
in the streets, crosswalks, or sidewalks anywhere in the intersection of 6th Street and Poplar Street from January 
1, 2017 through present day; and 9. Any and all information regarding CDOT keyhole and coring reinstatement 
practices. Fulfilled Closed Police;#Transportation

1039 7/13/2017 11:06 Joel Mendez FSU

I would like to attain a data-set which presents annual reported crimes from 2001-2016. Key variables of interest 
include type of crime and a geographic indicator which would allow for mapping of that incident. This seems to be 
the raw data used to support the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department Public Crime Mapping Application. I 
understand that this data may not be available for all requested years. I am appreciative for whatever years are 
available within my detailed range. Any format which minimizes inconvenience associated with data transmission 
is OK with me (excel, csv, shapefile, etc.) Fulfilled Closed Police

1038 7/13/2017 11:03 Joel Mendez FSU
Ideally shapefiles, maps if necessary, that delineate zones designated to stimulate economic growth and 
neighborhood revitalization (enterprise zones, tax increment financing zones, empowerment zones etc.) Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Planning

1037 7/12/2017 16:35 Nolissa Legaspi

We’re doing a cost analysis for talent management systems at GovernmentJobs.com and are requesting contracts 
for the following software systems:  Applicant Tracking (ATS), Performance/ Talent Management (TMS), New Hire 
Onboarding, Learning Management System (LMS), Human Resources Information System (HRIS), Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP). Fulfilled Closed Human Resources;#Management & Financial Services



1060 7/12/2017 11:12 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive public records regarding car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall 
health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT fromDecember 2016 to May 2017?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.
Best,
Kelly Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1036 7/11/2017 13:37 Rick Rothacker Charlotte Observer
I am requesting all emails and communications between the Charlotte Regional Partnership and the city manager, 
city council members and city economic development officials between May 1, 2017 and July 11, 2017. Partial Fulfillment Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

1146 7/11/2017 10:42 Paul Boyd WSOC

We’d like to request the following four documents:
 
(2017 Q1) FTA Quarterly Review Meeting Agenda (Created by CATS)
(2017 Q2) FTA Quarterly Review Meeting Agenda (Created by CATS)
 
We also need your version of the supplemental QRM Notes created by Robert James (PMOC) and likely sent by 
George Lei from FTA Region IV.
 
Files will probably be labeled:
 
“CATS Q1 2017 QRM Notes Final.docx”
“CATS Q2 2017 QRM Notes Final.docx” Fulfilled Closed CATS

1035 7/10/2017 13:15 Reuben Jones Spectrum News Charlotte

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies of 
public records that includes the number and location of all fire hydrants that don’t work within the city of 
Charlotte.

 If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me before making copies. However, I 
would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public 
interest and and because the information will be used for news gathering purposes. This information is not being 
sought for commercial purposes.
 
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect 
copies or the ability to inspect the requested records.
 
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law.

 Thank you for considering my request.

 Sincerely,

 Reuben Jones
704-654-1764
reuben.jones@charter.com Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water;#City Manager’s Office

1034 7/10/2017 9:58 David Morgan

During his 6-7-2017 Airport Community Roundtable meeting presentation Mr. Stuart Hair (sphair@cltairport.com) 
noted that one of the criteria he and others used to select members was the content of essays provided by the 
applicants. My Public Records Request is: 1. Please provide me with copies of all the essays submitted by the 
selected committee members; associating each with it's author (a selected committee member). 2. Please provide 
me with copies of all the essays submitted by the committee members designated as alternates; associating each 
with it's author (a committee member alternate). 3. Please provide me with copies of all the essays submitted by 
all of the unselected applicants. If possible please provide the requested information in electronic form (I.e. MS 
Word, Text, etc.) Thank you.
 
I am requesting the provision of a list of the membership of the new Charlotte Airport Community Roundtable. 
Please provide in electronic form; (Word, Text, Excel, etc.; by Email preferred): - Full Name - Physical Address - 
Mailing Address - Phone Numbers - Email addresses Thank you. David Morgan 704-517-9454
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1033 7/10/2017 9:56 Sal Leone
I like all public records, including any email or court documents on the Crystal Eschert case in which she sued the 
city. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Fire;#City Manager’s Office

1032 7/10/2017 9:11

     This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
   I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me by 7/13/17:
   - A list of the VINs of all county owned and operated vehicles. Along with the VIN, please include the date of 
purchase. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1031 7/10/2017 9:09
A list of the VINs of all CMPD owned and operated vehicles.  Along with the VIN, please include the date of 
purchase. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1030 7/10/2017 8:59 Mike Stolp WSOC

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me by 7/13/17:
-         A list of the VINs of all CFD owned and operated vehicles. Along with the VIN, please include the date of 
purchase.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.
 
Mike Stolp Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services



1029 7/7/2017 16:03 Krystal Mizell Express Scripts

Dear custodian of records: Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an 
opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records that pertain to the City of Charlotte Pharmacy RFP 
7/1/17. I write to request access to and a copy of the entire contract/ bid file for the RFP referenced above, 
including but not limited to: • all proposals submitted, including best and final offers, amendments, and finalist 
presentations; • all evaluation and scoring materials; • the resulting Contract, including all drafts and the final 
version, and all amendments thereto, as well as communications and notes related to the negotiations, the draft 
and final contracts and any amendments thereto If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, 
please inform me if the cost will exceed $500. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. The 
law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay 
in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies 
or the ability to inspect the requested records. If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific 
exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures 
available to me under the law. Thank you for considering my request. Sincerely, Krystal Mizell Desk: + 
1.314.684.6336, ext. 346336kmizell@express-scripts.com 1 Express Way Mailstop HQ 2E02 St. Louis, MO 63121 Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Human Resources

1028 7/7/2017 16:00 Mary Grant Food & Water Watch

I request the following information from the water utility:   1) The number of residential accounts that had their 
water service disconnected for nonpayment from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016; and 2) The total 
number of residential accounts for the water system. I am requesting these records as a representative of Food & 
Water Watch, a non-profit organization. I would like to request a waiver of all fees on the grounds that the 
disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s 
understanding about national trends in the water service disconnections. The information is being sought for a 
national survey on this topic and will be publicly disseminated. This information is not being sought for 
commercial purposes.  If there are any fees for searching for these records, please inform me before filling the 
request.  Fulfilled Closed Water

1027 7/7/2017 11:57 Cynthia Fernandez MuckRock

     Any and all available dog licensing and registration data for animals within your jurisdiction.
Please include all available segregable data, including but not limited to:
• the type of animal
• the breed of the pet
• the pet's date of birth
• the pet's name
• the owner's address or applicable zip code
• any other available notes
Also, I am requesting that the data be sent in Excel format. Fulfilled Closed Police

1025 7/6/2017 16:23 Robert Cox Williams Mullen

RE: City of Charlotte Contract #11000 581;Project No.: LD15 007;Elevated Roadway System, Underground 
Passageways, and Traffic Control Construction Package; Request for Public Records Ladies or Gentlemen: This law 
firm represents Brayman Construction Company (“Brayman”), a subcontractor performing drilled shaft 
construction work on behalf of Flatiron – Blythe Development, a Joint Venture, the general contractor performing 
the above referenced contract at Charlotte Douglas International Airport (the “Project”). Pursuant to the North 
Carolina General Statutes, Chap. 132-1 et. seq., this letter requests public records, described below, relating to 
the City of Charlotte Contract #11000-581, Project No. LD15-007. The requested public records are: • 
Geotechnical and/or subsurface investigation reports prepared for the Project; • The contract between the City of 
Charlotte and Flatiron – Blythe Development, a Joint Venture, for the Project, including all Change Orders and 
modifications; • Inspection reports on the drilled shafts installed by Brayman for the Project; • Survey reports, 
logs and record books in regard to the planned or actual location(s) of the drilled shafts installed by Brayman for 
the Project; • Submittals regarding the drilled shaft work; • Photographs, videos or other recordings of the drilled 
shafts during installation and/or as installed by Brayman for the Project; • Notices or reports of non-conformance 
or defects in the drilled shafts installed by Brayman for the Project; • Correspondence (including e-mails) between 
the City of Charlotte and Flatiron – Blythe Development, a Joint Venture, regarding the drilled shafts to be 
installed and/or installed by Brayman; • Meeting minutes which include discussion of the drilled shaft work for 
the Project; • Logistic Permit Applications for the Project, approved and unapproved; • Correspondence (including 
emails) from or to HNTB North Carolina, P.C. regarding the drilled shaft work by Brayman; • Correspondence 
(including emails) from or to Summit Engineering regarding the drilled shaft work by Brayman; • Documents 
evidencing as-built quantities for the drilled shaft work installed by Brayman for the Project; • Flatiron – Blyth 
Development, a Joint Venture, pay applications for work performed November 1, 2015 through June 30, 2017 for 
the Project; • Documents evidencing payment(s) to Flatiron – Blythe Development, a Joint Venture, for work 
performed between November 1, 2015 through June 30, 2017 for the Project; • Documents furnished to the City 
of Charlotte by Flatiron – Blythe Development, a Joint Venture, certifying payments made to subcontractors, 
including Brayman; • Documents furnished by Flatiron – Blythe Development, a Joint Venture, notifying the City 
of Charlotte that Flatiron – Blythe Development, a Joint Venture, was or would be withholding funds from 
Brayman from payments made by the City of Charlotte for work performed by Brayman for the Project; • 
Documents of the estimated or actual costs to repair, adjust, correct or modify drilled shaft(s) installed by 
Brayman for the Project; and • The Project schedules and all schedule narratives, including any and all updates, Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1024 7/6/2017 9:35 Cornelius Garland Holy City Homes LLC

I am requesting a list of all the open residential code violations for the previous 12 months in Charlotte. I 
specifically need the violators' mailing address, the violators' name, and the address where the violation occurred 
in excel format. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1023 7/5/2017 15:25 Lakia Vinson Vinson Law Offices Requesting copies of work orders for work that was performed at E25 from 2015. Fulfilled Closed Aviation



1022 6/30/2017 14:28 Colleen Sievert Ryan.com

Dear Sir or Madam, I am requesting a report of outstanding, uncashed, stale-dated checks (warrants) and/or 
unreconciled payments issued by the City, with regards to payments including, but not limited to, accounts 
payable, property tax and vendor overpayments, refunds or credits. This request is for commercial records only; I 
do not wish to obtain consumer records. The list will not be resold and will only be used to perform a forensic 
review on outstanding disbursements for clients currently under contract with us. We do not solicit anyone. 
Understanding this is a broad request and your bookkeeping department may require specific parameters such as 
dates or dollar amounts please include all items older than 180 days and greater than $100.00 with the check 
number, payee name, issue date and amount. With your response please include: 1. Any instructions or claim 
forms necessary to have checks re-issued. 2. Does the City remit funds to the State Unclaimed Property Office? If 
so, after what time period? 3. If you do not remit funds to the State Unclaimed Property Office is there a point 
where the payee is no longer eligible to claim? 4. How often and when is the report updated and/or released? 
Your city may maintain separate reports for vendor, accounts payable and property tax information. If you do not 
have a consolidated list, are you aware if multiple reports exist? Will you refer me to someone that may help 
fulfill my request for the additional information? This information is being requested under the Freedom of 
Information Act. If you require an official FOIA Request or Open Records Form to be completed please provide a 
copy at your earliest convenience. In the event I have reached the incorrect department for this request please 
direct me to the correct person. Thank you in advance for your assistance with my request. Colleen Sievert 
Analyst, Asset Recovery Ryan 150 South Fifth Street Suite 2500 Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 763.445.4211 
Direct 952.851.5525 Ext. 45-4211 ryan.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1020 6/30/2017 12:37 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer

* Jordan-Ashley clarified "City officials" to mean Jennifer Roberts, Marcus Jones and Ron Kimble; requestor also 
asked for Tom Murray, but JA referred that part of the request to CRVA.*
Hope you're doing well. I'd like to see any written communication (emails, texts, etc.) between city officials and 
executives or spokespeople at Infosys. Am hearing that Infosys is considering opening a pretty big office in 
uptown Charlotte. Communication dating back to January would be great. Thanks so much. 
 
Katie
 
-- 
Katherine Peralta | Reporter | The Charlotte Observer

@katieperalta on Twitter |http://www.charlotteobserver.com/business/

Office: 704-358-5079 Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

1019 6/30/2017 10:31 Gary Henderson Weeping Willow AMEZ Church

I head a committee for my church Weeping Willow AMEZ (2220 Milton Rd, Charlotte 28215) to form a non-profit 
foundation to serve the needs of the surrounding community. We are looking for data and statistics about the 
health, wealth, welfare, safety and educational needs of the surrounding community as we develop our mission 
and programming. We would also like to know about any specific development plans for the City as it relates to 
this area of Charlotte. Finally, we would like to know about any specific city/county/government grant 
opportunities available to meet the critical needs of our surrounding communities. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1018 6/29/2017 13:49 Rose Santos

[FGI 40547] Relevant to NC City of Charlotte Citation Processing, we seek the following: - Awardee Contract And 
Amendments - All Bidders' technical proposals - Evaluation forms for technical proposals - Orals presentation 
materials/handouts - References submitted - Award Letter - Bidders' cost proposal (incl. BAFO) - Evaluation forms 
for cost proposals - Orals transcript - RFP and all related attachments Please reference our FGI case number 
preceding the request text when corresponding for this request. If you have any questions please contact me 
atfoia@foia.com. I agree to pay reasonable processing fees, however, please notify me if these fees exceed 
$55.00 for approval. Thanks, --- Rose Santos, c/o FOIA Group, Inc., P.O. Box 368, Depew, New York, 14043 Tel: 
(716) 608-0800, ext 502. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1017 6/29/2017 11:37 Bryan Turner Champion Landscapes Inc.


 Hello Tammy
Would you please send ne the two most recent contracts for this  project with pricing.
Thank you
 
 Bryan Turner

N.C.R.L.C.# 0169
North Carolina Irrigation Contractor # 992
Champion Landscapes Inc.
704-567-7629
www.championlandscapesinc.com Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1016 6/29/2017 10:36 Laura Dunn SurvJustice

SurvJustice is requesting all crime reports of incidents that happened within a 3 mile radius of Myers Park High 
School, 2400 Colony Rd, Charlotte, N.C. 28209, from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2016. Our focus is on 
police reports related to any report of a misdemeanor or felony sex offenses or physical assault and battery, 
including any reports subsequently determined to be unfounded. SurvJustice is also requesting all 911 recordings 
for calls made from 2400 Colony Rd, Charlotte, N.C. 28209 (Myers Park High School) from January 1, 2013 to 
December 31, 2015. Our fax number is 202-869-0696, and our Executive Director Laura L. Dunn, Esq. can be 
emailed atLaura.Dunn@survjustice.org, and our address is listed above. Fulfilled Closed Police

1015 6/28/2017 16:53 Larry Steven Moore Applied Building Sciences

We are requesting the storm water management plans for the following subdivisions in the area of Highway 51 
and Rea Road. We represent Mayfair and are attempting to solve a drainage problem. We are interested in the 
following communities: Brookdale Retirement Communities at Rea Rd and Highway 51; Triveny Townhomes, 
Phases I and II, Highway 51; Windswept, Highway 51; and Amherst Green, Rea Road. Thank you Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1014 6/28/2017 10:36 Stephanie Smith Absolute Cleaning and Restoration 
Requested MVI CONRAC MGMT Agreement
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1026 6/28/2017 9:01 Greg Kanellis Hart and Hickman

Examples of the following plans that are required by an Industrial User Pretreatment Permit: 
Sludge Management Plan
Slug/Spill Control Plan
Waste Minimization Plan

Fulfilled Closed Water



1013 6/27/2017 16:22 Jenavieve Hatch Huffington Post

This is Jenavieve Hatch, I'm a journalist for HuffPost and I covered the Love Life Charlotte anti-abortion march on 
Latrobe Drive a few weeks ago on 6/10. 

 
I'd like to submit a FIOA request to see timestamped sound permit applications for Saturdays on Latrobe Drive 
from the last month (5/22/17 - 6/22/17).
 
I'd like to request some of these permit applications, from both Pro Choice Charlotte and the other anti-abortion 
groups, to see what they look like and what the time stamps look like.  Fulfilled Closed Police

1012 6/27/2017 12:01 Mike Stolp WSOC

A record of any incidents in which money was paid out by city agencies as the result of a tort claim from 7/1/16 – 
present. Please include the name of the complainant, the date the claim was filed, reason for the claim, amount 
paid, date paid.

Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

1008 6/26/2017 15:05 Heather Pickford

I would like the official animal control report when I complained about my neighbors dogs constantly running 
loose on October 4, 2015. I have looked on the website but can not find out how to get a copy of the report. 
Thank you for any help you can provide Looking for animal control report of 10 - 4 - 2015 house for dogs 
resideing at 10204 Ingleton Ct Charlotte NC 28269 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

1007 6/26/2017 14:18 Michael Wang Newbrook Capital Advisors LP
Public information request for the latest monthly revenue data for the rental car companies such as Avis, Hertz, 
Enterprise etc.  Specifically, I would love to see the gross revenues from 2015 – today, preferably in excel format. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1006 6/26/2017 12:53 Jenyne Donaldson Fox46

Could you please compile a list of repair projects that have been completed by the Storm Water Services 
department in the last five years. Could the list be broken down by district or neighborhood?
Also, when was the last Storm Water Services audit? Would you be able to send us a copy of that as well? Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

1004 6/23/2017 15:59 Linda Majchrzak All emails and correspondence between anyone associated with rezoning petition 2016-139 and Gregg Phipps. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services;#Planning

1003 6/23/2017 14:24 Paige Sweeney Marathon Health


I request that you provide me with a copy of the following documents.
·        Vendor proposals submitted in response to the Request for Proposal Onsite Medical Clinic & Services, 
Submitted by Katelyn Harwell, Willis of North Carolina, Inc. Charlotte, NC.  With a target opening date of 
January 1, 2016. 
·        The contract with the winning vendor (MyHealth) for the Onsite Medical Clinic & Services for the 
employees of the City of Charlotte.
If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me before filling my request . or I am 
willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $50.00 Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

1002 6/23/2017 10:34 Catherine Zollicker Polsinelli Law Firm

REQUESTS 1. Contracts, agreements, letters of intent, or memorandum of understanding that You entered into 
with any GoodSports Entity in relation to any actual or potential project to design or build a sports complex, 
destination athletic fieldhouse, or hotel. 2. Communications between You and any GoodSports Entity that discuss 
or set forth the size of the actual or potential project to design or build a sports complex, destination athletic 
fieldhouse, or hotel, or any changes or proposed changes to same. 3. Documents that evidence any request made 
by any GoodSports Entity for an extension of time or additional time to begin or complete the building or 
development of a destination athletic fieldhouse, sports complex, or hotel. 4. Documents or Communications 
whereby any GoodSports Entity stated that it could not or would not be able to timely perform under any 
contract or agreement to build or develop a destination athletic fieldhouse, sports complex, or hotel, and/or 
stated the reason(s) why. 5. Documents or Communications that evidence any claims or lawsuits that You 
asserted or filed against any GoodSports Entity or that any GoodSports Entity asserted or filed against You. 6. 
Documents or Communications that You provided to or received from any GoodSports Entity that evidence or 
discuss any notice of any alleged breach of contract or agreement, notice of an event of default, notice of default, 
or any actual or potential effort to cure. 7. Documents or Communications that discuss any actual or potential 
decrease in the size and/or scope of the project to be designed or built by any GoodSports entity. 8. Documents 
or communications that You provided to or received from any GoodSports Entity that discuss, set forth or relate 
to any GoodSports Entity’s actual or proposed financing for the project, changes in financing, or difficulties or 
inability to obtain financing. 9. Documents or Communications You provided to or received from any GoodSports 
Entity regarding any actual or potential forbearance agreement. 10. Documents or Communications that You 
received from any GoodSports Entity that disucss or set forth GoodSports’ business plans, financial projections or 
pro-forma concerning the project. 11. Documents or Communications that You provided to or received from any 
GoodSports Entity concerning any aspect of a project to build, design, or develop any sports complex, destination 
athletic fieldhouse, or hotel in Wichita, Kansas. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

1001 6/22/2017 12:38 Chris Donus Spur Consulting

Hello, I'm doing some research on the US car rental market and am interested in getting historical statistics on 
Gross Rental Revenues for each brand operating at CLT airport. Can I please request the following information: - 
Monthly gross rental revenues for each rental car operator for 2014 - Monthly gross rental revenues for each 
rental car operator for 2015 - Monthly gross rental revenues for each rental car operator for 2016 - Monthly 
gross rental revenues for each rental car operator for all available months of 2017 Do you need any further 
information from me for this Open Records Request? Thanks for the help! Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1000 6/22/2017 12:26 Joe Lenz Angelo, Gordon & Co
I’d like to request monthly airport gross revenue by operator (Hertz, National etc.) from 2013-present, in excel if 
at all possible. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

1005 6/20/2017 10:05 Katelyn Lamb Bice Law LLC

Bishal v. Ballard
Dear Sir/Ma’am,
In accordance with FOIA, please provide our office with any and all information
regarding the tan and white lab mix, named Iglo, that belongs to Luther Ballard. The address for
Igloo and Mr. Ballard is 413 E. 16th Street, Charlotte, NC 28206. This information should
include, but not be limited to, the animal control file, court hearings, attacks by the dog and
breaking of leash laws.
I also request any information regarding instances as listed above involving any other
dogs, besides Igloo, at 413 E. 16th Street, Charlotte, NC 28206, belonging to Luther Ballard.
If you have any questions, or additional information is needed, please contact our office
at 803-639-8777. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police



999 6/20/2017 7:24 Sam Perkins Catawba Riverkeeper Foundation

Could I please request 2012-present all incidents (and all included information/attributes with the individual 
incidents… basically, all Excel columns in the output) associated with sewer overflows in Charlotte Water’s record 
system that did NOT technically occur in the physical Charlotte Water sewer system?

 
Like the incidents at 5601 South Blvd. Let me know if it would help to clarify anything.
  Fulfilled Closed Water

998 6/19/2017 14:03 Michael Evans

This is a request pursuant to the United States Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552 et seq., for any and all 
bonds procured on the J.W. Clay Boulevard pedestrian bridge project in Charlotte, North Carolina as well as all 
certified payroll submitted by Border Rebar, LLC on that project. Please notify me before producing said records if 
the cost of producing same will exceed $25. In any event, I am willing and able to receive such records at the 
following e-mail address:mevans@hghllc.net. Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions 
regarding this matter. Fulfilled Closed CATS

996 6/19/2017 9:59 Allan Blutstein America Rising LLC


Records reflecting the Mayor's travel expenses -- for example, transportation, lodging, meals, entertainment -- 
since January 1, 2017. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

995 6/16/2017 17:00 James Williams Red Group Analytics, LLC

The following request is being made in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Law (G.S. §132 1.). I am 
requesting copies of the following records:
 
Construction/Building Permits & Applications: I am requesting copies of construction/building permits and 
construction applications - including attached exhibits and supplementary documents - involving the property 
listed below (years to search in parenthesis):
 
·       8140 Rittenhouse Cir Charlotte (1990-Present): 21321132
 
Special-Event Permits & Applications: I am requesting copies of special-event permits and construction 
applications - including attached exhibits and supplementary documents - involving the property listed below 
(years to search in parenthesis):
 
·       8140 Rittenhouse Cir Charlotte (1990-Present): 21321132
 
Zoning Relief Permits & Applications: I am requesting copies of zoning relief permits and construction 
applications - including attached exhibits and supplementary documents - involving the property listed below 
(years to search in parenthesis):
 
·       8140 Rittenhouse Cir Charlotte (1990-Present): 21321132
 
Preliminary Renovation Studies & Impact Studies: I am requesting copies of preliminary renovation studies and 
impact studies - including attached exhibits and supplementary documents - involving the property listed below 
(years to search in parenthesis):
 
·       8140 Rittenhouse Cir Charlotte (1990-Present): 21321132
 
I realize that certain costs may be applicable to this request. Please contact me when you can provide a payment 
amount for my requests. In the meantime, I authorize an initial expense cap of $25 to be accrued. To help assess Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Neighborhood S

994 6/16/2017 13:05 Nicole Hemmati HSM Consulting, Inc.

Re: Fire and/or Fire Incident and/or Investigation Reports HSM Consulting, Inc. #: 2016-379 Claim #: NC16-
0101566; Janelle Stevens for Universal Adjusting Corp. please provide HSM Consulting with any and all fire 
reports, fire incident reports and/or fire investigators reports, including any and all third party photos, videos, 
canceled reports, and/or others for the following: Insured: Gunning Location: 1443 Highfield Court, Charlotte NC, 
28216 Incident date: 09/08/2016 While there is a specified incident date, we would still like to obtain any other 
fire reports for any other dates in your system for this address. Please note that we are NOT requesting any 
medical records, only information pertaining to the fire reports, fire incident reports, and/or fire investigators 
reports. Upon your direction, I will enclose payment for these reports to be sent to us as soon as possible. Should 
you have any questions, please contact me at (954) 961-3502 or (954) 445-0600. Reports may sent via 
email:nicole@hsmconsulting.net, faxed to (954) 367-7694, or US Mail to the above address. Thank you for your 
prompt preparation. Fulfilled Closed Fire

993 6/14/2017 13:44 Patricia Hughan

Request a digital copy (preferable pdf emailed to me) of contracts for construction services at the CDIA for the 
following projects: LDC-2010-00060; LDC-2012-00133; LDC-2008-00072; LDC-2008-00051; LDC-2008-00135; LDX-
2016-00048; LDX-2016-00013; LDC-2013-00150; LDX-2016-00048 Additionally I request digital copies (preferable 
pdf emailed to me) of allCertified Payroll Records from submitted from January 2017 to present by Border Rebar, 
a subcontractor providing rebar installation service at the airport
--------------------------------------------
see below for revised request
Hello Feven,
Per our phone conversation, I am revising my request to limit the scope to contracts fromwithin the last 3 years.  
Additionally, the general contractors who have used Border Rebar as a subcontractor on the project areBlythe 
Construction and FlatIron.  I would like to receive any payroll documents Border has submitted under either of 
these GC’s for construction services they have performed at CDIA fromJanuary 1, 2017 – present.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation

992 6/13/2017 14:16 Rachel Geathers Geathers Enterprises Inc

Is there a website that provides annual enplanements from 2014-present? If so can you pass the link along?
Also, is there a website (maybe under Meck County/City of CLT) that shows the annual sales of each airport 
store? I believe annual sales are public information. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

997 6/12/2017 10:20 Mark Boyle WCNC

I’d like to put in a request for the following information RE: Lost and Found property on CATS Busses and light 
rails.  
 
Jan 1,2017 and June 1, 2017
 
Please provide a cataloged list for Lost and Found during the above listed time period. Fulfilled Closed CATS

991 6/9/2017 10:28 Jennifer Connolly University of Miami


(1) A copy of the original employment contract of the current city manager (the contract from the year in which 
the manager was first hired). Fulfilled Closed Human Resources



990 6/8/2017 14:33 Maya Kavtaradze PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Hello: 
I am writing to request an updated outstanding check register or listing of uncashed/stale dated checks.
 
Kindly provide this information to me in Microsoft Word, Excel, or Adobe Acrobat format.  If this is not possible, 
please send the information by US mail. 
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  Thank you for  your time and assistance.
 
Sincerely,
 
Maya
--
Maya Kavtaradze
PwC | Associate
Office: +1 (617) 530-6712
Email:maya.kavtaradze@pwc.com
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Corporate Asset Recovery
101 Seaport Boulevard, Suite 500 Boston, MA 02210
www.pwc.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

986 6/7/2017 15:03 Arthur Murphy

I am requesting a copy of (i) the lease abstract, if any, and the (lease) agreement between the city of Charlotte and 
the sport teams (including the Charlotte Hornets) in connection with the Spectrum Center, and (ii) the most 
recent audited financial statement of the Spectrum Center. I am writing a real estate appraisal for the United 
Center in Chicago, Illinois in connection with a real estate tax appeal filing at the Cook County Assessor's office. I 
am looking for lease / rent paid by professional sporting teams to use sport / entertainment venues like the 
Spectrum Center. Thank you. Art Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#City Clerk;#City Attorney

985 6/7/2017 14:59 Raymond Jordan
Request for last year's Contracts for Tree Removal and Tree Pruning Services (separate contracts. Please send via 
email no later than 3:00 PM on Friday, June 9, 2017. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

984 6/7/2017 13:15 Bryan Turner Champion Landscapes, Could you please send me the past three contracts for Evergreen Cemetery Landscape Maintenance? Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

983 6/6/2017 16:49 Mike Stolp WSOC-TV

A list of all construction, resurfacing and other roadwork projects the CDOT has started in the Mecklenburg 
County since 1/1/2016. Please include thenameandlocation of the project, the start date, the estimated 
completion date at the start of the project, if completed the completion date, and if still pending, the estimated 
completion date. Lastly, please provide the names of all contractors involved with each project.

Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Transportation
982 6/6/2017 10:22 Andrea Karrick ACF Technologies All RFP responses  Fulfilled Closed Water
981 6/1/2017 13:05 Bo Cappleman Hart & Hickman Phase I and Phase II Environmenatal Site Assessments dated 6/9/10 and 8/17/10 Fulfilled Closed Water

980 5/30/2017 15:51 Gary Styers

Requesting all emails to and from Jonathan Leonard (Fire Department) concerning the following:  1.  To or from 
Gary Styers 2. Any emails pertaining to the North Carolina Fire Marshalls Association (NCFMA), meetings or any 
information pertaining to the above mentioned subject or subject matter. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Fire;#Innovation & Technology

979 5/30/2017 10:42 Colin Byrd
Council's Governance & Accountability Committee's April 2017 recommendaiton not to put speakers and TV and 
the City's current policy related to this. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

978 5/26/2017 12:58 Deon Roberts Charlotte Observer

Can you give me a breakdown of how much the city has on deposit with other banks [aside from Wells Fargo], 
too?

Deon Roberts
Business reporter
The Charlotte Observer
704.358.5248
Twitter: @DeonERoberts Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

977 5/26/2017 11:54 Lindsay Beyerstein

All records and materials supplied by the CMPD to City Attorney Robert Hagemann and his office to conduct the 
analysis of the permitting process on LaTrobe Drive. Hagemann and his staff presented their findings in an April 
27 memo entitled “Amplified Noise Permits, 3220 Latrobe Drive” which was presented to city council. 
 

Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

975 5/24/2017 10:56 Deon Roberts Charlotte Observer

I'm trying to find out whether the city has any money deposited with Wells Fargo and, if so, how much. Is this a 
query you would handle, or does this fall into someone else's wheelhouse? Thanks! 

Deon Roberts
Business reporter
The Charlotte Observer
704.358.5248
Twitter: @DeonERoberts Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

971 5/22/2017 11:03 Glenn Kinney Maybury Fencing Inc.

Performance and Payment Bond for the following contracts; 1400671 "West Tyvola Road Sidewalk" and 1400676, 
West Blvd. Sidewalk. DOT Construction is the General Contractor.
 
This was originally assigned to M&FS, just was notified today 06/07/2017 that they do not handle this kind of 
record. - Emily Kunze Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property Mgmt

970 5/19/2017 21:06 Maryll Kersting Allied Universal

Good morning, I hope you are well. 
I’m reaching out to see if the Charlotte Area Transit System honors public records requests? I would like to 
request documents associated with the current security guard contract in place. Specifically I’d like to request 
copies of the current contract including wages/bill rates and all changes/addendum, a copy of all evaluation 
documentation from the previous procurement, and a copy of the winning proposal from the previous 
procurement.
If there’s someone else I should reach out to in order to complete this request, please let me know. In addition, if 
there’s anything I can do to expedite or clarify this request, please feel free to contact me on my cell phone, 703-
599-2324.
Thank you in advance for your help,
Maryll Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn CATS

974 5/18/2017 16:27 Cara Balch Sunstates Security LLC 
Copy of the current PO with relevant exhibits and theGSA contract you are currently utilizing for airport terminal 
traffic control services? Fulfilled Closed Aviation

973 5/18/2017 16:19 Keith Williams Southeastern Public Safety Group current contract and purchase order Fulfilled Closed Aviation



972 5/18/2017 16:03 Adam R Tranum Capitol Special Patrol Can I get a copy of the currentGSA Contract that is in place Fulfilled Closed Aviation

968 5/18/2017 15:16 Sarah Ryley The Trace Media 

To whom it may concern:

 
Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting data, preferably in .csv, .xls, .txt, or .xlsx format, 
pertaining to homicides and non-fatal shootings that have been handled by the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police 
Department from Jan. 1, 2005 through the date in which this request is filled.
 
This data should include a record for each incident, and all fields disclosable under the law, including but not 
limited to:
 
- A unique identifier for the incident (i.e. incident ID)
- Unit assigned to the investigation
- Date of the incident
- Name(s) of the victim(s)
- Date of Birth of the victim(s)
- Race of the victim(s)
- Ethnicity of the victim(s) (i.e. Hispanic or Non-Hispanic)
- Gender of the victim(s)
- Address or location of the incident
- Weapon used
- Any other data pertaining to the circumstances surrounding the incident (i.e., motive, whether it was suspected 
gang or drug-related, narrative of incident)
- Status of the investigation (i.e., whether a suspect has been identified and an arrest made)
- Date of arrest
- Name(s) of suspect(s)
- Date of Birth of the suspect(s)
- Race of the suspect(s)
- Ethnicity of the suspect(s) (i.e. Hispanic or Non-Hispanic)
- Gender of the suspect(s) Fulfilled Closed Police

967 5/18/2017 15:12 Sarah Ryley The Trace Media

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I am requesting records related to the case management 
system(s) that Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department personnel have used to track major felony cases, and 
investigatory work on major felony cases, since at least 2005, through the date in which this request is filled. If 
multiple case management systems have been used by the Department during that time period, I am requesting 
information on each of those systems. The records should include: - The data dictionary, glossary of terms, record 
layout, and any other documentation that describes the case management system(s). - The instruction manual, 
patrol guide, or any other type of guide, distributed to law enforcement personnel dictating how they should use 
the case management system(s). I am requesting that all records be provided to me in their original electronic file 
format, whenever possible, which I am entitled to under G.S. § 132-6.2. (Persons requesting copies of public 
records may elect to obtain them in any and all media in which the public agency is capable of providing them.) 
For example, if the Department has a PDF of the instruction manual for the case management system, I am 
requesting that I receive that instruction manual as a PDF instead of a printed copy of the PDF. As a member of 
the media reporting on matters in the public interest, I am requesting a fee waiver and an expediting of my 
request. However, since I am requesting records in their original electronic file format whenever possible, I expect 
the costs, if any, to be limited. If any portion of this request is denied, please state in writing "any statute, case 
precedent, regulation or rule upon which you rely in declining public access to the documents in question." I am 
requesting that communication regarding this request be conducted via email, and that the request be filled via 
email. Thank you for considering my request. Sincerely, Sarah Ryley Reporter, The Trace Media 112 Berkeley Pl. 
#3R Brooklyn, NY 11217 Cell: 347-324-8697sarahryleyfoi@gmail.com Fulfilled Closed Police

965 5/17/2017 13:58 Ethan Mobley
Taser International's bid for Body Worn Cameras (Bid No. 269-2014-093). I just need Taser's response to the RFP 
that led to the awarded contract. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

964 5/17/2017 8:28 Danis Simmons, P.E. ESP Associates, P.A. Copy of Charlotte Water's agreement with Iredell County Fulfilled Closed Water

969 5/17/2017 6:07 Mohamed Konate Energy Erectors

I am working on the current RFP. Could please send a copy of the past Electrical maintenance and repair RFP 
responses.

Fulfilled Closed Water

951 5/16/2017 12:03 Doug Bowman 

Would you please provide me with any weather related delays at CLT for the date of April 25th, 2017? I am 
interested in whether or not there were any delays of arrivals and departures, runway closures due to thunder 
and lightning, etc. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

950 5/16/2017 9:49 Katie Barnes ESPNW

The contract the city originally signed with the Charlotte NBA team in 2003 for the arena and subsequent 
updates made to the document
·        Meeting notes re: the Arena and Charlotte’s NBA team from March 2016 to the present date as well as 
HB2, HB142, and the city’s LGBTQ inclusive ordinance
·        Any bids the City of Charlotte submitted to the ACC and the NCAA to host events for the years 2016-2022. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office

966 5/16/2017 9:49 Danielle NOSAL & JETER, LLP

Good morning, 
I am looking for a copy of a video of a car accident which took place on June 19, 2015. I work for a law firm in 
Fort Mill, and a client of ours' son was killed in a one-car crash in Mecklenburg County, and she is looking for 
personal closure on the matter. I've contacted CMPD and sent in a public records request to Mecklenburg County 
and they pointed me in your direction. 
We are more than willing to pay any kind of fee associated with obtaining a copy of this, as it will allow our client 
to move forward in her life. If there is a better avenue for this request, please let me know. Additionally, I can 
provide more information on the matter if this is something that we will be able to obtain.  Assigned Open City Manager’s Office;#Police

949 5/16/2017 9:44 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal

As a follow-up on soccer, I need to make a public records request for any written and electronic messages and 
communication, including texts, regarding MLS and soccer sent to or from Marcus Jones, Ron Kimble or the mayor 
between Feb. 1, 2017 and the present.  Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

948 5/16/2017 9:39 Kirstin Garriss Spectrum News

-     Marcus Jones’ Calendar for March and April 201
       -     Marcus Jones’ text messages from March 20, 2017  to April 21, 2017
-     Marcus Jones’ emails from March 20, 2017  to April 21, 2017 Assigned Open City Manager’s Office



943 5/15/2017 10:47 Richard Garfein

I would like to know whether of not the City of Charlotte has a Purchasing Card (or Procurement Card) program. If 
so: (1) Who is the City's Purchasing Card provider? (2) Is the Purchasing Card a Visa or MasterCard? (3) What is 
the approximate annual spending volume on the card? (4) How long does the Purchasing Card contract have to 
run, and are there any extensions beyond that date? If available, I would also like an electronic copy of the 
contract sent (not essential so long as I am provided with the information that I have requested). Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

942 5/15/2017 10:43 Seaira Stephenson Video footage - see letter Fulfilled Closed Aviation

944 5/15/2017 8:36 Ganriel Block CBRE

I would like to request the following records:
Record of any outstanding Code Enforcement/Zoning Code      violations at the Aurora Apartments, 1425 
Eastcrest Drive, Charlotte, NC      28205 Copy of the Certificate(s) of Occupancy for the Aurora      Apartments, 
1425 Eastcrest Drive, Charlotte, NC 28205Record of any outstanding Fire Code violations at the      Aurora 
Apartments, 1425 Eastcrest Drive, Charlotte, NC 28205 Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Fire;#Neighborh  

941 5/12/2017 14:48 firerequests67@gmail.com 

I am requesting an anonymous Public Records Request for your current Fire SOG's/SOP's for the fire rescue 
Department. I am requesting the information be sent tofirerequests67@gmail.com. If the file is larger than an 
email file can handle I am requesting multiple emails. Thank you Assigned Open Fire

940 5/11/2017 13:06 Patricia Smith Black, Slaughter & Black, P. A.
                     We are specifically looking for parking violations and/or other violations      
regarding the property/tenants residing at 8025 Regent Park Lane, Charlotte, NC. (See attachment) Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

939 5/11/2017 10:44 Richard Blanco

I      was a former resident of the City of Charlotte. I left the city and the      country last Feb 15, 2017. I am 
planning to migrate in another country,      and the new host country wanted me to present Character Reference 
in the      form of Police Clearance from the local and federal authority. I have      applied for FBI Police Clearance 
already, and I am writing to request a      CMPD Police Clearance. Thank you very much in advance. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

938 5/10/2017 9:52 Mark Galleshaw Real Estate Appraiser

I received a call from a gentleman named Mark Galleshaw who is a Real Estate Appraisal. He is looking at the 
property 2228 Colony Rd.  The sewer looks like it runs alongside the house. He said the owner would like to know 
how large the easement is. Also if there has to be repairs on their line would they have to vacate the premises or 
how would repairs affect there properly/house.

 
This is an older part of town and I couldn’t find any as-builts that show the easement. I’m not sure if there is an 
assumed easement for these circumstances. Fulfilled Closed Water

937 5/9/2017 17:55 Jeanne Forrester

The folks at the Mecklenburg County records department said you may be able to help me with this. I had my 
baby at home (alone) while on the phone with 911; my husband and I were wondering if we could get a copy of 
the 911 call (or the transcript) since he missed the whole thing. I called around 9 AM on 2/21/2017. My address is 
5902 Chapel Creek Court. Not sure if this is the best way to request the record, but any information would be 
very helpful. Thank you!

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

936 5/8/2017 16:29 Joe Bruno WSOC-TV
Alyssa, I would like to make a request for a list of all the projects in the stormwater backlog. Please include 
location, details of the request and length it has been in the backlog. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

934 5/8/2017 9:30 David Brennan Johnston Allison & Hord See Attachment Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#City Manager’s Office

933 5/8/2017 9:23 Juliet Cavallaro Current Solutions Professional Engineer     

Selection Results - FY17-RFQ-19: Wastewater Lift Stations Electrical Engineering - Question – for our own learning 
can you advise if we can have access or copies of the submissions?

Fulfilled Closed Water

932 5/4/2017 15:15 Isaac Pinckney SBA
An electronic copy of all applications, and permits for NEW wireless communication towers in the years 2015, 
2016, and 2017. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

930 5/4/2017 10:19 Christopher Kelly Gallivan White Boyd Law Firm see attached email Fulfilled Closed Water

929 5/4/2017 10:15 William Nimick Law Offices of Stephen R Paul

Our firm represents State Farm Fire and Casualty Company. Our client insured Monica Cox, who resides at 8617 
Burnt Umber Drive, Charlotte, NC 28215. On or about August 1, 2016, the water pressure in Ms. Cox's home 
spiked to an extremely high level. The spike in pressure caused two water lines to burst, and blew the top off of 
the toilet tank. A City of Charlotte technician responded to Ms. Cox's home to evaluate the water pressure spike. 
Our client paid for the damages to the Cox home and property and is now subrogated to the extent of its 
payments. Please provide all records, reports, testing, inspections, and other documents related to water 
pressure in the area of Ms. Cox's home from July 30 - August 2, 2016. In addition, please provide all notes, 
reports, memoranda, and other documents related to the technician's visit to the Cox home following the water 
loss. Finally, please produce documentation of any other claims against the City arising from water pressure 
spikes which occurred between July 30 and August 2, 2016. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Water

928 5/3/2017 17:17 Taylor Woods

I really was unsure if we could release any of this and didn't know how to respond - so please let me know for 
future reference - Emily
Hi my name is Taylor Woods, i am looking for a police officer by the first name of Doug who was an officer in 
Greensboro in 1992. All the information I have regarding him is his first name and that hes a police officer once in 
Greensboro and now in Charlotte, NC. If you have any information regarding him or where i could go to find out 
information or how to locate him please let me now; he is my biological father. thank you, Taylor Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

927 5/2/2017 11:38 Sanjay Senthilkumar

Hello, I am writing to request data on stop-level unlinked boardings on your system from 2011 to 2017. I am a 
Georgia Tech masters student conducting research on bikeshare as a last mile option using transit ridership before 
and after implementation of a bikeshare system. Thank you so much for your time and effort. It would be really 
helpful if I can acquire the data in CSV or any other excel format. Fulfilled Closed CATS

926 5/2/2017 11:36 Gregory Faulcon Silver Back Brothers LLC

Request for Resurfacing FY2017 A, and 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012 I would like to receive a copy of the Bid 
Results and awarded contract for the Resurfacing winner for the past 6 years. We would also like the percentage 
of SBE,MBE, MSBE and MWSBE goal set for each year and how did the city of charlotte come up with the 
percentage for the project Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt



925 5/2/2017 11:32 Brooke Adams

1) All documents setting for the policy and process by which CMPD grants Sound Amplification Permits; 2) Any 
correspondence with Cities 4 Life, Operation Save America, Reformation Charlotte, P82 Charlotte, Love Life 
Charlotte or any person associated with the aforementioned organizations, including Daniel Parks, Flip Benham, 
or David Jordan; during the time period July 1, 2016 to the present. 3) With regard to any any Amplified Sound 
Permits requested for 3220 Latrobe Drive during the time period July 1, 2016 to the present, all email headers for 
the first email that was approved each day, along with the audit log that shows how it was the first received and 
read in addition to the audit log of times for the requests denied; 4) With regard to any any Amplified Sound 
Permits requested for 3220 Latrobe Drive during the time period July 1, 2016 to the present, a printout or PDF of 
the full SMTP mail headers and the message body of the messages that were approved as well as the same for the 
first message from your side that came in after theirs; and 5) All documents relating to or evidencing the 
following statements appearing in the March 16, 2017 Charlotte Observer: “They bomb our system,” said Danielle 
Strayer with Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police, who awards the permits. “The pro-life groups are (doing this) every 
single day, and the pro-choice groups come in waves, and for months at a time they will hit the system just as 
hard.” She added: “With just the pro-life group I come in and there are 315 emails a night from them. When the 
pro-choice group applies too it goes up to 800.” How does she decide who gets a permit? “It’s down to the 
millisecond,” she said. “In Outlook you can time stamp it to the millisecond. It’s whichever hits first.” 6) All charts 
or tables prepared by Danielle Strayer summarizing the granting of Amplified Sound Permits and all documents 
used to prepare such chart or table or summarized therein. Fulfilled Closed Police No

911 5/1/2017 15:27 Anthony Lee PAR Capital Management
Thanks for your prior help. Do you mind sending across March rental car data?March monthly car rental revenue 
by brandMarch monthly car rental days by brand Fulfilled Closed Aviation

910 5/1/2017 15:17 Francesco Canepa MSW Consultants

Recycling collection/disposal in North Carolina. I’m looking for the waste hauling and disposal services that 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport has signed in response to a 2016 bid. I was hoping you could help me 
obtain a copy of this document and any related documents such as amendments for extensions and annual price 
adjustments. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

935 5/1/2017 14:33 Jane B. Wills Attorney at Law

See attached file
Contacted requestor to narrow time period to 6-8pm. Requestor then asked for a copy of the video as well as 
having the legal hold placed.
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

912 5/1/2017 10:30 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS.  We are currently researching the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT fromOct 2016 to March 2017?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

931 4/28/2017 11:23 Shalisa Pellin
   Work order documents and notes in the systems for [4519 Langden Gate Dr. on] the followingdates 10-17-
2007, 12-14-2007, 4-16-2008, 5-7-2008, 5-16-2008, 10-30-2014”   Fulfilled Closed Water

909 4/28/2017 9:53 Chris Malinowski Messer Construction Co.

We would like to formally request the bid results for Turner’s CM project at Concourse A – to the best of our 
knowledge these bid results have never been posted on the airport’s website.   If the bid tabs for each of their bid 
package could be made available I would appreciate it (similar to the bid tabs that Messer posted following the 
bid openings for East Terminal Phase II).If all of their packages have not yet been bid, we would appreciate getting 
copies of the packages that have been bid to date. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

913 4/28/2017 3:00 Stacy Pate

I would like a copy of all 911 calls with      date/time stamps made from 1829 Butterfly LN, Charlotte NC in the 
year      2017 or information on how to obtain these records. The phone number that      made the calls was 
either8283029271 or6057779187. Fulfilled Closed Police

908 4/27/2017 15:10 Linda Majchrzak Willingness to Serve application and Charlotte Water Response Fulfilled Closed Water

914 4/27/2017 14:08 Lee Jablin  HARMAN JABLIN ARCHITECTS LLP

I am seeking a Condominium Unit’s boundaries, a land record.

The filing of plat and plan was required for the residential condominium building per NC G.S. 47C-2-109.
The filing may have been about 1973-4.
The Condominium Unit’s address is 808 Cherokee Road, Charlotte North Carolina.
Please let me know if I may see the document on-line, if a paper copy is available and the cost. Fulfilled Closed Planning

907 4/25/2017 16:26 Cyndi Bisacre Atlantic Aviation

I’d like to know more about their Options, and if they were exercised?  If you would please send me a copy of 
their formal written notice, if exercised, that will be helpful.

Fulfilled Closed Aviation

923 4/25/2017 14:21 Jacqueline Sessa Onvia

Onvia is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte/Mecklenburg County. Can you please provide 
contract award information for the following solicitations in the blank cells below and also provide any bid 
result/tab information for these bids? [Attached] Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#CAT

906 4/25/2017 9:48 Nadine Weeden Smart Procure

Dear Custodian of Public Records, SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte (NC) 
for any and all purchasing records from 12/30/2016-to current. The request is limited to readily available records 
without physically copying, scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic document is 
acceptable. The specific information requested from your record keeping system is: 1. Purchase order number. If 
purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, encumbrance, or check number 
2. Purchase date 3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase) 4. Line item quantity 5. Line item price 
6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email address 7. What is the beginning of your 
fiscal year? f this request was misrouted, please forward to the correct contact person and reply to this 
communication with the appropriate contact information. If you have any questions, please feel free to respond 
to this email or I can be reached at 954-281-7854. Regards, ------- Nadine Weeden Data Acquisition Specialist 
SmartProcure Direct: 954-281-7854 |nweeden@smartprocure.us |www.smartprocure.us 700 W. Hillsboro Blvd. 
Suite 4-100, Deerfield Beach, FL 33441 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

904 4/24/2017 15:11 Scott Robitzer Security 101 I would like to request a copy of Johnson Control's Security Service Contract with the Airport. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

924 4/24/2017 12:12 Joshua Hutton Northwestern University

Public Records Custodians:
Please find attached a request for records under the North Carolina Public Records Act. 
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 
Sincerely, Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police



903 4/20/2017 11:27 Gavin Off Charlotte Observer

The Observer is requesting data on all pedestrians and bicyclists hit by vehicles in Charlotte from Jan. 1, 2012 to 
present.
 
Please include the following fields of data:
Latitude
Longitude
Light (daylight)
Crash date/time
On road
Injury status
Person type (pedestrian, pedalcyclist) 
Age
Gender
Race
Narrative
Nonmotorist action
Nonmotorist contribution
Driver vision obstruction
 
Please provide the data in a format that is compatible with Excel. An Access or a delimited text file is fine. Also, 
please send any record layout or scheme needed to understand the data. (Many times, parts of the data are 
written in numeric code that needs to be translated)
 
If it's easier to send all publicly available fields in the PERSON, INDIVIDUAL, UNIT, GIS AND CRASH, tables, feel free 
to do that, instead. 

Fulfilled Closed Transportation

901 4/19/2017 9:09 Lindsay Beyerstein

I am requesting all applications for sound permits/permits for amplified sound/permits for sound equipment for 
all addresses on Latrobe Drive from Jan 1, 2016 to Apr 10, 2017. I am requesting all applications in any medium, 
including email. For the applications submitted by email, I am requesting the full email header of each email. 
According to an article by Steve Harrison in the Charlotte Observer, dated March 16, 2017, Danielle Strayer of the 
Charlotte Mecklenberg Police Department awards sound permits for this area. “It’s down to the millisecond,” 
Strayer is quoted as saying to the Observer in response to a question about how she decides who gets the permit. 
“In Outlook you can time stamp it to the millisecond. It’s whichever hits first.” I am requesting all the data that 
Strayer uses to make her determination. To access the article, please follow this URL:http://bit.ly/2oYdktq I tried 
requesting via the email address for media but it came back as undeliverable. Yours, -Lindsay Beyerstein Fulfilled Closed Police

900 4/19/2017 8:57 3/19/2019 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer

The paper is trying to get correspondence between the city and the Panthers from Jan. 1 2016 to the start of April 
2017.
I assume this is mostly/all Ron Kimble. But we're trying to get everything.
 
Steve Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office Yes

902 4/17/2017 16:09 Jeremy Finkle

From: Jeremy Finkle [mailto:jeremyfinkle1@gmail.com] 
 Sent: Monday, April 17, 2017 4:09 PM
 To: Miller, Benjamin
 Subject: Fwd: FOIA Request
 
Hi Ben,
 
Through Freedom of Information Act, I am requesting the winning proposal for Charlotte Citywide Bike Share 
program which was submitted by B Cycle.

How do I get that information?  Email is best.
 
Thanks for your help,

 Jeremy Finkle Closed Unfulfilled Denied Transportation

898 4/17/2017 9:48 Ryan Tilley

Current inventory of buses used in shuttle service at Charlotte Douglas International Airport, including vehicle 
numbers, model, and vehicle identification number (VIN). Please note this request is for personal avocational use 
and not for any commercial or profit seeking purposes. Please fulfill this request via email if possible. Fulfilled Closed Aviation



897 4/12/2017 14:55 Nick Ochsner WBTV

April 12, 2017
Records Custodian
City of Charlotte
To whom it may concern:
Under the North Carolina Public Records Act, G.S. §132, I am requesting copies of the following public records:
-All invoices, receipts or other documents related to expenses incurred by the City of Charlotte or paid using 
public funds to Visionary Creative Group between December 1, 2016 and April 12, 2017.
-All contracts between the City of Charlotte and Visionary Creative Group entered into between December 1, 
2016 and April 12, 2017
The law, specifically G.S. 132-6(c), requires non-public information contained in an otherwise public document to 
redacted; the presence of non-public information does not exempt an entire document from disclosure. If you do 
redact any information or deny this request, in whole or in part, please cite each specific exemption you feel 
justifies the refusal to release the information.
If possible, please provide the request records in the most practical electronic format (by e-mail, thumb drive, CD, 
etc.). I would like to request a waiver of all fees since the disclosure of the requested information is in the public 
interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of an important topic in our community. 
This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. In the event there will be fees associated with 
fulfilling my request, please notify me in advance.
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." G.S. 132-6(a). If you expect 
a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please provide me with a timeline of when I might 
expect the requested records.
Thank you for considering my request.
Sincerely,
Nick Ochsner |Investigative Reporter
nochsner@wbtv.com
W: 704.374.3941 Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

896 4/12/2017 10:21 Hilary Burns Charlotte Business Journal 

Emily, Gregg and Jordan-Ashley: 

In accordance with the N.C. Public Records Law (G.S. §§ 132-1 through 132-10), I hereby request the following:
Any electronic communications sent or received by Mayor Jennifer Roberts, any member of city council, or city 
manager Marcus Jones regarding the Charlotte Fintech Initiative.
Please respond with the requested records within one week, or by April 18, 2017.
 
Thank you,
Hilary Burns
 
Hilary Burns
Banking, tech & entrepreneurship reporter
Charlotte Business Journal
Office: 704.973.1137
Cell: 617.276.6916
@CBJBurns Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

895 4/10/2017 13:55 Joe Bruno WSOC

Hey Jordan-Ashley,

 
I would like to submit a records request for Dana Fenton’s schedule for 2016 and to date in 2017. I would also like 
a copy of his emails sent to and from his account for 2017.
 
Please let me know if you need any additional information from me.
 
Thanks
 
Joe Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office

893 4/10/2017 10:36 Genevieve Henderson EBI Consulting

I am doing a Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment on the property located at Highlands at Alexander Pointe 
Apartments, 310 Highroad Drive, Charlotte, Mecklenburg Co., NC. Additional addresses on the Subject Property 
include all addresses on Pineshadow Drive, Oakwood Creek Lane, High Falls Lane, and Highroad Drive. If any fees 
are likely to exceed $100, please notify me prior to fulfillment of this request. Please let me know if the City has 
any record or knowledge of: • Problems with drinking water quality or sanitary sewer system leaks or spills. • 
How long the property has been connected to municipal water and sewer systems. • Water supply wells or 
current/former septic systems. • Past uses, original or current building permits, date of construction, certificates 
of occupancy, former buildings or building code violations. • Any spills of hazardous substances or petroleum into 
the storm water system. Also please confirm that the stormwater generated at the site drains into the system 
managed by the City. • Generation, transportation, storage, treatment, disposal, and/or spills or releases of 
hazardous substances or petroleum products at the Subject Property, including existing or historic underground or 
aboveground storage tanks associated with the Subject Property. Fulfilled Closed Water;#City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property Mgmt

892 4/10/2017 10:30 Jacqueline Regina Springs Under the Public Records Act. I formally request a list of all vacant properties in Charlotte,  North Carolina. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt
888 4/10/2017 10:28 Christopher Boyd I am requesting a lis of vacant and or abandonded properties in the city of Charlotte. Thanks in advance Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt



887 4/6/2017 11:14 Adam Bell Charlotte Observer

Hi Jordan-Ashley,

It was nice talking with you just now. As I mentioned, under the state public records act I am requesting a dataset 
of all publicly available fields for 311 records/calls from 2012 through the time you comply with the request. I 
expect this would include such areas as date and time call received, asssociated agency, brief description of topic 
and how the call was resolved, but the request is not limited to such fields.
Please also include a record layout of the column titles and list of agency abbreviations. 
 
This would help me translate some column headers or codes within records. For instance, sometimes 
departments might be listed by a numeric code instead of their name. Also please send the data in a format that 
is compatible with Excel. An Access file or a delimited text file is fine.
 
I'm sure that could be a large database, and I'm happy to have our data expert, Gavin Off, work with your folks on 
this as well. He is cc'd on this request. Thanks a lot,
 
Adam 
 

Adam Bell
Reporter/weekend night editor
The Charlotte Observer
 
Office 704-358-5696
Cell 828-238-7161
On Twitter: @abell Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

886 4/6/2017 9:53 Hilary Burns Charlotte Business Journal 

To: Jordan-Ashley Walker:

In accordance with the N.C. Public Records Law (G.S. §§ 132-1 through 132-10), I hereby request the following 
documents:
Any minutes or records kept by the city related to ongoing meetings Mayor Jennifer Roberts has had concerning 
the city’s support for the growth of Charlotte’s financial-technology industry. Specifically, the Charlotte Business 
Journal is requesting minutes for fintech meetings at the Charlotte Government Center on the following dates: 
03/28/17; 02/03/17; 11/30/16. These meetings involve public support for the establishment of a fintech hub in 
Charlotte.
Please respond with the requested records within one week, or by April 14, 2017. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

884 4/3/2017 15:42 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT from September 2016 to February 2017?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

894 4/3/2017 13:15 Alex Shabad WCNC any and all CATS bus traffic violations over the past year (since January 2016) Fulfilled Closed CATS

899 3/31/2017 10:09 Anthony Lee PAR Capital Management
February monthly car rental revenue by brand
February monthly car rental days by brand Fulfilled Closed Aviation

883 3/30/2017 10:54 Adam Carteaux Petroleum Traders Corporation

Petroleum Traders Corporation would like to formally request under the state open records law copies of TWO (2) 
INVOICES PER MONTH with corresponding bill of ladings from your current contract for gasoline and diesel 
delivered by your current vendor(s). We would like the documents from the past 12 months or the life of your 
contract whichever would be fewer months.
If you would, please fax the requested information to my attention at 260-203-2802 or email to: 
acarteaux@petroleumtraders.com. Fulfilled Closed CATS

885 3/30/2017 10:22 Gabriel Block CBRE | Assessment & Consulting Service

Good morning,
I would like a copy of the following records:
Certificates of Occupancy for The Grayson apartments at 6001 Bennettsville Lane. I would also like to know if 
there is record of any outstanding Fire Code violations there according to Fire Department records.
Certificates of Occupancy for The Landings at Greenbrooke apartments at 10015 Parthenon Court. I would also 
like to know if there is record of any outstanding Fire Code violations there according to Fire Department records.
Certificates of Occupancy for The Ashley Court apartments at 9740 Ashley Lake Court. I would also like to know if 
there is record of any outstanding Fire Code violations there according to Fire Department records.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Manager’s Office;#Fire



1100 3/28/2017 19:23 Paul Boyd WSOC


Paul Boyd
Investigative Reporter
WSOC-TV
1901 N. Tryon Street
Charlotte, NC 28206
704-618-1899
 
Tuesday, March. 28 2017
 
Jennifer Smith
Interim City Engineer
Charlotte Area Transit System
600 East Fourth Street
Charlotte, NC, 28202
 
 
PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST
 
Ms. Smith:
 
Pursuant to N.C.G.S. §132-1 through N.C.G.S. §132-10, we are requesting copies of all records, electronic or hard 
copy, you created or received in connection with Ray Bond, Mark Johnnie, Roger Wilson and any other 
representative or employee of Balfour Beatty Infrastructure Inc. from December 1, 2016 through March 28, 2017.
 
This request includes but is not limited to all paper and electronic documents, photos, videos, maps, computer 
files, computer communications (i.e., email, instant messages, etc.), text messages, voice mail messages and 
meeting notes connected to these individuals and this company.
 Fulfilled Closed CATS

1099 3/28/2017 19:23 Paul Boyd WSOC


Paul Boyd
Investigative Reporter
WSOC-TV
1901 N. Tryon Street
Charlotte, NC 28206
704-618-1899
 
Tuesday, March. 28 2017
 
John Muth
Deputy Director
Charlotte Area Transit System
600 East Fourth Street
Charlotte, NC, 28202
 
 
PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST
 
Mr. Muth:
 
Pursuant to N.C.G.S. §132-1 through N.C.G.S. §132-10, we are requesting copies of all records, electronic or hard 
copy, you created or received in connection with Ray Bond, Mark Johnnie, Roger Wilson and any other 
representative or employee of Balfour Beatty Infrastructure Inc. from December 1, 2016 through March 28, 2017.
 
This request includes but is not limited to all paper and electronic documents, photos, videos, maps, computer 
files, computer communications (i.e., email, instant messages, etc.), text messages, voice mail messages and 
meeting notes connected to these individuals and this company.
 Fulfilled Closed CATS

882 3/28/2017 10:38 Bill Strother / Debra Powell Weingarten Realty

Looking for all crimes against people with time frame of 10/01/16 to 03/31/17 at our 2 shopping centers, 
Whitehall Shops 8146-8170 S. Tryon Street and Galleria Shopping Center 1816-1854 Galleria Blvd and 1916-1930 
Sardis Road North. Both centers located in Charlotte. I have a letter with more detail that I can email to you. 
Please contact me for any questions. Thank you, Debra Powell Fulfilled Closed Police

881 3/24/2017 12:10 Mel Hartsell

Anything from February 1, 2016 - March 24, 2017 regarding HB2 or Charlotte's Non-Discrimination Ordinance in 
any format (emails, text messages, memos, etc.). Key words: HB2, House Bill 2, NCGA, LGBTQ, LGBT, transgender, 
bathrooms, compromise, non-discrimination, nondiscrimination, NDO, Joel Ford, Chris Sgro, Matt Hirschy, HRC, 
MeckPAC, EqualityNC, chamber of commerce, chamber, Chad Severance, Chad Turner, public accommodations, ... Assigned Open City Attorney;#City Clerk;#City Manager’s Office;       No

880 3/23/2017 9:01 Cyndi Bisacre Atlantic Aviation
Current lease with the FBO (Fixed Base Operations). I believe Wilson Air Center is the current provider. The second 
request is for the Airport? Fuel Volume figures sold for Business and General Aviation. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

879 3/22/2017 11:53 Brian Green

I would like to submit a public information request to obtain salary information for personnel employed with the 
fire department. I would like this information to be separated and categorized by the fire department’s rank 
structure. The information that I am requesting should show the current lowest paid salary, highest paid salary, 
and median salary for each rank within the fire department. It is preferred that the data is in a Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

878 3/22/2017 11:01 Jeff Howerton

I am making a records request for all information (Documents, photos, emails, texts, videos, data and other 
records including other requests) associated with: 1) Myself (Jeffrey Howerton) DOB: 01/28/1986 ss: 570-87-9891 
I would like these records in digital format please. Thank you for your help. Jeff
I'm not sure what departments are appropriate to select to fulfill his request.  - he requested it go to legal, mayor, 
I&T etc.  See attachments.  Emily K. Closed Unfulfilled Denied 311;#City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Innovation & Technology;#     

1101 3/22/2017 9:55 Paul Boyd WSOC “weekly progress meeting minutes” covering the January / February time period. Fulfilled Closed CATS

976 3/21/2017 15:57 Matt Caywood MuckRock
All current and (where available) future CATS schedules, fares, and stop/route alignments in the GTFS (General 
Transit Feed Specification) file format. Fulfilled Closed CATS



877 3/21/2017 14:53 John Paul WSOC TV

From: Paul, John (CMG Charlotte) [mailto:John.Paul@wsoc tv.com] 
 Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2017 10:38 AM
 To: Durrett, Linda
 Subject: RECORDS REQUEST
 
Morning—
 
I have a records request I hope you can help me with.  Here is the formal legalese:
 
 
 
Pursuant to N.C.G.S. §132-1 through N.C.G.S. §132-10, we are requesting copies of all records, electronic or hard 
copy, created or received by public officials regarding red light cameras in charlotte between December 1, 2016 
and March 16, 2017.  
 
This request includes but is not limited to all paper and electronic documents, photos, videos, maps, computer 
files, computer communications (i.e., email, instant messages, etc.), text messages, and voice mail messages 
connected to this project during that time period.
 
Our preferred method of fulfillment delivery is via external flash drive. If there are any fees for searching or 
copying these records, please inform us of the cost and WSOC-TV will reimburse any reasonable expenses.
 
Thank you for your assistance facilitating this request.
 
 
Sincerely,
 
John Paul

Fulfilled Closed Transportation;#City Attorney

876 3/20/2017 14:16 Ryan Walsh WWLP 22 News Springfield

I was looking for emails and invoices between Airport leaders and the marketing company (or creator) of the 
Destination CLT slogan from November 2013 to present.  

**Jordan-Ashley clarified with the requestor on who he meant by "airport leaders." The requestor responded 
with: Brent Cagle, Jack Christine, Jeff McSwain, Mike Hill, Haley Gentry.  

Fulfilled Closed Aviation

875 3/16/2017 17:05 Jan Maney Palm Beach County
Please forward contract documents, solicitation, bid tabulation, vendor responses, etc. for contract # 
2017000280, AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

874 3/14/2017 16:43 Anthony Lee Par Capital

Hello, My name is Anthony Lee and I am researching the rental car industry. I was wondering if you could provide 
the following information: * Monthly historical car rental gross revenue by brand for CLT (going back as far as 
possible). * Monthly historical transaction days by brand. I believe the correct contact is Mike Hill or someone on 
his Finance team. Thank you, Anthony Fulfilled Closed Aviation

873 3/14/2017 15:19 MJ Pierce American Nonsmokers Rights Foundatio

We are writing to request copies of all original Ordinances pertaining to your Tobacco Tax that have been adopted 
by your governing authority on or after March 1, 2013. We are looking to obtain final copies of such Ordinances 
showing their official adoption and effective dates.  

The American Nonsmokers’ Rights Foundation* maintains the only national repository of local tobacco control 
laws in the United States.  Our U.S. Tobacco Control Laws Database© serves as a key resource for both 
researchers and media outlets, which use our data to document and publicize trends in tobacco control legislation 
and to research the effectiveness of such legislation.  We are writing to ask you to contribute to this unique 
resource by helping to ensure that your community is properly recognized and represented in our database.

Please accept our apologies in advance for any duplication in correspondence to your agency in this matter.  We 
have made our best effort to pinpoint the appropriate officials for this request, but municipalities vary in manner 
of excise tax administration, so it may have been necessary to email multiple parties.  If you are not the correct 
contact person, it would be greatly appreciated if you would forward this inquiry to the appropriate official. Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk

872 3/13/2017 11:33 Dione L. Hughes McCall-Thomas Engineering Company, I all proposals submitted in response to the ARC Flash Testing Services RFP Fulfilled Closed Aviation

871 3/9/2017 15:40 Christa Hayes Teal Asset Recovery

Pursuant to FOIA regulations and guidelines, kindly accept this letter as my formal request for copies of the 
following public records: • Most current statement or report available containing information on residential and 
commercial construction Escrow Accounts, Cash Performance/Maintenance Bonds and any other construction or 
development-related Cash Securities that would be refundable to the depositor upon project completion and 
acceptance by the municipality • Most current record of Outstanding County-Issued checks that have not-yet 
been cashed or turned over to the State as Unclaimed Property to include Name, Date, Check # and Amount 
Some examples of the cash securities we traditionally see include (but are not limited to) deposits for Sewer Taps, 
Right-of-Way, Landscaping, Sidewalk, Curb & Gutter, Winter Handling, Signage, Street Cut/Opening, Grading, 
Erosion & Sediment Control, Subdivision, Storm Water Management, Building, Paving, Street Lights, Driveway, 
Temporary Trailer, Conservation, Certificate of Occupancy, Development and Inspection escrows. Responsive 
departments typically include Building and Development, Engineering, Planning & Zoning, Public Works, 
Transportation and in some cases, the Finance Department. It is requested that the information provided in 
response to escrow portion of this request contain a minimum of the following specific details when available: o 
Name of depositor o Date of Deposit o Current Balance o Project Address [or Block & Lot number] Should there 
be a cost associated with the fulfillment of this records request that exceeds that amount of $25.00, kindly notify 
me via telephone (703-884-9140) or email (christa@TealAssetRecovery.com) with the estimated cost, prior to 
incurring any charges. Please do not hesitate to contact me via telephone or email with any questions or 
clarifications needed with regard to this request for public records. Thank you in advance for your time and 
attention to this request. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services



864 3/8/2017 10:48 Megann Carpenter Asset Management Consultants

See attached FOIA request that provides more detail in Word format.
AMC requests any financial spreadsheet, ledger or other record of the active cash and cash-convertible 
sureties and escrow accounts maintained by local agencies for financial instruments posted or deposited with 
them by companies and persons to ensure completion of private-sector residential and commercial 
construction projects in your area.  Please show only open accounts for the cash and cash-convertible 
sureties, stale-dated checks, deposits, and other securities that havenot been refunded to the payee. Such 
sureties could have been taken in any or all of the forms of performance and payment guarantees described 
on the following page, and are often recorded in ledger or spreadsheet format within the agency that initially 
accepts same from developers and builders. I do not seek records of non-negotiable third-party sureties (e.g., 
letters of credit, bonds), the release of which will not restore money to AMC’s clients’ accounts.
AMC also seeks a record of all outstanding municipal checks, warrants and vouchers (the pre-escheat checks 
list), over 180 days old that have not yet been cashed or otherwise negotiated, or have become stale dated. 
AMC does not seek records of uncashed or stale dated payroll checks, child support checks, or any other 
checks not made payable to municipal vendors. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

862 3/8/2017 8:43 Mike DeVesta JSM and Associates

Information pertaining to your current Operations and Maintenance vendor for airport services that includes: 
Airport baggage handling system, passenger boarding bridges and ground support equipment maintenance and 
repair services.  I am looking forall documents relating toRequest for Proposals submitted for the current contract 
in place and the contract of the approved vendor who is performing the Operations and Maintenance for the 
airport’s baggage handling system, passenger boarding bridges and /or ground support equipment maintenance 
and repair services.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation

861 3/7/2017 15:17 Casey Ogden Coastal Risk Consulting, LLC
Work Orders concerning storm water and wastewater utilities over the past 5 years for the following addresses:
14805, 14735, 14819, 14815, 14825, 14835 Ballantyne Village Wy, Charlotte, NC Fulfilled Closed Water;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#City Manager’s Office

867 3/7/2017 8:37 Margaret B Maloney Maloney and Associates PLLC See attached letter. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

860 3/6/2017 11:28 Marty Puckett Charlotte Fire Fighters Association

I request from City IT: Phone records for Jon Hannan for the dates of March 3, 2016 and March 10, 2016 to 
include voice calls and text logs.
 
Phone number is  704-995-3260 Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Innovation & Technology;#Fire

869 3/6/2017 8:45 Margaret B. Maloney Maloney and Associates PLLC See attached letter Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#City Attorney

856 3/3/2017 12:38 Teofilo Cawas Construction Market Data - Constructio  

I’m with ConstructConnect. I am writing to request a copy of the bid tabulation for the project below and if 
available the awarded contractor. I would also like to know the anticipated start date in the event that a schedule 
has been determined. Ref. # 3737942/ Storm Water Facilities - Water Quality Best Management Practices 
Solicitation # : LD17-003 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt

855 3/3/2017 11:27 Allison Latos WSOC

Request: 

Can you please provide an up to date cost breakdown of the City’s outside attorney fees regarding litigation 
broken down by case?

Can you please also include the firm or attorney on each case and the date their work on the case (s) began? Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

854 3/3/2017 10:41 Joe Bruno WSOC

-Receipts/expenditures related to City Council's dinner at Sullivan's Steakhouse in Raleigh during the retreat.
-Total cost of this year's City Council retreat
-For comparison, how much money was spent on this year compared to retreats from previous years going back 
to 2012. 
-For comparison, how much was sent on any dinner comparable to the Sullivan's Steakhouse dinner in previous 
years going back to 2012.  Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office

853 3/2/2017 15:25 Kelli Jordan

This is a request of public records for Noise Permit, Parade/Public Assembly Permit and Picketing Permits 
requested for the address of 3220 Latrobe Drive, Charlotte NC 28211 for December 3, 2016 and from January 1, 
2017-February 28, 2017. Fulfilled Closed Police;#City Manager’s Office;#Transportation

852 3/2/2017 12:30 Rick Rothacker The Charlotte Observer

Hi. Under state records law, we are making a request for any security camera footage that would show the tarmac 
and the lobby atWilson Air Center at Charlotte Douglas on November 3, 2016, and November 4, 2016, until 9 am. 
We would also like to request any emails or communications to and from airport officials related to Donald 
Trump's Nov. 3, 2016, visit to Charlotte. 
 Thanks for your help with this request. Rick Fulfilled Closed Aviation

868 3/2/2017 12:09 Lindsey Gaon University of Pennsylvania

Hello, 
My name is Lindsey Gaon and I am a student at The University of Pennsylvania and I am writing a thesis in 
Economics about the relationship between Uber and taxicabs in the most populous cities. I am writing for 
information regarding the number of taxicabs in Charlotte, specifically for the years 2011-2015. 
Any information would be greatly appreciated! If there is someone else you suggest I contact, please let me know!
Thank you in advance for all of your help.
 Best, Lindsey

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Police

863 3/2/2017 9:02 Rick Rothacker Charlotte Observor


Hi. Under state records law, we are making a request for any security camera footage that would show the 
tarmac and the lobby at Wilson Air Center at Charlotte Douglas on November 3, 2016, and November 4, 2016, 
until 9 am. 
 
We would also like to request any emails or communications to and from airport officials related to Donald 
Trump's Nov. 3, 2016, visit to Charlotte. 
 
Thanks for your help with this request. Rick

Fulfilled Closed Aviation
859 3/2/2017 0:00 Matt Bramblett Hart & Hickman List of Industrial Users in Charlotte Fulfilled Closed Water

866 3/1/2017 11:09 Neil Savage UNC-Ashville

Hello,

My name is Neil Savage and I'm a student at UNC-Asheville. I wanted to make a request for any records, notes, or 
correspondence in your possession from a 1947 Charlotte Planning Commission when the Brooklyn neighborhood 
was designated as an industrial zone. If I need to pay a fee for the documents to be emailed, I am absolutely 
willing to do so. Fulfilled Closed Planning



865 3/1/2017 10:46 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall health of the travel market.
Could you please send mecar rental gross revenue for CLT fromAug 2016 to January 2017? Fulfilled Closed Aviation

849 2/28/2017 17:53 Keisha Vicks
Copy of invoices from Solid Waste Services for the disposal fee for Courtside Condominium which I believe is 
billed at $27.00 per unit for 107. Courtside has ID # 929 under contract #1100438. Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services

851 2/28/2017 13:09 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer

* The Observer needs to review all information/correspondence between CATS and lead contractor Balfour Beatty 
from Nov. 1, 2016 to February 28, 2017.
 
This would include, but not be limited to: e-mails, progress reports and memos detailing the status of the project.
 
* The Observer needs to review all correspondence about the Blue Line Extension from the following people from 
Nov. 1 2016 to February 28, 2017.
 
1) Danny Rogers
2) John Lewis
3) Olaf Kinard
4) John Muth
 This would include, but not be limited to, e-mails, progress reports, memos, letters and text messages about the 
Blue Line Extension. It would include information that was both sent and received. It would include information 
sent and received from other parties, other than the four people listed above. Fulfilled Closed CATS;#City Manager’s Office;#Innovation & Technology

850 2/28/2017 12:36 Erik Spanberg Charlotte Business Journal
All written and electronic communications, including email and text messages, sent to or from CATS CEO John 
Lewis between Dec. 1, 2016 and the present regarding the Blue Line Extension construction project Fulfilled Closed CATS;#Innovation & Technology;#City Manager’s Office

846 2/28/2017 11:15 Paul Boyd WSOC

Paul Boyd

Investigative Reporter
WSOC-TV
1901 N. Tryon Street
Charlotte, NC 28206
704-618-1899
 
Tuesday, Feb. 28 2017
 
Jordan-Ashley Walker
Senior Communications Specialist
600 East Fourth Street
Charlotte, NC, 28202
704-336-4936
Jordan-Ashley.Walker@charlottenc.gov
corporatecommunicationsandmarketing@charlottenc.gov
 
 
PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST
 
Dear Ms. Walker:
 
Thanks for your time on the phone this morning.
 
Pursuant to N.C.G.S. §132-1 through N.C.G.S. §132-10, we are requesting copies of all records, electronic or hard 
copy, created or received by CATS Executive Director John Lewis while transacting City business between January 
1, 2017 and February 28, 2017 that specifically relate to the Lynx Blue Line extension.
 Fulfilled Closed CATS

845 2/28/2017 9:41 Brad Austin See attachment Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

848 2/27/2017 15:57 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer

The Observer needs to review all information CATS has about the 2030 transit plan financing, which includes the 
new rail lines that John Lewis has proposed to Matthews (Silver Line); to the airport; and to Lake Norman (Red 
Line).
 
This would include, but not be limited to: draft presentations about possible funding scenarios/options; 
estimates/calculations about CATS's financial capabilities at this moment and in the future; Memos/e-mails 
detailing options for raising revenue, including special taxing districts, a sales tax increase, or a P3; summaries/e-
mails/memos detailing conversations with elected officials about the 2030 plan's financing now and in the future.
 
January 1, 2016 to February 28, 2017.
  Fulfilled Closed CATS

844 2/27/2017 15:15 Nick Delacanal WFAE

Hi Jordan-Ashley,
Just following up on this. When you have the time, could you provide the latest index of aviation department staff 
members? Specifically, names, positions, and date hired.
Much appreciated!
 Nick Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#Human Resources;#City Manager’s Office

842 2/24/2017 16:03 Vanessa Bonn JCDecaux North America

I am requesting access to, and copies of the January 2012 – December 2016 Monthly Concession Reports for 
Charlotte Douglas International Airport. Just as a reminder, these reports detail monthly gross revenues, fee 
percentages, monthly amounts due to the airport, minimum monthly guarantees and advertiser contract details. Fulfilled Closed Aviation



843 2/24/2017 10:38 Lori O’Brien Marx|Okubo Associates, Inc.

Request One:
 Good morning,
I am conducting research for Marx|Okubo Associates, Inc., an Architectural, Engineering, and Construction 
Consulting firm.  I am looking for any records of outstandingbuilding and zoning code violations for the following 
property:
Spectrum South End Apartments
2225 Hawkins Street
Charlotte, NC 28203
Also, can you please verify the current zoning for the property.
I would prefer to receive the results via email.  Please don't hesitate to contact me if any further information is 
required to complete this request.
Thank you for your time,
 
Request Two:
Good morning,
I am conducting research for Marx|Okubo Associates, Inc., an Architectural, Engineering, and Construction 
Consulting firm.   I am looking for the mostrecent fire inspection reports and results, as well as any records of 
outstanding fire code violations, for the following property:
Spectrum South End Apartments
2225 Hawkins Street
Charlotte, NC 28203
Also, can you please verify the current zoning for the property.
I would prefer to receive the results via email.  Please don't hesitate to contact me if any further information is 
required to complete this request. I want to inspect the record (no cost).

Thank you for your time

Fulfilled Closed Fire

841 2/24/2017 10:25 Jonathan Drew Associated Press

 This is a previously released request. Sent to Charlotte Observer previously 

I’d like to make a public records request for the Sept. 20 email or emails referenced in the below Observer report 
regarding CoStar between Jeff Edge of the Charlotte Chamber of Commerce and A.C. Shull of the city’s economic 
development department.

 
From my reading of the Observer story 
(http://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/business/article115143713.html#storylink=cpy) it may be a single 
email that I’m looking for, but I don’t want to rule out the possibility that the information I need could have been 
contained in more than one.
 
_ The email(s) I’m looking for contains the following information:
 
“When the CEO of real estate research firm CoStar Group went to his board to get the go-ahead for final 
negotiations, he was “broadsided with their pushback over the HB2 issue in Charlotte,” Jeff Edge, a Charlotte 
Chamber official who was recruiting the company, wrote in a Sept. 20 email to a city economic development 
official.
CoStar was re-evaulating Charlotte as the choice “due to all of the press and chatter over HB2 in the past week,” 
Edge writes in the email, which came days after the NCAA and ACC pulled games from the state over the law. 
“They have re-opened the competition to look more closely at Atlanta and Richmond now.”
...
“As long as neither side is willing to compromise on this issue, I fear this will be an epidemic outcome for many 
projects we are still in the running for at this time,” Edge writes in the email to A.C. Shull, a Charlotte economic 
development official.
 
 
_ The following information is also of interest to me. It’s not clear to me if it’s contained in the same Sept. 20 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

840 2/23/2017 17:12 Milota Srkal, Jr.

Regarding the 2016 RFP 269-GLS111116 "CATS Gold Line Streetcar Procurement," I am respectfully submitting a 
Public Records request for the grading/scoring sheet(s)/Proposal Evaluation Forms of each proposer. Further, on 
11/28/2016, the City Council authorized the City Manager to negotiate and execute a contract with Siemens 
Transportation for the purchase of six modern streetcar vehicles and spare parts (Agenda Item #13 / File # 15-
4399 / Title: CityLYNX Gold Line Phase 2 Modern Streetcar Vehicles). I am also requested the executed contract, 
including including any attachments, addendums, reference documents, exhibits, etc. I respectfully request digital 
copies, via e-mail, if possible, for both requests above. Please call anytime if you have any questions on my 
request. Sincerely, Milo Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

839 2/23/2017 15:04 Elizabeth Mosley bmi.com

Under the Open Records Act, can you please provide me with the total maximum allowable occupancy numbers 
for all floors for the businesses located at 16640 Hawfield Way Dr. and 7725 Colony Rd Suite 4. Both businesses 
are called The Lodge: A Sportsman's Grill. Thank you for your assistance. Fulfilled Closed Fire

838 2/23/2017 12:01 Brenda Melendez Clear Channel Airports

     Net receipts and gross receipts, received by net receipts and gross receipts, received by      from the 
current advertising concessionaire, from and including                      January 1, 2016 through and 
including December 31, 2016           . If such monthly review reports are unavailable, please 
provide the amount of fees, net and gross amounts, paid by your present concessionaire to the 
Airport from and including                      January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016           .    Fulfilled Closed Aviation



837 2/21/2017 14:42 Allison Latos WSOC

Requesting all communication: phone calls, texts and emails between City council members, the Mayor, City 
Manager, Assistant City Manager, City Attorney and City Planning/Zoning to and from John Hunter at Womble 
Carlyle between April 2016 to present.

Jordan-Ashley clarified the scope of the requests to include: 
City Council members
Ron Carlee/Ron Kimble/Marcus Jones
Sabrina Joy-Hogg
Robert E. Hagemann
Debra Campbell
  Kim Eagle
Ann Wall

Ed McKinney
Fulfilled Closed Planning;#City Manager’s Office

847 2/20/2017 14:23 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer Monthly PDF ridership reports for CATS fromJanuary 2017Dec. 2016-December 2015 Fulfilled Closed CATS
835 2/17/2017 13:50 Briana M. Montminy Burr Forman see attached letter and email Fulfilled Closed Water

828 2/16/2017 8:38 Mike Bumgardner WMB Group

Charlotte Water recently submitted a request for qualifications #FY17-RFQ-12 titled Professional Engineering 
Services For Standby Generator Facilities. I would like to obtain an electronic copy (via email) of the proposals 
submitted by all firms for that RFQ. Submittals were due on January 24, 2017 and the firms were 
selected/notified via email on February 9, 2017. Fulfilled Closed Water

826 2/15/2017 10:27 Lucas Szarythe Granite Telecommunications

I would like to please request the E911 certificate for address verification needed to send to Windstream so that 
they can build this new address in their system and install phone services. The address is located in the new 
Waverly retail shops at 7404 Waverly Walk Ave, Suite I-3, Charlotte, NC 28277.
 
- I did not know what department to send this to, sorry in advance, if I have routed incorrectly - Emily Kunze Fulfilled Closed Police

825 2/15/2017 10:25 Nathan Pendergrass Beacon Asset Recovery

We request a list of all stale dated checks/warrants in the amount of $500 or Greater currently held by City of 
Charlotte Finance Department. Please provide the name of payee, check amount, check number, check date, and 
last known address if available. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

836 2/15/2017 8:46 Blake State Farm Fulfilled Closed Aviation
827 2/15/2017 7:21 Christopher M. Kelly Gallivan White Boyd see attached file Fulfilled Closed Water

824 2/13/2017 13:57 Colleen Kavanagh Service Employees International Union 

Pursuant to the state open records law, G.S. Chapter 132, I am writing to request access to and a copy of: 1. 1. A 
list with the number of employee badges currently issued to each private company operating at Charlotte-
Douglas International Airport, and the names of those companies and their sponsoring department or airline 
(where available). 2. The executed lease agreements for each private company named below operating at 
Charlotte-Douglass International Airport. Relevant companies include: Air Serv Corporation, Aircraft Service 
International Group (ASIG); Airport Terminal Services (ATS); American Airlines; Alaska Airlines; Delta Airlines; DAL 
Global Services; Frontier Airlines; G2 Secure Staff, Llc; GAT Airline Ground Support; Huntleigh Usa Corp; JetBlue 
Airways; Menzies Aviation; Primeflight Aviation Services Inc; Prospect Airport Services; Simplicity Ground 
Services; Southwest Airlines; Spirit Airlines; Swissport; United Airlines; Virgin Airlines Please provide all segregable 
portions of otherwise exempt material. I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not more than 
$50. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

834 2/13/2017 13:45 Jacqueline Sessa Onvia

Onvia is submitting a public records request to City of Charlotte/Mecklenburg County. Can you please provide 
contract award information for the following solicitations in the blank cells below and also provide any bid 
result/tab information for these bids?

Onvia ID
Project Name
Bid Number
Submittal Date
Contract / Award Number
Awarded Vendor Name, Address, Phone
Award Amount
Award Date
Start Date
End Date
Contract Terms (ex., 2 year contract with 3 renewals)
Contract Document (link or attach)
RFP:30788571
Staffing Assessment for Charlotte Regional Transportation Organization
269-RFP-CDOT-2016-114
9/13/2016 2:00:00 PM
 Legistar File ID 15-5033
 Cambridge Systematics, Inc. 1201 Edwards Mill Rd., Ste 130, Raleigh, NC 27607
$175,000 
2/27/2017 
 
 
 Still being negotiated
 
BID:24046854 Fulfilled Closed Planning;#Aviation;#Water;#City Manager’s Office;#Transportation

830 2/13/2017 10:26 Chris McFadden Spectra Venue Management

Pursuant to your state’s Open Records/Freedom of Information laws, we hereby request a copy, preferably 
electronic, of the existing Ticketing Agreement (including amendments) between Bojangles’ Coliseum and 
Ticketmaster for the ticketing services for the venue.
If for any reason this request or any portion of this request is denied, please inform us of the reasons for such 
denial in writing.  In addition, if your agency or department declines to produce the document requested (or any 
portion thereof) based on any privilege or immunity, please indicate whether such document is in the possession, 
custody or control of any other entity.
We will pay all reasonable photocopying and postage expenses incurred.  However, we do request that you 
provide us with an estimate of such charges in advance and, following such photocopying and mailing, a receipt 
indicating such charges.
If you have any questions, or if further information is needed to process this request, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Manager’s Office;#Neighborhood Services



829 2/13/2017 10:21 Mike Bumgardner WBM Group, PLLC

Charlotte Water recently submitted a request for qualifications #FY17-RFQ-12 titled Professional Engineering 
Services For Standby Generator Facilities. I would like to obtain an electronic copy (via email) of the proposals 
submitted by all firms for that RFQ. Submittals were due on January 24, 2017 and the firms were 
selected/notified via email on February 9, 2017.
If you need any additional information regarding this request just let me know. Fulfilled Closed Water

823 2/10/2017 9:16 Robert Wamsley adsposure

1.      Copy of the Transit Advertising Agreement between Cats and Direct Media
2.      Copy of the Direct Media proposal that won the transit advertising contract
3.      Percentage Split of the advertising Agreement
4.      2017 Advertising Budget for Transit Advertising Sales
5.      2017 Guarantee from Direct Media for Transit Advertising Sales Fulfilled Closed CATS

822 2/9/2017 14:02 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer
City Council members' expenses from November 2015 through the present. 

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office
814 2/8/2017 17:10 Erica McRae I would like a list of the cities abandoned and condemned-or soon to be condemned properties. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

813 2/8/2017 16:47 Marty Puckett Firefighters Association
I am requesting a copy of the audio recording from the open session of the Civil Service Board meeting held last 
night Feb. 7th 2017. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk

815 2/8/2017 10:18 Michael Wang Individual Requestor 
the amount of gross revenue generated by rental car companies such as Avis, Hertz and Enterprise for the past 12 
months. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

812 2/7/2017 16:56 Emma Quail Unite Here!

Any and all leases for operating food & beverage, retail and/or duty free concessions between Paradies Lagardère 
or predecessor companies Paradies, Lagardère, LS Travel or HDS Relay (hereinafter referred to as “Paradies 
Lagardère”) and the City of Charlotte at Charlotte Airport (CLT), which have not expired. If the currently active 
lease is an extension or amendment, please send any and all previous extensions, amendments and the original 
lease. - Any and all financial statements or reports from Paradies Lagardère food & beverage, retail and/or duty 
free concessions at CLT including, but not limited to, statements of sales revenue and rent payments to the City of 
Charlotte from January 1, 2012 to present. - Any and all proposals submitted by Paradies Lagardère for food & 
beverage, retail and/or duty free concessions programs at CLT from January 1, 2012 to present. - Any and all 
reports, surveys and survey results, agendas, minutes, complaints, audits, inquiries, customer feedback reports or 
complaints, related to Paradies Lagardère’s operations at CLT from January 1, 2012 to present. - Any and all 
documents or other internal reports documenting instances of delays in openings and closures of Paradies 
Lagardère concessions units at CLT from January 2015 to present. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

811 2/7/2017 13:01 Mike Stolp WSOC

UPDATE: Reporter has requested to add key words of "Green," "card," and "visa" to the email and text message 
search requests.  

Hello -

 
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
- Emails to and from the email of Brent Cagle from 1/27/17 – Present including the words “immigration”, “ban”, 
“Trump”, “President”, “protests”, “protest”, “protestor”, “permit”, “Muslim”, “detain”, “detained”, “Clemson”.
- Text messages to and from Brent Cagle from 1/27/17 – Present including the words “immigration”, “ban”, 
“Trump”, “President”, “protests”, “protest”, “protestor”, “permit”, “Muslim”, “detain”, “detained”, “Clemson”.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Mike
  Fulfilled Closed Aviation

809 2/6/2017 9:49 Jackie Baker-Schupbach Open the Books

An electronic copy of any and all employees for years of 2016, (fiscal or calendar year). Each employee record 
should contain the employer name, employer zip code, year of compensation, first name, middle initial, last 
name, hire date (mm-dd-yyyy), base salary amount, bonus amount, overtime amount, gross annual wages and 
position title. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

808 2/3/2017 10:37 Kevin Nguyen Consolidated Consulting Group (CCG)

Consolidated Consulting Group (CCG) is in the process of preparing a Property Condition Assessment as a part of a 
pending real estate transaction for the following property. Staples Center at Northlake Village 7010 & 7014 Smith 
Corners Boulevard Charlotte, North Carolina 28269 As a part of our investigation we require the following 
information: Zoning DepartmentØ What is the zoning designation for the subject property?Ø Is the current use of 
the subject property an acceptable use within the zoning designation?Ø Are there any outstanding zoning 
violations on file for the subject property?Ø What is the current parking ratio required for the subject property? 
Building Department:Ø Does the property have a valid certificate of occupancy?Ø What was the original 
construction date of the property?Ø Are there any open permits or outstanding violations?Ø Are there any 
demolition permits on file for the subject property? Code Enforcement Department:Ø Who is the Code 
Enforcement inspector responsible for the property? Please provide the name and telephone number so we may 
contact the inspector for a telephone interview.Ø When was the last inspection of the property?Ø When is the 
next scheduled inspection of the property?Ø Are there any outstanding code violations or citations on file for the 
property? Fire DepartmentØ Who is the Fire Department inspector responsible for the property? Please provide 
the name and telephone number so we may contact the inspector for a telephone interview.Ø When was the last 
inspection of the property?Ø When is the next scheduled inspection of the property?Ø Are there any outstanding 
fire code violations or citations on file for the property? If any of these departments have any questions or 
comments, please do not hesitate to contact CCG at 817-424-9085. At this point, CCG does not require copies of 
any records relating to these questions. A letter form response from the individual departments is acceptable. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Fire;#Neighborhood Services

858 2/2/2017 16:02 Grayson Black RCS Wireless Technology 
1.      Pricing Summary with Product Information; and
2.      RCS Wireless Technology Evaluation Notes Fulfilled Closed Aviation

857 2/2/2017 15:49 Sebastian Gutierrez CASE Systems, Inc Requesting the list of proposals andthe evaluation process.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation



804 2/2/2017 15:37 Dante Strobino UE Local 150, Public Service Workers Un

Please note:  Mr. Strobino says he submitted a request on January 12th; however, there is no such email in the 
Public Records in box.  In fact, no requests came in on January 12, 2017. - EK
He is requesting: 
On behalf of the Charlotte City Workers Union, UE Local150, we request the following public records pursuant to 
Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes, the Public Records Act:
 
1) Data used to determine median wages for each job title during 2015-16 study in creation of the new non-
exempt pay bands, 
 
2) Copy of private sector survey data that was purchased utilized in above study.

Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

803 2/1/2017 12:43 Kelly Strawbrige SRS Unvestment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT fromJuly 2016 to December 2016?Thank you and I 
look forward to hearing from you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

805 1/31/2017 17:35 Willie A. Noble Go Triangle See attached email Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS

800 1/31/2017 11:31 Maryll Kersting Allied Universal

current contract documents associated with the attached RFP released by the City of Charlotte for Transit Security 
Services for CATS (R F P  #  2 6 9-2 0 1 30 4 0 1 0 0 1). copies of the current contract including wages/bill rates and 
all changes/addendumcopy of all evaluation documentation from the previous procurement, and a opy of all 
evaluation documentation from the previous procurementcopy of the winning proposal from the previous 
procurement Fulfilled Closed CATS

799 1/31/2017 11:27 Maryll Kersting Allied Universal

the current contract between the City of Charlotte and G4S, documents associated with the security guard 
services contract at Charlotte-Douglas Airport. Specifically I’d like to request copies of the current contract 
including wages/bill rates and all changes/addendum, a copy of all evaluation documentation from the previous 
procurement, and a copy of the winning proposal from the previous procurement Fulfilled Closed Aviation

798 1/31/2017 11:21 Maryll Kersting Allied Universal

The current contract documents associated with the RFP released by the City of Charlotte for Transit Security 
Services for CATS (R F P # 2 6 9-2 0 1 30 4 0 1 0 0 1). Specifically I’d like to request copies of the current contract 
including wages/bill rates and all changes/addendum, a copy of all evaluation documentation from the previous 
procurement, and a copy of the winning proposal from the previous procurement. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn CATS

797 1/30/2017 11:50 Michelle Boudin NBC Charlotte
Video from light rail accident on January 6th that happened at the intersection of Old Pineville Road and South 
Boulevard Fulfilled Closed CATS

796 1/27/2017 16:46 Harold Brauer Recovery Asset Network

James:
I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of the original check.
 
Please forward the list to my attention at foia@recoveryassetnetwork.com
 
Regards,

Harold Brauer
FOIA Officer
Recovery Asset Network
P: 818-987-1274
F: 888-774-2616
E: haroldb@recoveryassetnetwork.com
 A: 2416 W. Victory Blvd., Suite 593, Burbank, CA 91506   Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

795 1/27/2017 15:41 Nick Oschner WBTV

Records related to expenses incurred during the City Council retreat, as well as public notificaiton regarding the 
meeting. 
See attached PDF for specific requests. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office

810 1/27/2017 10:18 Doug Miller Charlotte Observer

Pursuant to state public records law, I request access to and copies of the following: 

 
All text messages used by members of the Charlotte City Council to conduct government business sent to or 
received from any cell phone, whether government-owned or private, by from Jan. 9, 2017 through Jan. 20, 2017.
 
Ideally, I would like to receive copies of these records in an electronic format.
 
Please notify me in advance of any fees associated with this request. If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask 
that you justify all deletions and redactions by reference to specific exemptions in the state open records act.
 
Because your agency's response to this request may consist of several parts, please provide these records as they 
are processed. Assigned Open Office of Constituent Services

794 1/27/2017 9:57 Mekeisha Vicks City of Charlotte multi family solid waste contract Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services



870 1/27/2017 9:22 Dan Moore Walbridge

Public Records Manager,

   
I would like to request the items below for the Time Warner Cable Arena Upgrades – Construction Manager at 
Risk.  The RFQ Number on the solicitation was RFQ#2015-195.  The project was awarded to Rodgers Builders.

   
1.       Executed Contract
2.       Contract Value and Pricing Breakdown

   
Thank you!


Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

793 1/26/2017 16:27 Daniel Smith Brooks, Pierce, McLendon, Humphrey &  

1. All records, including communications from, with, and between officials and employees of the City of Charlotte, 
including those of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning Department, related to the outdoor advertising signs (i.e., 
billboards) and permits for same located or previously located at 3639 Trailer Drive, Charlotte, NC, (also 
identified as Mecklenburg County tax parcel 04503104); 3635 Trailer Drive, Charlotte, NC (also identified as 
Mecklenburg County tax parcel 04503104); or 3609 Trailer Drive, Charlotte, NC (also identified as Mecklenburg 
County tax parcel 04503106). 2. All records, including communications with and between officials and employees 
of the City of Charlotte, including those of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning Department, related to the July 
23, 2015 issuance of a sign permit by the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning Department to Adams Outdoor 
Advertising. 3. All records, including communications with and between officials and employees of the City of 
Charlotte, including those of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning Department, related to Case No. 2015-047 
before the City of Charlotte Zoning Board of Adjustment. 4. To the extent not already provided in response to the 
preceding requests, all communications related to the outdoor advertising signs (i.e., billboards) and permits for 
same located or previously located at 3639 Trailer Drive, Charlotte, NC, (also identified as Mecklenburg County 
tax parcel 04503104); 3635 Trailer Drive, Charlotte, NC (also identified as Mecklenburg County tax parcel 
04503104); or 3609 Trailer Drive, Charlotte, NC (also identified as Mecklenburg County tax parcel 04503106) that 
are among or between (1) officials and employees of the City of Charlotte, including those of the Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Planning Department; and (2) any or all of the following individuals: a. North Carolina Department 
of Transportation Outdoor Advertising Coordinator Roy T. Grasse; b. representatives of Adams Outdoor 
Advertising Limited Partnership d/b/a Adams Outdoor Advertising of Charlotte Limited Partnership (including, but 
not necessarily limited to, Jeannine Dodson and Todd Capitano); c. representatives of Woppins, LLC (including, but 
not necessarily limited to, Michael McMahon). 5. Communications from January 1, 2014 through the present, 
related to billboards located within the City of Charlotte, and among or between: (1) officials and employees of 
the City of Charlotte, including those of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning Department; and (2) any or all of the 
following individuals: a. North Carolina Department of Transportation Outdoor Advertising Coordinator Roy T. 
Grasse; b. representatives of Adams Outdoor Advertising Limited Partnership d/b/a Adams Outdoor Advertising 
of Charlotte Limited Partnership (including, but not necessarily limited to, Jeannine Dodson and Todd Capitano). 
6. To the extent that you withhold any records on the basis of attorney-client privilege or any related doctrines, 
please identify the withheld documents with reasonable specificity to allow an assessment of the claimed 
privilege. Fulfilled Closed Planning;#City Manager’s Office

792 1/26/2017 11:46 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer

Reporter has requested: All written communication (emails, texts etc) between city officials (mayor, council and 
the city manager) and the Smith family (or their representatives) regarding Major League Soccer in Charlotte. 

The initial request is included below, and I asked the reporter to specify who she meant by "city officials." She 
clarified with mayor, council and city manager, as referenced in the above request.

Hi Jordan-Ashley,

 
I would like to see all written communication (emails, texts etc) between city officials and the Smith family 
regarding Major League Soccer in Charlotte. Dating back to Jan 2016 please, if possible. Let me know if you guys 
are able to accommodate this request. Thanks!
 
Katie
 
--
Katherine Peralta | Reporter | The Charlotte Observer
 
@katieperalta on Twitter |http://www.charlotteobserver.com/business/
 
Office: 704-358-5079 Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

790 1/20/2017 14:23 Jenna Davis

I’m writing to request a copy (preferably in electronic format) of an accounting of all uncashed checks which have 
been outstanding for 180 days or more. Please include the payee name, check number, amount, issue date, and 
last known address when possible. We are prepared to pay up to $50.00 for this request. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

789 1/20/2017 13:26 Maryll Kersting Allied Barton

I would like to request copies of the award document, the current contract documents (including all pricing and 
addendum to the contract), evaluation criteria, and the winning proposal from Charlotte Water RFP # 269-2016-
SMP for Security Monitoring and Patrol Service. Fulfilled Closed Water

788 1/19/2017 13:16 Emily Little Apex Charlotte Water RFP for City of Charlotte North Carolina for 2015 Fulfilled Closed Water

787 1/19/2017 10:36 Resa Treadaway Haz~Mat Environmental Services, Inc.
Please forward all recent proposals awarded for work with Charlotte per the Freedom of Information Act

Fulfilled Closed Water

786 1/18/2017 16:33 Teofilo “ Sam” Cawas ConstructConnect
copy of the bid tabulation for the above mentioned project and if available the awarded contractor.    I would also 
like to know the anticipated start date in the event that a schedule has been determined. Fulfilled Closed Aviation



785 1/18/2017 15:57 Brianne Medicare

Claim report/incident report for Dolores Avina - trip and fall on 9/12/2016
 
Case #749696 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

784 1/18/2017 15:52 JoAnn McQuade November 19, 2016 - slip and fall report in Concourse C to Atrium Fulfilled Closed Aviation

783 1/18/2017 13:53 Joe Bruno WSOC

Hey Jordan-Ashley

 
Tomorrow when you get into work, I am wondering if you can provide me with the 15 RFQ submittals for the 
Eastland Mall property? Thanks for your help tonight
 
Joe Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

782 1/17/2017 13:31 Shawn Flynn Time Warner Cable News 

If any other media outlet has already done a FOIA for the Mayor/Council member emails from the 12/12-12/24 
time frame, we would be interested in hopping on.  No need for you to do a separate search if the requests are 
off by a day or so.

 We’re also requesting all emails/phone texts for city manager Marcus Jones since he started please.  

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office

781 1/17/2017 10:58 David Seifert
Ownership of right of way known as Circle Drive between Main Drive and Main Drive in what is now HIGHLAND 
TERRACE, being developed by WADE JURNEY HOMES Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt

780 1/17/2017 10:55 Susan Alcide Carolinas Healthcare System - Healthy @ 
Fire report for Patient's house which burned in November 2016. Address of the fire was at 1537 Hawthorne Lane 
Charlotte NC. We were renting her oxygen equipment and need the fire report to file a claim. Fulfilled Closed Fire

791 1/12/2017 11:02 Jared Dullum Ross-Pittman Asset Group, LLC

· Under the Freedom of Information Act I am requesting the list of properties in Charlotte City limits that do not 
currently have water services actively connected to them. 
· I am requesting only parcels of properties with a residential structure on them (i.e. Single Family house, duplex, 
apartments, etc). I am NOT requesting this information on vacant lots or land or commercial, or agricultural land
 
We understand there may be some costs associated with this request. Please advise.
 
Thank you Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water

777 1/12/2017 9:50 William Clevenger

Hi Kevin, 
Hope your holidays were enjoyable.
 
After reading your e-mail, I had some questions about the other referenced documents.  Can you provide these 
documents?
 
1) The Final EIS
2) The technical memorandum
3) Document between Airport and Air Traffic Control Tower Chief requesting the implementation of the noise 
abatement procedures 
4) Complete court case 
 
Thanks,
Bill Fulfilled Closed Aviation

779 1/12/2017 9:49 Dan Moore WalBridge

I would like to request the items listed below.  Please let me know if you have any questions.  Your help is much 
appreciated!
 
·      Concourse A Expansion Phase 1 Turner/Rodgers Executed Contract
·      Turner/Rodgers General Conditions Cost and Fee
·      Concourse A Expansion Phase 1 Builders Risk Insurance Documents (policy limits etc)
·      Concourse A Expansion Phase 1 Selection Committee members, selection criteria and meeting minutes Fulfilled Closed Aviation

775 1/11/2017 16:53 Julius Akenji

Requesting surveillance camera footage. Camera location: DMV on 6016 Brookshire Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28216. 
Date: 12/14/2016. Approximate time: 13:30 - 14:00. Notes: I was T-boned by a vehicle coming out of the DMV 
premises, claiming right of way (green lights). Vehicles involved: 2003 burgundy Honda Pilot (driving north) vs 
2015 Chevy Malibu. Please respond on how to proceed and when to obtain the video footage. Thanks. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

774 1/11/2017 12:15 Edward Glodowski
Lease agreement between Charlotte Mecklenburg Schools and The Berkley Group for land on Hawthorne 
Academy to be used for a cell tower Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt

773 1/10/2017 14:22 Kathy Leonard Piedmont Properties

Good afternoon, I am looking for the details of the lease between the City of Charlotte and the solar farm 
company. The property is located on Statesville Road, and is the old landfill. Any lease details (price, term, etc.) 
that you can include would be greatly appreciated! Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

778 1/10/2017 9:53 Rick Rothacker Charlotte Observer

Lee - Hi. I hope you are well. I wanted to make a records request for all communications and documents to and 
from Amazon, ABX and Air Transport Services Group and Charlotte Douglas International Airport, regarding 
Amazon's air transport service. The time period we're looking for is July 1, 2016, to the present. Thanks for your 
help on this, Rick Fulfilled Closed Aviation

771 1/9/2017 12:31 Thomas Mowery Traffic camera footage 11/16/2016 3:35pm to 3:55pm I was involved in a accident need footage to prove fault Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

770 1/9/2017 12:28 Kim Reynolds Lewis Law Firm

Lewis Law Firm represents Grady Paige for an automobile accident case where in he/she was injured by Arthur G. 
Goldner, Jr. who was Driving Under the Influence at the time of the accident and further fled the scene. The date 
of the incident was 12/06/2016. The crash report # for this incident is: 20161206023500. I am hereby requesting 
the following: 1. 911 tape; 2. Dash Cam Video(s); 3. Incident Report, arrest report and all supplemental reports 
and investigative documents; 4. North Carolina Law Enforcement Division Breath Alcohol Analysis Test Report; 5. 
North Carolina Law Enforcement Division Breath Alcohol Analysis Test Video; 6. Advisement of Implied Consent 
Rights; 7. Notice of Suspension; 8. Written Miranda Warnings: 9. All tickets and/or warrants issued to the 
Defendant related to the event of 12/06/2016 10. 10 year driving and criminal history for the Defendant, 11. 
Certificate of Officer to perform Breath Alcohol test. 12. Any and all records, reports, and documents regarding 
the prior implied consent offense of Arthur G. Goldner, Jr. referenced in the traffic crash report to include but not 
limited to the charging documents, incident report(s), arrest report, any and all video recordings, the disposition 
of this matter, and any and all other documents regarding or in any way relating to this incident. Thank you for 
your anticipated courtesy and cooperation in this matter and I look forward to your reply. Fulfilled Closed Police



769 1/9/2017 10:40 Deddrick Barnes Under the Public Records Act, I formally request a current list of all vacant properties in Charlotte. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt

768 1/6/2017 16:10 Mark Kumpf

Monthly billing invoice detailing itemized charges under M.O.U. between City of Charlotte and Town of 
Huntersville for animal control and sheltering services - Period January 2014 - November 2016 This should be a 
total of 35 invoices Copy of M.O.U. or Contract (Interlocal agreement) for animal control and sheltering services 
between City of Charlotte and Town of Huntersville - Period 2014, 2015, 2016 This should be a total of 3 MOU 
documents and 3 Contract documents Title: Invoice (generic) M.O.U. or Contract I am requesting electronic 
(scanned) copies of the relevant documents. At this time, I do not anticipate making an in-person inspection. 
Accordingly, scanned documents should not exceed 10MB per document as an email attachment, are available 
after 2011 and no fees are anticipated. In the event a fee may be required, please respond by email. In the 
alternative, a CD-ROM would be acceptable. Thank you, Fulfilled Closed Police

767 1/6/2017 16:01 Bonnie Bergman Sage Age Strategies

Good morning, I am doing a market demand study in your area pertaining to Assisted Living and Memory Care 
communities.  I need to know if any such communities have recently been approved for construction or are 
currently under construction in the city. With any planned communities, I would need to know the number of 
units they were approved for. Thank you for your assistance Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

766 1/6/2017 10:25 Brittney Poppell

 I'd like to request the most recent maps/plans/designs that show the proposed and existing alignments of the 
LYNX Silver Line light rail study project. I would like to have these documents sent to me electronically via email or 
mailed on a CD. Prior to processing this request please send me a cost estimate. Please let me know if you need 
any additional information. Sincerely, Brittney Poppell Fulfilled Closed CATS

765 1/5/2017 16:53 Angel Caudle Hunter Construction Group

I am looking for the 2014, 2015 and 2016 bid tabs for any road work or utility work in Charlotte or Mecklenburg 
County. I have looked online and the jobs I found were from 2009 and earlier. I would like to see the recent ones. 
Please send me the link to these documents or let me know if there is some where I can go review them. Thank 
you. Fulfilled Closed Transportation;#Water

764 1/5/2017 12:52 Todd Shepherd Washington Examiner

I write to request access to and a copy of each email (inbound, outbound, deleted, or double deleted) for the 
government email accounts of Mayor Jennifer Watson Roberts’ Chief of Staff Katie McCoy, and 
Intergovernmental Relations Manager Dana Fenton, which contain


the following keywords for the listed date ranges:
 
Keywords: Immigration, immigrant, deportation, Trump, PEOTUS, President Elect, President-Elect
 
Date ranges: Nov 10-17, 2016
                        Dec 7-11, 2016
                        Dec 21-29, 2016
                        Jan 3-4, 2017 Assigned Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

762 1/4/2017 10:14 Scott Graff Georgetown University

Hi, I am interested in permits and other public documents related to Google Fiber's installation of fiber optic cable 
in charlotte. Ultimately looking to gain an understanding of how many miles of fiber optic cable they installed. 
Thank you, Scott Fulfilled Closed Transportation

763 1/4/2017 9:39 Shabron Gaynor IMS

Hello Abby,

 
                I was hoping you could tell me what firm was selected for RFQ No. 20160902, which was the Engineering 
for Long Creek WWTP Preliminary Engineering Report.
 
                Also, do you have any future projects that may need consulting?
 
I look forward to hearing your response
  Fulfilled Closed Water

761 1/3/2017 15:15 Jennie Smith ACME Research

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, we formally request that your office provide us with public spending 
information, including both capital and operating expenditures, for payments made by or on behalf of the City of 
Charlotte during fiscal year 2016. Specifically, for any payee other than a regular employee paid a cumulative 
total amount of more than $10,000, we seek the payee name, address and the cumulative total dollar amount 
paid to the subject payee over the relevant time period. The $10,000 threshold was established to minimize 
reporting for respondents. If a data sort of this type is not available, please supply the requested information for 
all non-employee payees. This is the same information that J. Ryan Proctor was kind enough to submit via email 
for fiscal year 2015. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

772 1/3/2017 2:42 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT fromJune 2016 to November 2016?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.
Best,
Kelly Fulfilled Closed Aviation

757 12/30/2016 9:54 Nadine Weeden Smart Procure

Dear Bruce or Custodian of Public Records, SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the City of 
Charlotte (NC) for any and all purchasing records from 2016-07-08 to current. The request is limited to readily 
available records without physically copying, scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic 
document is acceptable. The specific information requested from your record keeping system is: 1. Purchase 
order number. If purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, encumbrance, 
or check number 2. Purchase date 3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase) 4. Line item quantity 
5. Line item price 6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email address 7. What is the 
beginning of your fiscal year? Please email the information or use the following web link. There is no file size 
limitation:http://upload.smartprocure.us/?st=NC&org=CityofCharlotteNC If this request was misrouted, please 
forward to the correct contact person and reply to this communication with the appropriate contact information. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to respond to this email or I can be reached at 954-281-7854. Regards, 
Nadine Weeden Data Acquisition Specialist SmartProcure Direct: 954-281-7854 |nweeden@smartprocure.us  
|www.smartprocure.us 700 W. Hillsboro Blvd. Suite 4-100, Deerfield Beach, FL 33441 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

760 12/30/2016 9:16 Sandra Smith Construction Journal
Has an award been made for this project?  Thank you, in advance, for your time.
  Fulfilled Closed Water



756 12/29/2016 11:34 Armando Mora Landmark Dividend

I was told that you’d be able to give me information regarding cellular tower and billboard locations 
within Charlotte,
North Carolina. I could use a GIS map or a list of locations if you have that available, I was looking for it on your 
website
but had no luck. Previously issued building permit reports could also be useful if that is all you have. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

758 12/28/2016 9:30 Jody Christensen

The records I am requesting is the list of property addresses where the city has provided a notice they are turning 
off the water or have already shut off the water due to non payment. I want an electronic copy of the records 
(see terms).  

July - December 2016

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water

755 12/23/2016 16:10 Cass Bothel Boomerang Asset Recovery

Requesting a list of all the unchased (stale-dated) warrants and/or checks written, older than six months, 
preferably in an electronic format. 
How often is the list updated?
How often, if ever, are these funds truned over to your state treasury?
Any instruction you can provide about claiming these items will also be appreciated.

Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

754 12/23/2016 15:03 Blake Hanson WSOC


- Emails to and from the city email of Councilwoman Julie Eiselt from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the words 
“deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “democrats” 
“repeal” “HRC” “Hagemann” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Mayor Pro Tem Vi Lyles from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the words 
“deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “democrats” 
“repeal” “HRC” “Hagemann” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Councilwoman Lawana Mayfield from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the 
words “deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “democrats” 
“repeal” “HRC” “Hagemann” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Councilwoman Claire Fallon from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the 
words “deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “democrats” 
“repeal” “HRC” “Hagemann” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Councilwoman Patsy Kinsey from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the 
words “deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “democrats” 
“repeal” “HRC” “Hagemann” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith”
 
-- Emails to and from the city email of Councilman Ed Driggs from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the words 
“deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “democrats” 
“repeal” “HRC” “Hagemann” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Councilman Kenny Smith from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the words 
“deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “democrats” 
“repeal” “HRC” “Hagemann” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith”
 Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

753 12/23/2016 14:53 Blake Hanson WSOC

I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
- Emails to and from the city email of Mayor Jennifer Roberts from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the words 
“deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “repeal” “HRC” 
“Hagemann” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith”
 
- Texts to and from the cell phone of Mayor Jennifer Roberts from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the 
words “deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “repeal” 
“HRC” “Hagemann” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of City Manager Marcus Jones from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the 
words“deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “repeal” 
“HRC” “Hagemann” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith”
 
- Texts to and from the cell phone of City Manager Marcus Jones from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the 
words“deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “repeal” 
“HRC” “Hagemann” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Attorney Robert Hagemann from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the 
words“deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “repeal” 
“HRC” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith”
 
- Texts to and from the cell phone of Attorney Robert Hagemann from 12/15/16 to 12/22/16 containing the 
words“deal” “HB2” “House Bill Two” “ordinance” “Berger” “Moore” “Cooper” “Republicans” “GOP” “repeal” 
“HRC” “breakfast” “McCrory” “Pat” “Roy” or “good faith” Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services



759 12/22/2016 16:03 George Joseph

I am seeking the following public records, regardless of physical form or characteristics:
 
-Records sufficient to show the total annual value of property and money seized through the department’s Asset 
Forfeiture fund each year between 1998 and 2016.

 -Records sufficient to show the total annual amount of money spent through the department’s Asset Forfeiture 
fund each year between 1998 and 2016.
 
-Records sufficient to show every documented Asset Forfeiture cash seizure between 1998 and 2016, including 
information on the race of the subject of the seizure, the location of the seizure, the address of the subject of the 
seizure, the amount of cash seized, and the date of the seizure. (If this information is available in an excel sheet, 
this would be preferable to thousands of sheets of documentation. Please let me know if any of this information 
is difficult to locate and I would be willing to consider modifying or abridging this section of the request)

 -Purchasing order documents for any departmental purchases over $3,000, paid for with Asset Forfeiture funds, 
between 1998 and 2016.

I am making this request as a journalist. I am frequent reporter for national outlets such as The Guardian US and 
The Nation magazine and am submitting this request for non-commercial purposes. My request is simple, solely 
limited to procurement records, and is crucial for the public's ability to understand the surveillance capabilities of 
law enforcement officers and to know how their tax dollars are being spent. Therefore, I request any fee waivers 
or expedited processing that the department may on occasion grant to reporters. 

 If no fee waivers are possible, I am willing to pay for reasonable fees, but I ask that these fees be itemized and 
justified.

 If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of 
the act. I will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. I, of course, reserve 
the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information or to deny a waiver of fees. Fulfilled Closed Police

748 12/22/2016 15:56 Jessica Barringer eHoldings

We are requesting the following data for the entire Sugar Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant network, including 
any pump stations, for the past five years: -Flow (capacity/actual inflow rates - annual, monthly, or daily) -
Electricity Usage (kWh - annual, monthly, or daily) -Fuel Usage (annual, monthly, or daily, and type of fuel used, 
including any vehicles used by the plant for monitoring the plant network) -Costs (electricity, fuel, maintenance, 
inspections - annual, monthly, or daily) -Water Quality (influent and effluent concentrations) -Any chemicals used 
in the plant/plant network (volume and types) -Any carbon offsets in place -Details of the treatment train Fulfilled Closed Water

746 12/22/2016 10:09 Rashad Phillips
I would like statistics on the number of CMPD officers who were fired by Civil Service Board. Also, I would like to 
know the number of officers who were recommended to be terminated by CMPD Chief. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk

747 12/22/2016 9:29 Nick Hotzelt Hart & Hickman, PC | what happened, why it happened, conclusion, and if there are any potential risks associated with it Fulfilled Closed Water

745 12/22/2016 9:08 Allison Latos WSOC

I would like to request all emails, phone records and texts from November 2016 to present involving city council 
members, the city attorney's office and city manager's office pertaining to "HB2", "house bill 2", "repeal", "senate 
bill 4", "lawmakers", "Raleigh", "ordinance", "bathroom". Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

744 12/21/2016 15:28 Mike Feneis Charlotte Fire Fighters Association (CFFA  

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Act, G.S. 132, I request the following information: All documents, 
emails, text messages, and other electronic communications  of Delane Honeycutt in regards to the Public Safety 
Pay Plan Committe from June 1, 2016 and the date of December 21, 2016 I agree to pay all reasonable fees 
associated with the production of this request. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

743 12/20/2016 11:20 Mark Boyle WCNC I’m requesting CityLYNX Gold Line Ridership for 2015 and 2016 and Renderings of new trains.  Fulfilled Closed CATS

740 12/19/2016 16:30 Yelena Archiyan Steinray Law

     Request for Qualifications for Construction Management at Risk Services (CMR) for Concourse A 
NorthExpansion- Phase I
November 6, 2015

Fulfilled Closed Aviation

738 12/19/2016 12:23 Mike Stolp WSOC

Whenever you get a chance can you send me a list of all tort claims the city has paid since 7/1/16? You sent me a 
few spreadsheets back in the summer. I’d just like to update what’s been paid since then with the same info: date 
paid, to whom, reason, how much was paid. No rush on this. Rejoice, after today I’m off until after the new year.  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

737 12/19/2016 12:22 Paul Boyd WSOC

Pursuant to N.C.G.S. §132-1 through N.C.G.S. §132-10, we are requesting copies of all records, electronic or hard 
copy, created or received by City Manager, Marcus D. Jones while transacting City business between December 
12, 2016 and December 18, 2016.
 
This request includes but is not limited to all paper and electronic documents, photos, videos, maps, computer 
files, computer communications (i.e., email, instant messages, etc.), text messages, and voice mail messages 
related to City business.
 
This request also requires the disclosure of all "transitory records" that may be deemed to have short-term or no 
administrative value.
 
Please inform us of the following in your response:
 
1. How many total records exist for the requested time period?
 
2. How many total records were provided?
 
3. How many total records were withheld?
 
If any part of our request is withheld or denied, please have Mr. Jones cite each specific exemption he feels 
justifies the refusal to release the record.
 
Our preferred method of fulfillment delivery is via external flash drive. If there are any fees for searching or 
copying these records, please inform us of the cost and WSOC-TV will reimburse any reasonable expenses.
 
As you know, the law requires Mr. Jones to fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If he expects a delay 
beyond ten (10) business days please have him provide an explanation. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office

736 12/19/2016 11:43 Tony Kuhn Flywheel Group Sugar Creek Infrastructure related to the Station/Raleigh Street/Bridge Improvements. Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS



735 12/19/2016 10:10 Cassi Bothel Boomerang Asset Recovery

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), I am requesting a list of all the uncashed (stale-dated) 
warrants and/or checks written, older than six months, preferably in an electronic format. 
Please let me know if you are not the correct contact for this request.
Thank you in advance for your response.
 
Cassi Bothel
Data Specialist
 

360 Oakhurst Lane
Colorado Springs, CO  80906
Office: (719) 695-4656
Cell: (719) 352-9526
www.boomerang-ar.com
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended 
recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information or otherwise protected by law. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

741 12/19/2016 7:49 Sandra Smith Construction Journal

Has an award been made for the Coatings Inspection Services and Condition Assessment for Various Treatment 
Plant Components Project?  Also, is a timeframe available for the potential award for the Professional 
Engineering Services for Upper Little Sugar Creek Replacement Sewer Project Phase 2 Project?

Thank you, in advance, for your time. Fulfilled Closed Water

739 12/14/2016 0:00 Stephen Bonina Stadler US
Same records requested as Charlotte Observer.
Siemens/Brookville records. Fulfilled Closed CATS

731 12/13/2016 10:45 Paul Boyd WSOC


Pursuant to N.C.G.S. §132-1 through N.C.G.S. §132-10, we are requesting copies of all records, electronic or hard 
copy, created or received by City Manager, Marcus D. Jones while transacting City business between December 1, 
2016 and December 11, 2016.
 
This request includes but is not limited to all paper and electronic documents, photos, videos, maps, computer 
files, computer communications (i.e., email, instant messages, etc.), text messages, and voice mail messages 
related to City business.
 
This request also requires the disclosure of all "transitory records" that may be deemed to have short-term or no 
administrative value.
 
Please inform us of the following in your response:
 
1. How many total records exist for the requested time period?
 
2. How many total records were provided?
 
3. How many total records were withheld?
 
If any part of our request is withheld or denied, please have Mr. Jones cite each specific exemption he feels 
justifies the refusal to release the record.
 
Our preferred method of fulfillment delivery is via external flash drive. If there are any fees for searching or 
copying these records, please inform us of the cost and WSOC-TV will reimburse any reasonable expenses.
 
As you know, the law requires Mr. Jones to fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If he expects a delay 
beyond ten (10) business days please have him provide an explanation. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Manager’s Office

729 12/12/2016 10:32 Daniel Herrera
Please send me the current total for all of the debts and obligations owed by the City of Charlotte as well as the 
total revenue for the City of Charlotte as of the date which this request has been received. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

728 12/8/2016 15:04 Tonya Smith The Blue Book Building & Construction N

Abby,

Could I find out who has been awarded Engineering Services on  Long Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant
 
Thank you in advance for your help

Fulfilled Closed Water

727 12/7/2016 10:30 Kirstin Garris TWC News

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting electronic copies of the following 
public records: calendars and/or schedules from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for Mayor Jennifer 
Roberts and Council members Al Austin, James Mitchell, Julie Eiselt, John Autry, LaWana Mayfield, Greg Phipps, 
Kenny Smith, Claire Fallon, Ed Driggs, Patsy Kinsey, Mayor Pro Tem Vi Lyles Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Office of Constituent Services

724 12/6/2016 10:06 Harshali Dhabalia Bankers Financial Corporation

We are conducting a study on water usage.  We would like to have the history of gallons of water used per month 
from [from 2007 or as much as you can go back] to most current data.
Ideally, we would like to have as much data as possible, but any data would be helpful. Attaching the list of 
property addresses we are interested in. Fulfilled Closed Water

725 12/5/2016 14:29 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT May 2016 to October 2016?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.
Happy HolidaysJ
Kelly Fulfilled Closed Aviation

723 12/5/2016 12:46 Shabron Gaynor IMS
Today I wanted to ask if you will be seeking a consultant for phase 2 of the Engineering and CA for McDowell 
Creek Interceptor Improvements project. Fulfilled Closed Water

726 12/2/2016 11:34 Mel Hartsell Democracy NC 
I would like a copy of any and all picket or protest permits issued for the date of December 3, 2016. Due to the 
timeliness of this request, any expeditions will be kindly appreciated. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police



719 12/1/2016 13:54 Gregg Hornsby Airport West Columbia
Parking revenue agreement/contract, parking survey for another airportrequest from the Columbia, SC Airport 
Finance and Admin Director Fulfilled Closed Aviation

721 12/1/2016 12:35 Danielle McNally Paint Bid Tracker / Technology Publishin  

Ms. Dolan,

I am contacting you on behalf of Paint BidTracker in regard to a project that bid September 29th for the FY17 
Sanitary Sewer Rehabilitation Project. I was wondering if the lowest bidder (Atlantic Coast Contractors) was 
awarded the project? If the project has not been awarded yet, could you please let me know when you expect it 
will be so I could check back then. Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Water

720 12/1/2016 11:28 Shabron Gaynor IMS

       I was hoping you could tell me what firms were selected for a couple of projects.
RFQ No. 20160817: Construction Communications Assistance Services
RFQ No. 20160803:  Engineering for Misc. Sanitary Sewer Improvement Projects 

Fulfilled Closed Water

718 11/30/2016 14:02 Kimberly Vallie Jackson Lewis P.C.
Police records, reports, complaints, investigations, or any other document relating to Natasha L. Henderson (DOB: 
6-7-77), whose address may have been or is 3700 Radbourne Blvd., Charlotte, NC. Fulfilled Closed Police No

722 11/29/2016 12:40 Shabron Gaynor IMS

RFQ No. 20160322: A/E for Small Water and Sewer Related Projects 

RFQ No. 20160318: Temporary Wastewater Flow Monitoring for Little Hope Creek Basin RFQ No. 2016-230: 
Geotechnical, Construction Materials Testing, and Inspection Services Fulfilled Closed Water

742 11/29/2016 9:07 August Sheehan Brown, Moore and Associates, PLLC

Christen – I am following up on a request I made a few months ago.  I need records of any repair work done by 
CMU at 9801 Blackbird Lane, Mint Hill, NC between June 11, 2014 and June 20, 2014.  At that time the property 
was still under construction so the owner would have been listed as Bonterra Builders.  Please let me know if you 
need any further information.  Thanks!

Fulfilled Closed Water

717 11/28/2016 15:43 Joe Bruno WSOC-TV
CityLYNX Gold Line Ridership for past year
Renderings of the selected Siemens S70 vehicles Fulfilled Closed CATS

715 11/28/2016 11:25 Calla Hayes APWHC
I am trying to obtain electronic copies of permits for amplified sound granted in the past year at 3220 Latrobe Dr 
(zip code 28211).  Fulfilled Closed Police

714 11/28/2016 10:18 Samantha Poler

All correspondence between City Council members, City Council and Mayor Roberts, City Council members and 
CMPD, and Mayor Roberts and CMPD in regards to the murder of Keith Lamont Scott, the murder of Justin Carr, 
the investigation of Rayquan Borum, and all Charlotte Uprising related events including the state of emergency, 
National guard, and Curfew. The title of these records is unknown, the date of the records is from September 20, 
2016 to present day. Assigned Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services;#Police

713 11/22/2016 15:45 Nadine Weeden SmartProcure
        
all purchasing records from 2016-07-08 to current   Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

712 11/21/2016 9:21 Andrew Ives Harrisburg Security Inc RFP Responses Fulfilled Closed Water

711 11/21/2016 8:48 Katie Peralta Charlotte Observer

For the past 6 months:
 
Thank you so much for the records we requested re CoStar -- really helpful to have those. I'm wondering if you 
could do the same for me for LendingTree and Jeld-Wen, both of which also just announced expansions in the 
Charlotte area. Would be helpful to see any and all communication between company and city officials regarding 
those deals. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

710 11/18/2016 14:58 David H. Bishop, Jr Euronet 

Hello Lorraine,
Our management asked if we could get a copy of the Bank of America proposal and your evaluation of both our 
proposals so we could see where we fell short and can learn for the next Airport RFP we respond to.  Is that 
possible under your state freedom of information laws?
Thanks. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

776 11/18/2016 9:46 William Clevenger

Hi Kevin,
 
I'm interested in the case details of the federal judge order that restricted the turning of aircraft before 2 miles. 
Can you provide more info - details of the ruling, the name of the judge, case name, court name, actual date?
 
Thanks,
Bill Clevenger Fulfilled Closed Aviation

730 11/17/2016 12:22 Bill Clevenger
I'm interested in the case details of the federal judge order that restricted the turning of aircraft before 2 miles. 
Can you provide more info - details of the ruling, the name of the judge, case name, court name, actual date? Fulfilled Closed Aviation

708 11/16/2016 11:00 Rebecca Cote Keller Williams Realty

I am a realtor inquiring about the possible sewer easement and sewage receptacle that is located on this property. 
Any information you have regarding this would be helpful! Thank you
4908 Carmel Club Drive
Charlotte NC 28226
 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water

706 11/15/2016 15:58 Eric Berglund Balfour Beatty Infrastructure Inc.
Requesting a copy of the bid documents submitted by each bidder for the Charlotte Gold Line Phase 2 bid that was 
due on November 1, 2016. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

705 11/15/2016 15:55 Scott Little State Utility Contractors
I would like to receive a unit price bid tab for City LYNX Gold Line Phase 2-Streetcar that bid on 11-1-16 at 1pm.
 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt

704 11/15/2016 15:51 Dante Strobino UE Local 150, NC Public Service Worker  

Documents that contain information regarding the new proposed pay plan, to be implemented February 4, 2017, 
designating the appropriate pay "Range" for every job title.
 We request all the above information within the next 10 business days. If possible, please send electronically. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

709 11/15/2016 14:37 Edana Lewis EE Lewis Law


Per our conversation this morning, I would ask for any designs or drawings you have of the Old Concord Road 
station behind Crossroads Charter High School (CCHS) (5500 N. Tryon Street, Charlotte).  I am trying to determine 
the driveway or curb-cut access points from the Blue Line Street to the CCHS building.  Fulfilled Closed CATS

703 11/15/2016 13:49 Colin Byrd


Please allow this message to serve as my request, under the Public Records Act, that you provide the contract 
relating to the city hiring the Police Foundation to review the CMPD’s response to protests. Fulfilled Closed Police



702 11/14/2016 10:43 Michael Lazsar Market Sphere

We respectfully request records pertaining to any of the following types of obligations: • Uncashed checks • 
Unclaimed checks and funds • Unclaimed tax refunds and bonds • Stale Dated checks • Tax Overpayments • 
Outstanding checks • Outstanding and Refundable credit balances • Checks Exempt from Unclaimed Property 
Reporting If some of this request is exempt from release, please release the remainder of the record which is 
allowed. Please provide all outstanding/uncashed/stale dated checks/properties that are greater than $500 issued 
by The City of Charlotte or affiliated departments to vendors, businesses, or agencies and issued prior to 8/31/16. 
For each property, please provide issue dates, payee names, addresses, and dollar amounts due. If possible, an 
excel document would be the desired format to receive data for all available years. Please note that I am not 
requesting a listing of records which have already been escheated. If the requested records could not be found or 
do not exist in your possession, please provide the contact information for the public body from which they may 
be requested and forward this request to them (For example, if another department issues checks on your 
behalf.) We would appreciate your prompt attention to this matter and, if possible, request your response within 
15 business days of receipt of this letter. We will reimburse for any reasonable costs associated with the provision 
of these documents. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

707 11/14/2016 10:11 Allison Powers N/A

I'd like to request emails and texts you have sent or received from any accounts about City business during this 
time:  
Sept 20-Nov 9, 2016
and the same for Robert Hagemann, Mark Newbold, Daniel Peterson, and Kerr Putney 
Should I send the remainder of this request to either Robert Hagemann or the new incoming City Manager or 
acting City Manager?
 
Would that be a large number to pull and receive? Based on news reports, it seems like many of yours may 
already be pulled and gathered, but are not posted and available anywhere.  However, at least the work is mostly 
done.  I don't know if that may be the case for some of the others listed, particularly Hagemann & Putney.  Will 
you please confirm receipt of this message and provide an approximate time it would take to send me these 
records/ estimated number to retrieve?  
 
If some are already prepared and you could send them first, please do that.  If you would like to ask to narrow the 
time frame in some way, I would be open to modifying to the first and last two weeks of that period, which 
removes the middle three weeks, or almost half the number.  I may wish to review those later, depending on the 
content of the ones provided.  If it's not that many to begin with, I prefer to have them all.
 
Sept 20- Oct 4 first two weeks of the time period
Oct. 25-Nov. 9 last two weeks of the time period Partial Fulfillment Open City Attorney;#Office of Constituent Services;#Police

701 11/10/2016 16:15 Jacqueline Sessa Onvia


Hello, 
Onvia is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte. Can you please provide contract award 
information for the following solicitation in the blank cells below and also provide any bid result/tab information 
for the bid in the table below? 
Please confirm receipt of this request and let me know in advance if a fee will be required. If this request was 
misrouted, please forward to the correct contact person and reply to this communication with the appropriate 
contact information.
Onvia ID
Project Name
Bid Number
Submittal Date
Contract / Award Number
Awarded Vendor Name, Address, Phone
Award Amount
Award Date
Start Date
End Date
Contract Terms (ex., 2 year contract with 3 renewals)
Contract Document (link or attach)
BID:23929257
Automotive Parts and Accessories for Light  Medium  Heavy Duty Vehicles and Related Products and Services
269-2016-070
7/13/2016 1:00:00 PM
Regards,
Jacqueline Sessa 
509 Olive Way / Suite 400 / Seattle, WA 98101 
 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

700 11/10/2016 12:43 Liam Campbell Lamar Advertising

I write to request access to and a copy of the most recent award for transit advertising services, RFP #269-
20160311001, on CATS buses, rail vehicles, rails stations, and any other advertising or services covered by the 
transit advertising agreement, including all RFP bidder responses, interview notes, financial proposals, scoring 
results, current contract for transit advertising services between CATS and Direct Media, the RFP and any exhibits 
or attachments, and the estimated issue date of the next RFP to provide advertising services. Please let me know 
within two weeks when I can expect to receive the requested information. I agree to pay any reasonable copying 
and postage fees of not more than $50. If the cost would be greater than this amount, please notify me. Please 
provide a receipt indicating the charges for each document. I look forward to hearing from you Liam Campbell 
Transit Area Field Manager Lamar Advertising Fulfilled Closed CATS

699 11/10/2016 12:01 Jonathan Zweizig Lopez, Severt & Pratt Co., L.P.A.

1. Any and all documentation for U.S. National Whitewater Center facilty located at 5000 Whitewater Center 
Parkway, Charlotte, NC 28214
2. Any an dall documentation regarding any investigations into the water quality.

See attached document

Fulfilled Closed Planning



698 11/8/2016 15:43 Erik Spanberg CBJ


This is a public records request for any emails/electronic or written communications sent to or from aviation 
director Brent Cagle and interim city manager Ron Kimble this year regarding a trip to Havana that is being 
coordinated by American Airlines as well as any documents (electronic or written) related to possible 
involvement, costs, etc by city and state government and/or elected officials. Please let me know you received 
this and call me at 704 973 1116 if you need any additional information or details.
Thanks for your help.
Erik Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

695 11/7/2016 9:59 calla Hales APWHC
I am requesting a copy of all sound permits, parade permits, and/or "special" permits located at the 3220 Latrobe 
Drive address within the last year (November 15th, 2015 - November 5th, 2016). Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Transportation

696 11/4/2016 11:43 Kersting Maryll Allied Universal

I would like to request public records associated with the current Charlotte Douglas International Airport's 
security guard contract. Specifically, I’d like to request a copy of the current contract including all addendum and 
wages/bill rates, all evaluation criteria/documentation from the previous procurement, and a copy of the winning 
proposal.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation

694 11/3/2016 14:34 Kyle VanCourt Scram Systems

A copy of the recently awarded contract to the concluded RFP # 269-2016-087. I would also like to request all the 
vendor responses that were submitted to this RFP, and the scoring used to award the contract. I am requesting 
emailed copies of the following: 1. The current contract and/or agreement 2. All technical vendor responses 
associated with the contract 3. The scoring used to award the contract Please accept this request via Freedom of 
Information Act. If possible, please email these documents to:kvancourt@scramsystmes.com. Should there be 
any costs associated with obtaining these documents please inform me prior to obtaining them. Should you have 
any further questions, feel free to email me. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

693 11/3/2016 13:53 Mike Stolp WSOC


-         All emails sent to and from Mayor Roberts to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com  
related to city business and HB2 from 9/15/16 - 9/19/16. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

692 11/3/2016 13:50 Mike Stolp WSOC

 
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
-         All emails sent to and from Mayor Roberts to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com  
related to city business from 9/20/16 -  9/27/16. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

691 11/3/2016 9:38 Rick Rothacker Charlotte Observer
Emails and other communications between CDOT staff members and Google Fiber from June 1, 2016 through 
today (11/2/2016) Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Transportation;#Corporate Communications

690 11/2/2016 14:30 Al Whitmire Railworks

Copies of bid proposals submitted on Nov. 1, 2016 for public bid opening for:
CityLYNX Gold Line Phase 2- Streetcar
Project No. 512-14-032
Bid No. HC2016-893
City of Charlotte, NC
 
Please provide complete propsal to include:
1. Itemized Bid Form
2. All executed forms i.e. Form A- list of subcontractors Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

689 11/2/2016 14:23 Mike Stolp WSOC


-         All emails sent to and from Julie Eiselt to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from James Mitchell Jr. to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com  
from 12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Al Austin to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Gregory Phipps to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Kenny Smith to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Wi Lyles to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Claire Fallon to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Patsy Kinsey to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from LaWana Mayfield to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com  
from 12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from John Autry to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Ed Driggs to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services



688 11/2/2016 14:20 Mike Stolp WSOC

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
-         All emails sent to and from Ron Kimble to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Ron Carlee to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Chief Kerr Putney to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com  
from 12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Chief Jon Hannan to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com  
from 12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Robert Hagemann to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com  
from 12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Dana Fenton to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Brent Cagle to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Ann Wall to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Sandy D’Elosua to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Kathryn Luck to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Greg Watkins to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present.
-         All emails sent to and from Anne Clark to and from the email address mroberts5@carolina.rr.com from 
12/7/15 – Present. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Communications;#Fire    

687 11/2/2016 14:18 Mike Stolp WSOC

NOTE: This will be fulfilled when we fulfill the request for all communications from 9/20 to 9/30 that's already in 
the works.
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
-         All emails sent by Mayor Roberts related to city business on September 25, 2016. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

697 11/2/2016 10:35 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS. We are currently doing work on the Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT fromApril 2016 to September 2016?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

716 10/31/2016 12:46 Karlene Turrentine Turrentine Law Firm See attached form Followed Up with Requestor Open Office of Constituent Services
686 10/28/2016 12:37 Mary Giuffrida Siemens Request a 2017 budget for Charlotte Area Transit, and any budget for CATS past 2017. Fulfilled Closed CATS

685 10/28/2016 12:35 Dante Strobino Charlotte City Workers Union, UE Local

On behalf of the Charlotte City Workers Union, UE Local150, we request the following public records pursuant to 
Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes, the Public Records Act: 1. Document that contain 
information about the Medical Plan rates for Fiscal Year 2015, 2016 and 2017 specifically Employee, Employee & 
Spouse, Employee & Children and Employee & Family premium rates and coverage options. 2. Document that 
contains information about parental leave options for when employees have new born child, foster or adopt 
children. 3. Email addresses for all non-management, non-fire and non-police employees. 4. An electronic list of 
all workers currently employed with the city, except those in the Police and Fire Departments: their first, last and 
middle names, job title, hire date, race, mailing address, phone number, department, unit and salary. We request 
all the above information within the next 10 business days. If possible, please send electronically.
 
1) Documents that contain new pay plan adopted by City Council in April-June 2016 transitioning non-exempt 
employees from the Broadbanding Pay Plan to the new Non-Exempt/Hourly Pay Plan. We request all the above 
information within the next 10 business days. If possible, please send electronically. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

684 10/28/2016 7:23 Gerald Carreido North American Procurement COuncil bid tabulation/bid results for project Fulfilled Closed Water

682 10/25/2016 11:31 Gerald Carriedo NC Bid Network

Records requested: Bid tab/results from bid 7030300001 for FY17 water sewer extension replacement. Bid date 
was 10/20/16. 
Dept: Charlotte Water Fulfilled Closed Water

683 10/21/2016 16:35 Damaris Cordova Tampa International Airport 
request:purchasing the Cityworks asset management systemcontract, sole source justification or any other 
supporting documentation related to the purchase of software Fulfilled Closed Aviation

678 10/20/2016 11:09 B. Carrington Skinner Department of Justice Scanned copy of request attached Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services
679 10/20/2016 8:30 Tom Witner Shield Engineering List of all current Significant Industrial Users Fulfilled Closed Water

677 10/18/2016 15:07 Christopher Groot Atlantic-ACM

We would like to request the contract terms for all agreements that the City of Charlotte has signed pertaining to 
the leasing of public space for wireless infrastructure, excluding than those pertaining to cell phone towers. This 
includes, but is not limited to, the leasing of space on public utility poles, street lamps, and space inside or outside 
public buildings. We would like a list of names of the entities that the City of Charlotte has signed these 
agreements with and information about the number of sites that the City of Charlotte has signed agreements with 
(i.e. number of public utility poles, buildings, etc. involved). If possible, we would like a breakdown of the number 
of sites leased by type of infrastructure (i.e. buildings, public utility poles, etc.). Please inform us in advance if the 
cost of this request will exceed $50 in advance. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Transportation;#Innovation & Technology;#Man       



676 10/14/2016 11:01 Darren Council Edge Point

Charlotte Area Transit System, SC - Chief Financial Officer        
October 11, 2016           
OPEN RECORDS REQUEST      
Attn: Ms. Dee Pereira
Darren Council        
dcouncil@edgepoint.biz
       
Edge Point Contracting, Inc. hereby requests a copy of the following in electronic format and/or whatever format 
exists:
 
1. An accounting of all uncashed checks/warrants (checks that have been issued by your government agency and 
remain outstanding) for six (6) months or more as of the date of this letter. Please only include items that can still 
be claimed by the payee and have not been escheated to the state.
• Please include the payee name, date, amount and check number.
• If it is less time consuming and more cost effective, please only provide amounts which equal $1,000.00 or more
• If possible, please include the last known address of the payee.
2. An accounting of any unclaimed funds which have not been escheated to the state.
• Please include the payee name, date, amount, and any additional information if available.
• If it is less time consuming and more cost effective, please only provide amounts which equal $1,000.00 or more
• If possible, please include the last known address of the payee.
Edge Point is prepared to pay for all necessary expenses up to $50.00. Please notify our office if the labor and 
materials exceed this amount. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

675 10/13/2016 10:09 Rachel Jacobs Prime Vendor, Inc.

Contract with pricing that was a result of bid number: 269-2012-047 for Vehicle Lubrication and Related Services 
due date: 11/22/11
 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

674 10/12/2016 14:10 Dianna Savage Serco

I would like to requestthe proposal and contract for the North Carolina Charlotte Lynx Streetcar Automatic Fare 
Collection Systems (AFC) to include the following areas; Fare Collection System and Equipment Central Revenue 
Counting Systems Revenue Collection - In Station Revenue Collection - In Vehicle Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS

673 10/12/2016 10:30 Mike Stolp WSOC


- Emails to and from the city email of Mayor Roberts from 1/1/16 – present related to Amazon Prime’s air cargo 
service in Charlotte. Additionally please include all emails including the words “Amazon”, “jobs”, “investment”, 
“ABX”, “Boeing”, “HB2”, “Prime”, “cargo”, “planes”, “jets”, “logistics”, “headquarters”, as well as any email from 
an Amazon employee.

- Text messages to and from Mayor Roberts from 1/1/16 – present related to Amazon Prime’s air cargo service in 
Charlotte. Additionally please include all emails including the words “Amazon”, “jobs”, “investment”, “ABX”, 
“Boeing”, “HB2”, “Prime”, “cargo”, “planes”, “jets”, “logistics”, “headquarters”, as well as any text from an 
Amazon employee.

- Emails to and from the city email of Ron Kimble from 1/1/16 – present related to Amazon Prime’s air cargo 
service in Charlotte. Additionally please include all emails including the words “Amazon”, “jobs”, “investment”, 
“ABX”, “Boeing”, “HB2”, “Prime”, “cargo”, “planes”, “jets”, “logistics”, “headquarters”, as well as any email from 
an Amazon employee.

- Text messages to and from Ron Kimble from 1/1/16 – present related to Amazon Prime’s air cargo service in 
Charlotte. Additionally please include all emails including the words “Amazon”, “jobs”, “investment”, “ABX”, 
“Boeing”, “HB2”, “Prime”, “cargo”, “planes”, “jets”, “logistics”, “headquarters”, as well as any text from an 
Amazon employee. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

672 10/12/2016 10:28 Mike Stolp WSOC

- Emails to and from the city email of Brent Cagle from 1/1/16 – present related to Amazon Prime’s air cargo 
service in Charlotte. Additionally please include all emails including the words “Amazon”, “jobs”, “investment”, 
“ABX”, “Boeing”, “HB2”, “Prime”, “cargo”, “logistics”, “headquarters”, as well as any email from an Amazon 
employee.

- Text messages to and from Brent Cagle from 1/1/16 – present related to Amazon Prime’s air cargo service in 
Charlotte. Additionally please include all emails including the words “Amazon”, “jobs”, “investment”, “ABX”, 
“Boeing”, “HB2”, “Prime”, “cargo”, “logistics”, “headquarters”, as well as any text from an Amazon employee. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

671 10/11/2016 13:38 Joel Hurewitz

The staff-prepared "City of Charlotte Noise Ordinance Report" referenced in Ordinance No 4663 May 23, 2011 and 
the minutes regarding the Noise Ordinance from the Community and Safety Committee.
RCA and attachment from 05/23/11 are attached for your reference and all committee meeting minutes are 
attached - I could not find the Noise Ordinance Report he is referring to.  Emily Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

670 10/11/2016 9:07 Belay Berhe
Mr. Belay called and request a copy of the Taxi drivers dress code.
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

681 10/10/2016 9:23 Paul Kardous

 
·       2030 Plan (80 pages)
·       Transit Plans prior to the 2030
·       Station area or neighborhood conservation plans Fulfilled Closed CATS;#City Manager’s Office

669 10/4/2016 22:11 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS.  We are a research firm and are currently doing work on the 
Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT  fromMarch 2016 to August 2016?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.
Best,
Kelly Fulfilled Closed Aviation



680 10/4/2016 12:07 Vimbai Mukwenha Blast! Films

To Whom It May Concern,
I am working at a production company in the UK called Blast Films on the Investigation Discovery series, Web of 
Lies .
We are featuring the death of Nikki McPhatter on May 6 2009 and the subsequent conviction of Theodore 
Manning; I wanted to ask whether there are any audio or visual materials we would be able to use for archive in 
the final episode, if appropriate. Specifically – mug shots, taped police interviews with the perpetrator, crime 
scene photographs, closed circuit television tapes and any other relevant items?
If so who would be the best person to contact about this? Any assistance you can provide would be greatly 
appreciated, please let me know if you have any questions. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

668 10/3/2016 16:14 James Smith Sanear Corp


From: J.G. Smith Sanear [mailto:jgsmith@sanearcorp.com]
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2016 11:02 AM
To: Beonde, Amelia
Subject: Re: City of Charlotte Notice of RFP 269-2015-064 for Airport Consulting Services
 
Amelia,
 
In addition, I was remiss to mention that I did not receive a follow up email or call regarding the Airport 
Consulting services RFP for which I requested a response to questions in order to prepare an offer.  The only call I 
receive was from you one year later after the award was made to a vendor. 
 
I look forward to a speedy response to my request for information. 
Thanks,
James G. Smith
President,
Sanear Corporation

On Sep 26, 2016, at 10:53 AM, J.G. Smith <jgsmith@sanearcorp.com> wrote:
Amelia,
 
Pleasure speaking last week.  As discussed, please provide a summary and the detail of contracts awarded by the 
city to minority and women companies over the past three years. In addition, I'd like to get a list of top ten (10) 
commodity codes that the city has awarded contracts over the past 3 years. 
 
As noted, my company is a certified SBE with the city of Charlotte, and would like the opportunities to win 
business with the city.
Thanks,
James G. Smith Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#Aviation;#City Manager’s Office

667 10/3/2016 12:40 Arabia B. Sweet Requestor seeking information on the salaries for CMO Chief of Staff and City Clerk. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Human Resources

664 9/30/2016 15:44 Doug Miller Charlotte Observer

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law (North Carolina General Statute Section 132-1, et seq.), I 
request that you allow immediate inspection of the following public records, in whatever form the records are 
kept, or copies of the following records.
 
Relating to correspondence by city officials following the Keith Scott shooting, I request:
 
- Emails, text messages and any other correspondence sent or received by Mayor Jennifer Roberts from Sept. 20 
to Sept. 27 related to the Scott and Justin Carr shooting investigations, related protests, and city and state 
responses to those events.
 
- Emails, text messages and any other correspondence sent or received by Police Chief Kerr Putney from Sept. 20 
to Sept. 27 related to the Scott and Justin Carr shooting investigations, related protests, and city and state 
responses to those events.
 
- Emails, text messages and any other correspondence sent or received by Interim City Manager Ron Kimble from 
Sept. 20 to Sept. 27 related to the Scott and Justin Carr shooting investigations, related protests, and city and 
state responses to those events.
 
If you take the position that the above-described public records are not open to public inspection under the Public 
Records Law, please explain the basis for your position and identify any statute, rule of law or other authority 
upon which you rely.
 
Pursuant to the Public Records Law, I am willing to pay the actual cost of the copies I am requesting but ask that I 
be furnished with an estimate prior to any costs being incurred in excess of $100.  N.C. Gen. Stat. 132-6.1.
 
I look forward to your immediate reply.
 
Sincerely, Partial Fulfillment Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services;#Police

666 9/30/2016 14:18 Mark Boyle WCNC

Over the past 2 years, (September 29, 2014- September 29, 2016) how many crashes have there been while CFD 
was responding to a call lights and sirens? Additionally, how many were caused by people not stopping at 
intersections for fire trucks when they are lights and sirens?
 
I’m not sure how you break down the data but we’d like to do a story about this, talk to the head of the 
department and get the word out that this is important and needs to be addressed. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#Fire

665 9/30/2016 13:40 Nick Oschner WBTV

Under the North Carolina Public Records Request, G.S. 132, I request all email communication between Mayor 
Jennifer Roberts and members of the Charlotte City Council sent/received between 12:00p.m. and 5:00p.m. on 
Saturday, September 24, 2016.
 Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

663 9/30/2016 13:37 Andrew Dunn Charlotte Agenda


Hi Kate, I'd like to submit a public records requests for email and text communications between Mayor Jennifer 
Roberts, City Council members, Interim City Manager Ron Kimble, and Police Chief Kerr Putney between noon 
Tuesday September 20 and 10 p.m. Sunday September 25. Partial Fulfillment Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services;#Police

651 9/30/2016 11:26 Shawn Flynn TWC News
Also, wanted to go ahead and make a new FOIA request for all emails/texts from Mayor Jennifer Roberts from 
9/20/2016-9/28/16 please.   Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services



650 9/30/2016 11:22 Adam Rhew Charlotte Magazine

   all emails and text messages between and among Charlotte Mayor Jennifer Roberts, Charlotte-Mecklenburg 
Police Chief Kerr Putney, all members of the Charlotte City Council, Charlotte City Manager Ron Kimble, and 
CMPD spokesman Rob Tufano between Tuesday, September 20, 2016 and Tuesday, September 27, 2016. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services;#Police

641 9/30/2016 11:08 Joe Bruno WSOC


I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
- Emails to and from the city email of Mayor Roberts from 9/20/16 - 9/29/16 related to the CMPD shooting of 
Keith Lamont Scott, the National Guard and protests. Additionally please include all emails including the words 
"video", "gun", "shooting", "statement", "conference", "curfew", "protests", "riots", damage", "Carr", "Chief", 
"Putney", "Governor", "McCrory", "Hillary", "Clinton", "dash", "body", "arrest", "Epicentre", "277". 

- Text messages to and from Mayor Roberts from 9/20/16 - 9/29/16. Additionally please include all texts including 
the words "video", "gun", "shooting", "statement", "conference", "curfew", "protests", "riots", 
damage", "Carr", "Chief", "Putney", "Governor", "McCrory", "Hillary", "Clinton", "dash", 
"body", "arrest", "Epicentre", "277".

- Emails to and from the city email of Ron Kimble from 9/20/16 - 9/29/16. Additionally please include all emails 
including the words "video", "gun",  "shooting", "statement", "conference", "curfew", "protests", "riots", 
damage", "Carr", "Chief", "Putney", "Governor", "McCrory", "Hillary", "Clinton", "dash", 
"body", "arrest", "Epicentre", "277".

- Text messages to and from Ron Kimble from 9/20/16 - 9/29/16.  Additionally please include all texts including 
the words "video", "gun", "shooting", "statement", "conference", "curfew", "protests", "riots", 
damage", "Carr", "Chief", "Putney", "Governor", "McCrory", "Hillary", "Clinton", "dash", 
"body", "arrest", "Epicentre", "277".
- Emails to and from the city email of Chief Putney from 9/20/16- 9/29/16. Additionally please include all emails 
including the words "video", "gun",  "shooting", "statement", "conference", "curfew", "protests", "riots", 
damage", "Carr", "Chief", "Putney", "Governor", "McCrory", "Hillary", "Clinton", "dash", 
"body", "arrest", "Epicentre", "277".
- Texts to and from Chief Putney from 9/20/16- 9/29/16. Additionally please include all texts including the words 
"video", "gun",  "shooting", "statement", "conference", "curfew", "protests", "riots", damage", "Carr", "Chief", 
"Putney", "Governor", "McCrory", "Hillary", "Clinton", "dash", "body", "arrest", "Epicentre", "277". Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services;#Police

640 9/29/2016 13:38 Cedric Robinson Cincinnati Fire
I would like a copy of the last RFP (request for proposal) for Medical Director of EMS Services. Use: reference 
material Who: Cincinnati Fire 513-375-7511 office 513-324-8948 cell Thanks Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Management & Financial Services;#City Manager’s Office

661 9/28/2016 12:20 Mike Stolp WSOC

Hello -
 
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
- Emails to and from the city email of Mayor Jennifer Roberts from 9/23/16 to 9/25/16 containing the words 
“Department of Justice” or “DOJ” or “Justice”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Councilwoman Julie Eiselt from 9/23/16 to 9/25/16 containing the words 
“Department of Justice” or “DOJ” or “Justice”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Councilman Ed Driggs from 9/23/16 to 9/25/16 containing the words 
“Department of Justice” or “DOJ” or “Justice”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Councilman Kenny Smith from 9/23/16 to 9/25/16 containing the words 
“Department of Justice” or “DOJ” or “Justice”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Mayor Pro Tem Vi Lyles from 9/23/16 to 9/25/16 containing the words 
“Department of Justice” or “DOJ” or “Justice”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Councilwoman Claire Fallon from 9/23/16 to 9/25/16 containing the words 
“Department of Justice” or “DOJ” or “Justice”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Councilwoman Lawana Mayfield from 9/23/16 to 9/25/16 containing the 
words “Department of Justice” or “DOJ” or “Justice”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Councilman Greg Phipps from 9/23/16 to 9/25/16 containing the words 
“Department of Justice” or “DOJ” or “Justice”
 
- Emails to and from the city email of Councilman John Autry from 9/23/16 to 9/25/16 containing the words Assigned Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

638 9/26/2016 16:03 Colleen Ucag North America Procurement Council's N    

Hi, My name is Colleen and I am with the North America Procurement Council's North Carolina Bid Network. I 
would like to formally request for the Bid Tabulation/Bid Results for this project: Owner: Charlotte Water (CMUD) 
Project Title/Name: FY17 Sanitary Sewer Rehabilitation Project Location: Charlotte Bid Date: 09/21/16 I have 
browsed through your agency's website but I could not find the said information hence, I hope you can help me 
with my request. I greatly appreciate your time and assistance and I look forward to your response. Best regards, 
Colleen Ucag North America Procurement Councilwww.napc.pro (970)712-5588colleen@napc.me Request Code: 
7244036 Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water

637 9/26/2016 13:18 Jeremy Jacobs

I am college student and I’m working on a research project involving new wireless company business models. I 
would like to make a request under the Freedom of Information Act and your state's Public Records Act.  
In trying to find out what the demand is for cellular companies to place antennas on city property, I’m hoping to 
get a number of applications for “small cells” that were submitted in the past six months.  
 
Please provide all emails, proposals, applications and general correspondence with wireless companies and the 
City.  This could include Crown Castle, Extenet, AT&T, Verizon, Sprint, T-Mobile, and Mobilitie.  
 
I have a small budget, so if the fees will exceed 10 dollars, please let me know beforehand. In the interest of 
saving trees an electronic format of this data is preferred Fulfilled Closed Transportation;#Innovation & Technology;#City Manager’s Office



636 9/26/2016 10:33 Mary Shkut

All video and audio recordings and photos produced on Tuesday, September 20, at 9453 Lexington Court in 
Charlotte, North Carolina before, during and after Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department's encounter with 
Mr. Keith Lamont Scott; including but not limited to any body-cam video or audio (video or audio recorded by any 
means, device or format through a device attached to a police officer or police officer's clothing any dash-cam 
video (video or audio recorded by any means, device or format through through a device attached to a police 
officer's vehicle) or any other recording.
* I did send this person the link to the released video already. Fulfilled Closed Police

635 9/26/2016 10:24 Angela Greben

This is a public records request pertaining to the following Twitter account: @CLTMayor I am requesting a listing of 
all the individuals that are being blocked or muted by the above mentioned account. This information may be sent 
to me via email (angela.greben@gmail.com). Assigned Open Office of Constituent Services

634 9/26/2016 10:20 Angela Greben

This is a public records request pertaining to the following Twitter account: @CMPD I am requesting a listing of all 
the individuals that are being blocked or muted by the above mentioned account. This information may be sent to 
me via email (angela.greben@gmail.com). Submitted Open Police

633 9/20/2016 15:34 Nick Ochsner WBTV
"All written communication, including but not limited to emails, text messages, letters or memos, sent and 
received by you between Thursday, 9/15/16 and Tuesday, 9/20/16" Partial Fulfillment Open Office of Constituent Services

632 9/20/2016 14:35 Amy Wooten Brown Law LLP
See Attached
NOTE:  Similar request was submitted to FD for records pertaining to fire investigation.  Records were provided. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Communications;#Eng    

621 9/20/2016 11:33 Shawn Flynn TWC News
From requestor:I’m attempting to get all emails/texts from City Council members and the mayor over the past 
seven days.  Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

620 9/20/2016 10:59 Chelsie Zeringue

Will you please provide an excel spreadsheet containing the following information: Residential addresses with a 
swimming pool - Types: any – in ground and/or above ground (in ground pool information is preferred) Please 
Include: - Situs Street Address (with city, state, & zip code) - Data for SINGLE family homes only, if possible. Thank 
you Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Neighborhood S

639 9/20/2016 10:26 Anna Bennifield Zoning Info

Midtown Crossing 900 Metropolitan Avenue Site Number: 47109

BJ's Wholesale Club Petco My Salon Suite
Please find this to be a formal request for zoning verification on the above stated property. We are researching 
these matters for a zoning compliance report. Please incorporate the answers to the following questions in a 
letter on letterhead.
• Was a certificate of occupancy issued and if so, may we obtain a copy of it?
If you cannot Fax or E-mail please return the letter to:
Respectfully;
Anna Bennifield Research Analyst 3555 N.W. 58th Street, Suite 400 Oklahoma City, OK 73112 Phone: 
405.525.2998 ext. 142 Fax: 405.528.4878 Email:abennifield@zoning-info.com Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

619 9/19/2016 22:23 Mike Stolp WSOC

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:
- Emails to and from the city email of Mayor Roberts from 9/15/16 - 9/19/16.
- Text messages to and from Mayor Roberts from 9/15/16 - 9/19/16.
 - Emails to and from the city email of Ron Kimble from 9/15/16 - 9/19/16.
 - Text messages to and from Ron Kimble from 9/15/16 - 9/19/16.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
Thank you for your consideration of this request. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

618 9/19/2016 16:10 Stacy Miller

To Whom This May Concern- My name is Stacey Miller, and I am requesting a copy of 2 different incidents for 
medical purposes as I am currently filing for Disability, and SSI for my young child that were in the home when it 
occurred. On Feb 20 or the 21st, 2015 a house fire occured at my rental property located at 9140 Black Heath 
Circle Unit C, Charlotte NC 28214. My young daughter and I moved into a temporary home in the same complex 
located on Spyglass Place. In July 5, 2016 my two young children and I witnessed the nightmare of yet another fire 
across the street from our home on Spyglass Place, also in Charlotte. I am requesting a copy of both police 
reports if I may for the sole purposes of having the ability to provide the proper documentation when requested 
from Social Security Administration. I'll be happy to provide any fees associated with this request, and any 
documentation you may need (ie, copy of ID, previous lease, etc). Please feel free to also reach me at 704-390-
3128. Thank you, Stacey Miller Fulfilled Closed Police;#Fire

617 9/19/2016 10:09 Joseph Williams

Requesting all emails to and/or from Councilwoman Mayfield pertaining to the denied rezoning petition of the lot 
at the corner of W Summit Ave and Merriman Ave submitted by Essex Homes. Rezoning petition number is 2016-
043. Location is described as: 0.67 acres located on the south side of West Summit Ave. between Merriman Ave. 
and Wilmore Dr. Thank you. Partial Fulfillment Open City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of C  No

615 9/15/2016 15:45 Jim Wrenn Chapter of UE local 150

On behalf of the North Carolina Public Service Workers Union, UE Local150, we request the 
following public records pursuant to Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes, the Public Records Act: • 
An electronic list of all workers currently employed with the city, except those in the Police and Fire 
Departments: their first, last and middle names, job title, hire date, race, mailing address, phone number, 
department, unit, Employee ID# and salary. We request all the above information within the next 10 business 
days. If possible, please send electronically toorganizeUE150@gmail.com . Fulfilled Closed Human Resources No



611 9/12/2016 14:57 Kathy Weiss Citizen


I have been speaking to former council member Warren Turner and I would like to get a copy of the full report 
from 08 or 09 that Jerry Orr (CLT aviation director) gave to City Council.
 

From Kim Byrd to Caitlin Moen:
 
I received from the citizen requesting a report on airport noise presented to Council members by Jerry Orr in a 
committee meeting.  I searched the City Clerk’s records and did not find anything in our library.  I also searched 
regular council meeting minutes (Monday meetings) and agendas and found no reference to the report leading 
me to believe it was done in committee.
 
Please aknowledge receipt of this email and fulfill this request if possible. 
 
Kim Byrd
Records Management Clerk
Office of The City Clerk
704-336-2658
kbyrd@charlottenc.gov Fulfilled Closed Aviation

612 9/12/2016 13:56 Aaron McKeithan
Pictures/video of Rosa Parks CTC Groundbreaking & Grand Opening in 2006
Mr. McKeigthan is specifically interested in items in which he is pictured. Fulfilled Closed CATS

610 9/9/2016 13:57 Kimberly Hollis Compass Group

From: Hollis, Kimberly [mailto:Kimberly.Hollis@compass-usa.com]
To: Shared Services Vendor Admin
Subject: FOIA Request--Convention Center F&B Contract
 
Hello—Per the FOIA, I would like to request a copy (via email) of the Convention Center F&B Contract with your 
current vendor.  
 
You can email me at Kimberly.hollis@compass-usa.com
 
Thanks, 
 
Kim Hollis
Compass Group, NAD & Levy Restaurants
 
This email is subject to certain disclaimers, which may be reviewed via the following link.http://www.compass-
usa.com/security-disclaimer Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Attorney

613 9/8/2016 11:00 Harold Brauer Recovery Asset Network

Ryan:
I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of the original check.

Please forward the list to my attention at foia@recoveryassetnetwork.com
 
Regards,
Harold Brauer
FOIA Officer
Recovery Asset Network
P: 818-987-1274
F: 888-774-2616
E: foia@recoveryassetnetwork.com
A: 2416 W. Victory Blvd., Suite 593, Burbank, CA 91506 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

606 9/7/2016 13:48 Robert Wamsley Advertising Vehicles
copy of the contract for transit advertising,installation and maintenanceCATS' portion of the budgeted advertising 
revenue for this fiscal year 2016 Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn CATS

616 9/7/2016 10:28 Jaclyn Rambarran Environmental Defense Fund multiple questions concerning water delivery and wastewater treatment (see attached email) Fulfilled Closed Water
604 9/6/2016 16:28 Mark Casista Hartford Insurance Looking for video from baggage claim area on July 23rd to substantiate a claim of theft Fulfilled Closed Aviation

607 9/2/2016 15:04 Christine McBride Elmore and Goldsmith
Contract, payment bond, and pay applications for Contract #2016000856. English Construction (prime contractor) 
and DeVere (subcontractor). Fulfilled Closed Water

614 9/2/2016 0:00 Kareem Abdullah Kirk-Bey Please see attachment Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services;#Police
608 9/1/2016 16:31 Jacqueline Sessa Onvia Plumbing Parts Contract Copy Fulfilled Closed Aviation

603 9/1/2016 14:00 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management, LLC

My name is Kelly and I’m writing to you from SRS.  We are a research firm and are currently doing work on the 
Travel & Leisure sector.

As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receive car rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT fromFebruary 2016 to July 2016?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

605 8/31/2016 11:53 Attorney
subpoena for billing statements and payment records for 9206 N. Vicksburg Park Court, Charlotte, NC 28210 from 
1-1-14 to 8-10-16. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Water

602 8/30/2016 13:27 David L. Abney The Historic Thompson House

            Severe panic attack on an airliner that had left the gateCharlotte Douglas Int'l Airport, 
Charlotte, N.C.     
"Citlally Barajas" aka "Lally Barajas" Fulfilled Closed Aviation

609 8/30/2016 11:03 Trinh DeSa Hart Hickman The violations resulting in the fines occurred around January/February 2005.  Fulfilled Closed Water

601 8/30/2016 9:49 Howard Lodding

1. Name of vendor Charlotte-Mecklenberg Police Dept. uses to test/assess entry-level police applicants. 2. What 
do you pay per police applicant for the assessment tests? Example - Psychological test - $125 per applicant. 3. 
Please provide a copy of any contract(s) you have with any testing/assessment vendors for your police 
testing/hiring process. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Manager’s Office;#Human Resources;#Police

600 8/30/2016 9:44 John Gribble
Can you please provide following job descriptions, salary ranges, and current salaries pertaining to the following 
jobs: Engineering Program Manager, Engineering Services Supv, and Utility Coordinator. Thank you, John Fulfilled Closed Human Resources



599 8/25/2016 14:11 Kathryn Hubicki

I am asking for information on all current and former (within the last 10 years) contracts that involve lead-based 
paint and asbestos inspections with the City of Charlotte. I'm interested more specifically in who has held the 
contracts and what departments the contracts have been for.
 
Note by Emily Kunze:  I am attaching what I found in the Digital Contracts Archive in a spreadsheet. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#Neighborhood Services

598 8/19/2016 0:00 Max Cates

We are an engineering firm that has been hired to do a property condition assessment on two sites within your 
jurisdiction. We are interested in the following information: 214 North Tryon Street Charlotte, NC 28202 (Hearst 
Tower) -Copies of Certificates of Occupancy(Shell & Current Final)- Built 2002 -Copy of the approved site plat-
Petition# 2001-076 550 S. Caldwell St. & 401 E. Stonewall St. Charlotte, NC 28202 -Copies of Certificates of 
Occupancy (Shell & Current final)-Built 2008 Fulfilled Closed Planning

595 8/18/2016 13:47 Doug Cortese AEI Consultants Records regarding spills 2007-2011 Fulfilled Closed Water

592 8/18/2016 10:57 Jacqueline Sessa Onvia

Hello,

Onvia is submitting a public records request to City of Charlotte. Can you please provide contract award 
information for the following solicitations in the blank cells below and also provide any bid result/tab information 
for these bids?
Onvia ID
Project Name
Bid Number
Submittal Date
Contract / Award Number
Awarded Vendor Name, Address, Phone
Award Amount
Award Date
Start Date
End Date
Contract Terms (ex., 2 year contract with 3 renewals)
Contract Document (link or attach)
BID:23711185
Waste Water and Water Treatment Chemicals
269-2016-CWCH
4/25/2016  2:00:00 PM
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fulfilled Closed Water;#CATS;#City Manager’s Office

594 8/16/2016 14:22 Charles Clark St. John's University

Dear Sir or Ma'am:

 
I am doing research on city workers (Police and Fire) and have been asked to add Sanitation workers (I am using 
the driver in sanitation collection).  Could you send me the pay information for Refuse collection Drivers (or 
whatever your name is for the same job function) for 2012 and 2014.
 
In the past your office (or HR) sent me the excel sheet with the salary scales.  That would be perfect.
 
Thank you in advance,
 
Sincerely,
 
Charles Clark
Charles M. A. Clark, Ph.D.
Senior Fellow, Vincentian Center for Church and Society Professor of Economics St. John's University
8000 Utopia Parkway,
Jamaica, NY 11439
718 990 7343
clarkc@stjohns.edu Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services

593 8/16/2016 10:18 Jessica Gustis 

Hello,

I am conducting a Property Condition Assessment on office buildings located at 8605 and 8535, 8604, 8530 and 
8520 Cliff Cameron Drive In Charlotte NC. Are there any:
Outstanding fire code violations?
Outstanding zoning violations?
When was the last fire inspection conducted?
Thank-you,
Jessica Gustis
Rep/Partner Engineering and Science

Fulfilled Closed Fire

588 8/15/2016 10:22 Linda Gucciardi

I would like all texts, emails, IM's (or your equivalent of inter-office messaging, and phone records for Steven 
Gucciardi (Engineering and Property Management) from January 1 2012 to present. I would like all texts, emails, 
IM's (or your equivalent of inter-office messaging), and phone records for Julie Millea (Senior Real Estate Project 
Manager) from January 1 2014 to present. I would like all texts, emails, IM's (or your equivalent of inter-office 
messaging, and phone records for Michael Russell from January 1 2012 to present. Thank you. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Engineering & Property Mgmt;#City Manager’s Office;#Innovation & Te

587 8/12/2016 12:25 Greg Bracci Bruel & Kjaer EMS

RFP 269-2016-080 – Flight Tracking System Services
-As a follow up to our discussion earlier this week Bruel & Kjaer would like to officially request a copy of the Form 
2 from the winning bid on the Flight Tracking RFP. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

586 8/12/2016 12:13 Mayur Khandelwal Crown Cab Company 

We'd like to get the data that they (GT) have been using for their modeling. I believe that it is date and time of 
each trip over the last 12-14 months. If what they are using is slightly different than this request, please provide 
that data as well. Fulfilled Closed Aviation



583 8/9/2016 11:00 Kelly Strawbridge SRS Investment Management 

Hello,
My name is Kellyand I’m writing to you from SRS. We are a research firm and are currently doing work on the 
Travel & Leisure sector.
As we understand it, a portion of airport fees comes from concessions from car rental companies.
We were hoping to receivecar rental revenue by brand by month to assess the overall health of the travel market.
Could you please send me car rental gross revenue for CLT from January 2016to June 2016 ?
Also, is there an automated distribution list for this information that I can be added to?
Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.
Best,
Kelly Fulfilled Closed Aviation

585 8/8/2016 16:20 Arjay Cruz Deltek Requesting final contract and list of vendors who submitted proposals. Fulfilled Closed Water
582 8/4/2016 9:35 Russel Carollo copies of all information since Jan. 1, 2011, related in any way to Google Indoor Maps. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

577 8/1/2016 9:51 Rachelle Lozano

I am requesting a report of outstanding, uncashed or stale dated checks (warrants) issued by the City with regards 
to payments including, but not limited to accounts payable, property tax and vendor overpayments, refunds or 
credits. I do not wish to obtain consumer records, commercial only. The list will not be resold and is only used for 
clients currently under contract to perform forensic review on outstanding disbursements. Understanding this is a 
fairly broad request, and your bookkeeping department may require specific parameters, such as dates or dollar 
amounts, please include all items older than 180 days and greater than $100.00 with check number, payee name, 
issue date, and amount. With your response please also include: 1. Any instructions or claim forms necessary to 
have checks re-issued. 2. Does the City remit funds to the State Unclaimed Property Office? If so, after how long 
of time period? 3. If you do not remit funds to the State Unclaimed Property Office is there a point where the 
payee is no longer eligible to claim? 4. Is there a cost associated to provide this report? 5. How often is the report 
updated and/or released? Your city may maintain separate reports for vendor, accounts payable and property tax 
information. If you do not have a consolidated list are you aware if multiple reports exist? Will you refer me to 
someone that may help fulfill my request for the additional information? When available I prefer an electronic 
copy (specifically Microsoft Excel, Access or Text Delimited) sent to my email, however if only a hard copy is 
available please mail to my attention. This information is being requested under the Freedom of Information Act. 
If you require an official FOIA or Open Records form to be completed please provide me a copy. In the event I 
have reached the incorrect department for this request please direct me to the correct person. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

584 7/29/2016 16:15 Clint Lynch Knoxville Utilities Board Requested Charlotte Water assist in survey by completing SSES Survey form.  Fulfilled Closed Water

581 7/29/2016 10:40 George Joseph The Atlantic

Documents released last year by      The Intercept indicate that police departments may increasingly be using 
cellphone surveillance devices, formerly used only by the military and US intelligence agencies. The public has a 
right to know what monitoring equipment law enforcement may be using in the course of their duties, potentially 
at the cost of public tax dollars.
Therefore, pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I request any and all Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Police invoices or procurement records relating to the procurement or purchases of any of the 
following items since 2012:
Survey Equipment
BLACKFIN I, BLACKFIN II, DRT 1101B, DRT 1183B, DRT 1201C, DRT 1301C, DRT 1301B3, DRT4411B
Fixed Wing Geo-Location (Manned)

Typhon, Garuda (G-box), Carman II, Windjammer, Radiance, Raven, Deerpark, Traveler (EW FoS), Nebula, 
ICARUS/NVDF

PGL Payloads on UAVs
Twister-Firescout APG, Boeing-Schiebel S-100, GUAVA (G-Pod/STE) --LOS, GarWind/ BLOS Pod, Gilgamesh, 
Airhandler, BLOS Pod, RADPOD (Radiance Pod), Jagged Amber - Next Gen BLOS, Traveler Pod - T-Pod

Ground Based Geo-Location (Vehicular)  
Spartacus II, Kingfish, Stingray I/II, Stargrazer III, Artemis, Artemis II, Maximus, Cyclone Mx9 (micro/Macro), 
Buckshot, Yellowstone, PRD-13, Hayden I/II, Sidewinder, REBUS, RadioEye
Direction Finding Systems
THORACIC, JUGULAR 2, QUASIMODO, HEATR

Battlefield Data Recovery/SSE
CYBERHAWK, CELLBRITE
The requested procurement records should be understood to include basic information on:

-the name of the item procured Fulfilled Closed Police

574 7/28/2016 16:52 Mona Farzad Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLP    I would like to request a copy of the City of Charlotte's procurement policy and procedure manual. Thank you. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

573 7/28/2016 13:02 Nick Oschner WBTV

-Any written communication, including but not limited to emails, text messages, letters or memos, sent from 
the Charlotte Regional Visitors Authority staff or any other City of Charlotte staff to any staff member at the 
International Cemetery, Cremation and Funeral Association between March 24, 2016 and July 27, 2016.
     Mayor Roberts, Ron Carlee, Ron Kimble

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

572 7/28/2016 13:01 Nick Oschner WBTV

-All written communication, including but not limited to emails, text messages, letter or memos, sent and 
received between Jennifer Roberts, Amanda Burch, Peggy Huffman or Gregg Watkins and any staff member of 
the Charlotte Regional Visitors Authority between March 24, 2016 and July 27, 2016.

Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

571 7/28/2016 13:00 Nick Oschner WBTV

-All written communication, including but not limited to emails, text messages, letters or memos, sent and 
received by Jennifer Roberts containing the words “convention”, “cancel”, “move”, “postpone”, “reschedule” 
or “HB2” between March 24, 2016 and July 27, 2016.

Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

570 7/28/2016 12:57 Rodney Strong Griffin & Strong, P.C.

            Proposals submitted in response to RFP #269-2016-051 for MWBE Disparity Study, due date December 17,            2015; evaluations 
of proposals, includingany scoring sheets for Griffin & Strong, P.C. as well as other evaluated proponents; any 
information used to make a determination regarding Griffin & Strong's proposal. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Management & Financial Services



569 7/28/2016 9:35 Allison Powers

This request was sent to Tammy Wrobleski with Risk Management to pull the information
 
Dear Mayor Roberts,
 
I think this records request would normally go to the City Manager but since Ron Carlee left recently, I ask you to 
send it to the correct person:
 
I would like, in whatever is the most convenient available format (if you already keep a spreadsheet or chart, or if 
you need to look up emails on this topic, or anything in between, as long as the information contains a complete 
listing in some form of the following information, it's okay with me):
 
I would request information concerning civil suits filed against the City of Charlotte starting for three full years 
plus year to date for this year (Jan 1, 2013 - July 27, 2016) which complaints have to do with the police 
department.  I'd be interested in named parties, case numbers, attorneys of record, status (ongoing, dismissed, 
settlement reached, $ if settlement, jury award) and any basic description of the case if that's already in records 
you are keeping.
 
Please advise if this information is in your records and if you have it, who would providing that information.  
 
Thank  you.
 
 Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Management & Financial Services;#City Manager’s Offic

568 7/25/2016 10:54 Gary Strassberg
I would like to request an electronic copy of the City's current contract, including pricing, with Allied Claims 
Administration Inc for workers' compensation claims administration services. Thanks! Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

567 7/25/2016 10:50 Martin Greenberg

I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records that include a copy of the contracts of 
the following agreements of Time Warner Cable Arena: Lease Agreement, Development Agreement, Non-
Relocation Agreement, and Any other contracts that are related to the stadium lease. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

566 7/22/2016 16:22 Dedrick Russell WBTV

Hope you are well. I hope you are the right person to make this request.  I am requesting emails from the mayor. 
City manager, and city council members regarding NBA All Star Games and HB2.

Would like to request emails from March 1st to present.
Thanks Submitted Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

565 7/22/2016 13:16 Lauren Ratcliffe WSOC

-         All records (email, text message, voicemail and letters) of communications between members of the CRVA, 
The Charlotte Chamber of Commerce, The Governor’s office, Roy Cooper’s office, the NBA and the Hornets, and 
Charlotte City leaders pertaining to the All Star Game and HB2. I’d like for all communication between these 
parties that occurred 7/10/16 to 7/22/2016.

City leaders for whom records are requested include: Mayor Jennifer Roberts, Vi Lyles, Julie Eiselt, Claire Fallon, 
James Mitchell, Patsy Kinsey, Al Austin, LaWana Mayfield, Greg Phipps, John Autry, Kenny Smith, Ed Driggs and 
Interim City Manager Ron Kimble. Submitted Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

556 7/22/2016 10:26 Ken Madson Waste Recovery Services

Good morning,

 Would you be able to help me? I would like to get a copy of the Otto Container management contract they have 
with the City of Charlotte.
 Please let me know if you will be able to help me or could you direct me to the appropriate person.
 
Regards.
 
Ken Madsen
 Business Development Manager
 913-333-2442
  Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services

549 7/21/2016 11:03 David Van Lieshout W-T Communication Design Group, LLC


Good Afternoon,
 
I’m trying to obtain structural building drawings for the Time Warner Cable Arena, 333 E Trade St, Charlotte, NC. 
 For the purposes of modifying an existing equipment storage room.  Specifically, the area around room 1014-
1015, concourse level.
 
Please let me know if you can assist.
 
Thank you,
 

David Van Lieshout, Senior Project Manager
W-T Communication Design Group, LLC
2675 Pratum Avenue | Hoffman Estates, IL 60192
Direct: 224-293-6419 | Cell: 847-287-2165 | Main: 224-293-6333 | Fax: 224-293-6444
www.wtengineering.com Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt

548 7/20/2016 9:25 Denise Kania CarbPure Follow up from last weeks request. Requesting all received bids. Fulfilled Closed Water

547 7/19/2016 11:32 Guy Abelkop Cubic Transportation Systems

My name is Guy Abelkop, and I’m an intern working at Cubic Transportation Systems. One of the projects I’m 
working on deals with researching the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) market, and I am in search of RTPI 
(real time passenger information) and CAD/AVL (computer aided dispatch and automatic vehicle location) 
contracts. Being that it is public information, it would be most appreciated if you could please provide me with 
the requested documents. If unable to, please refer me to the point of contact to which I must submit a formal 
public records request for the Charlotte Area Transit System's RTPI and CAD/AVL agreements.

Fulfilled Closed CATS



546 7/18/2016 14:34 Eric Chung SmartProcure

Dear Bruce or Custodian of Public Records,

SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte (NC) for any and all purchasing 
records from 2016-04-01 to current. The request is limited to readily available records without physically copying, 
scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable electronic document is acceptable.
The specific information requested from your record keeping system is:
1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, 
encumbrance, or check number
2. Purchase date
3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase)
4. Line item quantity
5. Line item price
6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email address
7. What is the beginning of your fiscal year?
The attached document may be helpful as a reference to fulfill this request if the City of Charlotte (NC) stores the 
records using any of the pre-programmed software reports, but the records request is not limited to the reports 
listed.

Please email the information or use the following web link. There is no file size limitation:
http://upload.smartprocure.us/?st=NC&org=CityofCharlotteNC

If this request was misrouted, please forward to the correct contact person and reply to this communication with 
the appropriate contact information.

If you have any questions, please feel free to respond to this email or I can be reached at 954-692-6670.Regards,
Eric Chung
Data Acquisition Specialist

SmartProcure Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

545 7/18/2016 13:09 Julia Chrismon Hamilton Stephens Steele Martin PLLC

Inspection records for 7615 Colont Rd for the last 10 years, ref litigation
 
Fullfilled by JP Leonard 7/20/2016 Fulfilled Closed Fire

542 7/15/2016 15:23 Katie Martin Pew Charitable Trust

Dear Public Information Officer: This is a request under the Public Records Law of North Carolina. The Pew

Charitable Trusts (Pew) seeks copies of all agency records reflecting: The City of Houstonâ€™s EEO-4 Survey also 
known as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commissionâ€™s State and Local Government Reports. Specifically, 
the Charlotte Department of Human Resources records that Pew seeks herein for the
period specified above include but are not limited to all agency records for EEO-4 Surveys, such as the following: 
â€¢ The 2009, 2011, 2013, and 2015 EEO-4 Surveys These standardized surveys are submitted by the Department 
of Human Resources to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) every two years. Pew makes 
every effort to comply with statutory exemptions, exclusions, and best practices related to
individual privacy related to our requests for information. To that end, please exclude from disclosure any data or 
records that would reveal personally identifiable information for individuals who may be included in the 
requested data set or records. Pew is a nonprofit corporation recognized as tax-exempt under Section 501(c)
(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and our request is not for a commercial use. Pew requests a fee waiver for all 
costs incurred in processing this request, pursuant to the Public Records Law of North Carolina because disclosure 
of the requested information is in the public interest. We are seeking the requested information to better 
understand the baseline for diversity in municipal governments across the country and the differences
in compensation by race/ethnicity, gender, and occupation. We will develop a report or use other public 
information dissemination techniques based on our evaluation of this information, and will make the reports and 
information available to the public via Pewâ€™s websites and by other means. Pew has a long history of issuing 
reports that garner significant media and public attention, and of translating for the public important information 
on local governance, as is illustrated  http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/projects/philadelphiaresearch-
initiative. Disclosure of this information is in the public interest because it will contribute significantly to public 
understanding of diversity in local government and because Pew does not have a commercial interest in the 
request. If the City of Charlotte does not grant a waiver, Pew requests a full explanation for the denial, and
a fee reduction. Pew will pay up to $30 under protest, pending resolution of an appeal of any fee waiver denial. If 
the estimated cost is expected to exceed $30, please contact me before incurring such costs. If the City of 
Charlotte chooses, it may make PDF files of the documents available rather than paper copies. If you deny 
disclosure of any records or parts thereof covered by this request, please provide Pew with a full Vaughn
index of the materials withheld, citing each specific exemption under FOIA, and a detailed justification for 
withholding the records that you believe substantiates your refusal to release the information. If this request is Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

541 7/15/2016 11:16 Ha Kim Dot Construction Inc. See attahced email Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt



544 7/15/2016 2:07 Matt Kennedy MWRI

Re: Charlotte Airport  – Attn: Open Records Custodian
In follow-up to my initial request, I did receive a good response fromFeven M Negash, CH-ERIM.
I wanted to add one follow-up request and Feven suggested I submit a separate Public Records Request.  In 
conjunction with the Charlotte Airport contract that was already provided as fulfillment of the initial Public 
Records Request (i.e. the contract covering the purchase of the Big Belly compactors for the concourse area) 
please sendany other RFP’s / Quotes that were submitted (in pursuit of the contract that was awarded to Big 
Belly).
===================================================
Origianl Request Below:
Public Records Request:
We are doing a study on the progression of Waste Processing Practices by Airports throughout the United States. 
We would like to know of any transactions (purchases or rentals) that were made by the Charlotte Douglas 
County International Airport involving "Automatic Compacting Receptacles" ……sometimes referred to as 
 "Public Area Compactors" or "Concourse Area Compactors" or “Front of the House Compactors”. (Also any 
‘Paper Towel Compactors’ which is a recent restroom accessory innovation). If a date range is needed use Fiscal 
Years 2011 thru 2016.
In essence, this product class is considered to be trash cans / bins that look like traditional trash bins only they 
automatically compact the trash and the waste deposit door typically opens automatically so people do not have 
to touch the door with their hands. (Thus, it is a trash compactor that serves as an efficient receptacle for 
reducing waste volume and labor requirements due to much less emptying etc.) They are becoming more 
common and are found in lots of public areas such as Airports, Fast Food Restaurants, Cafeterias, Malls, Schools, 
Amusement Parks etc.

Please provide records related to any transactions by the Airport (including any transactions in process) that 
involve this type of product, along with any details such as the locations of use (such as concourse or dining areas 
etc) ..and quantity procured.  The prices paid are not as relevant in the event they need to be hidden / 
removed…….. just mainly the quantity, transaction description, any part or model numbers, date of transaction 
etc. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

540 7/14/2016 16:21 Alex Simpson Zucker Scoutt & Rasenberger

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, I respectfully request anydocumentation in the possession of 
the City of Charlotte relating to the Federal AviationAdministration approving the City drawing from the airport 
fund – rather than from the generalfund – $732,000 used to pay the City’s outside legal fees in connection with 
control of CLT airport.

Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office
543 7/14/2016 10:59 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer 4 videos: same as Near Miss Information for WSOC story Fulfilled Closed CATS

537 7/13/2016 16:03 Jason Hartman

Hello, I am seeking to obtain a copy of the winning proposal submitted in response to the bid for onsite medical 
clinic and services for the City of Charlotte. It would great to obtain the winning proposal and the finalized 
contract in electronic format if possible. Please let me know if you need anything else from my end. Thanks for 
your help! Jason Hartman Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Human Resources;#Management & Financial Se

539 7/12/2016 10:44 Fred Clawson Kelly Charlotte Observer CRB minutes from 2013-to present, plus an overview of the number of appeals since 1997. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk

535 7/12/2016 10:21 Denise Kania CarbPure Technologies, LLC

Copies of the bid documents as submitted by:
 Standard Purification
 Jacobi
 Thatcher
 Univar
Copy of the current contract with Standard Purification for the Powdered Activated Carbon
Name of product being supplied under this contract

Fulfilled Closed Water
538 7/12/2016 8:32 Hunter Hirsch Construction plans Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

534 7/11/2016 12:31 Al Whitmire RailWorks Project

Copies of the complete bid packets submitted on July 1, 2016 for the 
City Lynx Gold Line Phase 2- Streetcar
Project Number 512-14-032
Bid Number HC2016-735

Please provide complete Proposal to inlcude:

1. Itemized Bid Forms

2. All executed Forms, i. e. Form A - List of Subcontractors Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

533 7/7/2016 16:24 Richard Pinto  Advantage Rent-A-Car
I am looking for market share from 2010 to present, can you help me get that info or refer me to someone who 
can, please? Fulfilled Closed Aviation



529 7/5/2016 15:46 Andy Specht News and Observer

I'm emailing you today because the N&O is working on a story about police and firefighter pay in agencies across 
North Carolina. We hear that Raleigh underpays its public safety employees compared to other NC cities.
 
To respect your time, I'll keep this short and to the point. 
 
Can you send me the following information at your earliest convenience? (preferably by the end of Thursday)
 
-----The number of police officers your town has now, and how many it had as of July 1, 2011. 
 
-----The starting salary for entry-level police officers now, and what it was as of July 1, 2011.
 
-----The average salary for police officers now, and what it was as of July 1, 2011.
 
... I need the same information about your firefighters  ... 
 
-----The number of firefighters your town has now, and how many it had as of July 1, 2011. 
 
-----The starting salary for entry-level firefighters now, and what it was as of July 1, 2011.
 
-----The average salary for firefighters now, and what it was as of July 1, 2011.
  Fulfilled Closed Human Resources;#Police;#Fire

528 7/5/2016 11:57 Steven Shible Principal Corporation Counsel

Contracts between the governmental entity to which this letter is addressed and suppliers/providers for any of the following airport systems or 
services:
• Common Use Self Service {CUSS)
• Common Use passenger Process Service (CUPPS)
• Flight Information Displays (FIDS)
• Airport Operational Data Base (AODB)
• Resource Management System (RMS)
• Common Use Terminal Equipment (CUTE)
• Baggage Reconciliation Systems (BRS) Fulfilled Closed Aviation

527 7/5/2016 10:22 Allison Latos WSOC

I would like to request all communications: emails, texts, voicemails from City Council, the City Manager and 
Assistant City Managers and the Mayor that contain the following words: NBA, All-star, Game, Basketball, 
Hornets, HB2, bathroom, Adam Silver from March 2016-present. Assigned Open City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

526 7/5/2016 10:18 Nick Oschner WBTV

Aviation- All text messages sent and received by Jack Christine and Valerie Boston on the following days:
                -January 16-21, 2016                       -February 4-6, 2016                         -February 11-13, 2016
 
Aviation- A copy of all calendar entries for Jack Christine and Valerie Boston between July 1, 2014 and June 30, 
2016.
 
MFS- All notes taken by members of the evaluation committee that reviewed the 2016 applications for airport 
taxi service permits.
 
MFS -All notes taken bySarah Poulton and other city staff taken during calls to references listed by companies 
that applied for airport taxi service permits. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

525 7/1/2016 15:30 Allison latos WSOC

Hi Kate,

Under the Freedom of Information Act, can you please provide a detailed list of all travel and training for each 
city department director, deputy directors, and assistant directors from 2015-present including the dates and cost 
associated with each.
Thank you,
Allison Fulfilled Closed 311;#Aviation;#CATS;#City Attorney;#City Clerk;#City Manager’s Office                

524 7/1/2016 15:20 Ely Porttillo Charlotte Observer 

Hello, hope you're doing well. I wanted to put in a records request with the city for any emails between Jan 1. to 
present between Ron Carlee, Ron Kimble, Debra Campbell, Bob Hagemann, Sandy D'Elosua, Katie McCoy and 
Brent Cagle about the change of Brent Cagle's title and dropping the "interim" tag. Could you help me out? 
Thanks,

Ely

Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Communica

523 6/29/2016 15:15 Allison Latos WSOC

I have a few requests I’d like to submit.
Aviation- Please provide all communications including emails, texts, voicemails between Brent Cagle and Ron 
Carlee from January 1, 2016- present.
City Manager's Office-  Also, I would like all communication including emails, texts and voicemails between Ron 
Carlee and American Airlines, US Airways leadership pertaining to the words: interim, director, Brent, Cagle, 
airport, search, candidate, international, promotion.
 
Please let me know when the information will be available. Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#City Manager’s Office

522 6/28/2016 14:40

Please process this public records request.
For the past 2 years, how much money has the City of Charlotte paid for marketing and or public relations for:
 
Facebook and all social media paid boots,Emmy or any award entry for video production, and advertising 
campaign total budget for 2015 and 2016?

Also, from the public relations department, can you please provice 2015 and 2016 public relations budget spread 
sheets submitted that show all expedures for both years? Assigned Open Corporate Communications



521 6/28/2016 14:37 Mark Boyle WCNC

For the past 5 years, can you please pull records for any and all liability claims against the City of Charlotte?

This should include the name of the city employee who was involved in the incident that triggered the claim, what 
department they work in (or for), what they were doing (driving, operating a machine) what they damaged or 
destroyed and what the total cost was for each claim?
 
Also, to narrow the search EXAMPLE:
If a claim was filed by a homeowner because they claim a city emplolyee damage their home while doing work 
and the claim was $1,000 but the city only paid $500, I’m looking for that number…. the $500.00 figure that was 
paid out by the city due to the claim.
 
Does this make sense? Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Management & Financial Services

520 6/28/2016 14:33 Mark Boyle WCNC

 
For the past six city council meetings/dinner meetings, I’d like to request any and allEMAILS (from cell phones or 
laptops) and TEXTS (from cell phones) sent by City Council Members and the Mayor.
This request should include the email addresses city council members sent to and received from.
  Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

536 6/28/2016 12:38 Scott McCartney The Wall Street Journal see attached Fulfilled Closed Aviation Yes

519 6/28/2016 11:19 Nicholas Kuntz
SSOs: For each incident, can you please include all relevant information for the incident (e.g., volume, date, time, 
cause) Fulfilled Closed Water

518 6/28/2016 11:17 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer April and May ridership reports Fulfilled Closed CATS
517 6/28/2016 11:00 Colleen Hiltz Management "How many homes, condos, apartments do you turn on water in a single day in Charlotte, NC?" Fulfilled Closed Water

516 6/27/2016 15:41 John J. Stout

Dear Sir / Madam:

This request is being made under the North Carolina Public Records Law N.C.G.S. §132-1.

I request an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records including all information related to the 
Complaint that initiated Zoning case # Z20160017500 as well as all ancillary information regarding this case. In 
particular I request the name of, the address of, the contact info for, the method by which the complaint was 
made by (311, online, in person, etc.), and the date on which the complaint was made by the Complainant as well 
as all communications between Code Enforcement / City of Charlotte and the Complainant, as well as the actual 
wording of the complaint.

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $25.00. 
However, I also hereby request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the 
public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of how zoning ordinances are 
enforced in the City of Charlotte. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes.

The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect any delay 
beyond five (5) business days in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information 
about when I should expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records.

If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption that you may assert justifies the refusal 
to release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law.

I look forward to your prompt attention to this request.

Thank you,

John J. Stout Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services
555 6/27/2016 11:51 Leah Massey WSOC Video of 6/26/16 reported robbery on LYNX Blue Line Fulfilled Closed CATS
550 6/27/2016 11:43 Jenna Barnes Time Warner Cable - News 14 Video of 6/26/16 reported robbery on LYNX Blue Line Fulfilled Closed CATS

530 6/27/2016 10:01 Hannah Bahnmiller Good Jobs First

I am requesting records, either individual or aggregate on several business incentive and financing programs 
offered through Charlotte's Neighborhood and Business Services. Specifically I am requesting 1) the names of 
recipients of the Business Investment Program, the amount of the grant, the date of grant approval/allocation 2) 
the recipients of Industrial Revenue Bonds, the amount of the bond, and the bond term 3) the names of recipients 
of the Synthetic Tax Increment Financing Program, the amount of financing, the date of approval/allocation, and 
the terms of this financing. Please provide this information by email for the last 5 years (2011-2016).

Feel free to contact me with any questions athannah@goodjobsfirst.org or 2022321616 ext. 215, and please note 
that this request is being made by a non-profit, research organization and will not be used for competitive 
purposes. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services



515 6/24/2016 15:23 Nick Oschner WBTV

 
-All written communication, including but not limited to emails, text messages, letters or memos, sent and 
received by Jack Christine, Valerie Boston and Roderick Golding between March 1, 2016 and June 23, 2016 
that contains any of the following words: “taxi”,  “bid”, “RFP”, “request” “proposal”, “yellow”, “green”, “city”, 
“crown”, “cab”
 
-All written communication, including but not limited to emails, text messages, letters or memos, sent and 
received between Valerie Boston and Jack Christine with any employee, contractor or other agent of Crown 
Cab Company, LLC between January 1, 2016 and June 23, 2016.
 
-All written communication, including but not limited to emails, text messages, letters or memos, sent and 
received between Jack Christine and Mikel Walker between January 1, 2016 and June 23, 2016.
 
-All written communication, including but not limited to emails, text messages, letters or memos sent and 
received between Valerie Boston and Mikel Walker between January 1, 2016 and June 23, 2016.
 
-All written communication, including but not limited to emails, text messages, letters or memos, sent and 
received between Jack Christine and Mohammad Jenatian between January 1, 2016 and June 23, 2016.
 
-All written communication, including but not limited to emails, text messages, letters or memos, sent and 
received between Valerie Boston and Mohammad Jenatian between January 1, 2016 and June 23, 2016.
 
-The proposed or executed contracts between the City of Charlotte and the following companies awarded 
pursuant to RFP # 269-2016-040: City Cab, LLC; Crown Cab Company, LLC; Green Cap of Charlotte LLC; and 
Yellow Cab of Charlotte.
 
-The City of Charlotte’s policies and procedures for issuing and evaluating requests for proposal and award 
city contracts. Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#Corporate Communications;#Management & Financial Servic   

514 6/24/2016 14:15 Bill Melugin Fox46

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 
copies of any emails discussing the voluntary manslaughter case of former CMPD officer Randall Kerrick that were 
sent to or from the official city of Charlotte email accounts for the following individuals:
 
Former Charlotte Mayor Patrick Cannon, former Charlotte Mayor Dan Clodfelter, current Charlotte Mayor 
Jennifer Roberts, Charlotte city manager Ron Carlee, Charlotte City Attorney Robert E. Hagemann, Charlotte city 
councilman Al Austin, Charlotte city councilman Michael Barnes.
 
The date range of this request is September 14th, 2013, through January 1st, 2016.
 
Please conduct a search of the city of Charlotte email accounts for the above listed individuals between 
9/14/2013 and 1/1/2016 that contain ANY of the following last names or words:
Kerrick, Ferrell, Boner, Weaver, Monroe, CMPD, Ferguson,  (full names) Jonathan Ferrell, Randall “Wesley” 
Kerrick, Rodney Monroe, Judge Richard D. Boner.
 
I would also like to request any written agreement or contract that exists or existed between the city of Charlotte 
and attorney Mark R. Weaver pertaining to the retaining of his services during the course of the Randall Kerrick 
trial, and after it finished.

 Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Attorney;#Corporate Communications;#Innovation & Technology;#    

531 6/24/2016 9:35 Benjamin Sands Preferred PARKING Service, LLC

Please direct or forward this email to the proper entity if it has been errantly directed.
·        We are trying to understand the term and scope of the contract to operate parking for the Charlotte 
Mecklenburg Government Center Parking Garage. To our knowledge it has been several years since an RFP for 
operation of this site has been released. May we please know and review the last Request for Proposal released 
for the Government Center parking garage, as well as receive copies of the bidders submittals for said RFP? 
·        It is our understanding that the valet contractor for the Hyatt Place and Fahrenheit Restaurant (directly 
across Caldwell from the garage) are using the Government Center Garage for valet storage for their vehicles. 
What rate are they paying either per month or per vehicle? If necessary, we would like to submit a freedom of 
information request for this data. Can you please direct us in the proper direction? Please reply all to this email, 
to allow my colleagues the benefit of your reply. Many thanks.  Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

513 6/22/2016 14:04 Nancy Loubier Ropes & Gray, LLP

The data we are seeking is the total number  of vehicles rented or the number of car  rental transactions per 
month (not revenue or gross receipts)  at the Charlotte Douglas International Airport, for the past 36 months.  
Kindly advise if you are able to provide this information or if you need any further clarification. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation

532 6/22/2016 13:54 Nancy A. Loubier Ropes & Gray LLP

The data we are seeking is the     total number  of vehicles rented or the     number of car  rental transactions per 
month (not revenue or gross receipts)  at the Charlotte Douglas International Airport, for the past 36 
months. Kindly advise if you are able to provide this information or if you need any further clarification.  Thank 
you in advance.

Closed Unfulfilled Denied Aviation

512 6/21/2016 10:33 Mike Stolp WSOC

-         Any purchase orders/receipts related to the purchase of the sonar equipment.
 
-         A list of all requests for use of CFD’s sonar equipment from 2015-present, including requesting agency and 
purpose of use.
 
-         A list of every time the sonar equipment was used, where and the purpose.
 
-      Do outside agencies pay CFD for use of the equipment or CFD manpower? If so, please provide a breakdown 
of that information.
 
-         Who approves or denies the request to use the sonar equipment?
 

-         Is CFD’s sonar equipment  the only type of equipment in the region or do other agencies have this 
technology to aid in searches like the recent recovery of drowning victims? Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications;#Fire



511 6/21/2016 9:45 Mike Stolp WSOC

I request that a digital copy of the following documents be provided to me:

-      Copies of the fire code/building inspections for the past 3 years at all CFD stations, buildings, offices, storage 
units, etc.
-      List of CFD facilities that do and do not have working sprinkler systems.
-      List of all CFD facilities that do and do not have fire alarms.
 
In addition please answer the questions below:
-         What agency is responsible for inspecting all CFD fire stations?
-         How often are inspections performed? Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications;#Fire

510 6/20/2016 15:11 Mike Stolp WSOC

-         A record of any incidents in which money was paid out by city agencies as the result of a tort claim from 
1/1/15 – present. Please include the name of the complainant, the date the claim was filed, reason for the claim, 
amount paid, date paid.

Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Management & Financial Services

509 6/17/2016 16:34 Rep. Scott D. Stone

Correspondence between Mayor, City Council & CRVA related to any potential convention interests in the City of 
Charlotte from March 23, 2016 and date of letter.
See Attached Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

508 6/16/2016 11:17 Hannah Bahnmiller Good Jobs First

I am currently doing research on economic development programs in Charlotte. During this, I came across the TIF 
program used by the city. I was hoping to gain access to some of the data associated with this program, 
particularly, I would like to request a list of recipients of local economic development incentives which would 
include company names, capital investments, the values of the subsidies, the jobs created, the years of the 
approval and the full street addresses of each company that received these subsidies. I would appreciate if an 
aggregated list of data could be provided. If this information is available online, or I should contact someone else 
with this request, I would appreciate being redirected. 
 Please note that this request is made by a non-profit public interest research organization for non-commercial 
purposes. If you have any questions, I would be happy to answer them Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

507 6/14/2016 12:59 Jeffrey Falbo Segments Returns LLC
Accounting of uncashed checks issued that remain outstanding for six months.
See attached document from Requestor Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

506 6/14/2016 10:08 Matt Kennedy MWRI

Subject: Airport purchases of Public Area Compactors or Automatic Compacting Receptacles
We are doing a study on the progression of Waste Monetization by Airports throughout the United States . We 
would like to know of any purchases that were made involvingAutomatic Compacting Receptacles', also referred 
to as Public Area Compactors or Concourse Compactors. Basically these are trash cans that look like traditional 
trash bins only they automatically compact the trash and the waste deposit door open automatically so people do 
not have to touch the door with their hands. They are becoming more common and are found in lots of public 
areas such as Airports, Fast Food Restaurants, Cafeterias, Malls, Schools, Amusement Parks etc. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

505 6/9/2016 14:39 Lauren Dillon Democratic National Committee

In accordance with North Carolina s Public Records Law, I am writing to request copies of all records in your 
possession pertaining to the business ventures of American businessman Donald Trump and the companies that 
have used the “Trump” trademark, including – but not limited to – the following:
 All e-mail correspondence between officials, staff or representatives of the Neighborhood & Business Services 
(and all divisions and agencies under your jurisdiction) and e-mail accounts associated with the domain names 
“@trumporg.com” or “@donaldtrump.com.” In addition, all e-mails mentioning any of the following individuals 
or entities in the subject line or body text of the document, including – but not limited to – the following:
o Donald Trump
o Trump Organization
o Trump, Inc.
o Trump, LLC
o Trump Mortgage, LLC
o Trump University
o Executives and officers of the Trump Organization or any of its affiliates, including but not limited to:
 Donald Trump Jr.
 Allen Weisselberg
 Jim Petrus
 Cathy Glosser
 Ivanka Trump
 Eric Trump
 George Ross
 Carolyn Kepcher
 Eric Danziger
 Matthew Calamari
 Michael Cohen
 Andy Weiss
 David Orowitz
 Lawrence Glick
 Alan Garten Closed Unfulfilled Denied Neighborhood Services

504 6/9/2016 13:54 Rick Rothacker Charlotte Observer


CPMD-A list of all arrests made at the airport related to security since Jan. 1, 2015
Aviation-All emails and documents between CLT airport officials and TSA officials since Jan. 1 regarding security 
lines at the airport. Aviation DirectorDeputy Aviation DirectorAssistant Aviation Director of Operations
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#Police;#City Manager’s Office

503 6/6/2016 0:00 Andy Anderson McKibbon/Hampton Inn Cancelled Check(s) for compensation of irrigation system for Hampton Inn Fulfilled Closed CATS

502 6/1/2016 15:42 Richard Wilson Nexsen Pruet

all documents within the files and records of the City of Charlotte arising out of or connected with the back-up 
event, including any communications, correspondence, emails, inspections, tests, interviews, statements, notes, 
claims, records, transcripts, logs, journals, memoranda, or reports.  Fulfilled Closed Water



501 5/27/2016 14:35 Ian Mikusko UNITE HERE

To Whom It May Concern:
I request the following information regarding the concessions program at Charlotte-Douglass International 
Airport (CLT) under North Carolina Public Records Law:
?       A list of all concessions units at CLT, including those that are not under direct least with the City, that 
includes but is not limited to the following information:
o  Store name
o  Company
o  Type (eg: specialty retail, news & gifts, food & bevereage)
o  Location (eg: terminal or concourse)
o  Square feet
o  Lease commencement date
o  Lease expiration
o  Lease expiration with renewals (if applicable)
o  Lessor (eg: developer, airline or direct with airport)
?        All financial statements or reports from concessions operators or developers (defined as all food & 
beverage and all retail operators) at CLT including, but not limited to, statements of sales revenue and rent 
payments to the Airport for each store at CLT dating from January 1, 2012 to present. 
With regard to the list of concessions units, please provide as comprehensive a list as is maintained by the airport 
even if it has information not described above.
Please provide the information electronically if possible, otherwise by mail. Please notify me if those costs will be 
greater than $50.
Feel free to contact me with questions or if I may be of assistance in clarifying any part of this request. Thank you 
for your help.

Fulfilled Closed Aviation
500 5/26/2016 17:12 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer ROW Permits Requests Fulfilled Closed Transportation
495 5/26/2016 16:53 Andrew Dunn Charlotte Agenda ROW permit requests Fulfilled Closed Transportation

494 5/26/2016 14:18 Jordan Maurer The Locator Services Group


Dear Mr. Proctor:
 
Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Act, N.C. Gen. Stat. Secs. 132-1 to 132-10], I am writing to request 
copies of the City of Charlotte’s fiscal records concerning all unclaimed, undeliverable, overdue and/or 
outstanding funds or obligations, (i.e. deposits or obligations NOT currently held by your state’s abandoned 
property division) in the amount of $1,000.00 or greater, currently held in accounts managed by the City of 
Charlotte, including any and all:
 
1.    Called, matured, and/or currently redeemable municipal bonds or other securities issued by any City of 
Charlotte agency, and any outstanding or uncashed dividend payments associated with these securities.
 
2.    Amounts on deposit with the City of Charlotte that are held in trust for recipients whose whereabouts are 
unknown, including instances in which payment was never attempted, payment was never requested, and/or 
instances when payments were returned as undeliverable.  Such amounts may relate to (but are not limited to) 
tax refunds, tax overpayments, cash deposits, cash escrows, cash securities, performance bonds, sheriffs bonds, 
eminent domain, matured government bonds, real estate foreclosures, vendor payments, restitution payments, 
proceeds from public sales of lost property, unsuccessful electronic fund transfers, and/or lost heir accounts. 
 
3.    Checks or warrants issued by the City of Charlotte for payments on obligations incurred by any City of 
Charlotte agency, department, office, court, college or other authorized authority that have remained 
outstanding for a period of six months or longer; AND the payee retains the right to claim the funds. (i.e. The 
payment has not been replaced, was not issued in error, and/or the obligation to the payee has not been voided 
by law.)
 
Specifically, the released records should include the amount held on behalf of the payee/recipient, any available 
identifying information regarding the recipient of the funds, the date associated with the obligation, and 
information indicating either the account in which the funds are held or the nature of the payment. Additionally, 
if City of Charlotte issued a check that was not negotiated, please provide the check number, the check date, and Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

493 5/24/2016 8:57 Erik Spanberg CBJ

I am writing to request any text messages or emails among council members and the mayor from, to or regarding 
HB 2, Equality NC and the Human Rights Commission since May 5. Please let me know if you need additional 
information or clarification on my request. I can be reached at 704 973 1116.  Submitted Open Office of Constituent Services



482 5/17/2016 9:59 Mehzeb R. Chowdhury Durham's University, UK


This is a request for information under the open records/public disclosure/freedom of information law(s) of your 
particular jurisdiction. Any information obtained will be used for academic study, and publication of academic 
literature in journals, and reports. 
The principal three-year research project, as part of a PhD at Durham University, UK supervised by Dr Christopher 
Lawless, and Dr Martin Roderick, investigates the contribution of crime scene examination in criminal 
investigations from three broad perspectives of organisational and professionalism research in policing. It focuses 
on the perceptions and realities of the discipline from a structural and management standpoint combining survey 
data, semi-structured interviews and observational work to answer questions pertaining to the value added to 
criminal investigations by Crime Scene Examiners (CSEs), and whether their continued existence in the police 
organisation is justifiable. To better understand the new challenges for intelligence-led and knowledge-based 
policing, the project explores the existing hierarchical structure of knowledge value in the policing domain. The 
aim is to extract the meaning, relevance, and importance crime scene work in relation to major and volume crime 
investigations. It would look to also inform stakeholders about perceptions of professionalism in the crime scene 
work according to its own practitioners, the roles and responsibilities of these individuals, their organisational 
standing, and interaction with the rest of the police body. In order to successfully complete this contemporary 
and relevant venture, your organisation’s kind cooperation is vitally necessary.
The following would be immensely beneficial in shaping and augmenting the academic study of crime scene 
science and its practitioners:
1)      The number(s) of CSEs at your organisation, by year, from 2009 to 2015.
2)      The recruitment criteria used for hiring new CSEs, in advertisements and job postings by the Human 
Resources department of your organisation. Copies of these would be ideal.
3)      The financial spending, specific to crime scene investigation, by year, from 2009 to 2015.
4)      The financial spending, specific to laboratory work, by year, from 2009 to 2015.
5)      The overall financial spending on scientific support units in your organisation from 2009 to 2015, by year.
Explanation of key terms, and further information pertaining to request:
Crime Scene Examiner/Investigator
Any person who identifies, recovers, documents and prepares for transport (also in most cases, transports) any 
physical and/or trace evidence, along with recording notes, sketching scenes, doing photography and engaging Assigned Open Police

481 5/17/2016 9:51 Steve Harrison Observer

Here is a request for all the date and types of dismissal, suspension or demotion for disciplinary reasons of all CFD 
employees since December 2014.

Assigned Open Fire;#Human Resources

480 5/17/2016 9:41 Lina Locke Watson Alston & Bird, LLP
request for copies of any vendor contracts between Ovations Food Service and the City of Charlotte and/or 
Charlotte Knights. (see attached PDF) Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

479 5/17/2016 9:34 Dereck A. Richman Amado Xerox Services

NC City of Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) Fare System 2014 
The records we are requesting from the awarded bidder are the following:
 
Bidders’ technical proposal
Bidders’ cost proposal (including best and final offer)
Evaluation forms for cost proposal
 
Please let me know if I’m contacting the wrong person and who the correct contact would be. Also if there would 
be any fees for these records in advance and if you need a physical address to send them to.
 
(NOTE: I could not find this by searching the tracker. If it has already been submitted and closed, I apologize. I 
found it in a public folder we no longer use but an occasional request still finds its way there ).
 Fulfilled Closed CATS

485 5/13/2016 14:18 Melissa Jeltsen Huffington Post

Per North Carolina’s public records law, I am writing to request an aggregate breakdown of all complaints filed by 
female citizens against Charlotte police officers by date, complaint type (for example: Domestic, Verbal Incidents, 
Excessive Force, although your Department may have unique category names) and disposition (for example: 
sustained, exonerated, investigation pending) from Jan. 1, 2013 to the present. 
I would also like to be provided a key to the category codes, if applicable. Do you have a sheet that defines the 
allegations categories? We are trying to get the number of domestic complaints, so specifically showing the 
number of alleged violations committed by an officer against a domestic partner (example: spouse, 
girlfriend/boyfriend, ex-girlfriend/boyfriend, family member, etc.) Is that something you can provide? 
This information is being sought on behalf of The Huffington Post for dissemination to the general public. By 
making this request, I am gathering information because of the public interest in public policy, policing and citizen 
complaints. Please waive any applicable fees. Release of the information is in the public interest because it will 
contribute significantly to the public's understanding on issues concerning policing and police complaints. 
In the event that fees cannot be waived, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in 
advance of fulfilling my request. If possible, I would like to expedite this request as a member of the media. 
Whatever records are available immediately, should, if possible, be furnished immediately; others as they become 
available. For example, if records relating to #1 are available today, please provide those and the other 
documents later as they become available. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if 
available or CD-ROM if not. 
Should my request be denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific 
exemptions of the law and release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material, as well as the name and 
address of the person or body to whom an appeal should be directed. I reserve the right to appeal your decision 
to withhold any information. 
As I am making this request as a daily journalist and this information is of timely value, please contact me by 
telephone or e-mail, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. I look forward to your reply 
within a reasonable time period, as the courts require, and thank you for your prompt attention to this request.  Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Communications;#Police

483 5/13/2016 10:28 Mehari Tedla Green Cab of Charlotte Provide us with copies of the proposals submitted by taxi companies other than Green Cab of Charlotte Fulfilled Closed Aviation

575 5/13/2016 8:16 Donna King North State Journal

         Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting copies of all e-mails sent and 
received by any e-mail address controlled by Mayor Jennifer Roberts, including but not limited to 
jennifer@jenniferrobertsformayor.com and mayor@charlottenc.gov that include any of the following words: 
transgender, transsexual, LGBT, LGBTQ, McCrory, Cooper, Burr, Deborah Ross, bathroom, locker room, 
lockerroom, YMCA, YWCA, restroom, bath room, rest room, Salesforce, Benioff, or coal ash. This request is 
intended to include all emails relating to government business and the search terms – whether sent from or 
received by a personal account or not. 
 

Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services



477 5/12/2016 14:07 Skip Rudolf PublicAssets, Ltd

Any reports or spreadsheets showing information about leases in which the City pays rent as a tenant and the 
landlord is a private entity (non-government). Specific requested information is: department name, address, size 
of space, use, commencement and expiration date, and current rent. See attached email (information needed was 
verbally clarified and confirmed with requestor).
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#CATS;#City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property Mgmt

478 5/12/2016 11:40 Jenna Deery WSOC TV/Cox Media Group 

     I would like to request how many lawsuits the city has faced from property owners over storm water repairs. 
It’s my understanding that is how some try to recoup costs.
How many people are on the wait list? I would also like to request a copy of the wait list. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

476 5/11/2016 16:57 Toni Martin Royal Cab & Transportation Proposals for theAirport Taxi Operating Services RFP Fulfilled Closed Aviation

468 5/10/2016 11:52 Arthur Noll


May 9, 2016
Charlotte City Manager
Office of the City Manager
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Government Center
600 East 4th Street
Charlotte, NC 28202
To Whom It May Concern:
Pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law (G.S. §§ 132-1 through 132-10), I hereby request the following 
documents:
E-mail, notes, documentation related to the citation and appeals for Charlotte ParkIt! Citation #1060007030 
including e-mails, letters, faxes, or correspondence between ParkIt! employees, contractors, mediators, 
arbitrators, or other third parties.
The requested documents will be made available to the general public, and this request is not being made for 
commercial purposes.
In the event that there are fees, I would be grateful if you would inform me of the total charges in advance of 
fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM 
if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I would request your response within ten 
(10) business days.
Sincerely,
Arthur Noll
------
Filed via MuckRock.com
E-mail (Preferred):25611-96802808@requests.muckrock.com
For mailed responses, please address (see note):
MuckRock
DEPT MR 25611
411A Highland Ave Fulfilled Closed Transportation

475 5/9/2016 11:00 Vera Jones Audio copy of phone call made to CharMeck 311 on 11/06/2015 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

467 5/9/2016 10:17 Brian Fisher eBridge
All Vendor Responses to RFP #269-2016-CWRA-Reverse Auction Services, along with any other documentation to 
RFP #269-2016-CWRA-Reverse Auction Services that the City of Charlotte does not deem protected. Fulfilled Closed Water

466 5/9/2016 8:48 Javed Kashmary King Cab If it is possible can I get all airport proposals submitted by the cab company or anyone else Fulfilled Closed Aviation
465 5/6/2016 14:06 Jeremy M. Mittman Proskauer see attached Fulfilled Closed Aviation

464 5/6/2016 10:16 Bethany Young Center for Death Penalty Litigation

See attached letter
 
1.   Written correspondence, including but not limited to, electronic mail, letters, and handwritten notes, between 
your office and Councilman Patrick D. Cannon between December 2009 and August 2010 regarding: (a) the 
performance of jury duty; (b) absences from Charlotte City Council meetings; (c) inability or failure to perform 
official duties for any reason; and (d) requests for leave.
 
2.   The City of Charlotte’s policies and procedures in place between December 2009 and August 2010 regarding: 
(a) city officials’ performance of jury service and (c) city officials’ inability or failure to perform official duties.
 
3.   Charlotte City Council’s policies and procedures in place between December 2009 and August 2010 regarding: 
(a) council members’ performance of jury service; (b) council members’ absences from council meetings; and (c) 
council members’ inability or failure to perform official duties.

4.   Written correspondence, including but not limited to, electronic mail, letters, and handwritten notes, between 
Councilman Patrick D. Cannon and (a) Charlotte-Mecklenburg police Jeffrey T. Courtet,Charles Barkley, George 
Marshall Barnet, Andrew Wrenn, J.E. Brown, Renee Quiles, William Hastings, Michele Scheuerman, Gene Rivera, 
Jeffrey Taylorfrom December 2000 to January 2006 and December 2009 to December 2010; and (b) Mecklenburg 
County Sheriff’s officers Scott Clarkson and Denise Danielsfrom December 2000 to January 2006 and December 
2009 to December 2010.
 
5.   Written correspondence, including but not limited to, electronic mail, letters, and handwritten notes, to or 
from Councilman Patrick D. Cannon regarding the Gang of One initiative from December 2000 to January 2006 
and December 2009 to December 2010.
 
6.   Notes or documentation of Councilman Patrick D. Cannon’s activities related to gang prevention, including but 
not limited to the Gang of One initiative between from December 2000 to January 2006 and December 2009 to 
December 2010. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services;#P

463 5/5/2016 13:20 Shawna M. Larson City of Phoenix Aviation Department  see attached for detail:comprehensive list of questions that received for the computer based training Fulfilled Closed Aviation

462 5/4/2016 10:14 Allan Blutstein America Rising Squared (AR2)

Any emails received by the Mayor since April 15, 2016 from Americans United for Change, the Constitutional 
Responsiblity Project, MoveOn.org, or Precision Strategies concerning US Supreme Court nominee Merrick 
Garland.  Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services No

458 4/29/2016 14:44 Robert Wamsley Advertising Vehicles

Ccopy of the contract for Transit Advertising that CATS is currently working under for Transit advertising, 
installation and maintenance; and additionally for Bus Shelter Advertising. Installation and maintenance, if one 
existsCATS budgeted advertising revenue for this fiscal year, 2016How soon a new RFP will come out for the 
transit and/or shelter advertising contracts Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn CATS



461 4/29/2016 9:22 Rob Sowby University  of Utah

• Approximate service population
 • General description of water sources
 • 3 years of annual totals (2013, 2014, 2015, or more) for:
    - Water production (total gallons)
    - Water deliveries (total gallons, e.g., billed usage)
    - Water system energy consumption Fulfilled Closed Water

460 4/28/2016 15:15 Steve Harrison The Charlotte Observer review all three proposals Fulfilled Closed CATS

457 4/27/2016 14:32 Neil Emmett


This information will primarily be used in the attempt for their to be expansive programs in Charlotte recycling. In 
particular, government exclusive control over recycling in Charlotte. 
 
This information will be used internally with the mayors office.
 
I'm really looking for information relating to current contracts, in particular Waste Managements contract and 
the proposals that were submitted to the government. I'd also be interested in expense reports based around 
recycling in Charlotte and the number of residents currently recycling.
 
I may be gathering information for over cities etc. Though Charlotte is my primary interest. Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services

456 4/25/2016 13:32 Shawn Flynn WCNC Requesting a copy of what we provide to NC Values Coalition as a result of their request Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

455 4/25/2016 13:15 Tami Fitzgerald NC Values Coalition

Copies of public records that show all communication and correspondence between:
-Mayor
-Staff
-City attorney and staff
and any current or former employee of:
-Human Rights Campaign
-Equality NC
-Charlotte LGBT chamber of commerce/Charlotte business guild
-NC Atty General's office
-Roy Cooper campaign for governor
-NC Treasurer's office
-Charlotte city council or their staff
'as it relates to the Charlotte ordinance considered in 2015, the ordinance passed in 2016, and HB2 including all 
communications and correspondence regarding the lawsuit and its constitutionality' 

Assigned Open City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Communications;#Off    

454 4/25/2016 9:41 Cassi Bothel Boomerang Asset Recovery

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), I am requesting a list of all the uncashed (stale-dated) 
warrants and/or checks written, older than six months, preferably in an electronic format. 
Also, when, if ever, are these funds turned over to your state treasury? 
 
Please let me know if you are not the correct contact for this request.
 
Thank you in advance for your response.
 
 
Cassi Bothel
Data Specialist
 
360 Oakhurst Lane
Colorado Springs, CO  80906
Office: (719) 695-4656
Cell: (719) 352-9526
www.boomerang-ar.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

459 4/22/2016 14:54 Steve Harrison The Charlotte Observer copies of photos of the streetcars that the city is considering for the Gold Line Fulfilled Closed CATS

453 4/22/2016 13:00 Paul Martir North America Procurement Council

Hi,
My name is Paul and I am with the North America Procurement Council's North Carolina Bid Network. I would like 
to formally request for the Bid Tabulation / Bid Results for this project:
 
Owner: Charlotte Water (CMUD)
Project Title/Name: FY16 Sanitary Sewer Rehabilitation Project Location: 
Charlotte Bid Date: 04/19/16 Bid number: 7030700021
 
I have browsed through your agency's website but I could not find the said informationhence, I hope you can help 
me with my request. I greatly appreciate your time and assistance and I look forward to your response.
 
Best regards,
 
Paul Michael Martir
North America Procurement Council
(970)712-5662
www.napc.pro
paul@napc.me
Request No. 6945508 Fulfilled Closed Water

452 4/20/2016 8:06 Brian Graham
Requested BLE Civil A plan sheets in the vicinity of the intersection of Parkwood and Brevard as they are working 
on a private development parcel at this intersection. Fulfilled Closed CATS

450 4/15/2016 13:43 Mark Boyle WCNC-TV
I’d like to request airport surveillance video of suspects stealing or accused of stealing checked luggage from 
baggage claim conveyer belts for all of 2015 and 2016. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Police

451 4/14/2016 10:07 Bill Foris
Requesting Charlotte Water’s daily withdrawals (quantity) for Lake Norman and Mt. island for last ten years.

Fulfilled Closed Water



449 4/13/2016 17:20 1/17/2020 Kelly Albright Hometown Heroes

Hello!

My name is Kelly with the Hometown Heroes program. Our program helps those who serve our communities 
receive discounts from businesses that support our heroes.

We are rolling out the program in your area and are requesting your help.

We are requesting a contact list to announce the program and free benefits via email. Do you have a contact 
list of all City of Charlotte employees including their full names (first and last) and email address, as available in an 
excel format? If so, please respond and attach and we will include them in our next area rollout.

Thank You!

Kelly

Kelly Albright | Hometown Heroes
kalbright@hometownheroes.com
www.HometownHeroes.com

“Serving Those Who Serve Us” Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology No

448 4/12/2016 11:17 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer

The paper needs these records from March 23-April 11:

 Involving Mayor Roberts, Ron Carlee and Ron Kimble. 
1) All e-mails relating to HB2, including but not limited to the law's impacts, efforts to talk to 
opponents/supporters, impact to business, etc. etc. This would be e-mails from city accounts and personal 
accounts.
 
2) All text messages relating to HB2, sent and received from city cell phone and personal cell phone. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

447 4/11/2016 9:04 Patrick Farragher Palmetto Cabling Solutions

 False Information-credential are being used for someone else's possible gainSee Below
Is there any way I can find out if my name has been used as an employee in any other RFPs turned in byCSI the 
past year(APR 2015-Present)? I'm not to pleased to hear my name and credential are being used for someone 
else's possible gain. If you have any additional information it would be much appreciated. Thank you. 
 
 Best regards,
 Patrick Farragher Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Innovation & Technology;#W   

445 4/5/2016 16:32 Mark Boyle wcnc

From Jan. 1, 2015 to today, April 5th, 2016 can you please pull the total number of 311 calls for pot hole related 
issues? And of that total number of calls from people reporting potholes on the street, how many of them (which 
ones and where) were actually filled and or fixed or repaired?

Fulfilled Closed 311;#Neighborhood Services;#Transportation
444 4/5/2016 12:20 Jack Conrad Sewanee Univerisity Total annual residential water use for Charlotte, 2010-2015. Fulfilled Closed Water

443 4/4/2016 15:44 Kirstin Garriss Time Warner News

City of Charlotte compensation and/or reimbursement to Mr. Marty Pucket in any way as a Charlotte firfighter 
and in any way outside of his duties as a Charlotte firefighter. I am requesting all these City of Charlotte records 
(both paper receipts and electronic transactions) for Mr. Puckett fromNovember 1, 2015 to March 28, 2016.
        

Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Human Resources

442 4/4/2016 15:38 Kirstin Garriss Time Warner News

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting electronic copies of the following 
public records: City of Charlotte emails for Charlotte City Council member, Claire Fallon; Charlotte City Manager, 
Ron Carlee; Charlotte Fire Chief Jon Hannan; and Charlotte Firefighters Association Vice President, Marty Puckett. 
I am requesting all City of Charlotte emails fromNovember 1, 2015 to March 28, 2016 between the following 
pairs:
-     Ron Carlee and Chief Jon Hannan
-     Ron Carlee and Councilwoman Claire Fallon
-     Ron Carlee and Marty Puckett
-     Councilwoman Claire Fallon and Marty Puckett
-     Marty Puckett and Chief Jon Hannan Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Fire;#Office of Constituent Services

441 4/4/2016 15:29 Carmel Naraval Xerox State & Local Solutions, Inc.

Please provide a copy of the contract between the City of Charlotte and Passport Parking in regard to the citation 
processing platform. Thank you
 
On April 7, 2016 -In addition to our open records request dated April 4th, and pursuant to the Freedom of 
Information Act and the Public Records Act, I am also requesting for a copy of the complete proposal submitted 
by PassportParking, Inc. to the City of Charlotte for parking
citation processing services and/or pay by phone services.

Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#Transportation

440 4/4/2016 11:14 Daniel C. Gunter DLA Piper LLP (US)
All permits and applications associated with Section 4-106 of the Charlotte Municipal Code and any discussion 
related to changes in the permits and fees outlined in Section 4-107 of the Charlotte Municipal Code Fulfilled Closed Aviation

446 4/4/2016 10:17 Carolina Property Preservation SpecialisCopies of three current Grounds Maintenance and Securing Services contracts Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

439 4/1/2016 16:09 Allison Latos WSOC

I would like to request copies of all communication between Marty Puckett and City Council members in March 
2016 and specifically pertaining to an investigation regarding the release of his confidential memo.

Submitted Open City Attorney;#Office of Constituent Services Yes



438 3/31/2016 13:32 Marty Puckett

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Act, G.S. 132, I request the following information for investigation 
purposes in accordance with already filed grievances under City policy :

All phone records, text messages, and other electronic communications  of Fire Chief Jon Hannan from March 1, 
2016 and the date  of production.
All  phone records, text messages, and other electronic communications from  March 1 2016 of Battalion  Chief 
Benjamin Rhett Mahaley and the date of production.
All phone records, text messages, and eletronic communications from  March 1 2016 for Deputy Chief Richard 
Granger and the date of production.
All phone records, text messages, and electronic communications from March 1 2016 for Battalion Chief Damion 
Owens and the date of production.
All phone records, text messages, and electronic communications from March 1 2016 of  Division Chief Kent Davis 
and the date of production.
All phone records, text messages, and electronic  communications  from March 1 2016 of Captain Walter "Buddy" 
Caldwell and the date of production.
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Act, G.S. 132, I request the following:
All billable hours and fees paid to Robinson and Bradshaw, law firm by the City of Charlotte for the last 3 years.
All  phone records, text messages, or electronic communications for Robert Hagemann from March 1 2016 to the 
date of production.

 All phone records, text messages, or      eletronic communications for Cheryl Brown from March 1 2016 to the 
date of production.
 

I agree to pay all reasonable fees associated with the production tion of thos request. Partial Fulfillment Open City Attorney;#Fire;#Human Resources No
486 3/29/2016 12:35 Lina Locke Watson Alston & Bird Request attached Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Manager’s Office

437 3/29/2016 11:16 Boyle, Mark; Boudin, Michelle WCNC-TV 

2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015 to today’s date- Fire Hydrant Maintenance Repair Data, Fire Hydrant Water Flow 
Inspection Data,A List of All Fire Hydrants, Working or Broken

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Fire;#Water

436 3/29/2016 10:57 Nick Oschner

-All emails, text messages and other written communication sent and received by Mayor Jennifer Roberts and 
members of the Charlotte City Council between 5:45 p.m. and 7:19 p.m. On Monday, March 28, 2016.

 
-All emails, text messages and other written communication sent and received by Marty Puckett between 5:45 
p.m. and 7:19 p.m. On Monday, March 28, 2016.
 
Sent from my iPhone Assigned Open City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Corporate    Yes

435 3/28/2016 10:38 Nick Oschner WBTV
     Any written communication—including but not limited to emails, text messages, memos and 
letters—exchanged between Ron Carlee and Jon Hannan between January 1, 2016 and March 25, 2016. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Fire

434 3/28/2016 10:34 Mark Boyle WCNC
     Texts and Emails between Ron Carlee and Fire Chief Jon B. Hannan RE: Marty Puckett   I’d like the request 
to date back 6 months, please. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Fire

433 3/24/2016 16:06 Dann Nash Atlantic Contracting & Material Co., Inc  
We are preparing to bid on the Concourse A West Ramp Expansion – Phase 2 Site Prep and Paving project – and 
would like to get a hold of a list of certified DBE firms who have worked at the Airport. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

432 3/24/2016 12:07 Deon Roberts Charlotte Observer

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law G.S. §132-1, The Charlotte Observer is submitting a request to 
obtain copies of all city of Charlotte communications, electronic and otherwise, pertaining to potential or actual 
impact on MetLife jobs in its Charlotte hub as a result of MetLife's 2014 designation as a non-bank systemically 
important financial institution and its plan to spin off part of its business as a separate unit.
 
We are looking for communications from a period beginning Oct. 1, 2014 to today, March 24, 2016. 
 
Per G.S. §132-1, the records requested include those created and/or received by any and all agencies of city of 
Charlotte government -- including every office, public officer or official or employee, institution, board, 
commission, bureau, department, authority or other unit of government.
 
If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $100.
 
However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in 
the public interest.
 
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect 
copies or the ability to inspect the requested records.
 
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Neighborhood Services;#Office of Constituent S



431 3/24/2016 12:04 Mark Boyle WCNC

Can you please provide ‘expense reports’ for the following city employees dating back to May 1st, 2015 and up to 
the most current receipts/expense reports possible? 
These expense reports including everything from hotels, dinner and drinks on the city dime. 
Please consider this an official public records request. 

Mayor 
Jennifer Roberts 
Mayor Pro Tem 
Vi Lyles 
Council at large 
Julie Eiselt 
Claire Green Fallon 
James Mitchell 
District representatives 
Patsy Kinsey, district 1 
Al Austin, district 2 
LaWana Mayfield, district 3 
Greg Phipps, district 4 
John Autry, district 5 
Kenny Smith, district 6 
Ed Driggs,  Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Corporate Communications;#Office of Constituent Servi

430 3/21/2016 17:19 David Land
I'm asking that the city provide all supporting documentation including copies of permits that pertains to work 
located at 3533 jonquil st. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

429 3/20/2016 0:00 Erin Watson Budget document Fulfilled Closed CATS

421 3/15/2016 11:50 Gina Hoover Please provide copies of all expenses for the January 27-29 retreat. Please also provide where meeting was held. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk

428 3/11/2016 11:02 Craig Jones 
list of all the projects that are in front of ours (6306 & 6320 Providence Road) as well as all associated paperwork 
with respect to each project. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Engineering & Property Mgmt

419 3/9/2016 17:20 Kay Thomas SmartProcure

SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the City of Charlotte for any and all electronic purchasing 
records from 2010-01-01 to current. The request is limited to readily available records without copying, scanning 
or printing.
The specific information requested from your record keeping system is:

1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e., invoice, 
encumbrance, or check number
2. Purchase date
3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase)
4. Line item quantity
5. Line item price
6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email address
7. What is the beginning of your fiscal year?Although not a requirement for fulfillment, the attached document 
may be helpful as a reference to fulfill this request if the City of Charlotte stores the records using any of the pre-
programmed software reports. Any editable electronic medium is acceptable.

Please email the information or use the following web link. There is no file size limitation:
http://upload.smartprocure.us/?st=NC&org=CityofCharlotte

If this request was misrouted, please forward to the correct contact person and reply to this communication with 
the appropriate contact information.

If you have any questions, please feel free to respond to this email or I can be reached at 954-363-0729. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services
427 3/9/2016 15:43 Trip Wood Audio copy of call Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

418 3/9/2016 15:14 Karen Sullivan Charlotte Observer
Requesting information on development activity along Independence between Sharon Amity and 
Conference Drive.  Requesting information regarding building permits, rezonings, etc. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

417 3/9/2016 14:57 Karen Sullivan Charlotee Observer
Requesting information on development activity along Independence between Sharon Amity and Conference 
Drive; building permits, rezonings for this geography, etc. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

422 3/9/2016 9:45 Chip Harris
“water audit” – sometimes referred to as “unaccounted for water” and “non-revenue water”. The most recent 
form or last year’s form would be fine. Fulfilled Closed Water

416 3/8/2016 12:22 Jenna Deery WSOC

1.)   I would like to request any information the city attorney or the city manager has given to council in regards to 
a city employee working for a council member whether they are on-duty or off-duty in whatever capacity that 
may be… assistant, intern, off-duty security, etc. 

2.)   I would like to request all communication between Ron Carlee and CFD employee Marty Puckett including 
emails and text messages from Nov. 2015 to present. That includes emails, text messages and phone call logs.
3.)   I would like to request emails and text messages between Bob Hagemann, Ron Carlee and Claire Fallon from 
Nov 2015 to present.
4.)   I would like to request emails between council and the mayor from Thursday to today. 
Any all communication between Claire Fallon andmjpuckett73@gmail.com year to date

Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Communications
420 3/8/2016 10:24 N. Deane Brunson Griffin, Brunson & Wood, LLP Property appraisal and construction plans for the subject parcel Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

414 3/7/2016 16:18 Andris Kristopans

Current bus fleet inventory for Charlotte Area Transit System showing bus number, model/make, and VIN for each 
unit. 
location of records - CATS maintenance
 
I want record emailed to the address above (no cost). Fulfilled Closed CATS

412 3/7/2016 12:36 Robert Hatcher Please see attached letter.  Request is quite extensive Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#O    
415 3/7/2016 8:21 Glenn Oliver H2bid, Inc. List of vendors and bidders for Charlotte Water including contact information Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Management & Financial Services;#Water



576 3/4/2016 1:58 Dereck Richman Xerox

We are submitting a FOIA request to obtain public records related to the following bid:
NC City of Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) Fare System 2014
The records we are requesting from the awarded bidder are the following: 
Bidders’ technical proposal
Bidders’ cost proposal (including best and final offer)
Evaluation forms for cost proposal
Please let me know if I’m contacting the wrong person and who the correct contact would be. Also if there would 
be any fees for these records in advance and if you need a physical address to send them to. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn CATS

409 2/29/2016 15:52 Daniel C. Gunter III DLA Piper LLP (US) 

Any and all information, documentation, proposed action items, proposals or the like in any way impacting 
existing and/or future changes to policies, rules, regulations, permit or agreement terms or similar operational 
requirements related to access to the airport and any privilege, trip, or demand responsive fees related thereto. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

408 2/29/2016 15:47 Tim J. Jurczak Green Courte  Partners looking for the recently completed CLT Master Plan update Fulfilled Closed Aviation
413 2/25/2016 17:23 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer Steve Harrison requested September through January Ridership reports Fulfilled Closed CATS

411 2/25/2016 12:39 Mark Murphy

CATS’ total fuel costs for FY2014 and FY2015
budget for fuel for FY2016
proposed budget for FY2017 Fulfilled Closed CATS

406 2/24/2016 14:17 Jessica Glenza The Guardian

Sampling Protocol (5 years)
Monitoring/Testing/reporting (5 years)
Lead Service Line locations and replacements (5 years)
Lead/Copper results related communication to customers (5 years)

Fulfilled Closed Water

405 2/23/2016 12:11 Kristina Guillen Miami-Dade County Aviation Departme
Requestto release proposals of the contract who is awarded
Tuesday, March 15, 2016 7:06 AM-a copy of the Response Proposals Fulfilled Closed Aviation

407 2/22/2016 11:23 Mark Boyle WCNC

Can you please provide ‘expense reports’ for the following city employees dating back to November 1st, 2015 and 
up to the most current receipts/expense reports possible?

These expense reports including everything from hotels, dinner and drinks on the city dime.
Please consider this an official public records request.
Jennifer Roberts
Vi Lyles
Julie Eiselt
Claire Fallon
James Mitchell
Patsy Kinsey
Al Austin
Lawana Mayfield
Gregg Phipps
John Autry
Kenny Smith
Ed Driggs Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications;#Office of Constituent Services

410 2/18/2016 11:15 Karen Wigylus on behalf of Matthew C. Henderson

Advertising contract
Proposals for RFPs
Contract amendments
Current contract revenue
 Fulfilled Closed CATS

403 2/16/2016 11:27 Martha Vickstrom Cranfill Sumner & Hartzog
Information as to whether an emergency call was made to which the fire department responded on Sept. 20, 
2014 at the Sky Condominium, 222 South Caldwell Street. Fulfilled Closed Fire

402 2/16/2016 11:16 Lawrence J. Fabian podcar CLT Master Plan update Fulfilled Closed Aviation

401 2/14/2016 2:44 Kristen Humphrey Smart Procure

SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department for any and 
all electronic purchasing records from  2015-09-22 to current. The request is limited to readily available records 
without copying, scanning or printing.

The specific information requested from your record keeping system is:

 1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute is acceptable, i.e. invoice, 
encumbrance, or check number
 2. Purchase date
 3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase)
 4. Line item quantity
 5. Line item price
 6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email addressAlthough not a requirement for 
fulfillment, the attached document may be helpful as a reference to fulfill this request if the Charlotte 
Mecklenburg Police Department stores the records using any of the pre-programmed software reports. Any 
editable electronic medium is acceptable.

 Please email the information or use the following web link. There is no file size limitation:
http://upload.smartprocure.us/?st=NC&org=CharlotteMecklenburgPoliceDepartment

 If this request was misrouted, please forward to the correct contact person and reply to this communication with 
the appropriate contact information. Fulfilled Closed Police

395 2/11/2016 15:51 Shauna Holt Highfields Capital Management See attached Fulfilled Closed Aviation

400 2/11/2016 15:22 Peggy Fraser American Association of Airport Executi  

the evaluation of proposals for the computer based training and learning management solicitation from a 
participating vendor.
See attached Fulfilled Closed Aviation

394 2/11/2016 14:56 Julianna Romaniuk REUTERS News Agency

A log of payments related to legal settlements, pre-litigation decisions and jury verdicts for the last 10 years 
involving Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department and/or its officers, and alog of all disciplinary action against 
Charlotte/Mecklenburg Police Department officers for the last 10 yearsnd Fulfilled Closed Police



391 2/11/2016 14:15 Patty Hughan N/A

All Certified Payrolls submitted for Border Rebar LLC working under Gerdau/Charlotte Reinforcing Steel for 
Flatiron/Blythe Development on the CDIA Elevated Roadway Project owned & operated by the City of Charlotte.  
Additionally, I am requesting project & contract documents pertaining to contractor requirements and 
qualifications to include welding certifications submitted by Border Rebar, Gerdau, and Charlotte Reinforcing 
Steel.
I request that you inform me of the total charges in advance of fulfilling my request. I would prefer the request 
filled electronically, by e-mail attachment if available or CD-ROM if not.
Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. I would request your response within ten 
(10) business days.

Fulfilled Closed Aviation
399 2/10/2016 15:14 Criscia Crawford Clear Channel Airports July 2015 to Dec 2015 Fulfilled Closed Aviation
390 2/10/2016 15:09 Jim Kreger Dart Worldwide Current NPDES Permit for Irwiin Fulfilled Closed Water

389 2/9/2016 17:28 David Stewart 

1.  All City of Charlotte Issued Outstanding/Uncashed checks issued that are 90 days or older and in the amount of 
$5000 or more.
2.  All City of Charlotte Issued outstanding/stale warants that are 90 days or older and in the amount of $5000 or 
more.
**Please include the name and last known address of the entity, the date the original check was issued and the 
amount of the check.** Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

388 2/9/2016 16:02 Tim J. Jurczak green courte partners airport access fee revenue from current off airport operatorsTotal on airport CLT parking spaces by lot / garage Fulfilled Closed Aviation
393 2/9/2016 14:42 Julianna Romaniuk Reuters News Agency Fulfilled Closed Police

392 2/9/2016 10:05 Crystal Hernandez Construction Journal 

We are currently reporting the following project, which recently bid. May I obtain a copy of the bid tabulation? If 
it has been awarded, may I also have the name of the awarded firm and the award amount? If not yet available, 
do you have an anticipated date the bid tab and/or award will be released? Thank you in advance for your 
assistance.
-------------Project ID: 1244359-------------
Pre-Fabricated Bridges
Owner Proj Num: 487-00000017
  ::Information Requested::

    Submittal List and Amounts if available: 
Closed Unfulfilled Denied CATS;#City Manager’s Office

398 2/8/2016 15:51 Lorena de Rodriguez Safety & Security Instruction See attached Fulfilled Closed Aviation

386 2/8/2016 12:52 Brett E. Dressler Sellers, Ayers, Dortch and Lyons, P.A.
All records regarding Customer Service screens, investigations, reports, communications, calls, service requests, 
complaints and water usage bills for 18301 Mainsail Pointe Dr., Cornelius from July 2013 to Present. Fulfilled Closed Water

385 2/8/2016 12:51 Jacklyn Kerns JMS Recovery Services, LLC

To Whom It May Concern:
 I’m writing to request a copy (preferably in electronic format) of an accounting of all uncashed checks which have 
been outstanding for 180 days or more. Please include the payee name, check number, amount, issue date, and 
last known address when possible.
 We are prepared to pay up to $50.00 for this request.
 Thank You,
 Jacklyn Kerns
JMS Recovery Services, LLC
505.465.9665
www.jmsrecovery.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

387 2/5/2016 15:51 Justin Pritchard Associated Press Reporter
see attached 
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#Police

382 2/5/2016 8:55 Scott Mayerowitz Globe TrotScott Associated Press Request - Incentives and Ground Transportation Fulfilled Closed Aviation
379 2/4/2016 11:49 Cameron Moore All NOVs issued within the last three month (see attached). Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

384 2/4/2016 11:35 Josh Brown PINAC


From: joshua brown <brownjjg@yahoo.com>
Date: February 4, 2016 at 1:26:38 PM EST
To: Judy Emken <jemken@cmpd.org>, Keith Trietley <ktrietley@cmpd.org>
Subject: Public Records
Reply-To: joshua brown <brownjjg@yahoo.com>Dear Custodian of Records for Charlotte Mecklenburg Police 
Department,

Under the NC Public Records law, I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies of public records.

I would like to request the employee file of the following CMPD personnel, including all complaints, write ups, and 
disciplinary action taken against:  Sgt. John Gorrod and Officer Michael Bodenstein

-PINAC News
Joshua Brown, Investigative Reporter
704-281-6941
https://photographyisnotacrime.com/2016/01/houston-police-officer-pleads-guilty-to-assisting-4-million-
armored-truck-robbery/ Fulfilled Closed Police

381 2/4/2016 9:55
public documentation regarding the I-77 widening project, including all of the proposed documents that were sent 
to Counil prior to the vote. Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

380 2/3/2016 9:41 Jenna Deery WSOCTV

Wants to know what the City pays for for Council - expense allowances, healthcare costs, transportation, office 
supplies, staff support and a copy of council expenses (whatever the City covered in income or office expenses) 
from 2011-2015. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

373 2/2/2016 9:37 Alex NBC Universal Smoking and Electronic Cigarette Policy for Charlotte Douglas International Airport, per your request Fulfilled Closed Aviation
378 2/1/2016 18:00 Gavin Off The Charlotte Observer Fulfilled Closed CATS
371 2/1/2016 9:22 Michael Wang Jericho Capital Rental-A-Car reports that include all payments December 2015 and Gross Revenues 2015 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

377 1/29/2016 15:46 Sam Perkins Catawba Riverkeeper Foundation
2015 Annual Sludge Spreading Report
2010-2015 Trihalomethane/Bromide Sample Data with Sample location info. Fulfilled Closed Water

372 1/29/2016 9:39 Mae Israel Charlotte Magazine (freelance)

LYNX Ridership
CityLYNX Ridership
Sales Tax Revenue Fulfilled Closed CATS

374 1/29/2016 9:36 Liz Etheredge Mecklenburg Paint Company, Inc The final bid tabulation and selection results on this bide final bid tabulation and selection results on this bid? Fulfilled Closed Aviation



362 1/28/2016 16:10 Joshua Brown PINAC News


From: joshua brown [mailto:brownjjg@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 12:48 PM
To: Luck, Kathryn
Subject: Public Records Request
 
Dear Media Relations Lead for the city of Charlotte, 
 
 
Under Public Records law, I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies of public records.
 
I would like to request the most recent lawsuit against the city of Charlotte, CMPD former Police Chief Rodney 
Monroe, CMPD Officer Michael Wallin, CMPD Sgt. John Gorrod, and  CMPD Officer Michael Bodenstein.
 
 
-PINAC News 
Joshua Brown, Investigative Reporter
704-281-6941
https:// photographyisnotacrime.com/ 2016/01/albuquerque-police- public-records-clerk-sues- chief-for-ordering-
him-to- withhold-public-records/
 Fulfilled Closed Police

364 1/27/2016 15:05 Joshua Brown PINAC News employee file Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Police

370 1/27/2016 13:04 Joshua Brown PINAC

From: brown2828 . [mailto:j.jbrown.b09@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 12:59 PM
To: Wallin, Jessica A.; Emken, Judy
Subject: Public Records
 
Dear Custodian of Records for Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department,

Under the NC Public Records law, I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies of public records.

I would like to request the employee file of CMPD Officer Michael Wallin, including all complaints, write ups, 
and disciplinary action taken against the officer.
-PINAC News 
Joshua Brown, Investigative Reporter
704-281-6941
https://photographyisnotacrime.com/2016/01/houston-police-officer-pleads-guilty-to-assisting-4-million-
armored-truck-robbery/ Fulfilled Closed Police

484 1/27/2016 12:43 William Coggin University of North Carolina at Charlott  

Hello, I am currently working with a group in the Graduate School at the University of North Carolina –Charlotte 
conducting some research on the history of the City of Charlotte’s transportation history. In doing so we are 
attempting to obtain information regarding the Sales Revenue reported annually for the city’s transportation 
from FY 1980- FY2015. We are attempting to gain the financial reports in their entirety for the years mentioned, 
we have been able to find some of them via the CATS website, as well as oncharmeck.org, however we have not 
been able to access the majority of them. Additionally, any information regarding total ridership during each of 
these years would be very beneficial as well. We would greatly appreciate it if you could point us to a location of 
this information where we could access the reports for the entirety of the years listed (1980-2015). If this is not 
possible it would be greatly appreciated if you can put us into contact with someone who might be able to better 
serve us in finding this information. Thank you in advance for anything that you are able to do to help. Fulfilled Closed CATS

383 1/27/2016 12:10 Will Coggin UNC Charlotte He is looking for sales revenue numbers from around 1980 to date Fulfilled Closed CATS;#City Manager’s Office;#Management & Financial Services

361 1/27/2016 10:34 Timothy J. Jurczak Green Courte Partners, LLC

I am hoping to receive parking revenue and occupancy information for the on-airport parking operations at the 
Charlotte-Douglas International Airport (CLT).
 
Please provide by month the total parking revenue received by CLT for the on-airport parking operations for 
2015, 2014 and 2013. Please also provide the total number of on-airport parking spaces and any occupancy data 
that is available for the CLT on-airport parking operations (paid car counts, occupancy percentages, etc.).  Please 
provide the data by specific parking areas if available (Daily garage, long term lots, etc.).
 
Thank you,
 
Tim
 
Timothy J. Jurczak
 
Green Courte Partners, LLC
303 West Madison Street, Suite 1500
Chicago, IL 60606
Direct: 312.966.3826
Mobile: 860.205.9798 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

360 1/26/2016 11:46 David Cole All submitted proposals and related correspondence Fulfilled Closed Water
359 1/21/2016 9:14 Ben Totushek See Attached Fulfilled Closed Aviation
358 1/20/2016 15:07 Steven Rich Washington Post Fulfilled Closed Police

354 1/20/2016 15:01 Steven Rich Washington Post
Shooting, Germonta Wallace.
 Fulfilled Closed Police



353 1/20/2016 14:53 Mike Gordon Charlotte Observer

From: Gordon, Mike [mailto:mgordon@charlotteobserver.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2016 3:31 PM
To: Tufano, Robert
Subject: Hey, left you a message ....
 
I'd like to follow up on a couple of things from that meeting last year with Chief Monroe on traffic stops. 
 
1. How many profiling complaints have been filed? Can I get an updated number? Have any officers been 
disciplined as a result of these complaints?
 
2. Can I get a breakdown of what the profiling complaints involve? In other words, how many are traffic stops? 
search and seizures? etc. etc. 
 
3. Can I get a copy of whatever reports the University of Chicago has prepared for CMPD?
 
4. Just read something from the Chicago researchers that says they've come up with a model that's more accurate 
than CMPD's in predicting officers becoming involved in "adverse interactions." Can I talk with the chief or 
someone there about this. 
 
Maybe we should start with that phone call. 
 
Thanks. bud.
 
mg 
 
-- 
Michael Gordon
Legal Affairs reporter
The Charlotte Observer
704-358-5095 Fulfilled Closed Police

375 1/12/2016 15:06 Cara Rusmisell Prism Labs Fulfilled Closed Water

350 1/12/2016 14:59 Ms. Toni Hill Acme Research

From: Acme Research MUN [mailto:municipal@acmeresearch.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:25 PM
To: Proctor, Ryan
Subject: Public Records Request - NC City of Charlotte
 
Good afternoon,
 
Please find an attached PDF copy of Acme Research's public records request for expenditure information.  Please 
feel free to call or email me with any questions. Thank you in advance for your assistance.
 
Kindly,
 

Ms. Toni Hill
Acme Research
(800) 810-3846 
thill@acmeresearch.com | municipal@acmeresearch.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

349 1/12/2016 11:40 John Paul WSOC Fulfilled Closed Fire

352 1/11/2016 16:28 Stephane Berwald Lil Associates II, Inc.
     CLT larger projects over the past year that had 
MWBE and/or SBE. See attached Fulfilled Closed Aviation

376 1/11/2016 15:10 John Rutledge Environmental Process Solutions Fulfilled Closed Water

348 1/11/2016 14:13 Amy Wooten Brown Law LLP
Public records related to the investigation and inspection of a fire that happened on Jan. 5, 2015 at 9212 Heydon 
Hall Circle, Charlotte. The request is related to a civil lawsuit the in which the homeowners are participating.  Fulfilled Closed Fire

404 1/11/2016 12:57 Brian Shuford

first year revenue and sales reports
advertising contract
two amendments to the contract
approved RCA by City Council
original RFP Fulfilled Closed CATS

351 1/9/2016 11:00 Allan Blutstein America Rising 

Please accept this email as a request for a copy of the Mayor's work calendar from December 7, 2015, through 
January 8, 2016.
 
I agree in advance to pay up to $15.00 for any applicable fees.  In order to minimize fees, I am willing to accept 
records in electronic format and/or double-sided copies. 
 Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

346 1/7/2016 10:49 Rachel E. Fitzgerald n/a
Traffic Cam Video of auto accident requestor was involved in at intersection of E. 3rd Street & Queens Road, on 
1/4/16.  Needs this information for insurance purposes. Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Police;#Transportation

338 1/5/2016 14:50 Bill Johnson Water Bills for 6612 Georgeanne Court from May 2014 - July 2015. Fulfilled Closed Water
363 1/5/2016 10:24 Mark Boyle WCNC - NBC Fulfilled Closed CATS

339 1/5/2016 10:04 Nick Ochsner WTBV

All emails, text messages, memos or other written communication sent and received by Council member Vi Lyles 
and Mayor Roberts between January 1, 2015 and January 4, 2016 (Lyles) and December 7, 2015 and January 5, 
2016 (Roberts) containing the words tolls, I-77, Interstate, 77, Cintra, I-77 Mobility Partners, CRTPO, DOT or 
NCDOT.

Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications;#Office of Constituent Services



340 1/4/2016 14:56 Ruby Anne A. Rugulado Altisource

Subject:Property Address - 15631, Normans Landing Dr, CHARLOTTE, NC, 28273
Good day!
 
I’m from Altisource, property preservation company and I would like to inquire if the lien stated in the notice 
attached is still outstanding or if there is already an updated notice. Also, I would like to ask if there are any open 
code violations for this property. Thank you.
 
Please send all replies tocv-mailbox@altisource.com
 
Thank you! Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

335 1/4/2016 13:17 John Public

From: john public [mailto:publicrecordsreq@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2015 1:33 PM
To: Kelly, Stephanie
Subject: Public Records Reuest
Dear Ms. Kelly,
Please email documents of separation for all police department employees (ex: letters showing reason for firing 
and other) for 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015, regardless of the reason.
 
Please also forward the minutes of all Civil Service Board meetings and Citizens Review Board meetings for the 
same time period.  I understand if this may be somewhat more time consuming and if you wish to send it 
separately please do.
 
Thank you so much. Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#City Attorney;#Police;#Human Resources;#City Manager’s O

347 12/29/2015 12:21 David Klawitter University of Illinois at Chicago

Percentage      of household water consumption by certain activities and Average      daily water consumption 
of an individual
 Fulfilled Closed Water

333 12/28/2015 16:05 Doug Miller, Deputy City Editor The Charlotte Observer

From: Miller, Doug [mailto:dmiller@charlotteobserver.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 24, 2015 3:58 PM
To: Cunningham, Brian; Tufano, Robert; Emken, Judy
Cc: Hagemann, Robert
Subject: Northlake Mall records request
 
Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department
Attn: Brian Cunningham, Rob Tufano, Judy Emken
 
Re:  North Carolina Public Records Law Request
 
Brian, Rob, Judy:
 
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law (North Carolina General Statute Section 132-1, et seq.), I 
request that you allow immediate inspection of the following public records, in whatever form the records are 
kept, or copies of the following records.
 
Relating to the Dec. 24 officer-involved shooting at Northlake Mall, I request:
 
- A complete copy of the police incident report
- Any and all audio recordings of the 911 call between the emergency operator  and the 911 caller(s)
- Any and all audio communication records between the 911 call center and all participating CMPD officers
- A copy of the any and all police dash camera video
- A copy of any video footage captured by surveillance cameras operated by the city of Charlotte, CATS, CMPD or 
any other public agency
- A copy of personnel information for the off-duty officers involved in the incident, including name, hire date, 
history of suspensions, promotions, transfers or other job status changes; salary history; copy of termination 
letter, if one exists.
- Any and all Taser recordings related to this incident Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Police;#City Manager’s Office

334 12/23/2015 14:21 Trina Mesick
Caller, who states she is a paralegal repesenting Mrs. Ryan, request audio copy of call placed by Mrs. Ryan on 
11/1/2015 at 11:00 PM.  Call originated in the 311 men u and was answered by Crime Reporting Unit staff Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Neighborhood Services;#Police

331 12/21/2015 16:30 Timothy Lackey
1)  STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT REPORT for the structure at1108 North Brevard Street.; 2)  MH LEONARD 
ENGINEERS INSPECTION REPORT for structure at 1108 NORTH BREVARD STREET. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

330 12/16/2015 19:04 Latos Allison WSOC 

Provide the job descriptions for the following?
Aviation Director
All Assistant Aviation Director positions Fulfilled Closed Aviation

327 12/16/2015 16:23 James Patton See Attachment Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#Solid Waste Services;#City Manager’s Office;#Police

326 12/15/2015 17:18 Peyton Ward Ramboll Environ
See attached request

Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Water

322 12/15/2015 17:18 Peyton Ward Ramboll Environ
See attached request

Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Water

321 12/15/2015 17:18 Peyton Ward Ramboll Environ
See attached request

Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Water

317 12/15/2015 16:51 Peyton Ward Ramboll Environ

Have there ever been      septic systems at the sites?  Do you have permits on file?
Is there any information      on the presence of wells, well inspections or water sampling?
Does the site have a      wastewater discharge permit?
Does the site have a      storm water discharge permit?
When were the properties      connected to public sewer service?
When were the properties      connected to public water service?
Any other records?

Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Water



316 12/15/2015 16:31 Mike Stolp WSOCTV

Hello - 
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
I request that a copy of the following be provided to me by 12/29/15:
-         A list of all retirees and their titles from the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department and the Charlotte 
Fire Department from 1/1/12 – Present.
-         The amount of money paid to each retiree for accrued and unused vacation time and sick time at the time 
of retirement.
-         The written policies outlining the payout of unused vacation and sick time at the time or retirement for 
CMPD and CFD.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Mike Stolp Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Human Resources;#Fire;#Police

315 12/14/2015 14:28 Brittney Johnson Cox Media Group - WSOC
     311 call volume from 1/1/2015 to 11/30/2015  and the number of calls that required translation services and a 
bilingual call-taker.     Fulfilled Closed 311;#City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Communications;#Neighborhoo  

342 12/11/2015 18:00 Ryan Fielden Skidmore Investigations

I am a Private Investigator with Skidmore Investigations working on an accident case. We would like everything 
possible involving the fatal accident involving Tyler Willoughby and Eugene Cornwell. We need investigative 
reports, incident reports, photographs, police video, everything. The accident happened on 9/21/15 on I-77 near 
Clanton Rd. Thank you!
 
Ryan Fielden
Skidmore Investigations Fulfilled Closed Police

341 12/11/2015 16:43 Christopher Chini University of Illinois at Urbana-Champa

Requesting data from water and wastewater utilities across the county. Specifically looking for data for 2012 
detailing drinking water and wastewater treatment, and respective energies required to treat, distribute or 
collect. (see attachment) Fulfilled Closed Water

314 12/11/2015 12:13 Ariana Navazesh
Under the Public Records Act, I formally request a current list of all vacant properties within the last 90 days in 
Charlotte. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Engineering & Property Mgmt

313 12/8/2015 9:15 Allison Latos WSOC-TV


Approvedjob descriptions for the following positions:
  
Deputy aviation director of operations
Deputy aviation director of administration
Aircraft rescue and firefighter division chiefircraft rescue and firefighter division chief
Fire division chief
Airport police captain Fulfilled Closed Aviation;#Human Resources;#Police;#Fire

343 12/7/2015 18:05 Marynka Rojas Santa Clara Valley Water District

Please provide a copy, preferably electronic, of the agreement between the City of Charlottle and GHD for the 
Work and Asset Management Program project conducted under the direction of Shawn Coffman.
 Fulfilled Closed Water

332 12/7/2015 12:43 Claire K. Shapack, Attorney at LawShapack & Shapack, P.A.


As we just discussed by telephone, I represent Susanne Robicsek who fell and was injured on September 17, 2015, 
as a result of unsafe conditions on the sidewalk along Scott Avenue adjacent to the Starbucks and crossing the 
driveway at 1401 East Boulevard in Charlotte.  We request from CDOT all documents, records, reports and other 
information related to any street, sidewalk, sign, signal  or street light work or projects at that location from 
January 2000 to the present.
 
This would include any routine or scheduled maintenance, requests for service, and any inspections or work 
performed by or for the City.
 
Please let me know in advance if there will be any copying or other charges associated with this request for 
information.  Thank you for your cooperation.   Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

312 12/4/2015 11:01 Thomas Bumgardner Law Office of Thomas D. Bumgardner PL

                                All noise complaints (or summaries) from January 1, 2010 through the 
date of this                                

request for any property within 20 miles of the above-referenced property
 
See attached Fulfilled Closed Aviation

311 12/3/2015 13:53 Mike Stolp WSOCTV

Hello - 
 
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes.
I request that a copy of the following be provided to me by 12/11/15:
-         All documents sufficient to show the Charlotte city employee survey and results from 2014.
-         All documents sufficient to show the two previous Charlotte city employee surveys and results.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Mike Stolp Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Human Resources;#Corporate Communications

308 12/1/2015 14:44 Bill Johnson Service/inspection records for 6612 Georgeanne Court, Parcel No. 16722245 from 01-01-2014 to present. Fulfilled Closed Water



344 11/25/2015 18:11 Maureen Kane Wells Fargo

Hi, 
I’m wondering if you can possibly help me out or point me in the correct direction. Wells Fargo Dealer Services 
repossessed a 2008  MERCEDES-BENZ  SL-CLASS  on 10/28/2015. The vin for this vehicle is WDBSK71F38F140484 
and the owner’s name is GLORIA J WILLIAMS. On 03/20/2015  a theft was reported, Case #:20150320-0926-00 
and this theft is still listed on AutoCheck.
The Autocheck report was never updated properly and still lists this vehicle as a theft. In order for us to sell this 
vehicle that theft will have to be removed. Is there any way you can send over the theft recovery report or a 
letter from a Police Department stating the theft is no longer on this vehicle?
 
If any information needs to be sent over please let me know. Thank you for your help in advance.  
 
Thank you,
Maureen Kane
 
Loan Servicing Specialist
Remarketing
 Fulfilled Closed Police

307 11/24/2015 11:00 Peyton Ward Ramboll Environ

Have there ever been      septic systems at the sites?  Do you have permits on file?Is there any information      on 
the presence of wells, well inspections or water sampling?Does the site have a      wastewater discharge 
permit?Does the site have a      storm water discharge permit?When were the properties      connected to public 
sewer service?When were the properties      connected to public water service?Any other records Fulfilled Closed Water;#City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property Mgmt

306 11/23/2015 14:50 Gabriel S. Barenfeld NELSON & FRAENKEL LLP
the document production by Charlotte Douglas International Airport pursuant to the subpoena issued on behalf 
of Plaintiff Daniel Hintzsche. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

305 11/23/2015 14:05 Robert M. James A Charitable Life


Public Information/ Open records Request Letter
City Secretary
Re: Open Records Request
Dear City Secretary:
This is a request for open records.
I request that a copy of the following documents be provided to me: Employee e-mail contact list in an excel 
spreadsheet format to the e-mail below.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am an approved representative of 
a Charitable life. A charitable foundation located in Austin, Texas.
We are a charitable foundation funded by donations, and by marketing financial products to government 
employees while counseling them on their retirement benefits.
 I am willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $ 50.00. If you estimate that the fees will exceed this 
limit, please inform me first.
 
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Sincerely,
Robert M. James
A Charitable Life
806-789-3473
retirementbenefits@yahoo.com Assigned Open Office of Constituent Services;#Innovation & Technology

302 11/20/2015 12:38 Nicole Davies The Vertex Companies

10140 South Tryon Street, 28273, Parcel # 20118121
5801 W. WT Harris Blvd, 28269, Parcel #03725223
Please see 2 attachments for specific information she is requesting.
Please note, our fax machine was out of paper and we didn't realize it until today.  These requests came in on 
November 9, 2015; I will communicate that to Ms. Davies. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Fire;#Neighborhood Services;#Planning

300 11/19/2015 14:20 Cecil Jones Buyers Capital Group


To Whom It May Concern:
 
I am formally requesting the accounting List that contains either monies escheated to the State, or, of those 
monies being held locally at the County level. Specifically, I'm looking for a list that would contain overages from 
foreclosure sales and/or tax sales, and/or unclaimed inheritance monies (estates).
 
If I have reached the wrong department, can you please forward this to the correct department or person that 
would be responsible for handling this request.
 
I would not like to receive the foreclosure list, but, rather the accounting list of surplus funds, aka, excess 
proceeds, remainders, overbids, unclaimed warrants, and the same for estate funds.
 
As I realize that there is not usually a list specifically created to cover just these overages or estate funds, I'm 
requesting the following:
 
---> Any list that shows the amount of the overage, and the case file
number/descriptor. This can be done on a annual, quarterly, or monthly basis (aging report), but if the monthly 
list changes as a result of monies being moved to accounts, I would need the monthly lists, so as not to miss 
monies that have been transferred to investment accounts or have been escheated to the State.
 
I understand that this list may include monies from other sources, so a list with additional monies is fine, so long 
as I can tell by the file or case number, what the source of the monies are.
 
---> If a list is not available to the above specifications, then a list
of monies escheated to the State will suffice. Specifically, a list showing the case or file number or reference, and 
the amount escheated.
As above, a list that has additional monies is fine, as long as the type of monies are ascertainable, by reference of 
type of case or file number. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

297 11/18/2015 8:54 MATT FERLISI Request a copy of the other two short-listed firms’ RFQ submissions from East Terminal Phase II. Fulfilled Closed Aviation
303 11/18/2015 0:00 Justin Vick Carolina Weekly Newspaper Group Silver Line Presentation Fulfilled Closed CATS

296 11/16/2015 11:15 Keith B. Nichols

I received an email from Jorge Salazar that an outside attorney, Keith B. Nichols, requested 2 copies for the CIV-
BC  Sheet 1928 from our full plan set for Contract #3 CIV-BC Conformed Vol 6.  This is in regards to the new 
driveway for Carolina Rent-A-Car. Fulfilled Closed CATS

299 11/13/2015 9:26 Shauna Holt Highfields Capital Management CLT Rental-A-Car reports that include all payments from RAC’s since June 2015 and September 2015 Fulfilled Closed Aviation



301 11/12/2015 17:41 Jenna Deery WSOC

(email, verbatim):
Wanted to check on this--  When was the last employee survey conducted for the City of Charlotte?
I would like to put in a public records request for the results of that employee survey along with the results of the 
two surveys prior to that.
Thank you!
Jenna Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications;#Human Resources

298 11/11/2015 8:59 Shaila Abdullah www.shailaabdullah.com
Annual Report Graphic Designer Notice of Intent to Award; obtain a score sheet/evaluation of each candidate to 
know where I lacked in expertise Fulfilled Closed Aviation

295 11/5/2015 9:53 Mike Stolp WSOC-TV

This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation.
-         All documents sufficient to show text messages to and from the city-issued cell phone of John Autry from 
2/2/15 – 3/7/15.
-         All documents sufficient to show text messages to and from the city-issued cell phone of Michael Barnes 
from 2/2/15 – 3/7/15.
-         All documents sufficient to show text messages to and from the city-issued cell phone of Ed Driggs from 
2/2/15 – 3/7/15.
-         All documents sufficient to show text messages to and from the city-issued cell phone of LaWana Mayfield 
from 2/2/15 – 3/7/15.
-         All documents sufficient to show text messages to and from the city-issued cell phone of Greg Phipps from 
2/2/15 – 3/7/15.
-         All documents sufficient to show text messages to and from the city-issued cell phone of Kenny Smith from 
2/2/15 – 3/7/15.
 
Please provide these documents on a rolling basis as they are obtained.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
Thank you for your consideration of this request. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Communications;#Office of Constitue  

294 10/27/2015 15:27 Phil Fortuna Rogers Realty  & Auction Co., Inc.

From:LICHECKERCAB@aol.com [mailto:LICHECKERCAB@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2015 3:27 PM
To: Dye, Rex
Cc:susan@rogersrealty.com; Carlee, Ron
Subject: phil fortuna / city auction
 
Dear Mr Carlee
 
Again thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak last night.  , I do not know if I ask you , Rex or the auction 
company because I am not familiar with the freedom law in North Carolina. I am respectfully asking for a copy of 
the contract between City of Charlotte and Rogers Realty.... also as of now I never heard back from Chief Putney 
either. If you need to speak to me further on this issue I can be reached at 516 317 7434
 
Thanks Again
 
Phil Fortuna Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#City Manager’s Office;#Police

292 10/20/2015 10:35 Mike Stolp WSOC TV

To Whom it May Concern:
This is a request under Chapter 132 of the North Carolina General Statutes. I hereby request copies of the 
following documents. If for any reason you choose not to send me any of the documents or papers requested 
then please furnish me with a timely explanation.
-         All documents sufficient to show emails to and from the city email address of John Autry from 2/2/15 – 
3/7/15.
-         All documents sufficient to show emails to and from the city email address of Michael Barnes from 2/2/15 – 
3/7/15.
-         All documents sufficient to show emails to and from the city email address of Ed Driggs from 2/2/15 – 
3/7/15.
-         All documents sufficient to show emails to and from the city email address of LaWana Mayfield from 2/2/15 
– 3/7/15.
-         All documents sufficient to show emails to and from the city email address of Greg Phipps from 2/2/15 – 
3/7/15.
-         All documents sufficient to show emails to and from the city email address of Kenny Smith from 2/2/15 – 
3/7/15.
Please provide these documents on a rolling basis as they are obtained.
In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am a representative of the news 
media affiliated with WSOC-TV and this request is made as part of news gathering and not for a commercial use.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Mike Stolp Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Communications;#Office of Constitue  

291 10/19/2015 11:39 Scott Campbell EDA Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

293 10/19/2015 9:29 Geneal Gregory 
Copies of the Storm Water requests related to the flooding, erosion and drainage problems she’s reported over 
the years. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services



290 10/19/2015 9:07 Paul Podgorski


Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies of 
public records that pertain to 1225 South Church St. Apartments violations or potential violations of Charlotte 
City Code / Ordinances pertaining to Solid Waste Services. 
 
Please provide information including, but not limited to:
·        Any zoning violations or citations issued to 1225 South Church Apartments. 
o  Please be sure to include any zoning violations related to the maintenance, handling or otherwise related to the 
apartments dumpsters (solid waste containers). 
o  Any correspondence, minutes, or notes related toSec. 10-205 of city code violations, regarding trash trucks 
being watertight.
o  Any correspondence, minutes, or notes related to Sec. 10-205 of city code violations, regarding dumpsters 
being watertight
o  Any correspondence, minutes, or staff notes related to conversations with 1225 South Church Apartments 
management or employees related to other potential solid waste services city ordinance violations.
o  Any internal city correspondence or notes regarding these topics.   
o   Any correspondence or notes with Republic Waste regarding these topics. 

 
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect 
copies of the requested records.
 
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law.

Thank you for considering my request.
Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Solid Waste Services

289 10/14/2015 13:42 Maria Kreiser Congressional Research Services 

From: Kreiser, Maria [mailto:MKREISER@crs.loc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2015 10:15 AM
To: Smith, Teresa
Subject: Congressional Request: Parking Ticket Revenue? (Charlotte)
Importance: High
 
Good morning,
 
We’ve had a congressional request for some basic information that I’m hoping the Department of 
Finance/Controller, Government Affairs, or someone else from the City can help with-
 
The congressional office is looking for information related to city revenue from parking tickets (we are compiling 
this information for several major cities, but we’re on a tight deadline).
 
We would like to procure two figures from your city, as soon as possible: 
·        Most recent total annual parking ticket revenue for your city, 
and
·        Most recent total annual city revenue. 
 
The office is not interested in moving violations, only fines/revenue from parking violations . They would just like 
to see a total figure of parking ticket revenue, as compared to the total city revenue.
 
We have looked at the most recent Comprehensive Annual Financial Report online, but it does not seem to give a 
clear breakdown of parking ticket revenue, or an immediately apparent total revenue figure.
 
Could someone please provide these two figure amounts to us? We would be grateful for your assistance. I’m 
happy to touch base by phone if any further clarification is needed.
 
Regards, Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

288 10/13/2015 10:07 Steven Schupbach American Transparency

Pursuant to the Open Records Act/Freedom of Information Act, this is a request for a copy of the following 
records: An electronic copy of any and all employees for years of 2013 and 2014, (fiscal or calendar year). Each 
employee record should contain the employer name; employer zip code; year of compensation; first name, 
middle initial, last name; hire date (mm-dd-yyyy); gross annual (fiscal or calendar) wages (including but not 
limited to salary, over-time wages); position; etc. (etc.: means any other public data available, as to not require 
the agency to have to remove data from existing records.) This data should be broken down by employer, 
employee and year. 
 The principal purpose of this is to make this information more accessible to the public and to access and 
disseminate information regarding the health, safety, and welfare of the general public. This request is not 
principally for personal or commercial benefit. Our agency is just exercising the general rights of the public. For 
these reasons, we are requesting a waiver of fees. If there is a charge for this service, please obtain my approval 
in writing prior to proceeding with request. 
 
 All documents can be e-mailed to northcarolina@openthebooks.com  or mailed in electronic format (preferred 
format would be .csv or .xls). If any documents are not provided in the format specified, please provide the state 
or federal statutes relied upon for that decision. If any record or portion of a record responsive to this request is 
contained in a record or portion of a record deemed unresponsive to the request, I would like to inspect the 
entire document. Under the Open Records Act/Freedom of Information Act, all non-exempt portions of any 
partially-exempt documents must be disclosed. If any records or portions of records are withheld, please state the 
exemption on which you rely, the basis on which the exemption is invoked, and the name of the individual 
responsible for the decision.
 
 Thank you for your prompt consideration of my request. If you have any questions, or if I can be of any 
assistance, please e-mail me at northcarolina@openthebooks.com. Fulfilled Closed Human Resources



345 10/12/2015 18:16 Curt Devine CNN

Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132 1., Cable News Network, Inc. ( CNN ) requests 
access to and copies of (in pdf form, where possible) documents and/or information showing the number of law 
enforcement officers who currently provide police services for Charlotte Douglas International Airport (The FY 
2016 budget suggests there are currently 46 airport law enforcement officers, with plans to add 12 more in 
FY2016, but this is a request for confirmation of actual numbers). Additionally, CNN requests documents and/or 
information showing the number of non-Charlotte police, non-TSA, security officers who provide non-law 
enforcement security activities for the airport.   
CNN requests that fees be waived because release of the information is in the public interest and will contribute 
significantly to public understanding of government operations and activities.  Nevertheless, CNN agrees to pay 
reasonable duplication fees for the processing of this request in an amount not to exceed $100.  Please notify me 
prior to your incurring any expenses in excess of that amount.
 
If CNN's request is denied in whole or part, we ask that you justify all deletions by reference to the specific 
exemptions of the Act. CNN will also expect you to release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. 
CNN reserves the right to appeal your decision to withhold any information.
 
As I have made this request in the capacity of a journalist and this information is in the public interest and has 
timely value, I would appreciate your expediting the consideration of this request in every way possible. 
 
I would appreciate your communicating with me by telephone (678-576-6976), rather than by mail, if you have 
questions regarding this request. Thank you for your assistance.
 
Sincerely,
 
Curt Devine
CNN Investigations 
curt.devine@turner.com
202-515-2862
678-576-6976 (mobile) Fulfilled Closed Police;#Aviation

283 10/9/2015 16:08 Scott Campbell Randall-Reilly

Inventory of Construction, Road Paving, Road Construction, Utility, Industrial, Road Maintenance, Road Shoulder 
Maintenance (Mowing), and Truck related Heavy Equipment owned or operated by the CDOT. Specifically the 
Maufacturer, Model, Serial Number, Year of Mfr., Equipment Description, Date of Purchase, Company Purchased 
from, Hours on Meter, Purchase Prive, In Service Indicator (Y/N), Current Location of Equipment. Fulfilled Closed Transportation;#Management & Financial Services;#City Manager’s Off      

284 10/9/2015 9:40 Doug Miller Charlotte Observer

Oct. 9, 2015
 
City of Charlotte
Attn: Robert Hagemann
 
Re:  North Carolina Public Records Law Request
 
Bob:
 
Pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law (North Carolina General Statute Section 132-1, et seq.), I 
request that you allow immediate inspection of the following public records, in whatever form the records are 
kept, or copies of the following records.
 
Relating to correspondence between the Carolina Panthers and city of Charlotte elected and public officials, I 
request emails between staff and/or city council sent or received from Jan. 1, 2013 that include the following:
 
·        Any and all email addresses ending in @panthers.nfl.com
·        Jerry Richardson, Danny Morrison, Tina Becker, Dana Robinson, Charlie Dayton, Steven Drummond, Tracy 
Lear, Ron Rivera, Toni Miller, Dave Gettleman, Brandon Beane, Phil Youtsey
 
If you take the position that the above-described public records are not open to public inspection under the Public 
Records Law, please explain the basis for your position and identify any statute, rule of law or other authority 
upon which you rely.
 
Pursuant to the Public Records Law, I am willing to pay the actual cost of the copies I am requesting but ask that I 
be furnished with an estimate prior to any costs being incurred in excess of $100.  N.C. Gen. Stat. 132-6.1.
 
I look forward to your immediate reply.
 Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Communications;#Off    

279 10/5/2015 14:29 James Patton
All information related to a citation issued on Tuesday, May 12, 2015 by Officer Wells.  Citation numbers 
0000952889, 0000952890, 0000952891 Fulfilled Closed Police

278 10/5/2015 10:28 John Jordan
Citizen would like to know how much Garbage, Recycling, Yardwaste and Bulky was used in the City of Charlotte in the past year. Citizen would also 
like to know how much "Sludge" is used. Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services;#Water

276 9/29/2015 16:20 Raichelle Williams Broward County


I am looking for the room block agreement between the convention center’s flagship hotel (The Westin) and the 
city of Charlotte. Thank you. 
 
Regards,
 
Raichelle Williams 
 
 
Raichellle Williams
County Administration Graduate Intern
115 S. Andrews Avenue, Room 409
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301
Tel:  954-357-5956
 Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Attorney



275 9/29/2015 14:45 Fred Kelly email

 
From: Kelly, Frederick [mailto:frkelly@charlotteobserver.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 01, 2015 2:35 PM
To: Emken, Judy; Tufano, Robert
Subject: Status of open records request
 
Hi.
 
I am writing to check on the status of this request. Can you let me know where things stand and why it is taking so 
long to get a response from CMPD?
 
-Fred Clasen Kelly
 
May 22, 2015
 
 
Rodney D. Monroe
Chief of Police
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department
601 East Trade Street
Charlotte, NC 28202
 
 
Dear Chief Monroe:
 
 
This is a request under the North Carolina Public Records Act, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 132-1, by The Charlotte Observer.
 
This request seeks records regarding misconduct by officers from the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department. 
 Fulfilled Closed Police

274 9/29/2015 11:55 Crystal Hernandez   Construction Journal Chiller Maintenance Services projectthe meeting sign-in sheetand estimated value, if available Fulfilled Closed Aviation
273 9/28/2015 16:14 Mark McGlone Sieger LLC A current  CDIA Valet Parking/Parking Management contract. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

277 9/28/2015 12:41 Amanda L. Harold Highfields Capital Management
               Payments and/or amounts due from rental car companies operating out of Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport,         Fulfilled Closed Aviation

271 9/28/2015 10:53 Jonnae Hice Terracon


From: Hice, Jonnae L [mailto:Jonnae.Hice@terracon.com]
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2015 2:39 PM
To: Corporate Communications & Marketing
Subject: Open Records Request (Not Environmental)
 
Re:       Freedom of Information Act Open Records Request
 
                Shopping Center                                              Gander Mountain                                           
                13540 Hoover Creek Blvd                             13610 Hoover Creek Blvd             
Charlotte, NC 28273                                        Charlotte, NC 28273                        
 
Sleepy’s                                                               Shopping Center  
14310 Rivergate View Dr                              14318 Rivergate View Dr
Charlotte, NC 28273                                        Charlotte, NC 28273
                               
 
Dear Manager:
 
Terracon’s Facilities Services Group has been contracted to perform a Property Condition Assessment (not an 
Environmental Site Assessment) of the above referenced properties.  In order to complete the report for our 
client, the following information is requested under the Freedom of Information Act.  This information needs to 
be received as quickly as possible in order to complete the report.  We have not made these requests to other 
departments.
 
1.           Are there any current, outstanding (unresolved; within the last 2 years) fire code violations existing 
against the properties?  Please circle either Yes  or No :                               Yes                         No
2.           If there are current, outstanding fire code violations, please provide a copy of each violation with your 
response. Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Neighborhood Services



270 9/28/2015 10:47 Ireshah Andre Smart Procure


Custodian of Public Records, 
SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department Crime Lab 
for an existing, already maintained electronic record (without copying, scanning or printing) of purchase orders 
dated 2015-05-27 to current.The information requested is:
1. Purchase order number or equivalent
2. Purchase order date
3. Line item details
4. Line item quantity
5. Line item price
6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and email address

The attached document may be used as a reference to fulfill this request.

Please email the information or use the following web link. There is no file size limitation:
http://upload.smartprocure.us/?st=NC&org=CharlotteMecklenburgPoliceDepartmentCrimeLab

If you have any questions, please feel free to respond to this email or I can be reached at 954-281-4233.

Regards,
-------
Ireshah Andre
Data Acquisition Specialist

SmartProcure
Direct: 954-281-4233
iandre@smartprocure.us | www.smartprocure.us
700 W. Hillsboro Blvd. Suite 4-100, Deerfield Beach, FL 33441

Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Police
282 9/25/2015 11:15 Nick Ochsner WBTV G4S Contract Fulfilled Closed CATS

269 9/24/2015 15:43 Holly Myers - Research Consultan  Service Employees International Union 

Dear Kay Elmore:
 
This letter is to request access to records in the possession of the City of Charlotte/Mecklenburg County for the 
purpose of inspection and copying, pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law. 
 
The records that I am asking to inspect and copy are:
 
Contract documents for the City/County’s current and incoming providers of 1. security guard services, and 2 
janitorial services. The types of documents I am seeking include: notices of award, contracts and 
amendments/modifications. In particular, please include any current security-related contract documents 
pertaining to G4S Wackenhut; Total Protection System; G4S Secure Solutions; Sunstate Security; Allied Barton 
Security; and RMI.
 
If available, I would like to receive copies of these documents via email. If they are not available electronically, I 
would like to receive copies by mail. Please notify me in advance by email or by phone if there is a charge for any 
expense incurred in complying with this request. 
 
If my request is denied in whole or part, I ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of 
the Act. 
 
Thank you for your timely attention to my request. Feel free to call with any questions.
 
Sincerely,
Holly Myers
Research Consultant
Service Employees International Union 
823 Rio Vista St.
Santa Fe, NM 87501
hmyers999@gmail.com Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

281 9/24/2015 15:42 Nick Ochsner WBTV 9/21/15 CTC Incident Report Fulfilled Closed CATS

267 9/23/2015 10:48 Mark McGlone Sieger, LLC

On Tue, Sep 1, 2015 at 3:33 PM, Mark McGlone <mmcglone@siegerllc.com> wrote:
Dear City of Charlotte, 
I hope all is well.  I am interested in obtaining a current CDIA Valet Parking/Parking Management contract. What 
steps should I take to obtain this document. The original RFP was issued on January 6th, 2014.  I've attached the 
RFP to this email for your convenience. 
Thank you for considering my request.
 
--
Mark McGlone
Partner |  SIEGER, LLC
704.287.7545 | mmcglone@siegerllc.com
www.siegerllc.com 
 
 
 

 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

266 9/22/2015 13:32 Martha Sellers WCCB-TV communications plan by Mark Weaver and Sandy D'Elosua for use before, during and after the Randall Kerrick trial Submitted Open Corporate Communications
280 9/22/2015 13:29 Nick Ochsner WBTV 9/21/15 CTC Video Fulfilled Closed CATS

272 9/22/2015 8:16 Mr. Hanif Christopher

Customer requests audio copy of call made to 311 around the first week of June 2015; customer called to 
complain about a downed power line.  Caller was transferred from 311 to 911 and would like of copy of the 311 
call segment.. 
 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services



264 9/17/2015 10:38 Allyson Colaco Mercury LLC

1)     A list of non-compliant billboards that currently exist in the city

2)      2)  All e-mails concerning billboards to or from the following people: Mark Fowler planning, Debra Campbell 
planning, City Attorney Bob Hagemann, and Terrie Hagler-Grey dating from January 2014 to present.
anglThis is the same request previously made by the Charlotte Observer, but is from another organization made 
after the Observer secured their package of information. The Observer is still reviewing the material, therefore I 
am unable to secure copies from the previous request. Fulfilled Closed City Attorney

263 9/17/2015 10:14 Brittney Johnson WSOC-TV

Pursuant to the state open records act, I request access to and copies of the current list of bilingual city employees 
who qualify for a 5 % incentive for using their language skills on the job and another list of employees who have 
successfully completed the language proficiency test required to earn that 5 % incentive.

Fulfilled Closed Human Resources;#Corporate Communications

265 9/16/2015 13:59 Darry L Brown

        
Web request- Comments :
Hello, I am performing a bench marking project to determine the percentage of days your Solid Waste Department did not performed overtime in the
past fiscal year. An example would be out of 365 days in a fiscal year the Solid Waste Department did not used overtime 36 days or 10 percent of the
year. This information will be used to compare our department?s overtime rate to other peer cities. Thank You   Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services

262 9/16/2015 11:42 Michael Wang Jericho Capital
any financial reports regarding rental car payments at the Charlotte airport and  current reports and historical 
data. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

260 9/16/2015 8:32 Nick Ochsner WBTV

Copies of all invoices paid to PR firms or agencies utilized by the city.
Is there any way you could give me a few other recent examples of when the city has hired an outside PR 
consultant and how much they cost? I'd like to put Mark's fee in perspective. 

Fulfilled Closed Corporate Communications

261 9/15/2015 14:22 Shaunne N. Thomas
Requesting the study completed by Airfield Capacity Enhancement Plan Airfield terminal capacity enhancement 
plan Fulfilled Closed Aviation

259 9/15/2015 10:21 Sonia S. Locke Internal Audit for Durham County 

 1.       How many incidents has your county had in the past two years?
  2.      How many incidents was the county responsible for making restitution and how much was the restitution?
 
3.      How many incidents did risk management determine that other people were responsible for and how much 
was the restitution?
 4.      How successful were you at making the collections?

Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

258 9/14/2015 13:44 Blake Hanson WSOC-TV.com

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain 
copies of public records of 311 forms submitted to the city that mention the word(s) “Google” and/or “Fiber”. The 
time period for this request in between June 1, 2015 and present.
 

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $40.  
However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in 
the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of the Google Fiber installation 
process.  This information is not being sought for commercial purposes.
 
The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible."  If you expect a significant 
delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect 
copies or the ability to inspect the requested records.
 
If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release 
the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law.

Thank you for considering my request.

Sincerely,
 
 

Blake Hanson|Reporter
Cox Media Group| 1901 N. Tryon St.|Charlotte, NC 28206
Mobile: (704) 301-8612|Desk: (704) 335-4963| Fax: (704) 335-4736|Email: blake.hanson@wsoc-tv.com Fulfilled Closed 311;#Neighborhood Services



248 9/10/2015 15:29 Matt Drange The Center of Investigative Reporting

  
 
North Carolina Public Records Act Request
 
Dear Public Records Officer,
 
Pursuant to the state open records law, N.C. Gen. Stat. Secs. 132-1 to 132-10, I write to request access to 
and a copy of the following, which I understand to be held by your agency.
 
All Computer Automated Dispatch (CAD) Records of ShotSpotter notifications and concurrent calls 
for service from January 1, 2013 through the date this request is processed, including but not 
limited to: time of incident, location, ID of officers who responded to call, how long officers remained 
on scene and what action was taken (i.e., report taken, call unfounded, arrest made, etc.) if any.
 
If it’s helpful to you I can provide a sample of this information from another jurisdiction that also 
contracts with ShotSpotter SST. 
 
I would like these records in electronic spreadsheet format, transmitted to me via email, CD or otherwise. 
Please refrain from sending paper copies of the records.If your agency does not maintain these public 
records, please let me know who does and include the proper custodian's name and address.
 
If you determine that any of the information qualifies for an exemption from disclosure, I ask you to note 
whether the exemption is discretionary, and if so whether it is necessary in this case to exercise your 
discretion to withhold the information.
 
If you determine that some but not all of the information is exempt from disclosure and that you intend to 
withhold it, I ask that you redact it for the time being and make the rest available as requested.
 
In any event, please provide a signed notification citing the legal authorities on which you rely if you 
determine that any or all of the information is exempt and will not be disclosed. Fulfilled Closed Police

232 9/4/2015 16:19 Greg Shapan PMAM Corporation

Please provide copies of the information requested below in this Open Records Request for the City of 
Charlotte/County of Mecklenburg regarding AOT or Public Safety Corporation or CryWolf Software or any third 
party representing or Public Safety Corporation or CryWolf Software (hereinafter called Vendor). 
 
1)    Any Communication between any employees/agents representing the Charlotte/Mecklenburg and Vendor for 
the past 3 years.
 
2)   RFP, or RFQ or RFI responses received by the City or its departments from the Vendor. (in particular RFP # 269-
2015-069). This specific RFP was released in March of this year
 
3)   Proposals/presentation/ briefings by the City or its departments recommending the Vendor.
 
4)   Documents or briefings sent or presented to City Council recommending or proposing the vendor.
 
5)   Council Agenda minutes regarding the vendor.
 
6)   Copies of City contracts with the vendor.
 
7)    Purchase Orders produced by the City or its departments with the Vendor.
 
       Scores/Comments from Panel of RFP #269-2015-069 (Alarm Management Services).
  
 
The requested information may be sent, faxed, or emailed to my contact information below. Feel free to reach 
out to me if you have any questions or concerns.  Please contact me via e-mail or phone if there are any fees 
associated with this request. I can be reached at the contact info below.
 
 *** Note from Emily:  Alarm Contract with Public Safety Corp was approved by Council June 22, 2015 (Item 18 - 
Police);  Agenda & Minutes are attached to this request. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#City Manager’s Office;#Police

233 9/4/2015 12:50 Brian Coughlan Utility Management Services, INC. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

234 9/3/2015 13:08 Michael Melandro Ace Towing & Recovery, Inc

My name is Michael Melandro. I own and operate AceTowing & Recovery, Inc. I have been looking for a definition 
of Predatory Towing referenced in a letter sent to all Zone Wrecker Companies. I have contacted Councilwomen 
Mayfield a few weeks ago trying to see what issues she is having with companies towing illegally parked cars. She 
has not responded to my request for information. I feel a little insulted by that, being I pay $5500 a year in City 
property tax. So, I am contacting you for the City"s definition. I am sure a small percentage of  towing we do 
could be looked at in a negative way.
In all the info I have read, I cannot find a definition. I see a lot of references to a definition. Please send me the 
City"s definition. I want to make sure we are doing our job correctly. If Concilwoman Mayfield is on a hunt for 
something sinister I am sure she will show up at my door soon or later since I am located in her district. Our 
reviews are good, our business practices are excellent and we serve a vital purpose in the City.
 
Thank You,
Michael Melandro
Ace Towing & Recovery, Inc
704-543-0366 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

228 9/3/2015 9:32 Nick Ochsner WBTV

-All invoices submitted by Mark Weaver and/or Communication Counsel to the City of Charlotte between 
June 1, 2015 and September 3, 2015.
-The contract between Mark Weaver and/or Communication Counsel and the City of Charlotte.

-All correspondence, including but not limited to e-mail, text messages, memos, etc, between Mark Weaver 
and other Communication Counsel staff and Ron Carlee, Sandy D’Elosua, Kerr Putney, Rob Tufano and any 
other City of Charlotte/CMPD staff member between June 1, 2015 and September 3, 2015. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Police;#Corporate Communications;#City Attorn



231 9/2/2015 9:43 Keith Larson WBT Radio

I am raising a question about the Chief's consistently repeated points in light of what direction the consultant may 
have provided to the City, since the Chief reports to the Manager and the Manager to my understanding retained 
the consultant. To which,I would request all correspondence with the consultant, recommendations, work 
product, distribution of recommendations/work product, phone call notes, etc.

Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Communications;#Police

304 9/1/2015 11:14 Mark McGlone Partner | Sieger, LLC

email request verbatim:
Dear City of Charlotte, 
I hope all is well.  I am interested in obtaining a current CDIA Valet Parking/Parking Management contract. What 
steps should I take to obtain this document. The original RFP was issued on January 6th, 2014.  I've attached the 
RFP to this email for your convenience. 
Thank you for considering my request.
 
-- 
Mark McGlone
Partner |  SIEGER, LLC
704.287.7545 | mmcglone@siegerllc.com
www.siegerllc.com 
 
 Fulfilled Closed Aviation

225 8/31/2015 9:49 Allie Mayrovitz Edge Point

Summary of request per attached: 
All outstanding checks (or other negotiable instruments) that have not been paid to the payees:issued more than 
six months prior to 8/31not escheated to the statethat exceed more than $1,000 or the sum of all negotiable 
instruments for one payee exceeds $1,000
Request asks for copies of such records or an excel spreadsheet that includes:date of the negotiable 
instrumentamountname of payeeaddress of payee as noted on the negotial instrumentand any notes regarding 
the unpaid amounts Fulfilled Closed CATS;#City Manager’s Office;#Management & Financial Services

224 8/31/2015 9:33 Marty Puckett Charlotte Firefighter's Association

See attached letter.
 
The Certified Promotional Eligibility Lists for Battalion Chief and Captain from 2010 to 2015 by 
identifier only and by scores (no names are required). These lists would be certified by the Civil Service 
Board by date that they were certified and by the City Human Resources Director (City Personnel 
Director). 
 
The Certified Promotional Eligibility Lists for Deputy Fire Chief from 2008 and 2015 by identifier only 
and by scores (no names required). These lists would be certified by the Civil Service Board by date 
that they were certified and by the City Human Resources Director (City Personnel Director) 
 

The Certified Promotional Eligibility List for Division Fire Chief for 2015 by identifier only and by score 
(no names required). This list with the date certified by the Civil Service Board and City Human 
Resources Director (City Personnel Director) 
 
Any E-mails, letters, or communications between the City Human Resources Director (City Personnel 
Director) and the Civil Service Board establishing a job description, promotional testing timeline, 
testing criteria or anything relating to the rank of Division Fire Chief. 
 

Any E-mails, letters or communications between any member of the CFD Command Staff and the City 
Human Resources Director (City Personnel Director) about her completing a test or her asking them to 
participate in any part of an assessment for the rank of Division Fire Chief. 
 
A list of all Suspensions, Terminations and Resignations in lieu of terminations in the last five years Fulfilled Closed City Clerk;#City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;  No

215 8/26/2015 10:47 Jordan Thompson Hart & Hickman, PC Fire events, hazmat spills, hazmat storage Fulfilled Closed Fire

219 8/25/2015 15:29 Ghazi M. FastTrack Mobile Electronics 

I am a vendor with the city of Charlotte. I need to look up contracts that had been awarded last year and the year 
before. Do you have someone than can help me on how to look them up?
 
 
Ghazi M.
FastTrack Mobile Electronics
Ph. (919) 451-5500
 
 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

205 8/25/2015 10:12 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer

Hi. I need to make a records request related to billboards.
 
The Observer needs:
 
1) A list of the non-compliant billboards that currently exist in the city
 
2) In March 2014, the city entered into a deal with Adams Outdoor to lease space in city owned property off of I-
485. In return, the city would receive free PSA ads on billboards.
 
Can the city send the time each PSA ran; and the location each PSA billboard ran.
 
3)All e-mails concerning billboards to or from the following people: Mark Fowler planning; Debra Campbell 
planning; City Attorney Bob Hagemann; and Terrie Hagler-Grey.
 
NOTE: This request is already in process, as it came in email form and initiated email conversations as a result. 
Please contact Linda McElroy for any specific or additional email info, as a result of this request.
 
Also, there was a similar (but not same) request for billboard-related information. That was suggested to go to 
Ben Krise's team, in N&BS. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Corporate Communications;#Neighborhood Ser



202 8/24/2015 16:52 Pat Horton ZIPline Any open fire code violations for the above-referenced property.  Fulfilled Closed Fire

268 8/23/2015 12:24
We received a subpoena/public records request related to work/issues with loading bridges (D-10 and D-11) that 
occurred in 2010. Portion of the request dates back to 2007. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

221 8/21/2015 15:59 Debbie Cannon National Zoning Consultants, LLC Fulfilled Closed Fire
203 8/20/2015 16:58 Jesse Bradford Jesse C Bradford, DDS Fire code violations for above address Fulfilled Closed Fire

201 8/20/2015 16:57 Rob Hord RED Partners/Brokerage

On March 24, 2014 I believe the city council voted to approve the sale of a 3.6 acre tract near the NASCAR Hall of 
Fame to Crescent for 10.3 million dollars.  I went to the Agenda items to try and find a copy of that contract and I 
could not view that date.
 
Would you please be so kind as to send me a copy of that contract or let me know where I may be able to find it 
on line?  Thanks. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

223 8/20/2015 14:39 Christopher Contreras University of California, Irvine
Complete longitudinal 311 data--in electronic format (e.g., csv file)--from as far back as possible to the present 
day, with exact addresses and possibly (x,y) coordinates Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

200 8/20/2015 13:54 April Nina de Mata AprilNinaDeMata@deltek.com

Good afternoon Mr. Erickson,
 
I am writing regarding the Avrio RMS Group for the Remote Wireless Camera System. If possible, I would 
appreciate a few more contract details, such as:
 
Contract start date/end date (Duration)
Copy of the finalized contract document
 
If you are unable to fulfill this request, can you please let me know what the proper steps are in submitting a 
formal public records request; fees that may or may not go with it before processing the request; or let me know 
who else I should contact? I appreciate your help.
 
Thank you, April Closed Unfulfilled Denied Management & Financial Services;#City Manager’s Office;#Police;#City 

199 8/19/2015 10:13 Devin Harrison AEI Consultants Any current fire violations, frequency of inspections. Fulfilled Closed Fire

198 8/19/2015 10:09 Heather Flowers ECS Carolinas, LLP


Good afternoon- we are conducting an environmental assessment of the medical office building located at 1928 
Randolph Road in Charlotte, and we were wondering whether your department has responded of incidents of 
environmental concern for the site. Fulfilled Closed Fire

220 8/18/2015 15:50 Jonnae Hice Terracon Fire code violations - four properties Fulfilled Closed Fire
206 8/18/2015 11:47 Lea Tsahakis, Petros Petrou Couchell Investment Company Arrowhead Construction Plans for Parcel 2153 Fulfilled Closed CATS
196 8/18/2015 10:26 Cheryl Campbell Nova Consulting Group, Inc Hazmat records - spills, etc. Fulfilled Closed Fire

197 8/18/2015 10:06 Jennifer M. Houti James McElroy & Diehl, P.A.

Jennifer M. Houti of James McElroy & Diehl, P.A. is requesting copies of all applications for permits for outdoor 
advertising signs since May 1, 2015. 
NOTE TO RECIPIENT:
This may need to be directed to someone in Ben Crise's area. Also, the letter (copy attached to this request) had a 
self-addressed envelope. If the person who receives this would like the printed letter and return envelope, please 
let Shawn Proffitt know (sproffitt@charlottenc.gov) and I will gladly interoffice those over to you. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

195 8/18/2015 9:53 Annalee Farrell Terracon Fire code violations, permits, storage tanks, etc.  Fulfilled Closed Fire
193 8/14/2015 16:08 Dedrick Jones Nationwide Traffic Signal Sequence Report for the intersection of Sandy  Porter Rd. and S. Tryon St.  Fulfilled Closed Transportation

194 8/14/2015 16:03 Vanessa Herrera Crossroads Consulting Services, LLC

Good Morning Gwen,
 
Per our discussion a few minutes ago, I am interested in receiving a copy of the lease between the City of 
Charlotte and Richardson Sports Limited Partnership.  If it is available electronically, feel free to send to my email. 
 
 
Do not hesitate to call me should you have any questions.  Thanks so much for your help.
 
 
Vanessa Herrera
Crossroads Consulting Services LLC
5401 W Kennedy Blvd., Suite 755
Tampa, FL 33609
Direct Line:  813.281.1228
Mobile:  813.451.7909
Fax:  813.315.6040
  Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

235 8/14/2015 14:46 Douglas Spencer
Potential contractor wants to know what the City paid under contract for LED traffic and pedestrian signal head 
change outs. Fulfilled Closed Transportation

204 8/13/2015 17:02 Ensor Utz AEI Consultants Fire code violation info for above properties Fulfilled Closed Fire

188 8/13/2015 15:43 William E. Babb Baker Billick, P.A. 

   "I am attempting to get the traffic light timing for the light at the intersection of W.
WT Harris and Technology drive. We are investigating an accident that occurred there on
March 17, 2015 around 8:00 am and there is some question as to the timing of the left turn
light from Harris onto Technology. Any information we can get on this would be very helpful."
Police report 20150317080905 is attached"  Fulfilled Closed Transportation

257 8/12/2015 16:47 Art Fields

I am Art Fields the husband of Chong Fields who was involved in a traffic accident in charlotte , and am trying to 
piece together what occurred. I think a report of the light sequencing would help. The following is submitted:
1. Intersection:This was at the crossing where Shamrock Dr crosses over N Sharon Amity from east to west.
2.date: Sunday July 26 2015.
3.time:between 1 and 1.30pm"
Police report 20150726131900 is attached.  Fulfilled Closed Transportation

187 8/12/2015 13:32 Michael Marsich IVI Assessment Services Fire code violation info on property Fulfilled Closed Fire
186 8/12/2015 13:22 Louis Pazienza Partner Engineering and Science Code and fire violations, if any Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Fire



170 8/12/2015 10:27 Gabrielle Rinaldi LaBella Associates, D.P.C

Requesting information on:
Owner:  C/O Fadels Inc. and CTS Properties
Address:  1508 Kee Ct, Charlotte, NC
Parcel:  11908850
Requesting: 
Assessment Records (current and / or historical property cards)
Building Inspection / Code Enforcement Records (records of tank installation, permits, removals, or closures, 
construction/ demolition permits)
Records of Environmental Concerns, issues, or violation (if available)
Fire Marshal Records (records of fires or spills at the Site)
Records of soil or groundwater contamination / clean up or on-Site remediation (if available) Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Neighborhood Services

222 8/11/2015 16:24 Ryan Smith Van Noy Associates Fulfilled Closed Fire

169 8/11/2015 14:54 Franco Ordonez Charlotte Observer

Mr. Ordonez is requesting how many trips Mayor Clodfelter has made to Washington, D.C. on city business? Can 
you also share with me the purpose of those visits? What issues was he advocating for? Such as the control 
tower? Economic development, etc.?  Fulfilled Closed Office of Constituent Services

167 8/7/2015 16:56 Gary K Sue Burton, Sue & Anderson, LLP
Requests traffic signal timing report for the intersection of Beatties Ford and Sunset roads on October 10, 2014 at 
5:35 p.m. Fulfilled Closed Transportation

166 8/7/2015 16:48 Steven Lucente York Williams, LLP 

It appears from the Charlotte City Attorney’s website, that you provide legal counsel to the Charlotte DOT.  I 
represent a client in a personal injury matter (car accident case) that is pending in Mecklenburg County District 
Court.  That matter is Arica Hooper v. Morgan Haynie  15-CVD-11391.  I represent Ms. Haynie.  The motor vehicle 
accident relevant to my case occurred at the intersection of Clanton Road and the on ramp for Interstate 77 
Northbound on September 17, 2014.  I believe there may have been an issue with the proper operation of the 
traffic signal for traffic on Clanton Road at the time of the accident relevant to my case.  
 Fulfilled Closed Transportation

165 8/7/2015 16:31 Allyson Brown Zoning Info, Inc

1. Copies of Certificates of Occupancy
2. Copies of any open building, zoning, and fire code violations
3. Copies of any road projects that are taking place at this time that may
affect the right of way to the property
4. Copies of any Variances, Ordinances, and Special Use permits
5. Copy of the Site Plan
 
***Please note, I forwarded to Mecklenburg County Clerk too **** Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Fire;#Neighborhood Services;#Planning;#Transp

164 8/7/2015 12:10 Louis Pazienza, Katie Peart Partner Engineering and Science, Inc

Wants information on code enforcement, fire violations, future roadway, easements etc. for 9401 Statesville 
Road, 28269.  Please see attached.
8/13/15 - ADDED additional request for info on this same parcel of land from another employee of same 
company. Katie Peart asked that she and the Louis be copied on all responses to the request. Please see NEW 
attached. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Fire;#Neighborh  

162 8/6/2015 12:42 Cassi Bothel Boomerang Asset Recovery

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and your state’s unclaimed property laws, I am requesting a 
list of all the uncashed (stale-dated) warrants and/or checks written and any other unclaimed property that you 
may be holding, preferably in an electronic format.  How often is the list updated? How often, if ever, are these 
funds turned over to your state treasury? Any instruction you can provide about claiming these items will also be 
appreciated. If there is any cost associated with obtaining this list, please let me know so that I can arrange 
payment.
 
Thank you in advance for your response.   Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

161 8/4/2015 15:50 Jack Campbell Herold Law Professional Association

Pursuant to NCGS 132 for all code and zoning enforcement actions for the period of 1985 to the present 
regarding: 
Rite Aid Property (formerly a portion of the Charlotte Army Missle Plant)
1776 Statesville Ave.
Parcels 07903102 and 07903105 Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services;#Planning

160 8/3/2015 15:41 Mr. James McCullough

 Citizen upset over call with customer service representative on 7/24/2015 concerning his request for a 
replacement garbage cart. Customer wants a copy of the call and indicates he is going to call City Manager and his 
Council member to complain.CharMeck 311 Director, Janice Quintana will call Mr. McCullough and then send him 
the call. Fulfilled Closed Neighborhood Services

168 8/3/2015 14:00 Rachel Bachman Wall Street Journal Fulfilled Closed CATS
163 8/3/2015 9:51 Alberto Fernandez Midasco formally request all the information regarding payments done related with Midasco scope on this job. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

159 7/31/2015 12:38 Davison William ROPES & GRAY LLP

        CLT PRR-Rent-A-Car Concession Fees and Taxes 2013JAN01-Present
 
Payments and/or amounts due from rental car companies operating, including but not limited to, 
concession fees and taxes paid by each rental car company utilizing Charlotte Douglas International 
Airport, broken down by transaction;
• The price of each rental on which a tax or concession fee was paid, broken down by transaction; and
• The basis for detennining the amount of any and all concession fees and taxes paid per transaction.    Fulfilled Closed Aviation

154 7/29/2015 16:49 Dana Valachovicova Environmental and Associates LLC

ETS Environmental & Associates, LLC (ETS) is conducting a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment for the 1800 – 
1814 S Tryon Street, Charlotte, NC.  The purpose of this letter is to serve as an official request for public records 
relating to any underground storage tank (UST), above-ground storage tank (AST), or pertinent Planning & 
Building Department information.  Please note, this request for information is for commercial purposes only.
Copies of records may be mailed by electronic mail to: danav@ets-environmental.com.  If you have any 
questions, please do not hesitate to call me at (630) 513-4710 ext 303.  Thank you for your assistance. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Fire;#Neighborhood Services

144 7/28/2015 17:22 Ian Shapiro Rossetti

Mr. Shapiro initially requested to locate the agenda and Point Presentation from a business meeting April 22, 2013 
regarding BOA Stadium renovations.  We supplied the presentation to Mr. Shapiro.  Then he requested any and all 
public information regarding the renovations to Bank of America.
 Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#City Clerk



143 7/28/2015 17:17 Scott Kloubec Environmental & Associates, LLC

Scott Kloubec from Environmental & Associates, LLC has submitted a records request for the following 4 
properties:
 
1.      4651 South Boulevard
2.      1800 South Tryon Street
3.      6140 The Plaza
4.      3721 Central Avenue
 
ETS Environmental & Associates, LLC (ETS) is conducting a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment for the above 
referenced property. The purpose of this letter is to serve as an official request for public records relating to any 
underground storage tank (UST) permits, above-ground storage tank (AST) permits, or other pertinent Building & 
Permits information. Please note this request for information is for commercial purposes only.
Copies of records may be mailed to the above address or by electronic mail to:Scottk@ets-environmental.com. If 
you have any questions,
 please do not hesitate to call me at (630) 513-4710 ext 306. Thank you for your assistance. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Fire;#Neighborh  

156 7/27/2015 19:24 Erik Spanberg
Training logs for streetcar drivers
 Fulfilled Closed CATS

150 7/27/2015 15:57 Scott Flipski Fuji TV
Scott would like access to the drop box folder corp comm provided to media last week. I have sent him the access 
information. Fulfilled Closed CATS

149 7/27/2015 9:48 Jimmy McHone His Media Fulfilled Closed CATS;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#City Manager’s Office

142 7/24/2015 9:30 Michele Torres

Under North Carolina's Public Records law GS 321-1, I am requesting copies of all correspondence between Ms. Vi 
Lyles and NCDOT officials, CRTPO delegates and employees regarding the I-77 Managed Lane project for the dates 
May 1, 2015 - May 21, 2015, inclusive.

If there are any costs or fees exceeding $25 please notify me. However, since this is in the public interest, I 
respectfully request that you waive fees associated with this information request. Electronic copies sent to my 
email address are acceptable.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Michele Torres
12637 Cross Dale Drive
Huntersville, NC 28078
Cell Phone Number:732-766-6412 Fulfilled Closed City Attorney;#City Manager’s Office;#Office of Constituent Services

146 7/23/2015 9:36 Jenna Barnes TWC News Information request on the streetcar Fulfilled Closed CATS

148 7/23/2015 4:25 Kimberly Wagner FOX News Channel 
Wondering if there is a way to obtain the surveillance footage?  Hearing it may have been sent out via dropbox, 
but that the log-in has been changed. Fulfilled Closed CATS

141 7/22/2015 16:21 Charlotte Observer

The Charlotte Observer is continuing the story about the BLE and construction.  The reporter has requested lots 
more info.  Here is what is needed from CDOT:
1.      Traffic counts for Eastway Drive from East Sugar Creek Road to The Plaza (could we go back 10 years?)
2.      Crash stats for the intersection of Eastway Drive and Sugar Creek Road (last five years)?
3.      Crash stats for the intersection of Eastway Drive and The Plaza (last five years)?
  Fulfilled Closed Transportation

140 7/22/2015 16:15 Tim Reid Barefoot Professional Investigations Tim Reid would like to get an email copy of the crash data (10 years) for 5th/Irwin.  Fulfilled Closed Transportation

139 7/22/2015 16:07 Jennifer Butler Nationwide Insurance 
        Requesting signal timing sequence report for the intersection of Albemarle Rd. & Regal Oaks Dr. on June 
14, 2015 at 01:38.    Fulfilled Closed Transportation

138 7/22/2015 14:10 Peter CNN Number of employees that work for the city of charlotte Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt

147 7/22/2015 13:23 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer 
Hoping for information on dead-man switch and our main priority are the logs of when the drivers did their 
streetcar training. Fulfilled Closed CATS

157 7/21/2015 17:19 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer

Main thing we need for streetcar is the training logs of the streetcar drivers. I assume there
is a record of when they did their practice runs, etc. etc.

Fulfilled Closed CATS

158 7/21/2015 12:20 Jenna Deery WSOC TV

Just following up to see if there was any answers to the questions below. 
I also wanted to know if there is any type of protocol handbook or guide drivers
use. Does something like that exist? If so, is there a way for me to see it? 
Also-- I had some questions regarding the training for GoldLine operators: 
Who does the training?
Where is it?
Where does CATS get the training material from?
When did training start and end?
What does it entail?
 Fulfilled Closed CATS



136 7/20/2015 18:05 Ireshah Andre SmartProcure

Dear City or Custodian of Public Records, 

SmartProcure submitted a public records request on 2015-07-09 and has not received a response or 
acknowledgment, therefore the original request is being submitted again. If the original request is located please 
disregard this request. 
SmartProcure is submitting a public records request to the Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department Crime Lab 
for an existing, already maintained electronic record (without copying, scanning or printing) of purchase orders 
dated 2010-01-01 to current.The information requested is:

1. Purchase order number or equivalent
2. Purchase order date
3. Line item details
4. Line item quantity
5. Line item price
6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and email address

The attached document may be used as a reference to fulfill this request if the Charlotte Mecklenburg Police 
Department Crime Lab uses any of the listed pre-programmed software reports.

Please email the information or use the following web link. There is no file size limitation:

http://upload.smartprocure.us/?st=NC&org=CharlotteMecklenburgPoliceDepartmentCrimeLab

If this request was misrouted, please forward to the correct contact person and reply to this communication with 
the appropriate contact information.

If you have any questions, please feel free to respond to this email or I can be reached at 954-281-4233.

Regards, Partial Fulfillment Open Police

155 7/20/2015 15:28 Steve Harrison Email 

The Observer needs copies of:
1) Documents and e-mails related to the testing of streetcars from March, 1, 2015 to present.
2) Documents and e-mails related to Saturday's crash of streetcar 91 from all CATS officials. Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn CATS Yes

137 7/20/2015 11:57 Samuel J. Montanez Lil Associates II Inc
the bid tab & the CBI docs for the Elevated Roadway project.  
Do you have a copy? Fulfilled Closed Aviation No

145 7/20/2015 2:40 Nick Ochsner WBTV Any pre-service inspection/certification reports/documents in the possession of the Charlotte Area Transit System. Fulfilled Closed CATS

135 7/16/2015 15:43 Gwendolyn Burnette City of Durham, NC

The City of Durham is requesting information about your leave policies and how they are administered. Please 
provide the following information to us by August 7, 2015. If you are not the person that handles this, please send 
me the contact information for the correct person.  Thank you in advance.
 
1)     What is your current sick leave policy (please attach)- 
a.      When does the employee become eligible for sick leave?
b.     When is it used?
c.       How much sick leave do employees earn? 
d.     Do you require exempt employees to use leave for partial day absences?
 
 
2)     Do you provide management leave for exempt employees? If so, how many hours.
 
3)     Do you have a vacation leave policy? If so, please attach.
a.      When do employees become eligible for vacation leave?
b.     Do you provide an additional vacation day to employees that do not use sick leave? (Sick leave incentive)
c.      How many vacation hours do employees earn biweekly/monthly?
 
4)     How do you track absences (i.e sick leave, vacation leave, management leave)
 
5)     Do you have an FMLA policy? If so, please attach. 
a.      Who approves FMLA requests?
b.     Do you offer paid FMLA?
c.      How  do you track FMLA approvals? Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

134 7/14/2015 16:47 Natalie Beck American Airlines copy of the Prospect Airport Services contract that the airport entered into on July 1st, 2015. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

133 7/14/2015 10:08 Enver Sarilar ThyssenKrupp Airport Systems 

               
Friday, July 10, 2015 12:11 PM-copy of the winning supplierPart & Install. Please indicate if this e-mail is adequate 
to request it. If not, please advise what procedure we need to follow.
 Mon 7/13/2015 7:10 PM- Request,to send the proposal cover letter. That is where they make any notes related 
to the bid. We would like to see their comments about the specifications if there is any.
Wed 7/15/2015 1:50 PM- Sent the proposal cover letter and related document Fulfilled Closed Aviation

125 7/10/2015 9:21 Irshah Andre (via Laurie McShea,   Smart Procure

message received from Laurie McShea at Mecklenburg County:
I received a phone call last week from Irshah Andre from Smart Procure.  She was requesting public records for 
Crime Lab P.O’s for 2014-15 fiscal year.  Her number is: 954-281-4233. Please contact her directly for details on
this request. If you have any additional concerns you can call or email me directly.
 
Thank you,
Laurie McShea | Administrative Support Coordinator
Mecklenburg County Government
Procurement Division | Financial Services Department
3205  Freedom Drive, Suite 101 | Charlotte, NC 28208
Desk: 980.314.2031 | Main: 980.314.2400
 Closed Unfulfilled Withdrawn Police

124 7/9/2015 12:24 Beryl C.D. Lipton MuckRock News
All contracts and associated amendment and exhibits entered into between the City of Charlotte and the DNC 
Committee. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#City Attorney



123 7/9/2015 11:02 Lilly Rockwell Austin-American Statesman

Requestor wrote:
I’m working on a data project for the Austin American-Statesman in which I’m asking for some gender/race 
information for city employees across the United States.
 
I was hoping to get the following information about city of Charlotte employees:
 
-How many total full-time (not temporary) employees
-How many of the total number of employees are men, how many are women
-The total number of employees broken down by race, ethnicity i.e. how many African-America, white, Asian, 
Hispanic, etc. employees
 Fulfilled Closed Human Resources

122 7/8/2015 17:52 Jessica Harris

I would like to send in the following public records request:
 
(1) For the fiscal years ending in June 30, 2011 to June 30, 2013, all contracts between the City of Charlotte and 
the PGA Tour, Inc,; 
 
(2) For the fiscal years ending in June 30, 2011 to June 30,2013, all contracts between the City of Charlotte and 
the sponsoring organization/host committee of the Wells Fargo Championship golf tournament. Please provide 
electronic copies of these records as a PDF file, or something similar. Please send them as an email to the 
attachment to the address above.
 
Best
 
Jessica Harris 
704-502-6187  Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

127 7/8/2015 15:32 Ernie Johnson SiteScape Inc The surety company information and bond number would be greatly appreciated. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

120 7/7/2015 15:32 Christine O'Brien Clear Channel Airports

        Any and all advertising concession monthly revenue reports, net receipts, and gross
receipts received by Charlotte-Douglas International Airport from its current advertising
concessionaire for January 2015 through and including June 2015. If such monthly
revenue reports are unavailable, please provide the amount of fees, net and gross
amounts paid by the current advertising concessionaire to the Airport for the above
requested time period.    Fulfilled Closed Aviation

117 7/7/2015 9:51 Jacklyn Kerns JMS Recovery Services, LLC

I’m writing to request a copy (preferably in electronic format) of an accounting of all uncashed checks which have 
been outstanding for 180 days or more. Please include the payee name, check number, amount, issue date, and 
last known address when possible.
 
We are prepared to pay up to $50.00 for this request. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

115 7/6/2015 16:50 Andrea Warner Farallon Capital Management

§      What is the comprehensive list of all data with regards to the following ground transportation services that 
the airport collects?   
·        Ground transportation services
·        Rental car
·        Taxi
·        Limousine / car service
·        Ride-sharing services such as Uber and Lyft Fulfilled Closed Aviation

102 7/1/2015 15:40 Sachin Shanbhag Newtyn Management, LLC

Hi Bruce,

Great speaking with you just know. I am requesting any records of purchase orders between the city of Charlotte-
Mecklenburg and Taser International from now till whenever the first record on file was. Specifically I was looking 
for access to documents from 2006 and 2011 but I would prefer access to any orders on file. 

Let me know if there are any issues,

Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#City Manager’s Office

101 6/30/2015 9:54 La Pronda I. Spann, MS  Lain Consulting, LLC

Good morning Stephanie,
 
I hope you are well and had a great weekend. 
 
Thank you again for speaking with me on last Thursday. As I mentioned in our conversation, I had a meeting with 
our former City Councilman James Mitchell who suggested that I contact you to determine the best way for me to 
get a list of previously awarded City contracts.
 
I am looking to learn more about the types of contracts that have been awarded to organizations in the past. You 
suggested that I send you a list of the departments that I may be interested in. I am interested in the following 
departments:CATSCharlotte Fire DepartmentCharlotte Mecklenburg Police DepartmentCommunity 
RelationsNeighborhood & Business ServicesShared Services
I am looking to learn about the types of contracts awarded, who the awardees were, the total award amount, 
length of the contract and if possible, a copy of the winning bid or proposal. 
 

If there are any questions, please feel free to contact me at 704-819-6012. 
 
Thanks in advance for all of your help. Have a great Monday. 
 
LaPronda I. Spann, MS
Lain Consulting LLC
P.O. Box 344
Newell, NC 28126
(704)819-6012 Mobile
laprondaspann@bellsouth.net
www.lainconsultingllc.com
2014 Minority Business Enterprise of the Year, City of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County
2014 Charlotte Business Journal Woman In Business Achievement Award Fulfilled Closed CATS;#City Clerk;#City Manager’s Office;#Community Relations Commi     



100 6/26/2015 14:31 J Patton N/A

Please disclose the transcript of 911 call requesting law enforcement intervention at 6027 Preston Lane, that was 
received on Tuesday, May 12, 2015.
I need caller name, telephone number, and request details please.
If you need additional information, please let me know.
Thank you,
J Patton
6027 Preston Lane
Charlotte  NC   28270-526127 Fulfilled Closed Police

128 6/25/2015 16:34 Louis Pazienza Partner Engineering and Science, Inc Code enforcement, fire violations, roadway expansions, easements, etc. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Fire;#Neighborhood Services

121 6/25/2015 13:15 David Cole

Everything in the City's possesion on "CHP" or "Combined Heat and Power" as it relates to CMUD/Charlotte Water.
This includes emails, sharepoint site postings, text messages, documents, engineering plans, meetings, written 
documents, databases, pictures, diagrams, etc.
To limit scope, please start with everything dated from Jan 1, 2015 to June 25, 2015. Fulfilled Closed Water;#City Attorney

114 6/25/2015 11:32 Richard Turner The Turner Law Firm
Customer requests traffic signal sequence report for the intersection of Dalton Ave and Graham St on May 13, 
2015 at 1421.Sandy Porter Rd. and S. Tryon St. on June 9, 2015 at 6:50 a.m. Fulfilled Closed Transportation

118 6/24/2015 0:00 Zachary M. Jett Butler Weihmuller Katz Craig LLP repres      

Charlotte Water's records with regards to the loss location (9530 Pineville-Matthews Rd, Pineville) for the past 
three years including, but not limited to, maintenance records, work order requests, incident reports, 
investigations, and inspections relating to the incident (sewage back up 2/10/2015), and any and all videos and 
photographs of the water/sewer line. Fulfilled Closed Water

119 6/23/2015 12:00 James M. Dedman, IV Gallivan, White & Boyd, P.A.
Subpeona requiring any and all records related to the Antiquity development in Cornelius, NC including 
information relating to the work, sink hole or related water line rupture that occurred on or about April 15, 2013. Fulfilled Closed Water

96 6/22/2015 22:32 Molly Cooper www.steelintheair.com

     This request is intended to any summaries or abstract of existing leases/ include Distributed Antenna System 
agreements, cell tower ground lease agreements, rooftop cell site or cell tower agreements, in-building wireless 
systems, or water tower lease or license agreements.  Fulfilled Closed Aviation

98 6/22/2015 15:26 Kenneth W. Rickert
CLTmonthly revenue reports for the months of November 2014 through May 2015 in connection with the 
management and operation of the advertising concession. Fulfilled Closed Aviation

129 6/19/2015 16:45 Cheryl Campbell Nova Consulting Group, Inc
All available information regarding USTs, spill records, storage of hazardous materials, hazardous materials 
activities, etc., Fulfilled Closed Fire

131 6/18/2015 16:51 Felix Condurat IVI Assessment Services Fire code info Closed Unfulfilled Denied Fire
130 6/18/2015 16:48 Felix Condurat IVI Assessment Services Fire code violations Fulfilled Closed Fire

97 6/18/2015 15:59 Rosalind Rossi Sun Times
                each month  from Jan. 1, 2014 to present, the number of CLT jet noise complaints and jet noise 
complainants, if possible broke down by "day" versus "night," with your definition of "day" vs "night" noted  Fulfilled Closed Aviation

95 6/18/2015 13:52 Tom Griesbach Terracon

Re: structural assessment of the above referenced properties.  
Please review city data and identify any records of current, pending or persistent violations or citations with 
respect to this property.  In addition, please provide the zoning for this property and determine if the current use 
conforms with current zoning.
 Forward this request to the Building, Code Enforcement, Fire, Health, Planning or other departments as 
applicable. Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Fire;#Neighborh  

99 6/17/2015 8:10 Nick Ochsner WBTV
Nick Ochsner has requested a list the top 25 most expensive open contracts. The request is an attempt to better 
understand what vendor/contractor services the city is paying for. Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services;#Engineering & Property Mgmt;#Wat   

132 6/16/2015 16:54 Austin Clifford Velocity Consulting, Inc

     Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, Velocity is requesting a list of                 
outstanding (open) fire code violations and records of registered, installed, or removed
petroleum or chemical underground or aboveground storage tanks.
If fire code violations do exist, please forward any documentation. If there are no
open violations for the property, kindly return notification to that effect. Closed Unfulfilled Denied Fire

94 6/16/2015 10:16 Nick Ochsner WBTV Text messages between Ron Carlee and Rodney Monroe between November 1, 2014, and May 20, 2015. Fulfilled Closed Innovation & Technology;#City Manager’s Office

93 6/16/2015 9:32 David Williams CFD

Per Mr. Carlee’s statement on the CFD Retaliation Investigation I’m referring my question to you.
Will the entire transcript of the Civil Service Board meeting concerning Jurisdiction of termination for former Fire 
Investigator Crystal Eschert be made available?
  Closed Unfulfilled Denied City Clerk

90 6/11/2015 15:49 Chloe Pangonis The Locator Services Group

City of Charlotte s fiscal records concerning all unclaimed, undeliverable, overdue and/or outstanding funds or 
obligations, (ie: deposits or obligations NOT currently held by your state’s abandoned property division) in the 
amount of $1,000.00 or greater, currently held in accounts managed by the City of Charlotte, including any and 
all:
 
1.      Called, matured, and/or currently redeemable municipal bonds or other securities issued by any City of 
Charlotte agency, and any outstanding or uncashed dividend payments associated with these securities.
 
2.      Amounts on deposit with the City of Charlotte that are held in trust for recipients whose whereabouts are 
unknown, including instances in which payment was never attempted, payment was never requested, and/or 
instances when payments were returned as undeliverable.  Such amounts may relate to (but are not limited to) 
tax refunds, tax overpayments, cash deposits, cash escrows, cash securities, performance bonds, sheriffs bonds, 
eminent domain, matured government bonds, real estate foreclosures, vendor payments, restitution payments, 
proceeds from public sales of lost property, unsuccessful electronic fund transfers, and/or lost heir accounts. 
 
3.      Checks or warrants issued by the City of Charlotte for payments on obligations incurred by any City of 
Charlotte agency, department, office, court, college or other authorized authority that have remained 
outstanding for a period of six months or longer; AND the payee retains the right to claim the funds. (i.e. The 
payment has not been replaced, was not issued in error, and/or the obligation to the payee has not been voided 
by law.)
 
Specifically, the released records should include the amount held on behalf of the payee/recipient, any available 
identifying information regarding the recipient of the funds, the date associated with the obligation, and 
information indicating either the account in which the funds are held or the nature of the payment. Additionally, 
if City of Charlotte issued a check that was not negotiated, please provide the check number, the check date, and 
the address where the payment was sent, if available.   
 
Responsive documents may include the following:
·        Stale Dated/Un-cashed Checks Report/Register Fulfilled Closed City Manager’s Office;#Management & Financial Services

91 6/10/2015 16:30 Audrina Bigos WCCB Charlotte
(1) Storm Water Services DM Team Backlog; (2) Number of projects classifed as AI, A, B, C; (3) Council approval of 
Storm Water Fee Changes; (4) Number of requests for service over the last year. Fulfilled Closed Engineering & Property Mgmt



103 6/10/2015 11:16 Johnny Williams
Customer requests traffic signal sequence report for the intersection of Dalton Ave and Graham St on May 13, 
2015 at 1421.Police report 20150413142104 is referenced.  Fulfilled Closed Transportation

92 6/8/2015 9:00 Dan Vock Governing
Member of the media requested case study presentation from LYNX Blue LIne low-rise industrial building 
transformation to high-rise multi-use buildings during interview with Tina Votaw. Fulfilled Closed CATS

85 6/5/2015 14:00 Ryan Smith Vannoy Associates Building, Fire , Zoning code violations Fulfilled Closed Fire;#Neighborhood Services

86 6/4/2015 14:15 Harold Brauer Recovery Asset Network

I would like to request a list of the city's uncashed checks that are over 180 days with a dollar value of $500 and 
above. Please include the following information: original payee name, original check amount, original check 
number and date of original check.
Please forward the list to my attention at:foia@recoveryassetnetwork.com
 Fulfilled Closed Management & Financial Services

87 6/3/2015 12:40 Michael Marsich IVI Assessment Services Outstanding fire code violations, life safety code violations, issues with physical conditions (sprinklers, etc.) Fulfilled Closed Fire
84 5/27/2015 14:33 Steve Harrison Charlotte Observer Fulfilled Closed Solid Waste Services

207 5/7/2015 9:19 Kevin Muldoon 5 Bars Inside LLC Fulfilled Closed Transportation
210 5/4/2015 13:53 Kathy Golden APTA See attached... Fulfilled Closed CATS
211 4/30/2015 9:21 Alvin Austin See attached Fulfilled Closed CATS

67 4/25/2015 8:00 Scott Wooten Wells Fargo Citizen is requesting a copy of the final LYNX BLE Northeast Corridor LIght Rail Project Plan. Fulfilled Closed CATS;#Neighborhood Services

89 4/10/2015 9:38 Dan Headrick bennetwork.com
Citizen wants to Streetcar and Light Rail photos with area development in background for news article on theLight 
Rail impact on development.  Interviewed Tina Votaw. Fulfilled Closed CATS

208 4/9/2015 10:22 Marc Liles ZapolskiRE See attached Fulfilled Closed CATS
209 4/3/2015 11:44 Eric Dinkins Mecklenburg Times See email Fulfilled Closed CATS

116 10/30/2014 17:00 Tarah Reed eRepublic

Award Documents (bid tabulation, award letter) and the proposal response by the winning vendor
Name:  Communication Infrastructure Design Services         
Bid Number:  269-2014-04-002
Due Date:  2014-05-05         Fulfilled Closed Aviation
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